


June 8, 2012
endorsed by the western carolina university board of trustees

to be a national model for student learning and engagement that embraces  
its responsibilities as a regionally engaged university.

Our MissiOn  
(WhO We are)

Our COre Values and GuidinG PrinCiPles 
(What Guides and insPires us)

the strateGiC Plan

to improve individual lives and enhance economic and community development in 
our region, state, and nation through engaged learning opportunities in our academic 
programs, educational outreach, research, and creative and cultural activities.

•	 Excellence	in	scholarship,	teaching,	and	learning
•	 Collaboration	with	and	respect	for	our	communities
•	 Free	and	open	interchange	of	ideas
•	 Responsible	stewardship	and	organizational	effectiveness
•	 Organizational	and	environmental	sustainability
•	 Cultural	diversity	and	equal	opportunity

Our VisiOn stateMent  
(WhO We Want tO be)
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at the opening of the 2011 fall semester, i announced that development 
of	a	new	strategic	plan	would	be	a	 top	priority	 for	 the	 first	year	of	my	
administration as chancellor of western carolina university. in the 10 
months	 that	 followed,	 the	2020	Commission,	with	36	 representatives	
from	across	 the	 campus	and	 from	 the	broader	 external	 community,	
guided the process of formulating a strategic plan that articulates a shared 
vision for the university, one that reaffirms our collective commitment to 
excellence,	student	success,	and	external	focus	and	engagement.

the 2020 commission solicited input at seven open community forums 
from	Asheville	to	Murphy;	during	numerous	campus	conversations	with	
faculty, staff, and students; and through an online form on the strategic 
planning	website.	With	those	campus	and	community	ideas	providing	a	
solid	foundation,	the	Commission	drafted	six	overall	strategic	directions	
for	the	campus	and	oversaw	the	work	of	six	subcommittees	charged	with	
proposing specific goals and initiatives for each direction.  

after additional fine-tuning and further public input, the commission 
distilled a core vision and a final set of strategic directions, goals, and 
initiatives into western carolina’s strategic plan, 2020 vision: focusing  
Our	Future,	which	will	serve	as	our	road	map	for	the	coming	years.	This	
report	includes	a	summary	of	that	road	map,	as	well	as	the	plan	in	its	entirety.	

the course charted by our strategic plan is ambitious, but it is achievable. 
The	plan,	while	built	upon	the	institution’s	strengths	and	traditions,	 is	
forward-looking.	2020	Vision:	Focusing	Our	Future	will	guide	the	entire	
Western	Carolina	University	community	as,	together,	we	define	our	future	
in pursuit of distinction.

 
 

david o. belcher 
chancellor

2020 VisiOn: FOCusinG Our Future
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Western	Carolina	University	will	provide	each	student	
a	 rigorous,	 relevant	 curriculum	 with	 learning	
experiences	 that	 emphasize	knowledge	and	skills	
that	 are	durable,	 flexible,	 and	 transferable.	WCU	
will	 offer	 educational	 opportunities	 that	 result	 in	
graduates	who	are	equipped	with	the	skills	necessary	
for	 success;	 who	 are	 ready	 to	 compete	 in	 a	
challenging, changing, and global environment; and 
who	are	prepared	to	contribute	to	the	intellectual,	
cultural, and economic development of our region 
and state. 

By	 2020,	 WCU	 will	 be	 acknowledged	 as	 the	 
regional educational leader in the creative arts,  
education of teachers and school personnel, 
environment and environmental policy, health 
professions, innovation and technology, and recreation 
and tourism. all wcu students, regardless of chosen 
academic	program,	will	be	able	to	integrate	information	
from	a	variety	of	sources,	solve	complex	problems,	
communicate effectively and responsibly, and be 
engaged	citizens	in	their	community	and	the	world.

Recognizing	the	vital	role	higher	education	plays	in	
the	region’s	economy,	 the	University	will	 increase	
its number of graduates by 25 percent by 2020. 
WCU	will	eliminate	barriers	to	student	access	and	
success	by	improving	cooperation	with	public	school	
and community college partners and by securing 
significant private gifts for merit- and need-based 
scholarships	and	financial	aid.	The	University	will	
increase its first-year retention rate to 80 percent 
and	its	six-year	graduation	rate	to	60	percent.

WCu’s FaCulty, staFF, and students 
tOGether Make the uniVersity’s  
aCadeMiC MissiOn ParaMOunt.

2 0 2 0  p l a n  S t r a t e g i c  D i r e c t i o n  1

FulFill the eduCatiOnal  
needs OF Our state and reGiOn
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wcu is committed to the education of its students as 
citizens	who	are	prepared	to	contribute	to	the	welfare	
of our region and state. our pursuit encompasses both 
curricular and co-curricular elements to prepare students 
to be active participants in a vibrant, intellectually, 
culturally,	and	economically	thriving	world.	

The	University	will	foster	a	student-centered	campus	
culture	where	every	academic	support	and	student	
service	unit	embraces	academic	excellence	as	a	point	
of	emphasis.	Formal	mentoring	programs	will	help	
students develop a sense of personal, intellectual, and 
professional	 identity,	while	expanded	leadership	and	
experiential	learning	opportunities	at	the	local,	regional,	
national, and international levels for all wcu students 
will	 result	 in	graduates	poised	 to	become	the	next	
generation of leaders.

western carolina pledges to build and sustain a high-
quality	athletics	program	that	excites	and	instills	pride	
among students, faculty, staff, alumni, and friends of 
the	University.	Western	Carolina	will	create	and	sustain	
campus traditions that strengthen students’ connections 
to their university and its surrounding communities, 
including	its	Cherokee	neighbors.

enriCh the  
tOtal student exPerienCe

eVery WCu student’s exPerienCe  
reinFOrCes hiGh standards and  
exPeCtatiOns, inCOrPOrates  
MeaninGFul external enGaGeMent,  
and instills Pride in the uniVersity.

2 0 2 0  p l a n  S t r a t e g i c  D i r e c t i o n  2
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2 0 2 0  p l a n  S t r a t e g i c  D i r e c t i o n  3

enhanCe Our  
external PartnershiPs

Partnerships	with	regional	businesses	and	industries,	
nonprofit	and	civic	organizations,	government	agencies,	
communities, and municipalities represent an integral 
part of wcu’s core mission as a regionally engaged 
institution of higher education. the university’s 
commitment	 to	enhancing	external	partnerships	 is	
demonstrated by its emphasis on integrated learning 
experiences,	commitment	to	engaged	scholarship,	and	
embrace	of	 its	 role	as	both	a	steward	of	 the	unique	
place that is western north carolina and as a catalyst 
for economic and community development. 

to position itself as a leader in those efforts, the 
University	will	establish	an	annual	leadership	tour	of	
the	Western	North	Carolina	region	and	will	facilitate	an	
annual conference for regional leaders from the public 
and private sectors to focus attention and action on 
strategies for economic and community development.

the university pledges to develop its west campus, 
with	its	unique	Millennial	Initiative	designation,	as	a	
national model for building public-private partnerships 
that are integrated into the academic enterprise and 
that	support	the	community	and	the	economy.	Expansion	
of	academic	programs	at	Biltmore	Park	will	position	
WCU	as	a	key	provider	of	graduate	and	professional	
programs in the asheville-hendersonville area. closer 
to	home,	WCU	will	collaborate	with	external	partners	
to	help	Cullowhee	and	Jackson	County	grow	in	ways	
that preserve their natural beauty and enhance their 
sense of community.

WCu is reCOGnized as an aCtiVe 
Partner With the Western nOrth 
CarOlina reGiOn, its COMMunities, 
OrGanizatiOns, and businesses.  
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inVest in Our PeOPle
2 0 2 0  p l a n  S t r a t e g i c  D i r e c t i o n  4

Excellent	 faculty	 and	 staff	 are	 a	 necessity	 for	 the	
fulfillment of western carolina university’s mission.  
In	order	for	the	University	to	succeed,	it	must	take	care	
of its most important resource – its people. 

The	University	will	make	it	an	institutional	priority	to	
attract,	reward,	and	retain	the	highest	quality	employees	
through measures that positively affect not only 
compensation, but also other issues that shape the 
campus	work-life	environment.

The	University	will	advocate	for	competitive	salary	and	
total	compensation	packages	for	its	employees	and	will	
facilitate professional development for faculty and staff. 
WCU	will	embrace	leadership	development,	succession,	
and	stability,	and	as	appropriate,	will	rally	support	for	
issues	related	to	quality	of	life,	all	of	which	will	enhance	
the	recruitment,	development,	and	retention	of	qualified	
and satisfied faculty and staff. 

Western	Carolina	will	focus	on	developing	an	environment	
for faculty and staff members that enhances their 
personal and professional lives by encouraging 
opportunities for spousal or partner hiring by regional 
businesses	and	institutions;	by	seeking	affordable	child	
care, health care, and housing options; and by cultivating 
an inclusive and diverse campus community. in addition, 
the	University	will	partner	with	appropriate	civic	leaders	
in	the	development	and	revitalization	of	Cullowhee	and	
Jackson	County	to	foster	a	community	core	around	the	
campus aimed at improving the place that most wcu 
faculty, staff, and students call home.

WCu is reCOGnized as One OF  
the MOst hiGhly COMPetitiVe and  
desirable eMPlOyers in the reGiOn.
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2 0 2 0  p l a n  S t r a t e g i c  D i r e c t i o n  5

inVest in Our COre resOurCes

it is critical that western carolina university have 
sufficient and constantly updated infrastructure to 
support its mission and vision. infrastructure is more 
than	bricks	and	mortar,	wires	and	fiber,	water	and	
sewer,	and	streets	and	sidewalks.	Infrastructure	also	
includes sustainable fiscal practices and enhanced 
business processes and procedures necessary to 
ensure the fiscal stability of the university.

WCU	will	develop	a	new	comprehensive	master	plan	
that	 incorporates	anticipated	growth	 in	enrollment	
and	that	considers	the	impact	that	growth	may	have	
on our mountain environment and our community 
neighbors. sustainability, energy efficiency, green 
space,	and	campus	safety	and	security	will	be	as	
important	as	location	of	new	buildings,	renovation	
of older facilities, solutions to transportation problems, 
and	meeting	the	University’s	backlog	of	information	
technology infrastructure needs.

The	University	will	 consistently	pursue	 increased	
effectiveness and efficiency of its campus business 
processes	 and,	 where	 appropriate	 and	 in	 the	 
best	 interests	 of	 the	 institution,	 will	 implement	
organizational	realignment.

WCu’s COre inFrastruCture is  
sustainable and POsitiOned tO 
suPPOrt its strateGiC PriOrities.
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2 0 2 0  p l a n  S t r a t e g i c  D i r e c t i o n  6

Garner suPPOrt FOr the VisiOn

western carolina’s continued emergence as an ambitious 
institution dedicated to the economic and community 
development of the region depends on the availability 
of consistent and robust sources of funding. a critical 
element of that effort is an ongoing communications 
strategy	designed	to	ensure	that	internal	and	external	
stakeholders	alike	are	 informed	about	 the	people,	
programs, priorities, and progress of the university.   

The	University	will	embark	upon	a	comprehensive	
fundraising	 campaign	 with	 a	 special	 emphasis	 
on	securing	 the	endowed	merit-	 and	need-based	
scholarships necessary for wcu to consistently recruit 
and	 retain	strong	academically	qualified	students	 
and to support wcu’s commitment to both student 
access and student success. by 2020, the university 
will	increase	the	number	of	research	grant	and	contract	
applications by 100 percent, the number of grants 
and contracts received by 50 percent, and the total 
annual	dollar	figure	awarded	by	25	percent.

Enrollment	growth	also	provides	new	resources	for	
the	University.	Toward	that	end,	WCU	will	develop	
and implement a comprehensive enrollment 
management	program.	The	University	will	advocate	
for	tuition	policy	flexibility	for	students	in	bordering	
states that surround western carolina’s regional 
service area, differential tuition rates for high-demand/
high-expense	 programs,	 and	 modification	 or	
elimination of differential treatment of distance 
education in the unc system’s funding formula.

WCu deVelOPs the resOurCes  
and Markets the VisiOn tO  
ensure aChieVeMent OF its  
strateGiC PriOrities.
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2020 VisiOn:  
FOCusinG Our Future

the strateGiC Plan 

st r at eG i C  d i r eCt i O n  #1 
Fu lF ill  t he  edu Cat iOn a l n eeds  
OF  Ou r  stat e a n d reG iOn
WCU’s	faculty,	staff,	and	students	together	make	the	University’s		 	
academic mission paramount. 

st r at eG i C  d i r eCt i O n  #2 
en r iCh  t he  tOta l st u den t  exPer ienCe
Every	WCU	student’s	experience	reinforces	high	standards	and 
expectations,	incorporates	meaningful	external	engagement,	and	 
instills pride in the university.

st r at eG i C  d i r eCt i O n  #3 
en ha n Ce Ou r  ex t ern a l Pa rt nersh iPs
WCU	is	recognized	as	an	active	partner	within	the	Western	North	 
Carolina	region,	its	communities,	organizations,	and	businesses.

st r at eG i C  d i r eCt i O n  #4 
in V est  in  Ou r  PeOPle
WCU	is	recognized	as	one	of	the	most	highly	competitive	 
and desirable employers in the region.

st r at eG i C  d i r eCt i O n  #5 
in V est  in  Ou r  COre  resOu rCes
wcu’s core infrastructure is sustainable and positioned to  
support its strategic priorities.

st r at eG i C  d i r eCt i O n  #6 
Ga rn er  su PPOrt  FOr  t he  V is iOn
WCU	develops	the	resources	and	markets	the	vision	to	ensure	 
achievement of its strategic priorities.
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GOAL 1.4: Eliminate barriers to student access 
through coordinated endeavors with Birth-12 (B-12) and 
community college partners. 

INITIATIVE 1.4.1: Establish	a	network	of	 regional	 advisory	 
committees to enhance communication and collaboration among  
b-12, community college, and wcu faculty and administrators in the 
areas of 1) curriculum goals and transferability; 2) the benefits of 
higher	education	and	the	best	strategies	for	marketing	and	recruiting;	
and 3) admissions and financial aid.

INITIATIVE 1.4.2: Review,	revise	where	appropriate,	and	electronically 
automate	all	articulation	agreements	between	WCU	and	community	
colleges	 in	 the	WCU	service	area	with	 the	goal	of	maintaining	high	
academic standards and facilitating curricular transfer; develop a  
standard	review	protocol	and	timeline.

INITIATIVE 1.4.3: Expand	opportunities	for	WCU	staff,	faculty,	and	
students	to	visit	with	B-12	students	and	community	college	students	
(both on- and off-campus) to share information regarding the importance 
of	higher	education	and	the	pathways,	processes,	and	programs	at	WCU.

INITIATIVE 1.4.4: Expand	coordinated	communications	and	recruiting 
efforts among b-12, community colleges, and wcu regarding the 
value of education and affordable avenues for all individuals to access 
and benefit from it. 

GOAL 1.5: Make WCU (the Cullowhee campus and 
the off-campus site at Biltmore Park in the Asheville-
Hendersonville area) a destination for short-term,  
educationally based programs, activities, and events, 
including summer school, continuing education, camps, 
conferences, and personal enrichment opportunities. 

INITIATIVE 1.5.1: Pursue a cohesive, consistent, and efficient  
organizational	and	policy	structure	to	facilitate	short-term,	educationally 
based	programs,	activities,	and	events,	including	review	of	facilities	use	
policies,	University	organization,	and	virtual	format	possibilities.

INITIATIVE 1.5.2:	Expand	the	number	of	 resident	and	distance	 
summer	school	offerings	for	a	wide	variety	of	learners,	including	WCU	
students,	guest	students,	 senior	citizens,	B-12	students,	and	 the	 
general	public;	expand	summer	school	enrollment	by	25	percent	by	2020.

INITIATIVE 1.5.3: Expand	the	number	of	camps	and	conferences	
that wcu offers by 50 percent by 2020.

INITIATIVE 1.5.4: Develop	and	implement	a	coordinated	marketing	
plan	to	promote	WCU’s	Cullowhee	campus	and	its	programs	in	Asheville	
at	Biltmore	Park	as	conference	destinations.	(See	Initiative	6.2.1)

GOAL 1.6: Attain a student population that  
balances the University’s commitment to access, its  
responsibility for student success, and ensures the  
sustainability of University funding. (See Initiative 6.3.2)

INITIATIVE 1.6.1: develop data-driven admission strategies (for 
first-time freshmen, transfer, graduate, and distance students) that  

balance the university’s aim to increase the academic profile of entering 
students	while	continuing	to	serve	 the	educational	 role	of	access	as	 
a regional comprehensive university.

INITIATIVE 1.6.2: conduct ongoing program assessment and  
prioritization	and	allocate	resources	to	positively	affect	enrollment.	

INITIATIVE 1.6.3: Expand	efforts	 to	 recruit	students	 in	programs	
associated	with	the	curricular	focus	areas.

INITIATIVE 1.6.4: Make	 the	securing	of	endowed	merit	 and	 
need-based financial aid an institutional fundraising priority.  
(See	Initiative	6.3.6)

INITIATIVE 1.6.5: enhance support for scholarships, graduate  
assistantships,	and	student	research	to	attract	and	retain	students	who	
are	prepared	for	the	rigors	of	a	Western	Carolina	educational	experience.

INITIATIVE 1.6.6: increase the diversity of the student body and 
ensure campus resources necessary to support a diverse student body 
in order to serve the needs of the changing demographics of the region 
and	state	and	to	enhance	the	educational	experience	of	all	students.	

INITIATIVE 1.6.7: increase wcu’s freshman-to-sophomore retention 
rate to 80 percent by 2020.

INITIATIVE 1.6.8: Increase	WCU’s	six-year	graduation	rate	 to	60	
percent by 2020.

GOAL 1.1: Deliver high-quality academic programs 
(undergraduate, graduate, and professional) designed to 
promote regional economic and community development.

INITIATIVE 1.1.1: Undertake	a	rigorous	and	 inclusive	process	to	
prioritize	 all	 undergraduate	 and	 graduate	 programs	 based	 on	 
universally	applied	criteria,	including	quality,	regional	need,	demand,	
enrollment	trends,	retention	and	graduation	rates,	and	alignment	with	
the	University	mission	and	the	 following	 integrated	curricular	 focus	
areas: creative arts, education, environment, health, innovation and 
technology, and recreation and tourism.

INITIATIVE 1.1.2: develop visionary strategic plans for each of the curricular 
focus	areas	through	inclusive	processes	to	accomplish	the	following:

•	Position	and	market	WCU	as	 the	cultural	heart	of	Western	North	 
  carolina in the creative arts

•	fulfill wcu’s historic and continuing commitment to be the regional  
  leader in teacher education

•	assume regional leadership in the study of the environment  
  and environmental policy

•	Position wcu as the premier regional provider of baccalaureate  
		 and	 graduate	 education	 in	 the	 health	 professions	 with	 
  an emphasis on culturally sensitive, integrative, and inter- 
  generational health care

•	establish wcu as a hub of innovation, facilitating inter- 
  disciplinary connections among academic programs in such  
  disciplines as business, the sciences, engineering, technology,  
		 and	 entrepreneurship	 and	 external	 collaboration	with	 industry,	 
		 start-up	companies,	 research	 institutes,	nonprofit	organizations,	 
  and government agencies

•	advance the recreation and tourism industries of western  
  north carolina

INITIATIVE 1.1.3: Position wcu as a preferred provider of graduate 
and professional programs in the greater asheville-hendersonville area 
in fulfillment of its historic commitment to this vital part of the western 
north carolina region.

INITIATIVE 1.1.4: Provide access to academic programs at  
off-campus	sites	in	Western	North	Carolina	within	available	resources	
and as dictated by data-based needs analyses.

INITIATIVE 1.1.5: align departments, colleges, and divisions, as 
appropriate, to support the strategic vision of the university.

INITIATIVE 1.1.6: identify and develop integrated, cross-disciplinary 
centers/institutes	of	study	and	outreach,	where	appropriate,	based	on	
the curricular focus areas.

INITIATIVE 1.1.7: increase the total number of wcu graduates by 25 
percent	by	2020	to	meet	the	regional	need	for	an	educated	work	force.	

GOAL 1.2: Fully integrate into the general education 
program and into each major and minor at both under-
graduate and graduate levels an emphasis on those core 
abilities expected of all WCU students: to integrate  
information from a variety of contexts; to solve complex 
problems; to communicate effectively and responsibly; 
to practice civic engagement; and to clarify and act on 
purpose and values.

INITIATIVE 1.2.1: Hire	faculty	and	staff	who	understand	and	will	
contribute to wcu’s core educational values, its holistic academic mission, 
its commitment to outreach and engagement, and the achievement of the 
institution’s strategic priorities.

INITIATIVE 1.2.2: develop and implement effective, faculty-led 
mentoring programs for students, aided and reinforced by advising and 
course scheduling in the support units and designed to reinforce the 
university’s core values.

INITIATIVE 1.2.3: Incorporate	writing	and	research	into	all	levels	of	
the curricula. 

INITIATIVE 1.2.4: ensure that all academic programs incorporate 
the core abilities detailed in Goal 1.2.

INITIATIVE 1.2.5: incorporate into the formal evaluation of faculty 
work	a	consideration	of	how	curricula,	pedagogies,	and	scholarship	 
successfully advance the university learning outcomes. 

GOAL 1.3: Ensure that all programs include cross-
curricular, experiential, applied, and international/global 
awareness opportunities for all students. 

INITIATIVE 1.3.1: Reduce,	and	where	possible	eliminate,	bureaucratic	
and financial barriers to cross-curricular design and team-teaching. 

INITIATIVE 1.3.2: Incorporate	expectations	for	experiential	and	applied	
learning opportunities, including undergraduate research opportunities, 
in	the	curricular	review	process.	

INITIATIVE 1.3.3: ensure that meaningful international/global  
experience	 opportunities	 are	 available	 to	 every	 student,	 regardless	 of	 
major,	including	options	to	study	with	international	scholars	on	WCU’s	 
faculty, to participate in faculty-led international travel courses, and to study 
abroad.	(See	Initiative	2.1.6)

strateG iC  d i reCt iOn # 1 
FulF ill  the  eduCat iOn al ne e ds O F  O ur  state  and reG iOn 
WCu’s FaCulty, staFF, and students tOGether Make the uniVersity’s aCadeMiC MissiOn ParaMOunt. 

Western Carolina University is committed, first and foremost, to fulfilling its academic mission of providing each student a 
rigorous and relevant curriculum with learning experiences that emphasize knowledge and skills that are durable, flexible, 
and transferable. WCU is committed to providing an education grounded in a strong set of foundational knowledge and 
skills combined with specific practical knowledge in content degree areas, the outcome of which is personal, intellectual, 
and economic enrichment for each student. WCU seeks to ensure educational opportunities that result in graduates who 
are prepared for success; who are ready to compete in a challenging, changing, and global environment; and who are 
committed to contributing to the intellectual, cultural, and economic development of our region and state. 
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GOAL 2.1: Foster a student-centered campus culture 
that emphasizes academic excellence, personal growth, 
networking opportunities, and global and social awareness. 

INITIATIVE 2.1.1: ensure that the mission of every academic support and 
student	services	unit	espouses	academic	excellence	as	a	primary	emphasis.	

INITIATIVE 2.1.2: Review,	and	where	necessary	modify,	all	student	
recruitment	and	promotional	materials	to	include	expectations	related	
to academic rigor and standards. 

INITIATIVE 2.1.3: Align,	 and	 where	 appropriate	 consolidate,	 
academic	support	and	experiential	learning	services	to	ensure	consistent,	
interconnected, and efficiently provided assistance to students. 

INITIATIVE 2.1.4: Develop	and/or	 formalize	mentoring	programs	 
that help students develop a sense of personal, intellectual, and  
professional identity. 

INITIATIVE 2.1.5: Create	leadership	and	experiential	opportunities	
at the local, regional, national, and international levels, ensuring that 
all	students	participate	in	such	opportunities	and	can	document	how	
these	 learning	experiences	are	 interconnected	with	 their	program	of	
study. (see initiative 2.2.4)

INITIATIVE 2.1.6: Expand	international	experiences	for	all	Western	
carolina university students through such strategies as increasing study 
abroad	opportunities,	developing	exchange	programs	with	international	
universities,	recruiting	a	sizable	international	student	population	to	WCU,	
and	enhancing	global	awareness	components	of	existing	curricula.	 
(see initiative 1.3.3)

GOAL 2.2: Foster active citizenship among WCU students.

INITIATIVE 2.2.1: integrate the elements of the western carolina university 
“community creed” into institutionally affiliated programs and services. 

INITIATIVE 2.2.2: as appropriate, include students as full, voting members 
on	campus	decision-making	committees.

INITIATIVE 2.2.3: increase the number of academic living-learning  
communities that integrate active, collaborative, and interdisciplinary learning 
experiences	with	 curricular	 goals,	 ensuring	necessary	 logistical	 and	 
administrative support. 

INITIATIVE 2.2.4: Provide	every	student	with	an	opportunity	 to	 
participate in student-led outreach projects that focus on civic engagement. 
(see initiative 2.1.5)

INITIATIVE 2.2.5: create a culture of participating in the democratic 
process	as	demonstrated	by	 large	percentages	of	students	who	are	
registered	to	vote	and	who	vote.

INITIATIVE 2.2.6: Provide	opportunities	for	students	to	explore	all	
points	of	view	on	various	 issues	and	to	understand	the	perspectives	 
of others through civil and informed discourse and debate.

GOAL 2.3: Instill pride in the University through more 
visible recognition and celebration of institutional achieve-
ments and traditions. 

INITIATIVE 2.3.1: Build	and	sustain	a	high-quality	athletics	program	
that	excites	and	instills	pride	among	students,	faculty,	staff,	alumni,	and	
friends of the university.

INITIATIVE 2.3.2: create and sustain campus traditions that strengthen 
students’ connection to their university and its surrounding communities.

INITIATIVE 2.3.3: build and sustain consistent celebrations of 
Cherokee	history,	culture,	and	traditions.

INITIATIVE 2.3.4: include in the university’s comprehensive  
communications	plan	a	focused	strategy	to	celebrate	with	the	institution’s	
internal	and	external	audiences	the	accomplishments	and	achievements	
of	students,	faculty,	and	staff.	(See	Initiative	6.2.1)

INITIATIVE 2.3.5: ensure that university events are consistently  
well-advertised	to	external	audiences.

GOAL 3.1: Strengthen relationships and communication 
between the University and its external partners.

INITIATIVE 3.1.1:	Senior	campus	leadership	will	model	the	institution’s	
commitment to community outreach and involvement.

INITIATIVE 3.1.2: establish an annual leadership tour of the western 
North	Carolina	region	designed	to	reinforce	WCU’s	connection	with	its	
external	constituents	and	to	update	University	leadership	consistently	
about regional and local priorities.

INITIATIVE 3.1.3: establish the appropriate leadership and  
organizational	structure at wcu to support, coordinate, and facilitate 
external	partnerships	and	collaborations.

INITIATIVE 3.1.4: Create	an	institutional	council	with	representatives	
from each division and college to enhance internal communication about 
external	partnerships	and	engagement,	including	the	sponsorship	of	an	
annual inventory of such activities.

INITIATIVE 3.1.5: develop and implement a communications plan 
that	 informs	Western	Carolina	University’s	external	community	about	
university resources (inventoried annually), such as programs, services, 
facilities,	and	 faculty/staff	expertise	 that	are	available	 to	 the	public.	 
(See	Initiative	6.2.1)

GOAL 3.2: Position the University as a key leader in 
regional economic and community development efforts.

INITIATIVE 3.2.1: facilitate an annual conference for regional government, 
nonprofit, community, education, and business leaders to focus attention 
and action on regional strategies for economic and community development.

INITIATIVE 3.2.2:	Develop	 the	West	Campus,	with	 its	Millennial	 
Initiative	designation,	as	a	national	model	for	building,	in	a	rural	context,	
public-private partnerships that are integrated into the academic  
enterprise	and	which	support	community	and	economic	development.	

INITIATIVE 3.2.3:	Develop	the	programs	at	Biltmore	Park	to	position	
WCU	as	a	key	provider	of	graduate	and	professional	programs	in	the	
greater	Asheville-Hendersonville	area	along	the	I-26	growth	corridor.	

INITIATIVE 3.2.4: Work	with	external	partners	to	facilitate	economic	and	
community	development	in	Cullowhee	and	Jackson	County,	which	form	
the	University’s	backyard,	and	participate	in	the	formation	of	formalized	
community	leadership	for	Cullowhee	that	can	serve	as	the	voice	of	the	
community	as	it	anticipates	growth	and	development.	(See	Initiative	4.3.2)

INITIATIVE 3.2.5: Seek	out	and	implement	internal	synergies	among	
outreach efforts and potential partnerships that are focused on economic 
and	community	development	and	consistent	with	the	curricular	focus	
areas identified by the 2020 commission.

INITIATIVE 3.2.6: facilitate collaborative research and development 
efforts	between	WCU	and	external	partners.

GOAL 3.3: Align internal processes and reward 
systems to foster external engagement.

INITIATIVE 3.3.1: develop models and strategies to formally  
recognize	and	reward	 faculty	and	staff	participation	 in	educationally	
based	external	engagement.	

INITIATIVE 3.3.2: ensure that all division and departmental personnel 
processes, including those related to annual faculty evaluation, tenure, 
promotion,	and	review,	provide	faculty	and	staff	the	formal	opportunity	
to	detail	and	describe	educationally	based	external	engagement	activities.	

INITIATIVE 3.3.3: Promote the university’s support of staff-initiated 
community service. 

strateG iC  d i reCt iOn # 2
enr iCh  the  tOtal stude nt exP e r i e nC e

st rat eG iC  d i reCt iOn  #3
en ha n Ce Ou r  ex t ern a l Pa rt n ersh iPs

eVery WCu student’s exPerienCe reinFOrCes hiGh standards and exPeCtatiOns, inCOrPOrates 
MeaninGFul external enGaGeMent, and instills Pride in the uniVersity.

WCu is reCOGnized as an aCtiVe Partner Within the Western nOrth CarOlina reGiOn,  
its COMMunities, OrGanizatiOns, and businesses.

WCU is committed to working toward the best interests of the region and state through deliberately and consciously  
considering what it means to educate citizens, a pursuit that encompasses both curricular and co-curricular elements 
that serve to prepare students to participate in and help create a vibrant, intellectually, culturally, and economically  
thriving region, state, nation, and world. 

Partnerships with regional businesses and industries, nonprofits, civic organizations, government agencies, communities, 
and cities are an integral part of WCU’s core mission as a recognized, regionally engaged university. The University’s 
emphasis on integrated learning experiences, its commitment to engaged scholarship, and its embrace of the institution’s 
role as both a steward of this unique and special place and a catalyst for economic and community development all 
demonstrate and reinforce WCU’s commitment to enhancing engagement with external partners.
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GOAL 4.1: Make salary and total compensation packages 
an institutional priority in order to attract, reward, and 
retain the highest quality employees.

INITIATIVE 4.1.1: advocate for the financial resources necessary to 
offer	competitive	salaries	and	compensation	packages.

INITIATIVE 4.1.2: develop a regular and recurring process for  
employee	salary	review.	

INITIATIVE 4.1.3: develop and implement strategies for retaining  
high-performing	employees	with	competitive	salary	adjustments	and	
compensation	packages	within	existing	policies.

INITIATIVE 4.1.4: develop and implement a program of competitive 
summer	grants	to	support	innovative	faculty	pursuits	within	the	context	
of western carolina’s mission and values.

INITIATIVE 4.1.5:	Advocate	with	other	UNC	system	institutions	for	
a competitive and attractive health benefits plan that is cost-effective for 
employees and their families. 

GOAL 4.2: Ensure professional development opportunities 
for all employees.

INITIATIVE 4.2.1: Make	support	for	professional	development	for	all	
employees a fiscal priority at wcu.

INITIATIVE 4.2.2: include in each supervisor’s performance  
evaluation an assessment of his/her support for and his/her unit’s 
progress in professional development.  

INITIATIVE 4.2.3: ensure appropriate orientation and annual refresher 
updates for all staff and faculty, as appropriate.

INITIATIVE 4.2.4: ensure that all faculty and staff understand  
performance evaluation processes and criteria.

INITIATIVE 4.2.5: establish a campus leadership academy to cultivate 
faculty and staff leaders.

GOAL 4.3: Work to develop a work-life environment 
for Western Carolina University employees that enhances 
their personal and professional lives.

INITIATIVE 4.3.1: Develop	a	network	within	the	University	and	 
with	regional	businesses	and	institutions	to	enhance	employment	 
opportunities for spousal and partner hiring. 

INITIATIVE 4.3.2: Partner	with	appropriate	civic	 leaders	 in	 the	 
development	and	revitalization	of	Cullowhee	and	Jackson	County,	with	
specific emphasis on developing a community core around the campus 
aimed	at	improving	the	quality	of	life	for	faculty,	staff,	students,	and	the	
community. (see initiative 3.2.4)

INITIATIVE 4.3.3: Accommodate	flexible	work	arrangements	for	staff,	
where	appropriate	and	possible.

INITIATIVE 4.3.4: Facilitate	a	network	of	opportunities,	where	possible,	
for affordable child care, health care, and housing options for faculty, 
staff, and students.

INITIATIVE 4.3.5: increase diversity among faculty and staff. 

GOAL 4.4: Adequately support for scholarship and 
creative activities in support of Western Carolina University’s 
mission as a regional comprehensive university.

INITIATIVE 4.4.1: Establish	 an	 organizational	 structure	 to	 
accommodate the research, Graduate school, and Millennial initiative 
ambitions of the university.

INITIATIVE 4.4.2: ensure appropriate institutional infrastructure to 
support scholarship and research.

INITIATIVE 4.4.3: increase support for scholarship and creative  
activities, including funding for reassigned time for scholarship, library 
support, graduate research assistantships, summer research grants, 
seed	funding,	start-up	support	where	appropriate,	equipment	replacement,	
and travel for conference presentations.

GOAL 4.5: Create an environment in which the  
primary role of faculty as teacher-scholars is recognized 
and valued. 

INITIATIVE 4.5.1: Develop	and	implement	integrated	faculty	workload	
expectations	and	policies	that	facilitate	exemplary	teaching,	scholarly	
productivity,	and	public	service	in	alignment	with	Western	Carolina’s	 
commitment	to	external	engagement.	

INITIATIVE 4.5.2: Provide	department	heads	and	deans	flexibility	
within	the	parameters	of	fiscal	realities	in	assigning	workload	to	faculty	 
to accommodate significant contributions for such out-of-classroom  
responsibilities as advising, undergraduate and graduate research  
supervision and mentoring, and student career development. 

INITIATIVE 4.5.3: eliminate redundant and ineffective service  
obligations and committees across campus. 

GOAL 4.6: Foster an inclusive University community 
where the contributions of all employees are recognized 
and valued. 

INITIATIVE 4.6.1: establish opportunities that give university staff  
access to university administration in the governance process.

INITIATIVE 4.6.2: develop a forum that facilitates collaboration 
among members of the faculty senate, staff senate, and the student 
Government	Association	on	university-wide	issues	and	projects.

GOAL 5.1: Implement sustainable funding models 
to ensure fiscal stability. 

INITIATIVE 5.1.1: eliminate operational dependence on one-time  
funding for core functions and services.

INITIATIVE 5.1.2: Maintain a favorable bond rating. 

INITIATIVE 5.1.3: develop and implement processes to identify  
resources	for	reallocation	and	reallocate	such	resources	to	areas	with	
demonstrated/potential	growth,	capacity	 for	 revenue	generation,	and	 
critical strategic need.

GOAL 5.2: Develop a comprehensive University  
master plan.  

INITIATIVE 5.2.1: Charge	a	task	force	consisting	of	representatives	
of	 internal	and	external	constituents	and	supported	by	an	external	
consultant	to	develop	a	comprehensive	campus	master	plan	that	takes	
into	account	such	factors	as	anticipated	enrollment	growth,	the	environment,	
sustainability, energy efficiency, core infrastructure needs, building 
priority needs, departmental/unit consolidation, technology infrastructure, 
campus safety and security, green space, transportation, campus design 
standards,	and	the	 integration	of	 the	campus	with	 the	surrounding	
community. The	comprehensive	plan	will	include	the	following	components:

	•	A	comprehensive	facility	condition	assessment	for	existing	buildings

	•	A	campus	sustainability	plan	that	aligns	with	the	UNC	Sustainability	Policy	

	•	An	assessment	and	prioritization	of	core	infrastructure	needs	in	light	 
  of emerging technologies

	•	An	assessment	and	prioritization	of	new	building	needs

	•	A	prioritized	plan	for	addressing	repair	and	renovation	needs

	•	 Incorporation	of	green	space	throughout	the	campus

	•	A	 plan	 to	 consolidate	 like	 parts	 of	 individual	 units/colleges	 
		 where	possible

	•	A	campus	parking	and	transportation	plan	 that	 facilitates	access	 
  to education sites and includes investment in multimodal options  
		 such	as	bike	lanes,	greenways,	etc.

	•	A	process	 for	allocating	and	budgeting	space	as	a	core	 resource	 
		 to	maximize	space	utilization

	•	A	plan	to	ensure	the	integration	of	campus	development	with	the	 
  community surrounding the university

GOAL 5.3: Improve the effectiveness and efficiency 
of campus business processes to ensure continuous 
improvement and to realize financial savings.

INITIATIVE 5.3.1: Review	the	use	of	expendables,	including	printed	
documentation,	and	where	reasonable,	reduce	such	usage	and	transition	
to digital alternatives. 

INITIATIVE 5.3.2: Conduct	business-flow	analyses	of	all	key	functions	
and revise or eliminate unnecessary or redundant business processes 
and leverage existing	enterprise	solutions	(e.g.,	Banner,	Blackboard,	R25,	
sharePoint, etc.).

INITIATIVE 5.3.3: Consolidate	and	centralize	similar	operations	 
across campus. 

GOAL 5.4: Sustain and increase information technology 
capabilities and capacity required to meet the goals of 
the University.

INITIATIVE 5.4.1: Establish	and	systematize	a	sustainable	funding	
model for information technology that accommodates operational support, 
replacements	and	upgrades,	University	growth,	and	strategic	initiatives.

INITIATIVE 5.4.2: establish capacity planning, management, and 
implementation processes to ensure accommodation of mandatory and 
anticipated information technology needs, including both human  
resources	and	technologies	(e.g.,	bandwidth,	storage,	servers,	digital	
media,	software	licenses,	wireless	networking,	wired	networking,	cloud	
services, etc.).

INITIATIVE 5.4.3: establish a multiyear technology capability planning 
process that is revisited annually. 

INITIATIVE 5.4.4: Assess	periodically	and	revise,	where	necessary,	
the information technology disaster recovery plan. 

GOAL 5.5: Maintain and improve campus safety  
systems, capabilities, and infrastructure in support of the 
University’s strategic priorities.

INITIATIVE 5.5.1: complete and maintain updated emergency response 
plans and business continuity plans for critical functions of the university.

INITIATIVE 5.5.2: implement sustainable funding models in support 
of campus safety systems and infrastructure.

INITIATIVE 5.5.3: Enhance	campus-wide	emergency	preparedness	
with	ongoing	communication	and	training.

INITIATIVE 5.5.4: sustain and enhance partnerships (e.g., mutual 
aid	agreements,	EMS	service	provision,	etc.)	with	local	governments,	 
regional	public	safety	agencies,	and	health	organizations	in	support	of	
campus and community safety priorities.

INITIATIVE 5.5.5: systematically assess and upgrade technologies 
(e.g., radio systems, access controls, cameras, etc.) in support of campus 
safety objectives.

strateG iC  d i reCt iOn # 4
inVest in  Our  PeOPle

st rat eG iC  d i reCt iOn  #5
in V est  in  Ou r  COre  resOu rCes

WCu is reCOGnized as One OF the MOst hiGhly COMPetitiVe and desirable eMPlOyers in the reGiOn. WCu’s COre inFrastruCture is sustainable and POsitiOned tO suPPOrt its strateGiC PriOrities.

Excellent faculty and staff are prerequisites for the fulfillment of Western Carolina University’s mission. Western Carolina 
University must therefore advocate for competitive compensation for its employees and facilitate professional development; 
leadership development, succession, and stability; and, as appropriate, support for issues related to quality of life, all of 
which will enhance the recruitment, development, and retention of qualified and satisfied faculty and staff. 

Western Carolina University will ensure a consistently updated infrastructure in support of its mission and vision. Infrastructure 
is interpreted broadly to include facilities, technology, fiscal practices, and business processes and procedures. 
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GOAL 6.1: Facilitate a shared understanding of and 
commitment to the institution’s strategic vision among 
WCU faculty, staff, and students.

INITIATIVE 6.1.1: Create	or	modify	existing	orientation	messages	for	
new	faculty,	staff,	and	students	 to	ensure	early	 introduction	 to	and	 
understanding of the university’s strategic vision.

INITIATIVE 6.1.2: align all internal budgeting and annual reporting 
processes to reflect and reinforce the strategic vision and priorities of 
the university. 

INITIATIVE 6.1.3: ensure consistency among vision messages from 
all internal sources.

GOAL 6.2: Facilitate a shared understanding of  
the institution’s strategic vision among the University’s 
external communities.

INITIATIVE 6.2.1: develop and implement comprehensive and  
consistent	communications	and	marketing	plans	designed	to	fulfill	the	
university’s strategic priorities. (see initiatives 1.5.4, 2.3.4, and 3.1.5) 

INITIATIVE 6.2.2: Ensure	the	appropriate	leadership	and	organizational	
structure necessary to develop and implement comprehensive  
communication	 and	 marketing	 plans	 designed	 to	 communicate	 
western carolina university’s strategic vision effectively, concisely,  
and	consistently	to	all	external	stakeholders.	

INITIATIVE 6.2.3: Create	a	network	 for	 regional	engagement	and	
statewide	advocacy	through	a	mobilized	and	informed	alumni	base.	

INITIATIVE 6.2.4: Develop	a	process	to	review	periodically	the	University	
brand	and	tailor	the	marketing	message	accordingly.		

GOAL 6.3: Maximize and target a balanced and 
diverse mix of financial resources that will enable achievement 
of Western Carolina University’s strategic vision. 

INITIATIVE 6.3.1: develop and implement a comprehensive enrollment 
management	process	 that	maximizes	state	appropriations	per	 the	
formula	funding	system	in	a	manner	consistent	with	the	University’s	
strategic priorities related to access and success, including incremental 
increases in admission standards.

INITIATIVE 6.3.2: Revisit	the	organizational	structure	of	all	campus	
offices and functions related to enrollment management to ensure lean, 
robust,	and	efficient	operations.	(See	Goal	1.6)

INITIATIVE 6.3.3: Explore	innovative	possibilities	for	revenue	generation	
such as summer revenue opportunities, the initiation of certificate/ 
executive	programs,	and	cooperative	education	opportunities	to	reduce	
dependency on state funding and tuition and fee increases.

INITIATIVE 6.3.4: develop and implement a comprehensive plan to 
increase significantly wcu’s advocacy efforts among elected officials on 
behalf of university and system priorities.

INITIATIVE 6.3.5: develop and implement an advocacy plan for 
state/system	action	on	three	key	market-based	issues:	

•	Tuition	 policy	 flexibility	 (in-state	 or	 surcharge)	 for	 students	 in	 
 bordering states 

•	Differential	tuition	in	high-demand/high-expense	programs

•	Modification/elimination	 of	 differential	 treatment	 of	 distance	 
 education in the unc system’s funding formula

INITIATIVE 6.3.6: Pursue a comprehensive development campaign 
targeting	(See	Initiative	1.6.4):

•	Gifts	at	all	levels	in	support	of	WCU’s	strategic	goals	and	initiatives

•	Particular	philanthropic	support	for	endowed	merit-	and	need-based	 
 scholarships to enable wcu to recruit and retain the best  
	 academically	qualified	students	and	to	support	WCU’s	commitments	 
 to student access and student success

•	An	 increase	 in	 the	participation	and	engagement	of	WCU	alumni	 
 in university activities and in the number of alumni donors by 50  
 percent by 2020

•	Adequate	 development	 and	 alumni	 staffing	 to	 ensure	 the	 
 campaign’s success

INITIATIVE 6.3.7: develop infrastructure for research and sponsored 
programs,	technology	transfer,	and	commercialization	consistent	with	
strategic	priorities	to	achieve	the	following	by	2020:

•	 Increase	in	the	number	of	research	grant	and	contract	applications	 
 by 100 percent

•	 Increase	in	the	number	of	grants	and	contracts	received	by	50	percent

•	 Increase	in	the	total	annual	amount	of	awards	received	by	25	percent

INITIATIVE 6.3.8: Pursue funding resources for development of the 
west campus/Millennial initiative.

strateG iC  d i reCt iOn # 6
Garner  suPPOrt FOr  t h e  V i s i O n
WCu deVelOPs the resOurCes and Markets the VisiOn tO ensure aChieVeMent OF its strateGiC PriOrities.

WCU’s continued emergence as an ambitious institution of higher education dedicated to the economic and community  
development of Western North Carolina depends on the development and cultivation of consistent and robust funding sources 
and an ongoing communications strategy designed to ensure that internal and external stakeholders are consistently informed 
about the University and its progress in achieving strategic goals.
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Mission 

The College of Arts and Sciences provides students with a liberal arts foundation where they are 

taught to think critically, grow academically, and communicate effectively. We prepare our 

students to be intellectually, socially, culturally, and professionally engaged citizens and leaders 

who contribute to and promote the sustainability of local and global communities. 

 

Vision 

The College of Arts and Sciences will be a national model among colleges of arts and sciences 

for student-centered teaching and learning, engagement, and collaboration.  

 

Core Values 

The faculty, staff, and administration of the College of Arts and Sciences value: 

 An intellectually stimulating environment 

 Academic excellence 

 Interdisciplinary collaboration 

 Committed and effective teacher-scholars 

 Diversity of ideas, perspectives, and cultures 

 Engagement 

 Our communities 

 Sense of place 

 Student success 

 

 

Strategic Direction #1:  Fulfill the Educational Needs of Our State and Region  

Western Carolina University is committed, first and foremost, to fulfilling its academic mission 

of providing each student a rigorous and relevant curriculum with learning experiences that 

emphasize knowledge and skills that are durable, flexible, and transferable. WCU is committed 

to providing an education grounded in a strong set of foundational knowledge and skills 

combined with specific practical knowledge in content degree areas, the outcome of which is 

personal, intellectual, and economic enrichment for each student. WCU seeks to ensure 

educational opportunities that result in graduates who are prepared for success, who are ready to 

compete in a challenging, changing, and global environment, and who are committed to 

contributing to the intellectual, cultural, and economic development of our region and state. 

 

The College of Arts and Sciences will support Strategic Direction #1 of the 2020 Vision through 

the following goals and initiatives: 

 

Goal 1.1 By 2020, the College of Arts and Sciences will increase educational and research 

opportunities for faculty and students that will enhance our current programs and offer avenues 
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for exploration into new courses, programs, and degree offerings that are consistent with the 

needs of our state and region. 

 

Initiative 1.1.1 Seek outside funding opportunities for educational and research programs 

that support students, collaborative ventures between students and faculty, and 

multidisciplinary research opportunities for faculty and students across the College and 

University.  

Initiative 1.1.2 Increase the use of the Biltmore Park campus by providing additional 

courses in A&S disciplines at that location. 

 

Initiative 1.1.3 Increase internal funding of faculty research projects that include heavy 

involvement of students through the use of a portion of the indirect costs returned to 

A&S. 

 

Initiative 1.1.4 Encourage programs to integrate student research and inquiry into all 

levels of the curriculum. 

 

Initiative 1.1.5 Seek competitive grant funding for course improvement to improve 

student success, especially in major and gateway courses. 

 

Initiative 1.1.6 Recognize and reward faculty who excel in advising and mentoring 

students and seek ways to improve advising and mentoring in all departments. 

 

Initiative 1.1.7 Increase online program and course offerings, where appropriate, to meet 

the needs of the state and region. 

 

Initiative 1.1.8 Continue to foster the development of courses, curricula, and 

programming that explores the history, culture, socioeconomic conditions, and 

environment of southern Appalachia. 

 

Goal 1.2 Increase graduation and retention rates for students in all College undergraduate and  

graduate programs. 

 

Initiative 1.2.1: Enhance and expand College efforts to develop effective and focused 

advising and mentorship opportunities. 

 

Initiative 1.2.2 By 2014, develop a strategic plan to enhance College recruiting and 

retention efforts. 

 

Initiative 1.2.3 Develop plans and initiatives to increase and enhance student access 

through coordinated endeavors with Birth-16 and community college partners. 
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Goal 1.3 Ensure that each WCU student receives a strong foundation in liberal studies by 

maintaining a strong general education program. 

 

Initiative 1.3.1 The College will advocate for a liberal arts foundation for all WCU 

students and will remain at the core of the general education program. 

 

Initiative 1.3.2 Encourage departments to regularly review general education course 

offerings and ensure that they are meeting the current needs of students in state, regional, 

and global communities. 
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Strategic Direction #2:  Enrich the Total Student Experience 
WCU is committed to working toward the best interests of all students by deliberately and 

consciously considering what it means to educate citizens, a pursuit that encompasses both 

curricular and co-curricular elements that serve to prepare students to participate in and help 

create a vibrant, intellectually, culturally, and economically thriving region, state, nation, and 

world. 

 

The College of Arts and Sciences will support Strategic Direction #2 of the 2020 Vision through 

the following goals and initiatives: 

 

Goal 2.1 Provide all students a rigorous, well-rounded educational experience that emphasizes 

the liberal arts and sciences, essential skills, and disciplinary expertise. 

 

Initiative 2.1.1 Because students learn in a variety of different ways, the College will 

provide a secure environment for faculty to explore pedagogies that foster student 

success. 

 

Initiative 2.1.2 Encourage programs to integrate student research and inquiry into all 

levels of the curriculum. 

 

Initiative 2.1.3 Appoint a liaison in each department to report to the College on current 

student involvement in undergraduate and graduate research and to meet with 

counterparts in other departments to develop best practices for encouraging meaningful 

student research and collaborative opportunities to be distributed college wide. 

 

Initiative 2.1.4 Ensure that all programs include cross-curricular, experiential, applied, 

state, regional, and global learning opportunities. 

 

Goal 2.2 The College of Arts and Sciences will increase student engagement opportunities that 

prepare them more fully for their future endeavors.   

 

Initiative 2.2.1 By 2020, College of Arts and Sciences students will increase 

participation in local, state, national, and international internships by 15% from 2013 

levels. 

 

Initiative 2.2.2 Working with campus partners in Academic Affairs and Student Affairs, 

develop and implement focused departmental professional development experiences for 

students to provide information on careers, the job search process, graduate and 

professional schools, and related topics by 2015. 

 

Initiative 2.2.3 Integrate engagement, where appropriate, into each department’s QEP. 
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Goal 2.3 Foster active citizenship among students in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

 

Initiative 2.3.1 By 2020, each department in the College will have an active, locally 

engaged student organization. 

 

Initiative 2.3.2 In order to promote diversity and global citizenship, the College of Arts 

and Sciences will increase opportunities for study abroad and exchange programs.   

 

Initiative 2.3.3 Increase opportunities to engage in meaningful service learning that 

extends beyond community service, is clearly connected to respective curricula, and 

assessed for its academic value.   

 

Goal 2.4 Encourage the development of College and departmental identities and traditions. 

 

Initiative 2.4.1 Review and expand avenues for recognition of academic achievement of 

A&S students 

 

Initiative 2.4.2 Enhance and reinforce the intellectual climate for A&S students, faculty, 

and staff, as well as other members of the university and the local community, through 

lectures, symposia, and other academic programing. 
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Strategic Direction #3:  Enhance Our External Partnerships 
Partnerships with regional businesses and industries, nonprofits, civic organizations, government 

agencies, communities, and cities are an integral part of WCU’s core mission as a recognized, 

regionally engaged university. The University’s emphasis on integrated learning experiences, its 

commitment to engaged scholarship, and its embrace of the institution’s role as both a steward of 

this unique and special place and a catalyst for economic and community development all 

demonstrate and reinforce WCU’s commitment to enhancing engagement with external partners. 

 

The College of Arts and Sciences will support Strategic Direction #3 of the 2020 Vision through 

the following goals and initiatives: 

 

Goal 3.1 By 2020, the College of Arts and Sciences will increase our partnerships with local, 

state, national, and international entities that support our mission and values. 

 

Initiative 3.1.1: By 2020, increase faculty and student exchange programs, especially in 

the international arena, by 20% over 2013 levels. 

 

Initiative 3.1.2:  The College of Arts and Sciences administration, faculty, and students 

will provide professional support for community organizations and businesses (e.g., offer 

professional development training or courses that are business specific or open 

community forums).    

 

Initiative 3.1.3 Establish an administrative structure within the College to identify 

possible external partners, coordinate, and assess engagement activities. 

 

Initiative 3.1.4 Encourage each department to develop an engagement strategy that 

includes current and potential community partners. 

 

Initiative 3.1.5 Provide open house opportunities for regional partners and residents to 

show the work of our students, faculty, and staff, and to make the region more aware of 

our quality and capabilities. 

 

Initiative 3.1.6 Increase ties with regional and national external entities by hosting more 

multidisciplinary, regional, and national events, such as conferences, meetings, 

professional development activities, and workshops. 

 

Goal 3.2 Align internal processes and reward system to foster external engagement. 

 

Initiative 3.2.1 Establish a mechanism by which members of the College of Arts and 

Sciences are rewarded for work with external partners. 

 

Initiative 3.2.2 Establish a small competitive grant program to encourage faculty to 

develop coursework that includes interaction with the community. 
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Strategic Direction #4:  Invest in Our People 
Excellent faculty and staff are prerequisites for the fulfillment of Western Carolina University’s 

mission. Western Carolina University must therefore advocate for competitive compensation for 

its employees and facilitate professional development; leadership development, succession, and 

stability; and, as appropriate, support for issues related to quality of life, all of which will 

enhance the recruitment, development, and retention of qualified and satisfied faculty and staff.  

 

The College of Arts and Sciences will support Strategic Direction #4 of the 2020 Vision through 

the following goals and initiatives: 

 

Goal 4.1.  The College of Arts and Sciences will value and reward those professors who are 

highly committed, and effective, in enhancing student success.  

 

Initiative 4.1.1 Provide resources to professors to attend professional development 

opportunities aimed at enhancing effective teaching and learning opportunities. 

 

Initiative 4.1.2 Identify new ways to recognize, reward, and encourage innovative and 

highly successful teaching. 

 

Initiative 4.1.3 By the 2014-2015 academic year, develop and implement a grants 

program to support faculty research.  

 

Initiative 4.1.4 Organize formal venues for teachers and scholars to discuss their best 

practices.  

 

Goal 4.2 Recruit, retain, and develop outstanding faculty and staff who are committed to our 

mission. 

 

Initiative 4.2.1 Develop and implement effective mechanisms for retaining high-

performing employees with competitive salaries within existing policies and in 

accordance with national salary data. 

 

Initiative 4:2.2 Assist faculty and staff in securing employment for spouses, and support 

efforts for WCU to offer cost effective child-care for employees.   

 

Initiative 4.2.3 Promote diversity in hiring throughout the College. 

 

Initiative 4.2.4 Examine ways to address salary inequity, compression, and inversion at 

the department and college levels. 

 

Initiative 4.2.5 Support and appropriately compensate faculty for curriculum 

development, especially in the area of online courses and programs.  

Initiative 4.2.6 Support a professional and expert faculty and advocate for tenured and 

tenure-track positions to match the growing enrollment at WCU and in the College. 
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Initiative 4.2.7 Link program growth to tenure-track faculty requests, operating budget 

increases, and other budget request in the College budget process. 

Goal 4.3 Create an environment in which the primary role of faculty as teacher-scholar is 

recognized and valued.  

 

Initiative 4.3.1 Create an environment in which teaching and scholarship can be balanced 

ensuring both can be effectively pursued and rewarded. 

 

Initiative 4.3.2 Ensure that faculty receiving grant support can present evidence 

regarding the prestige of the funding in their Collegial Review Document.  

 

Initiative 4.3.3 Encourage departments to review and clarify expectations for teaching, 

scholarship, and service in their Collegial Review Documents. 

 

Initiative 4.3.4 Review committee commitments at the department and college levels to 

identify opportunities for consolidation and/or elimination. 

 

Initiative 4.3.5 Ensure that all faculty members are aware of college-level committee 

openings to ensure full faculty representation and balanced workloads. 

 

Initiative 4.3.6 By 2020, increase the number of sponsored research submissions by 25% 

and the number of successful awards by 15% through college incentive programs. 

 

Initiative 4.3.7 Identify and implement a system of best practices for class size that is 

based on discipline-specific student learning concerns, resource limitations, and retention 

and graduation rates. 

 

Goal 4.4 Recognize and reward achievements by faculty and staff. 

 

Initiative 4.4.1 Review and enhance non-monetary recognition, rewards, and incentives 

for outstanding teaching, research, and service for the faculty and for exceptional job 

performance for staff. 

Goal 4.5 Provide professional development, mentoring, and advocacy for staff members. 

Initiative 4.5.1 Advocate for salary increases for college staff members to recognize and 

reward them for their contributions to student success. 

Initiative 4.5.2 Support staff members taking courses through WCU’s tuition remission 

program.  

Initiative 4.5.3 The Dean’s Office will develop and implement a program of regular 

professional development for College staff members and an orientation program for new 

staff members. 
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Strategic Direction #5:  Invest in Our Core Resources  
Western Carolina University will ensure a consistently updated infrastructure in support of its 

mission and vision. Infrastructure is interpreted broadly to include facilities, technology, fiscal 

practices, and business processes and procedures. 

 

The College of Arts and Sciences will support Strategic Direction #5 of the 2020 Vision through 

the following goals and initiatives: 

 

Goal 5.1 Sustain and increase instruction and research technology capabilities and capacity 

required to meet the goals of the College of Arts and Sciences. 

 

Initiative 5.1.1 Develop plans to invest in instrumentation, updating older existing 

equipment and acquiring new capabilities in order to meet the advancing technological 

and scientific demands of the 21st century. 

 

Initiative 5.1.2 Continue to invest in outdoor labs and classrooms in order to take 

advantage of our unique geographic setting and provide engagement opportunities for 

students. 

 

Initiative 5.1.3 Review service contract expenditures and develop a plan for cyclical 

replacement of some equipment where economically feasible, and reinvest the savings in 

equipment purchases, replacement, and sustainment. 

 

Goal 5.2 Develop a comprehensive College of Arts and Sciences master plan. 

 

Initiative 5.2.1 Coordinate all science departments in the design of the new science 

building. 

 

Initiative 5.2.2 Develop an interim plan to maximize effective space utilization for 

classrooms, labs, and offices in order to better accomplish our instructional mission.  

 

Initiative 5.2.3 Advocate for space allocation and renovation to better accomplish our 

instructional and research missions. 

 

Initiative 5.2.4 Identify classrooms and labs for renovation to better address issues of 

pedagogy and class size. 
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Strategic Direction # 6:  Garner Support for the Vision 
WCU’s continued emergence as an ambitious institution of higher education dedicated to the 

economic and community development of Western North Carolina depends on the development 

and cultivation of consistent and robust funding sources and an ongoing communications 

strategy designed to ensure that internal and external stakeholders are consistently informed 

about the University and its progress in achieving strategic goals. 

 

The College of Arts and Sciences will support Strategic Direction #6 of the 2020 Vision through 

the following goals and initiatives: 

 

Goal 6.1 Promote and celebrate the accomplishments of its students, faculty, and staff. 

 

Initiative 6.1.1 During the 2014-15 academic year, the College will develop and 

implement an effective communications strategy that will include traditional media and 

social media. 

 

Initiative 6.1.2 The College will develop and publish a semi-annual media package to 

highlight the achievements of our students, faculty, and staff. 

 

Goal 6.2 Strengthen and expand connections with College alumni, friends, and community 

partners. 

 

Initiative 6.2.1 Foster relationships with A&S alumni and encourage their continued 

involvement in the College through strategic communications that highlight each of the 

College’s departments and their accomplishments with students 

 

Initiative 6.2.2 By 2020, increase alumni annual donation rates by 25% from current 

2013 levels. 

  

Goal 6.3 Strengthen and expand development initiatives within the College. 

 

Initiative 6.3.1 By 2020, establish at least one endowed scholarship in all departments 

and programs. 

 

Initiative 6.3.2 By 2020, increase the amount of departmental scholarship donations by 

20% annually over 2013 levels. 

 

Initiative 6.3.3 Establish an endowed fund to support student engagement activities. 

 

Initiative 6.3.4 Establish an endowed scholarship to support student international 

experiences. 

 

Initiative 6.3.5 Establish an endowed fund to support faculty scholarship. 

 



DRAFT Program Development Plan DRAFT 

Biology  Arts & Sciences 1 

Program: Biology (UG & GR)  Department: Biology (Arts and Sciences)  Date: 05/03/2010 
 
Strengths: 

• Faculty are committed to and concerned about student education and development at all levels 
• Undergraduate students appreciate small class sizes, and accessibility and caring nature of faculty 
• Involvement of faculty and administration in shared governance 
• Commitment for continual program review 
• Location of WCU with the natural diversity and geographic setting, which is taken advantage of by both programs 
• Proximity of Highlands Biological Station and Southern Appalachian Biodiversity and Ecology Center 

 

Recommendations Strategic Action 

Resources needed 
C = current 
R = reallocation 
N = new Costs 

Person(s) 
Responsible 

Date of 
Review 

1. Department budget should be 
reviewed and receive a permanent 
increase to stabilize operations 

• AS already allocates 
summer funds 
proportially 

• Revisit E&T budget 
• Establish budget 

target 
• Apply 2009-2010 

roll-up strategically 
for A&P labs 

N, R $ DH, Assoc.DH 9/2010 
(with 
annual 
review of 
operating 
budget) 

2. Full time administrative assistant to 
return time to the department 
leadership 

In progress 
• FT Temp currently 

→ Convert to FT 
Perm. 

• Creation of ½ admin 

 
C 
 
 
N 

 
 
 
 
.5 FTE 

 
Dean, DH 
 
 
Dean 

 
7/1/2010 – 
Tentative? 
 
Fall 2012 

3. Cellular and molecular biology 
subdisciplines need additional faculty 

1 TT faculty in Dean 
staffing plan 

N 1 FTE Dean June 2010 



DRAFT Program Development Plan DRAFT 

Biology  Arts & Sciences 2 

Recommendations Strategic Action 

Resources needed 
C = current 
R = reallocation 
N = new Costs 

Person(s) 
Responsible 

Date of 
Review 

4. Additional administrative and 
lab/technical support personnel 
proficient in use of confocal 
microscopes, DNA sequencing and 
amplification equipment 

Include in Dean 
staffing SPA plan 1.0 
FTE 

N 1 FTE Dean Summer 
2010 – 1st 
submission 
Annual 
until 
funded 

5. New university vehicles for field 
courses 

• Provost pursue with 
Purchasing to 
address at University 
level 

• Find college needs 

  Provost, A&F 
 
 
 
OIPE 

Fall 2010 
 
 
 
Sum 2010 

6. Establishment of formal faculty 
mentoring program 

Based on document 
from Claudia Jolls 
(ECU) and implement 
with current and new 
faculty 

  DH Fall 2010 
(current 
faculty) 
May 2011 
(review 
plan) 
May 2010 
(review 
progress) 

7. Website development for unit 
advising, senior capstone experience 
information, career development and 
professional school application 
information 

Department will 
implement each of 
these in consultation 
with appropriate parties 
(Career Svc, Advising) 

  DH May 2011 



DRAFT Program Development Plan DRAFT 

Biology  Arts & Sciences 3 

Recommendations Strategic Action 

Resources needed 
C = current 
R = reallocation 
N = new Costs 

Person(s) 
Responsible 

Date of 
Review 

8. Expanded space for teaching 
including development of plans for 
laboratory renovations in the Natural 
Science building. Examination of 
shared research space model and long 
term commitment to construction of a 
new science building 

• Complete Science 
R&T space needs 
assessment - space 
audit 

• Rexamine Science 
Bldg in campus 
master plan 

  AssocDean(DB), 
OIPE 
 
 
 
Dean 

Sum 2010 
 
 
 
Fall 2010 

9. Notebook containing hard copies of 
all review documents and complete 
table of contents. Documents needed 
include location of critical documents 
such as CDR, assessment of courses, 
program plans, alternative appendix 
file names 

   OIPE  

10. Establish factors of success for BIOL 
140 

   Dept, OIPE(AS)  

11. UG Research Capstone • Benchmark other 
programs 

• Setup special courses 
for correct attribution 
to faculty 

  DH 
 
DH, Dean 

Fall 2010 
 
Fall 2010 

 



Departmental Strategic Planning Table 
Department of Biology 
2020 Vision Link   
2020 Vision Link  Strategic Ends  Ways  Means 
1.1.1  Align curricular focus to the environment, 

health and technology 
Continue building our ecology 
concentration to focus on understanding 
the science of biodiversity and human 
impacts on the environment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue to build relationships with on 
campus constituents (e.g., the Pre‐Nursing 
Program) and external constituents (e.g., 
medical and veterinary programs) to ensure 
student success in gaining admission to 
programs related to healthcare fields 
 
 

Make key hires of faculty when 
opportunities arise (for fixed term 
and tenure track faculty); recruit 
more students into the ecology 
and evolutionary biology 
concentration, where our current 
faculty strengths are greatest; 
advocate for additional University 
support for faculty and 
equipment resources, including a 
DNA core facility technician 
 
Regularly communicate with the 
leadership of the Pre‐Nursing 
program about their student 
needs and curriculum 
development, especially in human 
anatomy and physiology; 
advocate for resources for 
teaching labs (e.g., anatomical 
models, access to cadavers); 
establish a staffed departmental 
pre‐health professional advising 
program, in conjunction with 
Emily Sharpe, Mary Lockey and 
others, to better prepare our 
students for admission into 
specialized programs; engage in 
communications with medical, 
veterinary, and other external 



programs to determine what they 
seek in students applying for 
admission into their programs 

1.1.2   Enhance program offerings to fulfill and 
enrich teacher education opportunities. 

Work with the Science Education Advisory 
Committee, Science Faculty, and Dean of 
A&S to develop other alternative degree 
programs.  
 

Augment the current single 
degree program offering in 
comprehensive science education 
to include e.g., Biology Education, 
Earth/Environmental Science 
Education, Chemistry Education 
and Physics/ Physical Science 
Education. This would bring WCU 
in line with other state schools 
and be more attractive to 
prospective students who want to 
study their discipline in greater 
depth. 

1.1.2  Assume leadership in study of the 
environment and environmental policy 

Provide rigorous scientific training in 
ecology and biodiversity and require study 
in supporting sciences and other fields 

Continue to fine tune curriculum 
so that all Biology majors attain 
the background to understand the 
scientific basis for ecology and 
such globally important topics 
such as climate change, 
renewable energy, and loss of 
biodiversity; encourage advisees 
to take courses in philosophy, 
political science, and history to 
broaden their understanding and 
intellectual development about 
the above topics and to be able to 
converse with others outside of 
their discipline 

1.1.2  Enhance interdisciplinary connections in 
sciences and technology 

Continue to work with programs such as 
Environmental Science, Forensic Science, 
Natural Resources and Conservation 

Develop unique niches for the 
department to support broader 
University initiatives related to 



Management, Entrepreneurship, and others  the environment, e.g., in fire 
ecology to restore natural areas, 
DNA science to understand 
human and other organismal 
genetics better (establish a core 
facility managed by a full‐time 
technician), and renewable and 
sustainable practices for energy; 
expand work with regional 
businesses in fermentation 
science, fisheries, and native plant 
pharmaceuticals 

1.1.7  Increase the number of graduates  Biology continues to grow in the number of 
majors (from 180 to 300 in three years) and 
we are working on ensuring successful 
degree completion of these 
undergraduates; we implemented a new 
policy last year to encourage M.S. students 
to provide more regular updates on their 
progress to their committees, resulting in a 
higher graduation rate in 2012 

Enhance student retention in 
Biology by building a sense of 
community (e.g., providing 
funding and other resources for 
the Biology Club and building in 
fun activities on Advising Day); 
simplify the curriculum as much 
as possible to allow students to 
graduate in a timely manner, 
including making it easier for 
transfer students to matriculate 
into our programs; increased 
numbers and amounts of stipends 
and tuition waivers for graduate 
assistantships will increase our 
graduation rates and the quality 
of the students in our program 
and we will advocate for these 
resources 

1.2.1  Hire faculty and staff appropriate to 
WCU’s mission 

Faculty being recruited are well‐informed of 
our primary mission as an academic 
institution that places emphasis on quality 

Work to make schedules of new 
hires and existing faculty and staff 
more open to allow for greater 



teaching and the teacher‐scholar model. 
Ensure continuity in faculty understanding 
of and dedication to institutional core 
values and priorities by hiring and retaining 
qualified faculty at living wages with job 
security. 

engagement and outreach 
activities (e.g., by reducing the 
number of committees, 
maintaining a reasonable balance 
between teaching and research, 
etc.); increase hires at Instructor 
rank with 3‐year contracts while 
minimizing short‐term hires at the 
Lecturer rank. 

1.2.2  Develop mentoring of students within the 
department 

Train specific faculty and staff to be more 
competent advisors to better serve our 
students while decreasing the overall 
advising load of faculty and office staff 

Select outstanding faculty 
advisors, especially those with 
lower service and research 
responsibilities, to take on greater 
advising roles; hire a professional 
science advisor to lighten the load 
of advisors and the office staff; 
promote the strengths within the 
department for specialized 
advising, e.g., use Joe Bill 
Mathews, a veterinarian, more 
extensively in pre‐health advising 
and advocate to compensate him 
via a salary increase 

1.2.3  Incorporate writing and research into all 
levels of the curricula 

Enhance the amount and scope of writing 
across the curriculum and enhance the 
required Senior Research capstone 
experience 

Train faculty lab coordinators and 
teaching assistants to become 
writing coaches who work closely 
with students to improve their 
written communication skills 
(currently being piloted in our 
BIOL 140 labs); encourage faculty 
to require more writing 
assignments and longer answer 
questions on exams that require 
synthesis by requesting more GA 



assistants to help with grading; 
secure greater funding to support 
student research via such sources 
as QEP monies, the 
Undergraduate Grants Program, 
and via formal budgetary requests 
to the College and University via 
the budget hearing process; 
revitalize the Senior Thesis option 
for our most promising students 
as a way for them to gain more 
extensive experience in research 
and to find avenues for further 
education and careers in 
biological research 

1.2.5 
1.3.2 
4.2.4 

Ensure faculty evaluation reflects 
University learning outcomes, including 
undergraduate research opportunities 

Codify the importance of curricula 
development, teaching methods, and 
scholarly development into our Collegial 
Review Document and put these guidelines 
into practice  

Discuss with the faculty in Biology 
the importance of the learning 
outcomes central to the 
University; work to achieve 
consensus on the language and 
practice of these goals 

1.3.3  Ensure meaningful international 
experiences for students 

Continue to encourage and facilitate 
students studying abroad; encourage faculty 
to consider international travel courses 

Publicize better (e.g., during 
Advising Day) the opportunities 
for study abroad, perhaps by 
including current students 
presenting their experiences in 
other countries; work with 
Educational Outreach, Financial 
Aid, and others ways to decrease 
the cost and/or find ways to 
offset the cost of international 
travel courses; support faculty 
initiatives in developing and 
teaching international travel 



courses (e.g., to Costa Rica to 
study tropical biodiversity) 

1.4.1 
1.4.2 

Establish advisory committees including 
staff from community colleges to foster 
discussion of matriculation, curriculum 
goals and transferability 

Continue to work closely with the Advising 
Center and Registrar to ensure a relatively 
smooth transition for junior college transfer 
students 

Advocate for a professional 
science advisor (e.g., Mary 
Lockey) who is knowledgeable 
about the North Carolina science 
curriculum at community and 
other colleges and who could 
devote more time than faculty to 
becoming more proficient in such 
manners as well as recruiting 
students, and guiding new 
students through other 
administrative hurdles (such as 
financial aid issues) 

1.4.3  Expand opportunities for WCU staff, 
faculty, and students to visit with B‐12 
students and community college students 
to share information regarding the 
importance of higher education and the 
pathways, processes, and programs at 
WCU. 
 

Invite and nurture a cadre of WNC science 
teachers to form a learning /advisory 
community to support and enhance student 
and teacher experiences and facilitate wider 
interactions with the science departments 
and science education program. 
 
Create a speakers’ bureau of WCU faculty 
and staff willing to visit schools, share 
resources and expertise.  
 
Work with the Office of Field Experience 
and the advisory community to promote 
and support a model of team teaching with 
our interns to help alleviate the worsening 
problem of student teacher placement.  

Work with the Office of Field 
Experience to develop a survey of 
science teacher needs that WCU 
can provide e.g., professional 
development opportunities, visits 
from WCU speakers, borrowing 
equipment, facilitating school/ 
college visits to WCU science 
departments. Such efforts will 
also enhance recruiting 
opportunities. 
 

1.5.2  Expand summer school offerings  Continue to focus on key courses for 
transfer students (BIOL 240, 241) to allow 
them to “catch up” over summer, service 

Expand key courses in 2013 to 
include the two main freshman 
Biology courses (BIOL 140, 141) 



courses (anatomy and physiology; liberal 
studies), and field‐based, experiential 
courses (on campus and at Highlands 
Biological Station) 

that also serve majors in Natural 
Resources and Conservation 
Management, Environmental 
Science, Forensic Science, Science 
Education, Nutrition and 
Dietetics, etc. 

1.5.3  Expand the number of conferences  Biology is an important player in the annual 
Native Plants Conference in the summer 
and we instituted a new conference 
(“Molecules in the Mountains”) in April 
2012, that was highly successful 

Continue to work on improving 
student, staff, and faculty 
involvement in the Native Plants 
Conference (and increase funds 
raised for the department via this 
meeting); plan to offer the 
“Molecules in the Mountains” 
meeting again in 2014 and 
enlarge its scope with the support 
of the North Carolina 
Biotechnology Center (NCBC), 
National Park Service, and other 
partners 

1.6.2  Conduct ongoing program assessment  We are focusing this year on our pre‐
professional (medical, veterinary, etc. 
programs as well as preparation for 
graduate program admission) majors 

We will advocate for funding to 
better equip our teaching and 
research labs to give students 
access to real world equipment 
and methods used by 
professionals in our field; we will 
continue to solicit grant funding 
for major research 
instrumentation and course 
curriculum improvement (e.g., via 
NSF and NCBC) 

1.6.3  Expand recruitment of students in 
curricular focus areas such as the 
environment and health 

We continue to implement the curriculum 
we developed for undergraduates in 2010 
and fine tune it annually;  Open Houses, our 
website, and word of mouth referrals have 

Work more closely (via a 
professional advisor) with medical 
schools, veterinary schools, 
physical therapy programs, etc. to 



fueled the growth in our programs, but we 
can do better by actively recruiting more 
high achieving students 

clarify and disseminate their 
requirements to Biology faculty 
and students; expand recruiting 
visits by our faculty to other 
campuses (for graduate students) 
and high schools and community 
colleges (for undergraduates); 
advocate for resources (IT and 
Facilities upgrades) to improve 
the appearance of teaching and 
research space in Natural Sciences 
to be more attractive to 
prospective students and their 
parents 

1.6.5  Enhance support for scholarships and 
graduate assistantships 

Continue to seek funding from donors for 
scholarship funding (such as the new 
“Mountain Counties” scholarship endowed 
by an alumnus); continue to obtain external 
grants to support undergraduates and 
graduate research (including graduate 
assistantships) 

Work more closely with the 
College and development office to 
reach out to alumni and potential 
donors to support scholarships for 
undergraduates and graduate 
students; advocate for increased 
numbers of and funding for 
teaching assistantships and 
tuition waivers for in state and 
out of state graduate students; 
work with Research Office to 
increase extramural funding 
efforts  

1.6.7  Increase freshman‐to‐sophomore 
retention rate 

Work to build a better sense of community 
and support for students within Biology 

Expand on Advising Day activities 
(e.g., having a movie night and 
fun quiz competition), provide 
funding and support to the 
Biology Club and encourage 
participation in the club by our 
majors; initiate a pre‐professional 



tracking effort to develop a 
cohort of students with similar 
ambition and career goals (i.e., to 
self‐identify and be encouraged to 
regularly interact) 

1.6.8  Increase the six‐year graduation rate  Continue work on our curriculum to make 
an eight‐semester plan more feasible; 
increase offerings of required classes and 
electives; continue to expand summer 
offerings to enable students to catch up or 
move ahead of schedule in their degree 
programs 

Task the department’s Curriculum 
Committee with an assessment of 
the 2010 curriculum changes and 
their effects on students’ ability 
to meet graduation requirements 
more seamlessly; hire additional 
faculty to offer more sections 
each semester of prerequisite 
courses; advocate to allow for 
lower‐enrolled classes in upper‐
level electives to offer them on a 
regular basis; encourage faculty 
to teach summer classes and work 
with the College and University to 
make summer teaching more 
attractive and rewarding (e.g., 
reduce the burden of offering 
travel courses, make pay more 
equitable, especially for fixed 
term faculty) 

2.1.2 
2.1.4 

Quality of student recruitment and 
promotional materials and mentoring 
current students 

We are working on revising our brochures 
and webpages to reflect current faculty and 
faculty interests, the most recent curricular 
offerings, and research opportunities 

Hiring a point person such as a 
professional science advisor to 
help coordinate these activities 
would lessen the burden on an 
already overtaxed faculty and 
allow this new hire to focus their 
energy on casting us in the best 
light possible and to help recruit 
and retain high quality students 



2.1.5  Create experiential opportunities for 
students 

Continue to offer field‐based courses in 
which students may become immersed in 
particular aspects of biology; continue to 
offer lab‐based courses in which student 
master the equipment and skills to conduct 
cell and molecular, organismal, and 
ecological research; provide opportunities 
for students to travel to present results of 
their research at regional, national, and 
international conferences 

Increase the number of field and 
travel courses (especially in 
summer) in which students can be 
immersed in a single sub‐
discipline and take full advantage 
of what our region has to offer; 
obtain new Biology vans to ensure 
safe continuation of field courses 
and increased capacity; increase 
the number of opportunities 
students have in fellowships and 
internships related to lab‐based 
research on and off campus; 
advocate for increased funding 
for faculty to take students to 
discipline‐specific conferences in 
which students may present their 
data, interact with professionals 
in their field of interest, and 
explore options for further study 
and careers in Biology 

2.2.2  Include students in committee decisions  Continue to involve students in the 
recruiting process for new faculty; include 
students in changes to the curriculum 

Encourage students to interact 
with job candidates by offering 
them alone‐time with 
interviewees – ensuring that 
undergraduates and graduate 
student perspectives are fully 
considered; provide a mechanism 
by which students have input into 
the curriculum, perhaps by 
formalizing the exit interview 
process to include this or by 
having a student representative 
sit on the department’s 



Curriculum Committee  
2.2.5  Increase student involvement in voting  Encourage students to take part in local, 

state, and national elections 
Work into the curriculum, where 
appropriate, issues related to 
climate change, evolutionary 
biology, etc. that are controversial 
outside of science; encourage 
discussion of these topics and 
demonstrate how the political 
process influences funding of 
research or engagement within 
these topics; encourage advisees 
to take courses in humanities and 
social sciences which address 
human interest in espousing 
particular causes 

2.3.3  Build and sustain relationships with the 
Cherokee and Cherokee culture 

Work led by Beverly Collins and the Biology 
Club to re‐establish a relationship with the 
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (ECBI) to 
improve the Cherokee Garden 

Seek funding to support the 
purchase of native plants, 
gardening equipment, and labor 
to revitalize the Cherokee Garden; 
encourage research involving 
medicinal plants important to the 
ECBI 

2.3.4 
2.3.5 

Communicate to external audiences what 
is happening on campus 

Continue to develop our web presence; 
continue to work with Public Relations and 
the local media to highlight what we do 
(e.g., Kathy Mathews’ fall foliage 
predictions) 

Make more regular updates to 
our webpage to announce our 
regular, public seminars in biology 
and to announce current faculty 
projects and notable student 
accomplishments; suggest more 
stories of note to Public Relations 
for possible inclusion in the 
Reporter and other publications 

3.1.5  Communicate to external constituents 
about things WCU can do for them 

Continue to field phone calls and emails 
from people interested in a whole host of 
things related to pest control, biological 

Provide more information on our 
webpage about what we can and 
cannot do (in the latter case, 



career counseling, identification of 
unknown organisms, etc. 

provide information about where 
the public can go for more help); 
identify faculty with particular 
skills or interests that may be of 
use to off campus parties 

3.3.2  Faculty and staff evaluation includes 
opportunities to detail and describe 
external engagement 

The Boyer Model of scholarship, QEP and 
Service Learning activities, and other 
avenues for external engagement will 
continue to be supported 

Adhere to the Collegial Review 
Document and ensure that review 
committees are aware of the 
intent and practice for such 
external engagement activities; 
ensure that leave‐earning faculty 
and staff are aware of community 
service leave and encourage such 
employees to use it 

4.1.1  Advocate for financial resources for 
competitive salaries and compensation 
packages 

Continue to find creative ways to enhance 
low start up funding for new tenure line 
faculty; continue a dialog with the College 
to equitably compensate the Assistant 
Department Head and Graduate Program 
Director by increasing their stipends 

Use the new indirect cost 
recovery funding system to help 
recruit new faculty; request to the 
College and University on an as‐ 
needed basis, increased funding 
support for excellent faculty 
recruits (especially for lab 
equipment and renovation costs); 
advocate for a 10th month salary 
for the Assistant Department 
Head and Graduate Program 
Director 

4.2.1  Support professional development  Continue to encourage faculty involvement 
in presenting research at conferences, 
attending workshops, and publishing in 
journals that require page costs 

Use discretionary indirect cost 
funds and solicit assistance from 
the College, Graduate School, and 
University to pay in full or offset 
costs related to these professional 
development opportunities (this 
can include the Chancellor’s 
Travel Fund and Professional 



Development Grants) 
4.3.1  Develop mechanisms for spousal/partner 

hiring 
Biology has embraced hiring of significant 
others and works with the challenges and 
opportunities presented by the need to 
consider employment of families within a 
rural, remote region 

Advocate, through our 
representatives on Faculty 
Senate, etc., to support a 
university‐wide policy and 
practice to consider addressing 
spousal/partner hires 

4.4.1 
4.4.2 

Infrastructure for research and teaching  Continue to find extramural support for 
research and teaching initiatives in the 
department which serve the University as a 
whole 

Advocate for increased funding 
from the University to support 
renovations of space in Natural 
Science Building in the short term 
and a new science building in the 
long term; advocate for 
enhancement of start up funding 
for new hires in more expensive 
disciplines; advocate for increased 
E&T funds to improve our 
teaching lab offerings with 
modern equipment and reagents 
as well as replacement costs for 
microscopes, pipettors, and 
computers/software; advocate for 
increased E&T funding to reflect 
the large growth in student 
demand for science lab courses; 
advocate for matching funds to 
support large equipment grant 
requests to better equip our labs 
and recruit and retain excellent 
faculty and students; advocate for 
replacement of aged vans with 
new, safe vehicles 

4.4.3  Increase support for scholarship, 
graduate research assistantships, start up 

Continue to support what we can for faculty 
professional development and recruitment 

Advocate for an increased 
investment from the University 



support, seed funding, equipment 
replacement, travel, etc. 

and retention; continue to find extramural 
funding (in the millions of dollars over the 
last ten years) for research endeavors and 
graduate (and undergraduate) student 
support 

(perhaps from indirect cost 
funds), support for service 
contracts for research equipment 
and competitive assistantships for 
graduate student recruitment 

4.5.1 
4.5.2 

Assign flexible faculty workloads to 
reflect duties in advising, research 
mentoring, external engagement, etc. 

Continue to work with the College to 
develop a standardized workload for 
science faculty; continue to meet or exceed 
departmental FTE targets and allow for 
some faculty to have increased service and 
research roles while others increase their 
teaching loads 

Advocate for reasonable class 
sizes (<40 for lecture; <20 for lab) 
for enhanced student learning 
and safety and reasonable faculty 
work expectations per class; 
advocate for engagement with 
undergraduate and graduate 
research to truly count toward a 
faculty member’s load; advocate 
to hire a professional science 
advisor to relieve the pressure of 
excessive numbers of advisees for 
faculty 

5.1.3  Reallocation of resources in areas of 
demonstrated growth and critical 
strategic need 

Continue to sensibly and strategically use 
the funding, space, and faculty resources we 
are allocated by the College and University 

Advocate for increased funding 
for the Biology program as its 
number of majors and service 
constituents (Pre‐Nursing, 
Forensic Science, Environmental 
Science, etc.) grow rapidly and as 
costs of materials for labs also 
increases; advocate for increased 
faculty numbers – fixed term and 
tenure track – to best serve the 
University’s critical missions 
related to the environment and 
health as well as areas in 
innovation and technology and 
recreation and tourism; advocate 
for hires in research technical 



support that would also serve the 
educational mission of the 
department; advocate for a 
professional science advisor, a 
position becoming more 
important as faculty advisee loads 
swell and students are 
increasingly needing specialized 
assistance about professional 
programs; acquire temporary and 
permanent office, teaching, and 
research space to support 
growing numbers of faculty, 
students (and student 
researchers), and staff 

6.3.3  Increase revenue via summer programs  Continue to offer key summer courses, 
including for a third year in 2013, two 
sophomore level courses that target 
transfer and other students wishing to get 
ahead 

Strategically offer other courses 
that would have high enrollment 
and could be low cost (e.g., 
minimal lab expense); consider 
alternative courses for teachers, 
field biologists, clinicians, etc. 
who might benefit from our 
expertise 

6.3.6  Increase alumni donations  Continue to recruit donations by alumni and 
others via our webpage (e.g., the “Donate 
Now” button); continue to assemble a list of 
alumni and their current statuses; continue 
to offer Outstanding Alumnus award at least 
biannually; invite outstanding alumni to 
campus to interact with students (for 
research seminars or recruiting 
opportunities, e.g.) 

Create a more interactive 
webpage for alumni in which they 
can self‐report where they are 
and what they are doing; work 
wtih Development Office to 
better track our alums; expand on 
our prototypical Facebook site as 
a means of encouraging 
interactions between alumni and 
the department; actively solicit 
donations from alumni, including 



those who have been generous in 
the past 

6.3.7  Develop infrastructure for research and 
sponsored programs 

Continue to apply for and receive 
extramural funding, much of which includes 
indirect cost funds which the University may 
use to support other research endeavors 

Advocate for seed money for 
promising research projects in 
which PIs would be required to 
solicit external funds to sustain 
the work; advocate for matching 
funds from Provost and College; 
make key hires with good track 
records of grantsmanship 

       
       
       
       
       
       



EVALUATION OF ORAL DEFENSE AND MASTER’S THESIS 
 
CANDIDATE’S NAME___________________________ 
EVALUATOR’S NAME__________________________ 
DATE:_______________ 
 

 

Master’s Thesis 
 

Desired Learning Outcomes Exceeds 

expectation 

Meets 

expectation 

Needs 

improvements 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of 

concepts and theories of the field 

   

Demonstrates a command of 

scholarly style 

   

Effectively defines the research 

objectives 

   

Performed a study with appropriate 

methods/tools 

   

Possesses the necessary analytical 

skills 

   

Demonstrates competence and skills 

for independent research 

   

 

 

 

Oral Defense 

 

                   Desired Learning Outcomes                                                     

Desired learning outcome Exceeds 

expectation 

Meets 

expectation 

Needs 

improvement 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of 

concepts and theories of the field 

   

Demonstrates a command of 

scholarly style 

   

Effectively defines the research 

objectives 

   

Performed a study with appropriate 

methods/tools 

   

Acquired the necessary analytical 

skills 

   

Developed the acquired skills for 

independent research 

   

Demonstrates an ability to 

communicate effectively 

   



Western Carolina University 
Program Assessment Plan 

(BS in Biology) 
(Arts and Sciences) 

Assessment Plan for 2009 - 2014 

12/22/2015 
Office of Assessment 

 
Primary Contact Name/Info: 
Malcolm R. Powell 
mrpowell@email.wcu.edu 
x3649 
 
Department Mission Statement 
 
The fundamental mission of the Biology Department is to provide students an environment that encourages 
learning, critical thinking and scholarship in Biology.    
 
Statement on Alignment of Program Mission w/ University and College Mission 
 
The Department aspires to foster teaching and learning in accordance with the most current knowledge and the 
science literacy standards of the National Science Foundation, and strives to provide service and research to assist 
and benefit western North Carolina and society in general. We also support the NSF goals of training well-qualified 
science teachers for all levels of instruction, preparing students for immediate careers in the sciences, and 
integrating research into our teaching as a means of preparing our majors for graduate and professional programs 
and future careers in the Biological Sciences. 
 
Program Goals/Objectives 
 
1.  Provide curriculum that emphasizes basic knowledge and a broad understanding of the concepts of modern 
biology. 
2.  Provide laboratory and field experiences to enhance basic knowledge and understanding of the concepts of 
modern biology. 
3.  Provide practical experiences in the laboratory and the field and thereby develop the skills necessary for inquiry 
into the understanding of biology. 
4.  Provide opportunities for students to combine classroom, laboratory, and field experiences appreciate concepts 
and to think critically as a biologist. 
 
Student Learning Outcomes: 
 
1.  Articulate the basic and conceptual facets of biology 
2.  Theoretically apply the methods of modern biology to further understand conceptual perspectives 
3.  Perform field and laboratory techniques to gather and evaluate data relevant to biological processes 
4.  Synthesize knowledge based on the broad understanding of concepts. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
\ 
 

 



Western Carolina University 
Program Assessment Plan 

(BS in Biology) 
(Arts and Sciences) 

Assessment Plan for 2009 - 2014 

12/22/2015 
Office of Assessment 

Intended Learning Outcome 
Curricular and/or Co-Curricular 

Experiences Method(s) of Assessment 
What will students know or be able to do 
upon completion of the program? 
 
It is intended that all students will 
attain a general foundation of 
knowledge and be able to demonstrate 
a broad understanding of the various 
aspects of modern Biology. Students 
will acquire these skills and 
knowledge in a four course core 
curriculum that combines lecture and 
discussion as well as both field and 
laboratory experiences.   
 
 
 
 

Where will students acquire the skills 
and/or knowledge identified in the 
outcome? 
 
Principles of Biology I (BIOL 140) 
Principles of Biology II (BIOL 141) 
Genetics (BIOL 240) and Ecology 
and Evolution (BIOL 241).   

How will you determine that the 
students know or can do what you 
expect? 
 
The method of assessment 
involves an analysis of student 
proficiency in each of the areas 
listed below based on their 
answers to exam questions that 
specifically address each facet.  
Students who correctly answer 
70% of the questions in a 
specific area are deemed to be 
proficient in that area.  Results 
are reported as the percentage 
of students successfully 
reaching that benchmark. 

 

 



GPA	by	major	for	students	enrolled	in	the	four	BIOL	core	courses	during	fall	
2012	and	spring	2103.		Second	column	shows	number	of	each	type	of	major.		
GPA	is	based	on	the	final	grade	for	each	course.	
	
BIOL140 

2012/2013  # 
All  2.52  369
Biology  2.60  83
Non‐Biology  2.50  286
Chemistry  2.87  18
GNR  2.97  10
FS  3.13  18
BSEd  2.71  22
Health Sci.  2.52  65

BIOL141 
2012/2013  # 

All  2.75  207
Biology  3.11  72
Non‐Biology  2.56  135
Chemistry  2.52  9
GNR  2.30  48
FS   N/A  0
BSEd  3.60  5
Health Sci.  2.95  13

BIOL240 
2012/2013  # 

All  2.87  182
Biology  2.78  80
Non‐Biology  2.93  102
Chemistry  2.71  7
GNR  2.47  5
FS  3.41  8
BSEd  2.71  7
Health Sci.  2.80  28

BIOL241 
2012/2013  # 

All  2.97  97
Biology  2.81  43
Non‐Biology  3.10  54



Chemistry  3.22  3
GNR  2.81  14
FS   N/A  0
BSEd  3.00  5
Health Sci.  3.00  3
	



2014‐2015	Annual	Assessment	Report	for	the	Department	of	Biology	
B.S.	in	Biology	
	
We	have	been	looking	at	changes	to	our	assessment	of	majors	in	the	B.S.	in	Biology	
program	and	this	year	continued	with	analyses	that	we	used	last	year	(which	
contrasted	our	prior	assessment	tool	with	this	new	approach).		We	also	provide	
similar	data	for	2012‐2013.		Below	are	a	series	of	tables	that	display	data	for	our	
four	freshman	and	sophomore	core	courses,	BIOL	140	(Principles	of	Biology	I),	BIOL	
141	(Principles	of	Biology	II),	BIOL	240	(Introduction	to	Genetics),	BIOL	241	
(Introduction	to	Ecology	and	Evolution).		The	tables	include	cumulative	GPA	for	
different	groups	within	each	course,	based	on	end	of	semester	grades	in	each	class.		
For	example,	Biology	majors	are	compared	to	all	non‐majors	taking	the	courses	and	
other	majors	representing	a	large	demographic	in	each	courses.		Also	included	are	
the	numbers	of	each	type	of	student	for	which	the	GPA	was	calculated.		What	is	
reported	on	below	are	the	major	trends	for	each	course.		Overall,	the	number	of	
Biology	majors	continues	to	grow	at	a	high	rate	and	the	GPA	of	our	majors	is	higher	
by	at	least	a	quarter	of	a	letter	grade	than	for	all	non‐majors	as	a	group.		In	the	
Supporting	Documents	folder	on	the	H:/	Drive	there	is	a	PowerPoint	file	showing	all	
of	these	data	graphically.	
	
BIOL	140	(Principles	of	Biology	I)	
This	course	now	has	over	400	students	enrolled	each	year	and	is	dominated	by	non‐
majors,	who	make	up	approximately	75%	of	the	students.		The	class	is	a	basic	
introduction	to	cellular	and	molecular	biology.		Forensic	Science	and	Chemistry	
majors	currently	typically	do	better	in	the	course	than	Biology	majors,	while	the	
most	sizable	minority,	Health	Sciences	majors,	score	lower	than	Biology	majors.		
The	course	is	required	for	all	of	these	majors.		There	is	still	some	question	about	
why	there	are	so	many	other	students	in	this	class.		Some	of	these	students	are	pre‐
medical	or	other	pre‐professional	students	and	this	class	would	be	required	while	
others	a	minoring	in	Biology.		Others	still	may	be	taking	the	course	to	satisfy	the	
Liberal	Studies	requirement,	though	this	class	is	not	listed	in	the	C5	selection	list.	
	
BIOL	141	(Principles	of	Biology	II)	
This	course	is	required	by	students	in	Environmental	Science	and	Natural	Resources	
Management,	who	comprise	a	significant	minority	to	the	Biology	majors	also	taking	
the	course.		The	focus	of	the	course	is	on	biodiversity	across	microbes,	plants,	and	
animals.		Overall,	Biology	majors	are	increasing	the	demand	for	this	course	and	the	
other	majors	are	decreasing	slightly.		Our	majors	score	approximately	a	third	of	a	
letter	grade	better	than	all	other	majors.			
	
BIOL	240	(Introduction	to	Genetics)	
This	course	was	removed	from	the	list	of	required	courses	for	pre‐Nutrition	and	
Dietetics	beginning	this	year,	accounting	for	the	large	drop	in	enrollment	this	year.		
This	drop	along	with	increased	demand	from	Biology	majors	now	has	our	majors	as	
the	dominant	group	taking	the	course.		Our	students	also	now	show	a	higher	GPA	
than	non‐majors,	but	as	in	BIOL	140,	Forensic	Science	majors	perform	better.		In	the	



coming	fall,	we	are	implementing	some	new	approaches	to	teaching	the	lab	that	
should	increase	student	learning	outcomes	and	will	be	reported	on	later.	
	
BIOL	241	(Introduction	to	Ecology	and	Evolution)	
This	course	has	seen	the	most	growth	from	our	majors	and	indicates	that	students	
are	being	retained	in	the	major.			Our	majors	are	scoring	about	a	half	letter	grade	
higher	than	all	other	majors	combined.		The	course	is	also	required	by	Natural	
Resources	Management	and	Environmental	Science	majors	and	their	numbers	are	
also	rising	in	the	demand	for	the	course.	
	
	
Tables.		GPA	by	major	for	students	enrolled	in	the	four	BIOL	core	courses	
during	fall	2012	to	spring	2015.		Column	after	GPA	shows	number	of	each	type	
of	major.		GPA	is	based	on	the	final	grade	for	each	course.	
	
BIOL140 

2012/2013  #  2013/2014 #  2014/2015 # 
All  2.52  369 2.53 409 2.41 429 
Biology  2.60  83 2.86 90 2.62 104 
Non‐Biology  2.50  286 2.44 319 2.35 325 
Chemistry  2.87  18 2.80 29 2.74 23 
GNR  2.97  10 2.00 10 1.97 12 
FS  3.13  18 2.94 36 2.84 42 
BSEd  2.71  22 2.56 32 2.33 22 
Health Sci.  2.52  65 2.64 73 2.52 83 

BIOL141 
2012/2013  #  2013/2014 #  2014/2015 # 

All  2.75  207 2.66 221 2.65 238 
Biology  3.11  72 2.85 88 2.84 109 
Non‐Biology  2.56  135 2.53 133 2.49 129 
Chemistry  2.52  9 2.60 20 2.97 12 
GNR  2.30  48 2.60 42 2.27 43 
FS   N/A  0 4.00 4 3.56 3 
BSEd  3.60  5 3.38 7 2.06 11 
Health Sci.  2.95  13 2.43 10 2.67 19 

BIOL240 
2012/2013  #  2013/2014 #  2014/2015 # 

All  2.87  182 2.84 205 2.78 170 
Biology  2.78  80 2.75 88 2.88 101 
Non‐Biology  2.93  102 2.91 117 2.62 69 
Chemistry  2.71  7 3.37 9 2.88 16 



GNR  2.47  5 2.78 6 1.59 4 
FS  3.41  8 3.44 12 3.15 13 
BSEd  2.71  7 2.80 5 2.75 4 
Health Sci.  2.80  28 2.91 50 2.58 8 

BIOL241 
2012/2013  #  2013/2014 #  2014/2015 # 

All  2.97  97 2.87 115 2.69 141 
Biology  2.81  43 2.89 67 2.88 87 
Non‐Biology  3.10  54 2.83 48 2.39 54 
Chemistry  3.22  3 2.33 6 2.67 2 
GNR  2.81  14 2.82 17 2.35 33 
FS   N/A  0 3.22 3 4.00 1 
BSEd  3.00  5 3.06 6 2.84 2 
Health Sci.  3.00  3 3.00 2 2.42 4 
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Mission Statement and Departmental Goals 
 
The fundamental mission of the Biology Department is to provide students an 
environment that encourages learning, communication, critical thinking, and scholarship 
in Biology.  The Department aspires to foster teaching and learning in accordance with 
the most current knowledge and the science literacy standards of the National Science 
Foundation (NSF), and strives to provide service and research to assist and benefit 
western North Carolina and society in general. We also support the NSF goals of training 
well-qualified science teachers for all levels of instruction; preparing students for 
immediate careers in the sciences; and integrating research into our teaching program as a 
means of preparing our majors for graduate and professional programs, and future careers 
in the Biological Sciences. Finally, we expect the skills and knowledge students gain 
from their experiences in the Biology Department will contribute toward their 
development as productive citizens in society, regardless of their future career paths.  
     The Biology program has a long tradition of being regionally engaged. Distinctive 
aspects of the Biology program include our location in the Southern Appalachians, home 
of one of the most diverse floras and faunas in North America. Our students have access 
to many nearby field sites, including the Nantahala National Forest, the USDA Forest 
Service’s Bent Creek Experimental Forest and Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory, Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park, the Blue Ridge Parkway, the Waynesville Watershed, 
Balsam Mountain Preserve, and WCU’s own Wolf Creek Watershed Natural Area and 
West Campus Outdoor Laboratory. Biology students also benefit from coursework and 
research opportunities available at the Highlands Biological Station, which is 
administered through WCU. Overall our interactions with the resources of the region 
provide our students with a unique opportunity to reach their career goals and to become 
productive citizens in society.  
 
Degree Requirements 
 
The Biology major at Western Carolina University is a 120-hour Bachelor of Science 
degree, including 42 hours in Liberal Studies and 72 hours in the major.  Within the 
degree, students must choose from one of four concentration areas: General Biology 
(GB), Molecular Biology (MB), Pre-Health Professional Biology (PHPB) or Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology (EEB). These concentrations allow students to focus their 
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academic work in one of four directions: broadly in Biology (GB); on applying molecular 
skills to solve modern problems (MB); on continuing their education in graduate or 
professional school (PHPB); or on ecological and evolutionary applications of biology 
(EEB).   
  
All students complete a core of 19 hours, which includes an introduction to general 
principles of biology (BIOL140, 141), and an examination of genetics (BIOL240) and 
ecology and evolution (BIOL241).  All students complete minimum of three hours of 
senior research (BIOL495/498/499 sequence or BIOL480).  In addition, students obtain 
both breadth and depth in the various disciplines within biology by completing 25 hours 
of 300/400 level biology course electives within the concentrations and the core.  
 
In addition to the required coursework within the Department, the BS in Biology includes 
a requirement of four hours of mathematics (MATH153), 16 hours of chemistry 
(CHEM139, 140, 241, 242, 272) and eight hours of physics (PHYS130, 131). The 
mathematics courses are intended to help students to understand mathematical models 
used in biology and to analyze quantitative data. Knowledge gained from the required 
chemistry and physics courses is essential to understanding functions of biological 
systems at all levels; from cells to organisms to ecosystems. 
 
The overall outcomes of the required and elective courses within Biology and outside the 
department (chemistry, physics, mathematics, Liberal Studies) are that students will gain 
information from a variety of contexts, students’ ability to solve complex problems will 
be improved, and students will be able to communicate effectively and responsibly.  This 
QEP is designed to help assess these goals and to ensure students develop connections 
between skills and knowledge gained within the Biology Department, and are able to 
apply this experience to ‘real world’ scenarios that will contribute toward their 
development as productive and responsible citizens in society. 
 
The Biology Department also offers graduate degrees in Biology including a M.S., 
M.A.T., and M.A.Ed. (comprehensive science or two-year college teaching). Only the 
B.S. degree is being addressed in this QEP document. 
 
Educational Goals 
 
The idea of “introduction to, practice with, and competence in” is a fundamental premise 
of the Biology QEP. They reflect our desire for students to:  
•  Have a strong biological knowledge base (see Educational Goal #1 described below); 
•  Have the ability to integrate and apply their biological knowledge to solve novel 

problems (see Educational Goal #2 and #3 described below);  
•  Enter society with the knowledge and skills to become productive members of the 

world community (see Educational Goals # 2 and #4 described below).  
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Educational Goal #1: Biology students will be able to apply and integrate biological 
knowledge across the diverse areas of biology and related disciplines. 
 
After three years of assessment and extensive discussion, the Biology Department revised 
its curriculum. The new curriculum began Fall Semester 2006 (with another update in 
Fall 2010) and emphasizes understanding and applying biological concepts. One of the 
guiding ideas of the updated curriculum was to enhance the degree to which students 
apply the knowledge they have gained in other courses required in the major (chemistry, 
physics, mathematics) to the discipline of biology.   
 
Lower Division Core 
The two introductory courses (BIOL140/141) are based on the idea that “Understanding 
the unity and diversity of life requires mastery of a set of fundamental concepts.” 
(Bio2010: transforming undergraduate education for future research biologists, National 
Research Council, Committee on Undergraduate Biology Education to Prepare Research 
Scientists for the 21st Century).  The purpose of these two courses is to introduce the 
fundamental concepts that are essential to the development of biological inquiry as 
identified by the National Research Council.  These concepts include the nature of 
organismal evolution; anatomy; reproduction; physiology; behavior, and an 
understanding of macromolecules; cell structure and function; cell cycle; mitosis and 
meiosis; energy and energy harvesting pathways; basic genetics; and molecular biology.  
BIOL 140 and 141 also introduce students to the analytical and technical skills used in 
applying the scientific method to ask and answer questions through investigation, and to 
prepare and present technical scientific reports. These communication skills also help 
achieve Educational #2 (see description below). 
 
The sophomore level courses (BIOL240/241) provide students with the basic tools of 
molecular, quantitative and population genetics, as well as providing a broad overview of 
the fields of ecology and evolution. At the completion of these two courses, students are 
expected to be able to:  
• Explain gene transmission and inheritance;  
• Identify gene sequences and explain gene regulation;  
• Explain how genetic changes lead to evolutionary changes in a population over time;  
• Calculate changes in allelic frequency in a population over time;  
• Present in-depth analysis of a genetic topic using scientific literature;  
• Describe organism- and population-level responses to environmental change 

(including autecology, natural selection, and speciation);  
• Describe population dynamics and community and ecosystem processes.  

 
In these courses, students continue to develop their technical and communication skills, 
as well as continue practice with the scientific method. In addition, students have 
opportunities to integrate and apply different biology, chemistry, physics and 
mathematical concepts, as well as gain hands on experience with research and 
cooperative work.  
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The biology core (BIOL140, 141, 240, 241) is about the essentials of biology and the four 
courses are connected by the fundamental basis of all biology: evolution through natural 
selection.  BIOL140 connects to the other courses by providing the basics regarding cell 
structure and function. In this course students see how evolution has shaped cell form and 
function and this provides the connection to BIOL141.  BIOL141 shows students how 
evolution by natural selection has led to diversity and how basic cell structure and 
function relate to the anatomy and physiology of organisms. Students should begin to 
understand the integrative nature of biology.  BIOL240 shows how traits are passed from 
generation to generation and illustrates how evolution works at a molecular level. 
BIOL241 builds on the concepts of diversity of organism presented in BIOL141 by 
examining evolutionary mechanisms, by illustrating the evolutionary trends and 
relationships among organisms, and the relationship between organisms and their 
environment.  Together these four courses show the relationship between molecules, 
cells, tissues/organs, organisms, populations, communities and the biosphere.  In 
addition, these four core courses provide the links and background understanding to 
prepare students for the more specialized topics presented in junior/senior level courses. 
BIOL240 and 241 in particular are designed to connect the basic to more advanced 
concepts. As part of the Biology QEP, faculty are engaged in discussions to develop 
deliberate connections that can be better articulated to the students, and to better clarify 
the progression of skills expected as students move through the four-year Biology 
program.  
 
Upper Division Courses 
It is expected that students gain both depth within and breadth across the disciplines in 
biology through their selection of 300- and 400-level courses.  To achieve this goal while 
also providing flexibility to students, the upper level courses are divided into four 
categories representing the major disciplines within biology.  These categories are Cell 
and Molecular Biology, Ecology, Evolution and Conservation, Organismal Biology and 
General Biology. Courses from Chemistry, Geology, Natural Resources Management, 
and Philosophy and Religion are also included in some of these categories. Students 
complete a required number of courses from within categories associated with their 
chosen concentration (depth), but they also must complete a minimum number of courses 
in each of the five categories (breadth).  These upper-division courses are expected to 
provide advanced knowledge in biology, but also include more in-depth opportunities to 
improve students’ critical thinking skills and their ability to think as responsible 
scientists. Students have the opportunity to integrate material from numerous disciplines 
in these courses and learn in a number of different settings including lectures, laboratory 
and the field. The Biology QEP will help students develop a coordinated set of skills (see 
Educational Goal #2) as well as help them identify connections between courses.  As part 
of the QEP, biology faculty are identifying skills we expect our students to gain, and 
connections we expect our students to make among and within the grouping of courses in 
the above mentioned categories. 
 
The capstone experience for biology students is a senior research course; either the 
Senior Thesis series: BIOL495, 498, 499 (4 credits total) or Research in Biology: 
BIOL480 (3 credits).  Senior research provides students the opportunity to synthesize 
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knowledge, and demonstrate competence in technical; communication; and analytical 
skills by applying their knowledge and skills to a biological problem.  Students work with 
a faculty mentor and write a research proposal, implement their research, present a 
technical, scientific talk or poster, and prepare a report or thesis based on their research 
results. The Biology QEP includes improvement of this capstone experience as described 
below in the section titled: “QEP Senior Engagement Experience”. 
 
Educational Goal #1 Learning Outcomes:  
Upon completion of the biology curriculum students will have gained: 
1) An understanding of the basic principles of biology and how they are connected by 

evolutionary processes; 
2) The ability to perform basic biological investigations; 
3) The ability to apply biological principles across the disciplines of biology; 
4) The ability to apply mathematical, chemical and physical concepts/applications to 

biological problems; 
5) The ability to effectively communicate scientific information, both orally and in 

written form; 
6) The ability to learn cooperatively and work in teams. 
 
Educational Goal #2: Biology students will develop sets of quantitative skills, 
communication skills, and technical skills that will enable them to be successful 
contributors to the sciences and to society. 
 
Collection; analysis; and interpretation of scientific data, and presentation of these data in 
oral and written formats are essential skills for all biologists regardless of their career 
paths. Students must have the ability to research scientific databases and understand the 
results being presented.  They must be able to take information and present it in a logical 
manner in their own words. And, they must have the critical thinking skills to defend 
scientific arguments.  These skills will prove invaluable in any situation the student 
encounters upon graduation, be it in the work place or professional school.  
 
Effective communication of science requires a minimum proficiency in mathematics and 
statistics.  Students can not evaluate research results (their own, or that of others) if they 
do not understand the statistical concepts and mathematical procedures involved in the 
design, implementation, and analysis of investigations.  Further, the efficient use of 
mathematics and statistics increasingly demands proficiency in the use of computers.  
Thus, the Biology QEP includes an increase in the incorporation of quantitative and 
technological skills throughout the curriculum that are necessary for the discipline. 
 
Development of communication skills is initiated in the introductory core biology courses 
(BIOL140, 141, 240, 241) where students prepare scientific research papers and technical 
laboratory reports.  In addition, students interpret and present scientific information in 
oral formats.  In upper-level courses, students continue to build on and improve their 
writing and oral communication skills through these same types (but more advanced) of 
scientific research papers and technical laboratory reports. The capstone course provides 
students the opportunity to apply all these skills during their individual investigation of a 
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biological problem.  
 
Quantitative skills will be gained in the required mathematics courses (MATH140: 
(Introductory Calculus and MATH170: Statistics), and applied in introductory biology, 
chemistry and physics courses.  For example, students use basics statistics to analyze data 
in BIOL240 and 241. In addition, students apply quantitative skills as they perform 
guided investigations in their core biology classes. These guided investigations provide 
opportunities to learn how to collect quantitative data, as well as how to interpret and 
analyze such data.  In upper-level courses and in the capstone research experience, 
students learn how to design their own research projects and to apply their quantitative 
skills to the data they obtain. 
 
Technology skills are introduced and practiced in all biology courses.  Students are 
introduced to the effective use of scientific/library databases in their core biology classes.  
They will subsequently use these skills in all their other biology classes for such purposes 
as writing research papers or technical laboratory reports.  The use of spreadsheets and 
presentation software will also be introduced in the core classes and further developed in 
upper-level courses.  These skills are used to improve competencies in oral and written 
presentations and reports. Finally, students learn to use laboratory and field equipment in 
all their laboratory classes and in the capstone research experience. For example, students 
learn how to use PCR and electrophoresis equipment in BIOL140, microscopes in 
BIOL141, DNA databases in BIOL240 and environmental sampling equipment in 
BIOL241. The skills which are introduced in the core courses become more advanced as 
students practice them in upper-level courses and the capstone research experience. 
 
Educational Goal #2 Learning Outcomes: 
Courses in the Biology Department are aimed at allowing students to develop ever-
increasing levels of skills.  The introductory course series familiarizes students with the 
ideas of what it means to write effectively in science, how to perform database searches 
and how to quantitatively analyze their investigational results.  In addition, students begin 
to develop oral communication skills via in-class and out-of-class presentations. As 
students progress to upper-level courses they will have the ability to choose from 
numerous subjects but in all cases their basic study skills will need to be in place and they 
will have to become more savvy at integrating technology into their assignments.  Every 
biology course requires writing papers in a manner suitable to scientific discourse and 
emphasizes the use of proper investigational design.  In the upper-level courses students 
gain more experience in defending their scientific arguments and in presenting data they 
have generated to the scientific public. Together these skills help students become critical 
thinking individuals with the ability to write and orally communicate responsibly across 
the curriculum. 
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Students are expected to demonstrate competence in the following skills: 
1. Communication Skills 

a. Present data in written and oral formats appropriate for biological technical 
scientific papers; 

b. Write in a logical, cohesive, and concise manner;  
c. Synthesize biological results from other scientists; 
d. Define and support a thesis statement; 
e. Use in-text citations and understand what plagiarism is; 
f. Prepare, deliver and defend technical/scientific presentations, including graphical 

interpretations; 
2. Quantitative Skills 

a. Perform basic math skills used in algebra and calculus; 
b. Calculate, use and interpret basic descriptive statistics; 
c. Calculate, use and interpret basic statistical tests;  
d. Design a basic research project or data collection scheme and to determine the 

statistical analyses required to interpret their data; 
3. Technology Skills 

a. Use spreadsheets for basic data management; 
b. Use presentation software; 
c. Use science/library databases effectively; 
d. Use laboratory and field equipment 

 
Educational Goal #3: Students can conduct scientific investigations 
 
An essential component of being a scientist is the ability to design, execute, interpret and 
present new scientific ideas.  This basic task is learned over a period of years and requires 
practice.  The first opportunity for such practice is in 100- and 200-level core where 
students are implementing guided investigations/demonstrations as they are learning 
basic scientific communication skills and laboratory equipment use. As students progress 
from 100-level to 400-level courses, the degree of instructor-involvement in guiding 
research implementation, analysis and question-development diminishes, 
permitting/forcing students to work more and more independently. The capstone research 
experience provides the final integrating experience where students are expected to 
demonstrate a relatively high degree of independence by designing their own research 
project, implementing appropriate methods to address their research objectives, 
interpreting their results and presenting new scientific ideas.   
 
Examples of knowledge and skills related to scientific investigation that students gain in 
the introductory core include: 
• Understanding what constitutes a valid scientific question (BIOL140); 
• Writing a basic technical laboratory report (BIOL140); 
• Basic use of laboratory equipment to make accurate and precise measurements such 

as using a balance, pipettes, cylinders etc. (BIOL140); 
• Performing basic guided experiments using techniques such as PCR and gel 

electrophoresis  (BIOL140); 
• Performing accurate identifications of specimens and effective use of microscopes 
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(BIOL140, 141); 
• Sterile technique, culture of prokaryotes and simple eukaryotes (BIOL240); 
• DNA sequences analysis (BIOL240); 
• Increased practice with technical laboratory reports (BIOL240, 241); 
• Performing literature searches and do in-class presentations (BIOL240, 241); 
• Conducting field surveys and modeling population dynamics  (BIOL241); 
• Increased critical analysis of scientific literature/data (BIOL241); 
• Improved skills in experimental design, data collection, interpretation and 

presentation (BIOL241); 
 
All biology majors share the above set of skills. As majors progress through the Biology 
curriculum, students gain specialized training in their 25 hours of 300/400 level biology 
courses. Although the specialized skills vary depending on the specific suite of courses a 
student takes, the common goals of guided investigations and skills involved in 
preparation of technical reports and research papers, statistical analysis and presentations 
are included in all courses. For example, depending on the course students perform a 
variety of investigations ranging from animal behavior (BIOL471), enzyme kinetics 
(BIOL333), STR analysis (BIOL422), DNA cloning, Southern and western blotting 
(BIOL333), preparation and techniques of arthropod collecting, curation skills 
(BIOL470), measuring plant water relations and gas exchange (BIOL375), to analysis of 
community composition (BIOL425). But, all students are expected to progress in skills 
associated with scientific investigations, statistical analyses, preparation of technical 
reports and research papers, and presenting their work in oral and written formats 
regardless of the courses they are taking.  Progress in these common goals is 
demonstrated in the QEP engagement focus courses at the 300- and 400-level (see QEP 
sequence of courses below). 
 
Educational Goal #3 integrates extensively with Goals #1 and #2. For example, Goal #3 
combines students’ knowledge of biology principles (Educational goal #1) and the skills 
they mastered (Educational goal #2). However, Educational Goal #3 addresses the need 
for students to have specific technical skills critical to becoming active, contributing 
scientists, and to be able to gain employment or proceed to a graduate or a professional 
program upon graduation.  The cornerstone experience for gaining these skills is the 
capstone research experience (BIOL 495/498/499 sequence or BIOL480).   
 
Educational Goal #3 Learning Outcomes: 
Students will learn a number of the above skills in the laboratory and field components of 
their biology, chemistry and physics courses.  This will provide the framework from 
which they proceed to their capstone research experience.  In the capstone, students will 
integrate skills they have learned across their curriculum and apply them to a novel 
problem(s).  Students will work under the guidance of a faculty mentor but will also share 
their experience with other students (see section on QEP Sequence of Courses below).  
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Students will be able to: 
1. Make accurate and precise measurements;  
2. Plan and implement basic investigations, both of a general nature and of a type 

suitable for their area of concentration; 
3. Do literature searches and reviews that allow them to see what topics are of current 

interest in their area of concentration;  
4. Operate instruments and equipment particular to their area of interest 
5. Successfully complete an advanced guided research project. 
 
 
Education Goal #4: Students will have skills to develop their career path 
 
The Biology Department is committed to ensuring that students know what steps they 
must take to be successful in the workplace.  Specifically, we feel that students need 
more guidance regarding courses, grades, overall GPA, admissions exams (GRE, MCAT, 
PCAT etc.), volunteer work and research experiences to be competitive in attaining their 
post-WCU goals.  Our QEP will develop a more structured approach to improve the 
quality of advising in these areas. Specifically, we want to ensure that students follow 
appropriate course sequences to be ready to apply to graduate school, professional 
schools or jobs upon completion of their junior year.  We will also advise students 
regarding which tests they need to prepare for that are required for admission to graduate 
or professional programs.  Included in advising plans will be recommendations for 
volunteer work, internships and research opportunities.  These experiences will not only 
help the student gain insight into the working environment they are seeking to enter, but 
will allow them to apply and integrate their course work knowledge.  All Biology faculty 
are trained in the basics of academic advising.  However, a more formal system of career 
advising and information dissemination strategies to ensure students reach the above 
goals are being developed as part of the QEP. 
 
Educational Goal #4 Learning Outcomes: 
Students will understand: 
1. Academic progress and performance necessary to achieve their stated goals; 
2. The role of undergraduate research in achieving their stated goals;   
3. Where to find information and entrance requirements for graduate/professional 

schools; 
4. Where to find relevant summer work that will aid in future career pursuits. 
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QEP Sequence of Courses 
 
Biology majors will have three specific levels of engagement with QEP which occur in 
the sophomore, junior and senior courses. It was decided not to include a freshman course 
engaged with the Biology QEP because there is no biology course specific to biology 
majors at the 100-level. Although the QEP engagement focus courses at the sophomore, 
junior and senior levels also have non-majors enrolled in them, the vast majority are 
biology majors. 
 
Sophomore QEP engagement focus course 
All biology majors must complete BIOL241: Introduction to Ecology and Evolution.  
This course is an excellent focus point for the QEP since it occurs at the end of the 4-
course core with three prerequisite courses required for all biology majors: BIOL140, 141 
and 240. Therefore, BIOL241 provides the opportunity to weave the essential concepts in 
biology into a larger framework: ecology and evolution. In addition, students at this stage 
in their careers will have gained some of the scientific writing and research skills required 
to be successful in science. Therefore, BIOL241 will allow students to incorporate these 
skills into a coherent whole in a classroom setting.   
 
Course objectives for BIOL241 include basic content in population genetic processes; 
natural selection, speciation; population dynamics; community and ecosystem processes; 
and understanding basic underlying principles of biology. Skill development associated 
with BIOL241 includes the ability to write a scientific research paper; write a technical 
(laboratory) report; design novel investigations; implement novel investigations; and to 
use mathematical and statistical tools to analyze and interpret biological data.  
 
Students will be informed about the capstone research requirement (see Senior QEP 
engagement focus course described below) beginning in BIOL241 because this course 
completes the core and marks the point where students follow different concentrations 
and will be enrolling in one of the two Junior QEP engagement focus courses (see 
below). While enrolled in BIOL241, students are required to complete a research interest 
form that includes a list of faculty with research topics from which to choose.   
 
Junior QEP engagement focus course 
At the junior/senior level, the courses students are required to take vary depending on the 
concentration a student has selected. We will use two courses as our Junior QEP 
engagement focus courses; BIOL333: Cell and Molecular Biology (required for the Pre-
Health professional and Molecular Biology concentration), and BIOL375: Methods in 
Ecology and Evolution (required for the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology emphasis 
area). Students pursuing the General Biology concentration are required to select either 
BIOL333 or BIOL375. Although the content in each of these two courses is specific to 
the particular course, both courses focus on integration of knowledge from previous 
coursework and include a multi-week research experience.  The research experience is 
incorporated part of the laboratory component and emphasizes investigational design and 
data collection; analysis and interpretation, and public presentation.  In BIOL333 teams 
complete research projects and present them in a poster session to the biology faculty. 
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Discussions between faculty and students focus on the investigations and results being 
presented, and also on the relationship of the students’ work to the whole of biology.   
 
The content for each course is applied directly in the research experience. Some of the 
skills and experiences of the junior QEP engagement focus courses experience are shared 
with the sophomore experiences (BIOL 240 and 241), but we expect students to perform 
these shared skills and experiences at a more advanced level in BIOL333 and BIOL375. 
In BIOL333, students demonstrate understanding of structure and organization of 
genomes; protein structure and function; membrane structure and function; controls of 
transcription and translation; signal transduction/cancer biology; molecular techniques; 
and evolution by natural selection. Students advance in development of skills associated 
with their ability to perform and analyze enzyme kinetics; to perform and analyze SDS-
PAGE and western blots; to perform and analyze DNA cloning investigations; and to 
present and defend scientific data in written and oral form. In BIOL375, students 
demonstrate knowledge of investigational design and of methods commonly used in 
evolutionary and general ecology. Students advance in development of skills associated 
with their ability to apply knowledge gained trough field, computer-simulation, and 
laboratory experiences to study current issues in ecological and evolutionary biology;  to 
measure environmental variables; to measure eco-physiological responses in individuals; 
to study population structure; to study community structure over environmental variation; 
to model landscape structure and function; to perform competition, predator-prey and 
mutualism studies, and to present and defend scientific data in written and oral form; 
 
Senior QEP engagement focus course 
Senior research provides students the opportunity to synthesize knowledge, and 
demonstrate competence in technical, communication, and analytical skills by applying 
their knowledge and skills to a biological problem.  Therefore, the senior-level QEP 
engagement focus will be achieved through a research capstone experience in one of two 
ways. Students will either enroll in BIOL480: Research in Biology (3 credits), or students 
will complete sequence of BIOL 495: Introduction to Senior Thesis (1 credit), plus 
BIOL498: Senior Thesis 1 (2 credits), plus BIOL499: Senior Thesis II (1 credit). Both of 
these options (Research in Biology or Senior Thesis) involve one-on-one interactions 
with a faculty mentor, expect students to integrate knowledge and skills acquired through 
their previous coursework, and advance in their knowledge and skills associated with a 
specific research topic. The senior thesis option is intended for students interested in a 
longer-term and more in-depth research project, and is especially encouraged for Biology 
majors who are in the Honors College.  
 
Although the senior QEP engagement courses are different, it is intended that students 
will have an equivalent capstone experience regardless of the option they choose. The 
primary difference between the two options is the length of time and depth of the 
research. Students in both options are expected to attend the Paul Burton Biology 
Seminar Series (see below), and students in both options will come together in bi-weekly 
meetings to participate in discussions of reading or other assignments on research and 
career topics (see below). The course will serve as the integration point of the biology 
curriculum and will, therefore, be completed by students in their senior year.  For the 
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sake of faculty time and for building camaraderie between students, faculty may form a 
research group that focuses on the same or similar projects, questions, or service goals 
that would serve one or both of the capstone options. Students will work individually 
(BIOL480 or Senior Thesis) or in small groups (BIOL480 only) depending on the 
investigation they intend to pursue. Data collection for research projects can occur during 
summer months pending approval of the faculty research mentor. However, students 
conducting research during the summer will be required to attend the biology seminar 
and participate in the bi-weekly capstone meetings that occur during the academic year.  
 
As noted above in the Sophomore QEP engagement description, information about the 
capstone research requirement and recruitment of students into different research projects 
will begin during BIOL241. The research interest form handed out in BIOL241 must be 
turned in prior to the fall semester of a student’s junior year. In addition, when faculty 
meet with their advisees for course scheduling, the capstone research requirement will be 
discussed and faculty will work with their advisees to identify a faculty research mentor 
and project. The Biology Department will also use the University “Advising Day” as a 
means of connecting students to faculty and introducing students to research available to 
them.  One faculty member will be assigned by the Department Head as Senior Capstone 
Research Coordinator. This Coordinator will compile the research interest information 
students submit during their first semester as a junior, will help arrange the placement of 
students with faculty, and will oversee the overall capstone experience. Currently the 
coordinator is Dr. Beverly Collins. Having students think about their capstone research 
relatively early in the academic career will help achieve all four of the Educational Goals 
described in this QEP. In addition, having a Capstone Research Coordinator, and having 
students tentatively select research projects and mentors prior to the senior year will help 
faculty plan for, budget, and accommodate the relatively high numbers of Biology majors 
who will be participating in the capstone research each semester. 
 
BIOL480: Research in Biology 
Each student or student group will prepare a research proposal under the direction of the 
faculty member teaching BIOL480, as well as the particular faculty mentor under whose 
guidance the students will be performing their research. Subsequently, students will 
perform their research.  It is expected that the research component of the course will take 
8-10 weeks.  During this time the students will meet bi-weekly (e.g., 5:00 pm every-other 
Wednesday) as a group to discuss their progress, as well as to discuss scheduled topics 
such as experimental design, ethics in science, success in attaining career goals (e.g., 
writing a CV and cover letter; taking standardized tests, and interviewing skills), etc.  The 
bi-weekly meetings allow students to share their experiences and to expand their view of 
the meaning of integration in biology. Lastly, students will present a technical report or 
poster regarding their findings.  BIOL480 will provide students the opportunity to 
improve their communication skills along with gaining additional technical, analytical 
and knowledge skills specific to their research project.  Some research projects may 
require students to spend more than a semester devoted to learning methods, conducting 
literature reviews, and performing experiments. In these cases, BIOL480 credits can be 
split across semesters (not to exceed 4 credit hours total). The first semester that these 
students are enrolled in BIOL480 will include their participation in bi-weekly meetings. 
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Students are expected to spend a minimum of nine hours per week (three hours per credit 
hour) on their research projects.  One hour will include the bi-weekly meetings and 
another hour will include regular attendance at the Paul Burton Seminar Series.  In this 
latter venue, students will be exposed to a variety of biological topics, speakers, and 
presentation styles, which will help them to become more fluent in communicating and 
understanding science.  The other 7-8 hours per week will be devoted to laboratory or 
fieldwork, literature review, data analysis, and preparation of the oral and written 
presentations. 
 
BIOL 495: Introduction to Senior Thesis, BIOL498 and 499: Senior Thesis 1 and II   
Students enrolled in the Senior Thesis series will follow the same model described above.  
However, their experience will be expanded across three semesters. Their first semester 
will consist of BIOL495, Introduction to Senior Thesis, and will consist of preparation of 
a research proposal and meetings with BIOL 480 students to discuss the topics noted in 
the paragraph above.  During their second semester students will perform their research 
(Senior Thesis II), while in their third semester they will prepare a senior thesis and a 
public presentation of their work.  Copies of the thesis will be bound and deposited in the 
department and with the thesis director.  The Senior Thesis series provides students with 
the opportunity to dedicate more time to their capstone experience and will be reserved 
for the top students pursuing a BS in Biology. 
 
Advising and Mentoring 
Students must begin the proper set of courses early on in their career at WCU to be 
successful in obtaining admission to appropriate graduate programs, professional schools 
or obtaining a job. Achieving Education Goal #4 (students will have skills to develop 
their career path) requires development of a more structured departmental advising 
system to help students understand what they need to do to reach their career goals upon 
graduation. All faculty receive training regarding academic advising, but because of the 
diversity within the biology discipline, faculty will not be equally aware of what students 
need to understand and accomplish to successfully obtain post-baccalaureate goals. For 
example, students interested in applying to professional programs should complete 
BIOL361 and BIOL311 by the end of their junior year and BIOL413 by the end of their 
senior year.   
 
Knowledge about volunteer or paid work/research opportunities is critical because these 
experiences provide students with the tools to incorporate extra or co-curricular activities 
in their educational briefcase. However, course sequences students need to be 
competitive for these experiences varies, examinations students need to prepare for to be 
admitted to graduate programs or professional schools, etc. also vary depending on the 
area of specialization. For example, faculty with ecological backgrounds are highly 
knowledgeable about what is needed to be successful at entering into Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology MS programs, but are usually less familiar about requirements and 
extracurricular activities a student needs to do to be competitive for successful entry into 
medical, veterinary or pharmacy graduate programs.  
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As part of the QEP, a more organized dissemination system will be developed to help all 
faculty advise across the different biology sub-disciplines. Included in the system will be 
mechanisms to help: 

• Organize and disseminate recommendations for volunteer and paid work or 
research opportunities, both during the school year and summer; 

• Students develop skills needed to find information on graduate/professional schools 
and requirements for entry into such programs; 

• Students understand the importance of deadlines for applications for jobs or post-
graduate studies; 

• Students understand significance of preparing appropriate personal statements, 
letters of application and resumes; 

• Students identify scholarship and fellowship opportunities in their field.  
 
The overall goal of advising and mentoring is to ensure that each student reaches his/her 
maximum potential upon graduation and that the students have the ability to present their 
educational background as well as their extra and co-curricular activities in one cogent, 
complete package. The Biology Department Head has the responsibility for training all 
new Biology faculty in the basics of academic advising.  Additional advising information 
and strategies to ensure the students reach the above goals will be developed as part of 
the QEP. For example, the Biology Department could form a professional examination 
committee which will, upon request of a student, perform an informal student interview 
and prepare a reference letter signed by the committee. Members of this committee might 
include three faculty; one member who teaches BIOL140, one member who teaches 
BIOL240 and one member who teaches BIOL333.  
 
Assessment and the Educational Briefcase 
 
Course-embedded assessment measures such as exams, laboratory reports, research 
papers, oral reports, homework assignments, etc., will be used in the Biology core 
(BIOL140, 141, 240, 241), in the junior-level QEP focus courses (BIOL333, 375), and in 
the capstone research to monitor progress toward Educational Goals #1-3. Additional 
QEP assessment will occur in several ways. Biology faculty will be working together to 
articulate expected development in knowledge, connections, and skills as students 
progress through the Biology program that reflect the QEP Educational Goals outlined in 
this document. This is an iterative process where faculty are working within a course 
(such as BIOL241), between courses at a given level (such as BIOL333 and BIOL375), 
and between levels such as 241 to 333/375 to the senior capstone to develop expectations 
for progression through the program. Student samples of work that reflect knowledge, 
connection and skill goals identified for each of these courses will be put into a student’s 
educational briefcase. A single assessment tool will be used for these items to monitor 
progress toward achievement of the Educational Goals. Trends over time illustrated in 
assessment results will allow the Biology Department to assess the program’s success at 
achieving the Educational Goals, to identify limitations, and to make subsequent changes 
where necessary.  
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As previously noted, the senior-level capstone research is the point at which students will 
demonstrate their ability to synthesize knowledge, and demonstrate competence in 
technical, communication, and analytical skills.  Therefore, this is the culminating point 
where student performance and program performance are fully integrated and several 
levels of assessment will occur at this time. The quality of experimental design, 
sufficiency of data collection, and the appropriateness of data analysis and interpretation 
will be evaluated by a team of faculty. Faculty mentors will additionally assess 
effectiveness of the attaining the QEP Educational Goals #1-3. Questions on the 
assessment instrument will focus on the learning outcomes described in this document for 
each Educational Goal, and each question will be assessed as to whether expectations 
were exceeded, met, below or needs work. Students will also fill out a rubric where 
questions are designed to assess achievement of Educational Goals #1-4 from the 
student’s perspective. Trends over time illustrated in these student and faculty assessment 
results will provide data that can be used to assess the Biology Department’s success at 
achieving the Educational Goals, to identify limitations, and to make subsequent changes 
where necessary. Procedures for implementing these assessments are ongoing and will be 
complete by Spring 2011. 
 
In addition to course-embedded assessment throughout the curriculum, and program 
assessment at the end of the capstone research, student performance on standardized 
exams such as the GRE or MCAT will assess learning outcomes associated with all four 
Educational Goals. The types of summer work experience and success at being accepted 
into graduate or post-baccalaureate professional programs will provide additional 
assessment of Educational Goal #4. Finally, questionnaires will be developed to be sent 
to undergraduate alumni five-year post-graduation to assess the educational preparation 
of biology majors to their career objectives. 
 
Career advice is provided to students in BIOL480, a course in which students discuss 
their career goals and prepare a résumé. In addition on advising day students are 
presented with advice regarding entry into professional programs and other career 
options. The department is also in the process of organizing a pre-professional committee 
to aid students interested in post-graduate school. Students can also seek advice from 
Emily Sharp at the Honor’s College regarding these possibilities. 
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Timeline of QEP implementation/integration 
 
The proposals presented in our original QEP (submitted in 2009) have now all been 
implemented and are currently being subject to assessment. Assessment for each QEP 
course has been developed in the form of rubrics presented in the Appendix. This also 
includes student self assessment surveys.  
 

BIOL241 QEP implementation 
 
Educational Goals 
 
Education Goal 1: 
1. Knowledge of course content  
2. Ability to integrate information from prerequisite courses with knowledge gained in 

BIOL241 
3. Ability to state the role of evolution throughout biology 
4. Competence in basic field biology techniques 
5. Ability to apply mathematical concepts to biological problems 
6. Ability to effectively communicate scientific information, orally and in written form 
7. Ability to learn cooperatively and work in teams 
 
Educational Goal 2: 

1. Communication Skills 
Students will be able to: 
a. Present data in written and oral formats appropriate for biological technical 

scientific papers 
b. Write in a logical, cohesive, and concise manner  
c. Synthesize biological results from other scientists 
d. Prepare, deliver and defend technical/scientific presentations, including graphical 

interpretations 
 
2. Quantitative Skills 

Students will be able to: 
a. Perform basic math skills used in algebra 

 
3. Technology Skills 

a. Students will be able to use: 
b. Spreadsheets for basic data management 
c. Presentation software  
d. Science/library databases effectively 
e. Laboratory equipment 

 
Educational Goal 3: 
Students will be able to: 
1. Make accurate and precise measurements  
2. Plan and execute basic investigations, both of a general nature and of a type suitable 
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for their field of concentration 
3. Do literature searches and reviews that allow them to see what topics are of current 

interest in their field of concentration  
4. Successfully complete a guided research project  
 
Educational Briefcase and Assessment 
 
Items to be placed in the Educational Briefcase 

• Scientific Lab Reports, such as Behavior Project 
• PowerPoint presentations related to the written lab reports. 
• Literature Review Papers 

 
Assessment of Educational Goal 1 
 
     Knowledge of course content, ability to integrate information from prerequisite 
courses with knowledge gained in BIOL241 and ability to note the role of evolution 
throughout biology will be assessed using course-imbedded assessment and the 
educational goal 1 rubric. Specifically, exam questions in BIOL241 will be assigned to 
appropriate categories (plain content, integrative questions or both) and the performance 
of each student in each category will be determined.  A grade of 90% or above will be 
considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs 
improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations. 
     Competence in basic field techniques will be assessed by examining the quality of 
data submitted by students in their Scientific Lab Reports and PowerPoint presentation.  
For some of the lab experiments, such as the Behavior Project, the students will be 
entirely responsible for developing the idea for the project, determining appropriate 
methods of data collection and appropriate methods of data analysis.  The grade assigned 
to these items is based on the quality of data as well as the ability of the student to 
analyze and interpret their data.  The performance in this category will be assessed as 
follows: quality of data exceeds expectation, meets expectation, needs improvement, or 
does not meet expectations. 

Ability to apply mathematical concepts to biological problems will be assessed by 
examining the quality of the student’s lab reports and presentations.  A grade of 90% or 
above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% 
needs improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations.     
     Ability to effectively communicate scientific information, both orally and in written 
form will be assessed by examining the students’ homework assignments, literature 
review papers, lab reports and PowerPoint presentation. A grade of 90% or above will be 
considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs 
improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations.     
     The ability to learn cooperatively and work in teams will be assessed by examining 
students during laboratory work and in their performance in group research tasks such as 
the Human Behavior research project and associated presentations.  
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Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 1 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
 
 
Assessment of Educational Goal 2 

     Examining the lab reports, PowerPoint presentation, homework, exams and research 
papers will assess communication skills. Specifically, students will be assessed for the 
ability to communicate effectively regarding science in both written and oral form.  
     Examining the lab reports and PowerPoint presentation will assess quantitative skills. 
Specifically the students will be assessed for the ability to perform basic math skills used 
in algebra. 
     Examining the lab reports, PowerPoint presentation, research paper, and homework 
will assess technology skills. Specifically students will be assessed for the ability to use 
spreadsheets, presentation software, laboratory equipment and science/library databases. 
The results of assessment will be presented in the Educational Goal 2 rubric. A grade of 
90% or above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 
60-69% needs improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 2 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 

 

 
Assessment of Educational Goal 3 
 
     Examining the lab reports and PowerPoint presentation will allow assessment of the 
student’s ability to design projects and to make accurate and precise measurements. 
These will also reflect the ability of the student to execute basic investigations and 
successfully complete a guided research project. A grade of 90% or above will be 
considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs 
improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations. 
     The research paper and homework assignments will reflect a student’s ability to 
perform literature searches and reviews. A grade of 90% or above will be considered as 
exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs improvement, below 
60% does not meet expectations. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
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BIOL333 QEP implementation 
 
Educational Goals 
 
Education Goal 1: 

1. Knowledge of course content  
2. Ability to integrate information from prerequisite courses with knowledge gained 

in BIOL333 
3. Ability to note the role of evolution throughout biology 
4. Competence in basic molecular techniques 
5. Ability to apply mathematical, chemical and physical concepts to biological 

problems 
6. Ability to effectively communicate scientific information, both orally and in 

written form 
7. The ability to learn cooperatively and work in teams 

 
Educational Goal 2: 

1. Communication Skills 
Students will be able to: 

a. Present data in written and oral formats appropriate for biological 
technical scientific papers 

b. Write in a logical, cohesive, and concise manner  
c. Synthesize biological results from other scientists 
d. Prepare, deliver and defend technical/scientific presentations, including 

graphical interpretations 
 

2. Quantitative Skills 
Students will be able to: 

a. Perform basic math skills used in algebra 
 

3. Technology Skills 
Students will be able to use: 

a. Spreadsheets for basic data management 
b. Presentation software  
c. Science/library databases effectively 
d. Laboratory equipment 

 
Educational Goal 3: 
Students will be able to: 

1. Make accurate and precise measurements  
2. Plan and execute basic investigations, both of a general nature and of a type 

suitable for their field of concentration 
3. Do literature searches and reviews that allow them to see what topics are of 

current interest in their field of concentration  
4. Operate instrumentation and equipment particular to their field of interest 
5. Successfully complete a guided research project  
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Educational Briefcase and Assessment 
 
Items to be placed in the Educational Briefcase 

• Technical Report 
• PowerPoint presentation 
• Research Paper 
• Homework Assignments 

 
Assessment of Educational Goal 1 
 
     Knowledge of course content, ability to integrate information from prerequisite 
courses with knowledge gained in BIOL333 and ability to note the role of evolution 
throughout biology will be assessed using the educational goal 1 rubric. Specifically, 
exam questions in BIOL333 will be assigned to appropriate categories (plain content, 
integrative questions or both) and the performance of each the student in each category 
will be determined.  A grade of 90% or above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 
70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs improvement, below 60% does not meet 
expectations. 
     Competence in basic molecular techniques will be assessed by examining the quality 
of data submitted by students in their technical report and PowerPoint presentation. The 
grade assigned to these items is not based on the quality of data but rather on the ability 
of the student to analyze and interpret their data.  The performance in this category will 
be assessed as follows: quality of data exceeds expectation, meets expectation, needs 
improvement, or does not meet expectations. 

Ability to apply mathematical, chemical and physical concepts to biological problems 
will be assessed by examining the quality of the student’s technical report.  A grade of 
90% or above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 
60-69% needs improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations.     
     Ability to effectively communicate scientific information, both orally and in written 
form will be assessed by examining the students’ homework assignments, research paper, 
technical report and PowerPoint presentation. A grade of 90% or above will be 
considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs 
improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations.     
     The ability to learn cooperatively and work in teams will be assessed by examining 
students during laboratory work. All of the above information will be presented in the 
Educational Goal 1 rubric. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
 
 
 Assessment of Educational Goal 2 

     Examining the technical report, PowerPoint presentation, homework, exams and 
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research papers will assess communication skills. Specifically, students will be assessed 
for the ability to communicate effectively regarding science in both written and oral form.  
     Examining the technical report and PowerPoint presentation will assess quantitative 
skills. Specifically the students will be assessed for the ability to perform basic math 
skills used in algebra. 
     Examining the technical report, PowerPoint presentation, research paper, and 
homework will assess technology skills. Specifically students will be assessed for the 
ability to use spreadsheets, presentation software, laboratory equipment and 
science/library databases. 
     The results of assessment will be presented in the Educational Goal 2 rubric. A grade 
of 90% or above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 
60-69% needs improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 

 
 
Assessment of Educational Goal 3 
     Examining the technical report and PowerPoint presentation will allow assessment of 
the student’s ability to make accurate and precise measurements and to operate various 
instrumentation and equipment. These will also reflect the ability of the student to 
execute basic investigations and successfully complete a guided research project. A grade 
of 90% or above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 
60-69% needs improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations. 
     The research paper and homework assignments will reflect a student’s ability to 
perform literature searches and reviews. A grade of 90% or above will be considered as 
exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs improvement, below 
60% does not meet expectations. 
     All results of assessment will be presented in the Educational Goal 3 rubric. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
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BIOL375 QEP implementation 
 
Educational Goals: 
1. An understanding of basic and current research methods in ecology and evolutionary 

biology 
2. The ability to perform basic investigations in ecology and evolutionary biology 
3. The ability to apply ecological and evolutionary research methods to biological 

problems 
4. The ability to apply mathematical, chemical and physical applications to problems in 

ecology and evolutionary biology  
5. The ability to effectively communicate scientific information, both orally and in 

written form 
6. The ability to perform individual and cooperative teamwork 
 
Educational goal 2: 
 
1. Communication Skills 

Students will be able to: 
a) Present scientific information in written and oral formats appropriate for 

biological technical scientific papers 
b) Write in a logical, cohesive, and concise manner  
c) Synthesize biological results from their own work and that of other scientists 
d) Define and support testable research questions 
e) Use in-text citations and understand what plagiarism is 
f) Prepare, deliver and defend technical/scientific presentations, including graphical 

interpretations 
 
2. Quantitative Skills 
 Students will be able to: 

a) Perform basic math skills used in algebra and calculus 
b) Calculate, use and interpret basic descriptive statistics and statistical tests 
c) Design a basic research project or data collection scheme and to determine the 

statistical analyses required to interpret their data 
 
3. Technology Skills 

a) Students will be able to: 
b) Spreadsheets for basic data management 
c) Presentation software  
d) Science/library databases effectively 
e) Laboratory and field equipment 

 
Educational goal 3: 
Students will be able to: 

1. Make accurate and precise measurements  
2. Plan and execute basic investigations both of a general nature and of a type 

suitable for ecology and evolutionary biology 
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3. Do literature searches and reviews that allow them to see what topics are of 
current interest in their field of concentration  

4. Operate instrumentation and equipment particular to ecology and 
evolutionary biology 

5. Successfully apply field and laboratory methods in guided investigations   
 
Educational goal 4: 
Students will understand: 

1. Academic progress and performance necessary to achieve their stated goals 
2. The use of appropriate methodology in addressing scientific questions   

 
 
Educational briefcase and Assessment 
 
Items to be placed in the Educational Briefcase 

• Logbook of Field and Laboratory Activities 
 
Assessment of Educational Goal 1 
 
     Knowledge of course content, ability to integrate information from prerequisite 
courses with knowledge gained in BIOL375 and ability to note the role of evolution 
throughout biology will be assessed using the educational goal 1 rubric. Specifically, 
exam questions in BIOL375 will be assigned to appropriate categories (plain content, 
integrative questions or both) and the performance of each the student in each category 
will be determined.  A grade of 90% or above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 
70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs improvement, below 60% does not meet 
expectations. 
     Competence in basic techniques in ecology and evolutionary biology will be assessed 
by examining the quality of data submitted by students in their logbook The grade 
assigned to these items is not based on the quality of data but rather on the ability of the 
student to analyze and interpret their data.  The performance in this category will be 
assessed as follows: quality of data exceeds expectation, meets expectation, needs 
improvement, or does not meet expectations. 

Ability to apply mathematical, chemical and physical concepts to biological problems 
will be assessed by examining the quality of the student’s logbook.  A grade of 90% or 
above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% 
needs improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations.     
     Ability to effectively communicate scientific information, both orally and in written 
form will be assessed by examining the students’ logbook. A grade of 90% or above will 
be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs 
improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations.     
     The ability to learn cooperatively and work in teams will be assessed by examining 
students during filed and laboratory work. All of the above information will be presented 
in the Educational Goal 1 rubric. 
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Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
 
Assessment of Educational Goal 2 

     Examining the logbook will assess communication skills. Specifically, students will 
be assessed for the ability to communicate effectively regarding science in both written 
and oral form.  
     Examining the logbook will also assess quantitative skills. Specifically the students 
will be assessed for the ability to perform basic math skills used in algebra. 
     Examining the logbook and presentations will assess technology skills. Specifically 
students will be assessed for the ability to use spreadsheets, presentation software, 
laboratory equipment and science/library databases. 
     The results of assessment will be presented in the Educational Goal 2 rubric. A grade 
of 90% or above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 
60-69% needs improvement, below 60% does not meet expectations. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 

 
 
d) Assessment of Educational Goal 3 
     Examining the logbook will allow assessment of the student’s ability to make accurate 
and precise measurements and to operate various instrumentation and equipment. These 
will also reflect the ability of the student to execute basic investigations and successfully 
complete a guided research project. A grade of 90% or above will be considered as 
exceeds expectation, 70%-89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs improvement, below 
60% does not meet expectations. 
     The logbook assignments will reflect a student’s ability to perform literature searches 
and reviews. A grade of 90% or above will be considered as exceeds expectation, 70%-
89% meets expectation, 60-69% needs improvement, below 60% does not meet 
expectations. 
     All results of assessment will be presented in the Educational Goal 3 rubric. 

 
Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 

briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
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Capstone Course QEP Implementation 
 
Educational Goals 
 
Educational Goal 1: 

1. An understanding of the basic principles of biology and how they are connected 
by evolutionary processes 

 2. The ability to perform basic biological investigations 
 3. The ability to apply biological principles across the disciplines of biology 

4. The ability to apply mathematical, chemical and physical concepts/applications 
to biological problems 
5. The ability to effectively communicate scientific information, both orally and in 
written form 
6. The ability to perform cooperative teamwork 

 
Educational goal 2: 
 

1. Communication Skills 
Students will be able to: 

a. Present data in written and oral formats appropriate for biological 
technical scientific papers 

b. Write in a logical, cohesive, and concise manner  
c. Synthesize biological results from other scientists 
d. Define and support a thesis statement 
e. Use in-text citations and understand what plagiarism is 
f. Prepare, deliver and defend technical/scientific presentations, including 

graphical interpretations 
 

2. Quantitative Skills 
Students will be able to: 

a. Perform basic math skills used in algebra and calculus 
b. Calculate, use and interpret basic descriptive statistics 
c. Calculate, use and interpret basic statistical tests  
d. Design a basic research project or data collection scheme and to 

determine the statistical analyses required to interpret their data 
 

3. Technology Skills 
Students will be able to: 

a. Spreadsheets for basic data management 
b. Presentation software  
c. Science/library databases effectively 
d. Laboratory and field equipment 

 
Educational goal 3: 
Students will be able to: 

1. Make accurate and precise measurements  
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2. Plan and execute basic investigations, both of a general nature and of a type 
suitable for their field of concentration 

3. Do literature searches and reviews that allow them to see what topics are of 
current interest in their field of concentration  

4. Operate instrumentation and equipment particular to their field of interest 
5. Successfully complete a guided research project  

 
Educational goal 4: 
Students will understand: 

1. Academic progress and performance necessary to achieve their stated goals 
2. The role of undergraduate research in achieving their stated goals   
3. Where to find information and entrance requirements for graduate/professional 

schools 
4. Where to find relevant summer work that will aid in future career pursuits 

 
 
Educational briefcase and Assessment 
 
 Items to be placed in the Educational Briefcase 

• Research Proposal 
• Personal Journal 
• Technical Report (Senior Thesis report and/or PowerPoint presentation)  
• Resume 

 
Assessment will be performed by three faculty: the capstone coordinator, the research 
advisor and one other faulty member. 
 
 Assessment of Educational Goal 1 
     The Educational Goal 1 rubric will be used to assess Educational Goal 1.  The student 
research proposal and final presentation will serve as the subject of assessment.   
Student performance will be assessed as follows: exceeds expectation, meets expectation, 
needs improvement, or does not meet expectations. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
 
 
Assessment of Educational Goal 2 
	  	  	  	  	  Examination of the research proposal and technical report will be used to assess 
communication skills. Specifically, students will be assessed for the ability to 
communicate effectively regarding science in both written and oral form. 	  
     Examination of the technical report will be used to assess quantitative skills. 
Specifically the students will be assessed for the ability to perform basic math skills used 
in algebra and for their ability to perform basic statistical analysis. 
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     Examination of the technical report will also be used to assess technology skills. 
Specifically students will be assessed for the ability to use spreadsheets, presentation 
software, laboratory equipment and science/library databases. 
     The results of assessment will be presented in the Educational Goal 2 rubric. Student 
performance will be assessed as follows: exceeds expectation, meets expectation, needs 
improvement, or does not meet expectations. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
 

 Assessment of Educational Goal 3 
     Examining the technical report will allow assessment of the student’s ability to make 
accurate and precise measurements and to operate various instrumentation and 
equipment. These will also reflect the ability of the student to execute basic investigations 
and successfully complete a guided research project.  
     The research proposal and technical report will reflect a student’s ability to perform 
literature searches and reviews, as well as their ability to successfully complete a guided 
research project.  
	  	  	  	  	  All results of assessment will be presented in the Educational Goal 3 rubric.	  Student 
performance will be assessed as follows: exceeds expectation, meets expectation, needs 
improvement, or does not meet expectations. 
 

Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 
briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
 

Assessment of Educational Goal 4 
Educational goal 4 will be assessed by surveys administered to students during group 
advising on advising day. Students meet for 30 minutes in groups divided by their status: 
freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors. The surveys will be examined by group to 
determine progress in understanding how to achieve stated goals. Please see the attached 
survey. 

 
Random samples of the student work described above will be obtained from student 

briefcases, entered in Educational Goal 3 rubric, and examined by an assessment 
committee on a periodic basis. 
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Assessment Rubrics for BIOL241 

 
Educational Goal 1 

 
 Exceeds 

Expectations 
Meets 

Expectations 
Needs 

Improvement 
Does not meet 
Expectations 

Knowledge of course 
content 

    

Ability to integrate 
information from other 

courses 

    

Ability to apply 
mathematical, chemical 
and physical concepts 
to problems in biology 

    

Communication of 
scientific information 

    

Cooperative learning 
and team work 
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Educational Goal 2 
 

 Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Needs 
Improvement 

Does not meet 
Expectations 

Communication Skills 

 

    

Quantitative Skills 

 

    

Technology Skills 

 

    

 
 
 

Educational Goal 3 
 

 Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Needs 
Improvement 

Does not meet 
Expectations 

Ability to use 
equipment/Instrumentation 

    

Execution of a basic 
scientific investigation 

    

Completion of a guided 
research project 

    

Ability to perform 
literature searches and 
reviews 
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Assessment Rubrics for BIOL333 
 

Educational Goal 1 
 

 Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Needs 
Improvement 

Does not meet 
Expectations 

Knowledge of course 
content 

    

Ability to integrate 
information from other 

courses 

    

Competence in basic 
molecular techniques 

(quality of data) 

    

Ability to apply 
mathematical, chemical 
and physical concepts 
to problems in biology 

    

Communication of 
scientific information 

    

Cooperative learning 
and team work 
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Educational Goal 2 
 

 Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Needs 
Improvement 

Does not meet 
Expectations 

Communication Skills 

 

    

Quantitative Skills 

 

    

Technology Skills 

 

    

 
 
 

Educational Goal 3 
 

 Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Needs 
Improvement 

Does not meet 
Expectations 

Ability to use 
equipment/Instrumentation 

    

Execution of a basic 
scientific investigation 

    

Completion of a guided 
research project 

    

Ability to perform 
literature searches and 
reviews 
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Assessment Rubrics for BIOL375 

 
Educational Goal 1 

 
 Exceeds 

Expectations 
Meets 

Expectations 
Needs 

Improvement 
Does not meet 
Expectations 

Knowledge of course 
content 

    

Ability to integrate 
information from other 

courses 

    

Competence in basic 
techniques in ecology 

and evolutionary 
biology (quality of 

data) 

    

Ability to apply 
mathematical, chemical 
and physical concepts 
to problems in biology 

    

Communication of 
scientific information 

    

Cooperative learning 
and team work 
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Educational Goal 2 
 

 Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Needs 
Improvement 

Does not meet 
Expectations 

Communication Skills 

 

    

Quantitative Skills 

 

    

Technology Skills 

 

    

 
 
 

Educational Goal 3 
 

 Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Needs 
Improvement 

Does not meet 
Expectations 

Ability to use 
equipment/Instrumentation 

    

Execution of a basic 
scientific investigation 

    

Completion of a guided 
research project 

    

Ability to perform 
literature searches and 
reviews 
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Student Self-Assessment Survey 
Performed in the capstone course, BIOL480 

 
Please respond to each of the following statements by writing a number (at left) from 1 to 
5 corresponding to your degree of agreement with the statement using the scale below. 
(NOTE: YOUR RESPONSES WILL NOT AFFECT YOUR GRADE IN THIS COURSE 
AND ARE ANONYMOUS). Please think of your growth as a biologist throughout your 
career at WCU when answering the questions below. 
 
1= strongly agree 
2= agree 
3= neither agree nor disagree 
4= disagree 
5= strongly disagree 
 
Based on my experience in this course and in preceding courses: 
 
_____ 1. I am confident in my understanding of the basic principles of biology and how 
evolutionary processes connect them 
  
_____ 2. I am confident in my abilities to perform basic biological investigations 
  
_____ 3. I am confident in my abilities to apply biological principles across the 
disciplines of biology. 
 
_____ 4. I am confident in my abilities to apply mathematical, chemical and physical 
concepts/applications to biological problems.  
 
_____ 5. I am confident in my abilities to effectively communicate scientific information, 
both orally and in written form. 
 
_____ 6. I am confident in my abilities to learn cooperatively and work in teams. 
 
_____ 7. I am confident in my abilities to present data in written and oral formats 
appropriate for biological technical scientific papers. 
 
_____ 8. I am confident I my abilities to write in a logical, cohesive, and concise 
manner.  
 
_____ 9. I am confident I my abilities to synthesize biological results from other 
scientists. 
 
_____ 10. I am confident I my abilities to define and support a thesis statement. 
 
_____ 11. I am confident I my abilities to use in-text citations and understand what 
plagiarism is. 
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_____ 12. I am confident I my abilities to prepare, deliver and defend technical/scientific 
presentations, including graphical interpretations. 
 
_____ 13. I am able to perform basic math skills used in algebra and calculus. 
 
_____ 14. I am able to calculate, use and interpret basic descriptive statistics. 
 
_____ 15. I am able to calculate, use and interpret basic statistical tests. 
 
_____ 16. I am able to design a basic research project or data collection scheme and to 
determine the statistical analyses required to interpret their data. 
 
_____ 17. I am able to use spreadsheets for basic data management. 
 
_____ 18. I am able to use presentation software. 
 
_____ 19. I am able to use science/library databases. 
 
_____ 20. I am confident of my ability to use laboratory and field equipment. 
 
_____ 21. I am able to make accurate and precise scientific measurements. 
 
_____ 22. I am able to plan and implement basic investigations, both of a general nature 
and of a type suitable for my area of concentration. 
 
_____ 23. I am able to perform literature searches and reviews that allow me to see what 
topics are of current interest in my area of concentration. 
 
_____ 24. I am able to operate instruments and equipment particular to my area of 
interest. 
 
_____ 25. I am able to successfully complete an advanced guided research project.  
 
_____ 26. I understand the academic progress and performance necessary to achieve my 
stated goals.  
 
_____ 27. I am confident in my understanding of the role of undergraduate research in 
achieving my stated goals. 
 
_____ 28. I know where to find information and entrance requirements for 
graduate/professional schools. 
 
_____ 29. I know where to find relevant summer work that will aid in my future career 
pursuits. 
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Assessment Rubrics for BIOL480 
 

Educational Goal 1 
 
 Exceeds 

Expectations 
Meets 

Expectations 
Needs 

Improvement 
Does not meet 
Expectations 

 
Understanding 

of basic 
principles of 

biology 
 

    

 
Ability to 

perform basic 
biological 

investigation 
 

    

 
Ability to apply 

biological 
principles 

across 
disciplines 

 

    

 
Ability to apply 
mathematical, 
chemical and 

physical 
concepts to 
problems in 

biology 
 

    

 
Communication 

of scientific 
information 

 

    

 
Cooperative 
learning and 
team work 
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Educational Goal 2 
 
 Exceeds 

Expectations 
Meets 

Expectations 
Needs 

Improvement 
Does not meet 
Expectations 

 
Communication 

Skills 
 

    

 
Quantitative 

Skills 
 

    

 
Technology 

Skills 
 

    

 
 
 

Educational Goal 3 
 
 Exceeds 

Expectations 
Meets 

Expectations 
Needs 

Improvement 
Does not meet 
Expectations 

 
Ability to use 
equipment/ 

Instrumentation 
 

    

 
Execution of a 
basic scientific 
investigation 

 

    

 
Completion of 

a guided 
research project 

 

    

 
Ability to 
perform 
literature 

searches and 
reviews 
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Advising Day Student Survey 
 
Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability. All answers are 
confidential. 
 
Please circle your class standing: 
 

Freshman  Sophomore  Junior  Senior 
 
1. What are your career goals upon graduation? 
 
 
2.  Do you feel you have achieved the academic progress and performance necessary to 
achieve your goals? 
 

a) Strongly agree 
b) Agree 
c) Disagree 
d) Strongly disagree 

 
3. Are you currently performing undergraduate research? 
 
 
4. If you are not performing research when do you plan to start your project? 
 
 
5. Have you been able to find information regarding entrance requirements for graduate 
school, medical school etc.? 
 
 
6. How did you find the information mentioned above, on your own, via your advisor 
etc? 
 
 
7. Have you been informed and by who about summer work possibilities that might help 
your career? 
 
 
 
 



Mean	  percentage	  of	  assessed	  students	  that	  met	  or	  exceeded	  expectations	  for	  each	  of	  the	  
QEP	  assessment	  criteria	  for	  each	  education	  goal	  over	  the	  last	  five	  years.	  Introduction	  to	  
Ecology	  and	  Evolution	  (BIOL	  241),	  is	  the	  final	  core	  course	  for	  all	  biology	  majors.	  Cell	  and	  
Molecular	  Biology	  (BIOL	  333)	  is	  one	  of	  the	  required	  upper-‐level	  courses	  for	  students	  in	  the	  
General	  Biology,	  Molecular	  Biology,	  and	  Pre-‐Health	  Professions	  concentrations.	  	  Methods	  in	  
Ecology	  and	  Evolution	  (BIOL	  375)	  is	  a	  required	  course	  for	  biology	  students	  in	  the	  Ecology	  
and	  Evolutionary	  Biology	  concentration.	  	  Research	  in	  Biology	  (BIOL	  480)	  is	  the	  course	  that	  
most	  biology	  students	  enroll	  in	  to	  satisfy	  their	  capstone	  research	  experience	  requirement.	  
	  
 Assessment 

Criteria 
BIOL 

241 
BIOL 

333 
BIOL 

375 
BIOL 

480 
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Knowledge of course content 79 69 87 94 

Ability to integrate information from other courses 79 64 77 73 

Ability to apply mathematical, chemical and 
physical concepts to problems in biology 79 76 77 71 

Communication of scientific information 74 98 73 78 

Cooperative learning and team work 85 100 94 99 
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Communication Skills 80 100 87 71 

Quantitative Skills 78 85 87 64 

Technology Skills 85 100 87 71 
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. Ability to use equipment & instrumentation 81 81 90 100 

Execution of a basic scientific investigation 82 88 90 70 

Completion of a guided research project 87 94 85 97 

Ability to perform literature searches and reviews 73 61 90 70 
	  



Matrix of Curriculum and program learning out comes 

Student learning outcome 1: Knowledge of concepts and theories of Biology 
Student learning outcome 2: Content knowledge 
Student learning outcome 3: Ability to communicate effectively 
Student learning outcome 4: Ability to perform independent research with the appropriate tools 
 
 

 SLO 1 SLO 2 SLO 3 SLO 4 

Course Requirements X  X  X   

Content Knowledge X X   X 

Final Examination X X X  X 

Seminar Requirements  X X    

Comprehensive exam  X X  

Guide to graduate studies  X X  
 



 
Annual Assessment Report for 2010-2011 

Master of Science in Biology 
Biology Department 

 
 

Cumulative Report of Evaluation of Master’s Thesis 
 

Scale: 3= Exceeds Expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvements 

 

              Desired Learning Outcomes                                                           Score Distributions 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

36 56 8 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 36 56 8 

Effectively defines the research objectives 32 68 0 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 48 52 0 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 44 56 0 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 54 46 0 

 

 

 

 

Cumulative Report of Evaluations of Oral Defense 
 

Scale: 3=Exceeds expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvement 

 

 

                   Desired Learning Outcomes                                                    Score Distribution 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

46 50 4 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 50 46 4 

Effectively defines the research objectives 37 63 0 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 40 60 0 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 52 48 0 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 54 46 0 

Demonstrates an ability to communicate effectively 54 46 0 

 



Annual Assessment Report for 2011-2012 
Master of Science in Biology 

Biology Department 
 
 

Cumulative Report of Evaluation of Master’s Thesis 
 

Scale: 3= Exceeds Expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvements 

 

              Desired Learning Outcomes                                                           Score Distributions 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

52 48 0 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 35 62 3 

Effectively defines the research objectives     50 50 0 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 53 47 0 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 54 46 0 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 47 53 0 

 

 

 

 

Cumulative Report of Evaluations of Oral Defense 
 

Scale: 3=Exceeds expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvement 

 

 

                   Desired Learning Outcomes                                                    Score Distribution 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

39 58 3 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 44 53 3 

Effectively defines the research objectives 47 53 0 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 53 47 0 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 50 50 0 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 47 53 0 

Demonstrates an ability to communicate effectively 50     43 7 

 



Annual Assessment Report for 2012-2013 
Master of Science in Biology 

Biology Department 
 
 

Cumulative Report of Evaluation of Master’s Thesis 
 

Scale: 3= Exceeds Expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvements 

 

              Desired Learning Outcomes                                                           Score Distributions 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

35 51 14 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 16 65 19 

Effectively defines the research objectives 24 59 16 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 30 70  

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 24 76  

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 38 62  

 

 

 

 

Cumulative Report of Evaluations of Oral Defense 
 

Scale: 3=Exceeds expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvement 

 

 

                   Desired Learning Outcomes                                                    Score Distribution 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

37 46 17 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 32 58 10 

Effectively defines the research objectives 29 59 12 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 43 49 8 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 30 52 17 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 39 51 10 

Demonstrates an ability to communicate effectively 44 46 10 

 



Annual Assessment Report for 2013-2014 
Master of Science in Biology 

Biology Department 
 
 

Cumulative Report of Evaluation of Master’s Thesis 
 

Scale: 3= Exceeds Expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvements 

 

              Desired Learning Outcomes                                                           Score Distributions 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

33 55 11 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 22 44 33 

Effectively defines the research objectives 17 77 6 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 28 66 6 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 28 66 6 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 44 56  

 

 

 

 

Cumulative Report of Evaluations of Oral Defense 
 

Scale: 3=Exceeds expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvement 

 

 

                   Desired Learning Outcomes                                                    Score Distribution 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

17 65 18 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 29 65 6 

Effectively defines the research objectives 35 65  

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 28 58 14 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 24 70 6 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 35 59 6 

Demonstrates an ability to communicate effectively 24 47 29 

 



Annual Assessment Report for 2014-2015 
Master of Science in Biology 

Biology Department 
 
 

Cumulative Report of Evaluation of Master’s Thesis 
 

Scale: 3= Exceeds Expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvements 

 

              Desired Learning Outcomes                                                           Score Distributions 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

41 59 0 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 43 53 4 

Effectively defines the research objectives 52 48 0 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 50 50 0 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 52 44 4 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 52 48 0 

 

 

 

 

Cumulative Report of Evaluations of Oral Defense 
 

Scale: 3=Exceeds expectations 

 2= Meets Expectations 

 1= Needs Improvement 

 

 

                   Desired Learning Outcomes                                                    Score Distribution 

 3 2 1 

Demonstrates a basic knowledge of concepts and theories of the 

field 

40 60 0 

Demonstrates a command of scholarly style 48 52 0 

Effectively defines the research objectives 50 50 0 

Performed a study with appropriate methods/tools 58 42 0 

Acquired the necessary analytical skills 54 42 4 

Developed the acquired skills for independent research 54 42 4 

Demonstrates an ability to communicate effectively 50 50 0 
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B.S.	in	Biology:		Ecology	and	Evolutionary	Biology	Concentration	
	

Name: ______________________________  ID#_______________________________
 

I.  Major Requirements   (44 h + Senior Research) 

Category Course Grade Semester 
Hrs 
Earned Notes 

Gen. Biology          (4 h) BIOL 140     
                               (4 h) BIOL 141     
Genetics                 (4 h) BIOL 240     
Ecology/Evolution  (4 h) BIOL 241     
Senior Research  (≥3 h) BIOL 480, or BIOL 495-499     
Mathematics          (4 h) MATH153*      See below 

Gen. Chemistry      (4 h) CHEM139     
                               (4 h) CHEM140     
Org. Chemistry       (4 h) CHEM241     
                               (4 h) CHEM242     
Physics                   (4 h) PHYS130     
                               (4 h) PHYS131     
*MATH 153 pre-reqs include MATH 130 & MATH 146 
 
II.  Ecology & Evolution Concentration Requirements  (25 h) 
Required                (3 h) BIOL 304     
Required                (3 h) BIOL 306     
Required                (4 h) BIOL 375     
CM Elective         (3-4 h)      
EE Elective         (3-4 h)      
OB Elective         (3-4 h)      
BIOL Electives (sufficient 
to bring the total for the 
concentration up to at least 
25 h; may be chosen from 
any course set including GB) 

     
     
     
     

 
III.  Liberal Studies   (33 h) 
Category Course Grade Semester Hrs Earned Notes 
C1 - Writing (3 h) ENGL101     
 (3 h) ENGL202     
C2 - Mathematics  (3 h) Satisfied by major requirements 
C3 - Oral Comm.   (3 h) COMM201     
C4 - Wellness        (3 h)      
C5 –Biol/Phys Sci (6 h) Satisfied by major requirements 
P1 - Social Sci  (3 h)     Discipline 1 
                              (3 h)     Discipline 2 
P3 - History           (3 h)     NOTE: ONE 
P4 - Humanities    (3 h)     PERSPECTIVE 
P5 – Fine/Perf Arts (3 h)     MUST BE  
P6 - World Cultures (3 h)        UPPER LEVEL 
1st Year Seminar   (3 h)      
 
IV. General Electives 
Category Course Grade Semester Hrs Earned Notes 
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Total Hours required:  .......................................... 120 
Liberal Studies ..................................................... _____ 
Major Requirements ............................................. _____ 
General Electives ................................................. _____ 
Total ..................................................................... _____ 
Thirty hours at the 300/400 level? ........................ yes no 
Liberal Studies Upper Level Perspective? ........... yes no 
No more than two non-Biology electives 
in concentration? .................................................. yes no 
GPA of 2.0 or better in the major?....................... yes no 
 
Upper-level Biology Elective Course Sets (course prefix is BIOL unless otherwise noted): 
 
Cell and Molecular Biology (CM) Electives (3-4 h) 
313, Microbiology in Health and Nutrition  (4 h) 419, Cell Biology (3 h) 
333, Cell and Molecular Biology (4 h) 421, Principles of Biotechnology (4 h) 
361, Principles of Biochemistry (3 h) 422, Forensic Biology (4 h) 
412, Cell. and Mol. Immunology  (3 h) 423, Biophysics (3 h) 
413, Prin. of Gen. Microbiology  (3 h) 424, Pharmacology  (3 h) 
414, Methods in Gen. Microbiology  (2 h)    CHEM370, Instrument Analysis I (3 h)    
416, Plant Molecular Biology  (3 h) CHEM435, Instrument Analysis II (3 h) 
417, Biochemistry  (3 h) CHEM462, Molecular Bioinformatics (3 h) 
 
Ecology and Evolution (EE) Electives (3-4 h) 
304, General Ecology (3 h) 441, Conservation Biology (3 h) 
306, Evolutionary Biology (3 h) 453, Principles of Systematics (3 h) 
330, Pop. Gen. for Forensic Sciences                         (3 h) 471, Animal Behavior (4 h) 
375, Methods in Ecology and Evolution (4 h) 473, Microbial Ecology (4 h) 
420, Darwin’s Origin of Species (3 h) CHEM461, Environmental Chemistry (3 h) 
433,Ecological Co-Adaptations (4 h) GEOL455, Wetlands                                                  (3 h) 
435, Aquatic Ecology (4 h) NRM371, Landscape Ecology (3 h) 
438, Ecological Restoration (3 h) NRM442, Natural Resources Policy and Admin. (3 h) 
 
Organismal Biology (OB) Electives (3-4 h) 
311, Animal Physiology (3 h) 455, Vascular Plants (4 h) 
321, Plant Biology                                                      (4 h) 470, Biology of Arthropods (4 h) 
373, Invertebrate Zoology (4 h) 472, Ornithology (4 h) 
374, Vertebrate Zoology (4 h) 475, Animal Development (4 h) 
415, Plant Physiology (3 h) 476, Contemporary Fisheries (4 h) 
425, Flora of the Southern Appalachians (4 h) 477, Herpetology (4 h) 
 
General Biology (GB) Electives      
389, Cooperative Education in Biology (1 or 3 h)  NRM344, Applied GIS (4 h) 
467, Biostatistics (3 h) PAR311, Philosophy of Science (3 h) 
GEOG221, Geographic Info. Systems (GIS)* (3 h) PAR332, Biomedical Ethics and Social Justice (3 h)    
GEOL305, Soils and Hydrology (4 h) PAR333, Environmental Ethics (3 h) 
MATH370, Probability and Statistics I (3 h) 493, Seminar Series                                                    (1 h) 
MATH375, Statistical Methods II (3 h)  
*GEOG 221 does not count toward 30-hr requirement of upper-level courses.  GEOG 221 is a 
pre-req for NRM 344, 371 
 
Research Electives      
389, Cooperative Education in Biology (1 or 3 h)  495, Introduction to Senior Thesis (1 h) 
480, Research in Biology (1 - 3 h) 498, Senior Thesis I (2 h) 
493, Studies in Biology  (1 - 6 h)    499, Senior Thesis II  (1 h) 
  
  
 



Major Program Guide For: B.S. in Biology1-3  
Concentration: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology  

Suggested Course Sequence 

Freshman Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 140 Principles of Biology I  4 BIOL 141 Principles of Biology II  4 
CHEM 139 General Chemistry I  4 CHEM 140 Advanced General Chemistry  4 
ENGL 101 Composition I  3 MATH 1305 College Algebra 3 
HEAL or HSCC4    Wellness 3 COMM 201 Introduction to Speech 

Communication  
3 

First Year Seminar  190   3 P1   Social Sciences  3 
   17    17 
  
Sophomore Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 240 Genetics 4 BIOL 241 Ecology & Evolution  4 
CHEM 241 Organic Chemistry I  4 CHEM 242 Organic Chemistry II  4 
MATH 146 Precalculus 4 P3   History 3 
    MATH 153 Calculus I 4 
ENGL 202 Composition II  3 P4   Humanities 3 
   18    15 
  
Junior Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 306 Evolutionary Biology  3 BIOL 304 General Ecology 3 
BIOL 375 Methods in Ecology and 

Evolution 
4 PHYS 131 Physics II  4 

PHYS 130 Physics I  4 P1   Social Science (ULP6) 3 
P5   Fine & Performing Arts  3 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective7  3-4 
        
   14    13-14
  
Senior Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 4808 Research in Biology 3 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective 3-4 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 P6   World Cultures  3 
General Elective9      3-4 General Elective      3-4 
   12-15    12-15
 
Notes: 

1. Minimum number of credit hours required for the program:  120. 
2. Minimum number of credit hours required of Jr-Sr BIOL electives: 25. A student may include up to 2 non-Biology courses to satisfy this requirement. 
3. Minimum number of credit hours of Jr-Sr residential courses (“Residency Requirement”): 30. 
4. There is great flexibility in scheduling Liberal Studies (LS) courses, but most other freshman/sophomore courses must be taken in numerical sequence to 

satisfy prerequisites (for example, BIOL 140 is a prerequisite for BIOL 141 which is a prerequisite for BIOL 240, MATH 130 is a prerequisite for MATH 
146 which is a prerequisite for MATH 153, and CHEM 140 is a prerequisite for CHEM 241 which is a prerequisite for CHEM 242). 

5. MATH 130 and 146 are not required by the Biology BS degree, but are prerequisites for MATH 153 (Calculus I).  These courses are the only prerequisites 
in the Biology BS program that is not also required for the major. Students may also enter MATH 153 with the following prerequisite scores: SAT 
MATH score of 580 or higher OR AP Calculus score of 2 or higher OR ACT MATH of 25 or higher. Students may enter MATH 146 with the 
following prerequisite scores: SAT MATH score of 540 or higher OR AP Calculus score of 2 or higher OR ACT MATH of 23 or higher. 

6. All students are required to take one upper-level perspectives (ULP), LS course.  Any junior/senior level LS course will satisfy this requirement. However, 
we recommend taking PAR 332 (Biomedical Ethics) or PAR 333 (Environmental Ethics), which satisfy both the ULP and a Jr-Sr Biology General 
Elective. These are both Spring semester only courses. 

7. Students must take one course from each of the 3 elective sets: Cell & Molecular Biology, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, Organismal Biology. 
8. The senior research requirement may also be satisfied by the senior thesis sequence: BIOL 495, 498-499. 
9.  All biology majors are strongly advised to take at least one semester of statistics.  We recommend BIOL 467 (Biostatistics) or MATH 270 (Statistical 

Methods I) and MATH 375 (Statistical Methods II).  



Major Program Guide For: B.S. in Biology1-3  
Concentration: Molecular Biology  

Suggested Course Sequence 

Freshman Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 140 Principles of Biology I  4 BIOL 141 Principles of Biology II  4 
CHEM 139 General Chemistry I  4 CHEM 140 Advanced General Chemistry  4 
ENGL 101 Composition I  3 MATH 1305 College Algebra 3 
HEAL or HSCC4    Wellness 3 COMM 201 Introduction to Speech 

Communication  
3 

First Year Seminar  190   3 P1   Social Sciences  3 
   17    17 
  
Sophomore Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 240 Genetics 4 BIOL 241 Ecology & Evolution  4 
CHEM 241 Organic Chemistry I  4 CHEM 242 Organic Chemistry II  4 
MATH 146 Precalculus 4 P3   History 3 
    MATH 153 Calculus I 4 
ENGL 202 Composition II  3 P4   Humanities 3 
   18    15 
  
Junior Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 311 Animal Physiology  3 BIOL 333 Cell & Molecular Biology 4 
BIOL 413 Principles of General 

Microbiology 
3 PHYS 131 Physics II  4 

PHYS 130 Physics I  4 P1   Social Science (ULP6) 3 
P5   Fine & Performing Arts  3 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective7  3-4 
        
   13    14-15
  
Senior Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 4808 Research in Biology 3 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective 3-4 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 P6   World Cultures  3 
General Elective9     3-4 General Elective      3-4 
   12-15    12-15
 
Notes: 

1. Minimum number of credit hours required for the program:  120. 
2. Minimum number of credit hours required of Jr-Sr BIOL electives: 25. A student may include up to 2 non-Biology courses to satisfy this requirement. 
3. Minimum number of credit hours of Jr-Sr residential courses (“Residency Requirement”): 30. 
4. There is great flexibility in scheduling Liberal Studies (LS) courses, but most other freshman/sophomore courses must be taken in numerical sequence to 

satisfy prerequisites (for example, BIOL 140 is a prerequisite for BIOL 141 which is a prerequisite for BIOL 240, MATH 130 is a prerequisite for MATH 
146 which is a prerequisite for MATH 153, and CHEM 140 is a prerequisite for CHEM 241 which is a prerequisite for CHEM 242). 

5. MATH 130 and 146 are not required by the Biology BS degree, but are prerequisites for MATH 153 (Calculus I).  These courses are the only prerequisites 
in the Biology BS program that is not also required for the major. Students may also enter MATH 153 with the following prerequisite scores: SAT 
MATH score of 580 or higher OR AP Calculus score of 2 or higher OR ACT MATH of 25 or higher. Students may enter MATH 146 with the 
following prerequisite scores: SAT MATH score of 540 or higher OR AP Calculus score of 2 or higher OR ACT MATH of 23 or higher. 

6. All students are required to take one upper-level perspectives (ULP), LS course.  Any junior/senior level LS course will satisfy this requirement. However, 
we recommend taking PAR 332 (Biomedical Ethics) or PAR 333 (Environmental Ethics), which satisfy both the ULP and a Jr-Sr Biology General 
Elective. These are both Spring semester only courses. 

7. Students must take one course from each of the 3 elective sets: Cell & Molecular Biology, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, Organismal Biology. 
8. The senior research requirement may also be satisfied by the senior thesis sequence: BIOL 495, 498-499. 
9.  All biology majors are strongly advised to take at least one semester of statistics.  We recommend BIOL 467 (Biostatistics) or MATH 270 (Statistical 

Methods I) and MATH 375 (Statistical Methods II).  
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B.S.	in	Biology:		General	Biology	Concentration	
	

Name: ______________________________  ID#______________________________
 

I.  Major Requirements   (44 h + Senior Research) 

Category Course Grade Semester 
Hrs 
Earned Notes 

Gen. Biology          (4 h) BIOL 140     
                               (4 h) BIOL 141     
Genetics                 (4 h) BIOL 240     
Ecology/Evolution  (4 h) BIOL 241     
Senior Research  (≥3 h) BIOL 480, or BIOL 495-499     
Mathematics          (4 h) MATH153*      See below 

Gen. Chemistry      (4 h) CHEM139     
                               (4 h) CHEM140     
Org. Chemistry       (4 h) CHEM241     
                               (4 h) CHEM242     
Physics                   (4 h) PHYS130     
                               (4 h) PHYS131     
*MATH 153 pre-reqs include MATH 130 & MATH 146 
 
II.  General Biology Concentration Requirements  (25 h) 
Required                (3 h) BIOL 304     
Required                (3 h) BIOL 306     
Required                (4 h) BIOL 333     
CM Elective         (3-4 h)      
EE Elective         (3-4 h)      
OB Elective         (3-4 h)      
BIOL Electives (sufficient 
to bring the total for the 
concentration up to at least 
25 h; may be chosen from 
any course set including GB) 

     
     
     
     

 
III.  Liberal Studies   (33 h) 
Category Course Grade Semester Hrs Earned Notes 
C1 - Writing (3 h) ENGL101     
 (3 h) ENGL202     
C2 - Mathematics  (3 h) Satisfied by major requirements 
C3 - Oral Comm.   (3 h) COMM201     
C4 - Wellness        (3 h)      
C5 –Biol/Phys Sci (6 h) Satisfied by major requirements 
P1 - Social Sci  (3 h)     Discipline 1 
                              (3 h)     Discipline 2 
P3 - History           (3 h)     NOTE: ONE 
P4 - Humanities    (3 h)     PERSPECTIVE 
P5 – Fine/Perf Arts (3 h)     MUST BE  
P6 - World Cultures (3 h)        UPPER LEVEL 
1st Year Seminar   (3 h)      
 
IV. General Electives 
Category Course Grade Semester Hrs Earned Notes 
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Total Hours required:  .......................................... 120 
Liberal Studies ..................................................... _____ 
Major Requirements ............................................. _____ 
General Electives ................................................. _____ 
Total ..................................................................... _____ 
Thirty hours at the 300/400 level? ........................ yes no 
Liberal Studies Upper Level Perspective? ........... yes no 
No more than two non-Biology electives 
in concentration? .................................................. yes no 
GPA of 2.0 or better in the major?....................... yes no 
 
Upper-level Biology Elective Course Sets (course prefix is BIOL unless otherwise noted): 
 
Cell and Molecular Biology (CM) Electives (3-4 h) 
313, Microbiology in Health and Nutrition  (4 h) 419, Cell Biology (3 h) 
333, Cell and Molecular Biology (4 h) 421, Principles of Biotechnology (4 h) 
361, Principles of Biochemistry (3 h) 422, Forensic Biology (4 h) 
412, Cell. and Mol. Immunology  (3 h) 423, Biophysics (3 h) 
413, Prin. of Gen. Microbiology  (3 h) 424, Pharmacology  (3 h) 
414, Methods in Gen. Microbiology  (2 h)    CHEM370, Instrument Analysis I (3 h)    
416, Plant Molecular Biology  (3 h) CHEM435, Instrument Analysis II (3 h) 
417, Biochemistry  (3 h) CHEM462, Molecular Bioinformatics (3 h) 
 
Ecology and Evolution (EE) Electives (3-4 h) 
304, General Ecology (3 h) 441, Conservation Biology (3 h) 
306, Evolutionary Biology (3 h) 453, Principles of Systematics (3 h) 
330, Pop. Gen. for Forensic Sciences                         (3 h) 471, Animal Behavior (4 h) 
375, Methods in Ecology and Evolution (4 h) 473, Microbial Ecology (4 h) 
420, Darwin’s Origin of Species (3 h) CHEM461, Environmental Chemistry (3 h) 
433,Ecological Co-Adaptations (4 h) GEOL445, Wetlands (3 h) 
435, Aquatic Ecology (4 h) NRM371, Landscape Ecology (3 h) 
438, Ecological Restoration (3 h) NRM442, Natural Resources Policy and Admin. (3 h) 
 
Organismal Biology (OB) Electives (3-4 h) 
311, Animal Physiology (3 h) 455, Vascular Plants (4 h) 
321, Plant Biology                                                      (4 h) 470, Biology of Arthropods (4 h) 
373, Invertebrate Zoology (4 h) 472, Ornithology (4 h) 
374, Vertebrate Zoology (4 h) 475, Animal Development (4 h) 
415, Plant Physiology (3 h) 476, Contemporary Fisheries (4 h) 
425, Flora of the Southern Appalachians (4 h) 477, Herpetology (4 h) 
 
General Biology (GB) Electives      
389, Cooperative Education in Biology (1 or 3 h)  NRM344, Applied GIS (4 h) 
467, Biostatistics (3 h) PAR311, Philosophy of Science (3 h) 
GEOG 221, Geographic Info. Systems (GIS)* (3 h) PAR332, Biomedical Ethics and Social Justice (3 h)    
GEOL305, Soils and Hydrology (4 h) PAR333, Environmental Ethics (3 h) 
MATH370, Probability and Statistics I (3 h) 493, Seminar Series                                                    (1 h) 
MATH375, Statistical Methods II (3 h)  
*GEOG 221 does not count toward 30-hr requirement of upper-level courses.  GEOG 221 is a 
pre-req for NRM 344, 371 
 
Research Electives      
389, Cooperative Education in Biology (1 or 3 h)  495, Introduction to Senior Thesis (1 h) 
480, Research in Biology (1 - 3 h) 498, Senior Thesis I (2 h) 
493, Studies in Biology  (1 - 6 h)    499, Senior Thesis II  (1 h) 
  
  
 



Major Program Guide For: B.S. in Biology1-3  
Concentration: Molecular Biology  

Suggested Course Sequence 

Freshman Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 140 Principles of Biology 
I  

4 BIOL 141 Principles of Biology II  4 

CHEM 139 General Chemistry I  4 CHEM 140 Advanced General Chemistry  4 
ENGL 101 Composition I  3 MATH 1305 College Algebra 3 
HEAL or HSCC4    Wellness 3 COMM 201 Introduction to Speech 

Communication  
3 

First Year Seminar  190   3 P1   Social Sciences  3 
   17    17 
  
Sophomore Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 240 Genetics 4 BIOL 241 Ecology & Evolution  4 
CHEM 241 Organic Chemistry I  4 CHEM 242 Organic Chemistry II  4 
MATH 146 Precalculus 4 P3   History 3 
    MATH 153 Calculus I 4 
ENGL 202 Composition II  3 P4   Humanities 3 
   18    15 
  
Junior Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 306 Evolutionary Biology 3 BIOL 304 General Ecology 3 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective7  3-4 BIOL 333 Cell & Molecular Biology 4 
PHYS 130 Physics I  4 PHYS 131 Physics II  4 
P5   Fine & Performing 

Arts  
3 P1   Social Science (ULP6) 3 

        
   13-14    14 
  
Senior Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 4808 Research in Biology 3 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective 3-4 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 P6   World Cultures  3 
General Elective9     3-4 General Elective      3-4 
   12-15    12-15
 
Notes: 

1. Minimum number of credit hours required for the program:  120. 
2. Minimum number of credit hours required of Jr-Sr BIOL electives: 25. A student may include up to 2 non-Biology courses to satisfy this requirement. 
3. Minimum number of credit hours of Jr-Sr residential courses (“Residency Requirement”): 30. 
4. There is great flexibility in scheduling Liberal Studies (LS) courses, but most other freshman/sophomore courses must be taken in numerical sequence to 

satisfy prerequisites (for example, BIOL 140 is a prerequisite for BIOL 141 which is a prerequisite for BIOL 240, MATH 130 is a prerequisite for MATH 
146 which is a prerequisite for MATH 153, and CHEM 140 is a prerequisite for CHEM 241 which is a prerequisite for CHEM 242). 

5. MATH 130 and 146 are not required by the Biology BS degree, but are prerequisites for MATH 153 (Calculus I).  These courses are the only prerequisites 
in the Biology BS program that is not also required for the major. Students may also enter MATH 153 with the following prerequisite scores: SAT 
MATH score of 580 or higher OR AP Calculus score of 2 or higher OR ACT MATH of 25 or higher. Students may enter MATH 146 with the 
following prerequisite scores: SAT MATH score of 540 or higher OR AP Calculus score of 2 or higher OR ACT MATH of 23 or higher. 

6. All students are required to take one upper-level perspectives (ULP), LS course.  Any junior/senior level LS course will satisfy this requirement. However, 
we recommend taking PAR 332 (Biomedical Ethics) or PAR 333 (Environmental Ethics), which satisfy both the ULP and a Jr-Sr Biology General 
Elective. These are both Spring semester only courses. 

7. Students must take one course from each of the 3 elective sets: Cell & Molecular Biology, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, Organismal Biology. 
8. The senior research requirement may also be satisfied by the senior thesis sequence: BIOL 495, 498-499. 
9.  All biology majors are strongly advised to take at least one semester of statistics.  We recommend BIOL 467 (Biostatistics) or MATH 270 (Statistical 

Methods I) and MATH 375 (Statistical Methods II).  
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B.S.	in	Biology:		Molecular	Biology	Concentration	
	

Name: ______________________________  ID#_______________________________
 

I.  Major Requirements   (44 h + Senior Research) 

Category Course Grade Semester 
Hrs 
Earned Notes 

Gen. Biology          (4 h) BIOL 140     
                               (4 h) BIOL 141     
Genetics                 (4 h) BIOL 240     
Ecology/Evolution  (4 h) BIOL 241     
Senior Research  (≥3 h) BIOL 480, or BIOL 495-499     
Mathematics          (4 h) MATH153*      See below 

Gen. Chemistry      (4 h) CHEM139     
                               (4 h) CHEM140     
Org. Chemistry       (4 h) CHEM241     
                               (4 h) CHEM242     
Physics                   (4 h) PHYS130     
                               (4 h) PHYS131     
*MATH 153 pre-reqs include MATH 130 & MATH 146 
 
II.  Molecular Biology Concentration Requirements  (25 h) 
Required                (4 h) BIOL 333     
Required                (3 h) BIOL 361     
Required                (3 h) BIOL 413     
CM Elective         (3-4 h)      
EE Elective         (3-4 h)      
OB Elective         (3-4 h)      
BIOL Electives (sufficient 
to bring the total for the 
concentration up to at least 
25 h; may be chosen from 
any course set including GB) 

     
     
     
     

 
III.  Liberal Studies   (33 h) 
Category Course Grade Semester Hrs Earned Notes 
C1 - Writing (3 h) ENGL101     
 (3 h) ENGL202     
C2 - Mathematics  (3 h) Satisfied by major requirements 
C3 - Oral Comm.   (3 h) COMM201     
C4 - Wellness        (3 h)      
C5 –Biol/Phys Sci (6 h) Satisfied by major requirements 
P1 - Social Sci  (3 h)     Discipline 1 
                              (3 h)     Discipline 2 
P3 - History           (3 h)     NOTE: ONE 
P4 - Humanities    (3 h)     PERSPECTIVE 
P5 – Fine/Perf Arts (3 h)     MUST BE  
P6 - World Cultures (3 h)        UPPER LEVEL 
1st Year Seminar   (3 h)      
 
IV. General Electives 
Category Course Grade Semester Hrs Earned Notes 
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Total Hours required:  .......................................... 120 
Liberal Studies ..................................................... _____ 
Major Requirements ............................................. _____ 
General Electives ................................................. _____ 
Total ..................................................................... _____ 
Thirty hours at the 300/400 level? ........................ yes no 
Liberal Studies Upper Level Perspective? ........... yes no 
No more than two non-Biology electives 
in concentration? .................................................. yes no 
GPA of 2.0 or better in the major?....................... yes no 
 
Upper-level Biology Elective Course Sets (course prefix is BIOL unless otherwise noted): 
 
Cell and Molecular Biology (CM) Electives (3-4 h) 
313, Microbiology in Health and Nutrition  (4 h) 419, Cell Biology (3 h) 
333, Cell and Molecular Biology (4 h) 421, Principles of Biotechnology (4 h) 
361, Principles of Biochemistry (3 h) 422, Forensic Biology (4 h) 
412, Cell. and Mol. Immunology  (3 h) 423, Biophysics (3 h) 
413, Prin. of Gen. Microbiology  (3 h) 424, Pharmacology  (3 h) 
414, Methods in Gen. Microbiology  (2 h)    CHEM370, Instrument Analysis I (3 h)    
416, Plant Molecular Biology  (3 h) CHEM435, Instrument Analysis II (3 h) 
417, Biochemistry  (3 h) CHEM462, Molecular Bioinformatics (3 h) 
 
Ecology and Evolution (EE) Electives (3-4 h) 
304, General Ecology (3 h) 441, Conservation Biology (3 h) 
306, Evolutionary Biology (3 h) 453, Systematics (3 h) 
330, Pop. Gen. for Forensic Sciences                         (3 h) 471, Animal Behavior (4 h) 
375, Methods in Ecology and Evolution (4 h) 473, Microbial Ecology (4 h) 
420, Darwin’s Origin of Species (3 h) CHEM461, Environmental Chemistry (3 h) 
433,Ecological Co-Adaptations (4 h) GEOL455, Wetlands (3 h) 
435, Aquatic Ecology (4 h) NRM371, Landscape Ecology (3 h) 
438, Ecological Restoration (3 h) NRM442, Natural Resources Policy and Admin. (3 h) 
 
Organismal Biology (OB) Electives (3-4 h) 
311, Animal Physiology (3 h) 455, Vascular Plants (4 h) 
321, Plant Biology                                                      (4 h) 470, Biology of Arthropods (4 h) 
373, Invertebrate Zoology (4 h) 472, Ornithology (4 h) 
374, Vertebrate Zoology (4 h) 475, Animal Development (4 h) 
415, Plant Physiology (3 h) 476, Contemporary Fisheries (4 h) 
425, Flora of the Southern Appalachians (4 h) 477, Herpetology (4 h) 
 
General Biology (GB) Electives      
389, Cooperative Education in Biology (1 or 3 h)  NRM344, Applied GIS (4 h) 
467, Biostatistics (3 h) PAR311, Philosophy of Science (3 h) 
GEOG221, Geographic Info. Systems (GIS)* (3 h) PAR332, Biomedical Ethics and Social Justice (3 h)    
GEOL305, Soils and Hydrology (4 h) PAR333, Environmental Ethics (3 h) 
MATH370, Probability and Statistics I (3 h) 493, Seminar Series                                                    (1 h) 
MATH375, Statistical Methods II (3 h)  
*GEOG 221 does not count toward 30-hr requirement of upper-level courses.  GEOG 221 is a 
pre-req for NRM 344, 371 
 
Research Electives      
389, Cooperative Education in Biology (1 or 3 h)  495, Introduction to Senior Thesis (1 h) 
480, Research in Biology (1 - 3 h) 498, Senior Thesis I (2 h) 
493, Studies in Biology  (1 - 6 h)    499, Senior Thesis II  (1 h) 
  
  
 



Major Program Guide For: B.S. in Biology1-3  
Concentration: Pre-Health Professional Biology  

Suggested Course Sequence 

Freshman Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 140 Principles of Biology I  4 BIOL 141 Principles of Biology II  4 
CHEM 139 General Chemistry I  4 CHEM 140 Advanced General Chemistry  4 
ENGL 101 Composition I  3 MATH 1305 College Algebra 3 
HEAL or HSCC4    Wellness 3 COMM 201 Introduction to Speech 

Communication  
3 

First Year Seminar  190   3 P1   Social Sciences  3 
   17    17 
  
Sophomore Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 240 Genetics 4 BIOL 241 Ecology & Evolution  4 
CHEM 241 Organic Chemistry I  4 CHEM 242 Organic Chemistry II  4 
MATH 146 Precalculus 4 P3   History 3 
    MATH 153 Calculus I 4 
ENGL 202 Composition II  3 P4   Humanities 3 
   18    15 
  
Junior Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 311 Animal Physiology  3 BIOL 333 Cell & Molecular Biology 4 
BIOL 361 Principles of Biochemistry 3 PHYS 131 Physics II  4 
PHYS 130 Physics I  4 P1   Social Science (ULP6) 3 
P5   Fine & Performing Arts  3 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective7  3-4 
BIOL   2919 Human Anatomy & 

Physiology I 
4 BIOL   292 Human Anatomy & Physiology II 4 

   17    18-19
  
Senior Year 
Fall Spring 
Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

Course Prefix or LS 
Requirement 

Course 
Number Course Title Hours

BIOL 4808 Research in Biology 3 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective 3-4 BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 
BIOL   Jr-Sr Elective  3-4 P6   World Cultures  3 
General Elective10      3-4 General Elective      3-4 
   12-15    12-15
 
Notes: 

1. Minimum number of credit hours required for the program:  120. 
2. Minimum number of credit hours required of Jr-Sr BIOL electives: 25. A student may include up to 2 non-Biology courses to satisfy this requirement. 
3. Minimum number of credit hours of Jr-Sr residential courses (“Residency Requirement”): 30. 
4. There is great flexibility in scheduling Liberal Studies (LS) courses, but most other freshman/sophomore courses must be taken in numerical sequence to 

satisfy prerequisites (for example, BIOL 140 is a prerequisite for BIOL 141 which is a prerequisite for BIOL 240, MATH 130 is a prerequisite for MATH 
146 which is a prerequisite for MATH 153, and CHEM 140 is a prerequisite for CHEM 241 which is a prerequisite for CHEM 242). 

5. MATH 130 and 146 are not required by the Biology BS degree, but are prerequisites for MATH 153 (Calculus I).  These courses are the only prerequisites 
in the Biology BS program that is not also required for the major. Students may also enter MATH 153 with the following prerequisite scores: SAT 
MATH score of 580 or higher OR AP Calculus score of 2 or higher OR ACT MATH of 25 or higher. Students may enter MATH 146 with the 
following prerequisite scores: SAT MATH score of 540 or higher OR AP Calculus score of 2 or higher OR ACT MATH of 23 or higher. 

6. All students are required to take one upper-level perspectives (ULP), LS course.  Any junior/senior level LS course will satisfy this requirement. However, 
we recommend taking PAR 332 (Biomedical Ethics) or PAR 333 (Environmental Ethics), which satisfy both the ULP and a Jr-Sr Biology General 
Elective. These are both Spring semester only courses. 

7. Students must take one course from each of the 3 elective sets: Cell & Molecular Biology, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, Organismal Biology. 
8. The senior research requirement may also be satisfied by the senior thesis sequence: BIOL 495, 498-499. 
9. Pre-med students are strongly advised to take BIOL 291 & 292 prior to taking the MCAT exam. All PHP students should be aware of any additional 

course requirements for their program of interest. 



10. All biology majors are strongly advised to take at least one semester of statistics.  We recommend BIOL 467 (Biostatistics) or MATH 270 (Statistical 
Methods I) and MATH 375 (Statistical Methods II).  
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B.S.	in	Biology:		Pre	Health	Profession	Concentration	
	

Name: ______________________________  ID#_______________________________
 

I.  Major Requirements   (44 h + Senior Research) 

Category Course Grade Semester 
Hrs 
Earned Notes 

Gen. Biology          (4 h) BIOL 140     
                               (4 h) BIOL 141     
Genetics                 (4 h) BIOL 240     
Ecology/Evolution  (4 h) BIOL 241     
Senior Research  (≥3 h) BIOL 480, or BIOL 495-499     
Mathematics          (4 h) MATH153*      See below 

Gen. Chemistry      (4 h) CHEM139     
                               (4 h) CHEM140     
Org. Chemistry       (4 h) CHEM241     
                               (4 h) CHEM242     
Physics                   (4 h) PHYS130     
                               (4 h) PHYS131     
*MATH 153 pre-reqs include MATH 130 & MATH 146 
 
II.  Pre Health Profession Concentration Requirements  (25 h) 
Required                (3 h) BIOL 311     
Required                (4 h) BIOL 333     
Required                (3 h) BIOL 361     
CM Elective         (3-4 h)      
EE Elective         (3-4 h)      
OB Elective         (3-4 h)      
BIOL Electives (sufficient 
to bring the total for the 
concentration up to at least 
25 h; may be chosen from 
any course set including GB) 

     
     
     
     

 
III.  Liberal Studies   (33 h) 
Category Course Grade Semester Hrs Earned Notes 
C1 - Writing (3 h) ENGL101     
 (3 h) ENGL202     
C2 - Mathematics  (3 h) Satisfied by major requirements 
C3 - Oral Comm.   (3 h) COMM201     
C4 - Wellness        (3 h)      
C5 –Biol/Phys Sci (6 h) Satisfied by major requirements 
P1 - Social Sci  (3 h)     Discipline 1 
                              (3 h)     Discipline 2 
P3 - History           (3 h)     NOTE: ONE 
P4 - Humanities    (3 h)     PERSPECTIVE 
P5 – Fine/Perf Arts (3 h)     MUST BE  
P6 - World Cultures (3 h)        UPPER LEVEL 
1st Year Seminar   (3 h)      
 
IV. General Electives 
Category Course Grade Semester Hrs Earned Notes 
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Total Hours required:  .......................................... 120 
Liberal Studies ..................................................... _____ 
Major Requirements ............................................. _____ 
General Electives ................................................. _____ 
Total ..................................................................... _____ 
Thirty hours at the 300/400 level? ........................ yes no 
Liberal Studies Upper Level Perspective? ........... yes no 
No more than two non-Biology electives 
in concentration? .................................................. yes no 
GPA of 2.0 or better in the major?....................... yes no 
 
Upper-level Biology Elective Course Sets (course prefix is BIOL unless otherwise noted): 
 
Cell and Molecular Biology (CM) Electives (3-4 h) 
313, Microbiology in Health and Nutrition  (4 h) 419, Cell Biology (3 h) 
333, Cell and Molecular Biology (4 h) 421, Principles of Biotechnology (4 h) 
361, Principles of Biochemistry (3 h) 422, Forensic Biology (4 h) 
412, Cell. and Mol. Immunology  (3 h) 423, Biophysics (3 h) 
413, Prin. of Gen. Microbiology  (3 h) 424, Pharmacology  (3 h) 
414, Methods in Gen. Microbiology  (2 h)    CHEM370, Instrument Analysis I (3 h)    
416, Plant Molecular Biology  (3 h) CHEM435, Instrument Analysis II (3 h) 
417, Biochemistry  (3 h) CHEM462, Molecular Bioinformatics (3 h) 
 
Ecology and Evolution (EE) Electives (3-4 h) 
304, General Ecology (3 h) 441, Conservation Biology (3 h) 
306, Evolutionary Biology (3 h) 453, Systematics (3 h) 
330, Pop. Gen. for Forensic Sciences                         (3 h) 471, Animal Behavior (4 h) 
375, Methods in Ecology and Evolution (4 h) 473, Microbial Ecology (4 h) 
420, Darwin’s Origin of Species (3 h) CHEM461, Environmental Chemistry (3 h) 
433, Ecological Co-Adaptations (4 h) GEOL455, Wetlands (3 h) 
435, Aquatic Ecology (4 h) NRM371, Landscape Ecology (3 h) 
438, Ecological Restoration (3 h) NRM442, Natural Resources Policy and Admin. (3 h) 
 
Organismal Biology (OB) Electives (3-4 h) 
311, Animal Physiology (3 h) 455, Vascular Plants (4 h) 
321, Plant Biology                                                      (4 h) 470, Biology of Arthropods (4 h) 
373, Invertebrate Zoology (4 h) 472, Ornithology (4 h) 
374, Vertebrate Zoology (4 h) 475, Animal Development (4 h) 
415, Plant Physiology (3 h) 476, Contemporary Fisheries (4 h) 
425, Flora of the Southern Appalachians (4 h) 477, Herpetology (4 h) 
 
General Biology (GB) Electives      
389, Cooperative Education in Biology (1 or 3 h)  NRM344, Applied GIS (4 h) 
467, Biostatistics (3 h) PAR311, Philosophy of Science (3 h) 
GEOG 221, Geographic Info. Systems (GIS)* (3 h) PAR332, Biomedical Ethics and Social Justice (3 h)    
GEOL305, Soils and Hydrology (4 h) PAR333, Environmental Ethics (3 h) 
MATH370, Probability and Statistics I (3 h) 493, Seminar Series                                                    (1 h) 
MATH375, Statistical Methods II (3 h)  
*GEOG 221 does not count toward 30-hr requirement of upper-level courses.  GEOG 221 is a 
pre-req for NRM 344, 371 
 
Research Electives      
389, Cooperative Education in Biology (1 or 3 h)  495, Introduction to Senior Thesis (1 h) 
480, Research in Biology (1 - 3 h) 498, Senior Thesis I (2 h) 
493, Studies in Biology  (1 - 6 h)    499, Senior Thesis II  (1 h) 
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BIOL102-52 and 65 Human Genetics 
Summer 2015 (July 06 – Aug 04 Aug 03) 

Online: Blackboard version 
 
Dr. Indrani Bose   
Email: ibose@email.wcu.edu   
 

Please read this entire document carefully. Since we will not spend several class 
periods per week face-to-face, when I could repeat instructions and remind people of 
the important requirements, you often have only one chance to get the instructions I 
send out to you. In an online course like this one, the student bears much more 
responsibility for making sure that the important information has not slipped 
through the cracks than in the traditional classroom setting. Each student is 
expected to understand all the details that are communicated below, know the 
deadlines for all assignments, and follow the procedures outlined.  

 
Important Note - Please keep in mind that an online course is not a self-paced course. In fact, it requires an 
extra measure of discipline to keep up with the schedule when you are not required to be in a classroom at a 
particular time every day, especially during these shorter summer sessions. The Course Schedule on page 5 of 
the syllabus illustrates the topics we will cover and the timeframe in which we will cover them.  Although you 
will have some flexibility as to when you complete your work, a certain amount of material will be covered every 
week, and you will be tested on it at the end of the seven days or so.  No late homework or exam submissions will 
be accepted except under extraordinary circumstances beyond the student’s control. I will judge each such 
situation on a case-by-case basis, and will only accept the most extraordinary circumstances as excuses for late 
submissions. 
 
Course Description:  
This course examines the principles of biology relative to the development of human hereditary characteristics 
with focus on genetic links to our physical features and behaviors, particularly in the context of health/medicine, 
social issues and forensics.  This course is also a study of the nature of science with emphasis on what it can do, 
what it cannot do, and why. 
 
Course Rationale:  
A major goal of this course is to teach why it is important for all people, particularly those living in democratic 
societies, to understand the fundamentals of science.  The system of acquiring knowledge that we call “science” 
has been integral to advances that have helped humanity (advances in agriculture, medicine, resource 
management, etc . . .), yet many of us do not understand what exactly science is and how it works.  In addition, 
the topics that we cover in Human Genetics have social, economic, and political implications.  In other words, 
society needs people capable of making decisions based on critical thought and understanding that goes beyond 
the emotions stirred up by popular media. 
 
Fundamental Content & Process Goals: 
This course partially satisfies the C5 science requirement of the WCU liberal studies program and contains a 
laboratory component.  Students will: 
 

(1) Demonstrate an understanding that biology is expansive and self-correcting because it requires tests 
that refute, corroborate, or modify proposed or previously accepted explanations. 
(2) Apply methods of biology through online lab activities. 
(3) Relate biological concepts to people and the problems people confront. 
(4) Recognize that biology, like other natural sciences, requires honest observation and testable logic. 
(5) Examine some ethical implications that arise when we apply principles of biology to human issues  

 
Required Textbook:  
 Human Genetics and Society by Yashon and Cummings (2nd edition) 
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Blackboard:  
 This course has a Blackboard site where the course syllabus, power point presentations covering each 
lecture, videos, supplemental readings, assignments, and current student grades can be found.  All homework, 
assignments, and tests must be submitted through the Blackboard site. For students unsure of how to use 
Blackboard, support can be found on the blackboard website: http://www.wcu.edu/27211.asp 
 
Academic Toolbox:  All computer help should be directed to the IT desk.  You will find links to that and more 

under the Academic Toolbox tab in your course.  It will also have links to tutoring, both for residential 
and distance learners, if you need extra help beyond what I, as your Instructor, can provide. 
 

Communication of the Course Material: 
1. Lectures, podcasts, and Assignments - The course is divided into 5 modules.  The first module, Module 0, is 

an introductory module containing the syllabus, the Self-Introduction assignment, and the Response to the 
Self-Introduction.  All other modules (Module 1 -4) are based on scientific content.  The lecture podcasts and 
notes for each module are present under the specific module folder.  In addition, links to the Assignments and 
Lab activities can be found in each Module folder as well.  Please make sure you know the last day for all 
your submissions for each module. 
 

2. Student Forums - There will be a set of Forums posted on the Blackboard website. A Forum is a public 
discussion board, where anyone can post questions and answers. I will monitor the Forums daily, and respond 
to posts when someone needs help with something. There will be a separate Forum for each module, plus one 
for general administrative issues. The questions and answers that get posted in the Forums will be available to 
everyone. The Forums are there purely for your benefit; posting to the Forums is not required of any student. 

 
3. GoToMeeting - I will hold chat sessions using the GoToMeeting link in Blackboard for anyone who sets up 

an appointment with me. 
 

4. Private Conversations – If you want to contact me directly, please use the email link through Blackboard.  
While you are welcome to email me, it is better to post a course material related question in the appropriate 
Forum.  Very often other students have the same question that you do, and other students will benefit from the 
exchange. 

As noted above, please contact me through the Blackboard course email tab.  I will not reply to course 
related emails sent to my WCU account.  Please give me at least 12 hours to reply to any emails.  I will 
not have any set office hours, but will usually check my mail (through Blackboard) at least twice daily.  
You can also set up appointments with me via email. 

  
Course Rules and Expectations: 

 
(1) To foster an effective learning environment: 
 Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
 Please follow netiquette rules.  Politeness is expected at every level of the course. 
 Since satire or irony are not easily recognizable in communication through text-only, be careful with your 

words, and make sure that others are able to recognize your intentions correctly.  
 
(2) Expectation of involvement. The instructor strongly encourages that students spend at least 2 hours every day 
reading the material assigned, and watching the videos and presentations provided.  In addition, students will be 
required to commit an additional 1 - 2 hours daily in completing assignments.  You should watch/listen to the 
video lectures and read the chapters at least twice before you attempt the assignments.   

Each lecture podcast will be accompanied by the following: 

 - a worksheet that you can print out, work through, and then post the answers on the web-site. 

 
Each module will be accompanied by the following: 
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 - a quiz on that module that you cannot print out.  This will be a timed assignment. 

  - lab activity(s) or discussion(s) that you can print out, work through, and then post the answers on the 
web-site. 

 
All assignments will be open book, and will attempt to measure the student’s ability to recall information, 

correctly interpret and analyze scenarios, apply material from class to solve problems, and pull together 
material from class to see relationships.  

Students may NOT keep or make a copy of any part of the quizzes.  For this reason, no electronic devices 
with memory or cameras may be used during quiz sessions or when reviewing graded quizzes.  However, 
students may take written note of any questions that he or she missed for future study or comprehension purposes.   
 
Homework:  
 There will be an assignment/ worksheet for every lecture.  Homework assignments will be posted on 
Blackboard as a Blackboard only assignment.  
 

ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE MADE THROUGH BLACKBOARD. 
 
Grading Policy: 
   Quizzes       130 points 
   Homework/ Assignments    125 points 
   Laboratory/ Discussion     120 points 
 
Students must be co-registered for a lab section of BIOL102, although the lecture and lab grades will be combined 
into a single grade for the course. 
 
Unless otherwise stated, there will be no extra credit available for this course. The best way for a student to spend 
his or her time is to learn the course content that will be graded as described above.   
 
Grading scale (in percentage):  
 
A+: 97-100 A: 93-96 A-: 92-90  
B+: 89-87 B: 86-83 B-: 82-80 
C+: 79-77 C: 76-73 C-: 72-70  
D+: 69-67 D:  66-63 D-: 62-60 
F:  0-59 

 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
 Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an 
academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help someone else 
to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an 
examination or other academic exercise. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty within their 
courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor 
will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a 
graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
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The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at http://dsce.wcu.edu.  
 

 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course 
tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources 
for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To 
schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-
2274.  

Distance students are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may 
also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the week; call 828-
227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.  
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COURSE SCHEDULE SUMMER 2015 

It is highly recommended that students spend at least 2 hours every day watching videos, presentations, and 
reading the material multiple times in order to gain an understanding of the subject.  In addition they should spend 
another 1 – 2 hours (or more) every day in going over the review questions at the back of the Chapters and 
completing the assignments related to the chapters. 
 All work is due by 11:59 PM of the date indicated.  No late submissions will be accepted.  

 
Lecture Topic        Readings (Textbook Chapter and Pages) 
Module 0 (July 6 – July 8) 
Introduction to the course 
Introduction to the Syllabus 

Assignments:  Syllabus Quiz AND Self Introduction (to be submitted by July 8th) 
  Response to Self-Introduction (to be submitted by July 9th). 

 
Module 1 (July 6 – July 13)      
Lecture 1: Cells and Cell Structure      Biology Basics 1 (2-10)  
Lecture 2: Sex and Development      Chapter 1 (13-25) 
Lecture 3: Assisted Reproductive Technology     Chapter 2 (33-46)  

To be completed by Tuesday, July 14 
- Assignments for Lectures 1- 3 
- Lab/ Discussion - Sex and Development 
- Module 1 Quiz (open from 6:00 AM July 13th – 11:59 PM July 14th) – this can be accessed only 
after all Assignments for Module 1 are completed.  2hr time limit. 

 
Module 2 (July 11 – July 20) 
Lecture 4: Changes in Chromosome Number     Chapter 3 (50-71) 
Lecture 5: How Genes are transmitted from Generation to Generation  Chapter 4 (72-93) 
Lecture 6: Genetic Testing and Prenatal Diagnosis    Chapter 8 (165-174) 
  

To be completed by Tuesday, July 21 
- Assignments for Lectures 4 -6 
- Lab/ Discussion - Karyotype Lab, Making pedigrees. 
- Module 2 Quiz (open from 6:00 AM July 20th – 11:59 PM July 21st) – this can be accessed only 
after all Assignments for Module 2 are completed. 2hr time limit. 

 
Module 3 (July 19 – July 27) 
Lecture 7: DNA and RNA       Biology Basics 2 (94-103)  
Lecture 8: Gene Expression and Gene Regulation     Chapter 5 (104-125) 
Lecture 9: Changes in DNA by Mutation     Chapter 6 (126-143) 

To be completed by Tuesday, July 28 
- Assignments for Lectures 7 - 9 
- Lab/ Discussion - Inheritance Puzzle, Mutations 
- Module 3 Quiz (open from 6:00 AM July 27th – 11:59 PM July 28th) – this can be accessed only 
after all Assignments for Module 3 are completed. 2hr time limit. 

 
Module 4 (July 25 – Aug 03) 
Lecture 10: Biotechnology       Chapter 7 (146-163) 
Lecture 11: DNA Forensics       Chapter 9 (182-199) 
Lecture 12: Cancer Genetics       Chapter 12 (240 – 261)  

To be completed by Tuesday, Aug 4 Aug 3 
- Assignments for Lectures 10 -12 
- Lab/ Discussion – Articles, Strawberry DNA extraction 
- Module 4 Quiz (open from 6:00 AM Aug 02nd – 11:59 PM Aug 03rd) – this can be accessed only 
after all Assignments for Module 4 are completed. 2hr time limit. 
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Human Genetics, Biol 102 
Dr. Jessica L Moore 
Department of Biology 
Spring 2014 Syllabus 

 
Lecture: Monday 6:00 — 7:40 PM, Natural Sciences 1, Auditorium  

Textbook:  Human Genetics & Society, by Yashon & Cummings, 2d edition (required) 

Other Supplies: Access to a computer with internet connection and a printer. A basic calculator. 

Course Description & Goals:  

This is an introduction to genetics for students who are not majoring in the sciences.  This 3 
credit class satisfies the C5 science requirement of the WCU liberal studies program and 
contains a laboratory component.  This syllabus applies to the lecture portion of the class.  You 
will receive a separate syllabus from the laboratory instructor, Dr. Greg Adkison. 

By the end of this course, students will be able to: 

 Understand human reproduction and development 

 Understand how genes are transmitted between generations 

 Understand how to work with pedigrees to analyze patterns of inheritance  

 Understand the genetic basis of various human characteristics and disorders 

 

Instructor: Dr. Jessica Moore, jlmoore@wcu.edu   
  Office: 227-3664, NS130 

           Office Hours: Monday & Wednesday 1:00-2:00PM 
                    And by appointment 
     -- Just email with a few time options and I will get back to you! 
 

 Simple questions can often be answered by email.  Monday-Friday you can expect your emails to 
be answered within a day or so of receipt.  However most emails sent over the weekend will not be 
answered until the following Monday. 

 Through out the semester I will hold “virtual office hours” using the Discussion Board within 
Blackboard for this class. Post your questions there and feel free to answer/discuss with your 
classmates. 

Course Web Site: A Blackboard website exists for this course. The website contains a variety of materials 
such as this syllabus, lecture notes, announcements, assignments and links to Genetics web 
resources.  You will also be able to access current grades from this site, and may receive email 
regarding this class to your WCU address. 

 Every effort will be made to provide accurate records of your progress during the semester through 
Blackboard.  However, please note that a grade in Blackboard is not an official record and is 
subject to change at the instructor’s discretion.  In other words—I reserve the right to correct any 
errors that are made to the Grade Center in Blackboard at any time during the semester! 

Class Policy: Collegial conduct toward the instructors and classmates is expected in the classroom at 
all times.  Use of cell phones is prohibited and they should be turned off or set on vibrate if an 
emergency situation is pending.  Please do not text, tweet, make phone calls or surf the net 
during class! 
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Academic Dishonesty: Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it 
threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any violation of this 
policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see Article VII.B.1.a.).  

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
Cheating ‐ Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 
Fabrication ‐ Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Plagiarism ‐ Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
Facilitation ‐ Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy in any 
academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an examination) 
 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty within their 
courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor will 
inform his /her department head (and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a graduate 
student), in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at dsce.wcu.edu.  

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of 
Disability Services for more information at (828) 227‐3886.  You may also visit the office’s website: disability.wcu.edu 
 
Students with special needs should provide the instructor with documentation of those needs from Student Disability 
Services at the beginning of the semester so we can work together towards the best arrangement for you to perform in 
this class.  

Attendance: Attendance is the responsibility of the student and you are strongly encouraged to attend all 
lectures. Failure to attend will result in missed: self-evaluation exercises, group work, class demonstrations, 
videos and other information.  Lectures are designed to be interactive providing you with the greatest 
opportunity to be successful in this class.  Once lecture begins, please make every effort to remain seated 
during the lecture. It is very disruptive to everyone in the room when people walk in and out during the class! 
If you are anticipating needing to leave before the end of class, sit as close to the door as possible to minimize 
this disruption. 
The University‘s Undergraduate Catalog, The Record, states the following regarding class attendance: ―Western 
Carolina University expects students to recognize the positive effect on academic success of class attendance and 
participation. All undergraduates are expected to attend all meetings of the courses in which they are enrolled: any 
absence is incurred at the student‘s own risk.  A student with more unexcused absences in a 100-(freshman) or 200-
(sophomore) level course than the semester hours given for the course can expect the instructor to lower the course 
grade. You are encouraged to consult the complete statement of this policy in the Undergraduate Catalog.  
 
Religious Observances: WCU allows two days of absence each academic year for religious observances required 
by faith.  To obtain permission to be absent for religious reasons, a student must complete the Absent due to Required 
Religious Observance form, obtain all necessary signatures, submit it to each instructor for review and approval, and 
submit it to the Senior Academic Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs for final approval at least two weeks prior to the 
proposed absence.  Students are encouraged to discuss these absences with the faculty member prior to the end of 
drop/add in case the absence will unavoidably keep the student from completing the requirements of the course.  
However, if the student completes the form and submits it to the instructor prior to the two-week time frame, he/she 
shall be given the opportunity to make up any tests or other work missed due to an excused absence for a required 
religious observance. 
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Lecture Notes:  
Most lectures will be posted as pdf’s on blackboard the day after the class meeting. Lecture notes 
do NOT contain the full information provided in class and it is your job to obtain this extra 
information—preferably by being present in the classroom!  

 
Graded Assignments:   

 The majority of your lecture grade will come from weekly assignments.  These will 
be handed out in class, and usually posted on blackboard.  Graded Assignments are due at the 
beginning of the lecture on the due date.  If you cannot hand them in at class, you may hand them 
in to my office, my mailbox in NS 130, or scan and email them—as long as I receive them on 
time they will be graded as such.  Late assignments will receive a 10% reduction in grade for 
every 24 hours past the due date.  Assignments that are turned in more than 5 days after the due 
date will not be graded.  You may work with classmates on homework problems, but please 
hand in your own work.  

 NEW POLICY: Any homework that is not handed in during class, or to me personally, must 
receive a day and time stamp from the Biology office.  If you email your homework the time on 
the email will serve as a day/time stamp.  

Your Grade: Your final grade for the semester will consist of the combined score of your performance in 
lecture and laboratory components as shown below. 

Activity Points Possible 

12 Best Homework Assignments  192 
Last Lecture Class Activity    8 
Laboratory Grade 100 
Total Points: 300 

 

Your Final grade for the semester will be based on the percentages shown below.  There will be no 
curving of grades.  Please do not complain about needing 1 or 2 points for a different grade—
those are points that you could have/should have easily earned in your homework. 

 
Percentage Grade 

        97.5--100% A+ 

93.0--97.0% A   
89.5--92.5% A- 

87.5—89.0% B+ 
83.0--87.0% B 
79.5--82.5% B- 

77.5—79.0% C+ 
73.0--77.0% C 

69.5--72.5% C- 

67.5—69.0% D+ 
63.0--67.0% D 

59.5--62.5% D- 

59.0% or less F 
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The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, seeks to enhance the academic 
environment and raise the level of academic discourse at WCU by providing tutoring, academic skills 
consultations, workshops, and online learning resources. Writing Assistants collaborate with students from all 
classes and majors at every stage of the writing process, from brainstorming and prewriting to drafting and 
revising. Course tutors facilitate collaborative group sessions and offer strategies for effective study and 
efficient time management. Call 227-7197 for writing appointments and 227-2274 for course tutoring. Visit the 
website, http://walc.wcu.edu, for additional learning and writing resources, hours of operation, and appointment 
information.  

 

 

Genetics Topic Schedule: 

Note: This is a tentative schedule of topics that we will follow this semester.  Detailed reading and  
homework assignments will be presented in class and posted on blackboard.  

Lecture Topic  Chapter 
Cells & Cell Structure Bio Basics 1 
Sex & Development 1 
Chromosomes  3 
Chromosomal Abnormalities 3 
Genes & DNA 4 
Pedigree Analysis 4 
Twins!  
Genetic Testing & Prenatal Diagnosis 8 
Common human diseases: sickle cell, cystic 
fibrosis, etc. 

 

Blood Typing  
DNA Forensics 9 
Genetics of Behavior 13 
  
  
  
  
  
Other topics may be added if there is time…  

 



BIOL102 Human Genetics 
 

Lecture 
 

 
Dr. Darby Harris 
Office: Stillwell 256 
Phone: 227-3662 
Office hours: Tuesday and Thursday 9:30-10:30 am or by appointment 
Email: dmharris@email.wcu.edu 
 
Course Description:  
This course examines the principles of biology relative to the development of human hereditary characteristics 
with focus on genetic links to our physical features and behaviors, particularly in the context of health/medicine, 
social issues and forensics.  This course is also a study of the nature of science with emphasis on what it can do, 
what it can’t do, and why. 
 
Course Rationale:  
A major goal of this course is to teach why it is important for all people, particularly those living in democratic 
societies, to understand the fundamentals of science.  The system of acquiring knowledge that we call “science” 
has been integral to advances that have helped humanity (advances in agriculture, medicine, resource 
management, etc . . .), yet many of us don’t understand what exactly science is and how it works.  In addition, the 
topics that we cover in Human Genetics have social, economic, and political implications.  In other words, society 
needs people capable of making decisions based on critical thought and understanding that goes beyond the 
emotions stirred up by popular media. 
 
Fundamental Content & Process Goals: 
This course partially satisfies the C5 science requirement of the WCU liberal studies program and contains a 
laboratory component.  Students will: 
 

(1) Recognize that biology, like other natural sciences, requires honest observation and testable logic. 
(2) Demonstrate an understanding that biology is expansive and self-correcting because it requires tests 
that refute, corroborate, or modify proposed or previously accepted explanations. 
(3) Apply methods of biology through field and lab activities. 
(4) Relate biological concepts to people and the problems people confront. 
(5) Examine ethical implications that arise when we apply principles of biology to human issues  

 
Lecture Textbook:  
 Human Genetics and Society by Yashon and Cummings (2nd edition) 
 
Blackboard:  
 This course has a Blackboard site where the course syllabus, power point presentations covering each 
lecture, and current student grades can be found.  In addition, students will often have to complete and submit 
homework through the Blackboard site. For students unsure of how to use Blackboard, support can be found on 
the blackboard website: http://www.wcu.edu/27211.asp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Course Rules and Expectations: 
 

(1) To foster an effective learning environment: 
 Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
 Please silence your cell phones before entering the classroom. 
 Text messaging is strictly prohibited. Store cell phones and similar devices in a pocket, purse, or book bag. 
 No sleeping. 
 
(2) Attendance. The instructor strongly encourages attendance at all class meetings. Failure to attend lectures will 
result in missed lecture information that is not presented in the lecture slides, missed in-class assignments and 
missed homework assignments. Missed in-class assignments and homework can be made up at the discretion of 
the instructor. In most cases, the student will need to provide proof of a valid excuse based on university policy. 
However, no points are awarded for attendance and no points are deducted for absences. The official policy on 
university excused absences is posted on the class Blackboard site and can be found here:  
 
(3) If a student misses class on the day of an exam and can provide proof of a valid excuse based on university 
policy, then the student and the instructor will work out a time for the student to make up the exam. The instructor 
reserves the right to modify the exam from its original format or content before allowing the student to make up 
the exam. 
 
(4) The course schedule and the course topics may be modified at anytime during the semester by the instructor. 
 
Exams:  
 There will be 3 semester exams and a non-comprehensive final exam. Each semester exam will consist of 
multiple-choice and short answer questions that may be drawn from the class lectures, reading assignments and 
homework and in-class assignments. Exam questions may include information from specified readings not 
covered in class. In-class exams will emphasize topics covered since the preceding exam but may also include any 
material previously covered as understanding most biological concepts require knowledge of previously learned 
material. 

Exams will attempt to measure the student’s ability to recall information, correctly interpret and analyze 
scenarios, apply material from class to solve problems, and pull together material from class to see relationships.  

Students may NOT keep or make a copy of any part of the exams.  For this reason, no electronic devices 
with memory or cameras may be used during exams or when reviewing graded exams.  However, during the 
review of the graded exams, students may take written note of any questions that he or she missed for future study 
or comprehension purposes.  A cell phone’s calculator may *not* be used during an exam unless the instructor 
says otherwise at the time. Violation of any one of these policies will be punished as academic dishonesty!! 
 
Homework:  
 There will be many days in which homework will be given and will count towards the final grade in the 
course. The homework will often be made up of questions on material from the upcoming lecture that has yet to 
be covered in class. The point of the homework assignments is to make the student read over the upcoming 
lecture and engage with the material that will then be further discussed in-depth during the lecture. Homework 
assignments will either be posted on Blackboard as a Blackboard only assignment OR a homework assignment 
will be handed out in class. Homework handed out in class will generally be turned in during class on the assigned 
due date. Missed homework can be made up at the discretion of the instructor, but it is the responsibility of the 
student to explain the absence to the instructor and to obtain the homework assignment from the instructor should 
the instructor deem the excuse valid. In most cases, the student will need to provide proof of a valid excuse based 
on university policy. Homework that is to be turned in during class must be turned in at the beginning of class on 
the day that it is due and will suffer a 10% penalty each day that it is late. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



In-Class Assignments: 
 There will be many days in which in-class assignments will be given and will count towards the final 
grade in the course. The in-class assignments will often be made up of questions on the material that was just 
covered or is currently being covered in class. The in-class assignments may be given at any time during the class 
and may be either group or individual assignments (discretion of the instructor) and may or may not allow use of 
the textbook. These in-class assignments are intended to reward attendance and engagement with the course 
material. If a student is not present in class during the time when an in-class assignment is completed, the student 
will receive a score of zero for that assignment and it cannot be made up without providing proof of a valid 
excuse based on university policy. If a student has the proper excuse and is allowed to make up the missed 
assignment, the student alone will complete the work (usually in the office of the instructor), regardless of 
whether the assignment was originally a group activity in class. The instructor also reserves the right to modify 
the assignment from its original format or content before allowing the student to make up the work. 
 
In-class assignments that are completed as group work should have the names of all group members on the 
material that is handed in to the instructor. The material will be graded and each member of the group will receive 
the same grade. Adding the name of a student in the class to the material who is not in the group or who is 
absent from class on the day the assignment was given will be considered academic dishonesty and handled 
as such at the discretion of the instructor. 
 
Grading Policy: 
   Semester Exams (3)     30% 
   Final Exam      15% 
   Homework      10% 
   In-Class Assignments     20% 
   Laboratory      25% 
 
Students must be co-registered for a lab section of BIOL102, although the lecture and lab grades will be combined 
into a single grade for the course. 
 
Unless otherwise stated, there will be no extra credit available for this course. The best way for a student to spend 
his or her time is to learn the course content that will be graded as described above.   
 
Grading scale:  
 
A+: 97-100 A: 93-96 A-: 92-90 B+: 89-87 B:  86-83 B-:  82-80 
C+: 79-77 C: 76-73 C-: 72-70 D+: 69-67 D:  66-63 D-:  62-60 
F:  0-59 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
 Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an 
academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help someone else 
to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an 
examination or other academic exercise. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty within their 
courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor 
will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a 
graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at http://dsce.wcu.edu.  



Office of Disability Services: 
 Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students 
who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition 
and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential. 
Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an 
appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
 Student Support Services (SSS) provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income 
or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and 
workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-
7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course 
tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources 
for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To 
schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-
2274. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the 
WaLC’s online resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park 
campus on certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing 
Tutoring” for availabilities.  
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center:  
The Mathematics Tutoring Center, located at 455 Stillwell, provides tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS 
courses, help with mathematical concepts in other disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics 
courses. Tutoring is available on a drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
http://mathlab.wcu.edu or call 828-227-3830 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic calendar 
can be found at: http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-
calendar.asp. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tentative Class Schedule Spring 2015 
 

It is highly recommended that in addition to reading and understanding the power point lectures provided by the 
instructor, that the assigned readings from the textbook also be read and understood. 

 
 
Lecture Topic        Readings (Textbook Chapter and Pages) 
Introduction: The Nature of Science      
Lecture 1: Cells and Cell Structure      Biology Basics 1 (2-10)  
Lecture 2: Sex and Development      Chapter 1 (12-31) 
Lecture 3: Assisted Reproductive Technology     Chapter 2 (32-49) 
*Exam 1: Tuesday, February 10 
Lecture 4: Changes in Chromosome Number     Chapter 3 (50-71) 
Lecture 5: How Genes are Transmitted from Generation to Generation  Chapter 4 (72-93)  
Lecture 6: DNA and RNA       Biology Basics 2 (94-103) 
Lecture 7: Gene Expression and Gene Regulation     Chapter 5 (104-125)  
*Exam 2: Tuesday, March 24 
Lecture 8: Changes in DNA by Mutation     Chapter 6 (126-145) 
Lecture 9: Biotechnology       Chapter 7 (146-163) 
Lecture 10: Genetic Testing and Prenatal Diagnosis    Chapter 8 (164-181)   
Lecture 11: DNA Forensics       Chapter 9 (182-199) 
*Exam 3 Thursday, April 23  
Lecture 12: Behavior        Chapter 13 (262-279) 
Lecture 13: Immunogenetics       Chapter 14 (280-299)  
 
**Non-comprehensive Final Exam: Thursday, May 7, 12:00 – 2:30 pm, NS1 
          
*Semester Exams 1-3 are tentatively scheduled for these times, but are subject to change at the discretion of the 
instructor. 
** The non-comprehensive Final Exam time is not subject to change. 
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Environmental Biology Syllabus (BIOL 103)-Fall 2015 

Mon. & Wed. 11:15-12:05pm; Killian 108 

Course description, purpose, goal:  
1. In order to fully understand modern environmental problems a person must have an understanding of basic ecology.  

Ecology is the study of the interactions of organisms and organisms and their environment.  The bulk of this course 
will cover basic ecology, but we will apply our understanding of ecology to several modern environmental 
problems. 

2. Why should someone planning a career outside of science learn any of this stuff?  First, science has been 
fundamental to advances that help humanity (advances in agriculture, resource management, medicine, etc.), yet 
most people don’t understand what science is and how it works.  Second, the topics we cover have political, 
economic, and social implications; society needs people capable of making decisions based on critical thought 
and understanding rather than emotions stirred up by pundits, talk radio, satirical comedy shows, etc. 

 3. This course partially satisfies the science requirement of the WCU liberal studies program and contains a laboratory 
component.  Specific objectives for the course follow. 

  a. Students will learn that biology, like other natural sciences, requires honest observation and testable logic; that it 
is expansive and self-correcting because it requires tests that refute, corroborate, or modify proposed or previously 
accepted explanations. 

  b. Students will learn methods of biology hands-on in the field and lab. 

  c. Students will learn biological concepts that relate to people and the problems people confront, as well as the 
ethical considerations that arise when we apply principles of biology to human issues. 

Teacher:  Ms. Sunny (Sonja) Himes, Office: 205 Stillwell Building, 227-3653, shimes@wcu.edu 

Office hours: Tues. 10am-noon and Wed. 1-3pm 

Blackboard homepage: Please refer to the Blackboard homepage for this course for exam study guides, lecture slide 
shows, articles, and announcements, as well as to track your grades.  

Text: Ricklefs, Robert E. 2008.  The Economy of Nature.  6th edition. W. H. Freeman and Co., New York, NY. 

Grading (%): A+ (97-100), A (93-96), A− (90-92), B+ (87-89), B (83-86), B− (80-82), C+ (77-79), C (73-76), C− (70-
72), D+ (67-69), D (63-66), D− (60-62), F (< 60).  

 

components of grade % of grade 

4 Exams (10% each) 40 

5 HW Assignments (6% each) 30 

Lab grade 30 

 
 

1. Exams are not cumulative.  Exams typically consist of an assortment of matching, multiple choice, short-answer, 
and essay questions.  Study guides for each exam will be posted on the Blackboard homepage a week prior 
to the exam.  

2. Homework Assignments.  You will read chapters in the textbook or articles related to topics discussed in lecture 
and you will answer questions about the readings. The questions should be answered in COMPLETE 
SENTENCES OR POINTS WILL BE TAKEN OFF. Answers should be typed in 12 point font. Double-spacing 
is not necessary. Hand in a printed copy of your work.  
  You may work together to answer the questions but your answers must be in your own words. The best way 
to ensure that you are not plagiarizing is to discuss your answers with classmates then turn and face your 
computer screen and write your answer.  DO NOT WRITE ANSWERS TOGETHER. TEACHERS HAVE A 
SPECIAL ABILITY TO SNIFF OUT PLAGARISM.  
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Policies  
1. Attendance  All undergraduates are expected to attend all meetings of the courses in which they are enrolled; any 

absence is incurred at the student’s own risk.  Students that miss 4 classes without a valid excuse (see below) will 
have their final grade lowered by 5%.  For each unexcused absence above 4, an additional 5% will be subtracted 
from the grade.  

a. If a student misses a quiz or an exam due to an unexcused absence, the student will receive a grade 
of 0 for the quiz or exam! 

b. Valid excuses for absences include:  
i. Documented and bonafide medical emergency or illness 

ii. Death of an immediate family member 
iii. Performances and events sanctioned by the Chancellor (prior approval required) 
iv. Regularly scheduled university team competitions including post-season play (prior approval 

required) 
v. Student engagement sponsored by the institution and approved by the Provost (prior approval 

required) 
vi. Religious holiday (prior approval required) 

 
2. Academic misconduct (e.g., plagiarism, cheating, fabrication, facilitation; see Student Handbook) will 

minimally result in a failing grade for the work in question, and will result in a failing grade for the course 
(e.g., if more than one offense).  

a. Western Carolina University’s Academic Honesty Policy.  Western Carolina University, as a 
community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work 
together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity.  Academic dishonesty is a serious 
offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those 
who depend on knowledge and integrity.  Academic dishonesty includes the following 

i. Cheating:  intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

ii. Fabrication:  intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
iii. Plagiarism:  intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 

own in an academic exercise. 
iv. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty:  intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 

someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to 
copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 

 
Student Support Services  
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those who have 
disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, 
financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for 
more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons  
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free course tutoring, writing 
tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student consultations, graduate and professional exam preparation 
resources, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in 
designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 
828-227-2274.  

Additional Academic Support Resources 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center in Stillwell 455 provides drop-in tutoring for math courses and math-related content 
across the curriculum.  

Students who need help with software, technology, or eBriefcase should contact the Technology Commons on the ground 
floor of Hunter Library where students can access training via one-on-one appointments, walk-ups, workshops, and online 
tutorials. 
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Accommodations for Students with Disabilities  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as 
having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 
Killian Annex for an appointment. You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu.   
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic calendar can be 
found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 

Course Calendar 
DATE TOPIC HW ASSIGNMENT DUE BOOK PAGES 
Aug. 17 What is Environmental Bio.?  NA Ch.1, pgs. 1-3 
Aug. 19 What do Enviro.Biologists 

do? 
NA Ch.1, pgs. 3-21 

Aug. 24 Water and Nutrients Article 1 Questions (see 
Blackboard homepage) 

Ch. 2, pgs. 24-29 

Aug. 26 Water and Nutrients cont. NA Ch. 2, pgs. 29-37 
Aug. 31 Heat  Ch. 3, pgs. 48-59 
Sept. 2 Adaptations of Plants to Life 

on Earth-Film 
NA NA 

Sept. 7 NO CLASS-holiday NA  
Sept. 9 Climate and Biomes Chapter 2 Review Questions 

2-5 & 7 (SKIP 1, 6 & 8), pg. 
37

Ch. 4, pgs. 62-78  

Sept. 14 Climate and Biomes cont.-
Film  

NA Ch. 5, pgs. 88-104 

Sept. 16 EXAM 1 NA NA 
Sept. 21 Evolution NA Ch. 6, all 
Sept. 23 Evolution cont.  NA Ch. 6 cont.  
Sept. 28 Evidence for Evolution NA Not in textbook 
Sept. 30 Population Dynamics  Ch. 6 Review Questions 1-4 

& 8 (Skip 5-7); pg. 131 
Ch. 10, pgs. 199-209  

Oct. 5 Population Dynamics cont.  NA Ch. 11, pgs. 223-239 
Oct. 7 EXAM 2 NA NA 
Oct. 12 NO CLASS NA  
Oct. 14 NO CLASS NA  
Oct. 19 Community Ecology-part I NA Ch. 18, pgs. 370-380 & Ch. 

19, pgs. 393-408 
Oct. 21 Southern Appalachian Plant 

Communities 
NA Not in textbook 

Oct. 26 Community Ecology-part II NA Ch. 14, pgs. 288-300 
Oct. 28 Exotic invasive species Article 2 Questions (see 

Blackboard homepage)  
Not in textbook 

Nov. 2 Exotic invasive species cont. NA Not in textbook 
Nov. 4 Ecosystems-Energy Flow NA Ch. 22, pgs. 464-479 
Nov. 9 Ecosystems-Nutrient Flow  NA Ch. 23, pgs. 486-492 
Nov. 11 Ecosystems-Nutrient Flow 

cont.  
NA Ch. 23, pgs. 492-497 

Nov. 16 EXAM 3 NA NA 
Nov. 18 Species diversity  NA Ch. 20, all 
Nov. 23 Species diversity cont.  NA Ch. 26, pgs. 546-562 
Nov. 25 NO CLASS NA NA 
Nov. 30 Species Conservation Article 3 Questions (see 

Blackboard homepage) 
Ch. 26, pgs. 562-567 

Dec. 2 Species Conservation cont.  NA  
Dec. 7, 3pm, same room EXAM 4 NA NA 
 



Environmental Biology 
BIOL 103:02 

Fall 2014 
8:00 – 8:50 MW: Coulter 103 

 
Instructor:   Thomas H. Martin, 333a Natural Sciences Building, email: tmartin@wcu.edu,  
Office Hours:  Immediately following class on Mondays until noon, other times by appointment. 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 

• Catalog entry:  Principles of biology relative to ecology and modern environmental problems. Ecosystems structure and 
function, population growth, food production, pollution, and resource use. 2 Lecture, 2 Lab. (C5) Credits: (3) 

• Liberal Studies Rationale:  All liberal studies courses offered by the Biology Department are intended to provide the basic 
literacy of biological sciences needed by an educated public.  Environmental Biology was designed to provide the principles 
of biology in the context of our interactions with our environment and the other organisms living there. 

 
II. Course Aims and Objectives: 

• By the end of the course, students will be able to discern between science and non-science, as well as among ecology (a sub-
discipline of biology), environmental science (an inter-disciplinary science), and environmentalism (a philosophy and social 
movement). 

• Students will learn that biology, like other natural sciences, requires honest observation and testable logic; that it is expansive 
and self-correcting because it requires tests that refute, corroborate, or modify proposed or previously accepted explanations. 

• Students will learn methods of biology hands-on1 in the field and lab2. 
• Students will learn biological concepts that relate to people and the problems people confront, as well as the ethical 

considerations that arise when we apply principles of biology to human issues. 
• Liberal Studies goals – by the end of the course, students will be able to: 

o Demonstrate the ability to locate, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information; 
o Demonstrate the ability to interpret and use numerical, written, oral, and visual data; 
o Demonstrate the ability to read with comprehension, and to write and speak clearly, coherently, and effectively as 

well as to adapt modes of communication appropriate to an audience; 
o Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze arguments; 
o Demonstrate the ability to recognize behaviors and define choices that affect lifelong well-being; 
o Demonstrate an understanding of 

! Past human experiences and ability to relate them to the present; 
! Different contemporary cultures and their interrelationships; 
! Issues involving social institutions, interpersonal and group dynamics, human development and behavior, 

and cultural diversity; 
! Scientific concepts and methods as well as contemporary issues in science and technology; 
! Cultural heritage through its expressions of wisdom, literature and art and their roles in the process of self 

and social understanding. 
! Demonstrate an excitement for and love of learning 

 
III. Course Materials 
 

• Ricklefs, R.E.  2008.  The economy of nature (6th ed).  W.H. Freeman and Co., New York. 
 

                                                
1 Please recognize that “hands-on” does not mean “minds-off,” and is something of a misnomer.  The activities we do in class and lab 

(and that is done by professional biologists) rely much more on mental activity than it does on physical activity. 
2 The lab does not exist to help you in lecture nor does the lecture exist to help you in lab.  Rather, lab is for learning concepts, 

patterns of thought, and skills that are not as easily approached in a lecture room setting.  Lecture and lab may overlap at times, but 
it is important to recognize that lecture and lab serve different functions and operate more-or-less independently of each other. 



IV. Faculty Expectations of Students & Course Policies 
 
Federal Definition of the Credit Hour.  “a credit hour is an amount of work represented in intended learning outcomes and verified 
by evidence of student achievement that is an institutionally established equivalency that reasonably approximates 
  

1. Not less than one hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours out of class student work each 
week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour 
of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of time, or  

 
2. At least an equivalent amount of work as required outlined in item 1 above for other academic activities as established by the 

institution including laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of 
credit hours.” 

 
You receive 3 credit hours for this course, suggesting that you should work an average of 9 hours per week on this course.  Each week 
you will spend 4 hours either in lecture (2) or lab (2), so you should expect to spend an average of 5 hours per week on work (reading, 
studying, preparing reports) outside of lecture and lab. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational 
opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations 
must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by 
Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
   
Academic Integrity Policy: Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens 
the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by 
nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see Article VII.1.a.). If the charge occurs 
close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather 
information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 
Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy in any academic 

exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an examination) 
 
Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the Academic Integrity Policy within their 
courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within five (5) days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged 
violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform his/her department head (Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
when the student is a graduate student) in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  
 
The Academic Integrity Policy, Process and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu. 
 
Please visit dsce.wcu.edu for further information.  
 
Student Support Services 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those who have disclosed a 
disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and 
graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is 
located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
 
Electronic format (with hyperlinks): 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, one-on-one writing 
tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place 
in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC 
homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use 
Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park 



campus on certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for 
availabilities.  
 
Attendance:  I do not regularly record attendance beyond the first two weeks of classes.  You are neither directly penalized for 
missing class, nor directly awarded for attending.  But, some tests questions will be taken directly from lecture, so the benefits of 
attending and actively participating in lecture should be obvious. 
 
V. Grading Procedures:  
To better determine your progress toward the learning goals stated above, there will be a computer-based (Blackboard) pre-class 
quizzes that are due before class on Monday mornings for the readings for that week’s lectures.  Each of these pre-class quizzes will 
be worth 10 points.  There will be three (3) tests during the semester at five-week intervals.  The mid-terms and final will be worth 
100 points each and consist largely (~90%) of multiple-choice questions drawn from the pre-quizzes and roughly 10% short answer 
based on in-class discussion.  
 
Two-thirds (2/3, 67%) of your grade for the course will come from lecture and one third (1/3, 33%) will come from lab.  So, grade = 
(0.67 x lecture point percentage) + (0.33 x lab point percentage).  All lecture grades are maintained on BlackBoard, so you can review 
your lecture grade at any time during the semester.  But, lab grades are not given to me until the end of the semester. 
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following:  A+ (96-100%),  A (92-96%),  A− (88-92%),  
       B+ (84-88%),  B (80-84%),  B− (76-80%),  
       C+ (72-76%),  C (68-72%),  C− (64-68%),  
       D+ (60-64%),  D (56-60%),  F (< 56%). 



VIII. Tentative Course Schedule 
Topics will likely change throughout the semester based on current events & your interest.  For this reason, I will not claim even a 
tentative schedule of the topics.  Instead, I list below the sequence of topics we will loosely follow.  I’ve included references to our 
text for the course despite the fact that I will supplement the course with material not found in the book and will omit some material 
that’s found in the book. 
 
 

Week Date Topic Reading Assignment 
1 Mon, Aug 18 Intro to the course  
 Wed, Aug 20 What is Science? McLelland, C.V.  2006.  The Nature of Science 

and the Scientific Method, The Geological 
Society of America 

2 Mon, Aug 25 What is Ecology? Chapter 1 
 Wed, Aug 27   
3 Mon, Sep 1 University Closed – Labor Day  
 Wed, Sep 3 Water and Nutrients Chapter 2 
4 Mon, Sep 8 Light, Energy, and Heat Chapter 3, 4 
 Wed, Sep 10 Climate, Water, and Soil  
5 Mon, Sep 15 Biomes, climate zones, & habitats Chapter 5 
 Wed, Sep 17 Midterm 1  
6 Mon, Sep 22 Evolution & Adaptation Chapter 6 
 Wed, Sep 24   
7 Mon, Sep 29 Life History Evolution Chapter 7 
 Wed, Oct 1   
8 Mon, Oct 6 Sex and Evolution Chapter 8, 9 
 Wed, Oct 8 Family & Society  
 Mon, Oct 13 Fall Break – No Classes  
 Wed, Oct 15 Fall Break – No Classes  
9 Mon, Oct 20 Distribution, Demography, & 

Dynamics 
Chapter 10, 11 

 Wed, Oct 22   
10 Mon, Oct 27 Population Genetics Chapter 13 
 Wed, Oct 29 MIdterm 2  
11 Mon, Nov 3 Interspecies Interactions Chapter 14, 15 
 Wed, Nov 5 “Predation”  
12 Mon, Nov 10 Competition Chapter 16, 17 
 Wed, Nov 12 Evolution of interactions  
13 Mon, Nov 17 Community Structure Chapter 18, 19 
 Wed, Nov 19 Community Development  
14 Mon, Nov 24 Biodiversity Chapter 20, 21, 26 
 Wed, Nov 26 Thanksgiving – No Classes   
15 Mon,  Dec 1 Ecosystems Chapters 23,24 
 Wed, Dec 3   
16 Mon, Dec 8 Final Exam (8:30-11:00 AM)  

 





























	  
College	  of	  Arts	  and	  Sciences	  
Department	  of	  Biology	  

Biol	  104-‐03	  

Fall	  2015	  
McKee	  220	  

Monday	  &	  Wednesday	  1:25-‐2:15	  
	  
Instructor	  Information	  

Instructor:	  JB	  Mathews	  

Campus	  Office/Office	  hours:	  Stillwell	  255	  /	  MW,	  9-‐10,	  also	  plenty	  of	  other	  
times	  by	  appt	  or	  drop-‐in	  
Email:	  jwmathews@email.wcu.edu	  

Phone	  Contacts:	  	  (828)	  508-‐2424	  
	  
I.	  Rationale/Purpose	  
This	  course	  is	  intended	  for	  non-‐biology	  majors	  to	  have	  the	  opportunity	  to	  see	  that	  
biology	  and	  basic	  science	  play	  a	  critical	  role	  in	  our	  everyday	  lives.	  
	  
II.	  Course	  Aims	  and	  Objectives:	  

• This	  course	  is	  a	  study	  of	  the	  biology	  (mostly	  physiology)	  of	  humans	  in	  both	  
healthy	  and	  diseased	  states.	  	  A	  major	  goal	  is	  to	  show	  the	  relevance	  of	  science	  
to	  everyone	  in	  industrial	  societies.	  	  To	  that	  end,	  the	  course	  is	  also	  a	  study	  of	  
the	  nature	  of	  science	  with	  emphasis	  on	  what	  it	  can	  do,	  what	  it	  can’t	  do,	  and	  
why.	  

• Why	  should	  someone	  planning	  a	  career	  outside	  of	  science	  learn	  any	  of	  this	  
stuff?	  	  First,	  science	  has	  been	  fundamental	  to	  advances	  that	  help	  humanity	  
(advances	  in	  agriculture,	  resource	  management,	  medicine,	  etc.),	  yet	  most	  
people	  don’t	  understand	  what	  science	  is	  and	  how	  it	  works.	  	  Second,	  the	  
topics	  we	  cover	  have	  political,	  economic,	  and	  social	  implications;	  society	  
needs	  people	  capable	  of	  making	  decisions	  based	  on	  critical	  thought	  and	  
understanding	  rather	  than	  emotions	  stirred	  up	  by	  pundits,	  talk	  radio,	  social	  
media,	  etc.,.	  

• There	  is	  a	  lab	  component	  to	  the	  course.	  	  The	  lab	  does	  NOT	  exist	  for	  the	  
purpose	  of	  helping	  you	  in	  lecture.	  	  Rather,	  lab	  is	  for	  learning	  concepts,	  
patterns	  of	  thought,	  and	  skills	  that	  are	  not	  fully	  teachable	  in	  a	  lecture	  room	  
setting.	  	  The	  two	  components	  may	  overlap	  at	  times,	  however,	  it	  is	  important	  



to	  recognize	  that	  lecture	  and	  lab	  serve	  different,	  albeit	  complimentary,	  
functions.	  
	  

Specific	  Learning	  Objectives:	  	  
In	  this	  course,	  students	  will	  learn	  biological	  concepts	  that	  relate	  to	  how	  the	  
human	  body	  works	  and	  the	  problems	  people	  confront,	  as	  well	  as	  the	  ethical	  
considerations	  that	  arise	  when	  we	  apply	  principles	  of	  biology	  to	  human	  
issues.	  By	  the	  end	  of	  the	  semester,	  students	  should	  have	  a	  layman’s	  
understanding	  of	  the	  basics	  of	  human	  anatomy	  and	  physiology,	  including	  a	  
working	  knowledge	  of	  the	  major	  bones,	  muscles	  and	  organs	  of	  the	  body.	  	  
	  

Liberal	  Studies	  learning	  goals:	  
o Demonstrate	  the	  ability	  to	  locate,	  analyze,	  synthesize,	  and	  evaluate	  

information;	  
o Demonstrate	  the	  ability	  to	  interpret	  and	  use	  numerical,	  written,	  oral,	  

and	  visual	  data;	  
o Demonstrate	  the	  ability	  to	  read	  with	  comprehension,	  and	  to	  write	  and	  

speak	  clearly,	  coherently,	  and	  effectively	  as	  well	  as	  to	  adapt	  modes	  of	  
communication	  appropriate	  to	  an	  audience;	  

o Demonstrate	  the	  ability	  to	  critically	  analyze	  arguments;	  
o Demonstrate	  the	  ability	  to	  recognize	  behaviors	  and	  define	  choices	  

that	  affect	  lifelong	  well-‐being;	  
o Demonstrate	  an	  understanding	  of	  

§ Past	  human	  experiences	  and	  ability	  to	  relate	  them	  to	  the	  
present;	  

§ Different	  contemporary	  cultures	  and	  their	  interrelationships;	  
§ Issues	  involving	  social	  institutions,	  interpersonal	  and	  group	  

dynamics,	  human	  development	  and	  behavior,	  and	  cultural	  
diversity;	  

§ Scientific	  concepts	  and	  methods	  as	  well	  as	  contemporary	  
issues	  in	  science	  and	  technology;	  

§ Cultural	  heritage	  through	  its	  expressions	  of	  wisdom,	  literature	  
and	  art	  and	  their	  roles	  in	  the	  process	  of	  self	  and	  social	  
understanding.	  

• Demonstrate	  an	  excitement	  for	  and	  love	  of	  learning	  
	  
III.	  Course	  Materials	  

Required/strongly	  recommended:	  	  
Michael	  D.	  Johnson’s	  Human	  Biology;	  Concepts	  and	  Current	  Issues,	  7th	  Edition.	  	  
This	  book	  is	  part	  of	  the	  University’s	  book	  rental	  program.	  

Background/supplemental	  readings:	  
Additional	  readings	  may	  be	  distributed	  in	  class	  or	  found	  online.	  
	  



IV.	  Faculty	  Expectations	  of	  Students/Course	  Policies	  
	  

Attendance:	  
Students	  are	  expected	  to	  attend	  lecture.	  Roll	  will	  be	  taken.	  

Timely	  Submissions:	  

All	  assigned	  work	  is	  expected	  by	  the	  start	  of	  lecture	  on	  the	  due	  date.	  Exceptions	  
are	  unlikely.	  
Accommodations	  for	  Students	  with	  Disabilities:	  	  

Western	  Carolina	  University	  is	  committed	  to	  providing	  equal	  educational	  
opportunities	  for	  students	  with	  documented	  disabilities	  and/or	  medical	  
conditions.	  	  Students	  who	  require	  reasonable	  accommodations	  must	  identify	  
themselves	  as	  having	  a	  disability	  and/or	  medical	  condition	  and	  provide	  current	  
diagnostic	  documentation	  to	  the	  Office	  of	  Disability	  Services.	  	  All	  information	  is	  
confidential.	  	  Please	  contact	  the	  Office	  of	  Disability	  Services	  at	  (828)	  227-‐3886	  or	  
come	  by	  Suite	  135	  Killian	  Annex	  for	  an	  appointment.	  
	  
Student	  Support	  Services:	  

Student	  Support	  Services	  provides	  support	  to	  students	  who	  are	  either	  first-‐
generation,	  low-‐income	  or	  those	  who	  have	  disclosed	  a	  disability	  with:	  academic	  
advising,	  mentoring,	  one-‐on-‐one	  tutorial	  support,	  and	  workshops	  focused	  on	  
career,	  financial	  aid	  and	  graduate	  school	  preparation.	  You	  may	  contact	  SSS	  at	  
(828)	  227-‐7127	  or	  email	  sssprogram@wcu.edu	  for	  more	  information.	  SSS	  is	  
located	  in	  the	  Killian	  Annex,	  room	  138.	  
Course	  Evaluation	  

You	  will	  have	  the	  opportunity	  to	  anonymously	  evaluate	  this	  course	  at	  the	  end	  of	  
the	  semester.	  You	  will	  be	  alerted	  of	  this	  opportunity	  by	  email	  and	  by	  me,	  in	  class,	  
closer	  to	  the	  end	  of	  the	  semester.	  
Civility	  and	  Ground	  Rules:	  
The	  Western	  Carolina	  University	  Community	  Creed	  states:	  “I	  will	  respect	  the	  
rights	  and	  well-‐being	  of	  others.”	  

Each	  student	  may	  possess	  different	  ideas,	  as	  well	  as	  different	  ways	  of	  
communicating	  those	  ideas.	  Because	  of	  these	  differences,	  respect	  and	  civility	  are	  
integral	  to	  maintaining	  the	  quality	  of	  the	  academic	  environment	  and	  free	  
inquiry.	  

(http://www.wcu.edu/student-‐life/policies-‐affecting-‐students/statement-‐of-‐
student-‐rights-‐and-‐responsibilities.asp)	  



SafeAssign	  Tool:	  

All	  written	  work	  submitted	  for	  this	  class	  is	  eligible	  for	  submission	  to	  the	  
SafeAssign	  tool	  at	  the	  instructor’s	  discretion.	  
	  

V.	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  and	  Reporting	  Process:	  
	  

This	  policy	  addresses	  academic	  integrity	  violations	  of	  undergraduate	  and	  graduate	  
students.	  Graduate	  students	  should	  read	  inside	  the	  parenthesis	  below	  to	  identify	  the	  
appropriate	  entities	  in	  charge	  of	  that	  step	  of	  the	  process.	  

Students,	  faculty,	  staff,	  and	  administrators	  of	  Western	  Carolina	  University	  (WCU)	  strive	  
to	  achieve	  the	  highest	  standards	  of	  scholarship	  and	  integrity.	  Any	  violation	  of	  the	  
Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  is	  a	  serious	  offense	  because	  it	  threatens	  the	  quality	  of	  
scholarship	  and	  undermines	  the	  integrity	  of	  the	  community.	  While	  academic	  in	  scope,	  
any	  violation	  of	  this	  policy	  is	  by	  nature,	  a	  violation	  of	  the	  Code	  of	  Student	  Conduct	  and	  
will	  follow	  the	  same	  conduct	  process	  (see	  ArticleVII.B.1.a.).	  If	  the	  charge	  occurs	  close	  to	  
the	  end	  of	  an	  academic	  semester	  or	  term	  or	  in	  the	  event	  of	  the	  reasonable	  need	  of	  either	  
party	  for	  additional	  time	  to	  gather	  information	  timelines	  may	  be	  extended	  at	  the	  
discretion	  of	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  (DSCE).	  

I.	  	  	  General:	  

This	  policy	  addresses	  academic	  integrity	  violations	  of	  undergraduate	  and	  graduate	  
students.	  

Students,	  faculty,	  staff,	  and	  administrators	  of	  Western	  Carolina	  University	  (WCU)	  strive	  
to	  achieve	  the	  highest	  standards	  of	  scholarship	  and	  integrity.	  	  Any	  violation	  of	  this	  
policy	  is	  a	  serious	  offense	  because	  it	  threatens	  the	  quality	  of	  scholarship	  and	  
undermines	  the	  integrity	  of	  the	  community.	  

Instructors	  have	  the	  right	  to	  determine	  the	  appropriate	  academic	  sanctions	  for	  
violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  within	  their	  courses,	  up	  to	  an	  including	  a	  
final	  grade	  of	  “F”	  in	  the	  course	  in	  which	  the	  violation	  occurs.	  

	  II.	  	  	  	  Definitions:	  

1. 	  Cheating	  –	  Using,	  or	  attempting	  to	  use,	  unauthorized	  materials,	  information,	  or	  
study	  aids	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise.	  

2. 	  Fabrication	  –	  Creating	  and/or	  falsifying	  information	  or	  citation	  in	  any	  academic	  
exercise.	  

3. 	  Plagiarism	  –	  Representing	  the	  words	  or	  ideas	  of	  someone	  else	  as	  one’s	  own	  in	  
any	  academic	  exercise.	  

4. 	  Facilitation	  –	  Helping	  or	  attempting	  to	  help	  someone	  to	  commit	  a	  violation	  of	  
the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise	  (e.g.	  allowing	  another	  
person	  to	  copy	  information	  during	  an	  examination).	  



	  III.	  	  	  Undergraduate	  and	  Graduate	  Academic	  Integrity	  Process:	  

1. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  instructor’s	  knowledge	  of	  the	  alleged	  
violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  s/he	  will	  inform	  his/her	  department	  
head	  (or	  associate	  Dean	  of	  the	  graduate	  school	  when	  applicable)	  in	  writing	  of	  
the	  allegation	  and	  proposed	  sanction(s).	  

2. Within	  ten	  (10)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  instructor’s	  knowledge	  of	  the	  alleged	  
violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  the	  instructor	  will	  inform	  the	  student	  
of	  the	  allegation,	  including	  the	  proposed	  sanction(s),	  in	  writing.	  	  In	  the	  written	  
notification,	  the	  instructor	  will	  inform	  the	  student	  of	  his/her	  right	  to	  request	  a	  
meeting	  with	  the	  instructor.	  	  During	  the	  meeting,	  the	  instructor	  shall	  complete	  
the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Violation	  Faculty	  Resolution	  Form.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  
not	  request	  a	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  receipt	  
of	  the	  written	  allegation(s),	  the	  student	  shall	  be	  deemed	  to	  have	  mutually	  
resolved	  the	  matter	  and	  shall	  be	  bound	  to	  the	  sanction(s)	  outlined	  by	  the	  
instructor	  in	  the	  written	  allegation.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  request	  a	  meeting,	  
the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  
further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

3. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor,	  the	  student	  shall	  
either	  appeal	  the	  decision	  to	  the	  department	  head	  or	  mutually	  resolve	  the	  
matter	  by	  accepting	  the	  allegation	  and	  proposed	  sanction(s).	  	  No	  action	  by	  the	  
student	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor	  shall	  
constitute	  a	  mutual	  resolution	  and	  waiver	  of	  the	  student’s	  rights	  to	  appeal	  
pursuant	  to	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  respond	  
within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor,	  the	  alleged	  violation	  
of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  
appeal.	  	  

4. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  a	  student’s	  appeal,	  the	  department	  
head	  must	  schedule	  a	  meeting	  with	  the	  student.	  	  The	  instructor	  may	  be	  present	  
during	  the	  meeting.	  	  During	  the	  meeting,	  the	  department	  head	  shall	  complete	  
the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Violation	  Department	  Head	  Resolution	  Form.	  	  Only	  
information	  submitted	  during	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  student,	  or	  in	  the	  meeting	  
between	  the	  instructor	  and	  the	  student,	  may	  be	  considered	  by	  the	  department	  
head.	  	  The	  evidentiary	  standard	  for	  making	  a	  decision	  shall	  be	  preponderance	  of	  
the	  evidence.	  	  The	  department	  head	  may	  agree	  or	  disagree	  with	  the	  allegation(s)	  
of	  the	  instructor.	  	  The	  department	  head	  may	  also	  approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	  
the	  sanction(s)	  proposed	  by	  the	  instructor.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  attend	  the	  
scheduled	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head,	  the	  matter	  will	  be	  heard	  in	  
absentia	  and	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

5. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head,	  the	  student	  
shall	  either	  appeal	  the	  decision	  to	  an	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  or	  mutually	  
resolve	  the	  matter	  by	  accepting	  the	  allegation	  and	  proposed	  sanction(s).	  	  The	  
student	  must	  submit	  an	  appeal	  to	  the	  academic	  Dean	  listed	  on	  the	  Academic	  
Integrity	  Violation	  Department	  Head	  Resolution	  Form.	  	  No	  action	  by	  the	  student	  
within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head	  shall	  
constitute	  a	  mutual	  resolution	  and	  waiver	  of	  the	  student’s	  rights	  to	  appeal	  
pursuant	  to	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  respond	  
within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head,	  the	  alleged	  



violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  
and/or	  appeal.	  

6. Within	  seven	  (7)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  a	  student’s	  appeal,	  the	  appropriate	  
academic	  Dean	  must	  schedule	  an	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  hearing	  with	  the	  
student.	  	  The	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  shall	  consist	  of	  a	  minimum	  of	  two	  (2)	  
currently	  enrolled	  students	  and/or	  faculty	  members	  (with	  a	  minimum	  of	  one	  
faculty	  member).	  	  A	  faculty	  member	  will	  serve	  as	  chair	  of	  the	  board.	  	  The	  
instructor	  may	  be	  present	  during	  the	  hearing.	  	  Only	  information	  submitted	  
during	  the	  hearing,	  or	  in	  the	  meetings	  between	  the	  instructor/department	  head	  
and	  the	  student,	  may	  be	  considered	  by	  the	  hearing	  board.	  	  The	  evidentiary	  
standard	  for	  making	  a	  decision	  shall	  be	  preponderance	  of	  the	  evidence.	  	  The	  
hearing	  board	  may	  agree	  or	  disagree	  with	  the	  allegation(s)	  of	  the	  
instructor.	  	  The	  hearing	  board	  may	  also	  approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	  the	  
sanction(s)	  proposed	  by	  the	  instructor	  and/or	  department	  head.	  	  If	  the	  student	  
does	  not	  attend	  the	  scheduled	  hearing,	  the	  matter	  will	  be	  heard	  in	  absentia	  and	  
shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  	  Within	  ten	  (10)	  business	  
days	  of	  the	  hearing,	  the	  appropriate	  academic	  Dean	  shall	  review	  pertinent	  
records	  and	  send	  the	  student	  written	  notification	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  the	  
Academic	  Integrity	  Board.	  

7. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  written	  notification	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  
the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  the	  student	  may	  accept	  the	  findings	  and	  sanctions	  
of	  the	  board	  or	  submit	  an	  appeal	  to	  the	  designated	  academic	  Dean.	  	  No	  action	  by	  
the	  student	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  
head	  shall	  constitute	  a	  mutual	  resolution	  and	  waiver	  of	  the	  student’s	  rights	  to	  
appeal	  pursuant	  to	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  
respond	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  
Board,	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  
to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

8. If	  the	  student	  elects	  to	  file	  an	  appeal	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  
Board,	  she	  must	  submit	  a	  written	  appeal	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  
receiving	  written	  notification	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  to	  
the	  designated	  academic	  Dean.	  	  An	  appeal	  to	  an	  academic	  Dean	  must	  be	  limited	  
to	  the	  following	  grounds;	  1)	  a	  violation	  or	  due	  process	  or	  2)	  a	  material	  deviation	  
from	  Substantive	  and	  Procedural	  Standards	  by	  the	  UNC	  Board	  of	  Governors	  (as	  
set	  forth	  in	  the	  UNC	  Manual	  700.4.1).	  

9. If	  an	  appeal	  is	  heard	  by	  an	  academic	  Dean,	  s/he	  shall	  review	  pertinent	  records	  
within	  ten	  (10)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  a	  valid	  appeal.	  	  The	  academic	  Dean	  
may	  agree	  or	  disagree	  with	  the	  allegation(s)	  of	  the	  instructor.	  	  The	  academic	  
Dean	  may	  also	  approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	  the	  sanction(s)	  proposed	  by	  the	  
instructor,	  department	  head,	  and	  or	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board.	  	  Within	  five	  (5)	  
days	  of	  making	  a	  decision,	  the	  academic	  Dean	  shall	  provide	  the	  student	  with	  a	  
written	  decision.	  	  The	  decision	  of	  the	  academic	  Dean	  shall	  be	  final.	  

10. The	  student	  must	  remain	  enrolled	  in	  the	  course	  related	  to	  the	  case,	  and	  may	  not	  
be	  permitted	  to	  withdraw	  from	  the	  course	  related	  to	  the	  case,	  until	  all	  hearing	  
timelines,	  notifications,	  and/or	  appeals	  have	  been	  completed.	  

11. Upon	  resolution	  of	  each	  level	  of	  the	  case	  (no	  matter	  the	  outcome),	  the	  instructor,	  
department	  head,	  and	  academic	  Dean	  must	  provide	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  
Community	  Ethics	  with	  all	  materials	  and	  documents	  related	  to	  the	  case	  (i.e.	  



course	  syllabus,	  materials	  in	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  
Instructor	  Resolution	  Form,	  Department	  Head	  Resolution	  Form,	  Academic	  
Integrity	  Board	  decision	  letter,	  academic	  Dean	  decision	  letter,	  etc…).	  	  The	  
Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  shall	  serve	  as	  the	  repository	  for	  all	  
records	  associated	  with	  allegations	  and	  violations	  associated	  with	  the	  Academic	  
Integrity	  Policy.	  

	  IV.	  	  	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board:	  

The	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  shall	  consist	  of	  a	  minimum	  of	  two	  (2)	  currently	  enrolled	  
students	  and/or	  faculty	  members	  (with	  a	  minimum	  of	  one	  faculty	  member).	  	  A	  faculty	  
member	  will	  serve	  as	  chair	  of	  the	  board.	  	  Students	  and	  faculty	  members	  serving	  on	  
boards	  for	  each	  college	  will	  be	  selected	  by	  each	  college	  Dean.	  	  The	  Department	  of	  
Student	  Community	  Ethics	  will	  train	  all	  board	  members	  prior	  to	  their	  service	  on	  a	  
hearing	  board.	  	  Each	  academic	  Dean	  will	  convene	  hearing	  boards	  as	  necessary,	  and	  will	  
determine	  a	  faculty	  member	  to	  serve	  as	  chair	  prior	  to	  a	  hearing.	  

V.	  	  	  Sanctions:	  

	  The	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  and/or	  academic	  Dean	  
may	  impose	  academic	  sanctions	  permitted	  by	  the	  institution	  (not	  to	  exceed	  receiving	  a	  
grade	  of	  “F”	  for	  the	  course).	  	  The	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  Academic	  Integrity	  
Board,	  and/or	  academic	  Dean	  may	  not	  permanently	  remove	  the	  student	  from	  the	  
course	  or	  suspend/expel	  the	  student	  from	  a	  program	  or	  the	  University.	  	  Student	  
behavior	  of	  the	  magnitude	  to	  warrant	  consideration	  for	  permanently	  removal	  from	  the	  
course	  or	  suspension/expulsion	  from	  a	  program	  or	  the	  University	  must	  be	  referred	  to	  
the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics.	  

	  VI.	  	  	  Habitual	  Violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy:	  

Upon	  receipt	  of	  materials	  associated	  with	  violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  
the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  will	  determine	  if	  a	  student	  has	  previous	  
violations	  of	  University	  policies.	  	  Students	  with	  a	  prior	  record	  of	  violations,	  or	  who	  
commits	  a	  gross	  and/or	  egregious	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  will	  be	  
referred	  to	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  for	  consideration	  of	  being	  
subject	  to	  hearing	  proceedings	  as	  a	  habitual	  violator.	  	  Students	  with	  three	  or	  more	  
violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  will	  automatically	  be	  subject	  to	  hearing	  
proceedings	  as	  a	  habitual	  violator.	  	  Students	  in	  this	  category	  are	  subject	  to	  course-‐
related	  sanctions	  imposed	  by	  the	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  Academic	  Integrity	  
Board,	  and/or	  academic	  Dean	  and	  University-‐level	  sanctions	  imposed	  by	  the	  
Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  for	  habitual	  violations	  of	  University	  policies.	  

Additional	  information	  is	  available	  on	  the	  Student	  Success	  website	  under	  Student	  
Community	  Ethics.	  
	  

Bottom	  Line	  –	  don’t	  cheat.	  If	  I	  see	  your	  cell	  phone	  during	  an	  exam	  I	  will	  assume	  you’re	  using	  it	  
inappropriately	  and	  you	  will	  fail	  that	  exam.	  	  
	  



VI.	  Resources	  
	  
Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	  (WaLC):	  
	  
The	  Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	  (WaLC)	  is	  a	  free	  student	  service,	  located	  in	  
BELK	  207,	  providing	  course	  tutoring,	  writing	  tutoring,	  academic	  skills	  consultations,	  
international	  student	  consultations,	  graduate	  and	  professional	  exam	  preparation	  
resources,	  and	  online	  writing	  and	  learning	  resources	  for	  all	  students.	  	  To	  schedule	  
tutoring	  appointments,	  visit	  the	  WaLC	  homepage	  (http://walc.wcu.edu)	  or	  call	  828-‐
227-‐2274.	  	  
	  
Distance	  students	  and	  students	  taking	  classes	  at	  Biltmore	  Park	  are	  encouraged	  to	  
use	  Smarthinking	  (http://www.wcu.edu/academics/edoutreach/distance-‐online-‐
programs/student-‐resources/services-‐for-‐distance-‐students.asp)	  and	  the	  WaLC’s	  
online	  resources.	  	  
	  
	  
Math	  Tutoring	  Center:	  
	  
The	  Mathematics	  Tutoring	  Center	  provides	  tutoring	  in	  all	  lower-‐division	  math	  and	  
many	  CS	  courses	  (455	  Stillwell,	  http://mathlab.wcu.edu,	  828-‐227-‐3830),	  help	  with	  
mathematical	  concepts	  in	  other	  disciplines,	  and	  workshops	  on	  study	  skills	  specific	  
to	  mathematics	  courses.	  Tutoring	  is	  available	  on	  a	  drop-‐in	  basis,	  9	  am	  –	  5	  pm	  and	  6	  -‐	  
9	  pm	  Monday-‐Thursday,	  and	  9	  am	  –	  5	  pm	  on	  Friday.	  
	  
Blackboard	  Support:	  
	  
The	  learning	  management	  system	  for	  this	  class	  is	  blackboard	  and	  can	  be	  found	  at:	  
http://wcu.blackboard.com.	  	  Additional	  help	  with	  blackboard	  can	  be	  found	  at:	  	  
tc.wcu.edu,	  (828)	  227-‐7487	  or	  by	  visiting	  the	  Technology	  Commons	  located	  on	  the	  
ground	  floor	  of	  the	  Hunter	  Library.	  
	  
I	  will	  post	  grades	  on	  Blackboard	  during	  the	  entirety	  of	  this	  course.	  
	  
Academic	  Calendar:	  includes	  dates	  for	  all	  breaks,	  university	  closures,	  final	  exams,	  
etc.	  	  The	  academic	  calendar	  can	  be	  found	  
at:	  	  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-‐academic-‐resources/registrars-‐
office/academic-‐calendar.asp.	  
	  
Final	  Exam:	  	  The	  university	  final	  exam	  schedule	  can	  be	  found	  here:	  	  
http://www.wcu.edu/registrar/calendars/fall_final_exam.pdf	  	  
	  
Important	  Dates:	  
First	  day	  of	  Fall	  classes	  at	  WCU:	  Monday,	  August	  17,	  2015	  
Drop/Add:	  Monday,	  August	  17,	  2015	  to	  Friday,	  August	  21,	  2015	  
University	  closed:	  Monday,	  September	  7,	  2015	  



Fall	  break:	  	  Monday,	  October	  12,	  2015	  to	  Sunday,	  October	  18,	  2015	  
Last	  day	  to	  withdrawal	  with	  a	  grade	  of	  W:	  Monday,	  October	  19,	  2015	  at	  5	  pm	  
Advising	  day	  (no	  classes):	  Tuesday,	  October	  27,	  2015	  
Thanksgiving	  break:	  Wednesday,	  November	  25,	  2015	  to	  Friday,	  November	  27,	  2015	  
Last	  day	  of	  Fall	  classes	  at	  WCU:	  Friday,	  December	  4,	  2015	  
Final	  Exam:	  December	  9,	  3:00-‐5:30pm	  
Grades	  due	  to	  the	  Registrar:	  Monday,	  December	  14,	  2015	  
	  
	  

Tips	  for	  Success	  (Advice	  from	  previous	  students):	  
Come	  to	  class	  and	  stay	  awake.	  Pay	  attention.	  See	  if	  you	  can	  actually	  not	  text	  for	  50	  
whole	  minutes.	  
I’m	  here	  to	  help	  you	  succeed	  in	  this	  course.	  You’re	  always	  welcome	  to	  contact	  me	  for	  
assistance,	  whether	  it	  be	  for	  help	  with	  understanding	  the	  course	  material	  itself,	  help	  
with	  learning	  strategies,	  forming	  study	  groups,	  or	  help	  coping	  with	  other	  issues	  that	  
may	  interfere	  with	  your	  academic	  success.	  	  Seek	  help	  EARLY	  and	  OFTEN.	  It’s	  much	  
easier	  to	  bounce	  back	  from	  one	  poor	  exam	  grade	  than	  from	  two	  or	  three.	  
Your	  textbook	  website	  www.humanbiology.com	  also	  contains	  additional	  material	  
to	  help	  you	  learn	  the	  course	  material.	  	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
VII.	  Grading	  Procedures:	  

Exams:	  4	  exams	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	   	   	   Percentage	  [or	  points]:	  12.5%	  
each	  

• Exams	  will	  be	  short	  answer,	  fill-‐in-‐the-‐blank,	  labeling,	  multiple	  choice,	  etc.,.	  

Lab	  (I	  have	  absolutely	  nothing	  to	  do	  with	  lab)	  Percentage	  [or	  points]:	  30%	  

• 	  

Final	  Exam:	  (comprehensive)	   	  	   	   Percentage	  [or	  points]:	  20%	  

• The	  previous	  exams	  should	  serve	  as	  a	  study	  guide	  for	  the	  final	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



Letter	  grades	  will	  be	  assigned	  according	  to	  the	  following:	  
	  
VIII.	  Grading	  and	  Quality	  Point	  System	  
Grade	   Interpretation	   Quality	  Points	  per	   	   	   	  
	   	   Semester	  Hour	   	   	   	  
	  
A+	   Excellent	   4.0	   	   	   	   	  
A	   Excellent	   4.0	   	   	   	   	  
A-‐	   	   3.67	   	   	   	  
B+	   	   3.33	   	   	   	   	  
B	   Good	   3.0	   	   	   	   	  
B-‐	   	   2.67	   	   	   	   	  
C+	   	   2.33	   	   	   	   	  
C	   Satisfactory	   2.0	  
C-‐	   	   1.67	  
D+	   	   1.33	  
D	   Poor	   1.0	  
D-‐	   	   0.67	  
F	   Failure	   0.0	  
	  
The	  grades	  of	  A+,	  A,	  A-‐,	  B+,	  B,	  B-‐,	  C+,	  C,	  C-‐,	  D+,	  D,	  D-‐	  and	  F	  indicate	  gradations	  in	  
quality	  from	  Excellent	  to	  Failure.	  Please	  note	  that	  a	  C-‐	  grade	  is	  less	  than	  satisfactory	  
and	  may	  not	  meet	  particular	  program	  and/or	  course	  requirements.	  
	  
Students	  must	  be	  familiar	  with	  the	  class	  attendance,	  withdrawal,	  and	  drop-‐add	  
policies	  and	  procedures.	  
	  
Grading	  Scale:	  
A+	   99-‐100%	   	   C+	   78-‐79%	   	   F	   <60%	  
A	  	   92-‐98%	   	   C	   72-‐78%	  
A-‐	   90-‐91%	   	   C-‐	   70-‐71%	  
B+	  	   88-‐89%	   	   D+	   68-‐69%	  
B	   82-‐88%	   	   D	  	   62-‐68%	  
B-‐	   80-‐81%	   	   D-‐	   60-‐61%	  
	  
	  
IX.	  Tentative	  Course	  Schedule	  
Expect	  this	  to	  change	  but	  it’s	  a	  rough	  outline.	  
	  

 Date Topic Reading Assignment 
1 Mon, Aug 17 Syllabus, intro  
2 Wed, Aug 19 The Scientific Process Chapter 1 
3 Mon, Aug 24 The Scientific Process Chapter 1 
4 Wed, Aug 26 Water Chapter 2.3 
5 Mon, Aug 31 Cells – membranes/structure Chapter 3 (lite) 
6 Wed, Sep 2 Exam 1  



 Mon, Sep 7 University Closed – Labor Day   
7 Wed, Sep 9 The skeletal system Chapter 5 
8 Mon, Sep 14 The skeletal system  
9 Wed, Sep 16 Muscles Chapter 6 

10 Mon, Sep 21 Muscles  
11 Wed, Sep 23 Blood Chapter 7 
12 Mon, Sep 28 Exam 2  
13 Wed, Sept 30 Immune system Chapter 9 
14 Mon, Oct 5 Cardiac system Chapter 8 
15 Wed, Oct 7 Cardiac system  

 Mon, Oct 12 Fall Break – No Classes   
 Wed, Oct 14 Fall Break – No Classes   

16 Mon, Oct 19 Nervous system Chapter 11 
17 Wed, Oct 21 Nervous system  
18 Mon, Oct 26 Exam 3  
19 Wed, Oct 28 Sensory mechanisms Chapter 12 
20 Mon, Nov 2 Gastrointestinal system Chapter 14 
21 Wed, Nov 4 Gastrointestinal system  
22 Mon, Nov 9 Kidneys  Chapter 15 
23 Wed, Nov 11 Kidneys   
24 Mon, Nov 16 Exam 4  
25 Wed, Nov 18 Neoplasms Chapter 18 
26 Mon, Nov 23 Pathology/disease processes  

 Wed, Nov 25 Thanksgiving – No Classes   
27 Mon, Nov 30 Pathology/disease processes  
28 Wed, Dec 2 Pathology/disease processes  

 
Advising Day Tuesday October 29 
Final Semester Examinations Monday-Friday Dec 7 – Dec 13 

Final Exam in this course Monday, Dec 9 
8:30-11  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  	  

Syllabus	  Updates:	  
This	  syllabus,	  with	  its	  course	  schedule,	  is	  based	  on	  the	  most	  recent	  information	  
about	  the	  course	  content	  and	  schedule	  planned	  for	  this	  course.	  Its	  content	  is	  subject	  
to	  revision	  as	  needed	  to	  adapt	  to	  new	  knowledge	  or	  unanticipated	  events.	  Updates	  
will	  remain	  focused	  on	  achieving	  the	  course	  objectives	  and	  students	  will	  receive	  
notification	  of	  such	  changes.	  Students	  will	  be	  notified	  of	  changes	  and	  are	  
responsible	  for	  attending	  to	  such	  changes	  or	  modifications	  as	  distributed	  by	  the	  
instructor	  or	  posted	  to	  Blackboard.	  
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Biology 104-40, 45    Human Biology 
Course Syllabus   

MINIMESTER 2014 
 

Instructor: Dr. Anjana Sharma 
Office: ST 211 
Phone: 227-3670 
Email: asharma@email.wcu.edu 
Office Hours: TWR 1-2pm. 
Class meets in: ST 210 from 8-10 am (lecture) and 11-1pm (lab) on M, T, W, R, F.  

  
Required Text: Human Biology-Concepts & Current Issues (7th Ed) by Michael D. Johnson 
 
Course Description: This course partially satisfies the C5 science requirement of the WCU 
liberal studies program and contains a laboratory component.  This biology course underlines the 
medical, social and developmental issues of the human lifecycle.  The objective of this course is 
to help students understand how the human body works, critically evaluate information 
pertaining to human health and understand its social, ethical, political and economic impact.  Lab 
work is closely associated with material covered during lectures.  Labs will provide students with 
a better understanding of how scientific study is conducted. 
 
Tentative Schedule: 
DATE TOPIC CHP LAB ACTIVITY 

5/12 Intro., Sci. Method, Chem. bonds, pH and Buffers 1, 2 Sci. Method 

5/13 Biological macromolecules, Cells and microscopy 2, 3 pH, Buffers, Bio.Mol 

5/14 Cell structure, Plasma membrane and Transport 3 Cell org. & Membrane 

5/15  EXAM 1; Tissues; Stem cells 4 Tissues 

5/16 Blood 7 Blood 

5/19 Heart and Blood vessels 8 Cardiovascular sys. 

5/20 Immune System 9 Immune sys. video 

5/21 EXAM 2; Urinary system 15 Urinary sys. 

5/22 Nervous System and Sensory mechanisms 11,12 The senses 

5/23 Sensory mechanisms 12 Karyotyping 

5/26 Cell reproduction; Differentiation;  17 Recomb. DNA tech. 

5/27 Recombinant DNA tech;  20 EXAM 3 
 
Attendance Policy:  

Attendance will be taken each day.  There will be no make up exams/labs for unexcused 
absences.  The student is responsible for making up any work missed or any announcements 
made during their absence.  Thirty points have been assigned for attendance and class 
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participation.  Be punctual to class.  Entering late (after 10 min. of class/lab start time) or leaving 
early will be considered an absence. 
 
Grading Plan: 
Exam 1   50 points 
Exam 2   50 points 
Exam 3   50 points 
Participation/Attendance 30 points 
Homework/Assignments 60 points 
Lab    110 points 
Total----------------------------  350 points 
 
Grading Scale: 
A+ = 343-350 points C+ = 252-265 points F = 0-181 points 
A  = 322-342 points C = 238-251 points 
A- = 308-321 points C- = 224-237 points 
B+  = 294-307 points D+ = 210-223 points 
B = 280-293 points D  = 196-209 points 
B- = 266-279 points D- = 182-195 points 
 
 
Exams:  Exams will include a combination of multiple-choice, true-false, matching, short 
answer, essay type questions.  There will be no make up exams for unexcused absences.   
 
Assignments: Homework assignments will be due at the start of the next class meeting unless 
otherwise mentioned.  Homework turned in late will not be accepted. 
    
Lab: Laboratory worksheets will be uploaded on Blackboard.  You will be responsible for 
printing and bringing the worksheets with you to each lab meeting (except the first lab).  It is 
recommended that you print all worksheets at one time and place them in a binder.  You will turn 
in completed worksheets worth 10 points at the end of each laboratory session. Lack of 
participation can result in zero points on the worksheet.    
 
Lab Safety: 
Food, Beverages, Smoking or chewing tobacco are not permitted in the labs.   
The First aid kit is located in the drawer under the instructors work station.   
The Eye wash station and shower are located near one of the entry/exit doors in the room. 
There is a separate waste container for broken glass. 
Emergency-Dial 911 from any campus phone. 
   
Class Rules of Conduct:  All students are expected to conduct themselves with a professional 
attitude in class, and to maintain an atmosphere that is conducive to scholarship. Excessive 
talking, disruptive behavior, harassment of other students and other unscholarly behaviors will 
not be tolerated. 
Use of cell phones is NOT permitted in class or in lab sessions.  All cell phones must be turned 
off and put away. The first violation of this policy will be forgiven. However, each additional 
violation could cause the student's grade to be reduced by one step on the grading scale (i.e. from 
B+ to B or C- to D+). 
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Academic Dishonesty:  Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a 
community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the 
highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western 
Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who 
depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as 
one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly 
allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
Instances of academic dishonesty will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis in consultation with 
the Office of Student Judicial Affairs. Disciplinary actions may include punishments up to being 
ejected from the course and receiving a final grade of "F" for the course.  Refer to the student 
handbook for more information. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability 
Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the 
office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu    
 
 
 



 

 

PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY I--LAB 
BIOL 140--Lab Syllabus, Fall 2015 

 
Your Lab Instructor_____________________________________________________________________ 
Lab Instructor’s Contact Info_____________________________________________________________ 
Lab Instructor’s Office Hours_____________________________________________________________  
 
Faculty Lab Coordinator: Ms. Sonja Himes 
Office:  205 Stillwell (227-3653) 
Office Hours: Tues. 10am-12pm and Wed. 1-3pm 
E-mail:  shimes@email.wcu.edu 
If you have any questions about the lab, or any issues you need to discuss, please see your lab instructor first. 
However, if you feel that your lab instructor has not handled the matter to your satisfaction, feel free to see Ms. 
Himes. Give all lab assignments to your instructor, NOT the lab coordinator.   
 
I) Course Description and Learning Objectives 
BIOL 140 lab is designed to introduce students to the scientific method, emphasize and extend certain topics 
that were covered in lecture, teach critical thinking and quantitative skills, and develop scientific writing skills. 
It is intended that the labs will be held after the corresponding lectures, but this may not always be possible, 
depending on the progress of your lecture section and the day of the week during which you have lab.  
 
The specific topics to be covered are listed below.  
 
II) Course Materials 
You need safety goggles for this lab.  You lab instructor will tell you when to bring them to lab.  Goggles can 
be purchased at the WCU bookstore.   
 
This lab does not have a lab manual.  Instead, you will print the pre-lab exercises, the lab handouts and a few 
other associated documents from the BIOL 140 Lab Blackboard website.   
 
Students are required to: 
1. Print the appropriate pre-lab exercises, lab handouts and other associated documents, where applicable, 
before coming to lab. 
2. Complete the pre-lab exercises before each lab and hand them in at the beginning of the lab period. 
 
III) Lab Schedule (may change as needs arise). Note: each line of the table refers to all the labs for that 
entire week. 
 
Week of Laboratory Exercise   Assignment      
Aug. 24 Review Syllabus   Read Scientific Article by Herning et. al. and  
 Lab 1-Reading and Understanding     Turn in Lab 1 worksheet 
 A Scientific Paper     
 
Aug. 31 Lab 2—Scientific Method and Turn in Pre-lab A  

Writing Lab Reports   Bring laptop to lab if you have one  
   

Sept. 7  No labs-Labor Day Week 
 
Sept. 14   Lab 3--Chemical Composition Turn in Pre-lab B 

Of Cells     Turn in 3 copies of the Lab 2 Report 
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Receive copies of two of your classmates’    
 Lab 2 reports for you to critique (fill out  

a Lab Report Review form from the  
Blackboard website for each one) 

     Turn in Lab 3 worksheet (at the end of today’s lab) 
 
Sept. 21 Lab 4—Peer Review Session  Arrive prepared to give your critique of your  

And Use of Microscopes  two classmates’ Lab 2 reports 
     Turn in your two Lab Report Review forms  

       Turn in Lab 4 worksheet (at end of today’s lab) 
 
Sept. 28   Lab 5—Osmosis, Plasmolysis and Turn in Pre-lab C 

Semipermeable Membranes   Bring laptop to lab if you have one 
 
Oct. 5  Lab 6—Enzymes   Turn in Pre-lab D 

  Turn in Lab 5 Worksheet 
 

Oct. 12  No labs-Fall Break 
 
Oct. 19  Lab 7—Cellular Respiration  Turn in Pre-lab E 
  And Fermentation         Turn in Lab 6 Report    
        
Oct. 26  No labs-Advising Day Week 
 
Nov. 2  Lab 8—Photosynthesis  Turn in Pre-lab F  

Turn in Lab 7 Worksheet 
 
Nov. 9  Lab 9—Mitosis, Meiosis,  Turn in Pre-lab G 

And Fertilization    Turn in Lab 8 Report 
 
Nov. 16 Lab 10—Micropipetting and  Turn in Pre-lab H 

Gel Electrophoresis   Turn in Lab 9 worksheet 
        

Nov. 23 No labs-Thanksgiving holiday 
 
Nov. 30 Lab 11—DNA Restriction   Turn in Pre-lab I 

Enzyme Digest   Turn in Lab 10 worksheet 
     Turn in Lab 11 worksheet (at the end of today’s lab) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
IV) Work Requirements and Grading 
A) You will not get a separate grade for your BIOL 140 lab; it will contribute 25% to your overall grade for BIOL 140. 
 
Final grades for the lab will be determined by the following formula: 
Pre-labs (9 X 2%)     18% 
Lab Reports (3 X 10% each)    30% 
Lab Worksheets (8 X 6% each)    48% 
Participation/Attitude      4% 
TOTAL               100%  
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B) Lab Reports and Worksheets 
Important Note: Although students will work in groups to perform some of the lab exercises, all material that is 
handed in for a grade, including all pre-lab exercises, lab reports and worksheets, must be written in each 
student’s own words.  
In addition to handing the instructor a printed copy of each lab report when it is due, students are required to upload all lab 
reports to SafeAssign via the lab Blackboard homepage.  Submissions to SafeAssign must be made by the time the 
printed copy is due.  Students will receive a 0 for the lab report grade until the lab report is submitted to SafeAssign.  
 
WCU instructors reserve the right to use plagiarism prevention software (such as SafeAssignment.com) as well 
as Google, Yahoo, and/or other Internet search engines to determine whether or not student papers have been 
plagiarized. With plagiarism prevention software, instructors may upload student papers into a searchable 
database or teach students how to upload their own work as part of the course requirements. 
 
You Must Submit a Lab Report for Lab 2, Lab 6 and Lab 8. 
For the three labs you write up formally, you do not need to submit the lab worksheet.   
 
You Must Submit Worksheets for Labs 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11. 
 
A 5-point penalty will be given for each day an assignment is late. Assignments will not be graded after 7 days.  
 
C)  Participation/Attitude grades will be determined by the lab instructor.  Lab instructors will consider your preparedness 
for labs, ability to follow directions, level of participation in group activities, and attitude in order to determine your 
Participation/Attitude grade.  
 
In addition, cell phones should be turned Off upon entering the lab--not set on Silent--turned Off.  Any violation of this 
policy will result in a reduction of the student’s grade for Participation/Attitude. 
 
V) Attendance and Disciplinary Policies 
A) Attendance 
All students are required to attend all labs, and to attend the lab section for which they are registered.  
Attendance is taken at the beginning of every lab meeting.  ALL ABSENCES MUST BE EXCUSED. An official letter 
(such as a doctor’s note, letter from the student affairs office, etc.) is necessary to excuse an absence.  Students with 
excused absences should make every effort to make-up the missed lab activity in another lab section the same week as the 
absence.  Contact your lab instructor to arrange to attend a different lab section.  If a student cannot make up the lab and 
the absence is excusable the grade for the missed assignment will be dropped from the final grade calculation.    
 
Students with unexcused absences are not allowed to turn in assignments late.  Each unexcused absence will result in a 0 
for any assignment due.  
 
B) Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, 
and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious 
offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on 
knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an 
academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another 
to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
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The lab instructor will assign a grade of 0 to any assignment completed dishonestly.  If a student cheats on a second 
assignment, that student will receive a grade of 0 for the laboratory portion of BIOL 140.  Refer to the webpage of the 
WCU Department of Student Community Ethics for more information on disciplinary procedures for academic 
dishonesty.   

 
VI) Accommodations for Students with Disabilities 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as 
having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 
Killian Annex for an appointment. You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu.   
 
If you already have a letter from Disability Services, please present it to your lab instructor as soon as possible.  Your lab 
instructor and the lab coordinator will make every effort possible to help you succeed in BIOL 140. 
 
VII) Resources for Those Who Want Tutoring And Help With Writing 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free course tutoring, writing 
tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student consultations, graduate and professional exam preparation 
resources, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in 
designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 
828-227-2274.  
 
Ms. Nancy Wiebelhaus, an undergraduate writing tutor in WaLC, is available this semester to assist BIOL 140 students 
writing lab reports. Nancy has been helping students write better lab reports for 3 semesters.  Other WaLC tutors are 
available to help with course content.  
 
VIII) Additional Resources Available to Students 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center in Stillwell 455 provides drop-in tutoring for math courses and math-related content 
across the curriculum.  
Students who need help with software, technology, or eBriefcase should contact the Technology Commons on the ground 
floor of Hunter Library where students can access training via one-on-one appointments, walk-ups, workshops, and online 
tutorials. 

Student Support Services 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those who have 
disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, 
financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for 
more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic calendar can be 
found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 



BIOL140 “Principles of Biology I” 
 

a.k.a “Cells and Molecules of Life” 
Fall 2015 

9:30  Tuesday/Thursday  -  Stillwell 448 
 
Dr. M. R.  Powell 
Office: Natural Sciences 116 
Phone: 227-3649 
Email: mrpowell@email.wcu.edu 
 
Office hours: 10-11 Monday, 11-12 Wednesday, 10-11 Friday,  or stop by anytime – my door is usually 
closed, but that doesn’t mean I’m not in there – JUST KNOCK – don’t be bashful!! 
BUT the very best method is to USE EMAIL to set up an appointment. 
 
Learning Objectives:  BIOL140 is intended as an introduction to biology for majors and those pursuing 
related fields in the sciences.  Topics covered include macromolecules, cell structure and function, the 
cell cycle, mitosis and meiosis, energy and energy-harvesting pathways, genetics, and molecular biology. 
 
Text:   Biology   by Campbell, Reece, Urry, Cain, Wasserman, Minorsky and Jackson (9th edition) 
 
  Topic      Reading (chapter) 
Introduction – the substance of Biology    1 
Basic chemistry – chemical bonds     2/3 
 Properties of elements H,C,O,N,P – HOH 
Chemistry of Carbon – basic organic chemistry   4 
Biological Macromolecules      5 
 Hydrocarbons, carbohydrates, lipids (fats, triglycerides,  
 fatty acids, phospholipids, steroids), peptides, proteins, nucleic acids               Exam 1 
Cell structure and function      6 
 cell organelles, and their functions 
Membranes and their key roles in life     7                           Exam 2 
Thermodynamics and enzymes     8 
Cellular Respiration – harvesting energy    9 
Photosynthesis – capturing energy that feeds the Biosphere  10 
Cell-Cell communications and interactions    11                         Exam 3 
Cell-Cell communications and interactions    11 
Cell Cycles/division/mitosis      12 
Meosis – sexual reproduction      13 
Basic Genetics        14                         Exam 4 
Heredity        15 
Molecular Genetics       16 
Central dogma of Biology – genes to proteins   17 
Gene expression and regulation, cancer    18 
Basic Virology       19 
Recombinant DNA technology and Biotechnology   20 
Grading: 



 
There will be four in class exams, each worth 100 points.  Your lowest score on these 4 in class exams 
will be dropped. The Final Exam will be worth 200 points.  The score on the final cannot be dropped. 
 
Seventy-five percent (75%) of your grade will be based on your performance in lecture and twenty-five 
percent (25%) based on your performance in lab.  For example: 
 
[[Exam 1=88 + Exam 2=92 + Exam 3= 76 + Exam 4=91 + Final=93 (X2)] / 5] X 0.75 = 68.55 

      Lab Grade= 94 X 0.25 = 23.50                         
                      92.05 = A 
Exam Dates: 
 
Exam 1 -  September 3 
Exam 2 -  September 24 
Exam 3 -  October 29 
Exam 4 -  November 19 
 
Final Exam –  Wednesday, December 9,  12:00 – 2:30,  Stillwell 448 
 
The Final Exam Schedule for all classes can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-
academic-resources/registrars-office/final-exam-schedule.asp 
 

THE FINAL EXAM WILL BE COMPREHENSIVE – i.e. 
COVER THE ENTIRE COURSE! 

 
Note: exams are scheduled after every 5 classes (every 2.5 weeks).  This should give you plenty of 
opportunity to monitor your progress and recover if you are less than satisfied with one of your test 
grades, and to give you incentive to keep up with the material presented – which builds on itself! 
 
Lab:  As stated above, seventy-five percent (75%) of your grade will be based on your in class exams + 
the Final. Twenty-five percent (25%) will be based on your lab performance.  Lab is not “extra” even 
though it says on your schedule it is “0” credit hours.  I’ll explain.  If you don’t understand please speak 
up and let’s discuss it.  This is important.   
 

No labs this week.  Labs begin the week of August 24. 
 
Grading scale: 
 
90-100  A- to A+  
80-89  B- to B+ 
70-79  C- to C+ 
60-69  D- to D+ 
0-59  F 
 
Except for 100 (which is obviously an A+) grades that end in 0 or 1 will be followed by a minus, and 
grades that end in 8 or 9 will be followed by a plus. 



 
Attendance policy: For lecture, there is none, except for exams.  Since your lowest grade will be 
dropped, if you miss an exam, that will be the grade that is dropped.  Therefore, no make up exams will 
be given.   If you have personal issues that require you to miss 2 exams, effectively half the evaluation 
process for the semester, you should seriously consider withdrawing from the course.  Attendance policies 
for lab will be detailed by your lab instructor. 
 
I will be sure that you know where in the text the topics I am covering can be found, but BE 
AWARE THAT EXAM QUESTIONS WILL COME FROM MATERIAL 
COVERED IN CLASS!! 
 
Important Dates:  No Class 
 
 October 8 
 October 12-16 

October 27  
 

E-mail & Blackboard:  I will from time to time send messages about the course, hand-outs, etc. to you 
via your catamount e-mail address and post things on Blackboard.  You are expected to keep up with 
them on a regular basis. 
 
All PowerPoints used in class will be posted on Blackboard, USUALLY before class.  Study Guides 
will be provided, generally every weekend, and will also be posted on Blackboard 
 
Extra credit:  There will be no opportunities for extra credit.  Don’t even ask.  Success in the class can 
easily be achieved by attending lecture, paying attention and taking notes, resolving questions at the time 
they arise.  
 
Cell Phones:  Should not be heard or seen during class.  If it rings, please gather your things, sign-out, 
and leave.  Do not return.  No texting.  If you are seen using a cell phone you will be asked to sign-out 
and leave.  Computers are OK. 
 
Some Extraneous Notes: 
 
Please be on time, in return I will never keep you late. 
 

If you need to leave class for any reason, 
you must come to the front of the room and sign yourself out – if it 
happens repeatedly we need to talk! 
 
Class discussion is great (!) and I encourage it.  ASK QUESTIONS!  
But please don’t talk among yourselves.  I will ask you to leave… 
  
 



Academic Honesty Policy:  Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a 
community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge 
and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as 

one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to 

help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
Please refer the Student Handbook regarding details of this policy.  
 
Please also understand that the penalty for academic dishonesty is at the discretion of the Professor.  In 
this class cheating will result in failure of the entire course, on the spot.                                        
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  
All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at 
(828) 227-3886). 
 
Tutors are Available:  OUTSTANDING student tutors are available for this course via the Writing and 
Learning Commons (WaLC).  See http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/writing-
and-learning-commons-walc/index.asp. 
 
Honors Contracts:   Guidelines will be posted on Blackboard.  For those of you who are interested who 
are interested, please contact me via e-mail after reviewing the Guidelines. 
 
 
 
 



BIOL140 Principles of Biology I 
Fall 2015 

 
 

Dr. Sabine Rundle 
Office: Natural Sciences 306 
Phone: 227-3783 
Office hours: 11:15-12:15MWF, 12:30-1:30TR 
Email: rundle@email.wcu.edu 
 
Learning Objectives: 
     BIOL140 is intended as an introduction to biology for majors and those pursuing 
related fields in the sciences.  You are expected to gain knowledge including 
macromolecules, cell structure and function, the cell cycle, mitosis and meiosis, energy 
and energy-harvesting pathways, and genetics and molecular biology. 
 
Lecture text: Campbell Biology by Reece, Urry, Cain, Wasserman, Minorsky and 
Jackson (9th edition) 
 
Date  Topic      Reading (chapter) 
Aug  17 Introduction      1 
 19 Basic chemistry     2 
 21 Organic molecules     4/5 
 24 Organic molecules     5 
 26 Organic molecules     5 
 28 Structure and function of the cell    6 
 31 Structure and function of the cell    6 
Sept 2 Exam I 

4 Structure and function of the cell   6 
7 Holiday   
9 Structure and function of the cell    6  

 11 Cell membranes      7  
 14 Cell membranes     7 

16 Thermodynamics     8 
18 Enzymes      8    

 21 Glycolysis      9 
23 Exam II 



 25 Krebs cycle 
 28 Oxidative phosphorylation    9    
 30 Oxidative phosphorylation    9   
Oct 2 Photosynthesis      10  
  

5 Photosynthesis      10 
7 Cell cycle, mitosis     12    
9 Mitosis      12 
12-16  Fall break (no class)    
19 Meiosis      13   

 21 Exam III        
23 Nobel Prize 2015 
26 Genetics      14   
28 Genetics     
30 Genetics  

Nov 2 Genetics          
 4 DNA structure      16  
 6 DNA replication     16    

9 DNA replication 
11 Cancer 
13 Cancer treatment 
16 Exam IV    
18 RNA and protein synthesis    17 
20 RNA and protein synthesis    17    

 23 RNA and protein synthesis    17    
 30 Prokaryotic gene structure and expression   18   
 25/27 Thanksgiving Holiday (no class) 
Dec 2 Eukaryotic gene structure and expression  18  
 4 Viruses      19    
Dec 8 Final exam, Tuesday, 8:30-11 AM 
 
 
Grading: 
     There will be five exams, each exam will be worth 100 points.  In addition there will 
be various written assignments; together these written assignments will be worth 100 
points.  Seventy-five percent of your grade will be based on your points earned in lecture, 
twenty-five percent of your grade is based on your lab performance. 
 
Lecture grade: 
Exams (I-V), 100 points each  500 points 
Assignments    100 points 
Total possible points   600 points 
 
 
 



Grading scale: 
 
94-100A 87-89B+ 77-79C+ 67-69D+ 0-59F 
90-93A- 84-86B 74-76C 64-67D 
  80-83B- 70-73C- 60-63D- 
 
Attendance policy: 
     Your attendance is required at all exams.  If you have to miss an exam you must let 
me know ahead of time. Exams missed without an excuse will be graded as 0 points 
earned. Assignments must be turned on the date they are due, no late papers will be 
accepted. 
 
Electronic devices: 
     You may NOT use your cell phone, tablet etc. during class.  Use of these devices is 
distracting to your fellow students as well as myself.  If you are found using an electronic 
device you will be asked to leave class and you will lose all your points from the latest 
written assignment. Any person using electronic devices during an exam will receive an 
automatic grade of F in the class. 
 
Academic Honesty Policy 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community 
of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western 
Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those 
who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an 
academic exercise. 

c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of 
someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 

d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or 
attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other 
academic exercise. 
 
Please refer the Student Handbook regarding details of this policy.                                         
  



 

 

PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY I--LAB 
BIOL 140--Lab Syllabus, Spring 2015 

 
Your Lab Instructor_____________________________________________________________________ 
Lab Instructor’s Contact Info_____________________________________________________________ 
Lab Instructor’s Office Hours_____________________________________________________________  
 
Faculty Lab Coordinator: Ms. Sonja Himes 
Office:  205 Stillwell (227-3653) 
Office Hours: TBA 
E-mail:  shimes@email.wcu.edu 
If you have any questions about the lab, or any issues you need to discuss, please see your lab instructor first. 
However, if you feel that your lab instructor has not handled the matter to your satisfaction, feel free to see Ms. 
Himes. Give all lab assignments to your instructor, NOT the lab coordinator.   
 
I) Course Description and Learning Objectives 
BIOL 140 lab is designed to introduce students to the scientific method, emphasize and extend certain topics 
that were covered in lecture, teach critical thinking and quantitative skills, and develop scientific writing skills. 
It is intended that the labs will be held after the corresponding lectures, but this may not always be possible, 
depending on the progress of your lecture section and the day of the week during which you have lab.  
 
The specific topics to be covered are listed below.  
 
II) Course Materials 
You need safety goggles for this lab.  You lab instructor will tell you when to bring them to lab.  Goggles can 
be purchased at the WCU bookstore.   
 
This lab does not have a lab manual.  Instead, you will print the pre-lab exercises, the lab handouts and a few 
other associated documents from the BIOL 140 Lab Blackboard website.   
 
Students are required to: 
1. Print the appropriate pre-lab exercises, lab handouts and other associated documents, where applicable, 
before coming to lab. 
2. Complete the pre-lab exercises before each lab and hand them in at the beginning of the lab period. 
 
III) Lab Schedule (may change as needs arise). Note: each line of the table refers to all the labs for that 
entire week. 
 
Week of Laboratory Exercise   Assignment      
Jan. 26 Review Syllabus   Read Scientific Article by Herning et. al. and  
 Lab 1-Reading and Understanding     Turn in Lab 1 worksheet 
 A Scientific Paper     
 
Feb. 2  Lab 2—Scientific Method and Turn in Pre-lab A  

Writing Lab Reports (Part 1)  Bring laptop to lab if you have one  
   

Feb. 9   Lab 3--Chemical Composition Turn in Pre-lab B 
Of Cells and Writing Lab  Turn in Methods Section and Results Section of your 
Reports (Part 2)   Lab 2 Report 

Turn in Lab 3 worksheet (at the end of today’s lab) 
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Feb. 16 Lab 4--Use of Microscopes  Turn in All Sections of your Lab 2 Report 
       Receive your graded Methods and Results Sections back 

 Turn in Lab 4 worksheet (at end of today’s lab) 
 
Feb. 23 No labs-Advising Day Week  Pick up your graded Abstract, Introduction, and Discussion  
       Sections at your Instructor’s Office 
 
Mar. 2   Lab 5—Osmosis, Plasmolysis and  Turn in Pre-lab C 

Semipermeable Membranes   Turn in your Lab 2 Report (All Sections and Title Page) 
      Bring laptop to lab if you have one 

 
Mar. 9   No labs-Spring Break 
 
Mar. 16 Lab 6—Enzymes and   Turn in Pre-lab D 

Inhibitors  Turn in Lab 5 Worksheet 
 

Mar. 23 Lab 7—Cellular Respiration  Turn in Pre-lab E 
  And Fermentation         Turn in Lab 6 Report    
 
Mar. 30 No labs—Holiday 
 
Apr. 6  Lab 8—Photosynthesis  Turn in Pre-lab F  

Turn in Lab 7 Worksheet 
 
Apr. 13 Lab 9—Mitosis, Meiosis,  Turn in Pre-lab G 

And Fertilization    Turn in Lab 8 Report 
 
Apr. 20 Lab 10—Micropipetting and  Turn in Pre-lab H 

Gel Electrophoresis   Turn in Lab 9 worksheet 
        

Apr. 27 Lab 11—DNA Restriction   Turn in Pre-lab I 
Enzyme Digest   Turn in Lab 10 worksheet 
     Turn in Lab 11 worksheet (at the end of today’s lab) 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
IV) Work Requirements and Grading 
A) You will not get a separate grade for your BIOL 140 lab; it will contribute 25% to your overall grade for BIOL 140. 
 
Final grades for the lab will be determined by the following formula: 
Pre-labs (9 X 2%)     18% 
Lab Reports (3 X 10% each)    30% 
Lab Worksheets (8 X 6% each)    48% 
Participation/Attitude      4% 
TOTAL               100%  
 
B) Lab Reports and Worksheets 
Important Note: Although students will work in groups to perform some of the lab exercises, all material that is 
handed in for a grade, including all pre-lab exercises, lab reports and worksheets, must be written in each 
student’s own words.  
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In addition to handing the instructor a printed copy of each lab report when it is due, students are required to upload all lab 
reports to SafeAssign via the lab Blackboard homepage.  Submissions to SafeAssign must be made by the time the 
printed copy is due.  Students will receive a 0 for the lab report grade until the lab report is submitted to SafeAssign.  
 
WCU instructors reserve the right to use plagiarism prevention software (such as SafeAssignment.com) as well 
as Google, Yahoo, and/or other Internet search engines to determine whether or not student papers have been 
plagiarized. With plagiarism prevention software, instructors may upload student papers into a searchable 
database or teach students how to upload their own work as part of the course requirements. 
 
You Must Submit a Lab Report for Lab 2, Lab 6 and Lab 8. 
For the three labs you write up formally, you do not need to submit the lab worksheet.   
 
You Must Submit Worksheets for Labs 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11. 
 
A 5-point penalty will be given for each day an assignment is late. Assignments will not be graded after 7 days.  
 
C)  Participation/Attitude grades will be determined by the lab instructor.  Lab instructors will consider your preparedness 
for labs, ability to follow directions, level of participation in group activities, and attitude in order to determine your 
Participation/Attitude grade.  
 
In addition, cell phones should be turned Off upon entering the lab--not set on Silent--turned Off.  Any violation of this 
policy will result in a reduction of the student’s grade for Participation/Attitude. 
 
V) Attendance and Disciplinary Policies 
A) Attendance 
All students are required to attend all labs, and to attend the lab section for which they are registered.  
Attendance is taken at the beginning of every lab meeting.  ALL ABSENCES MUST BE EXCUSED. An official letter 
(such as a doctor’s note, letter from the student affairs office, etc.) is necessary to excuse an absence.  Students with 
excused absences should make every effort to make-up the missed lab activity in another lab section the same week as the 
absence.  Contact your lab instructor to arrange to attend a different lab section.  If a student cannot make up the lab and 
the absence is excusable the grade for the missed assignment will be dropped from the final grade calculation.    
 
Students with unexcused absences are not allowed to turn in assignments late.  Each unexcused absence will result in a 0 
for any assignment due.  
 
B) Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, 
and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious 
offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on 
knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an 
academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another 
to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 

The lab instructor will assign a grade of 0 to any assignment completed dishonestly.  If a student cheats on a second 
assignment, that student will receive a grade of 0 for the laboratory portion of BIOL 140.  Refer to the webpage of the 
WCU Department of Student Community Ethics for more information on disciplinary procedures for academic 
dishonesty.   
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VI) Accommodations for Students with Disabilities 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as 
having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or 
lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu.   
 
If you already have a letter from Disability Services, please present it to your lab instructor as soon as possible.  Your lab 
instructor and the lab coordinator will make every effort possible to help you succeed in BIOL 140. 
 
VII) Resources for Those Who Want Tutoring And Help With Writing 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), now located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, 
one-on-one writing tutoring, and online writing and learning resources for all students. Call 828-227-7197 for writing 
appointments and 828-227-2274 for course tutoring. Visit the website, http://walc.wcu.edu, for additional resources, hours 
of operation, and appointment information. All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on 
campus. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and WaLC’s 
online resources.  

The Mathematics Tutoring Center in 455 Stillwell provides drop-in tutoring for math and computer science. Students 
who need help with software, technology, or eBriefcase support should visit ClassTIPS on the ground floor of Hunter 
Library in the Technology Commons. Class TIPS provides support to students via one-on-one appointments, walk-ups, 
workshops, and online tutorials.  



BIOL140  
Principles of Biology I 

 

 
 
Instructor: Dr. Darby Harris 
Office: Stillwell 256 
Phone: 227-3662 
Office hours: Wednesdays 12:30-2:30 pm or by appointment 
Email: dmharris@email.wcu.edu 
 
Learning Objectives: 
      BIOL140 is intended as an introduction to biology for majors and those pursuing related fields in 
the sciences. Topics covered include macromolecules, cell structure and function, the cell cycle, mitosis 
and meiosis, energy and energy-harvesting pathways, genetics and molecular biology. 
 
Lecture Textbook:  
 Campbell Biology by Reece, Urry, Cain, Wasserman, Minorsky and Jackson (9th edition) 
 
Blackboard:  
 This course has a Blackboard site where the course syllabus, power point presentations covering 
each lecture, homework assignments and current student grades can be found.  For students unsure of 
how to use Blackboard, support can be found on the blackboard website: 
http://www.wcu.edu/WebFiles/PDFs/StudentResources-KnownIssuesFAQsFinal.pdf 
 
Course Rules and Expectations: 
 
1. To foster an effective learning environment: 
 (1) Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
 (2) Please silence your cell phones before entering the classroom. 
 (3) Text messaging is STICTLY PROHIBITED while class is in session. Store cell phones and 
 similar devices in a pocket, purse, or book bag until class has been dismissed. 
 (4) No sleeping!!! 
 
 



2. Attendance: 
 The instructor STRONGLY encourages attendance at all class meetings. Failure to attend 
lectures will result in missed lecture information that is not presented in the lecture slides and missed in-
class assignments. Missed in-class assignments can only be made up at the discretion of the instructor. 
In most cases, the student will need to provide PROOF OF A VALID EXCUSE based on university 
policy. However, no points are awarded for attendance and no points are deducted for absences. The 
official policy on university excused absences is posted on the class Blackboard site and can be found 
here: http://www.wcu.edu/student-life/division-of-student-affairs/student-concern-response-
team/absence-notification-protocol.asp 
 
3. If a student misses class on the day of an exam and can provide proof of a valid excuse based on 
university policy, then the student and the instructor will work out a time for the student to make up the 
exam. The instructor reserves the right to modify the exam from its original format or content before 
allowing the student to make up the exam. 
 
4. The course schedule and the course topics may be modified at anytime during the semester by the 
instructor. 
 
Homework:  
 There will be many days in which homework will be given and will count towards the final 
grade in the course. The homework will often be made up of questions on material from the upcoming 
lecture that has yet to be covered in class as well as review questions. The point of the homework 
assignments is to make the student read over the upcoming lecture and engage with the material that will 
then be further discussed in-depth during the lecture. Homework assignments will either be posted on 
Blackboard as a Blackboard only assignment OR a homework assignment will be handed out in class. 
Homework handed out in class will generally be turned in during class on the assigned due date. Missed 
homework can be made up at the discretion of the instructor, but it is the RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 
STUDENT to explain the absence to the instructor and to obtain the homework assignment from the 
instructor should the instructor deem the excuse valid. In most cases, the student will need to provide 
proof of a valid excuse based on university policy. Homework that is to be turned in during class must 
be turned in AT THE BEGINNING OF CLASS on the day that it is due and will suffer a 10% penalty 
each day that it is late. 
 
In-Class Assignments: 
 There will be many days in which in-class assignments will be given and will count towards the 
final grade in the course. The in-class assignments will often be made up of questions on the material 
that was just covered or is currently being covered in class. The in-class assignments may be given at 
any time during the class and may be either group or individual assignments (discretion of the instructor) 
and may or may not allow use of the textbook. These in-class assignments are intended to reward 
attendance and engagement with peers and the course material. If a student is not present in class during 
the time when an in-class assignment is completed, the student will receive a score of zero for that 
assignment and it cannot be made up without providing proof of a valid excuse based on university 
policy. If a student has the proper excuse and is allowed to make up the missed assignment, the student 
alone will complete the work (usually in the office of the instructor), regardless of whether the 
assignment was originally a group activity in class. The instructor also reserves the right to modify the 
assignment from its original format or content before allowing the student to make up the work. 
 
 In-class assignments that are completed as group work should have the names of all group 
members on the material that is handed in to the instructor. The material will be graded and each 
member of the group will receive the same grade. Adding the name of a student in the class to the 
material who is not in the group or who is absent from class on the day the assignment was given WILL 
BE CONSIDERED ACADEMIC DISHONESTY and handled as such at the discretion of the instructor. 



Exams:  
 There will be 4 semester exams and a COMPREHENSIVE FINAL EXAM. Each semester exam 
will consist of multiple-choice and short answer questions that may be drawn from the class lectures, 
reading assignments, homework and in-class assignments. Exam questions may include information 
from specified readings not covered in class. In-class exams will emphasize topics covered since the 
preceding exam but may also include any material previously covered as understanding most biological 
concepts require knowledge of previously learned material. 

 Exams will attempt to measure the student’s ability to recall information, correctly interpret and 
analyze scenarios, apply material from class to solve problems, and pull together material from class to 
see relationships.  
 Students MAY NOT keep or make a copy of any part of the exams.  For this reason, no 
electronic devices with memory or cameras may be used during exams OR when reviewing graded 
exams.  However, during the review of the graded exams, students may take written note of any 
questions that he or she missed for future study or comprehension purposes. A cell phone’s calculator 
MAY NOT be used during an exam unless the instructor says otherwise at the time. Violation of any 
one of these policies will be punished as academic dishonesty!!! 
 
Grading Policy: 
   Semester Exams (4)     40% 
   Final Comprehensive Exam    10% 
   Homework      10% 
   In-Class Assignments     15% 
   Laboratory      25% 
 
Students must be co-registered for a lab section of BIOL140, although the lecture and lab grades will be 
combined into a single grade for the course. 
 
Unless otherwise stated, there will be NO EXTRA CREDIT available for this course. The best way for a 
student to spend his or her time is to learn the course content that will be graded as described above.   
 
Grading scale:  
 
A+: 97-100 A: 93-96 A-: 92-90 B+: 89-87 B:  86-83 B-:  82-80 
C+: 79-77 C: 76-73 C-: 72-70 D+: 69-67 D:  66-63 D-:  62-60 
F:  0-59 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
 Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. 
Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens 
the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 
own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 
someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 



Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the 
event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at 
http://www.wcu.edu/student-life/DeanOfStudents/AcademicIntegrity/academicintegrity.asp 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 
 Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions. Students who require reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services. All information is confidential. 
Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex 
for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
 Student Support Services (SSS) provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may 
contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in 
the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free course 
tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student consultations, graduate and 
professional exam preparation resources, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All 
tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring 
appointments, visit the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. 
 
 Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use 
Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Writing tutoring is offered at the Biltmore Park campus 
on certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 for availabilities. 
 
The FIRST HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT for this class will be to take a Plagiarism Self Test, print 
out and sign the Plagiarism Certificate available at the end of the test and turn it in at the beginning of 
the second class meeting. The test can be found on the WaLC website under the “Online writing and 
learning resources” link OR directly on the following link: http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-
academic-resources/writing-and-learning-commons-walc/faculty-toolbox/tools-for-writing-
assignments/plagiarism-resources/the-plagiarism-self-test/index.asp 
 
Additional Academic Support Resources: 
 The Mathematics Tutoring Center in Stillwell 455 provides drop-in tutoring for math courses and 
math-related content across the curriculum. 
  
 Students who need help with software, technology, or eBriefcase should contact the Technology 
Commons on the ground floor of Hunter Library where students can access training via one-on-one 
appointments, walk-ups, workshops, and online tutorials.  
 
Academic Calendar:  
 Includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc. Academic calendar link: 
http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp. 



Tentative Class Schedule  
Fall 2015 

 
It is highly recommended that in addition to reading and understanding the power point lectures 
provided by the instructor, the assigned readings from the textbook also be read and understood. 

 
 
Lecture Topic        Readings (Textbook Chapter) 
Lecture 1: Introduction and The Nature of Science      1 
Lecture 2: The Chemical Context of Life       2 
Lecture 3: Water and Life         3 
*Exam 1: Wednesday, September 2 
Lecture 4: Carbon and the Molecular Diversity of Life     4 
Lecture 5: The Structure and Function of Large Biological Molecules   5 
Lecture 6: A Tour of the Cell          6 
Lecture 7: Membrane Structure and Function      7 
*Exam 2: Monday, September 28 
Lecture 8: Introduction to Metabolism       8 
Lecture 9: Cellular Respiration and Fermentation      9 
Lecture 10: Photosynthesis         10 
Lecture 11: Cell Communication         11 
*Exam 3 Wednesday, October 28  
Lecture 12: The Cell Cycle         12 
Lecture 13: Meiosis and Sexual Life Cycles       13  
Lecture 14: Mendel and the Gene Idea       14 
Lecture 15: The Chromosomal Basis of Inheritance      15 
*Exam 4: Friday, November 20 
Lecture 16: The Molecular Basis of Inheritance      16 
Lecture 17: From Gene to Protein        17 
Lecture 18: Regulation of Gene Expression       18 
Lecture 19: Viruses          19 
**Comprehensive Final Exam: Monday, December 7, 3:00 – 5:30 pm 
          
*Semester Exams 1-4 are tentatively scheduled for these times, but are subject to change at the 
discretion of the instructor. 
** The Comprehensive Final Exam time is not subject to change. 
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BIOLOGY 1401-_01034, 0704, 042  - Principles of Biology II 

FallSpringFall 201532109876 
Class Meetingtime: 140-04 – MWF 129:205-19:1055 in Belk Arts Complex 305Belk 412Belk 305McKee 

201 
    140-07 – MWF 1:25-2:15 Belk 412  
 

12:20 – 1:10 pm McKee 215 
Class time: MWF 1 9:025-92:515 AMpm, Stillwell 2454McKee 11034 

 
Instructors:   Dr. Kathy MathewsAnjana Sharma  

Stillwell 211 
Phone: 227-3670 
Email: asharma@email.wcu.eduu 
Office Hours: M 1:25-2:25 and W 2:30-3:30MWF 1:30-2:30 andM, W23and Dr. Jeremy HymanKefyn 

CatleyJeremy HymanKefyn Catley 
 

 
Text:   SadavaPurves, et al.  Life: The Science of Biology 87th Ed. Sinauer Assoc.Biology by 
Campbell and Reece, 8th Ed. Pearson Education   

 
Dr. Anjana SharmaMathews: 
128333 NS/Stillwell 466 Stillwellatural 

Sciences 
Office Hours:Text: Biology by 

Campbell and Reece; 9th eEdition 
 ISBN-13: 9780321558237 

 
Course description:  An introduction to 
biology for majors and those in related 
fields.  Topics include biological 
macromolecules, cell structure and 
function, energy & energy harvesting 
pathways, genetics, and molecular 
biology.   BIOL 140 Laboratory is a 
required co-requisite (Lecture-4 credits, 
Lab-0 credit). 
 
Course objectives: “Understanding the 
unity and diversity of life requires 
mastery of a set of fundamental 
concepts.”1  The purpose of this course 
is to introduce these fundamental 
concepts necessary for understanding the 
unity and diversity of life aswhich were 

identified by the National Research 
Council.  By the end of this course 
students will: 
 

- Be familiar with molecules that 
living cells are made up of 

- Be able to differentiate between 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, 
know various cell organelles and 
their functions 

- Understand membrane structure 
and function 

- Have a basic understanding of 
the laws of thermodynamics to 
help understand various 
metabolic reactions in a cell 

- Be able to explain how a cell 
harvests energy stored in organic 
molecules to produce ATP 

- Understand the process of 
photosynthesis, where it occurs, 
role of photosynthetic pigments 

- Have a clear understanding of 
events in a cell cycle.  Know the 
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major mitotic and meiotic phases 
and be able to compare and 
contrast mitosis and meiosis 

- Be able to explain the 
experiments performed by 
Mendel, know basic terminology 
used in genetics, know a few 
patterns of inheritance 

- Be able to explain the classical 
experiments that helped us 
identify DNA as the genetic 
material 

- Be able to draw DNA structure 
and explain the steps involved in 
DNA replication 

- Have a clear understanding of the 
flow of genetic information from 
DNA to protein, be familiar with 
the process of transcription and 
translation. 

- Be familiar with viral structure 
and viral replication 
 

 
 M, W 11-1 T, R 11-12; F 10-12 MW 1:30-
3:30TR 2-3:30 
Phone: 227-365970 
Email: asharmakmathews@email.wcu.edu 

Dr. Kefyn CatleyJeremy 
HymanHymanCatley: 

StillwellNatural Science115 Natural 
SciencesStillwell 337/206 115206  
Office Hours: M 1-2PM; T 10-12; F 11-12 
MWF 11:00-12:00TBA 
 

Telephone: 227-3651713651 
Email: 
kcatleyjhymankcatley@wcu.edu 
jhyman@email.wcu.edu

 
Tentative Schedule: 
  

DATE BIOLOGICAL TOPICS READING ASSIGNMENT 

Jan 12 Introduction, Domains of Life, Phylogenetics p. 514-515, 551-553, 536-
54026.1 

 14 Classification/Phylogenetics, Prokaryotes 25.1, 25.4, 26.4Ch. 27 

 16 Prokaryotes cont.,  Intro. Eukaryotes, 
Endosymbiosis 26.5, 26.6, 27.1, 27.2 

    

 19 Eukaryotes/Endosymbiosis/ProtistsMLK Jr. 
HOLIDAY 516-517, 575-579,  

 21 Protists cont., Land plants 580-598, 600-60127.3-27.5 
 23 Protists (Algae) 27.4, 27.5 
    

 26 Land Plant adaptationsAlternation of Generations, 
Nonvascular plants 602-61028.1, 28.2 

 28 Seedless vascular plants, Alternation of Generations, 
Nonvascular plants 610-61528.2, 28.4 

 30 Seedless vascular plants 28.3, 28.4 
    
Feb 2 Gymnosperms, AngiospermsVascular tissues 618-625, 625-63128.3, 34.2 
 4 EXAM 1  
 6 Seed, Gymnosperms 29.1, 29.2 
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 9 Angiosperms – Reproduction, Seed 
DevelopmentAngiosperm diversity 

627-628, 801-806, 807-
80929.4, 29.5 

 11 Plant Structure, Growth and 
DevelopmentAngiosperm body 738-75434.1-34.4 

 13 Water transport 34.4, 35.1-35.3 
    

 16 Resource Acquisition and TransportNutrient 
transport 764-78235.4 

 18 Soil and Plant NutritionFlowers and Fruit 785-79829.3 
 20 Angiosperm Reproduction 38.1-38.3 
    
 23 No classes – Advising DayPlant Nutrition 36.1-36.3 
 25 FungiNutrition and Regulation 636-65236.4, 36.5, 37.1 
 27 Regulation of plant growth 37.2-37.5 
    
Mar 2 EXAM 2SPRING BREAK  
 4 MID TERM SPRING BREAK  
 6 SPRING BREAK  
    
 9 Fungi & symbioses 30.1-30.4 
 11 EXAM 2  
    
 16   
 18   
    
 23   
 25   
    
 30 SPRING BREAK  
Apr 1 SPRING BREAK  
    
 6   
 8   
    

 11 Please evaluate your Courses online between Apr 
11-24.  

    
 13   
 15   
    
 20   
 22   
    
 27   
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 29   
    
May 5 141-03 -----Exam 4 ----- 12-2:30 pm  
 6 141-04 -----Exam 4 ----- 3-5:30 pm  
  
Date Topic Chapter 
Aug 
179202A
ug 23 

Introduction and The Chemical Context of Life 2 

Aug 
1921245 The Chemical Context of Life 2 

Aug 
213467 pH & Buffers; Large Biol.  Molecules 3.3, 5 

Aug 
2467930 Large Biological Molecules 5 

Aug 
268931Se
p 1 

Large Biological Molecules 5 

Aug 
8303123 Cell Structure 6 

AugSep 
312356 Cellular OrganellesLabor Day- No Classes 6- 

Sep 
24578 Cellular Organelles 6 

Sep 
467910 Exam 1 2, 3.3, 5 

Sep 
791023 Labor Day- No ClassesCellular Organelles -6 

Sep 
911245 Cell Membranes 7 

Sep 
113467 Cell Membranes 7 

Sep 
1467920 Energy, Enzymes and Metabolism 8 

Sep 
168912 Energy, Enzymes and Metabolism 8 

Sep 
820134 Cellular Respiration and Fermentation 9 

Sep 
213467 Cellular Respiration and Fermentation 9 

3Sep 
25689 Exam 2 6, 7, 8 

Sep 
257830O
ct 1 

Cellular Respiration and Fermentation 9 
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SepOct 
830134 Photosynthesis 10 

Sep 
30Oct 
2356 

Photosynthesis 10 

Oct 
24578 Photosynthesis 10 

Oct 
57801 Fall Break – No Classes Cell Cycle -12 

Oct 
791023 Fall Break – No Classes Mitosis -12 

Oct 
910245 Fall Break – No ClassesMitosisFall Break – No Classes  -1213 

Oct 
124578 Cell Cycle Fall Break – No Classes 12 

Oct 
1467920 Mitosis Fall Break – No ClassesMeiosis 1213 

Oct 
168912 Mitosis Fall Break – No Classes 12 

Oct 
1921245 Exam 3Meiosis 9,1013 

Oct 
213467 Meiosis Exam 3 139,10,12 

Oct 
235689 Meiosis 13 

Oct 
268931N
ov 1 

MeiosisMendel and the Gene Idea 1314 

Oct 
830123 Mendel and the Gene IdeaAdvising Day – No Classes  14 

Nov 
01245 Mendel and the Gene IdeaThe Molecular Basis of Inheritance  1416 

Nov 
24578 Mendel and the Gene IdeaThe Chromosomal Basis of Inheritance 1415 

Nov 
467910 Mendel and the Gene IdeaThe Chromosomal Basis of Inheritance 1415 

Nov 
68912 The Molecular Basis of Inheritance  16 

Nov 
911245 Exam 4 Exam 4 12, 13, 1413, 

14, 15
Nov 
113467 The Molecular Basis of Inheritance  16 

Nov 
135689 

The Molecular Basis of Inheritance The Molecular Basis of 
Inheritance  1616 

Nov 
168912 From Gene to Protein 17 
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Nov 
820134 Thanksgiving Holiday – No Classes - 

Nov 
202356 Thanksgiving Holiday – No Classes - 

Nov 
235689 From Gene to Protein 17 

Nov 
257830D
ec 1 

From Gene to Protein 17 

Nov 
7293023 Viruses 19 

NovDec 
302356 Viruses 19 

Dec 
24578 Viruses Exam 5 1916, 17, 19 

Dec 
467910 Exam 5Viruses 16, 17, 1919 

Dec 
8th1013  
Tuesday
Dec 14  
Tuesday 

Bio 140-043 Comprehensive Final:8:303-5:3011:00 
pamComprehensive Final:3-5:30 pm 

All 
Chapters.All 
Chps. 

 
Outline for the second half of the semester will be provided later by Dr. Jeremy HymanKefyn 
Catley later. 
 
 
Course evaluations are tentatively open Nov. 113-Dec. 8 (8 am)4.  Please note that the opening 
date for evaluations may be changed to an earlier time.  Please evaluate your courses online. 
 
 
 
DATE BIOLOGICAL TOPICS    READING ASSIGNMENT   (Ch.)   
 
AugJan      14203 Course Introduction, course organization and guidelines/Scientific 
Method, Origin of life & Evol. of cells  3.6, 21.2  1.1-1.4 
 

16225 Phylogenetics/Age of the Earth/Evidence for EvolutionThree domains of life 
   25.1, 25.2, 25.4, 26.121.1, 22.1, 22.5 History of Life on Earth, Three 
Domains of Life    Chapt. 22 

1824  Prokaryotes - Bacteria and Archaea   26.2-26.6
 Phylogenetics/Three Domains of Life  25.1-25.2, 26.1 
 
 21278 ProkaryotesMLK JR. HOLIDAY      26.2-
26.6Three Domains of Life, Prokaryotic Life     526-542Chapt. 
27 
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 23930 Protists-Endosymbiosis, Gen. Biol.Microbial Eukaryotes/Endosymbiosis 
 27.1-27.2   27.1-27.4Eukaryotes & “Protists,” Endosymbiosis 
 Chapt. 28 
Sep 32501 Protists cont. – Protozoans, Slime moldsProtozoans     
 27.3-27.5  27.3-27.5 
Protist DiversityProtozoans      Chapt. 28   
  
 
Sep  28034 Protists cont. – Algae     27.5LABOR DAY 
HOLIDAY 

30056 EXAM 1Algae       27.5Algae 
      Chapt. 28, 568-569 
Feb 0178 Plants without seeds/Alternation of Generation 28.1-28.2EXAM ONE 
EXAM ONE 

 
04101 NontracheophytesLand Plants/Plant Reproduction   28.1-

28.2Nonvascular Plants     Chapt. 29    
  28.4 

06123 Nonseed tracheophytes    28.3, 28.4Nonvascular Plants 
    28.4Seedless Vascular Plants    Chapt. 29 

08145  Seed plants      29.1Seedless Vascular Plants 
   28.4Seed Plants: Gymnosperms    Chapt. 30 
  

 
 
11178 Seed Plants – Gymnosperms    29.2 Seed Plants  

    29.1Seed Plants: Angiosperms    Chapt. 
30 

13920 Seed Plants – Angiosperms reproduction  29.3Gymnosperms  
    29.2 

Angiosperms, cont.     Chapt. 30 
15212 Angiosperms diversity    29.4Angiosperms: 

Reproduction    29.3Angiosperm Reproduction   
 Chapt. 39764 

22   

 

 
18245 EXAM 2 
Angiosperms: Diversity    29.4-29.5EXAM TWO 
27 Water & Nutrient Transport               701-7152067 Plant 

Anatomy – Primary bodyEXAM TWO The Plant Body     Chapt. 
35   34.1-34.4 

 
 2289 Plant Anatomy – Secondary body   34.3 
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Plant Anatomy: Primary Body   34.1-34.3Plant Nutrition   
   716-728Anatomy     Chapt. 35 
 

Oct 02 Plant Hormones 
04   

Oct 25 Vascular Tissue/Nutrient transport012   35.1-35.4Plant 
Anatomy: Secondary Body   34.3Water & Nutrient Transport              
 Chapt. 36 

 
27034 Fungi       30.1-30.4Vascular Tissue/Nutrient 
Transport         35.1-35.4Water & Nutrient Transport               Chapt. 
36 

 
29056  EXAM 3 
Fungi & Symbioses     30.1-30.2 Plant Nutrition  

    Chapt. 37 
 

 
Mar 03 SPRING BREAK089 EXAM THREE Special Topics (Symbiosis, e.g), or catch-
up Kingdom  

 
05101 SPRING BREAKPhylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32Fungi  
     Chapt. 31 

 
07123  SPRING BREAK 

Schedule for the 2nd half of the semester will be provided later by Dr. Catley.FALL BREAK 
Fungi & Lichens  
 
    Chapt. 31 
 
156  FALL BREAK EXAM THREE        
178 Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
FALL HOLIDAY 
1920  Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
FALL HOLIDAY 
 

223 Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  Chapt 32 

24 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   335 Phylogenetic Overview  /  
Ecdyzoans   Chapt 33 
267 EXAM FOURPhylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  Chapt. 34 
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 2930   Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33 
 Asexual & Sexual Reproduction    Chapt 43 
Nov  301 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33Fertilization,Cleavage, 
Gastrulation, Neurulation   Chapt 20 
 
Nov  30   Homeostasis/Tissues Organs & Systems  Chapt 41 
Nov  01 Regulation/Temperature    Chapt 41 
023 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33EXAM FOURHormones & 
Development / Mechanisms  Chapt 42  
 
056 Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34Homeostasis, Temperature 
Regulation   Chapt 41 
078 Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34Hormones & Development  
  Chapt 42 
 06 Asexual & Sexual Reproduction   Chapt 43 
08 Fertilization & Cleavage, Gastrulation  
& Neurulation       Chapt 43 
0910  Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34 The Nervous System- 
Neurons & action potentials     Chapt 44  
 
 
 123 EXAM FIVE Nervous System- Synapses & Communication Chapt 44 
 145        Hormones      48Nervous System – 
Sensation & Reception  Chapt 45 
 13 Sensation, Chemo & Mechanoreceptors  Chapt 45 
 15        Photo receptors & Beyond    Chapt 45     
 167 Nervous System- Synapses & Communication 44Muscles & Movement
 Cilia, Flagella & Contraction    Chapt 47     
  
1920 Nervous System – Sensation & Reception  44-45EXAM FIVE   
   Respiration      Chapt 48 
212 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 
 234 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY  
 
267 Respiration      48 
Respiration    Mammalian Lungs & Blood Transport  Chapt 
48 
289 Circulation      49Circulation, the Heart  
   Chapt 49 
Dec 3001 Digestion, Nutrition & Feeding   50Nutrition & Feeding 
    Chapt 50                                                 
 
Dec 034 Animal Behavior     52Tissue & Water  
   Chapt 51  
056 Invertebrate & Vertebrate Excretion   Chapt 51 
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08 Animal Behavior – Nature and Nurture   READING DAY 
 Chapt 52          
078 Behavioral Ecology -  Animal Societies  Chapt 53         Behavioral Ecology 
    53          
 
   Primate Evolution 
  Human Origins 
FINAL EXAM: Tuesday, Dec   112, 8:300-11:00 am EXAM SIX and optional 
vocabulary exam    
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Goals of CourseLearning Objectives: By the end of this course, students should To provide 
you informationOur primary objective is for students to learnlearn and retain basic  knowledge 
about the  nature of organismorganismal evolution, modern-day organismal diversity, the 
anatomy, reproduction, physiology and behavior of the major groups of extant organisms, and 
the scientific method used to understand the biology of life on earth. 
 
Behavioral Expectations for Students: 

 
 

1).  Read and Study: You are responsible for reading assigned material before class to 
enable you to participate in class discussion and keep up with the material being covered. You 
will have to plan on 1 hour of study/preparation time per class at a minimum. We will expect you 
to be knowledgeable enough (, based on your reading of the text and supplemental material as 
provided), to respond to questions that arise during class, either verbally or in writing (see 
below).. 

 
 
 
2. ) Participate: I may ask you to review material posted on our class blackboard site 

before coming to class on certain days.  I expect you to participate and come prepared to class.  
Be attentive and ready to ask and answer questions regarding the lecture and reading materials. If 
you don’t understand the materials, be sure to ask the instructor to clarify them for you. Other 
people in the class probably have the same questions as you, so don’t be afraid to speeak up.  

From time to time, you may be given brief writing assignments to complete in class, 
based on the day’s discussion and/or reading assignment. These will be used to assign your 
participation grade, and will also help you be prepared for short-answer exam questions. 

  
 
3. ) Attend Class and Be On Time: You are expected to attend all lectures and arrive at 

the start of the class. Attendance will be taken not be taken iin class every day and repeated 
lateness may be counted as absences.  Up to 5% of your lecture grade may be deducted for 
excessive, unexcused absences (more than 4).  .  However, Yyou are expected to attend all 
lectures and arrive at the start of the class.  You will be responsible for making up any work 
missed due to an absence or any announcements/changes to schedule/exam dates made in class 
during your absence. Absences may be excused in the case of documented emergencies or 
illnesses or university-sanctioned events.  

4. Students are expected to actively take notes in class.  If you need help with note-taking 
skills, please contact the Writing and Learning Commons or meet me during my office hours. 

5. Students are expected to work honestly on their homework assignments and exams.  
See Academic honesty policy on the following page.  Dishonesty could result in zero points for a 
particular assignment or exam and in severe cases could also result in a grade of F for the entire 
course. 

Attendance will be taken in class every day, and repeated lateness will be regarded as a 
disruption of class, for which you may be asked to leavemay be counted as absences. 510% of 
your lecture grade will be assigned for attendance and participation. To receive the maximum 
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number of points, you may not miss more than four classes unexcused.Absences may be excused 
if they are caused by documented emergencies or illnesses or university-sanctioned events. 
Cell Phone Policy: Cell phones are to be turned off and put away in the backpack upon entering 
the class.  Cell phones should not be left on the desk or in your pockets in silent mode.  Any cell 
phone use, including checking or sending text messages, while in class is distracting for the 
instructor as well as fellow students.  Please be courteous.  If you are expecting a call in case of a 
family emergency, please talk to your instructor in advance and get permission to leave the room 
as unobtrusively as possible to take the call.     
 
 
Blackboard site: Materials relevant to this course will be posted on our class blackboard site. 
Please take some time during the first week of class to familiarize yourself with our class site.  I 
will post my lecture slides here after we complete each chapter along with video or animation 
links and practice questions.   
 
 
Grades: Your final course grade will be a combination of your lecture and lab grades as follows: 
 

Lecture grade (75%):  Your lecture grade will account for 75% of your course grade.  
There will be five exams during the semester.  The lowest exam score fromof these five exams 
will be dropped.  You will have a There also will be a comprehensive final exam.  The grade for 
this final, which will not be dropped.  Your lowest exam score on exams 1-5 will be dropped.  If 
you miss an exam for any reason, that exam will be the exam score that is dropped. There will 
also be hHomework assignments will be given periodically in class.   
 

Your lecture grade will be calculated as follows: 
  

Exams (1-5), 100 points each (lowest score dropped)   400 points 
Final exam        100 points 
Assignments         100 

points 
Total possible points        600 

points 
 

 
Laboratory grade (25%):  Your laboratory grade will account for 25% of your course 

grade.  Your laboratory grade will be determined by your laboratory instructor.  All questions 
regarding the lab should be directed to your lab instructor or your lab coordinator. 
 
Grading Scale (%): Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
A+  = 97-100   B+  = 87-89  C+  = 77-79  D+  = 67-69           F = <60 
A    = 94-96  B    = 84-86  C    = 74-76   D    = 64-66 
A-   = 90-93   B-   = 80-83  C-  = 70-73   D-  = 60-63 
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Exams Format: Exams may be a combination of multiple choice, matching, short answer and 
essay questions. Your instructor will provide you with a set of study or sample questions 
beforehand.  
You are expected to be present in class for all of the exams. If you must be absent from an exam 
due to a prescheduled university-sanctioned activity, you may arrange to take the exam early 
with permission of the instructor. Makeups of missed exams will be granted on a case-by-case 
basis (in most cases, only emergencies, illness or death in the family are valid excuses and must 
be documented). You have ONE WEEK after the missed exam in which to make up the exam. 
 If you miss an exam for any unexcused reason, you will receive zero points on 
that that exam will be the exam score that is dropped. Cheating and dishonesty during exams can 
result in zero points for that particular exam or in serious cases result in an F for the entire 
course. 
 
Homework: Homework assignments will be periodically given in class.  These will be handed 
out in class and may or may not be posted on Blackboard.  To receive your homework 
assignment, you are expected to be present during class.  It is the responsibility of the student to 
contact the instructor in case of absences and get a copy of the assignment. For each day that the 
homework is turned in late, 20% of the points will be taken off.   
 
 
Grades:   
Exam 1 17.5 % 
Exam 2 17.5 % 
Exam 3 17.5 % 
Exam 4  17.5 % 
Laboratory 30 % 
Total  100 % 
Extra credit 5 % 
 
    
6 Hourly Exams (7560 pts each) (75%)  450360 
 Attendance & Participation (5%)     30  40 
 Lab Grade (205%)     1520130  
 Total      600530 
 34 Optional Extra Credit (10 pts each)    340 
 
Rationale: We want you to absorb enough information to achieve the goals of the course. 
Reading, studying, making notes of what you’ve read and using that information will enable you 
to respond as a well-informed individual on the subject matter of this course.  
Grades: Grades will be based on a total of 440 points from four exams, each worth 100 points, 
and attendance/participation (40 points).  
Extra Credit: A total of 40 points extra credit are possible (10 pts for each report): 
Attend four science seminars and write a one page report on each seminar. That single page 
report must include 1) the title of the presentation, 2) the name of the presenter, 3) the date and 
location of the talk, 4) a summary of the talk with the main points of the presentation and 5) one 
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question that occurred to you during the talk that you might ask the presenter (You don’t actually 
have to ask your question). 
Extra Credit: A total of 340 points e5 % extra credit points are possible for attending up to 
fourthree science seminars and writing a one- to two- page report (double-spaced) on each. Of 
the three seminar reports, at least one report must be from the first half of the semester. Poorly 
written reports may be returned for a rewrite before a grade is assigned. You have up to one 
week following the seminar to turn in the report. For full credit, the report must include:  
 the title of the presentation, name of presenterspeaker, the date and location of the talk, 
 a summary of the talk with the main points of the presentation and results or conclusions of 

the speaker, and  
 one question that occurred to you during the talk that you might like to ask the presenter, or a 

point on which you would like elaboration.. 
 
Exam Format: Exams willmay be a combination of multiple choice and short answer questions. 
Your instructor will provide you with a set of study or sample questions beforehand. Each exam 
will cover only the material directly preceding it since the last exam. Some exam questions may 
be based on topics that were covered in lab that are related to the lecture material. 
 
Grading Scale:   
     LETTER                  POINTS       MAJOR LETTER   
                RANGE   GRADE 
         

A   92-100   A 
 A-   88-92  
 B+   84-88  
 B   80-84   B 
 B-   76-80 
 C+   72-76 
 C   68-72   C 
 C-   64-68 
 D+   60-64 
 D   56-60   D 
               D-   52-56 Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
A+  = 98-100100-94    C+  = 77-79  F   = <60 
= A,    = 93-97   C    = 73-76 
0 = A-   =, 90-9289-87    C-  = 70-72=  
B+,  = 8687-894    D+  = 67-69=  
B,    = 83-860    D    = 63-66 
= B-,   = 8079-8277    D-  = 60-62 = C+, 76-74 = C, 73-70 = C-, 69-67 = D+, 
66-64 = D, 63-60 = D-, 59-0 = F. 
 
Attendance at Exams: NO MAKEUP EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN. You will have foursix 
hourly exams, including the final, and you are expected to be present make every effort to attend 
thfor all of these exams. If you must be absent from an exam due to a prescheduled university-
sanctioned activity, you may arrange to take the exam early with permission of the instructor. 
Makeups of missed exams will be granted on a case-by-case basis (in most cases, only 
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emergencies, illness or death in the family are valid excuses and must be documented). You may 
have ONE WEEK after the missed test in which to make up the exam.. 
It is not reasonable to expect your instructors to write, administer, and grade additional makeup 
exams for students who are absent. To compensate for an emergency absence, on the day of the 
final you may also take a comprehensive vocabulary exam. Your grade on the vocabulary exam 
can substitute for any other exam grade (including a “zero” from a missed exam).  
Attendance Policy: See above, under Behavioral Expectations. 
Plagiarism: This is defined as the use of another person’s work without acknowledging the 
source of that work. Work that is essentially the same as another person’s work, with only minor 
changes in wording is still considered plagiarism. Plagiarism may result in a loss of points or 
dismissal from class.  
Cheating/Plagiarism: This is defined as the use of another person’s information either in 
written or verbal forms when not allowed by the instructor. Tests and reports are considered 
conditions under which information may not be shared. Students who are caught cheating on an 
exam or copying another’s work on a report will receive a zero for that exam/report, and 
disciplinary action may be taken. 
 
HHelp with the course in general: Please do not hesitate to use any of the following resources. 
. 

1. Your instructors isare herewilling to assist you in succeeding in this course. You are 
always welcome to contact meus for assistance, whether it be help with understanding the 
course material itself, help with learning strategies, forming study groups, or help coping 
with other issues that may interfere with your academic success.   
Seek help EARLY and OFTEN. It is much easier to bounce back from one poor exam 
grade than from two, three or four! 
 

2. Join a BIOL 140 tutoring group at the CAT CenterWaLC. Sign up for appointments in 
advance using the online scheduling system, (www.wcu.edu/catcenter/schedule.htm), by 
calling 227-2774, or by visiting the center in Belk 207. 

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of 
Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services:  Student Support Services provides support to students who are 
either first-generation, low-income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic 
advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid 
and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email 
sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC):  The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a 
free student service, located in BELK 207, providing course tutoring, writing tutoring, academic 
skills consultations, international student consultations, graduate and professional exam 
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preparation resources, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  To schedule 
tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274.  
 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use 
Smarthinking (http://www.wcu.edu/academics/edoutreach/distance-online-programs/student-
resources/services-for-distance-students.asp) and the WaLC’s online resources.  
 
Academic Calendar: Includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 
Academic Integrity Policy: "I will practice personal and academic integrity" – WCU 
Community Creed.  Western Carolina University (WCU) strives to achieve the highest standards 
of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense 
because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a violation of the Code of Student Conduct 
(see dsce.wcu.edu for more information). Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise.  Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own 
in any academic exercise.  Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any 
academic exercise.  Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation 
of the Academic Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy 
information during an examination) 

Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of 
the Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the 
course.  Students will be notified, in writing, of any Academic Integrity Policy allegation and 
have the right to respond to the allegation.   

The full text of the WCU Academic Integrity Policy, Process, and the Faculty Reporting 
Form can be found online at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu.   
 
 
Tentative Schedule:  
Date Topic Chapter 
Aug 17 Introduction and The Chemical Context of Life 2 
Aug 19 The Chemical Context of Life 2 
Aug 21 pH & Buffers; Large Biol.  Molecules 3.3, 5 
Aug 24 Large Biological Molecules 5 
Aug 26 Large Biological Molecules 5 
Aug 28 Cell Structure 6 
Aug 31 Cellular Organelles 6 
Sep 2 Cellular Organelles 6 
Sep 4 Exam 1 2, 3.3, 5 
Sep 7 Labor Day- No Classes - 
Sep 9 Cell Membranes 7 
Sep 11 Cell Membranes 7 
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Sep 14 Energy, Enzymes and Metabolism 8 
Sep 16 Energy, Enzymes and Metabolism 8 
Sep 18 Cellular Respiration and Fermentation 9 
Sep 21 Cellular Respiration and Fermentation 9 
Sep 23 Cellular Respiration and Fermentation 9 
Sep 25 Exam 2 6, 7, 8 
Sep 28 Photosynthesis 10 
Sep 30 Photosynthesis 10 
Oct 2 Photosynthesis 10 
Oct 5 Cell Cycle  12 
Oct 7 Mitosis  12 
Oct 9 Mitosis  12 
Oct 12 Fall Break – No Classes  - 
Oct 14 Fall Break – No Classes  - 
Oct 16 Fall Break – No Classes  - 
Oct 19 Exam 3 9,10 
Oct 21 Meiosis  13 
Oct 23 Meiosis 13 
Oct 26 Meiosis 13 
Oct 28 Mendel and the Gene Idea 14 
Oct 30 Mendel and the Gene Idea 14 
Nov 2 Mendel and the Gene Idea 14 
Nov 4 Mendel and the Gene Idea 14 
Nov 6 The Molecular Basis of Inheritance  16 
Nov 9 Exam 4  12, 13, 14 
Nov 11 The Molecular Basis of Inheritance  16 
Nov 13 The Molecular Basis of Inheritance  16 
Nov 16 From Gene to Protein 17 
Nov 18 From Gene to Protein 17 
Nov 20 From Gene to Protein  17 
Nov 23 Viruses  19 
Nov 25 Thanksgiving Holiday – No Classes  - 
Nov 27 Thanksgiving Holiday – No Classes  - 
Nov 30 Exam 5 16, 17,  
Dec 2 Viruses  19 
Dec 4 Viruses 19 
Dec 8th  
Tuesday Bio 140-03 Comprehensive Final:8:30-11:00 am All 

Chapters. 
 
 

The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), now located in BELK 207, provides 
free small-group course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring, and 
online writing and learning resources for all students. Call 828-227-7197 for writing 
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appointments and 828-227-2274 for course tutoring. Visit the website, http://walc.wcu.edu, 
for additional resources, hours of operation, and appointment information. All tutoring 
sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. Distance students 
and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and 
WaLC’s online resources.  

 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information 
is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 
227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu.  You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University 
is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please 
contact the Office of Disability Services for more information 
at (828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the 
office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu 
 
The Catamount Academic Tutoring Center -30 Hunter Library; 227-2274; 
http://catcenter.wcu.edu  
The Catamount Academic Tutoring (CAT) Center’s services are designed to provide a solid 
foundation for college success. Students in 100 and 200-level classes who participate in small-
group tutoring sessions have an opportunity to improve their knowledge of course content, to 
cultivate an understanding of their learning preferences, and to develop study strategies that can 
be transferred to upper-level courses. Online Learning Resources (http://www.wcu.edu/9442.asp) 
are available to all students and include strategies for time management, note taking, studying, 
and test preparation. CAT Center tutors are successful students who are recommended by the 
faculty and trained in effective tutoring practice via an Internationally Certified Tutor Training 
Program. Tutoring sessions are available on an appointment basis, and instructions for 
scheduling appointments are available on the CAT Center website at 
http://www.wcu.edu/9441.asp.  Students are expected to arrive for their tutoring sessions on time 
and prepared with class notes, readings, assignments, and any questions they have about the 
material. 
 
The Catamount Academic Tutoring (CAT) Center offers FREE small-group tutoring and 
Academic Skill Workshops to help students improve their study techniques.  Sign up for 
appointments in advance using the online scheduling system 
(www.wcu.edu/catcenter/schedule.htm), by calling 227-2774, or by visiting the center in 135 
Killian Annex.  Students are expected to arrive for tutoring sessions on time and prepared with 
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class notes, readings, assignments, and a list of questions they have about the material.  A 
schedule of Academic Skill Workshops is available at 
www.wcu.edu/catcenter/workshops.html.The Catamount Academic Tutoring Center provides 
small-group tutoring for many 100 and 200-level classes and workshops to help students 
improve their study skills. Tutoring sessions are designed to help students improve their study 
techniques and understanding of course material. CAT Center tutors are WCU students who are 
recommended by the faculty and trained in effective tutoring practice via an Internationally 
Certified Tutor Training course. Students should sign up for appointments in advance using the 
online scheduling system (http://www.wcu.edu/9441.asp), by calling 227-2774, or by visiting the 
center in 30 Hunter Library (ground floor). Students are expected to arrive for tutoring sessions 
on time and prepared with class notes, readings, assignments, and a list of questions they have 
about the material. Students who wish to improve their studying techniques, time management, 
test taking, or other academic skills should take advantage of the CAT Center's Academic Skills 
Workshops; the schedule is available at http://www.wcu.edu/9442.asp.  
Free Services Provided by the Catamount Academic Tutoring (CAT) Center 
135 Killian Annex, 227-2274 
FYI:  The majority of students who attend tutoring groups in the CAT Center on a regular 
basis have an average cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better.   
Is there a positive correlation?  CAT Center tutors are successful peer leaders who have been 
trained to assist you with becoming a more efficient learner.  Tutors will not do your work for 
you, but they will create a relaxed, informal setting for you to meet and study with other 
members of your class; offer resources and strategies for effective study and efficient time 
management; facilitate collaborative study groups in which each student is involved with 
actively exploring and learning the material; and provide a student perspective of specific classes 
and professors' expectations.  See what the CAT Center can do for you...make an appointment 
today by calling 227-2274. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students 
who require disability services or reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as 
having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 
227-2716 or 144 Killian Annex. 
Strategy for success. 
We strongly encourage you to get immersed in the material. We know that you have other 
courses, activities and obligations that make demands on your time but you need to do 
several things; a) arrange what you have to do in order of importance – prioritize, b) keep 
up with material in this and your other courses, c) sit near the front of your classes and 
don’t “retire” to rear, d) start early and allow enough time to complete tasks well before 
they are due, d) form study groups to prepare for exams, e) ask us for help if you need it, f) 
keep active – get enough rest – and eat well and g)  take your responsibility as a student 
seriously and you’ll find that you’ll enjoy learning the material. 
 
Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or reasonable 
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accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to Disability Services. All information is confidential. Please contact Carol 
Mellen for more information. Phone: (828) 227-7127; E-mail:mellen@email.wcu.edu. 
 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. 
Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of 
honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University 
because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as 
one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly 
allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty may be found in the 
2009-107 Student Handbook. 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. 
Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of 
honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University 
because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as 
one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly 
allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty may be found in the 
Student Handbook. 
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1  Bio2010: transforming undergraduate education for future research biologists, National 
Research Council, Committee on Undergraduate Biology Education to Prepare Research 
Scientists for the 21st Century.
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BIOLOGY 141 Lab         FALL 2007 
T, R   6:00 – 8:50 pm, Natural Science 108 
Required Texts - A Photographic Atlas for the Biology Laboratory, 5th Ed. by Van De Graaff & 
Crawley 
 
Lab Instructor: Jeremy Craft 
Office hour: M 4-5 (NS 125) or by appt. Email: Phone: 293-0863 
 
Lab Coordinators:  
Dr. Kathy Mathews (1st half)    Dr. Jeremy Hyman (2nd half) 
NS 128; Ph – 227-3659    NS 115; Ph – 227-3657   
kmathews@email.wcu.edu    jhyman@email.wcu.edu 
 
DATE  BIOLOGICAL TOPICS     
________________________________________________________________________ 
AUG    21/23 Introduction to BIOL 141 Lab – Use of the microscope/distribute slides 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 28/30 Prokaryotes & Microbial Eukaryotes 
________________________________________________________________________ 
SEP 4/6 “Algae” & Nonvascular Plants 
______________________________________________________________________________
________ 
 11/13 Seedless Vascular plants / Quiz 1 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 18/20  Gymnosperms 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 25/27 Angiosperms 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 OCT 2/4 Fungi / Quiz 2 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 9/11 No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 16/18 Animal Lab – Phylogenetics exercise 
________________________________________________________________________ 
  23/25  Animal Diversity – Precambrian life 
________________________________________________________________________ 
OCT/NOV 30/1 Animal Diversity II – Porifera & Cnidaria / Quiz 3 
________________________________________________________________________ 
NOV 6/8 Animal Diversity III – Platyhelminthes, Nematoda, Mollusca 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 13/15 Animal Diversity IV - Annelids & Arthropods  
________________________________________________________________________ 
 20/22 Thanksgiving Holiday this week: No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 27/29 Animal Diversity V - Echinodermata & Chordata / Quiz 4 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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DEC 4/6 Last week of classes: No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Course Objectives 
Learn to visually identify, verbally describe and sketch representative specimens of major phyla 
of the three domains and name them according to correct taxonomic designations. 
Learn to utilize a microscope to identify important cells, tissues, organs and structures of the 
specimens and name them using correct scientific terminology. 
Learn important distinguishing characteristics of the major taxa. 
Learn important life cycles of selected taxa.  
 
Course Evaluation: Lab accounts for 20% of the course grade. 
12 Worksheets (8 pts. each):      96 
4 Quizzes (6 points each)      24 
Total Points:     120 
 
Participation: 
Your attendance at all labs is mandatory. There will be no makeup labs. If you miss a lab, you 
will receive zero points for your worksheet or quiz grade for that week. Worksheets will not be 
accepted if you were not in lab that week. The rational for this is that you should not receive 
credit for doing the same work as everyone else if you did not participate in the lab activities, 
and your lab instructor should not be expected to set up makeup labs for individuals. To 
compensate for one unforeseen absence, you will be able to drop your lowest worksheet grade 
and double your highest. You may arrange with your lab instructor to make up a missed quiz in 
the case of absence due to illness, emergency or official university activity. 
You may attend a different lab section from the one in which you are registered ONLY in case of 
illness, emergency or official university activity, AND you must notify your lab instructor of this 
as soon as possible, preferably BEFORE the absence from your lab section. 
 
Quiz Format: Quizzes will contain short-answer questions testing your knowledge of broad 
topics that were covered in previous labs (non-comprehensive). 
 
Lab Expectations, Responsibilities and Rules: 
You should bring your Photo Atlas to lab every week. You are not required to bring your Life 
textbook (there will be a copy in the classroom), but you may wish to bring it as a useful 
reference. You are required to download the lab worksheets from the course website for 
this class and bring your own printouts to lab each week. We suggest that you download all 
the worksheets at once and make your own “lab packet” so that you don’t forget to do it one 
week. The instructor is not responsible for making you a copy of the lab worksheet if you forget 
to bring it. You are expected to have read the worksheet BEFORE coming to lab each week so 
that you are knowledgeable and prepared for the current lab activity. 
Lab observations may be done in pairs or as a group, and discussion among students is 
encouraged, but worksheets must be done individually.  Completed worksheets MUST be handed 
in at the end of each lab before you leave. Late worksheets will be accepted only at the discretion 
of the lab instructor. 
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To receive full credit for your worksheets, you must make all the observations required, provide 
written answers to all questions posed and sketch all organisms seen. Your sketches should be 
accurate and representative of what your saw (not works of art). Important parts should be 
labeled (hint: anything listed in bold on your worksheet should be labeled in the sketch). 
Sketches should always be given a descriptive title and the magnification of the observation 
should be indicated. 
It is YOUR responsibility to clean up the work area after each lab session, and you must check 
out with the lab instructor before you leave.  Tables should be wiped off. Trash should be thrown 
away. Dissecting tools should be returned to the front bench. Broken glass and used razor blades 
should be deposited in the sharps container. Microscope slides should be cleaned with soap and 
water, dried, and stored in your drawer (slides and drawers will be assigned on the first day of 
lab). Microscopes must be unplugged, covered, and returned to the assigned area.  Worksheets 
will not be accepted until your lab space is cleaned.   
 Students are allowed to leave the lab room for breaks any time after introductory remarks 
are made by the instructor.  However, the lab will end at 8:40 sharp to give time for cleanup. You 
are responsible for catching up on any instruction that may take place while you are out of the 
room. 
 
Lab Safety: 
First aid kits are located in the cabinet to the left of the entry door in NS 120 and NS 131.  See 
your lab instructor for a key if these rooms are locked. 
If emergency care is needed, call the University Health Center at 911 from any campus 
phone or 227-7301 from a cell phone. They can provide minor surgical care or ambulance 
service if necessary. 
Food, Beverages, Smoking and Cell Phone Use are NOT permitted inside the labs. 
 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities.  Students who require disability services or reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact Kimberly 
Marcus for more information.  Phone: (828) 227-7234; E-mail: kmarcus@email.wcu.edu.                                             
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BIOL 140 Principles of Biology I (Sections 03 & 04) 
Spring 2015 

MWF 9:05 – 9:55 am (Section 03) McKee 214 
MWF 11:15-12:05 am (Section 04) Forsyth-Business 114 

 
“Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known.” 

― Carl Sagan 
 
 
Instructor:   Heather B. Coan, Ph.D.  
   Assistant Professor 

Office: Natural Science Building 112 
   Email:  hacoan@email.wcu.edu 
   Phone: 828-227-3665 
 
Office Hours:  Monday & Friday 10 – 11am (other times by appointment) 
 
Course Text:  Campbell Biology by Reece, Urry, Cain, Wasserman, Minorsky and Jackson (9th edition) 
 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 

 BIOL140 is intended as an introduction to biology for majors and those pursuing related fields in the 
sciences.  Topics covered include macromolecules, cell structure and function, the cell cycle, mitosis 
and meiosis, energy and energy-harvesting pathways, and genetics and molecular biology. 

 
 
II. Course Objectives: 

 Investigate the fundamental building blocks of life and how they affect processes that occur at the 
molecular and cellular level in organisms 
 

 Understand how processes at the molecular/cellular level influence scientific research and guide 
biomedical research  

 
III. Course Policies 

 Lecture Attendance Policy: You are expected to attend class sessions. If you choose not to attend, it is 
your responsibility to obtain information provided in class. Attendance will be taken at each class 
session and considered when assigning final grades. 
 

 Exam Attendance Policy: You must be present for all exams. Missed exams will be given a grade of 
zero. Only in extreme circumstances will make-up exams be given. Advance notice must be given 
unless emergency dictates otherwise. I reserve the right to refuse a make-up exam depending on the 
circumstances. *in the event of an emergency, you must contact me as soon as possible to schedule a 
make-up exam. 

o Individuals participating in University sanctioned activities (i.e., athletics, band, etc) that require 
travel throughout the semester MUST inform me within the first two weeks of class of the 
possibility of missing exams.  
 

o Late and/or Makeup Exam/Assignment Policy: Late assignments will not be accepted, unless 
an emergency dictates that I consider otherwise. In no cases will permission be given to turn in 
an assignment late for reasons other than emergencies (if you know in advance that you will be 
absent, then you must turn in your assignment early to avoid a zero). Makeup exams will be 
given prior to the scheduled class exams. I reserve the right to alter the format of makeup 
exams. 

 
 Class Participation and Conduct Policy: Class preparation is essential. Be familiar with lecture content 

prior to class each day. Professionalism is essential to your success and to your future career. 



You are expected to be professional and respectful while in the classroom. Please place phones on 
silent and store them in a purse or backpack while in class. No texting, phone calls, or internet 
surfing while in class. In all cases of classroom conduct, I reserve the right to request that you leave if 
you are behaving in a manner that is disruptive or distracting to others in the class. 
  

 Course evaluation: Please participate in on-line course evaluations (CoursEval) dates April 5th – May 
2nd.  

 
IV. Tentative Course Schedule 
Be aware that this schedule is subject to change. 

Tentative Course Schedule 
Spring 2015 

  
Date Topic/ Reading 

Mon, Jan 12 Introduction to Class/ Themes in the 
Study of Life Chapter 1 

Wed, Jan 14 The Chemical Context of Life/ Chapter 2 
Fri, Jan 16 The Chemical Context of Life / Chapter 2
Mon, Jan 19 No Class- Martin Luther King, Jr.  

Wed, Jan 21 Carbon & Biomolecules/ Chapter 4 & 5 
Fri, Jan 23 Biomolecules/ Chapter 5 
Mon, Jan 26 Biomolecules/ Chapter 5 
Wed, Jan 28 Biomolecules/ Chapter 5 
Fri, Jan 30 Biomolecules/ Chapter 5 
Mon, Feb 2 Exam 1 

Wed, Feb 4 The Cell/ Chapter 6 
Fri, Feb 6 The Cell/ Chapter 6  
Mon, Feb 9 The Cell/ Chapter 6 
Wed, Feb 11 The Cell/ Chapter 6 
Fri, Feb 13 Cell Membranes/ Chapter 7 
Mon, Feb 16 Cell Membranes/ Chapter 7 
Wed, Feb 18 Cell Energy/ Chapter 8 
Fri, Feb 20 Cell Energy/ Chapter 8  
Mon, Feb 23 Cell Energy/ Chapter 8  
Wed, Feb 25 Exam 2 

Fri, Feb 27 Cell Respiration and Fermentation 
Introduction/ Chapter 9 

Mon, March 2 Glycolysis/ Chapter 9 
Wed, March 4 Krebs Cycle/ Chapter 9 
Fri, March 6 Oxidative Phosphorylation/ Chapter 9 
Mon, March 9 No Class- Spring Break 

Wed, March 11 No Class- Spring Break 

Fri, March 13 No Class- Spring Break 

Mon, March 16 Oxidative Phosphorylation/ Chapter 9 
Wed, March 18 Cell Respiration Recap/ Chapter 9 &  
Fri, March 20 Photosynthesis/ Chapter 10 
Mon, March 23 Photosynthesis/ Chapter 10 
Wed, March 25 Cell Cycle/ Chapter 12  
Fri, March 27 Exam 3 

Mon, March 30 Cell Cycle/ Chapter 12  
Wed, Apr 1 No Class – Easter Break  

Fri, Apr 3 No Class – Easter Break  



 

 
Advising Day Tuesday, February 24th  
Final Semester Examinations May 2nd - 8th  
Final Exam in this course 

Section 03  9:05-9:55 class 

Section 04  11:15-12:05 class 

 

Tuesday May 5th 8:30-11:00 

Monday May 4th 3:00-5:30 
 
 
 
V. Grading Procedures:  
Grading will be based on the components listed in the table below. A total of four exams will be given 
throughout the semester. The final exam will be cumulative and cover all major concepts from previous exam 
material. All material presented in class, in the assigned chapters, and in supplemental resources is subject to 
inclusion on the exam. Homework will be assigned via Blackboard after completion of each chapter in lecture. 
Typically one homework will be assigned per chapter; however, larger chapters may be split into separate 
homework assignments. Each assignment will clearly list the due date and time.  
 
 
Lecture Grade (based on criteria listed below): 75% of final grade 
Lab Grade (based on lab-related grades and assigned by your laboratory instructor): 25% of final grade 
 
 
 
 

Item Percentage of 
Grade 

Lecture Exams (4 total) 60% 
Final Exam 20% 
Homework (Blackboard) 20% 
Total 100% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mon, Apr 6 Meiosis/ Chapter 13  
Wed, Apr 8 Meiosis/ Chapter 13 
Fri, Apr 10 Genetics/ Chapter 14 
Mon, Apr 13 Genetics/ Chapter 14 
Wed, Apr 15 Genetics/ Chapter 14 
Fri, Apr 17 DNA Structure and Replication/ Chapter 

16 
Mon, Apr 20 DNA Structure and Replication/ Chapter 

16 
Wed, Apr 22 RNA and Protein Synthesis (Gene 

Expression)/ Chapter 17 
Fri, Apr 24 RNA and Protein Synthesis (Gene 

Expression)/ Chapter 17 
Mon, Apr 27 Transgenics/Gene Therapy 
Wed, Apr 29 Exam 4 

Fri, May 1 Review for Final 



 
 
 
 

Percent Letter Grade 
98-100 A+ 
94-97 A 
90-93 A- 
88-89 B+ 
84-87 B 
80-83 B- 
78-79 C+ 
74-77 C 
70-73 C- 
68-69 D+ 
60-67 D 

59 and below F 
 

Composition-Condition Marks. A student whose written work in any course fails to meet acceptable standards 
will be assigned a composition-condition (CC) mark by the instructor on the final grade report. All 
undergraduates who receive two CC grades prior to the semester in which they complete 110 hours at 
Western Carolina University are so notified by the registrar and are required to pass English 300 or English 
401 before they will be eligible for graduation. This course must be taken within two semesters of receiving the 
second CC and must be passed with a grade of C (2.0) or better. 
 
 
Office of Disability Services 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at 
(828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or 
those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may 
contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located 
in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
 
Electronic format (with hyperlinks): 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and 
learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated 
classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC 
homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes at 
Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may 
also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the 



week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for 
availabilities.  
 
 
Print format: 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and 
learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated 
classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC 
homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes 
at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students 
may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of 
the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for 
availabilities.   
Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses) 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) provides 
tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in other 
disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a 
drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 
Academic Integrity Policy:  This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate 
students. Graduate students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in 
charge of that step of the process.  

 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a 
serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the 
community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code 
of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see Article VII.1.a.). If the charge 
occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of 
either party for additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the 
Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 

 
Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
 
Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
 
Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 
exercise. 
 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an 
examination) 
 



Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. 
Within five (5) days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, the instructor will inform his/her department head (Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
when the student is a graduate student) in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  

 
The Academic Integrity Policy, Process and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online 
at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu. 

 
Please visit dsce.wcu.edu for further information.  

 
(See Student Handbook for information about the process) 
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BIOLOGY 141 Section _________0131242  - -01 and 141-02 Principles of Biology II 
Fall 201FALLSpringSpringFall 201100987643 

 
Class time:  141-01 MWF 9:05 am - 9:55 am Stillwell 14258 
   141-02 MWF 11:15 am -12:05 pm Stillwell 150 

 
Instructors:   Dr. Anjana Sharma and Mr. Weaver B. Haney 
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Dr. Anjana Sharma: 
STtillwell 211  
Office Hours:1:30-2:30 pm pm MW 11-12,; 10:10-11 am F 10-11 or by appointment  
Phone: 227-3670 
Email: asharma@email.wcu.edu 

Mr. Weaver B. Haney: 
NSStillwell 1058A 
Office Hours: 18-29:30 pam MTWR or by appointment  
Telephone: 227-7244-3444 
Email: whaney@email.wcu.edu 

Class time:  141- 013 MWFMW                       Meeting Room: 
FTR 9:305 am - 109:455 am 1 9:025-92:515 AMpm, Stillwell Belk 
Arts Complex 305McKee 113Belk 407 
2MWF1115 am  120McKee 1212454McKee 11034 
Instructors:   Dr.Mr. Weaver B. Haney Kathy MathewsAnjana 
Sharma and DMDr. Jeremy HymanWeaver HaneyJeremy HymanKefyn 
CatleyJeremy HymanKefyn Catley 
 
Text:   SadavaPurves, et al.  Life: The Science 
of Biology 87th Ed. Sinauer Assoc.Biology by Campbell and Reece, 8th Ed. Pearson 
Education   

 
Dr. Anjana SharmaMathews: 
128333 NS/Stillwell 158256466 
Stillwellatural Sciences 
Office Hours: 10-11M, F1-2pm MW and                       
1-2pm T,Th2:30-3:30 M, WM,F 10:10-11; 
M,W,F 12:20-1:10 M, W 11-1 T, R 11-12; F 
10-12 MW 1:30-3:30TR 2-3:30 
Phone: 227-3444365970 
Email: 
whaneyasharmakmathews@email.email.wc
u.edu 

MrDr. Jeremy. Weaver HaneymanDr. 
Kefyn CatleyJeremy 
HymanHymanCatley: 
Natural Science 115Stillwell 
124StillwellNatural Science115 Natural 
SciencesStillwell 337/206 115206  
 
Office Hours: M 1-2PM; T 10-12; F 11-12 
MWF 11:00-12:00TBA 
 
Telephone: 227-36573444651713651 
Email: 
jhymanwhaneykcatleyjhymankcatley@e
mail.wcu.edu 

jhyman@email.wcu.edu
 

Text:   Biology by Campbell and Reece, 98th Ed. Pearson Education   
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Tentative Schedule: 

DATE BIOLOGICAL TOPICS READING 
ASSIGNMENT 

Aug
Aug
Jan 

18
92
21
0 

Introduction, Origin of lifeDomains of Life 
514-516, 551-
553514-515, 551-
553537 

 

20
12
41
2 

Domains of Life, Phylogenetics, Prokaryotes 
551-553, 5386-6-
54020,  556-564Ch. 
27 

 

22
32
61
4 

Prokaryotes Prokaryotes contd. 556-564566-
5732Ch. 27 

    

 

25
62
91
7 

Prokaryotes contd.Eukaryotes, Endosymbiosis, 
ProtistsEukaryotes, Endosymbiosis, ProtistsNo Classes – 
MLK Holiday 

566-573 516-
517,575-579, 
596516-517, 575-
579,

 

27
83
11
9 

Eukaryotes, Endosymbiosis, ProtistsProtist continuedProtists 
contd.Eukaryotes, Endosymbiosis, Protists 

575-579580-
597580-598516-
517, 575-579, 

 29
30 Protist continuedLand Plants, Alternation of Generation 580-597600-606 

Review pg 252600-604 
Sep 21 Land Plants, Alternation of GenerationProtists contd. 600-604580-598 
Sept 12 No Class - Labor Day  
   

 52
4 

Labor Day – No classesLand Plants, Alternation of 
Generation 600-604 

 
34
72
6 

Protist continuedNonvascular Plants 580-597606-61004-
606610 

  
56
92
8 

Land Plants, Alternation of Generation and other derived 
traitsSeedless Vascular Plants 

600-606 Review pg 
252610-615 

    

 

89
41
23
1 

Origin and diversification of plants; Nonvascular plantsLand 
Plants, Alternation of GenerationSeed plants , Gymnosperms 

606-610600-606 
Review pg 252618-
620, 621-6255 

Feb 

10
16
14
2 

Seedless Vascular PlantsNonvascular PlantsAngiosperms 610-615606-
610625-63432 

 12
31 Seedless Vascular Plants continuedEXAM 1EXAM 1 610-615 
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64 
 9 EXAM 1  

 15
61 

EXAM 1Seed plants , GymnospermsAngiosperms – 
Reproduction, Seed Development 

618-620, 621-
6256257-63228, 
801-8046 

 

17
83
19
7 

Seed plants AngiospermsAngiosperms – Reproduction, Seed 
DevelopmentAngiosperms – Reproduction, Seed Development 

618-621625-
6348065-8089627-
628, 801-806 

 

19
20
21
9 

Gymnosperm diversityEXAM 1Plant Structure, Growth and 
DevelopmentAngiosperms – Reproduction, Seed Development 

622-625738-
745806-809 

 
16
23
11 

Plant Structure, Growth and Development 738-745 

   

 

22
31
82
61
4 

Angiosperms diversityPlant Structure, Growth and 
Development 625-634746-754 

 

24
50
28
16 

Angiosperms – Reproduction, Seed DevelopmentResource 
Acquisition and Transport 

627-628, 801-
804764-776 

 26
7 

Angiosperms – Reproduction, Seed Development, Fruit 
Resource Acquisition and Transport contd. 805-81108776-781 

 
23
30
18 

Resource Acquisition and Transport contd. 776-781 

   

Oct 

29
30
25
32
1 

Plant Structure, Growth and DevelopmentSoil and Plant 
Nutrition 738-745785-798 

Oct 
12
75
23 

Plant Structure, Growth and DevelopmentSoil and Plant 
NutritionFungi 

746-754785-
798636-641652 

 34 Fungi 63648-64152 

 
30
72
5 

Fungi continued 64136-65152 

    

Oct 
67
21
02

Fungi continuedFall Break EXAM 2Spring Break 636-643 
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8 

Oct
Mar 

89
41
22 

Fungi continuedFall Break What is an Animal? Animal 
OriginsWhat is an Animal? Animal OriginsSpring Break  

644-648654-658Ch 
31 

 
10
11
44 

EXAM 2Fall BreakFALL BREAKSpring Break   

 7 Fall Break  

 17
7 FALL BREAKEXAM 2  

 

13
49
19
9 

FALL BREAKFungi continuedFall BreakAnimal Origins – 
primitive animalsWhat is an Animal? Animal Origins 

641-6521Ch 31Ch 
31 

 15
61 FALL BREAKEXAM 2Fall Break  

 17
8 FALL BREAKWhat is an Animal? Animal Origins 654-658 

 
14
21
11 

Animal Origins – primitive animalsAnimal Origins – primitive 
animals 658-660Ch 31 

 
20
11
6 

Overview of Animal DiversityWhat is an Animal? Animal 
OriginsAnimal Origins – primitive animalsAnimal Origins – 
primitive animals 

654-664658-
660662-664 

 

22
31
82
41
4 

Introduction to InvertebratesAnimal Origins – primitive 
animalsAnimal Origins – primitive animalsProtostome 
animalsAnimal Origins – primitive animalsProtostome animals 

666-673658-
660662-664666-
671Ch 32Ch 31Ch 
32 

 24
5 

LophotrochozoansAnimal Origins – primitive 
animalsProtostome animals 

674-682662-
664666-673 

 
21
26
16 

Protostome animalsProtostome animals 672-673Ch 32Ch 
32 

 28
18 Protostome animals Ch 32 

 27
83 EcdysozoansProtostome animalsProtostome animals 684-666-673674-

681

 

29
30
25
31
21 

Arthropods and Invertebrate DeuterostomesProtostome 
animalsProtostome animalsProtostome animals 

684-694674-
681683-694Ch 
32Ch 32 

Nov 22
3 

Protostome animalsNo classes – Advising DayProtostome 
animals 683-694Ch 32 

Nov 
31
14
25 

Arthropods and Invertebrate Deuterostomes 
continuedProtostome animalsExam 3 

684-694674-
681692-694 
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 28 Exam 3  

 72
8   

Nov 

34
30
93
0 

Review exam 3Exam 3Deuterostome animals 697-703 

Nov
Apr 

56
11
11 

Exam 3Deuterostome animalsDeuterostome animals 697-703703-709 

  Deuterostome animals 703-709

 78 ChordatesDeuterostome animalsDeuterostome animals 697-708697-
703709-715

 14
44 Deuterostome animals 709-715 

 
10
16
16 

GnathostomesDeuterostome animalsDeuterostome animals 697-708709-
715715-720 

 
18
12
38 

TetrapodsDeuterostome animalsDeuterostome animals 709-714715-
720720-732 

  Deuterostome animals 720-732

 14
5 

AmniotesDeuterostome animalsHormones and feedback 
regulation 

720-723715-
720975-982

 
11
21
11 

Hormones and feedback regulation 975-982 

 23
13 Thanksgiving HolidayNervous System – Action potentials Ch 44/45/46 

 25
15 Thanksgiving HolidayNervous System – Synapses Ch 44/45/46 

    

 

28
18
17
83 

ReptilesHypothalamus and pituitary glandsNervous System – 
Action potentialsNervous System - Sensory systemsNervous 
System – Action potentials 

715-720984-989Ch 
44/45/46Ch 
44/45/46Ch 
44/45/46

 

19
20
15
30
20 

MammalsNervous System – Action potentials and 
SynapsesBreakNervous System – Synapses 

721-7271050-1055, 
1062-1071Ch 
44/45/46Ch 
44/45/46 

 21
2 Mammals continuedNervous System - Sensory systems 721-727 

Dec 18
22 

Nervous System - Sensory systemsBreakNervous System - 
Sensory systems 

Ch 44/45/46Ch 
44/45/46 
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24
52
05
25 

PrimatesImmune System 723-727929-934 

 
22
67
27 

Thanksgiving Break  Immune System 935-939 

 28
9 Thanksgiving Break    

 22
59 Immune System 940-946 

Dec 12
7 Human EvolutionImmune System Thanksgiving Break 728-733935-939 

   

 34
29 

Human Evolution continuedImmune System Thanksgiving 
Break 728-733940-946 

 46 Viruses/Review exam 4Circulatory System 381-393/897-904 
Dec
Dec
May 

21
32 

104-02 FINAL EXAM (EXAM 4)Circulatory System 38:30-
5:3011 pam 897-904 

Dec 93 Exam 4 For Bio 141-02 from 3-5:30 pmCirculatory System  

Dec 
9 
Tue
10 

Exam 4 For Bio 141-01 from 8:30-11 am  

  Exam 4 Week- Dec 9th  
    
 3 104-01 FINAL EXAM (EXAM 4) 8:30-11 am 
 
 

DATE BIOLOGICAL TOPICS READING ASSIGNMENT 

Jan 12 Introduction, Domains of Life, Phylogenetics p. 514-515, 551-553, 536-
54026.1

 14 Classification/Phylogenetics, Prokaryotes 25.1, 25.4, 26.4Ch. 27

 16 Prokaryotes cont.,  Intro. Eukaryotes, 
Endosymbiosis 26.5, 26.6, 27.1, 27.2 

   

 19 Eukaryotes/Endosymbiosis/ProtistsMLK Jr. 
HOLIDAY 516-517, 575-579,  

 21 Protists cont., Land plants 580-598, 600-60127.3-27.5
 23 Protists (Algae) 27.4, 27.5
   

 26 Land Plant adaptationsAlternation of Generations, 
Nonvascular plants 602-61028.1, 28.2 

 28 Seedless vascular plants, Alternation of Generations, 
Nonvascular plants 610-61528.2, 28.4 

 30 Seedless vascular plants 28.3, 28.4
   
Feb 2 Gymnosperms, AngiospermsVascular tissues 618-625, 625-63128.3, 34.2
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 4 EXAM 1 
 6 Seed, Gymnosperms 29.1, 29.2
    

 9 Angiosperms – Reproduction, Seed 
DevelopmentAngiosperm diversity 

627-628, 801-806, 807-
80929.4, 29.5

 11 Plant Structure, Growth and 
DevelopmentAngiosperm body 738-75434.1-34.4 

 13 Water transport 34.4, 35.1-35.3
    

 16 Resource Acquisition and TransportNutrient 
transport 764-78235.4 

 18 Soil and Plant NutritionFlowers and Fruit 785-79829.3 
 20 Angiosperm Reproduction 38.1-38.3
   
 23 No classes – Advising DayPlant Nutrition 36.1-36.3
 25 FungiNutrition and Regulation 636-65236.4, 36.5, 37.1
 27 Regulation of plant growth 37.2-37.5
   
Mar 2 EXAM 2SPRING BREAK  
 4 MID TERM SPRING BREAK 
 6 SPRING BREAK 
   
 9 Fungi & symbioses 30.1-30.4 
 11 EXAM 2  
   
 16  
 18   
   
 23  
 25  
    
 30 SPRING BREAK 
Apr 1 SPRING BREAK 
   
 6   
 8  
   

 11 Please evaluate your Courses online between Apr 
11-24.  

   
 13  
 15   
   
 20  
 22  
   
 27  
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 29  
   
May 5 141-03 -----Exam 4 ----- 12-2:30 pm  
 6 141-04 -----Exam 4 ----- 3-5:30 pm 
 
  
??????????Outline for the second half of the semester will be provided later by Dr. Jeremy HymanJeremy 
HymanKefyn Catley later.???????????? 
 
 
Course evaluations are tentatively open Nov. 13-Dec. 4-- 21-Nov to --5-Dec???????????????.-  Please 
evaluate your courses online.Please complete your course evaluations online between Nov 6 and Dec 6 (8 
am). 
 
 
 
DATE BIOLOGICAL TOPICS    READING ASSIGNMENT   (Ch.)   
 
AugJan      14203 Course Introduction, course organization and guidelines/Scientific Method, Origin 
of life & Evol. of cells 3.6, 21.2  1.1-1.4 
 

16225 Phylogenetics/Age of the Earth/Evidence for EvolutionThree domains of life  
  25.1, 25.2, 25.4, 26.121.1, 22.1, 22.5 History of Life on Earth, Three Domains of Life 
   Chapt. 22 

1824  Prokaryotes - Bacteria and Archaea   26.2-26.6 Phylogenetics/Three 
Domains of Life  25.1-25.2, 26.1 
 
 21278 ProkaryotesMLK JR. HOLIDAY      26.2-26.6Three 
Domains of Life, Prokaryotic Life     526-542Chapt. 27 
 23930 Protists-Endosymbiosis, Gen. Biol.Microbial Eukaryotes/Endosymbiosis  27.1-
27.2   27.1-27.4Eukaryotes & “Protists,” Endosymbiosis  Chapt. 28 
Sep 32501 Protists cont. – Protozoans, Slime moldsProtozoans     
 27.3-27.5  27.3-27.5 
Protist DiversityProtozoans      Chapt. 28     
 
Sep  28034 Protists cont. – Algae     27.5LABOR DAY HOLIDAY 

30056 EXAM 1Algae       27.5Algae  
     Chapt. 28, 568-569 
Feb 0178 Plants without seeds/Alternation of Generation 28.1-28.2EXAM ONE EXAM ONE 

 
04101 NontracheophytesLand Plants/Plant Reproduction   28.1-28.2Nonvascular 

Plants     Chapt. 29      28.4 
06123 Nonseed tracheophytes    28.3, 28.4Nonvascular Plants  

   28.4Seedless Vascular Plants    Chapt. 29 
08145  Seed plants      29.1Seedless Vascular Plants  

  28.4Seed Plants: Gymnosperms    Chapt. 30   
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11178 Seed Plants – Gymnosperms    29.2 Seed Plants   
   29.1Seed Plants: Angiosperms    Chapt. 30 

13920 Seed Plants – Angiosperms reproduction  29.3Gymnosperms   
   29.2 

Angiosperms, cont.     Chapt. 30 
15212 Angiosperms diversity    29.4Angiosperms: Reproduction 

   29.3Angiosperm Reproduction    Chapt. 39764 
22   

 

 
18245 EXAM 2 
Angiosperms: Diversity    29.4-29.5EXAM TWO 
27 Water & Nutrient Transport               701-7152067 Plant Anatomy – 

Primary bodyEXAM TWO The Plant Body     Chapt. 35  
 34.1-34.4 

 
 2289 Plant Anatomy – Secondary body   34.3 
 

Plant Anatomy: Primary Body   34.1-34.3Plant Nutrition    
  716-728Anatomy     Chapt. 35 
 

Oct 02 Plant Hormones 
04   

Oct 25 Vascular Tissue/Nutrient transport012   35.1-35.4Plant Anatomy: 
Secondary Body   34.3Water & Nutrient Transport               Chapt. 
36 

 
27034 Fungi       30.1-30.4Vascular Tissue/Nutrient Transport       
  35.1-35.4Water & Nutrient Transport               Chapt. 36 

 
29056  EXAM 3 
Fungi & Symbioses     30.1-30.2 Plant Nutrition   

   Chapt. 37 
 

 
Mar 03 SPRING BREAK089 EXAM THREE Special Topics (Symbiosis, e.g), or catch-up 
Kingdom  

 
05101 SPRING BREAKPhylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32Fungi   
    Chapt. 31 

 
07123  SPRING BREAK 
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Schedule for the 2nd half of the semester will be provided later by Dr. Catley.FALL BREAK Fungi & 
Lichens  
 
    Chapt. 31 
 
156  FALL BREAK EXAM THREE        
178 Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
FALL HOLIDAY 
1920  Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
FALL HOLIDAY 
 

223 Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  Chapt 32 

24 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   335 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans 
  Chapt 33 
267 EXAM FOURPhylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  Chapt. 34 
 
 2930   Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33 
 Asexual & Sexual Reproduction    Chapt 43 
Nov  301 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33Fertilization,Cleavage, Gastrulation, 
Neurulation   Chapt 20 
 
Nov  30   Homeostasis/Tissues Organs & Systems  Chapt 41 
Nov  01 Regulation/Temperature    Chapt 41 
023 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33EXAM FOURHormones & Development / 
Mechanisms  Chapt 42  
 
056 Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34Homeostasis, Temperature Regulation  
 Chapt 41 
078 Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34Hormones & Development   
 Chapt 42 
 06 Asexual & Sexual Reproduction   Chapt 43 
08 Fertilization & Cleavage, Gastrulation  
& Neurulation       Chapt 43 
0910  Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34 The Nervous System- Neurons & 
action potentials     Chapt 44  
 
 
 123 EXAM FIVE Nervous System- Synapses & Communication Chapt 44 
 145        Hormones      48Nervous System – Sensation & 
Reception  Chapt 45 
 13 Sensation, Chemo & Mechanoreceptors  Chapt 45 
 15        Photo receptors & Beyond    Chapt 45     
 167 Nervous System- Synapses & Communication 44Muscles & Movement Cilia, 
Flagella & Contraction    Chapt 47     
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1920 Nervous System – Sensation & Reception  44-45EXAM FIVE    
  Respiration      Chapt 48 
212 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 
 234 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY  
 
267 Respiration      48 
Respiration    Mammalian Lungs & Blood Transport  Chapt 48 
289 Circulation      49Circulation, the Heart   
  Chapt 49 
Dec 3001 Digestion, Nutrition & Feeding   50Nutrition & Feeding  
   Chapt 50                                                 
 
Dec 034 Animal Behavior     52Tissue & Water   
  Chapt 51  
056 Invertebrate & Vertebrate Excretion   Chapt 51 
08 Animal Behavior – Nature and Nurture   READING DAY  Chapt 
52          
078 Behavioral Ecology -  Animal Societies  Chapt 53         Behavioral Ecology  
   53          
 
   Primate Evolution 
  Human Origins 
FINAL EXAM: Tuesday, Dec   112, 8:300-11:00 am EXAM SIX and optional 
vocabulary exam    
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Goals of CourseLearning Objectives: By the end of this course, students should To provide you 
informationOur primary objective is for students to learnlearn and retain basic  knowledge about the  
nature of organismorganismal evolution, modern-day organismal diversity, the anatomy, reproduction, 
physiology and behaviorr oof the major groups of extant organisms, and the scientific method used to 
understand the biology of life on earth. 
 
 
Behavioral Expectations for Students: 
 
1) Read and Study: You are responsible for reading assigned material before class to enable you to 
participate in class discussion and keep up with the material being covered. You will have to plan on 1 
hour of study/preparation time per class at a minimum. We will expect you to be knowledgeable enough (, 
based on your reading of the text and supplemental material as provided), to respond to questions that 
arise during class, either verbally or in writing (see below).. 
 
 
 
2) Participate: Be attentive and ready to ask and answer questions regarding the lecture and reading 
materials. If you don’t understand the materials, be sure to ask the instructor to clarify them for you. Other 
people in the class probably have the same questions as you, so don’t be afraid to speak up.  
 
From time to time, you may be given brief writing assignments to complete in class, based on the day’s 
discussion and/or reading assignment. These will be used to assign your participation grade, and will also 
help you be prepared for short-answer exam questions. 
3) Attend Class and Be On Time: You are expected to attend all lectures and arrive at the start of the 
class. Attendance will be taken not be taken iin class every day and repeated lateness may be counted as 
absences.  Up to 5% of your lecture grade may be deducted for excessive, unexcused absences (more than 
4).  .  However, Yyou are expected to attend all lectures and arrive at the start of the class.  You will be 
responsible for making up any work missed due to an absence or any announcements/changes to 
schedule/exam dates made in class during your absence. Absences may be excused in the case of 
documented emergencies or illnesses or university-sanctioned events.  
 
4) Students are expected to work honestly on their homework assignments and exams.  See Academic 
honesty policy on the following page.  Dishonesty could result in zero points for a particular assignment 
or exam and in severe cases could also result in a grade of F for the entire course.Attendance will be taken 
in class every day, and repeated lateness will be regarded as a disruption of class, for which you may be 
asked to leavemay be counted as absences. 510% of your lecture grade will be assigned for attendance 
and participation. To receive the maximum number of points, you may not miss more than four classes 
unexcused.Absences may be excused if they are caused by documented emergencies or illnesses or 
university-sanctioned events. 
 
Grades:   
Exam 1 17528.75 % 
Exam 2 151827.75 % 
Exam 3 151827.75 % 
Exam 4  151827.75 % 
 
Homework 15 % 
Homework 10 %   (1st half of course) 
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Homework 10 %   (2nd half of course) 
Laboratory 2530 % 
 
Total  100 % 
Extra credit 56 % 
 
Grading Scale: Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
A+  = 97-100 %   B+  = 87-89 %  C+  = 77-79 %  D+  = 67-69 %           F 
= <60 % 
A    = 94-96 %  B    = 84-86 %  C    = 74-76 %   D    = 64-66 % 
A-   = 90-93 %   B-   = 80-83 %  C-  = 70-73 %   D-  = 60-63 % 
 
Exam Format: Exams may be a combination of multiple choice, short answer and essay questions. Your 
instructor will provide you with a set of study or sample questions beforehand. Each exam will cover only 
the material directly preceding it since the last exam.  
 
Attendance at Exams: You will have four hourly exams, including the final, and you are expected to be 
present for all of these exams. If you must be absent from an exam due to a prescheduled university-
sanctioned activity, you may arrange to take the exam early with permission of the instructor. Makeups of 
missed exams will be granted on a case-by-case basis (in most cases, only emergencies, illness or death in 
the family are valid excuses and must be documented). You have ONE WEEK after the missed exam in 
which to make up the exam. 
 
Homework: Homework assignments will be periodically given in class.  These will be handed out in 
class and WILL NOT be posted on Blackboard.  To receive your homework assignment, you will be 
expected to be present during class.  We will not provide copies of the homework for any unexcused 
absences. 
 
Help with the course in general: Your instructors are here to assist you in succeeding in this course. You 
are always welcome to contact us for assistance, whether it is help with understanding the course material 
itself, help with learning strategies, forming study groups, or help coping with other issues that may 
interfere with your academic success.  Seek help EARLY and OFTEN. It is much easier to bounce back 
from one poor exam grade than from two, three or four! 
    
6 Hourly Exams (7560 pts each) (75%)  450360 
 Attendance & Participation (5%)     30  40 
 Lab Grade (205%)     1520130  
 Total      600530 
 34 Optional Extra Credit (10 pts each)    340 
 
Rationale: We want you to absorb enough information to achieve the goals of the course. Reading, 
studying, making notes of what you’ve read and using that information will enable you to respond as a 
well-informed individual on the subject matter of this course.  
Grades: Grades will be based on a total of 440 points from four exams, each worth 100 points, and 
attendance/participation (40 points).  
Extra Credit: A total of 40 points extra credit are possible (10 pts for each report): 
Attend four science seminars and write a one page report on each seminar. That single page report must 
include 1) the title of the presentation, 2) the name of the presenter, 3) the date and location of the talk, 4) 
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a summary of the talk with the main points of the presentation and 5) one question that occurred to you 
during the talk that you might ask the presenter (You don’t actually have to ask your question). 
Extra Credit: A total of 340 points e56 % extra credit points are possible for attending up to fourthree 
science seminars and writing a one- to two- page report (double-spaced) on each. Most biology seminars 
are held on Fridays between 12:20 and 1:10 in the Natural Science auditorium.  There may also be a few 
biology related seminars offered by other departments on campus.  Of the three seminar reports, at least 
one report must be from the first half of the semester. Poorly written reports may be returned for a 
rewrite before a grade is assigned. You have up to one week following the seminar to turn in the report. 
For full credit, the report must include:  
 tThe title of the presentation, nName of presenterspeaker, Dthe date and Llocation of the talk, 
 aA summary of the talk with the main points of the presentation and results or conclusions of the 

speaker, and  
 oOne question that occurred to you during the talk that you might like to ask the presenter, or a point 

on which you would like elaboration.. 
 
Exam Format: Exams willmay be a combination of multiple choice, and short answer and essay 
questions. Your instructor will provide you with a set of study or sample questions beforehand. Each 
exam will cover only the material directly preceding it since the last exam. Some exam questions may be 
based on topics that were covered in lab that are related to the lecture material. 
 
 
Grading Scale:   
     LETTER                  POINTS       MAJOR LETTER   
                RANGE   GRADE 
         

A   92-100   A 
 A-   88-92  
 B+   84-88  
 B   80-84   B 
 B-   76-80 
 C+   72-76 
 C   68-72   C 
 C-   64-68 
 D+   60-64 
 D   56-60   D 
               D-   52-56 Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
A+  = 98-100100-94    C+  = 77-79  F   = <60 
= A,    = 93-97   C    = 73-76 
0 = A-   =, 90-9289-87    C-  = 70-72=  
B+,  = 8687-894    D+  = 67-69=  
B,    = 83-860    D    = 63-66 
= B-,   = 8079-8277    D-  = 60-62 = C+, 76-74 = C, 73-70 = C-, 69-67 = D+, 66-64 = D, 
63-60 = D-, 59-0 = F. 
 
Attendance at Exams: NO MAKEUP EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN. You will have foursix hourly exams, 
including the final, and you are expected to be present make every effort to attend thfor all of these 
exams. If you must be absent from an exam due to a prescheduled university-sanctioned activity, you may 
arrange to take the exam early with permission of the instructor. Makeups of missed exams will be 
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granted on a case-by-case basis (in most cases, only emergencies, illness or death in the family are valid 
excuses and must be documented). You may have ONE WEEK after the missed examtest in which to 
make up the exam.. 
It is not reasonable to expect your instructors to write, administer, and grade additional makeup exams for 
students who are absent. To compensate for an emergency absence, on the day of the final you may also 
take a comprehensive vocabulary exam. Your grade on the vocabulary exam can substitute for any other 
exam grade (including a “zero” from a missed exam).  
Attendance Policy: See above, under Behavioral Expectations. 
Plagiarism: This is defined as the use of another person’s work without acknowledging the source of that 
work. Work that is essentially the same as another person’s work, with only minor changes in wording is 
still considered plagiarism. Plagiarism may result in a loss of points or dismissal from class.  
Cheating/Plagiarism: This is defined as the use of another person’s information either in written or 
verbal forms when not allowed by the instructor. Tests and reports are considered conditions under which 
information may not be shared. Students who are caught cheating on an exam or copying another’s work 
on a report will receive a zero for that exam/report, and disciplinary action may be taken. 
 
Help with the course in general:. 
 Your instructors are herewilling to assist you in succeeding in this course. You are always welcome to 
contact us for assistance, whether it isbe help with understanding the course material itself, help with 
learning strategies, forming study groups, or help coping with other issues that may interfere with your 
academic success.   
Seek help EARLY and OFTEN. It is much easier to bounce back from one poor exam grade than from 
two, three or four! 
 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
30 Hunter Library - http://walc.wcu.edu - 828.227.2274; 828.227.7197 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) seeks to enhance the academic environment and 
raise the level of academic discourse at WCU by providing tutoring, academic skills consultations, 
workshops, online learning resources, and faculty consultations. Writing Assistants collaborate with 
students from all classes and majors at every stage of the writing process, from brainstorming and 
prewriting to drafting and revising. Course tutors facilitate collaborative group sessions and offer 
strategies for effective study and efficient time management. Call 227-7197 for writing 
appointments and 227-2274 for course tutoring. Visit the website, http://walc.wcu.edu, for 
additional learning and writing resources, hours of operation, and appointment information. All 
consultations and tutoring sessions take place in 30 Hunter Library. Distance students should use 
Smarthinking, an online tutoring service available via Blackboard, and WaLC’s online resources. 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring, and online writing and learning resources for all students. To 
schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu/) or 
call 828-227-2274. All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and 
WaLC’s online resources. 
 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  
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All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at 
(828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western 
Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability 
Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at 
(828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu.  You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu   

 Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as 
having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information 
is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or 
lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu 
The Catamount Academic Tutoring Center -30 Hunter Library; 227-2274; 
http://catcenter.wcu.edu  
The Catamount Academic Tutoring (CAT) Center’s services are designed 
to provide a solid foundation for college success. Students in 100 and 
200-level classes who participate in small-group tutoring sessions 
have an opportunity to improve their knowledge of course content, to 
cultivate an understanding of their learning preferences, and to develop 
study strategies that can be transferred to upper-level courses. Online 
Learning Resources (http://www.wcu.edu/9442.asp) are available to all 
students and include strategies for time management, note taking, 
studying, and test preparation. CAT Center tutors are successful 
students who are recommended by the faculty and trained in effective 
tutoring practice via an Internationally Certified Tutor Training 
Program. Tutoring sessions are available on an appointment basis, and 
instructions for scheduling appointments are available on the CAT 
Center website at http://www.wcu.edu/9441.asp.  Students are expected 
to arrive for their tutoring sessions on time and prepared with class 
notes, readings, assignments, and any questions they have about the 
material. 
 
The Catamount Academic Tutoring (CAT) Center offers FREE small-group 
tutoring and Academic Skill Workshops to help students improve their 
study techniques.  Sign up for appointments in advance using the 
online scheduling system (www.wcu.edu/catcenter/schedule.htm), by 
calling 227-2774, or by visiting the center in 135 Killian Annex.  
Students are expected to arrive for tutoring sessions on time and 
prepared with class notes, readings, assignments, and a list of 
questions they have about the material.  A schedule of Academic Skill 
Workshops is available at www.wcu.edu/catcenter/workshops.html.The 
Catamount Academic Tutoring Center provides small-group tutoring for many 100 and 200-
level classes and workshops to help students improve their study skills. Tutoring sessions are designed 
to help students improve their study techniques and understanding of course material. CAT Center tutors 
are WCU students who are recommended by the faculty and trained in effective tutoring practice via an 
Internationally Certified Tutor Training course. Students should sign up for appointments in advance 
using the online scheduling system (http://www.wcu.edu/9441.asp), by calling 227-2774, or by 
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visiting the center in 30 Hunter Library (ground floor). Students are expected to arrive for tutoring 
sessions on time and prepared with class notes, readings, assignments, and a list of questions they have 
about the material. Students who wish to improve their studying techniques, time management, test 
taking, or other academic skills should take advantage of the CAT Center's Academic Skills Workshops; 
the schedule is available at http://www.wcu.edu/9442.asp.  
Free Services Provided by the Catamount Academic Tutoring (CAT) Center 
135 Killian Annex, 227-2274 
FYI:  The majority of students who attend tutoring groups in the CAT 
Center on a regular basis have an average cumulative GPA of 3.0 or 
better.   
Is there a positive correlation?  CAT Center tutors are successful 
peer leaders who have been trained to assist you with becoming a more 
efficient learner.  Tutors will not do your work for you, but they 
will create a relaxed, informal setting for you to meet and study with 
other members of your class; offer resources and strategies for 
effective study and efficient time management; facilitate 
collaborative study groups in which each student is involved with 
actively exploring and learning the material; and provide a student 
perspective of specific classes and professors' expectations.  See 
what the CAT Center can do for you...make an appointment today by 
calling 227-2274. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students who 
require disability services or reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability 
and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  
Please contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian Annex. You 
can also visit the office’s website:  http://www.wcu.edu/12789.asp 
 
Strategy for success. 
We strongly encourage you to get immersed in the material. We know 
that you have other courses, activities and obligations that make 
demands on your time but you need to do several things; a) arrange 
what you have to do in order of importance – prioritize, b) keep up 
with material in this and your other courses, c) sit near the front of 
your classes and don’t “retire” to rear, d) start early and allow 
enough time to complete tasks well before they are due, d) form study 
groups to prepare for exams, e) ask us for help if you need it, f) 
keep active – get enough rest – and eat well and g)  take your 
responsibility as a student seriously and you’ll find that you’ll 
enjoy learning the material. 
 
Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or reasonable accommodations must 
identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability 
Services. All information is confidential. Please contact Carol Mellen for more information. Phone: (828) 
227-7127; E-mail:mellen@email.wcu.edu. 
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Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
 Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, 
staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. 
Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality 
of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity.  
Academic dishonesty includes: 
  
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 
  
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
  
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own 
in an academic exercise.  
 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping  
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing 
another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty may be found in the e 2009-107 
Student Handbook. 
 
 
Office of Disability Services: Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina 
University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify 
themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation 
to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of 
Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-
generation, low-income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-
on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is 
located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in 
BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills 
consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place 
in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to 
TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and 
students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online 
resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on 
certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing 
Tutoring” for availabilities.   
Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses) 
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Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic 
calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-
office/academic-calendar.asp.  
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BIOLOGY 141 Lab         FALL 2007 
T, R   6:00 – 8:50 pm, Natural Science 108 
Required Texts - A Photographic Atlas for the Biology Laboratory, 5th Ed. by Van De Graaff & Crawley 
 
Lab Instructor: Jeremy Craft 
Office hour: M 4-5 (NS 125) or by appt. Email: Phone: 293-0863 
 
Lab Coordinators:  
Dr. Kathy Mathews (1st half)    Dr. Jeremy Hyman (2nd half) 
NS 128; Ph – 227-3659    NS 115; Ph – 227-3657   
kmathews@email.wcu.edu    jhyman@email.wcu.edu 

 
DATE  BIOLOGICAL TOPICS     
________________________________________________________________________ 
AUG    21/23 Introduction to BIOL 141 Lab – Use of the microscope/distribute slides 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 28/30 Prokaryotes & Microbial Eukaryotes 
________________________________________________________________________ 
SEP 4/6 “Algae” & Nonvascular Plants 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 11/13 Seedless Vascular plants / Quiz 1 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 18/20  Gymnosperms 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 25/27 Angiosperms 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 OCT 2/4 Fungi / Quiz 2 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 9/11 No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 16/18 Animal Lab – Phylogenetics exercise 
________________________________________________________________________ 
  23/25  Animal Diversity – Precambrian life 
________________________________________________________________________ 
OCT/NOV 30/1 Animal Diversity II – Porifera & Cnidaria / Quiz 3 
________________________________________________________________________ 
NOV 6/8 Animal Diversity III – Platyhelminthes, Nematoda, Mollusca 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 13/15 Animal Diversity IV - Annelids & Arthropods  
________________________________________________________________________ 
 20/22 Thanksgiving Holiday this week: No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 27/29 Animal Diversity V - Echinodermata & Chordata / Quiz 4 
________________________________________________________________________ 
DEC 4/6 Last week of classes: No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Course Objectives 
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 Learn to visually identify, verbally describe and sketch representative specimens of major phyla of 
the three domains and name them according to correct taxonomic designations. 

 Learn to utilize a microscope to identify important cells, tissues, organs and structures of the 
specimens and name them using correct scientific terminology. 

 Learn important distinguishing characteristics of the major taxa. 
 Learn important life cycles of selected taxa.  

 
Course Evaluation: Lab accounts for 20% of the course grade. 
12 Worksheets (8 pts. each):      96 
4 Quizzes (6 points each)      24 
Total Points:     120 
 
Participation: 

Your attendance at all labs is mandatory. There will be no makeup labs. If you miss a lab, you will 
receive zero points for your worksheet or quiz grade for that week. Worksheets will not be accepted if you 
were not in lab that week. The rational for this is that you should not receive credit for doing the same 
work as everyone else if you did not participate in the lab activities, and your lab instructor should not be 
expected to set up makeup labs for individuals. To compensate for one unforeseen absence, you will be 
able to drop your lowest worksheet grade and double your highest. You may arrange with your lab 
instructor to make up a missed quiz in the case of absence due to illness, emergency or official university 
activity. 

You may attend a different lab section from the one in which you are registered ONLY in case of 
illness, emergency or official university activity, AND you must notify your lab instructor of this as soon 
as possible, preferably BEFORE the absence from your lab section. 
 
Quiz Format: Quizzes will contain short-answer questions testing your knowledge of broad topics that 
were covered in previous labs (non-comprehensive). 
 
Lab Expectations, Responsibilities and Rules: 

You should bring your Photo Atlas to lab every week. You are not required to bring your Life 
textbook (there will be a copy in the classroom), but you may wish to bring it as a useful reference. You 
are required to download the lab worksheets from the course website for this class and bring your 
own printouts to lab each week. We suggest that you download all the worksheets at once and make 
your own “lab packet” so that you don’t forget to do it one week. The instructor is not responsible for 
making you a copy of the lab worksheet if you forget to bring it. You are expected to have read the 
worksheet BEFORE coming to lab each week so that you are knowledgeable and prepared for the current 
lab activity. 

Lab observations may be done in pairs or as a group, and discussion among students is 
encouraged, but worksheets must be done individually.  Completed worksheets MUST be handed in at the 
end of each lab before you leave. Late worksheets will be accepted only at the discretion of the lab 
instructor. 

To receive full credit for your worksheets, you must make all the observations required, provide 
written answers to all questions posed and sketch all organisms seen. Your sketches should be accurate 
and representative of what your saw (not works of art). Important parts should be labeled (hint: anything 
listed in bold on your worksheet should be labeled in the sketch). Sketches should always be given a 
descriptive title and the magnification of the observation should be indicated. 

It is YOUR responsibility to clean up the work area after each lab session, and you must check out 
with the lab instructor before you leave.  Tables should be wiped off. Trash should be thrown away. 
Dissecting tools should be returned to the front bench. Broken glass and used razor blades should be 
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deposited in the sharps container. Microscope slides should be cleaned with soap and water, dried, and 
stored in your drawer (slides and drawers will be assigned on the first day of lab). Microscopes must be 
unplugged, covered, and returned to the assigned area.  Worksheets will not be accepted until your lab 
space is cleaned.   
 Students are allowed to leave the lab room for breaks any time after introductory remarks are 
made by the instructor.  However, the lab will end at 8:40 sharp to give time for cleanup. You are 
responsible for catching up on any instruction that may take place while you are out of the room. 
 
Lab Safety: 
First aid kits are located in the cabinet to the left of the entry door in NS 120 and NS 131.  See your lab 
instructor for a key if these rooms are locked. 
If emergency care is needed, call the University Health Center at 911 from any campus phone or 
227-7301 from a cell phone. They can provide minor surgical care or ambulance service if 
necessary. 
Food, Beverages, Smoking and Cell Phone Use are NOT permitted inside the labs. 
 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities.  Students who require disability services or reasonable accommodations must 
identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability 
Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact Kimberly Marcus for more information.  Phone: 
(828) 227-7234; E-mail: kmarcus@email.wcu.edu.                                             
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BIOLOGY 141_01  - Principles of Biology II 

Fall 20076 
 
Class time: MWF 9:05-9:55 AM, McKee 11034 
Instructors:  Dr. Kathy Mathews and Dr. Jeremy Hyman 
Text: Purves, et al.  Life: The Science of Biology 87th Ed. Sinauer Assoc. 
 
Dr. Mathews: 
128 Natural Sciences 
Office Hours: MW 1:30-3:30TR 2-3:30 
Phone: 227-3659 
Email:  

Dr. Hyman: 
115 Natural Sciences  

Office Hours:  MWF 11:00-12:00TBA 
Telephone: 227-3651 
Email: jhyman@email.wcu.edu

 
DATE BIOLOGICAL TOPICS    READING ASSIGNMENT   (Ch.)   
 
Aug     203 Course Introduction, course organization and guidelines/Scientific Method  1.1-1.4 

225 Age of the Earth/Evidence for Evolution  21.1, 22.1, 22.5 History of Life on Earth, 
Three Domains of Life    Chapt. 22 

24  Phylogenetics/Three Domains of Life  25.1-25.2, 26.1 
 
 278 Prokaryotes      26.2-26.6Three Domains of Life, 
Prokaryotic Life     526-542Chapt. 27 
 2930 Microbial Eukaryotes/Endosymbiosis  27.1-27.2  Eukaryotes & 
“Protists,” Endosymbiosis  Chapt. 28 
Sep 301 Protozoans      27.3-27.5   
Protist DiversityProtozoans      Chapt. 28     
 
Sep  034 LABOR DAY HOLIDAY 

056 Algae       27.5Algae     
  Chapt. 28, 568-569 
078 EXAM ONE EXAM ONE 

 
101 Land Plants/Plant Reproduction   28.1-28.2Nonvascular Plants   

  Chapt. 29   
123 Nonvascular Plants     28.4Seedless Vascular Plants   

 Chapt. 29 
145  Seedless Vascular Plants    28.4Seed Plants: Gymnosperms  

  Chapt. 30   
 
178 Seed Plants      29.1Seed Plants: Angiosperms  

  Chapt. 30 
1920 Gymnosperms      29.2 
Angiosperms, cont.     Chapt. 30 
212 Angiosperms: Reproduction    29.3Angiosperm Reproduction  

  Chapt. 39764 
22   
 
245 Angiosperms: Diversity    29.4-29.5EXAM TWO 
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27 Water & Nutrient Transport               701-715267 EXAM TWO The Plant 
Body     Chapt. 35  
 289 Plant Anatomy: Primary Body   34.1-34.3Plant Nutrition   
   716-728Anatomy     Chapt. 35 
 

Oct 02 Plant Hormones 
04   

Oct 012 Plant Anatomy: Secondary Body   34.3Water & Nutrient Transport             
  Chapt. 36 
034 Vascular Tissue/Nutrient Transport         35.1-35.4Water & Nutrient Transport             
  Chapt. 36 

056  Fungi & Symbioses     30.1-30.2 Plant Nutrition   
   Chapt. 37 

 
089 EXAM THREE Special Topics (Symbiosis, e.g), or catch-up Kingdom  
101 Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32Fungi      
 Chapt. 31 
123  FALL BREAK Fungi & Lichens     Chapt. 31 
 
156  FALL BREAK EXAM THREE        
178 Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
FALL HOLIDAY 
1920  Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
FALL HOLIDAY 
 

223 Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  32 
Phylogenetic Overview / Animal Origins  Chapt 32 

24 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   335 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans  
 Chapt 33 
267 EXAM FOURPhylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  Chapt. 34 
 
 2930   Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33 
 Asexual & Sexual Reproduction    Chapt 43 
Nov  301 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33Fertilization,Cleavage, Gastrulation, 
Neurulation   Chapt 20 
 
Nov  30   Homeostasis/Tissues Organs & Systems  Chapt 41 
Nov  01 Regulation/Temperature    Chapt 41 
023 Phylogenetic Overview  /  Ecdyzoans   33EXAM FOURHormones & Development / 
Mechanisms  Chapt 42  
 
056 Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34Homeostasis, Temperature Regulation  
 Chapt 41 
078 Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34Hormones & Development   
 Chapt 42 
 06 Asexual & Sexual Reproduction   Chapt 43 
08 Fertilization & Cleavage, Gastrulation  
& Neurulation       Chapt 43 
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0910  Phylogenetic Overview / Deuterostomes  34 The Nervous System- Neurons & action 
potentials     Chapt 44  
 
 
 123 EXAM FIVE Nervous System- Synapses & Communication Chapt 44 
 145        Hormones      48Nervous System – Sensation & Reception 
 Chapt 45 
 13 Sensation, Chemo & Mechanoreceptors  Chapt 45 
 15        Photo receptors & Beyond    Chapt 45     
 167 Nervous System- Synapses & Communication 44Muscles & Movement Cilia, Flagella 
& Contraction    Chapt 47     
  
1920 Nervous System – Sensation & Reception  44-45EXAM FIVE     
 Respiration      Chapt 48 
212 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 
 234 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY  
 
267 Respiration      48 
Respiration    Mammalian Lungs & Blood Transport  Chapt 48 
289 Circulation      49Circulation, the Heart    
 Chapt 49 
Dec 3001 Digestion, Nutrition & Feeding   50Nutrition & Feeding   
  Chapt 50                                                 
 
Dec 034 Animal Behavior     52Tissue & Water    
 Chapt 51  
056 Invertebrate & Vertebrate Excretion   Chapt 51 
08 Animal Behavior – Nature and Nurture   READING DAY  Chapt 52          
078 Behavioral Ecology -  Animal Societies  Chapt 53         Behavioral Ecology   
  53          
 
   Primate Evolution 
  Human Origins 
FINAL EXAM: Tuesday, Dec   112, 8:300-11:00 am EXAM SIX and optional vocabulary 
exam    
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Goals of CourseLearning Objectives: By the end of this course, students should To provide you 
informationOur primary objective is for students to learnlearn and retain basic  knowledge about the  nature of 
organismorganismal evolution, modern-day organismal diversity, the anatomy, reproduction, physiology and 
behavior of the major groups of extant organisms, and the scientific method used to understand the biology of 
life on earth. 
 
Behavioral Expectations for Students: 
Read and Study: You are responsible for reading assigned material before class to enable you to participate in 
class discussion. You will have to plan on 1 hour of study/preparation time per class at a minimum. We will 
expect you to be knowledgeable enough (, based on your reading of the text and supplemental material as 
provided), to respond to questions that arise during class, either verbally or in writing (see below).. 
Participate: Be attentive and ready to ask and answer questions regarding the lecture and reading materials. If 
you don’t understand the materials, be sure to ask the instructor to clarify them for you. Other people in the 
class probably have the same questions as you, so don’t be afraid to speak up. From time to time, you may be 
given brief writing assignments to complete in class, based on the day’s discussion and/or reading assignment. 
These will be used to assign your participation grade, and will also help you be prepared for short-answer exam 
questions. 
Attend Class and Be On Time: You are expected to attend all lectures and arrive at the start of the class. 
Attendance will be taken in class every day, and repeated lateness will be regarded as a disruption of class, for 
which you may be asked to leavemay be counted as absences. 510% of your lecture grade will be assigned for 
attendance and participation. To receive the maximum number of points, you may not miss more than four 
classes unexcused.Absences may be excused if they are caused by documented emergencies or illnesses or 
university-sanctioned events. 
 
Grades:  6 Hourly Exams (7560 pts each) (75%)  450360 
 Attendance & Participation (5%)     30  40 
 Lab Grade (20%)     120130  
 Total      600530 
 34 Optional Extra Credit (10 pts each)    340 
 
Rationale: We want you to absorb enough information to achieve the goals of the course. Reading, studying, 
making notes of what you’ve read and using that information will enable you to respond as a well-informed 
individual on the subject matter of this course.  
Grades: Grades will be based on a total of 440 points from four exams, each worth 100 points, and 
attendance/participation (40 points).  
Extra Credit: A total of 40 points extra credit are possible (10 pts for each report): 
Attend four science seminars and write a one page report on each seminar. That single page report must include 
1) the title of the presentation, 2) the name of the presenter, 3) the date and location of the talk, 4) a summary of 
the talk with the main points of the presentation and 5) one question that occurred to you during the talk that 
you might ask the presenter (You don’t actually have to ask your question). 
Extra Credit: A total of 40 points extra credit are possible for attending up to fourthree science seminars and 
writing a one- to two- page report (double-spaced) on each. Poorly written reports may be returned for a 
rewrite before a grade is assigned. You have up to one week following the seminar to turn in the report. For full 
credit, the report must include:  
the title of the presentation, name of presenterspeaker, the date and location of the talk, 
a summary of the talk with the main points of the presentation and results or conclusions of the speaker, and  
one question that occurred to you during the talk that you might like to ask the presenter, or a point on which 

you would like elaboration.. 
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Exam Format: Exams will be a combination of multiple choice and short answer questions. Your instructor 
will provide you with a set of study or sample questions beforehand. Each exam will cover only the material 
directly preceding it since the last exam. Some exam questions may be based on topics that were covered in lab 
that are related to the lecture material. 
 
Grading Scale:   
     LETTER                  POINTS       MAJOR LETTER   
                RANGE   GRADE 
         

A   92-100   A 
 A-   88-92  
 B+   84-88  
 B   80-84   B 
 B-   76-80 
 C+   72-76 
 C   68-72   C 
 C-   64-68 
 D+   60-64 
 D   56-60   D 
               D-   52-56 Grades will be based on a 10-point scale: 100-94 = A, 93-90 = A-, 89-87 = 
B+, 86-84 = B, 83-80 = B-, 79-77 = C+, 76-74 = C, 73-70 = C-, 69-67 = D+, 66-64 = D, 63-60 = D-, 59-0 = F. 
 
Attendance at Exams: NO MAKEUP EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN. You will have six hourly exams, including 
the final, and you are expected to make every effort to attend these exams. If you must be absent from an exam 
due to a prescheduled university-sanctioned activity, you may arrange to take the exam early with permission of 
the instructor. Makeups of missed exams will be granted on a case-by-case basis (in most cases, only 
emergencies, illness or death in the family are valid excuses). You may have ONE WEEK after the missed test 
in which to make up the exam.. 
It is not reasonable to expect your instructors to write, administer, and grade additional makeup exams for 
students who are absent. To compensate for an emergency absence, on the day of the final you may also take a 
comprehensive vocabulary exam. Your grade on the vocabulary exam can substitute for any other exam grade 
(including a “zero” from a missed exam).  
Attendance Policy: See above, under Behavioral Expectations. 
Plagiarism: This is defined as the use of another person’s work without acknowledging the source of that work. 
Work that is essentially the same as another person’s work, with only minor changes in wording is still 
considered plagiarism. Plagiarism may result in a loss of points or dismissal from class.  
Cheating/Plagiarism: This is defined as the use of another person’s information either in written or verbal 
forms when not allowed by the instructor. Tests and reports are considered conditions under which information 
may not be shared. Students who are caught cheating on an exam or copying another’s work on a report will 
receive a zero for that exam/report, and disciplinary action may be taken. 
 
Help with the course in general:. 
Your instructors are willing to assist you in succeeding in this course. You are always welcome to contact us for 
assistance, whether it be help with understanding the course material itself, help with learning strategies, 
forming study groups, or help coping with other issues that may interfere with your academic success. 
Seek help EARLY and OFTEN. It is much easier to bounce back from one poor exam grade than from two, 
three or four! 
 
The Catamount Academic Tutoring (CAT) Center offers FREE small-group tutoring and Academic Skill 
Workshops to help students improve their study techniques.  Sign up for appointments in advance using the 
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online scheduling system (www.wcu.edu/catcenter/schedule.htm), by calling 227-2774, or by visiting the center 
in 135 Killian Annex.  Students are expected to arrive for tutoring sessions on time and prepared with class 
notes, readings, assignments, and a list of questions they have about the material.  A schedule of Academic Skill 
Workshops is available at www.wcu.edu/catcenter/workshops.html. 
Free Services Provided by the Catamount Academic Tutoring (CAT) Center 
135 Killian Annex, 227-2274 
FYI:  The majority of students who attend tutoring groups in the CAT Center on a regular basis have an 
average cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better.   
Is there a positive correlation?  CAT Center tutors are successful peer leaders who have been trained to assist 
you with becoming a more efficient learner.  Tutors will not do your work for you, but they will create a 
relaxed, informal setting for you to meet and study with other members of your class; offer resources and 
strategies for effective study and efficient time management; facilitate collaborative study groups in which each 
student is involved with actively exploring and learning the material; and provide a student perspective of 
specific classes and professors' expectations.  See what the CAT Center can do for you...make an appointment 
today by calling 227-2274. 

 
Strategy for success. 
We strongly encourage you to get immersed in the material. We know that you have other courses, 
activities and obligations that make demands on your time but you need to do several things; a) arrange 
what you have to do in order of importance – prioritize, b) keep up with material in this and your other 
courses, c) sit near the front of your classes and don’t “retire” to rear, d) start early and allow enough 
time to complete tasks well before they are due, d) form study groups to prepare for exams, e) ask us for 
help if you need it, f) keep active – get enough rest – and eat well and g)  take your responsibility as a 
student seriously and you’ll find that you’ll enjoy learning the material. 
 
Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or reasonable accommodations must identify 
themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services. All 
information is confidential. Please contact Carol Mellen for more information. Phone: (828) 227-7127; E-
mail:mellen@email.wcu.edu. 

 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 

 
Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship 
and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an 
academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing 
another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty may be found in the 2007 Student 
Handbook. 
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BIOLOGY 141 Laboratory Syllabus          
 Fall Spring Fall   SUM FALLSPRINGFALSPRINGLSPRINGSPRING 
201543100987 
Lab times -  141-30 -M, T,on 2:30-5:20 pm, 141-31 -Tue  W, R   6:00 – 8:502:05-4:50 pm,  141-70 
–Tue 6:00-8:50 pm, 
141-32 –Wed 2:30-5:20 pm, 141-33 – Thu 2:05-4:50 pm 
 
All Llab sectionss meet in - Natural Science 1108StillwellSTNS 215215 
 
Required Texts - A Photographic Atlas for the Biology Laboratory, 765th Ed. by Byron J. Adams and John L. 
Crawley; Morton Publishing 
 
Other materials needed – Bring a good pencil and eraser for sketches along with the pprinted worksheets (See 
details on next page) and photoatlas each day.  Van De Graaff & Crawley 
 
 
TALab Instructor: Jessica Krippel   _______         Jeremy Craft 
Office hour: M 4-5 (NS 125) or by appt.     Email: _____________   
    Phone:  Office:   293-0863 
 
 
 
Lab Coordinatorss: 
 
Dr. Anjana Sharma asharma@email.wcu.edu   227-3670 ST 211  
 
Dr. Kathy MathewsAnjana Sharma (1st half)    Dr. JeremyMrDMr. Weaver 
HymananeyJeremy HymanWeaver B. Haney  whaney@email.wcu.edu  227-7244 NS 
108A 
(2nd half) 
NS 128333/ST 462566 ; Ph – 227-365970     NSSTNNS-108A:ST 11524158; Ph 
– 227-724434446573657444   
asharmakmathews@email.email.wcu.eduuu     whaneyjhymanwhaney
 jhyman@email.wcu.edu 
 
 
DATE (Week of) BIOLOGICAL TOPICS 
Aug 1922Jan 10     
Jan 11Jan 12 

IntroductionNo lab meetingIntroduction; Prokaryotes; Protists I Prokaryotes; 
Protists I Introduction, Prokaryotes and Protists I (Protozoans) 

AugJanAug 
17128 Introduction 

Aug 24JanAug 
1925July 8Aug 
269Jan 17     Jan 
18Jan 19 

Prokaryotes; Micrometry No Labs due to Labor DayMLK Holiday No lab 
meeting – MLK HolidayIntroduction; Micrometry; Prokaryotes; 
Micrometry;No lab meeting MLK Jr. Holiday – No lab meeting 

Sep 25Jan 24     
Jan 26 

No lab meeting – Due to Labor Day holiday on MondayProtists II; 
MicrometryProtists II (Algae and Slime molds), Set up Plant Nutrition 
Experiment 
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Aug 31Jan 26Sep 
1 Protists Prokaryotes; Micrometry No Lab Labor Day Holiday 

Sep 7Feb 2Sep 
8July 9Sep 
912Jan 31     Feb 
2 

No Labs due to Labor Day Holiday on MondayProtists; Plant 
Development experimentPlant Nutrition Plant Diversity I - Nonvascular 
plants and Seedless vascular plantsNonvascular plants & Seedless 
Vascular plants; Quiz 1, Collect Nutrition data 

FebSep 149Sep 
15July 10Sep 
169Feb 7     Feb 9 

Plant Diversity I - Nonvascular plants and Seedless vascular plantsPlant 
Diversity II - Gymnosperms; Gibberellic acid experiment; Quiz 1 
Gymnosperms, Collect Nutrition Data 

SepFeb 2116Sep 
22Jul 14Sep 
236Feb 14     Feb 
16 

Plant Diversity II - Gymnosperms; Quiz 1; Seed Germination and 
ViabilityPlant Diversity III - AngiospermsAngiosperms, Collect Nutrition 
Data 

Sep Feb 283Sep 
29July 15Sep 
30Oct 3 

Plant Diversity III – Angiosperms, Data collection for Seed Germ. & Viab.No 
Labs.  Please note that you will be asked to come and collect data on the 
experiment set up last week.  Times when labs are open for data collection 
will be announced later.Plant Diversity III - Angiosperms 

Oct 710Feb 28     
Feb 23 

No lab meeting – Fall Break  FungiNo lab meeting – Spring Break No lab 
meeting (due to advising day on Tue), Collect final Nutrition data 

Mar 2Oct 6July 
16Oct 147Mar 7     
Mar 2Oct 5 

Fungi; Lab Report on Seed Germination and Viability Due todayPlant 
Diversity III - Angiosperms FungiNo lab meeting – Fall Break FungiSpring 
Break – No lab meeting 

Oct 12Mar 9Oct 
13 No Labs this week - FallFallSpring  Break 

Oct 19Mar 16Oct 
20July 17Oct 
214Mar 14     Mar 
9 

Animal Diversity I–Porifera, Cnidaria, Ctenophores; Quiz 2 Fungi; Lab 
Report DueAnimal Diversity I–Porifera, Cnidaria, Ctenophores; Animal Lab 
– Phylogenetics exercise; GA expt. Questions due;  Quiz 2; Lab report 
due2 Fungi, Lab Report Due, Quiz 2, 

Oct 2831Mar 21     
Mar 16 

No lab meeting – Due to advising day on tuesdayAnimal Diversity I– 
Porifera, Cnidaria, Ctenophores Animal Lab – Phylogenetics exercise 

Oct 26Mar 
23Oct 27 

No Labs due to advising day on TuesdayAnimal Diversity I–Porifera, 
Cnidaria, Ctenophores; Quiz 2 No Lab Advising Day 

Nov 2Mar 30Nov 
3July 21Nov 
47Mar 28     Mar 
23 

Animal Diversity II – Platyhelminthes, Annelida, Mollusca No Labs due to 
BreakAnimal Diversity II – Platyhelminthes, Annelida, Mollusca; Quiz 3No 
lab meeting- Spring break Animal Diversity I– Porifera, Cnidaria, 
Ctenophores  

Nov 9Apr 6Nov 
10July 22Nov 
114Apr 4     Mar 
30 

Animal Diversity III – Nematoda & Arthropods; Quiz 3Animal Diversity II – 
Platyhelminthes, Annelida, Mollusca Animal Diversity III – Nematoda & 
Arthropods; Quiz 3Animal Diversity II – Platyhelminthes, Annelida, 
Mollusca; Quiz 3Animal Diversity II – Platyhelminthes, Annelida, Mollusca, 
Quiz 3 

Nov 16Apr 
13NovJuly 17 
23Nov 1821Apr 
11     Apr 6 

Animal Diversity IV - Echinodermata & Chordata Animal Diversity III – 
Nematoda & Arthropods; Quiz 3Animal Diversity IV - Echinodermata & 
Chordata Animal Diversity III – Nematoda & Arthropods Easter Break – No 
lab meeting 

Nov 23Apr 
20Nov 24 

No Labs due to Thanksgiving HolidayAnimal Diversity IV - 
Echinodermata & Chordata No lab Thanksgiving Break  

Nov 258Apr 18     No lab meeting – Thanksgiving HolidayAnimal Diversity V - Local 
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Apr 13 animal diversity; Quiz 4No lab meeting - BreakAnimal Diversity IV - 
Echinodermata & Chordata Animal Diversity III – Nematoda & 
Arthropods 

Nov 30Apr 27Dec 
1July 24 Phylogenetics:  Quiz No. 4 

July 28Dec 25Apr 
25     Apr 20 

Animal Diversity V - Local animal diversity; Quiz 4To be announcedAnimal 
Diversity V - Local animal diversity; Quiz 4Animal Diversity V - LCatch-up 
lab & local animal diversity; Quiz 4Animal Diversity IV - Echinodermata & 
Chordata 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

DATE (week of) BIOLOGICAL TOPICS___________________________  
    
________________________________________________________________________ 
JANAUG    21/2314 Introduction to BIOL 141 Lab – Use of the microscope/distribute slides 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 28/301 No labs Prokaryotes & Microbial Eukaryotes 
________________________________________________________________________ 
SEP 4/628 Prokaryotes & Microbial Eukaryotes “Algae” & Nonvascular Plants 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

FEB 11/134 “Algae” & Nonvascular Plants Seedless Vascular plants / Quiz 1 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 18/2011  Seedless Vascular plants/ Gymnosperms / Quiz 1Gymnosperms 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 25/2718 Angiosperms 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 OCT 25/4 Fungi / Quiz 2 
________________________________________________________________________ 
MAR 9/113 No labs – Spring break No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 16/1810 Animal Lab – Phylogenetics exercise 
________________________________________________________________________ 
  23/2517 No labs – Easter Holiday this week Animal Diversity – Precambrian life 
________________________________________________________________________ 
OCT/NOV 3 0/124 Animal Diversity – Precambrian lifePorifera, Cnidaria, Ctenophores Animal Diversity II 
– Porifera & Cnidaria / Quiz 3 
________________________________________________________________________ 
NOV 316/8 No labsAnimal Diversity III – Platyhelminthes, Nematoda, Mollusca 
________________________________________________________________________ 
APR 13/157 Animal Diversity II – Platyhelminthes, Annelida, Mollusca Porifera & Cnidaria / Quiz 3 Animal 
Diversity IV - Annelids & Arthropods  
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________________________________________________________________________ 
 20/2214 Animal Diversity III – Nematoda & ArthropodsPlatyhelminthes, Nematoda, Mollusca
 Thanksgiving Holiday this week: No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 27/2921 Animal Diversity IV - Echinodermata & Chordata Annelids & Arthropods Animal 
Diversity V - Echinodermata & Chordata / Quiz 4 
________________________________________________________________________ 
DEC 4/628 Animal Diversity V - Echinodermata & ChordataCatch-up lab & local animal diversity  / Quiz 
4Last week of classes: No labs 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Course Evaluation: Lab accounts for 2530% of the course grade. 
 
12 Worksheets (10 pts. each  ):    1210 
Pre lab assignments      55 
Lab Report       25 
Lab report (one)      20Participation        55 
Plant Nutrition ReportGA expt.  Lab Report (Plant Nutr. Expt)     20 
44 Quizzes         40 
 
Total Points:     28550215180 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Course Objectives 

 Learn to visually identify, verbally describe and sketch representative specimens of major phyla of the 
three domains and name them according to correct taxonomic designations. 

 Learn to utilize a microscope to identify important cells, tissues, organs and structures of the specimens 
and name them using correct scientific terminology. 

 Learn important distinguishing characteristics of the major taxa and life cycles of selected taxa.. 
 Learn important life cycles of selected taxa.  
 Explore plant developmentnutrition in plants  
 Learn the Phylum designations for the major plant and animal taxaLearn to write a laboratory report  
 Study the effects of plant hormone gibberellic acid on plant growth and development. 

 
Course Evaluation: Lab accounts for 20% of the course grade. 
112 Worksheets (118 pts. each):      12196 
4 Quizzes (6 points each)        249 
Total Points:     1520 
 
Participation: 
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Your attendance at all labs is mandatory. There will be no makeup labs. If you miss a lab, you will 
receive zero points for your worksheet, pre-lab andor quiz grade for that week. Worksheets will not be accepted 
if you were not in lab that week. The rationale for this is that you should not receive credit for doing the same 
work as everyone else if you did not participate in the lab activities, and your lab instructor should not be 
expected to set up makeup labs for individuals.  

You may also be required to return to the lab out of class periods to collect data for some experiments.  
Failure to meet these small, extra commitments will cost you lab points.To compensate for one unforeseen 
absence, you will be able to drop your lowest worksheet grade and double your highest. You may arrange with 
your lab instructor to make up a missed quiz in the case of absence due to illness, emergency or official 
university activity only. 

 
You may attend a different lab section from the one in which you are registered ONLY in case of illness, 

emergency or official university activity, AND you must notify your lab instructor of this as soon as possible, 
preferably BEFORE the absence from your lab section. 
 
 
Worksheets: 
 Laboratory worksheets will be uploaded on Blackboard.  You will be responsible for printing and 
bringing the worksheets with you to each lab meeting.  If you show up to class without the worksheet, you will 
be sent home.  
The worksheet must be completed during the laboratory period.  Worksheets completed before attending the 
lab will not be accepted. 
 
 Completed worksheets MUST be handed in at the end of each lab before you leave.  
 Your lab work will be graded on the basis of accuracy, attention to detail, completeness, following 
directions, and the general quality of your work.  Late worksheets will be accepted only at the discretion of the 
lab instructor. To receive full credit for your worksheets, you must make all the observations required, provide 
written answers to all questions posed and sketch all organisms seen. Your sketches should be accurate and 
representative of what you saw (not works of art). Important parts should be labeled (hint: anything listed in 
bold on your worksheet should be labeled in the sketch). Sketches should always be given a descriptive titled 
with the SCIENTIFIC NAME of the specimen, the PHYLUM and the MAGNIFICATION!  
 
Observations made with the unaided eye are refered to as “1X” magnifgication.  and the magnification of the 
observation should always be indicated.  
  
After you pick up your graded woprksheets, you should collect them together in a notebook in proper order so 
that they are convenient and readily accessible to you when you are preparing for the quizzes. Your drawings 
will help you to recall the appearance of the organism and its important structures. 

 
Pre-lab Assignments:  
 Pre-lab assignments can be downloaded from Blackboard.  These assignments are designed to prepare 
you for the upcoming lab. These assignments are due at the start of each lab meeting.   
Pre-lab assignments:  
 Pre-lab assignments can also be downloaded from Blackboard.  These assignments are designed to 
prepare you for the upcoming week’s lab. These assignments are due at the start of each lab meeting.  There 
is no pre-lab assignment for the first week of classeslab of the semester. 
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Laboratory report: 
 You will be writing a report on the plant nutrition experiment you perform.  Instructions on lab report 
format and other details will be given during one of the laboratory periods.  Each student is expected to write a 
report independently (even though the work was done in groups) and turn it in on the assigned due date.  
Reports turned in late will not be graded. 
 
Quiz Format: Quizzes will contain short-answer questions or questions asking you to identify images testing 
your knowledge of broad topics that were studiedcovered in previous labs (non-comprehensive). 
 
Lab Expectations, Responsibilities and Rules: 

You should bring your Photo Atlas to lab every week. You are not required to bring your Life textbook 
(there will be a copy in the classroom), but you may wish to bring it as a useful reference. You are required to 
download the lab worksheets from the course website for this class and bring your own printouts to lab 
each week. We suggest that you download all the worksheets at once and make your own “lab packet” so that 
you don’t forget to do it one week. The instructor is not responsible for making you a copy of the lab worksheet 
if you forget to bring it. You are expected to have read the worksheet BEFORE coming to lab each week so that 
you are knowledgeable and prepared for the current lab activity. 

 
Lab observations may be done in pairs/groups or as a group, and discussion among students is 

encouraged, but worksheets must be done individually.  Completed worksheets MUST be handed in at the end 
of each lab before you leave. Late worksheets will be accepted only at the discretion of the lab instructor. 

To receive full credit for your worksheets, you must make all the observations required, provide written 
answers to all questions posed and sketch all organisms seen. Your sketches should be accurate and 
representative of what your saw (not works of art). Important parts should be labeled (hint: anything listed in 
bold on your worksheet should be labeled in the sketch). Sketches should always be given a descriptive title and 
the magnification of the observation should be indicated. 

It is YOUR responsibility to clean up the work area after each lab session, and you must check out with 
the lab instructor before you leave.  Tables should be wiped off. Trash should be thrown away. Dissecting tools 
should be returned to the front bench. Broken glass and used razor blades should be deposited in the sharps 
container. Microscope slides should be cleaned with soap and water, and dried before returning to the slide 
boxfront deskdried, and stored in your drawer (slides and drawers will be assigned on the first day of lab). 
Microscopes must be unplugged, covered, and returned to the assigned area.  Worksheets will not be accepted 
until your lab space is cleaned.   
 Students are allowed to leave the lab room for breaks any time after introductory remarks are made by 
the instructor.  However, the lab will end at 8:40 sharp to give time for cleanup. Yyou are responsible for 
catching up on any instruction that you may take missplace while you are out. of the room. 
 
Quiz Format: Quizzes will contain short-answer questions or questions asking you to identify images of 
specimens that were studied in previous labs (non-comprehensive). 
 
Lab Safety: 
The First aid kit is located in the drawer under the instructors work station.   
There is a separate waste container for broken glass.  
There is a separate waste container for sharps (for disposing blades and other sharp materials other than glass) 
The Eye wash station and shower are located near one of the entry/exit doors in the room.   
Emergency-Dial 911 from any campus phone. 
There is a separate waste container for broken glass. First aid kits are located in the cabinet to the left of the 
entry door in NS 120 and NS 131.  See your lab instructor for a key if these rooms are locked. 
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If emergency care is needed, call the University Health Center at 911 from any campus phone or 227-
7301 from a cell phone. They can provide minor surgical care or ambulance service if necessary. 
Food, Beverages, Smoking and Cell Phone Use are NOT permitted inside the labs. 
 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities.  Students who require disability services or reasonable accommodations must identify 
themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact Kimberly Marcus for more information.  Phone: (828) 227-7234; E-
mail: kmarcus@email.wcu.edu.                                             
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BIOLOGY 141 Section 01 Principles of Biology II 
Fall 2015 

 
Class time:  MWF 9:00-9:55 Meeting Room 365 Belk Arts Complex 
 
Instructors:  Mr. Weaver B. Haney  

NS 108A 
Office Hours- 12:30-2:30pm TU TH or by 
appointment                       

 
Phone: 227-7244 
Email: whaney@email.wcu.edu 

 
Text:   Biology by Campbell and Reece, 9th Ed. Pearson Education   

 
Tentative Schedule: 

DATE BIOLOGICAL TOPICS READING 
ASSIGNMENT 

Aug 17 Introduction, Domains of Life, Lecture 1 537-542,  556- 566 
 17 Phylogenetics  
 19 Cladistics 542-547 
 19 Evolution  452-467 
 21 Viruses (Living or Non-living?) 381-393 
 24 Prokaryotes Lecture 2 566-572  
 26 Eukaryotes, Endosymbiosis  575-579 
 28 Protists Lecture 3  
 31 Protist continued Lecture 4 580-597 
Sep 2 Review Exam 1  
 4 Exam 1  
 7 No Class Labor Day Holiday  
 9 Land Plants, Alternation of Generation Lecture 5 600-603 
 11 Nonvascular Plants,  606-610 
 14 Seedless Vascular Plants Lecture 6 610-615 
 16 Plant Behavior  
 18 Seed plants , Lecture 7  618-620, 621-625 
 21 Gymnosperms Lecture 7 Continued  
 23 Angiosperms Lecture 8 625-633 
 25 Angiosperms Lecture 8 Continued  
 28 Plant Structure, Lecture 9  738-745 
 28 Growth and Development Lecture 10 746-754 
 30 Lecture 10 Continued  
Oct 2 Review Exam 2  
 5 Exam 2  
 7 Fungi Lecture 11  636-651 
 9 Fungi Lecture 12  
 12 No Class Fall Break  
 19 Lecture 13 Overview of Animal Diversity 654-664 
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 21 Lecture 14 Introduction to Invertebrates 666-673 
 23 Lophotrochozoans Lecture 15 674-682 
 26 Lecture 17-Ecdysozoans 684- 
 28 Coral Reefs- A Tale of Two Cities  
 30 Lecture 18-Arthropods and Invertebrate Deuterostomes 684-694 
 2 Lecture 18 Continued  
 4 Review Exam 3  
Nov 6 Exam 3  
 9 Chordates Lecture No. 19A 697-708 

 11 Gnathostomes -Sea Lampreys –  Threat to Great Lakes 
fisheries  

 13 Lecture 19B- Tetrapods  709-714 
 16 Threats to Amphibian Diversity  
 18 Lecture No. 20 –Amniotes  720-723 
 20 Lecture No. 21 Reptiles 715-720 
 23 Lecture No. 22 - Mammals 721-727 
 25  No Class Thanksgiving Break  
 30  Wolves of Yellowstone   
Dec  2 Primates  
 5 Review Final Exam   
Final 
Exams 8 Exam 4       8:30-11:00 am   

4) Homework- There will be 4 homework assignments worth 25 points each.  Homework assignments 
will be handed out in class and WILL NOT be posted on Blackboard.  To receive your homework 
assignment you will be expected to be present during class.  I will NOT provide copies of the homework 
for an unexcused absence. 
 
Grades:   
Exam 1 15 % 
Exam 2 15 % 
Exam 3 15 % 
Exam 4  15 % 
Homework 15% 
Laboratory 25 % 
 
Total  100 % 
Extra credit 6 % 
 
Grading Scale: Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
A+  = 97-100 % B+  = 87-89 %  C+  = 77-79 %  D+  = 67-69 %      F = <60 % 
A    = 94-96 %  B    = 84-86 %  C    = 74-76 %  D    = 64-66 % 
A-   = 90-93 % B-   = 80-83 %  C-  = 70-73 %   D-  = 60-63 % 
    
Extra Credit: 6 % extra credit points are possible attending three biology seminars and writing a one- to 
two-page report (double-spaced) on each. offered by biology department or other departments on campus.  
Poorly written reports may be returned for a rewrite before a grade is assigned.  
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Exam Format: Exams may be a combination of multiple choice, short answer and essay questions. Your 
instructor will provide you with a set of study or sample questions beforehand. Each exam will cover only 
the material directly preceding it since the last exam.  
 
Attendance at Exams: You will have four hourly exams, including the final, and you are expected to be 
present for all of these exams. If you must be absent from an exam due to a prescheduled university-
sanctioned activity, you may arrange to take the exam early with permission of the instructor. Makeups of 
missed exams will be granted on a case-by-case basis (in most cases, only emergencies, illness or death in 
the family are valid excuses and must be documented). You have ONE WEEK after the missed exam in 
which to make up the exam.Late assignments- Assignments must be submitted on the day they are due in 
class.  Late assignments will result in a 50% reduction in grade per day.  E-mailed assignments will NOT 
be accepted. 
 

 

Help with the course in general: Your instructors are here to assist you in succeeding in this 
course. You are always welcome to contact us for assistance, whether it is help with 
understanding the course material itself, help with learning strategies, forming study groups, or 
help coping with other issues that may interfere with your academic success.  Tutors are available 
for this course at the Academic Support Services Office.  Seek help EARLY and OFTEN. It is 
much easier to bounce back from one poor exam grade than from two, three or four! 

 

Office of Disability Services 

 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of 
Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 

Student Support Services 

Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income 
or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You 
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may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is 
located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 

Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 

 

The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing 
and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in 
designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from 
the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students 
taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online 
resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park 
campus on certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select 
“Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.   

Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses 

The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) provides 
tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in 
other disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is 
available on a drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by 
appointment. 

Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp. 

Academic Honesty Policy: Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a 
community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the 
highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western 
Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend 
on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: a. Cheating—Intentionally using or 
attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic exercise. b. 
Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. c. 
Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 
own in an academic exercise.  

d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 
someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to 
copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 

The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty may be found in the 
Student Handbook. 
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INSTRUCTOR: Barbara Ballentine  LECTURE: McKee 135  M, W & F    9:05 – 9:55AM 
       
OFFICE: NS 113     OFFICE HOURS:  M & F 1 – 2 PM OR By Appointment 
 
E-MAIL:  beballentine@wcu.edu          
VOICE:  828-227-2518 (OFFICE)          
WWW:  Blackboard            
 
I.  COURSE DESCRIPTION 
This course is designed to explore diversity of life on earth from an evolutionary perspective by surveying the 
major groups of life, the evolutionary mechanisms responsible for diversity, and historical conditions on the 
planet that contributed to biodiversity.   
 
II.  COURSE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
Aim:  This class is designed to survey the major lineages of life.  I encourage students to think broadly applying 
concepts of systematics, and evolution to understanding biological diversity.  We will discuss the techniques 
used by modern biologists to answer questions relevant to understand the origin and evolution of biodiversity. 

 
Specific Objectives:  By the end of the course students will: 

1. Understand the history of the major groups of life. 
2. Be familiar with biodiversity. 
3. Understand the role of evolution in producing diversification. 
4. Understand how to use scientific inquiry. 
5. Be prepared for higher level study in biology. 

 
Prerequisites:  I teach this class with the assumption that students have successfully completed Biol. 
140.  
 

III.  COURSE MATERIALS 
TEXT:  Campbell Biology 9th Edition. Reece, Urry, Cain, Wasserman, Minorsky, and Jackson.  The text book is 

required and meant to be used to supplement lecture material.   
 
SUPPLEMENTARY READINGS:  Will be announced in class and made available on Blackboard. 
 

IV.  FACULTY EXPECTATIONS/COURSE POLICIES 
Academic Integrity/Honesty:  I expect you to honor the policies of the Academic Honesty Policy (see 
below) when conducting yourself during lectures and exams.  Cheating (defined below) will result in a 
failing grade for the class as well as disciplinary actions that may include expulsion from the University. 
Don’t cheat – it’s not worth it and I am likely to catch you.  
 
Academic Honesty Policy:  Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a 
community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge 
and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

mailto:beballentine@wcu.edu
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b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 

own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 

someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to 
copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 

 
Attendance Policy:  The easiest and most effective way to a good grade in this class is to attend every 
lecture.  I hope that you will find lectures to be interesting and stimulating and want to be in attendance 
for all lectures.  Furthermore, we will have some lecture periods devoted to discussion.  Not only will 
your presence contribute to the intellectual community of the class discussion but I am likely to include 
questions on the exam that are a direct outcome of these discussions.  I will not always take attendance, 
however, you are responsible for all material covered during lectures whether you are in attendance or 
not.  Please note that important announcements are made in class regarding exams.  If you miss class or 
arrive late, you not only miss an important opportunity to learn classroom material but you may miss 
these important announcements or points.   

 
Classroom Decorum:  Contribute to a positive learning environment and be respectful of your 
colleagues! Please arrive to class ON TIME.  Arriving late to class is very disruptive.  Habitual lateness will 
not be tolerated.  During classes, I expect everyone to be actively engaged in learning classroom 
material.  Therefore, behavior that is distracting to other students will not be tolerated.  You should not 
be engaged in any activity that would be distracting to your fellow classmates such as talking during 
lectures, texting, playing video games, watching videos, etc.  All electronic devices including cell 
phones, laptops and tablets should be turned off and put away at the beginning of each class – no 
exceptions.  If you are engaged in any activity that is disruptive, you will be asked to leave – no warnings 
will be given. 

 
Office hours:  I encourage you to attend office hours (or make an appointment) if you have questions 
about the material.  It is especially important to see me if you are disappointed with your performance 
on the first exam.  Don’t wait!   
 

V.  GRADING PROCEDURES 
Your grade will be based on a combination of exams, and labs. 
 
Exams:  There will be four in-class exams that will be short answer/essay/problem solving format.  
Exams will take place during lecture (except Exam 4) and are designed to assess your understanding of 
material presented during lecture, laboratory, and assigned readings.  You are expected to have a deep 
understanding of the material presented in lecture.  Exams will be designed to assess your ability to 
synthesize information presented in lecture and lab and apply your knowledge to solve novel problems.  
Thus, memorization of lecture material is only the first step of preparing for exams.   
 
Exams cannot be made up unless you have made arrangements prior to the scheduled exam.  Missed 
exams will result in receiving a zero for the exam.  Please see me if you require special accommodations 
for exams. 

 
Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: Western Carolina University is 
committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities. 
 Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and 
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provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential. Please 
contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian Annex.  You can also 
visit the office’s website:  http://www.wcu.edu/12789.asp  
 
Grading: 
Assignment   Points    
Four in-class Exams    75%    
Laboratory   25%    

 
Lecture Notes Policy 
An important component to learning classroom material is not only attending lecture but actively 
engaging with material presented during lecture.  According to research, taking notes (handwritten 
notes) during lecture improves students’ ability to retain information.  Retention is further improved by 
reviewing notes shortly after lecture.  Additionally, since your lecture notes are your study guide, it is 
extremely important for you to have a good set of lecture notes to review and to use to study for exams.  
To that end, the policy of my classes encourages you to take notes during lecture but also insures that 
you have an excellent set of notes by allowing the opportunity to review power points immediately after 
lecture.  
 
Lectures from the week are available for review (not for printing) on Blackboard.  Each week, lectures 
from the week will be available shortly after class but disappear every Sunday at midnight to make room 
for the next week’s lectures.   
 
Important dates 
 
Exam 1 Wed., Feb. 4 
Exam 2 Wed., March 4 
Exam 3 Mon. April 6 
Exam 4 Tues. May 5th 8:30AM – 11AM 

http://www.wcu.edu/12789.asp
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VI.  TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF TOPICS TO BE COVERED (Subject to change) 
I encourage you to review the text book chapters as a supplement to lecture.  Time constraints prevent me from 
covering everything in the chapters during lecture.  You will only be responsible for material covered during 
lecture only (unless I indicate otherwise).  However, feel free to read beyond the scope of lectures.   
 

Date Topic Text Book Chapter 

Week 1 
Jan. 12 

Introduction 
Mechanisms of Evolution: Descent with Modification 

Chapters 1, 22 -24 

Week 2 
Jan. 19 

No Class Jan. 19 
History of Life on Earth 

Chapter 25 

Week 3 
Jan. 26 

Phylogeny and the Tree of Life 
Bacteria and Archaea 

Chapter 26, 27 

Week 4 
Feb. 2 

Wed. Feb. 4th – Exam 1 
Protists 

Exam 1 
Chapter 28 

Week 5 
Feb. 9 

Plant Diversity I: 
How plants colonized land 

Chapter 29  

Week 6 
Feb. 16 

Plant Diversity II: 
The Evolution of seed plants 

Chapter 30 

Week 7 
Feb. 23 

Fungi Chapter 31 

Week 8 
March 2 

Wed. March 4th – Exam 2 
An Overview of Animal Diversity 

Exam 2 
Chapter 32 

Spring Break 
March 9 

No Classes  

Week 9 
March 16 

An Overview of Animal Diversity i Chapter 32 

Week 10 
March 23 

An Introduction to Invertebrates Chapter 33  

Week 11 
March 30 

An Introduction to Invertebrates 
No classes April, 1&3 

Chapter 33 

Week 12 
April 6 

Mon. April 6th – Exam 3 
The Origin and Evolution of Vertebrates 

Chapter 34 
 

Week 13 
April 13 

The Origin and Evolution of Vertebrates 
 

Chapter 34 

Week 14 
April 20 

Animal Form and Function Chapter 40  
 

Week 15 
April 27 

Animal Form and Function 
 

Chapter 49 
 

Week 16 Tues. May 5th - Exam 4 (8:30AM – 11AM) Exam 4 
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Biology 190   Discoveries in Biology 

SPRING 2015 
Wednesdays 11:15-2:05 pm, McKee 113 

 
“A lifetime can be spent in a Magellanic voyage around the trunk of a single tree.” ― Edward O. Wilson 
 
Instructor: Dr. Karen Kandl  
Office: Natural Sciences Room 120 
Email: kkandl@email.wcu.edu 
Phone: 828-526-2602 (office), 828-450-8668 (cell) 
Office Hours: by appointment 
 
I. Course Materials 
 
Background/supplementary readings: Occasionally you will be given supplementary reading materials.  These 
will be posted on Bb. 
 
II. Rationale/Purpose 
 
The southern Appalachians have an incredible richness of biodiversity. This course takes a broad approach to 
understanding the region’s animal and plant diversity through in-class discussions and projects, and field trips 
to the surrounding mountain habitats.  We will explore both terrestrial and aquatic habitats, the processes that 
may account for this tremendous biodiversity, and environmental issues of the southern Appalachians.  At the 
end of this course we will spend a night (April 24) at the Highlands Biological Station, an inter-institutional 
biological field station, located in Highlands, NC.  From there we will investigate the biodiversity of the 
Highlands Plateau both on Friday afternoon (April 24) and all day on Saturday (April 25).   
 
III. Course Aims and Objectives: 

 
Specific Learning Objectives: 
 
By the end of this course, students will:  
1.  Understand general causes of biodiversity, including dispersal and vicariance.  
2.  Understand why the southern Appalachian mountains has such a rich biodiversity. 
3. Assess southern Appalachian biodiversity using a variety of sampling techniques, including transects, 

quadrats, kick nets, and hand nets, as appropriate for different habitats.  
4. Use research skills to collect and analyze data collected in the field. 
5. Evaluate biodiversity data from a variety of mountain habitats. 
6. Apply conservation biology principles to biodiversity data. 
7. Demonstrate an understanding of biodiversity with both written and oral communications. 
 
First Year Seminar Goals: 
 
This course is a First-Year Seminar, one of the Core courses in the Liberal Studies program.  The primary 
goal of the First-Year Seminar is to introduce students to intellectual life at the university level. 
 
In this course you will: 
1. Learn about the importance of Liberal Studies in a university education; 
2. Consider how reasoning skills and communication skills are the foundations for life-long intellectual and 

professional growth; 
3. See that cultural, social, economic and political issues of a global society are not limited to one academic 

discipline or one profession; 
4. Discuss serious ideas and develop rigorous intellectual habits. 
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Liberal Studies Learning Goals 
 
1. Demonstrate the ability to locate, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information; 
2. Demonstrate the ability to interpret and use numerical, written, oral, and visual data; 
3. Demonstrate the ability to read with comprehension, and to write and speak clearly, coherently, and 

effectively as well as to adapt modes of communication appropriate to an audience; 
4. Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze arguments; 
5. Demonstrate the ability to recognize behaviors and define choices that affect lifelong well-being; 
6. Demonstrate an understanding of 

a. past human experiences and ability to relate them to the present; 
b. different contemporary cultures and their interrelationships; 
c. issues involving social institutions, interpersonal and group dynamics, human development and 

behavior, and cultural diversity; 
d. scientific concepts and methods as well as contemporary issues in science and technology; 
e. cultural heritage through its expressions of wisdom, literature and art and their roles in the process of 

self and social understanding. 
f. demonstrate an excitement for and love of learning 

 
QEP Learning Outcomes  
 
1. Integrate information from a variety of contexts 
2. Solve complex problems 
3. Communicate effectively and responsibly 
4. Practice civic engagement 
5. Clarify and act on purpose and values 
 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 
Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition 
and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please 
contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense 
because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic 
in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the student code of conduct (see Article 
IV.B.1.a.) 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 

§ Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

§ Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
§ Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 

exercise. 
§ Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 

Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an 
examination) 

§ (Refer students to the Student Handbook for information about the process) 
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Course Policies/Information 
 
Attendance Policy:   
Attendance is required.  A student with more unexcused absences than the semester hours given for a course (3 
for this course) can expect the instructor to lower their final grade. Missing approximately 10% of class 
meeting times (e.g. 2 Wednesday classes) or more constitutes a significant amount of class materials and 
experience missed and is very difficult, if not impossible, to make up; students should expect at least a letter 
grade deduction for excessive absences. Students are responsible for the academic consequences of absence.   
Activities, field trips, and quizzes completed in class cannot be made up if the student is absent.  
 
In case of any absence (excused or not excused), students are responsible for all material presented  
and assigned.  Please check the course schedule to see what you missed.  Also, check with a  
classmate for class notes, handouts, etc. If you are absent on the day that the instructor distributes  
a handout, check WebCat for availability. If it is not posted there, it is your responsibility to get the  
handout (and lecture notes) from a classmate.  
 
Tardiness is disruptive to the instructor and to fellow classmates.  Roll will be taken at the beginning  
of the class period.  If you come to class after roll is taken, you will be counted late.  Leaving class  
early will also be counted as a tardy.  Two late attendances will be counted as an unexcused absence.   
Quizzes may be given at the beginning of the class period.  If you miss the quiz, you cannot take it  
later. Also, if you come to class late and I have already taken attendance, it is your responsibility to  
come to me after class to make sure that I mark you present.  
 
If you are sick or unable to attend class on the day an exam is scheduled, you must notify me prior to the time 
the exam is scheduled. If prior notification of your absence is not given (and received), you will receive a 
grade of zero on the exam. If you have an acceptable reason, you can make up the exam with no penalty. 
Missed exams must be made up within one week or you will receive a zero. Excused absences include 
absences for serious medical conditions (including flu), family emergencies, required attendance at University 
(not fraternity or sorority) functions and participation in University-sanctioned competitions.  It is the student’s 
responsibility to provide me with documentation for excused absences. Any absence for which I do not receive 
timely documentation will be counted as an unexcused absence, regardless of the reason for the absence or the 
failure to document it.  
   
The inclement weather policy is available at: http://www.wcu.edu/weather/   
Western rarely closes and students who live off campus should use good judgment in commuting  
during inclement weather.   
 
Student Behavior:  
Disruptive students will be asked to leave the class. If you carry a cell phone, please turn it off or  
switch to silent mode during class. A one-time warning will be given if a cell phone disrupts class (by  
ringing or by student texting during class) and subsequent disruptions will result in severe  
deductions in the course grade. Ipods, MP3 players, and other devices should be turned off during  
class and stowed away and out of sight.  Cell phones should be turned off or turned to vibrate and stowed 
away. 
 
Be courteous to your fellow students and respect their opinions – you don’t have to agree  
with everything discussed in class, but it is important to respect others, as you would have them  
respect you.  Students are expected to abide by the student code of conduct, outlined in the  
student handbook, available at http://www.wcu.edu/4595.asp.     
 
Students are expected to exhibit intellectual maturity that includes (1) meeting all assignment and  
presentation deadlines, (2) taking part/leading class discussions, and (3) doing some reading outside of  
required class assignments as a means of building your individual expertise, (4) being intellectually engaged in 
the class. 
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Class preparation:   
You are expected to prepare for each class by reading material and doing assignments.  Please also bring a 
notebook or paper and writing instrument, so that you can easily take notes and participate in the class. 
 
Blackboard:  

Portions of this course will be administered on WebCAT. I will regularly post grades, homework, and 
activities on Bb. It is the student’s responsibility to maintain access to WebCAT and their Western email 
account throughout the entire semester. Please check Bb regularly.  
 
IT Services Help Desk   
828-227-7487  
1-866-928-7487 (toll free)  
itshelp@email.wcu.edu  
 

V. Grading Procedures:  
In class research and presentation (Jan. 14)    25 
Readings discussion (Jan. 21)      25 
In class presentations (Jan. 21)      25 
In field participation (Jan. 21)      25 
In field participation (Feb.  4)      25 
In class data analysis (Feb. 11)      25 
Lab report 1 (due Feb. 18)    100 
Readings discussion (Feb. 18)      25 
In class presentations (Feb. 18)      25 
In field participation (Feb. 25)      25 
In field participation (Mar. 4)      25 
In class data analysis (Mar. 18)      25 
Lab report 2 (due Mar. 25)    100 
In field participation (Mar. 25)      25 
Fungi journal (due Apr. 15)      50 
In field participation (Apr. 15)      25 
Salamander journal (due Apr. 21)     50 
In field participation (Apr. 21)      25 
Wildflower list (due Apr. 24)      50  
Highlands Field Trip (Apr. 25-26)   200 
Final Exam (May 4)     100 
_____________________________________________________ 
Total                  1000 pts.* 

 
Grading scale: 
 
The following grading scale is used for all WCU Freshman Seminars:  
 A: 90 – 100%  
 B: 80 – 89%  
 C: 70 – 79%  
 U: less than 70%    
 
The grades of A, B, C, and U indicate gradations in quality from Excellent to Unsatisfactory. There are NO +/- 
grades, nor D’s or F’s for the first-year seminar. 
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VI. Student Evaluation of Course  
 
Student course evaluations are accessed through your Catamount email and will be open in April.  The course 
evaluation is completely external to course and instructor has no control over access or availability.  Instructor 
cannot view student evaluations until after final grades are submitted. All student submissions are anonymous 
and used to improve instruction and materials.  
 
VII. Additional Support for Students 
  
The University Writing Center wants to help you succeed in all your writing assignments, but we can‘t do  
so without your help and forethought. To schedule an appointment with a trained graduate assistant, call  
227-7197. Bring to your appointment everything pertinent to your paper (especially a copy of your  
assignment), as well as your best double-spaced draft. Spell-check the document BEFORE you visit, so  
your tutor won‘t spend unnecessary time catching typos you could have caught yourself. If you‘re working  
on a group project, notify our receptionist when you make the appointment and include all group  
members. Visit the Writing Center at http://www.wcu.edu/11655.asp. 
 
VIII. Composition-Condition Marks.  
 
A student whose written work in any course fails to meet acceptable standards will be assigned a composition-
condition (CC) mark by the instructor on the final grade report. All undergraduates who receive two CC grades 
prior to the semester in which they complete 110 hours at Western Carolina University are so notified by the 
registrar and are required to pass English 300 or English 401 before they will be eligible for graduation. This 
course must be taken within two semesters of receiving the second CC and must be passed with a grade of C 
(2.0) or better. 
 
IX. Tentative Course Schedule 
This may change to accommodate student needs and guest presenters. 

 
 Date Topic How to prepare for class 

1 Wed. Jan. 14 

Southern Appalachian Geology 
Introduction to class 
What do you know? 
In class group research and 
presentations 
Wrap up for the day 
Assignment due next week: 
readings 

 

2 Wed, Jan 21 

Southern Appalachian Forests- 
lecture and in class work 
Individual presentations on 
vegetation communities 
Lecture on forest ecology and 
types of forests 
Small group discussions  
Wrap up for the day 

Forest Ecology Readings 

3 Wed. Jan. 28 Southern Appalachian Forests – 
field (data collection) Come prepared for field work, rain or shine 

4 Wed. Feb. 4 Southern Appalachian Forests – 
field (data collection) Come prepared for field work, rain or shine 

5 Wed, Feb. 11 

Southern Appalachian Forests – 
in-class data synthesis 
Data organization 
Data analysis as a group 

Bring your calculators or computers 
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Wrap up for the day 
Assignment due next week: lab 
report 1 

6 Wed. Feb. 18 

Southern Appalachian streams –  
Lecture and in-class work 
Lecture on stream ecology 
Small group discussions  
Individual presentations on 
readings 
Wrap up for the day 

Lab report 1 due 
Stream Ecology and Diversity readings 

7 Wed. Feb. 25 Southern Appalachian streams –  
field (data collection) Come prepared for field work, rain or shine 

8 Wed, Mar. 4 Southern Appalachian streams –  
field (data collection) Come prepared for field work, rain or shine 

9 Wed. Mar. 11 Spring Break – No Class  

10 Wed. Mar. 18 

Southern Appalachian streams –  
in-class data synthesis 
Data analysis as a group 
Wrap up for the day 
Assignment due next week: lab 
report 2 

 

11 Wed, Mar. 25 
Fungi and Fungi walk 
Assignment due in 3 weeks: 
Fungi journal 

Come prepared for field work, rain or shine 

12 Wed. Apr. 1 Second Spring Break – No 
Class  

13 Wed. Apr. 8 
No Class (This break is because 
we have an extended weekend 
field trip in April.) 

 

14 Wed. Apr. 15 
Salamanders Field Trip 
Assignment due in next week: 
Salamander journal 

Come prepared for field work, rain or shine 

15 Wed.  Apr. 22 
Wildflowers Field Trip 
Assignment due in 2 days:  
Wildflower journal 

Come prepared for field work, rain or shine 

16 Fri. Apr. 24- 
Sat. Apr. 25 Highlands Field Trip 

We will leave at 3:00 pm on Friday and 
return by 5:00 pm on Saturday.  Come 
prepared (I will give you a packing list and 
additional information). 

17 Mon. May 4 Final Exam (3:00 pm)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

BIOL 192 Plant Diversity-Spring 2015 
Reid 122H, MW/9:05am (lecture)  

Stillwell 215, W/12:20pm (lab) 
 

COURSE SYLLABUS 
 

Instructor: Ms. Sunny Himes 
Office: Stillwell 205; Phone: 828-227-3653; email: shimes@wcu.edu 
Office Hours:  Tuesdays, 10am-12pm, Fridays, 1-3pm 
Required text: Plants and Society, 6th edition, by Estelle Levetin and Karen McMahon 
 
Course objectives: 
 1) To learn the diversity of plants and plant products in human use, past and present, with special 
 emphasis on plants growing in the Southern Appalachian Mountains 
 2) To learn field identification techniques for plants 
 3) To recognize how plants have shaped human cultures and history and how humans have shaped plant 
 distribution and characteristics 
 4) To acquire an increased awareness and appreciation of plants and plant products encountered in 
 everyday life 

5) To critically analyze arguments for and against conservation of plant diversity, modern agricultural 
practices, and other plant-related issues relevant today 

 
First-year seminar goals: 
This course is a FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR, one of the core courses in the Liberal Studies program.  The primary 
goal of the FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR is to introduce students to intellectual life at the university level.  In this 
course, you will: 
 1) Learn about the importance of Liberal Studies in a university education 
 2) Consider how reasoning skills and communication skills are the  foundations for life-long intellectual 
 and professional growth 
 3) See that cultural, social, economic, and political issues of a global society are not limited to one 
 academic discipline or one profession 
 4) Discuss serious ideas and develop rigorous intellectual habits 
 
Liberal Studies Learning Goals: 

1) Demonstrate the ability to locate, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information; 
2) Demonstrate the ability to interpret and use numerical, written, oral, and visual data; 
3) Demonstrate the ability to read with comprehension, and to write and speak clearly, coherently, and 
effectively as well as to adapt modes of communication appropriate to an audience; 
4) Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze arguments; 
5) Demonstrate the ability to recognize behaviors and define choices that affect lifelong well-being; 
6) Demonstrate an understanding of 

 Past human experiences and ability to relate them to the present; 
 Different contemporary cultures and their interrelationships; 
 Issues involving social institutions, interpersonal and group dynamics, human 

development and behavior, and cultural diversity; 
 Scientific concepts and methods as well as contemporary issues in science and 

technology; 



 

 

 Cultural heritage through its expressions of wisdom, literature and art and their roles in 
the process of self and social understanding. 

 7) Demonstrate an excitement for and love of learning 
 
Grading 
Assignment Percentage of Grade 
Exam 1, 2 & 3 30% (each worth 10%) 
Plant Notebook 20%  
Article Questions 
(4) 

20% (each worth 5%) 

Lab worksheets (6) 30% (each lab report worth 5%) 
TOTAL  100% 
  

 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the 
following chart: 
90-100 A 
80-89 B 
70-79 C 
69 and below U (unsatisfactory) 

 
Exams 
Exams will consist of fill-in-the-blank, short-answer, and essay questions.  Exams are not cumulative; in other 
words, you will only be tested on material we’ve covered in class since the last exam. A study guide will be 
posted on the BIOL 192 Blackboard homepage at least a week before each exam.  
 
Plant Notebook 
You will create a notebook of “fact sheets” about plants native to the Southern Appalachian Mountains. Your 
instructor will give you more information about this assignment in the beginning of the semester.  
 
Article Questions 
Your instructor will post articles and questions on the BIOL 192 Blackboard homepage at the beginning of the 
semester.  Articles will focus on ethical dilemmas created by man’s use of the earth’s plant resources or 
philosophical questions related to botany, ecology, or conservation science. Answers to questions should be 
typed in 12-point font, double-spaced and written IN COMPLETE SENTENCES (or points will be taken off).  
 
Lab worksheets 
Exercises will be assigned during each lab session and must be completed by the beginning of the next class 
period.  Each student must do his/her own work on the exercises, although you may discuss the exercise with 
other students while you are working on it.   
  
Attendance Policy 
All undergraduates are expected to attend all meetings of the courses in which they are enrolled; any absence is 
incurred at the student’s own risk.  Students that miss 4 classes (lecture or lab) without a valid excuse (see 
below) will have their grade lowered by 5%.  If a student fails to turn in an assignment on a due date due to an 
unexcused absence, that student will receive a 0 for the assignment.  For each unexcused absence above 4, an 
additional 5% will be subtracted from the final grade.  
   
Valid excuses for absences include: 

1) Documented and bonafide medical emergency or illness 
2) Death of an immediate family member 
3) Performances and events sanctioned by the Chancellor (prior approval required) 
4) Regularly scheduled university team competitions including post-season play (prior approval required) 
5) Student engagement sponsored by the institution and approved by the Provost (prior approval required) 
6)  Religious holiday (prior approval required) 

Your instructor is expected to honor a valid university excuse for an absence and to provide reasonable 



 

 

make-up work if the student notifies him or her of the approved absence at least one class period prior to 
the date of absence. A student who misses class work because of a university excused absence is 
responsible for contacting the instructor within one class meeting after returning to make satisfactory 
arrangements that the instructor deems appropriate for a make-up.  Excused absences should not lower 
a course grade if the student is maintaining satisfactory progress in the class and has followed the 
instructor’s make-up procedures. 
   
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition 
and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please 
contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or go to Suite 135 Killian 
Annex for an appointment.   
 
If you already have a letter from Disability Services, please present it to your instructor as soon as possible.  
Your instructor will make every effort possible to help you succeed in BIOL 192. 
 
Academic dishonesty policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship 
and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Helping or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of 
academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other 
academic exercise. 
 
The instructor will assign a grade of 0 to any assignment or exam completed dishonestly.  If a student cheats on 
a second assignment or exam, that student will receive a grade of U for BIOL 192.  Refer to the webpage of the 
WCU Department of Student Community Ethics for more information on disciplinary procedures for academic 
dishonesty.   

Writing and Learning Commons, Belk Building 207, 828.227.2274, walc.wcu.edu      
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) provides free small-group tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring 
and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring 
sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus.  To schedule tutoring appointments, 
log into TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call the number above.   
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center, Stillwell 455, 828.227.3830, mathlab.wcu.edu 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center provides tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS courses, help with 
mathematical concepts in other disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses.  
Tutoring is available on a drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9pm Monday-Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday by appointment.  
 
Student Support Services, Killian Annex 138, 828.227.7127, sssprogram@wcu.edu 
Student Support Services (SSS) provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or 
those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and 
workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation.   



 

 

Date Lecture Subject Lab Activity Associated 
Reading 

Assignment Due 
Dates 

1-12 Why plants?  NA  
1-14 What are plants? What are plants not? NO LAB Ch. 1: 1-8  
1-19 No Class-MLK Holiday    
1-21 Basic plant anatomy  LAB 1-Film: The Private 

Life of Plants 
Ch. 3: 28-46  

1-26 Article 1 Discussion (Bring a copy of 
the article to class) 

  Article 1 Questions 

1-28 Basic Plant anatomy cont. Winter identification 
LAB 2-OUTSIDE

  

2-2 Special adaptations of plants  NA Lab 2 Report  
2-4 Flowers, fruits, and seeds Leaves, stems, roots LAB 

3-INSIDE
Ch. 5: 69-83; Ch. 
6: 84-87 

Plant notebook section 
1 

2-9 Flowers, fruits, and seeds   Lab 3 Report 
2-11 Article 2 Discussion (Bring a copy of 

the article to class) 
Flowers, fruits, and 
seeds-LAB 4-INSIDE 

 Article 2 Questions 

2-16 How plants are named  Ch. 8: 118-133  
2-18 Classification of plants Flowers, fruits, and seeds 

(cont.)-LAB 4-INSIDE 
Ch. 9: 134-149  

2-23 EXAM 1   Lab 4 Report 
2-25 Temperate fruits and nuts Temperate fruits and 

nuts-LAB 5-OUTSIDE 
Ch. 6: 92-94 & 
95-96 

Plant notebook section 
2 

3-2 Tropical fruits and nuts  Ch. 6: 87-92 & 
94-95 
Ch. 14: 220-225 

Lab 5 Report 

3-4 Herbs and Spices Exploring various plant 
families-LAB 6-INSIDE 

Ch. 17: 277-295  

3-9 No Class-Spring Break    
3-11 No Class-Spring Break NO LAB   
3-16 Agriculture    
3-18 Agriculture Agriculture-LAB 7-

INSIDE  
Ch.11: 172-182 
 

Plant notebook section 
3 

3-23 Agriculture  Ch.15: 233-260 NA 
3-25 Article 3 Discussion (Bring a copy of 

the article to class) 
Agriculture-LAB 8-
OUTSIDE 

 Article 3 Questions 

3-30 EXAM 2   NA 
4-1 No Class-Easter Holiday 

 
NO LAB Ch.19: 321-340 

Ch. 20:341-360 
 

4-6 Medicinal, Poisonous, and Psychoactive 
Plants 

 Ch. 21: 361-381 NA 

4-8 Medicinal, Poisonous, and Psychoactive 
Plants 

Medicinal Plants-LAB 9-
INSIDE

Ch. 18: 296-320 Plant notebook section 
4 

4-13 Cloth, wood, and paper  Ch. 16: 261-276 Lab 9 Report 
4-15 Stimulating Beverages Fibers, textiles, and dyes-

LAB 10-INSIDE
  

4-20 Alcoholic Beverages  Ch. 24: 425-440  
4-22 Article 4 Discussion (Bring a copy of 

the article to class) 
Medicinal Plants LAB 9 
(cont.)-INSIDE 

NA Article 4 Questions 

4-27 Plant Diversity/Conservation  NA NA 
4-29 Spring Wildflower Identification-Using 

Newcomb’s Wildflower Guide  
Spring Wildflower 
Identification (cont.)-
LAB 11-OUTSIDE

NA  

5-5 EXAM 3: Tuesday, 8:30am, classroom   Lab 11 Report 
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BIOL 192 PLANT BIODIVERSITY Fall 2015 
 

Seminar: MW 9:05-9:55 Reid 108 
Lab: Wednesday 12:20-2:00 Stillwell 215 

 
Dr. Kathy Mathews Office: ST 220A Office Hours TuTh 2:00-3:30 

Phone: 227-3659 Email: kmathews@email.wcu.edu 
 
Required Rental Text:  
Levetin, E., and K. McMahon. 2012. Plants & Society, 6th Ed. McGraw Hill Press: NY.  
 
Specific learning objectives for this course: 
 
1. To learn some of the diversity of plants and plant products in human use around the world; 
2. To learn some of the diversity of plants found growing in the Southern Appalachian region; 
3. To learn the biological reasons why certain plant resources are important; 
4. To acquire an increased awareness and appreciation of plants and plant products encountered 
in everyday life; 
5. To relate diverse aspects of human endeavors to plant resources, and to gain a better 
understanding and perspective of the origins, histories, and roles of important plants and plant 
products to the development of human culture. 
 
First Year Seminar Goals:  
 
This course is a First-Year Seminar, one of the Core courses in the Liberal Studies program.  
The primary goal of the First-Year Seminar is to introduce students to intellectual life at the 
university level. 

In this course you will: 
o learn about the importance of Liberal Studies in a university education; 
o consider how reasoning skills and communication skills are the foundations for 

life-long intellectual and professional growth; 
o see that cultural, social, economic and political issues of a global society are not 

limited to one academic discipline or one profession; 
o discuss serious ideas and develop rigorous intellectual habits. 

 
Liberal Studies learning goals: 
 

o Demonstrate the ability to locate, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information; 
o Demonstrate the ability to interpret and use numerical, written, oral, and visual data; 
o Demonstrate the ability to read with comprehension, and to write and speak clearly, 

coherently, and effectively as well as to adapt modes of communication appropriate to an 
audience; 

o Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze arguments; 
o Demonstrate the ability to recognize behaviors and define choices that affect lifelong 

well-being; 
o Demonstrate an understanding of 
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 Past human experiences and ability to relate them to the present; 
 Different contemporary cultures and their interrelationships; 
 Issues involving social institutions, interpersonal and group dynamics, 

human development and behavior, and cultural diversity; 
 Scientific concepts and methods as well as contemporary issues in science 

and technology; 
 Cultural heritage through its expressions of wisdom, literature and art and 

their roles in the process of self and social understanding. 
o Demonstrate an excitement for and love of learning 

 
How to succeed in this class: 
Prepare, Attend and Participate 
You are expected to be prepared for and contribute to this class: 

 by attending class every day and arriving on time, awake and alert, 
 by having read the relevant portions of the textbook before you come to class, 
 by demonstrating knowledge of the information covered in previous classes,  
 by giving respectful attention to the instructor and other students, 
 by making constructive contributions to class discussions, 
 by noticing and bringing to the attention of others current events that relate to the class. 

 
Evaluation: 
1. Attendance 
 I will take attendance each day in both seminar and lab. Your attendance and productive 
participation are required. If you attend class on a regular basis (no more than four absences), 
contribute to the discussions without dominating, and show interest in the contributions of the 
instructor and other students, you will be given full credit for attendance and participation. 
Sleeping, texting, Facebook checking, etc., are not allowed during class, including labs. I 
may give you permission during class to use the internet for educational purposes. 
 
2.  Labs 
 You are required to attend and participate in all lab activities during the semester. Eight 
of the labs will have graded assignments that you will turn in at the end of the lab period. Labs 
missed for excused absences will have to be made up on your own time. 

 
3. Phenology project 
 You will be assigned to a fall leaf color change phenology reporting group depending on 
what dorm you live in. Once a week throughout the semester, a person from your group will 
observe leaf color change on a tree near your dorm. You will enter your data into a form which 
your instructor will upload to the phenology website Nature’s Notebook. At the end of the fall 
season, we will download all the data and analyze differences in fall color change among the 
different trees and sites on campus, and between our campus and trees that others have been 
observed elsewhere. 
 
4. African plant project 
 As part of WCU’s institutional theme for 2015-2017, Africa! More than a Continent, you 
will work in a small group (3 students) to research and give a presentation on an African plant. It 
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may be an interesting plant endemic to some area of Africa, or it could be an economically 
important plant used in some parts of Africa (think food, building material, cloth...). You will 
find information about the plant itself and its biology or uses, as well as about the regions of 
Africa in which it grows or where it is most used. At the end of the semester, your group will 
present your project to the class in the form of an oral presentation along with some form of 
audio and/or visual media. 

You will have one class period in which to work on this project with your group, but 
most of your preparation and group meetings must be done outside of class. Individuals will 
receive a grade that is reflective of the project as a whole (broken into components) and based on 
an instructor assessment, a self-assessment and peer-assessments of your input on the project. In 
other words, I will give you a grade, you will grade yourself, and your group members will grade 
you on your project performance. Your final project grade will be the average of these three 
grades. You will receive a complete grading rubric for the project. 
 

SafeAssign Tool: 
All written work submitted for this class is eligible for submission to the SafeAssign tool at 
the instructor’s discretion. 

 
5. Exams 
 There will be two mid-terms and a final exam. Each exam will test your knowledge of the 
material covered since the previous exam (i.e., non-comprehensive). Questions will be short 
answer, matching, and multiple-choice in format and will cover material from lectures, labs, and 
readings as discussed in class. 
 
Assessment Points 
Attendance & participation 20 
Lab activities (8) 80 
Phenology project 80 
African plant project 100 
Exam 1 100 
Exam 2 100 
Final Exam 100 
Total 580 
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following Grading and Quality Point System. 
 Grade      Interpretation     Quality Points   
 A   Excellent 4.0   
 B   Good 3.0   
 C   Satisfactory 2.0 
 U   Unsatisfactory   
  I   Incomplete 
  W   Withdrawal 
 
 The grades of A, B, C, and U indicate gradations in quality from Excellent to 
 Unsatisfactory. There are NO +/- grades, nor D’s or F’s for the first-year seminar.   
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Accommodations for Students with Disabilities  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability 
Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at 
(828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 

Student Support Services: 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-
one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school 
preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for 
more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 

Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 

The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a free student service, located in BELK 
207, providing course tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international 
student consultations, graduate and professional exam preparation resources, and online writing 
and learning resources for all students.  To schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC 
homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274.  
 
Scholastic Integrity 

All of the work you submit for evaluation must be your own. This does not preclude 
discussion of concepts and ideas with other students; indeed, such interaction is strongly 
encouraged. However, it does mean that when the time comes to work on specific assignments 
you must do it on your own. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process: 
 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Graduate students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities 
in charge of that step of the process. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to 
achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any violation of this 
policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same 
conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic 
semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to 
gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of Student 
Community Ethics (DSCE). 

I.   General: 
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This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to 
achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a 
serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of 
the community. 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of 
the Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in 
the course in which the violation occurs. 

 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic 
exercise. 

3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 
academic exercise. 

4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to 
copy information during an examination). 

 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate 
Dean of the graduate school when applicable) in writing of the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, 
including the proposed sanction(s), in writing.  In the written notification, the 
instructor will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting with the 
instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity 
Violation Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the 
instructor within five (5) business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the 
student shall be deemed to have mutually resolved the matter and shall be bound to 
the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the written allegation.  If the student does 
not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not 
be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either 
appeal the decision to the department head or mutually resolve the matter by 
accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No action by the student within 
five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual 
resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic 
Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of 
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meeting with the instructor, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head 
must schedule a meeting with the student.  The instructor may be present during the 
meeting.  During the meeting, the department head shall complete the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information submitted 
during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the 
student, may be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for 
making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may 
agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The department head may 
also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor.  If the 
student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter 
will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall 
either appeal the decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the 
matter by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit 
an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic Integrity Violation 
Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business 
days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and 
waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If 
the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 
department head, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be 
subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate 
academic Dean must schedule an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the 
student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) 
currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty 
member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be 
present during the hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the 
meetings between the instructor/department head and the student, may be considered 
by the hearing board.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be 
preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or disagree with the 
allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or 
modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the 
student does not attend the scheduled hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  Within ten (10) business days of 
the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send 
the student written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the 
board or submit an appeal to the designated academic Dean.  No action by the student 
within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute 
a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business 
days of meeting with the Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 
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8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, 
she must submit a written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written 
notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board to the designated 
academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the following 
grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and 
Procedural Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC 
Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within 
ten (10) business days of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or 
disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The academic Dean may also 
approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor, department 
head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, 
the academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of 
the academic Dean shall be final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be 
permitted to withdraw from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, 
notifications, and/or appeals have been completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, 
department head, and academic Dean must provide the Department of Student 
Community Ethics with all materials and documents related to the case (i.e. course 
syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor 
Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board 
decision letter, academic Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student 
Community Ethics shall serve as the repository for all records associated with 
allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 

The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled 
students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty 
member will serve as chair of the board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards for 
each college will be selected by each college Dean.  The Department of Student Community 
Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a hearing board.  Each academic 
Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty member to 
serve as chair prior to a hearing. 

V.   Sanctions: 

 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may 
impose academic sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of 
“F” for the course).  The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or 
academic Dean may not permanently remove the student from the course or suspend/expel 
the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant 
consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a 
program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 
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 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 

Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the 
Department of Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations 
of University policies.  Students with a prior record of violations, or who commits a gross 
and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be referred to the 
Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing 
proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic 
Integrity Policy will automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual 
violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed by the 
instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and 
University-level sanctions imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for 
habitual violations of University policies. 

Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student 
Community Ethics. 
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Syllabus 
BIOL240: Introduction to Genetics 

Spring 2015   
ST149, 11:15 – 12:05pm MWF 

Instructor: Indrani Bose  
Office: ST207  
E-mail: Through Blackboard Class emails only  
Phone: 227-3658 (w)  
Office hours: MTR 2 – 3pm; 

Feel free to contact me at any reasonable time, or walk in if the door to my office is open. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
Genetics is the scientific study of heredity. It is a vast field that intersects all areas of biology. This course will 
focus on classical and molecular genetics. We will explore how genes are transmitted from parents to children, 
as well as the properties of DNA that make it so apt as the genetic material. We will also discuss the defect 
behind many genetic diseases. The goal of this course is to provide students with a solid understanding of the 
biochemical link between genotype and phenotype, as well as the skills and knowledge to approach biological 
questions from a genetic perspective. 
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives: 
This course will seek to answer the following questions: 
  -  What is the basis for the patterns of inheritance observed in nature?  
  -  What are genes?  
  -  What is the relationship between the genotype and phenotype of an organism?  
  -  How are genes mapped on chromosomes?  
  -  How are patterns of gene expression studied?  
  -  How does our knowledge of genes and genomes enhance our understanding of topics such as disease?  
  -  What is the structure of DNA?  
  -  How does DNA replicate, recombine, mutate, and repair itself?  
 
• Specific Learning Objectives: By the end of this course, students will be able to: 
  -  Explain how genes are transmitted  
  -  Analyze patterns of inheritance to determine the probable outcome of genetic crosses  
  -  Determine genetic maps from linkage data  
  -  Find information about the functions of a gene, for example, linking genetic mutations to the 

symptoms  of a genetic disease  
  -  Understand the molecular basis of inheritance   

III. Course Materials   
Course readings:  

• Required text: “Genetics: A Conceptual Approach”, Benjamin A. Pierce, 5
th

edition  
• Notes and power points for the material covered will be posted on Blackboard.  
• Homework questions will also be posted on Blackboard on assigned dates.  
• Quizzes will be available on Blackboard from 3pm Friday to 11am Monday, unless otherwise noted. 
 
IV. Course Policies  
 
A.  Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities:  Western Carolina University is committed 
to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities. Students who require 
disability services or reasonable accommodations must 
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identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services. 
All information is confidential. Please contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-7127 or 
144 Killian Annex. 

• Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism):  Academic Honesty Policy   

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes:   
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise.  
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise.  
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an 
academic exercise.   
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help someone 
else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during 
an examination or other academic exercise. Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or 
sanctions for academic dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. 
Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean 
of the Graduate School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and 
sanction.   
  For further procedural details, consult the Student Handbook.   
 
I!follow!a!“Zero%tolerance”!policy!regarding!Academic!integrity.!!Any!infraction,!however!minor,!will!be!
reported!to!the!Council!of!Student!Affairs,!the!assignment!in!question!will!be!given!a!“zero”,!and!
depending!upon!the!infraction,!the!student!may!receive!up!to!an!“F”!in!the!class.!
 
Use of electronic devices and programmable calculators during exams and quizzes is strictly forbidden. A 
student seen with one during these times will receive an automatic “0” for the assignment/ exam, and may 
be asked to leave the exam room.  The Instructor may ask a student(s) to change their seat at any time.  
 
• Attendance Policy  
  Class and laboratory attendance are critical for a complete understanding of the material. If you need to 
 miss class for any reason, please contact me. All missed work must be made up within a reasonable amount of 
time. Quizzes and in-class assignments cannot be made up. Please be on time and remain in class 
throughout the duration.  DO NOT WALK IN-AND-OUT OF CLASS AT WILL. 
  Since laboratory assignments are time and material dependent, laboratory attendance is mandatory.  
 
CELL PHONE USE IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN IN CLASS. Cell phones should be placed in your bags 
before class commences. If you are expecting an important call (“important” refers to a life-and-death issue) let 
the instructor know that before class, and leave the class to take the call when it comes through. Students found 
text messaging during class will get one percentage point taken off from their final grades for each incidence.  
 
 V. Grading Procedures:  Grades will be based on the following assignments   

 Percentage Points 
Four Examinations (10% x 4 exams) 40% 320 
Laboratory* 25% 200 
Quizzes 10% 80 
Assignments 15% 120 
Project/ Paper 10%  80 

 
*Laboratory grades will be given separately, but will be added to the lecture grade for a final total grade. 
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   [Instructor reserves the right to change the above policies and procedures at any time.]  
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 
 

Points Letter grade 
781 – 800           A+ 
745 – 780 

 

          A 
720 – 744 

 

          A- 
701 – 719 

 

          B+ 
665 - 700           B 
640 - 664           B- 
621 – 639 

 

          C+ 
585 – 620 

 

          C 
560 – 584 

 

          C- 
541 – 559 

 

          D+ 
497 – 540 

550 

          D 
480 – 496 

 

          D- 
479 and below           F 

 

*** This course is NOT graded on a curve. If it becomes necessary to curve the grades upwards, the instructor 
reserves the right to do so. Please note that you are not in competition with one another for grades. You 
should work with one another to learn the course material. 

Homework and In-Class assignments (15%): 
There will be a number of assignments due in this class. These are designed to help you understand the material 
and practice doing problems in advance of the examinations. The assignments may be worked individually or in 
collaborative groups (discussion ONLY, DO NOT copy from each other). However, each student must hand 
in his or her own work and results. You may use any books or references you have, and I will be available to 
answer questions.  
 
Quizzes (10%): 
In addition to the assignments, there will be a number of quizzes. Quizzes will be of 8 points each, and will be 
administered in Blackboard (mostly).  You will require a good internet connection in order to be able to do this. 
You will get 10 minutes and one chance to complete each quiz, and this work cannot be made up. 10 best 
quizzes (80 points) will be counted towards your final grade.  

Make sure that you have a paper, pencil, and calculator with you before you start a quiz. 
 
Examinations (40%): 
There will be four examinations in this course. Each exam is to be completed within the class period. All the 
exams are counted towards the final grade. All electronic devices must be put away during the exams. Please 
remember to bring calculators. Any student seen with any electronic device (like a cell phone or 
programmable calculator) will be automatically penalized (whether you are using it or not).   

The Instructor reserves the right to move any student to a different seat/location during the exams, 
according to the Instructor’s discretion.  If this occurs, it is not open to discussion or explanations. 
 
Exams will be based on the material in the assigned textbook, even if it is not covered in class in detail. If the 
material is mentioned in the notes and the power points accompanying the chapters, it could be in the exams. 
 
A tentative format for the exams may be as follows: 
Multiple choice:  15 questions @ 2 points each  = 30 points 
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Fill-in the blanks:  7 questions @ 2 points each  =   14 points 
True/ False:   8 questions @ 2 points each  =   16 points 
Short answer/problem:  4 questions @ 5 points each  = 20 points 
Total (10%)                 =  80 points  
  
[***Instructor reserves the right to change the above policies and procedures at any time.***] 

Final project or paper (10%): 
Each of you will be assigned a human genetic disease to research.  Through the semester I will ask for details on 
that.  At the end of the semester you will submit a 2-3 page paper (approx. 1000 words) on the genetics of this 
disease.  
 
Penalties for late submissions 
Every assignment has to be submitted on time. 20% of your grade will be deducted for every day an assignment 
is late for submission. If there are valid reasons for the delay please get permission from the Instructor for late 
submission. Assignments will not be accepted for grading if they are more than three days late OR after the 
graded work has been handed out OR discussed in class (whichever comes first). 
 If you cannot come to class, you can send me a CLEAR and READABLE scan or picture of your 
assignment THROUGH BLACKBOARD ONLY on the day that it is due. 
 
Save all your graded work 
DO NOT THROW AWAY your graded work till you get the final grade for your class. Your instructors and 
Teaching Assistants are human, and errors (although rare) do occur in the recording of grades. Check the 
Gradebook in Blackboard regularly to make sure that your grades have been correctly recorded. If not, bring the 
graded assignment to the Instructor to get the points changed (grades will not be changed without the graded 
assignment). 
 
VI. How to study for BIOL240  

• Read the assigned material before you come to class. Knowing what is going to be covered (even if you do 
not fully understand it) will help you remember things better when you hear it in class. [See the Chapter power 
points to figure out what is going to be covered next.  Most of the figures used in the power points are from your 
text book, and should help you follow the text.] 

• Pay attention in class and take notes. To help you with this, I will have power-point slides posted onto 
Blackboard. Print these out and bring it to class.  Add in notes to the slides as we are going over them in class. 
Again, it will help if you look over the slides before you come to class. 

 When the Instructor is drawing or writing on the board, or solving problems – draw, write, and 
solve the problems along with the Instructor. 

• Go over the material that is covered within a day or two of the lecture. If you leave everything for the day 
before the exam, you will not be able to master it.  Review the material at least 3- 4 times. 

• Keep the notes on hand while you are reading the Chapters. It will help you determine which points are more 
important. 

• Important: Go over the “Important Terms” at the end of each chapter, and see if you know them.  Many 
of the Fill-in-the-blanks questions will be from these terms. 

• Important: Go over the questions at the back of the chapter.  Ask for help if you cannot understand or 
answer these questions, because many of your exam questions will be similar. 

• Important: Make an effort to solve as many of the application problems at the end of the chapter as you 
can.  Solving problems will go a long way towards helping you understand the concepts.  Similar problems will 
be given during the exams and homework. 

• DO NOT WAIT TO GET HELP (if you need it). This is a subject that builds as we go forward. If you do not 
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understand the first chapter, you will have difficulty understanding the next. The CAT Center usually has a 
genetics tutor to help you with your assignments. However, if you are having difficulties, the best thing to do is 
to contact me OR one of the TAs with your needs. Do NOT delay. The earlier you ask for help, the better off 
you are going to be. 

• Do all the assignments and submit them in time. Each part is important for your final grades. 

• Remember that the Lab is 25% of your grade. If you do not attend lab or submit the lab reports, your final 
grade will suffer. 

• Study Guide – There is no official study guide for the course. However, the comprehensive questions and 
problems at the end of each chapter serve as a study guide. Go over all the questions and see if you can answer 
them. Go over the “Important Terms” at the back of the chapter – fill-in-the-blanks are often assigned from 
these. Go over all the Worked Problems that are found at the end of the chapter and sometimes within the 
chapter as well. Go over the power-point slides.  If you do all of that, you will be well prepared for your exams. 

VII. Honors Contracts for BIOL240: Last date for approval of an idea for an Honors Contract – Feb 12th. An 
exception to this MAY be made under very special circumstances, and on a case-by-case basis [talk to the 
instructor]. An Honors contract could be a comprehensive literature review of a subject that leads to an Honors 
Paper, OR a lab-based project on which a report has to be written. The student has to meet with the instructor 
at least once every week to discuss the progress of the contract. 

The investigative Honors paper based on literature review should be at least 2000 words in length (about 7 pages 
at least) to be considered for Honor’s contract. There should be at least 2 primary references (scientific journal 
papers), and 2 secondary references (scientific review articles). In addition, there can be other references from 
scientific magazines, and books.  All references for articles must be found on the Pubmed/MEDLINE website. 
The citations should be in AMA format (NOT APA). The student is expected to meet with the instructor 
every week to discuss progress on the project. 

The first draft of the paper is due two - three weeks before the end of classes (as decided by the Instructor) and 
the final drafts are due the last day of classes (before commencement of Final Exams week). The paper will not 
be accepted until the writing quality, content, and organization, is approved by the Instructor, so submitting the 
drafts in time is important. 

[The instructor reserves the right to change the above requirements at any time.] 
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VII. BIOL240 Spring 2015 - Tentative Class Schedule 
 

Date # Topic Reading Assignment 
Jan 12 M 1 Syllabus; Introduction Ch 2 pgs 18 - 23  
Jan 14 W 2 Mitosis Ch 2 pgs 23 – 27 

 

Quiz 0 
Jan 16 F 3 Mitosis Ch 2 pgs 23 – 27 

 

HW1 available 
    Quiz 1 
Jan 19 M  NO CLASSES: MLK DAY 

 

  
Jan 21 W 

 F 

4 Meiosis Ch 2 pgs 28 – 38 

 

HW1 due 
Jan 23 F 5 Meiosis Ch 2 pgs 28 – 38 

 

HW2 available 
    Quiz 2 
Jan 26 M 

JaJ 

6 Mendelian Genetics 

 

Ch 3 pgs 46 - 53 

 

 
Jan 28 W 7 Mendelian Genetics 

 

Ch 3 pgs 54 - 58 

 

HW2 due 
Jan 30 F 8 Mendelian Genetics 

 

Ch 3 pgs 59 - 66 

 

HW3 available 
    Quiz 3 
Feb 02 M 9 Sex Determination 

 

Ch 4 pgs 78 - 84 

 

 
Feb 04 W 10 Sex-Linked Characteristics 

 

Ch 4 pgs 85 - 94 

 

HW3 due 
Feb 06 F 11 Sex-Linked Characteristics 

 

Ch 4 pgs 85 - 94 

 

HW4 available 
    Quiz 4 
Feb 09 M 12 Pedigrees 

 

Ch 6 pgs 140 - 147 HW4 due 
Feb 11 W 13 EXAM I Ch 2, 3, and 4  
Feb 13 F 14 Pedigrees 

 

Ch 6 pgs 140 - 147 HW5 available;  
Honor’s contracts deadline  

    Quiz 5 
Feb 16 M 15 Twin studies; Concordance Ch 6 pgs 148 - 157 

 

 
Feb 18 W 16 Linkage and Mapping 

 

Ch 7 pgs 166 - 176 HW5 due 
Feb 20 F 17 Linkage and Mapping 

 

Ch 7 pgs 166 - 176 HW6 available 
    Quiz 6 
Feb 23 M 18 Linkage and Mapping 

 

Ch 7 pgs 178 - 188  
Feb 25 W 19 Linkage and Mapping 

 

Ch 7 pgs 190 - 195 HW6 due 
Feb 27 F 20 Non-Mendelian Genetics 

 

Ch 5 pgs 104 - 110 HW7 available 
    Quiz 7 
Mar 02 M 21 Non-Mendelian Genetics 

 

Ch 5 pgs 110 - 117  
Mar 04 W 22 Non-Mendelian Genetics 

 

Ch 5 pgs 119 - 128 HW7 due 
Mar 06 F 23 Non-Mendelian Genetics 

 

Ch 5 pgs 119 - 128  
     
Mar 09 M  SPRING BREAK   
Mar 11 W  SPRING BREAK   
Mar 13 F  SPRING BREAK   
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Mar 16 M 24 EXAM II Ch 5,6, and 7 Auto “W” ends 
Mar 18 W 25 Chromosome Aberrations Ch 8 pgs 210 - 222  
Mar 20 F 26 Aneuploidy and Polyploidy Ch 8 pgs 222 - 233 

 

HW8 available 
    Quiz 8 
Mar 23 M 27 Bacterial Genetics Ch 9 pgs 242 - 251 

 

 
Mar 25 W 28 Bacterial/ Viral Genetics Ch 9 pgs 254 - 262 

 

HW8 due.  

 

Auto “W” ends 

Mar 27 F 29 RNA viruses Ch 9 pgs 266 - 269 

 

HW9 available 
    Quiz 9 
Mar 30 M 30 Discovery of DNA Ch 10 pgs 278 - 285 HW9 due 
Apr 01 W - NO CLASSES   
Apr 03 F - NO CLASSES   
     
Apr 06 M 31 DNA and RNA structure Ch 10 pgs 286 – 292 

 

 
Apr 08 W 32 Chromosome Structure Ch 11 pgs 300-304, 306- 309 Quiz 10 (different time) 
Apr 10 F 33 EXAM III 

 

 

 

Ch 8, 9, 10, 11  
     
Apr 13 M 34 Sequencing and Hybridization 

 

Ch 19 pgs 540, 552, 556-559 First draft of project due 
Apr 15 W 35 DNA Replication  Ch 12 pgs 326 - 334  
Apr 17 F 36 DNA Replication Ch 12 pgs 334 - 346 HW10 available 
    Quiz 11 
Apr 20 M 

 

 

37 RFLP, PCR Ch 19 pgs 537- 540; 546 -549 HW10 due  
 Apr 22 W 38 Transcription Ch 13 pgs 360 - 374  

Apr 24 F 39 RNA processing Ch 14 pgs 384 - 397 HW11 available 
    Quiz 12 
Apr 27 M 

 

40 Translation Ch 15 pgs 412 - 429  HW 11 due 
Final project paper due. 

Apr 29 W 41 Mutations Ch 18 pgs 494 - 502 HW12 available 
May 01 F 42 DNA Repair Ch 18 pgs 503 - 509 HW12 due 
     
May 04 M  EXAM IV Ch 12, [13/14/15], 18, 19. 3:00 – 3:50 pm 
  
**Keeping the power points on hand as you go through your reading will help you determine what to 
emphasize.  
 
[This is a tentative course schedule, and the instructor reserves the right to change it as and when necessary.] 

 



Syllabus	‐	BIOL	240	–	Introduction	to	Genetics	
 

Fall 2015 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 9:05am – 9:55am, Coulter 203 

 
Instructors:  Dr. Kelly Grisedale 
Phone:  828-227-3970 
Email:   ksgrisedale@wcu.edu  
Office:   ST 136 
Office hours:  available by appointment 
 
I. Purpose  
 
This is an introduction to genetics for students majoring in the sciences. By the end of the 
class you should have a basic understanding of classical and modern genetics. In particular 
students will be expected to know: mitosis, meiosis, Mendelian inheritance, the central 
dogma of information transfer including DNA structure and replication. 
 
II. Course Objectives: 
 
Upon completion of this course students will be able to: 

 
 Explain how genes are transmitted between generations 
 Analyze patterns of inheritance to determine the probable outcome of genetic crosses 
 Determine genetic maps from linkage data 
 Understand the molecular basis of inheritance. 

 
III. Course Materials 
 
Required text: Benjamin A. Pierce, Genetics: A Conceptual Approach, 5th Edition 
 
Recommended: Genetics: A Conceptual Approach, 5th Edition Solutions and Problem Solving Manual 
 
IV. Grade Distribution 
 

Assignment Percentage of Final Grade 
Mid-semester exams (x2) 20% 

End of semester exam 25% 
Quizzes (x6, best 5 count) 20% 

Laboratory 25% 
Debate 10% 

TOTAL 100% 

	
 
 
  



Mid-Semester Exams: 
 
There will be 2 exams throughout the semester. These exams will include material from all 
lectures up until the exam. The format could include multiple choice, short answer and long 
answer style questions. Exams will be held during lecture class times according to the class 
schedule. Each exam is worth 10% of the final grade. 
 
End of Semester Exam: 
 
This exam will include material from all lectures and labs. The format could include multiple 
choice, short answer and long answer style questions. The exam will be held in exam week 
according to the final exam schedule. This exam is worth 25% of the final grade. 
 
Quizzes: 
 
Students will complete 6 quizzes throughout the semester with the best 5 scores counting 
towards the final grade. Quizzes are based on lecture material learned in the 2 weeks 
preceding the quiz. Quizzes will be available on Blackboard and are to be completed online. 
Instructions for quiz completion can also be found on Blackboard. Overall the quizzes make 
up 20% of the final grade (4% per quiz). 
 
Laboratory: 
 
Students will attend laboratory sessions each week to complement the lecture coursework. 
Lab classes will provide hands-on experience in basic genetics techniques. Assessment for 
the laboratory classes is outlined in the lab syllabus. The laboratory assessment makes up 
25% of the final grade.  
 
Debate: 
 
Students will participate in a debate that focuses on a current ethical topic in genetics. 
Students will work in groups of 3 for this activity. Debates will be presented each Friday 
after fall break. The debate is worth 10% of the final grade 
 
 
 
  



Letter grades will be assigned according to the following grading and Quality Point System: 
 

Percent Letter Grade 

98-100 A+ 
94-97 A 
90-93 A- 
88-89 B+ 
84-87 B 
80-83 B- 
78-79 C+ 
74-77 C 
70-73 C- 
68-69 D+ 
60-67 D 

59 and below F 

 
Grade Interpretation Quality points 

per semester 
hour 

Grade Interpretation Quality points 
per semester 

hour 
A+ Excellent 4.0 I Incomplete -- 
A Excellent 4.0 IP In Progress -- 
A-  3.67 S Satisfactory -- 
B+  3.33 U Unsatisfactory -- 
B Good 3.0 W Withdrawal -- 
B-  2.67 AU Audit -- 
C+  2.33 NC No Credit -- 
C Satisfactory 2.0    
C-  1.67    
D+  1.33    
D Poor 1.0    
D-  .67    
F Failure 0    

 
V. Accommodations for Students with Disabilities 
 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current 
diagnostic documentation to Disability Services. All information is confidential. Please 
contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian Annex. 
 
  



VI. Student Support Services: 

Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-
one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school 
preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for 
more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
 
VII. Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Graduate students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate 
entities in charge of that step of the process. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to 
achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any violation of this 
policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same 
conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic 
semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to 
gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of 
Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

A.   General: 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to 
achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a 
serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity 
of the community. 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of 
the Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in 
the course in which the violation occurs. 

B.    Definitions: 

1. Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

2. Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3. Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 

academic exercise. 
4. Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the 

Academic Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy 
information during an examination). 



 

C.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean 
of the graduate school when applicable) in writing of the allegation and proposed 
sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, 
including the proposed sanction(s), in writing.  In the written notification, the instructor 
will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting with the instructor.  During 
the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Faculty 
Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within 
five (5) business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed 
to have mutually resolved the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by 
the instructor in the written allegation.  If the student does not request a meeting, the 
alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either 
appeal the decision to the department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting 
the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No action by the student within five (5) 
business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual resolution and 
waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the 
student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, 
the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further 
review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must 
schedule a meeting with the student.  The instructor may be present during the 
meeting.  During the meeting, the department head shall complete the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information submitted 
during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the 
student, may be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for 
making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may 
agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The department head may also 
approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor.  If the student 
does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall 
either appeal the decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter 
by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an 
appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic Integrity Violation Department 
Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the 
meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the 
student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does 
not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the 



alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic 
Dean must schedule an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The 
Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled 
students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty 
member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing 
board.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the 
evidence.  The hearing board may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) 
proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the 
scheduled hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further 
review and/or appeal.  Within ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate 
academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send the student written notification 
of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the 
board or submit an appeal to the designated academic Dean.  No action by the student 
within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a 
mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic 
Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting 
with the Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, 
she must submit a written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written 
notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board to the designated academic 
Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the following grounds; 1) a 
violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten 
(10) business days of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree 
with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, 
or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor, department head, and or Academic 
Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the academic Dean shall 
provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be 
permitted to withdraw from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, 
notifications, and/or appeals have been completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, 
department head, and academic Dean must provide the Department of Student 
Community Ethics with all materials and documents related to the case (i.e. course 
syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor Resolution 
Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, 
academic Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics 



shall serve as the repository for all records associated with allegations and violations 
associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 

D.   Academic Integrity Board: 

The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled 
students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty 
member will serve as chair of the board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards 
for each college will be selected by each college Dean.  The Department of Student 
Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a hearing 
board.  Each academic Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a 
faculty member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 

E.   Sanctions: 

The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may 
impose academic sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of 
“F” for the course).  The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or 
academic Dean may not permanently remove the student from the course or suspend/expel 
the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant 
consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a 
program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student Community 
Ethics. 

F.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 

Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the 
Department of Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous 
violations of University policies.  Students with a prior record of violations, or who commits 
a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be referred to the 
Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing 
proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic 
Integrity Policy will automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual 
violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed by the 
instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and 
University-level sanctions imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for 
habitual violations of University policies. 

Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student 
Community Ethics 
 
 
VIII. Inclement weather policy 
	
The University does not, as a matter of general practice, close its operations or cancel classes 
in Cullowhee because of bad weather. Many Western students commute from different 
distances and directions and weather conditions for those students may vary greatly from 



conditions on the Cullowhee campus. Students are advised to check road conditions in their 
areas and determine whether it is reasonable for them to drive to campus. The University 
expects students to make every effort to attend class but not to jeopardize their safety by 
driving during dangerous conditions.  Should the decision be reached to modify daily 
operations, Public Relations will announce modifications to the University schedule via 
media outlets, the University website and email. In addition, students, faculty and staff are 
encouraged to check the University website when the possibility of adverse weather arises. 
Updates about the status of University operations will be posted on a continuing basis. 
Please refer to the WCU weather policy for more information regarding school closures. If 
inclement weather prevents you from attending class, please email the instructor to inform 
them of your absence. If inclement weather occurs on an exam day, please be advised that 
the instructor will email any changes in the scheduled date of the exam. 
 
 
IX. Tentative Class Schedule  
 

Week Day/Date Topic Reading Assessment 

1 
Monday August 19 Introduction  
Wednesday August 19 The cell cycle and mitosis Ch. 2  
Friday August 21 The cell cycle and mitosis cont. Ch. 2  

2 
Monday August 24 Meiosis and gametogenesis Ch. 2  
Wednesday August 26 Meiosis and gametogenesis cont. Ch. 2  
Friday August 28 Mendelian genetics Ch. 3 Quiz 1 

3 
Monday August 31 Mendelian genetics cont. Ch. 3  
Wednesday Sept. 2 Mendelian genetics cont. Ch. 3  
Friday Sept. 4 Sex determination Ch. 4  

4 
Monday Sept. 7 NO CLASS – LABOR DAY  
Wednesday Sept. 9 X-linked crosses Ch. 4  
Friday Sept. 11 Pedigrees Ch. 6 Quiz 2 

5 
Monday Sept. 14 Pedigrees cont. Ch. 6  
Wednesday Sept. 16 Review and class activity  
Friday Sept. 18 EXAM 1 Exam 1 

6 
Monday Sept. 21 Linkage Ch. 7  
Wednesday Sept. 23 Linkage cont. Ch. 7  
Friday Sept. 25 Linkage cont. Ch. 7 Quiz 3 

7 
Monday Sept. 28 Non-Mendelian genetics Ch. 5  
Wednesday Sept. 30 Non-Mendelian genetics cont. Ch. 5  
Friday October 2 Non-Mendelian genetics cont. Ch. 5  

8 
Monday October 5 Chromosome variations Ch. 8  
Wednesday October 7 Chromosome variations cont. Ch. 8  
Friday October 9 Chromosome variations cont. Ch. 8 Quiz 4 

9 
Monday October 12 NO CLASS – FALL BREAK  
Wednesday October 14 NO CLASS – FALL BREAK  
Friday October 16 NO CLASS – FALL BREAK  

10 
Monday October 19 Bacterial and viral genetics Ch. 9  
Wednesday October 21 Bacterial and viral genetics cont. Ch. 9  
Friday October 23 Debate 1  
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Monday October 26 Review and class activity  
Wednesday October 28 EXAM 2 Exam 2 
Friday October 30 Debate 2  

12 
Monday Nov. 2 DNA Ch. 10  
Wednesday Nov. 4 DNA and chromosome structure Ch. 10-11  
Friday Nov. 6 Debate 3 Quiz 5 

13 
Monday Nov. 9 DNA replication Ch. 12  
Wednesday Nov. 11 DNA replication Ch. 12  
Friday Nov. 13 Debate 4  

14 
Monday Nov. 16 Transcription and translation Ch. 13-15  
Wednesday Nov. 18 Transcription and translation Ch. 13-15  
Friday Nov. 20 Debate 5 Quiz 6 

15 
Monday Nov. 23 Mutations and repair Ch. 18  
Wednesday Nov. 25 NO CLASS - THANKSGIVING  
Friday Nov. 27 NO CLASS - THANKSGIVING  

16 
Monday Nov. 30 Forensic DNA analysis Ch. 19  
Wednesday Dec. 2 Debate 6  
Friday Dec. 4 Final class review  

Finals Tuesday Dec. 8 FINAL EXAM 8:30am – 11am Final Exam

 
 
 
X. Academic Calendar  
 
The academic calendar can be found at: http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp. This shows dates for all breaks, university 
closures, final exams, etc.  
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Intro to Genetics, Biol 240 
Dr. Jessica L Moore 
Department of Biology 
Fall 2015 Syllabus 

 
Lecture: Tues & Thurs 11:30 — 12:15 PM, Forsyth 115  [Section 01] 

        12:30 — 1:45 PM, Forsyth 314 [Section 02] 

Textbook:  Genetics: A Conceptual Approach, 5th Edition, by Benjamin A. Pierce (required) 

  Solutions and Problem Solving Manual (recommended if you can find a copy) 
 
Prerequisites: BIOL 140, 141 

Course Goals: This is an introduction to genetics for students majoring in the sciences.  By the end of the 
class you should have a basic understanding of classical and modern genetics. In particular 
students will be expected to know: mitosis, meiosis, Mendelian Inheritance, the central 
dogma of information transfer including DNA structure and replication. 

By the end of this course, students will be able to: 

 Explain how genes are transmitted between generations 

 Analyze patterns of inheritance to determine the probable outcome of genetic crosses 

 Determine genetic maps from linkage data 

 Understand the molecular basis of inheritance 

 

Instructor: Dr. Jessica Moore, jlmoore@wcu.edu   
  Office: 227-3664, NS130 

           Office Hours: TBA 
                    And by appointment 
     -- Just email with a few time options and I will get back to you! 
 

  Simple questions can often be answered by email.  Monday-Friday you can expect your emails 
to be answered within a day or so of receipt.  However most emails sent over the weekend will 
not be answered until the following Monday. 

  Through out the semester I will hold “virtual office hours” using the Discussion Board within 
Blackboard for this class. Post your questions there and feel free to answer/discuss with your 
classmates. 

Course Web Site: A Blackboard website exists for this course.  
  The website contains a variety of materials such as this syllabus, lecture notes, 

announcements, assignments and links to Genetics web resources.  You will also be 
able to access your current grade from this site, and may receive email regarding this 
class to your WCU address. 

  Every effort will be made to provide accurate records of your progress during the 
semester through Blackboard.  However, please note that a grade in Blackboard is not 
an official record and is subject to change at the instructor’s discretion.  In other 
words—I reserve the right to correct any errors that are made to the Grade Center in 
Blackboard at any time during the semester! 
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Academic Dishonesty: Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) 
strive to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the 
community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of 
Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see Article VII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close 
to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for 
additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of 
Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 

Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity 

Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an examination) 
 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty within 
their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the 
instructor will inform his /her department head (and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the 
student is a graduate student), in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at dsce.wcu.edu.  

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students who require reasonable accommodations 
must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation 
to Disability Services.  All information is confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more 
information at (828) 227-3886 or disabilityservices@wcu.edu   You may also visit the office’s 
website:   disability.wcu.edu    
 
Students with special needs should provide the instructor with documentation of those needs from Student Disability 
Services at the beginning of the semester so we can together the best arrangement for you to perform in this class.  

Class Policy: Collegial conduct toward the instructors and classmates is expected in the classroom at 
all times.  Use of cell phones is prohibited and they should be turned off or set on vibrate if an 
emergency situation is pending.  Please do not text, tweet, make phone calls or surf the net 
during class! NO cell phone use will be allowed during exams.  Failure to adhere to this policy 
could result in a verbal reprimand or dismissal from the class. 

The use of cell phones and programmable calculators is absolutely prohibited during exams. Use of these 
items during an exam will result in a failure (F grade) for the exam. 

Attendance: Attendance is the responsibility of the student and you are strongly encouraged to attend all 
lectures. Failure to attend will result in missed: self-evaluation exercises, group work, class demonstrations, 
videos and other information.  Lectures are designed to be interactive providing you with the greatest 
opportunity to be successful in this class.  Once lecture begins, please make every effort to remain seated 
during the lecture. It is very disruptive to everyone in the room when people walk in and out during the class! 
If you are anticipating needing to leave before the end of class, sit as close to the door as possible to minimize 
this disruption. 
The University‘s Undergraduate Catalog, The Record, states the following regarding class attendance: ―Western 
Carolina University expects students to recognize the positive effect on academic success of class attendance and 
participation. All undergraduates are expected to attend all meetings of the courses in which they are enrolled: any 
absence is incurred at the student‘s own risk.  A student with more unexcused absences in a 100-(freshman) or 200-
(sophomore) level course than the semester hours given for the course can expect the instructor to lower the course 
grade. You are encouraged to consult the complete statement of this policy in the Undergraduate Catalog.  
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Religious Observances: WCU allows two days of absence each academic year for religious observances required 
by faith.  To obtain permission to be absent for religious reasons, a student must complete the Absent due to Required 
Religious Observance form, obtain all necessary signatures, submit it to each instructor for review and approval, and 
submit it to the Senior Academic Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs for final approval at least two weeks prior to 
the proposed absence.  Students are encouraged to discuss these absences with the faculty member prior to the end of 
drop/add in case the absence will unavoidably keep the student from completing the requirements of the 
course.  However, if the student completes the form and submits it to the instructor prior to the two-week time frame, 
he/she shall be given the opportunity to make up any tests or other work missed due to an excused absence for a 
required religious observance. 
 
 
Honor’s Contracts: Honor’s contracts may be earned but require that the student earn a minimum score of 

90.0 on the first exam and no less than 80.0 on Exams 2 & 3.  A testscore below 80.0 
will void the contract.  Dr. Moore will hold a brief meeting at the end of class on 
Tuesday, August 25 with all Honors College students interested in an the honor’s 
contract.  

 
Lecture Notes:  

Most lectures will be posted as pdf’s on blackboard the day before the class meeting. Lecture 
notes do NOT contain the full information provided in class and it is your job to obtain this extra 
information—preferably by being present in the classroom! You may tape the lecture, but Notes 
or tapes of lectures ARE NOT PERMITTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF SALE.  It is HIGHLY 
recommended that you print and bring the lecture notes to class to write on! 

 
Homework Problems:  

 Non-graded problems--Recommended end-of-chapter problems will be assigned 
throughout the semester.  You will not be handing most of these in for credit, but you will be 
expected to solve them.  Do not ignore these or just read the solutions!  

 Graded homework assignments will occur most non-exam weeks. These will be handed 
out in class, and usually posted on blackboard.  Graded Homework problems are due at the 

beginning of the lecture on the due date.  If you cannot hand them in at class, 
you may hand them in to my office, my mailbox in NS 130, or scan and upload 
them to “Dr Moore’s Mailbox” on Blackboard—as long as I receive them on 
time they will be graded as such.  Late assignments will receive a 10% 
reduction in grade for every 24 hours past the due date.  Assignments that are 
turned in more than 5 days after the due date will not be graded.  You may 
work with classmates on homework problems, but please hand in your own 
work.  
 Note Any homework that is not handed in during class, or to me 

personally, must receive a day and time stamp from the Biology office.  If 
you submit your homework on Blackboard the time on the file will serve 

as a day/time stamp.  

 

HINT: Homework problems often appear on exams, sometimes 
with only minor changes! 
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Exams:  There will be a total of 3 exams during the semester, each worth 100 points toward your final 
grade.  These semester exams will be given during the regularly scheduled lecture time.  
There will be a mandatory “Final Exam” given during finals week that will be worth 150 
points.  All exams will be a combination of multiple-choice and short answer questions 
that will cover material presented in class, plus assigned reading and suggested problems.  
If there is any question about an exam grade, you must see Dr. Moore within one week 
after the exam has been returned to you, during regularly scheduled office hours, or by 
appointment.    

  Make-up exams will only be given in extreme circumstances that involve serious illness 
(hospitalization), death in your immediate family, or incarceration.  Dr. Moore must be 
contacted within 48 hours of the missed exam with the appropriate official documentation 
to discuss the possibility of a make-up exam.  Reasons for requesting a make-up must be 
documented in writing by an involved professional. The instructor retains the right to make 
additional inquiries concerning the documentation. The instructor retains the right to give a 
make-up exam that is different in exact content and/or style than the missed coursework 
(i.e. an oral or written exam)!   

 
EXAMS ARE SCHEDULED FOR THE FOLLOWING DATES: 

 Exam 1: Tuesday, Sept 8    Regular Class Time 
 Exam 2: Tuesday, October 6   Regular Class Time 
 Exam 3: Tuesday, November 10   Regular Class Time 
         [Final Exam Week] 

Exam 4 Section 01 Tuesday Dec 8    12:00 — 2:30 PM 
  Section 02 Thursday, Dec 10   3:00—5:30 PM 

 
All exams are in our regular classroom! 

                     
 
Procedure for Exams: 

1) Arrive early! I will pass out exams as soon as the previous class has vacated the room—this will 
give you at least 10 more minutes for the exam. 

2) Remember to bring pencil & eraser, WCU ID, a simple calculator, and know your 
92#. 

3) Only individuals that are officially registered for Biol 240 are allowed in the room 
during exams.  No children or other guests may be present during an exam. 

4) Use of any electronic devices during exams will be strictly prohibited.  This means no 
cell phones, no pagers, no PDAs, no programmable calculators!  Only basic calculators 
will be allowed that can add, subtract, multiply and divide.  No sharing of calculators will be 
permitted. 

5) I reserve the right to ask anyone to move during an exam.  This is not necessarily an 
implication that you are cheating. If you are asked to move that usually means that I suspect 
someone nearby has wandering eyes. 
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Your Grade: Your final grade for the semester will consist of the combined score of your three semester 
exams plus the final exam, homework, presentation and lab grade as shown below. 

Activity Points Possible 

3 Semester Exams [100 pts each] 300 
Final Exam 150 
Homework & any quizzes 150 
Laboratory Grade 200 
Total Points: 800 

 

Extra Credit: A maximum of 5 extra credit points may be earned during the semester.  Two extra credit 
points will be given to any student who passes Exams 1-3 with a minimum score of 
70% [70.0/100 points].  Other extra credit opportunities will be discussed in class 
during the semester. NOTE: these are not percentage points. 

 

Your Final grade for the semester will be based on the percentages shown below.  There will be no 
curving of grades.  If you need 1 or 2 points for a different grade—remember those are 
points that you could have/should have easily earned in your homework, lab assignments, 
or extra credit! 

 
Percentage Grade 

        97.5--100% A+ 

93.0--97.0% A   
89.5--92.5% A- 

87.5—89.0% B+ 
83.0--87.0% B 

79.5--82.5% B- 

77.5—79.0% C+ 
73.0--77.0% C 

69.5--72.5% C- 

67.5—69.0% D+ 
63.0--67.0% D 

59.5--62.5% D- 

59.0% or less F 
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Study Tips: Genetics is a problem-based course.  You MUST do problems to succeed in this 

class.  Problems will be assigned from most of the chapters covered in lecture.  It may 
also be beneficial for you to solve unassigned problems.  A slightly modified version of 
at least one assigned problem will appear on each exam.  The solutions to odd-
numbered questions appear in the back of your textbook.  The solutions manual 
contains additional study aids, and solutions to all problems that appear in the textbook.   

How to succeed in Genetics: 

1) Do the assigned reading before coming to lecture.  You don’t have to master every concept, 
but having some familiarity with the material will make the lecture easier for you to 
comprehend. 

2) Come to class.  Every class!  Print out the lecture notes and bring them with you and 
write on them during lecture.  Some students also find it helpful to bring the textbook to 
lecture. 

3) After lecture, read the book again with your lecture notes in front of you.  You should now be 
able to understand all the details of the reading assignment.  Make a list of anything you don’t 
understand in the lecture notes and the reading. 

4) Work all the assigned problems from that lecture.  Do extra problems if necessary to help you 
master a topic. You should REDO problems that you didn’t understand how to do the first 
time! 

5) Try to form a study group with a few of your classmates.  Study groups are a great way to 
learn the material because by explaining material to others you learn it better than when just 
reading it to yourself 

6) GET HELP well in advance of an exam. Come to my office hours or ask for an appointment. 
Discuss your questions with others in the class. There are also several tutors in the WALC that 
can help with BIOL 240—make an appointment! 

The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, seeks to enhance the academic 
environment and raise the level of academic discourse at WCU by providing tutoring, academic skills 
consultations, workshops, and online learning resources. Writing Assistants collaborate with students from all 
classes and majors at every stage of the writing process, from brainstorming and prewriting to drafting and 
revising. Course tutors facilitate collaborative group sessions and offer strategies for effective study and 
efficient time management. Call 227-7197 for writing appointments and 227-2274 for course tutoring. Visit the 
website, http://walc.wcu.edu, for additional learning and writing resources, hours of operation, and appointment 
information.  

 

 
DON’T WAIT UNTIL JUST BEFORE AN EXAM TO WORK THE 

ASSIGNED GENETICS PROBLEMS! 
 

Exams will test your knowledge of concepts and your ability to apply that knowledge.  You 
will be expected to THINK during an exam.  It is not a good strategy to stay up 
all night memorizing material and then be so tired during the exam that you 
can’t apply the concepts that you studied! 
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Genetics Topic Schedule: 

Note: This is a tentative schedule of topics that we will follow this semester.  Detailed reading, homework 
and quiz assignments will be presented in class and posted on blackboard.  

Date  Lecture #  Chapter & Topic 
August 18  0  Syllabus, Chapter 1 
August 20  1  Ch 2, Mitosis & Cell cycle 
August 25  2  Ch 2, Meiosis, Gametogenesis 
August 27  3  Ch 3, Mendelian Genetics, Monohybrid Crosses 
Sept 1  4  Ch 3, Mendelian Genetics, Dihybrid Crosses 
Sept 3  5  Ch 3 and Exam Review 
Sept 8  Exam 1 
Sept 10  6  Ch 4: Sex Determination 
Sept 15  7  Ch 4: X‐linked crosses 
Sept 17  8  Ch 6: Pedigrees 
Sept 22  9  Ch 6: Pedigrees, Twins 
Sept 24  10  Ch 7: Linkage 
Sept 29  11  Ch 7: Linkage continued 
Oct 1  12  Ch 7 and Exam Review 
Oct 6  Exam 2 
Oct 8  13  Ch 5: Extensions of Mendelian Inheritance 
Oct 12‐16    Fall Break, no classes! 
Oct 19  Last day to drop with a W 

Oct 20  14  Ch5 continued, Ch 9, Chromosome Variations  
Oct 22  15  Ch 9 continued  
Oct 29  16  Ch 8, Bacterial Genetics 
Nov 3  17  Ch 8 continued  
Nov 5  18  Ch 10 and Exam review 
Nov 10  Exam 3 
Nov 12  19  Ch 10 continued, Ch 11, Chromosome Structure 
Nov 17  20  Ch 11 continued, begin Chapter 12 
Nov 19  21  Ch 12, DNA replication 
Nov 24  22  Ch 12, some Chapter 19 
Dec 1  23  Ch 19 topics 
Dec 3  24  Exam review, Last day activities 
 
  Exam 4 [Final exam week] 
Tues Dec 8  12:00‐2:30 PM, Section 01 
Thurs Dec 10  3:00‐5:30 PM, Section 02 
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Introduction to Genetics Laboratory (BIOL240) 
Course Syllabus Fall 2015 

 
 

Note: This syllabus is subject to change. You will be notified of any changes in class or on Blackboard. 
Lab Coordinator: 
 Dr. Jessica Moore  jlmoore@email.wcu.edu  
      Office: NS 130  Phone: 227-3664 

Preferred method of communication: Drop by office or send email! 

Lab Instructors:  
Megan Eckardt  maeckardt@email.wcu.edu 
   TA for Monday, 2:30-5:20 pm   Office: NS G10A 
   Groups 1 & 2    Office Hours: TBA 

And by appointment 

Thom Green     tggreen@email.wcu.email 
   TA for Tuesday, 2:05-4:55 pm  Office: NS G10A 
         6:00-8:50pm  Office hours: TBA 
   Groups 3 & 4, 5 & 6   And by appointment 

Kelsy Stilwell     rkstilwell1@catamount.wcu.edu 
   TA for Wednesday, 2:30-5:20 pm  Office: Java City 
    Thursday,    2:05-4:55 pm  Office hours: TBA 
   Groups 7 & 8, 9 & 10   And by appointment 

 
All Laboratory Instructors have mailboxes in the Biology Department Office, NS 132. All 
assignments handed in outside of your designated lab class should be placed in your Laboratory 
Instructor’s mailbox. 
 
Prerequisites:  Students must be currently enrolled in the Introduction to Genetics lecture course 
(BIOL 240).  Students who drop the lecture section of the course will not be allowed to continue in the 
laboratory section. 
 
Laboratory Materials:  
 Laboratory Notebook (Composition book – bound, but NOT spiral-bound.  Lined paper is 

preferred over graph paper) 
 Calculator 
 Colored Pencils 
 A Sharpie (black or blue, fine point) 
There is no laboratory manual.  A handout containing the protocols, expectations and/or questions 
will be available on Blackboard the week before the lab.  Please read the handout thoroughly 
before class and bring a printout of the lab handout to class.    

 
Course Objectives:  This course is designed to complement and reinforce the principles taught in 
BIOL240.  The laboratories are designed to provide hands-on experiences that illustrate fundamental 
genetic concepts.  By performing these exercises students will learn to collect, analyze and present 
experimental data in formal laboratory notebooks and laboratory reports. 
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Course web site: A Blackboard website exists for this course, which is separate from that of the 
lecture course.  The website contains a variety of materials such as this syllabus, 
handouts, announcements, assignments, and other links to Genetics web resources 
(as necessary).  You will also be able to access your current grade from this site, 
and may receive email regarding this class. 

 
Students with disabilities must provide written notice of any special consideration to their 
Laboratory Instructor by the second week of classes. 

Attendance in this class is Mandatory. 
Attendance will be taken every lab period. 

Students who anticipate the necessity of being absent from class due to the observation of a 
major religious observance must provide notice of the date(s) to their Laboratory Instructor, in writing, 
by the second week of classes. 

Students who anticipate the necessity of being absent from class due to scheduled medical 
procedures must provide notice of the date(s) to their Laboratory Instructor, in writing, by the second 
week of classes. 
 
OTHER THAN PRE-ARRANGED RELIGIOUS AND MEDICAL REASONS THERE WILL BE NO OTHER 
EXCUSED ABSENCES OF ANY KIND. 
 
If an unanticipated absence occurs, you will lose the points for that lab.  Any assignments that are late 
will be deducted 10% for every day that they are handed in late. 
 
If you find that you are absent for several classes due to illness or other circumstances, you should 
realize that you probably would not pass this portion of BIOL 240. 
 
YOU MAY ONLY ATTEND THE LAB SECTION THAT YOU ARE REGISTERED FOR.  
THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE.   
 
Academic Integrity Policy 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a 
serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the 
community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code 
of Student Conduct (dsce.wcu.edu). 

Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 

Cheating – Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise.  

Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 

Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an examination) 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course for any student who is 
found to have violated any portion of the Academic Integrity Policy. 
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Laboratory Safety Rules 
 All cell phones must be turned off before class begins. 

 Shoes must be worn at all times.  

 No food, drinks, or smoking in lab. 

 If you have an accident, notify your instructor immediately. 

 Safety glasses must be worn when any chemical, in any amount, is used, or where there is the 
possibility of an object impacting the eye. 

 Do not leave working equipment unattended. 

 Dispose of all broken glass in the “broken glass” box. 

 Dispose of all bio-hazardous material in the biohazard bag. 

 Wash your hands immediately after the laboratory session. 

 Wipe your workbench with disinfectant after the laboratory session. 

Lab Groups:   Each lab section will be divided into two lab groups for the semester.  Group 
assignments will be posted on Blackboard.  All students are responsible for remembering what group 
they belong to and what their assigned activity is each week.  A detailed schedule is posted on 
Blackboard and in the lab classroom, Stillwell 115. 

Lab Partners:  You will perform most in-lab experiments in teams of 2.  You may choose your lab 
partner for the first lab of the semester [Lab #0].  However the Laboratory Instructor will reassign lab 
partners several times during the semester to encourage communication and collaboration in the class as 
a whole.   

Grades will be calculated as follows: 

Component  Points 
Participation and Technique (2 pts per wet lab) 12 
Laboratory Notebook (12 pts per lab) 50 
Assignments  138 
Total possible points  200 
[These points may be reassigned by the Instructor at any time.] 

Participation and Technique (12 points) – If you come to lab on time, are prepared for the lab 
experiment and participate in carrying out the experiments you will earn 2 points.  However coming to 
the lab more than 10 minutes late, not participating in activities, not having a prepared notebook or 
disrupting the class in any way may result in loss of participation points (or more) as determined by your 
Laboratory Instructor.  

Out of class Assignments:  Several times this semester your group will be given an “out of class” 
assignment.  These assignments will be posted and submitted on Blackboard.  Most assignments will be 
available from Monday 8:00am until Friday 11:59pm.  You must complete these assignments within this 
time frame for grading.  You may discuss these assignments with other students, but you are expected to 
do your own work.  

Laboratory Assignments:  Most in-class labs will have a written assignment that is due at the end of 
the class, before you leave the lab.  You may discuss these assignments with other students, but you are 
expected to do your own work.  Do NOT turn in identical homework! 
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Laboratory Notebook – This is a concise record of experimental data, results, and conclusions.  
The laboratory notebook will contain all of the raw data you collect, along with the calculations and 
analyses for each exercise. A bound composition book (NOT spiral-bound) must be used for this.  
Label the cover of your lab notebook with your name, and the day and time of your lab section.  
The notebook will be evaluated at different times during the semester and may be spot-checked by your 
Lab Instructor.  Bring your lab notebook to every lab class.  Completeness, clarity and organization, and 
data analyses will be checked.  Late notebooks will result in a 10% reduction of the notebook grade. 
 
Organization of the notebook is crucial. The first page of your notebook should be a Table of Contents 
where you indicate the starting page of each experiment.  Divide your notebook into sections, one 
section for each exercise (use section tabs). Data from different experiments should be recorded in 
separate notebook sections. Data can often be recorded in a tabular format to simplify for later analysis. 
Do not jot down data on scraps of paper and transfer it to your notebook later. All data entries should be 
dated and recorded in the notebook as they are collected in class.  The notebook entry for a given lab 
exercise should be completed the same day in lab.  All entries should be made in blue or black ink.  
Pencils may ONLY be used for drawings, but may not be used to record data.  
 
Each section of the notebook should include all the information needed to prepare a formal laboratory 
report.  The information should be in outline form or concise sentences, and must be arranged using the 
following headings: Title, Statement of Purpose or Objective, Introduction, Materials and Methods, 
Results and Conclusions, and Experimental Comments 
 

1. Title: This may be a sentence or phrase. You may use the same title that was on the lab handout.  
Date your work, and record your lab partner’s name (s) here. 
 
2. Objective: This is a statement of purpose of the experiment. It should be 1 or 2 sentences long. 
 
3. Introduction: This is a brief explanation of the major biological and genetic principle(s) 
involved. It should be one to a few paragraphs long.  The introduction should set the stage for what 
you are going to do in the lab and why. 
 
4. Materials and Methods: For the materials and methods used, one can often refer to the lab 
handout (e.g. “as described in…”). However, a brief description of the methods used should always 
be included. It is not necessary to repeat the mechanistic details of procedures described in the lab 
manual or the list of glassware used. Any deviations from the published protocol, including any 
procedural errors, should be noted.  
 
5. Results & Observations: Present your data clearly and concisely in text form.  This will require 
some forethought to ensure a meaningful and orderly presentation.  Data should be presented in 
organized tables where appropriate. Formulas used for calculations should also be included. Any 
drawings or calculations that you did should be included in this section.  

 
6. Discussion: Review what you did and state your conclusions based upon your results.  Did you 
get the results you were expecting?  If not, can you explain or speculate why the results were not as 
expected?  Were there any errors on your part that may have altered the experiment? How would 
you improve the experiment or your results if you were to repeat the exercise?  
 
***If you have to erase or scratch out a mistake, put a neat line through the mistake and rewrite the 
correct statement.  Do not try to cover up your mistakes, or blot things so that they cannot be read. 

 



Biol 240 
Introduction to Genetics 

Lecture 
 

 
Dr. Darby Harris 
Office: Stillwell 256 
Phone: 227-3662 
Office hours: Monday and Wednesday 2:30-4:30 pm or by appointment 
Email: dmharris@email.wcu.edu 
 
Learning Objectives: 
      BIOL240 is intended as an introduction to genetics for biology majors and those pursuing related 
fields in the sciences.  The general aspects of classical and modern genetics will be covered. Specific 
topics include mitosis, meiosis, Mendelian Inheritance, the central dogma of information transfer 
including DNA and RNA structure. 
 
Lecture Textbook:  
 Genetics: A Conceptual Approach by Benjamin A. Pierce, 5th Edition. 
 
Blackboard:  
 This course has a Blackboard site where the course syllabus, power point presentations covering 
each lecture, and current student grades can be found.  For students unsure of how to use Blackboard, 
support can be found on the blackboard website: https://wcu.blackboard.com 
 
Course Rules and Expectations: 
 
1. To foster an effective learning environment: 
 Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
 Please silence cell phones before entering the classroom. 
 Text messaging is strictly prohibited. Please store cell phones and similar devices in a pocket, 
 purse, or book bag. 
 No sleeping. 
 
2. Attendance. The instructor strongly encourages attendance at all class meetings. Failure to attend 
lectures will result in missed class participation, missed lecture information that is not presented in the 
lecture slides, missed in-class assignments and missed homework assignments.  The instructor will only 
give out homework assignments during class meetings in a hard copy format.  Missed in-class 
assignments and homework can be made up at the discretion of the instructor.  In most cases, the student 
will need to provide proof of a valid excuse based on university policy.  However, no points are 
awarded for attendance and no points are deducted for absences. The official policy on university 
excused absences is posted on the class Blackboard site and can be found here: 
http://www.wcu.edu/WebFiles/PDFs/Class_Attendance_Policy_IV_Revised_8-20-08.pdf 
 
3. If a student misses class on the day of an exam and can provide proof of a valid excuse based on 
university policy, then the student and the instructor will work out a time for the student to make up the 
exam. The instructor reserves the right to modify the exam from its original format or content before 
allowing the student to make up the exam. 
 
 
 
 



Exams:  
 There will be 4 in-class semester exams and a final exam. All exams will consist of multiple-
choice and short answer questions that may be drawn from the class lectures, reading assignments and 
homework and in-class assignments.  Exam questions may include information from specified readings 
not covered in class.  In-class semester exams will emphasize topics covered since the preceding exam 
but may also include any material previously covered as understanding most biological concepts require 
knowledge of previously learned material. 

Exams will attempt to measure the student’s ability to recall information, correctly interpret and analyze 
scenarios, apply material from class to solve problems, and pull together material from class to see 
relationships.  
Students may NOT keep or make a copy of any part of the exams.  For this reason, no electronic 
devices with memory or cameras may be used during exams or when reviewing graded exams.  
However, during the review of the graded exams, students may take written note of any questions that 
he or she missed for future study or comprehension purposes.  A cell phone’s calculator may *not* be 
used during an exam unless the instructor says otherwise at the time. Violation of any one of these 
policies will be punished as academic dishonesty! ! 
 
Homework:  
 There will be many days in which homework will be given and will count towards the final 
grade in the course.  The homework will often be made up of questions on material from the upcoming 
lecture that has yet to be covered in class. The point of the homework assignments is to make the 
student read over the upcoming lecture and engage with the material that will then be further discussed 
in-depth during the lecture. The instructor will only give out homework assignments during class 
meetings in a hard copy format. Missed homework can be made up at the discretion of the instructor, but 
it is the responsibility of the student to explain the absence to the instructor and to obtain the homework 
assignment from the instructor should the instructor deem the excuse valid. In most cases, the student 
will need to provide proof of a valid excuse based on university policy. Homework must be turned in at 
the beginning of class on the day that it is due and will suffer a 10% penalty each day that it is late. 
 
In-Class Assignments: 
 There will be many days in which in-class assignments will be given and will count towards the 
final grade in the course.  The in-class assignments will often be made up of questions on the material 
that was just covered or is currently being covered in class.  The in-class assignments may be given at 
any time during the class and may be either group or individual assignments (discretion of the instructor) 
and may or may not allow use of the textbook. These in-class assignments are intended to reward 
attendance and engagement with the course material.  If a student is not present in class during the time 
when an in-class assignment is completed, the student will receive a score of zero for that assignment 
and it cannot be made up without providing proof of a valid excuse based on university policy.  If a 
student has the proper excuse and is allowed to make up the missed assignment, the student alone will 
complete the work (usually in the office of the instructor), regardless of whether the assignment was 
originally a group activity in class. The instructor also reserves the right to modify the assignment from 
its original format or content before allowing the student to make up the work. 
 
In-class assignments that are completed as group work should have the names of all group members on 
the material that is handed in to the instructor.  The material will be graded and each member of the 
group will receive the same grade.  Adding the name of a student in the class to the material who is not 
in the group or who is absent from class on the day the assignment was given will be considered 
academic dishonesty and handled as such at the discretion of the instructor. 
 
 
 



Grading Policy: 
   Semester Exams (4)     40% 
   Final Exam      10% 
   Homework      15% 
   In-Class Assignments     10% 
   Laboratory      25% 
 
Students must be co-registered for a laboratory section of BIOL240, although the lecture and lab grades 
will be combined into a single grade for the course. 
 
Unless otherwise stated, there will be no extra credit available for this course.  The best way for a 
student to spend his or her time is to learn the course content that will be graded as described above.   
 
Grading scale:  
 
A+: 97-100 A: 93-96 A-: 92-90 B+: 89-87 B: 86-83 B-:  82-80 
C+: 79-77 C: 76-73 C-: 72-70 D+: 69-67 D: 66-63 D-:  62-60 
F:  0-59 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
 Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. 
Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens 
the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 
own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 
someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the 
event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at http://dsce.wcu.edu.  
 
Student Support Services: 
 Student Support Services (SSS) provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may 
contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in 
the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and 
learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated 



classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC 
homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes at 
Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may also 
take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the week; call 
828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.  
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center:  
 The Mathematics Tutoring Center, located at 455 Stillwell, provides tutoring in all lower-division math 
and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in other disciplines, and workshops on study skills 
specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-Thursday, 
and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. http://mathlab.wcu.edu or call 828-227-3830 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic 
calendar can be found at: http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-
office/academic-calendar.asp. 

 
 

*Tentative Summer 2015 Lecture and Lab Schedule 
 

               Reading 
Lecture Topic               (Textbook Chapter) Laboratory  
 
Lecture 1: Introduction to Genetics      1  Lab 1 
Lecture 2: Chromosomes and Cellular Reproduction    2  Lab 2 
Lecture 3: Basic Principles of Heredity     3  Lab 3 
**Exam 1: Monday, June 8 
Lecture 4: Sex Determination and Sex-Linked Characteristics  4  Lab 4 
Lecture 6: Pedigree Analysis, Applications and Genetic Testing  6  Lab 5 
Lecture 7: Linkage, Recombination and Eukaryotic Gene Mapping  7  Lab 6 
**Exam 2: Monday, June 15 
Lecture 5: Extensions and Modifications of Basic Principles  5  Lab 7 
Lecture 8: Chromosome Variation      8  Lab 8 
Lecture 9: Bacterial and Viral Genetic Systems    9  Lab 9 
**Exam 3: Monday, June 22 
Lecture 10: DNA: The Chemical Nature of the Gene   10  Lab 10 
Lecture 11: Chromosome Structure and Transposable Elements  11  Lab 11 
Lecture 12: DNA Replication and Recombination    12   
**Exam 4: Friday, June 26 
Lecture 13: Transcription       13  Lab 12 
Lecture 15: The Genetic Code and Translation    15 
Lecture 19: Molecular Genetic Analysis and Biotechnology   19 
***Final Exam: Wednesday, July 1 at 10:15 am 
 
*The lecture schedule and the course topics may be modified at anytime during the semester by the 
instructor. 
**Semester Exams 1-4 are tentatively scheduled for these times, but are subject to change at the 
discretion of the instructor. 
***The Final Exam is not subject to change. 
 
      



 

INTRODUCTION TO ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION 
(BIOL 241) 

 
Instructor: Jeremy D. Hyman 
Office:  115 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3657 
email:  jhyman@email.wcu.edu 
WWW: Files and Announcements will be posted on Blackboard Course Web 
Page 
 
Lecture 01: 9:30 am - 10:45 am T-TH Stillwell 149  
Lecture 02: 12:30 pm – 1:45 pm T-TH Stillwell 150 
 
Laboratory 34: 2:30 pm – 5:20 pm M Natural Sciences Bldg 118 
Laboratory 30: 2:05 pm - 4:55 pm T Natural Science Bldg 118  
Laboratory 31: 2:30 pm - 5:20 pm W Natural Science Bldg 118  
Laboratory 32: 2:05 pm - 4:55 pm R Natural Science Bldg 118  
Laboratory 33: 1:25 pm - 4:15 pm F Natural Science Bldg 118  

 
Office Hours: One hour each day immediately following lecture:  11:00-12:00 TR, 2:00-
3:00.  Many other times are available by appointment. 
 
I. Course Purpose  
This course examines the interaction of organisms with their environment, and 
investigate the origin and diversification of organisms, as well as the forces which 
control the abundance and distribution of organisms.  
Prerequisites: Biol 140,141, 240. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.  
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives:  
Aims: The course is designed to provide all Biology majors with a minimum proficiency 
in Evolutionary Biology, including natural selection, speciation, and phylogenetics, as 
well as Ecology, including population genetics, population dynamics, and community 
and ecosystem processes. Lab is an integral part of this course, and will consist of a 
variety of exercises, including field trips, experiments, paper discussions, and 
presentations. Studying Biology is not merely about memorizing facts and theories – it is 
also about learning how to be a scientist. These labs are designed to give you 
experience with the process of doing science (making observations, proposing 
hypotheses, designing experiments, collecting and analyzing data, and writing in a 
scientific style).  
 
 
Specific Learning Objectives:  
By the end of this course, students will:  

 Be more familiar with the scientific fields of ecology and evolutionary biology  
 Understand some of the techniques used by field biologists to study ecological 

and evolutionary processes  



 

 Be more proficient at scientific data collection, analysis, writing and oral 
presentation  

 Understand the basic concepts of population genetics, natural selection, 
speciation, competition and co-evolution that shape patterns of plant and animal 
distribution in the natural world.  

 
III. Course Materials 
Text: The official text book for the course is:   
Stiling, P. Ecology:  Global Insights & Investigations.  McGraw Hill. NY. 2012. 
 
However, please note that I do not lecture directly from the book.  For much of the 
material, my lectures and lecture notes are the primary material for which you are 
responsible.  The book may only be a reference, or supplement to what we discuss in 
class. 
In addition, a great deal of the lecture material will be based on the primary literature.  
Links to electronic readings will be posted on the MyCat course web page. 

 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 

Attendance: 

 Attendance:  
In class, I do not take roll, except for the first two weeks when required.  You will 
be neither directly penalized, nor rewarded based on your presence. But, I do 
not provide Power Point® presentations or copies of my notes, so your 
attendance and notes will be very important to your success in this course.  
While in class I expect you to be courteous of your classmates, which includes 
arriving to class on time and to refrain from using cell phones, even to text, while 
in class.   
 
Please keep in mind also that I do not lecture directly from the text, I include 
numerous examples not included in the text, and may focus on material in a 
manner different from the text.  In other words, reading the text is not a substitute 
for attending class.  Attendance at all labs is required, including one Friday 
or Saturday night and one Saturday afternoon lab.  Lab grades may be 
penalized up to 2% of the final grade for all unexcused absences. 
 

 Classroom and lab participation: 
In both lecture and lab, active participation is expected.  This includes not just 
attendance, but also engaging in class discussion and participating in group 
activities.  To this end, texting or other uses of electronic devices that are not 
related to class activities is prohibited.  Continued use of such devices in class 
will result in lost participation points. 
 

 Timely submission of assignments: 
All assignments will have a specified due date.  Assignments turned in after the 
due date will be penalized 20% of the assignment grade for each day they are 



 

late.  Some lab assignments will be impossible to make up if you do not attend 
lab.  If you miss an exam, it cannot be made up unless you have a university 
approved excuse. 
 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational 
opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify 
themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current 
diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is 
confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or 
come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 

 

Student Support Services: 

Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, 
low-income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, 
mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid 
and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email 
sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 
138. 

Civility and Ground Rules: 
The Western Carolina University Community Creed states: “I will respect the rights and 
well-being of others.” 

Each student may possess different ideas, as well as different ways of communicating 
those ideas. Because of these differences, respect and civility are integral to 
maintaining the quality of the academic environment and free inquiry. 

(http://www.wcu.edu/student-life/policies-affecting-students/statement-of-student-rights-
and-responsibilities.asp) 

SafeAssign Tool: 

All written work submitted for this class is eligible for submission to the 
SafeAssign tool at the instructor’s discretion. 

V. Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process: 

 
This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Graduate students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in 
charge of that step of the process. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve 
the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is 
a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of 
the community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of 
the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If 



 

the charge occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of the 
reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information timelines may be 
extended at the discretion of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

I.   General: 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve 
the highest standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense 
because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course 
in which the violation occurs. 

 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 

academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the 

Academic Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy 
information during an examination). 

 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of 
the graduate school when applicable) in writing of the allegation and proposed 
sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, 
including the proposed sanction(s), in writing.  In the written notification, the instructor 
will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting with the instructor.  During 
the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Faculty 
Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within 
five (5) business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed 
to have mutually resolved the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by 
the instructor in the written allegation.  If the student does not request a meeting, the 
alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either 
appeal the decision to the department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting 
the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No action by the student within five (5) business 



 

days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of 
the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student 
does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the alleged 
violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or 
appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must 
schedule a meeting with the student.  The instructor may be present during the 
meeting.  During the meeting, the department head shall complete the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information submitted 
during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the 
student, may be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for 
making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may 
agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The department head may also 
approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor.  If the student 
does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall 
either appeal the decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter 
by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal 
to the academic Dean listed on the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head 
Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting 
with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the 
student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does 
not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the 
alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic 
Dean must schedule an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The 
Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled 
students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty 
member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing 
board.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the 
evidence.  The hearing board may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) 
proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the 
scheduled hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further 
review and/or appeal.  Within ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate 
academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send the student written notification 
of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board 
or submit an appeal to the designated academic Dean.  No action by the student within 
five (5) business days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual 
resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity 
Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 



 

Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not 
be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she 
must submit a written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written 
notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board to the designated academic 
Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the following grounds; 1) a 
violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten 
(10) business days of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree 
with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, 
or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor, department head, and or Academic 
Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the academic Dean shall 
provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be 
permitted to withdraw from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, 
notifications, and/or appeals have been completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, 
department head, and academic Dean must provide the Department of Student 
Community Ethics with all materials and documents related to the case (i.e. course 
syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor Resolution 
Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, 
academic Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics shall 
serve as the repository for all records associated with allegations and violations 
associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 

The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students 
and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve 
as chair of the board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards for each college will be 
selected by each college Dean.  The Department of Student Community Ethics will train all board 
members prior to their service on a hearing board.  Each academic Dean will convene hearing 
boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 

V.   Sanctions: 

 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose 
academic sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the 
course).  The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may 
not permanently remove the student from the course or suspend/expel the student from a 
program or the University.  Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant consideration for 
permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a program or the University 
must be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 



 

 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 

Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the 
Department of Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of 
University policies.  Students with a prior record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or 
egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be referred to the Department of 
Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual 
violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic Integrity Policy will 
automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students in this category 
are subject to course‐related sanctions imposed by the instructor, department head, Academic 
Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and University‐level sanctions imposed by the Department 
of Student Community Ethics for habitual violations of University policies. 

Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community 
Ethics. 

 
 
VI. Resources 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a free student service, located in BELK 
207, providing course tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, 
international student consultations, graduate and professional exam preparation 
resources, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  To schedule 
tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-
2274.  
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use 
Smarthinking (http://www.wcu.edu/academics/edoutreach/distance-online-
programs/student-resources/services-for-distance-students.asp) and the WaLC’s online 
resources.  
 
Math Tutoring Center: 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center provides tutoring in all lower-division math and many 
CS courses (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 828-227-3830), help with 
mathematical concepts in other disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to 
mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a drop-in basis, 9 am – 5 pm and 6 - 9 
pm Monday-Thursday, and 9 am – 5 pm on Friday. 
Blackboard Support: 
The learning management system for this class is blackboard and can be found at: 
http://wcu.blackboard.com.  Additional help with blackboard can be found at:  
tc.wcu.edu, (828) 227-7487 or by visiting the Technology Commons located on the 
ground floor of the Hunter Library. 
 
V. Grading:  
 
Final letter grades will be based on the proportion of points earned out of the total 
number of points available.  There will be five (5) quizzes, worth 5 points each, 3 major 



 

exams, (2 mid-terms and a final), worth 100 points each.  The final exam is cumulative.  
The exams may be given to individuals at an alternate time given prior approval.  The 
quiz and exam grades will account for 83% of the final grade.  Lecture participation will 
count for 2% of the final grade.  Laboratory scores will be adjusted so that laboratory 
performance will account for 15% of the final grade.  All laboratory reports and 
assignments are due the following week unless otherwise stipulated.  Reports and 
assignments will be accepted late, however the value of the work will be reduced by 
20% of the original per day that the report is late.  So, after 5 days the report has no 
worth and will not be accepted.   
 
Final letter grades will be assigned based on a 10 point scale:  

   
A → 94-100% A- → 90-93%;

B+ → 88-89%; B → 84-87%; B- → 80-83%;
C+ → 78-79%; C → 74-77%; C- → 70-73%; 

D → 60-69%; 
F → < 60%. 

 
VI. Lab:    
 

Lab is an integral part of this course, and will consist of a variety of exercises, 
including field trips, experiments, paper discussions, and presentations.  The 
most important field trips, the salamander field trips, will take place over 2 
weekends in September.  These field trips involve long, evening labs, with 
substantial time spent out in the woods, from approximately 8pm to 2am.  If 
you cannot attend the field trips, an alternate term paper assignment will be 
given. 

 
Your lab grade will be based on several assignments: 
11 lab participation grades  11x10 = 110pts 
Ivy Lab paper  40pts 
Human Behavior Presentations  50pts 
Goldenrod Lab, Paper and Presentation 50pts 
Last Presentation - topic TBA  50pts 
Total  300pts 
 
Your lab score will then be converted to a percentage, and that percentage will be used 
along with your lecture scores to calculate a final grade for the class.  As mentioned 
above, laboratory scores will be adjusted so that laboratory performance will account for 
15% of the final grade.  All laboratory reports and assignments are due the following 
week unless otherwise stipulated.  Reports and assignments will be accepted late, 
however the value of the work will be reduced by 20% of the original per day that the 
report is late.  So, after 5 days the report has no worth and will not be accepted.  
 
 



 

Tentative Course Schedule - Fall 2015 
 

 Date Weekly Topic Reading Assignment Lab

1 Tues, Aug 18 What is Evolution/What is Science? Ch 1 No Lab

2 Thurs, Aug 20  Ch 1  

3 Tues, Aug 25 Natural Selection in Depth Ch 2 & 3 Stats Lab 

4 Thurs, Aug 27 QUIZ 1 Ch 2 & 3  

5 Tues, Sep 1 Modes of Selection Ch 2 Ivy Lab 

6 Thurs, Sep 3 QUIZ 2 Ch 2  

7 Tues, Sep 8 Behavioral Ecology Ch 3 
No Lab 

LABOR DAY

8 Thurs, Sep 10 QUIZ 3 Ch 3  

9 Tues, Sep 15 
Hardy-Weinberg / simple population 
genetics  

No Chapter 
Stickleback 

Lab 

10 Thurs, Sep 17 QUIZ 4 No Chapter  

11 Tues, Sep 22 Speciation No Chapter 
Phylogenetics 

Lab 

12 Thurs, Sep 24 QUIZ 5 Ch 4  

13 Tues, Sep 29 Phylogenetics   Ch 4 
Human 

Behavior 

14 Thurs, Oct 1 MIDTERM 1 Ch 9 & 10  

15 Tues, Oct 6 Niches   Life tables 

16 Thurs, Oct 8    

 Tues, Oct 12 Fall Break – no classes Ch 9 & 10 No Lab

 Thurs, Oct 16 Fall Break – no classes Ch 9 & 10  

17 Tues, Oct 20 Trade-offs / life history Ch 11-16 
Behavior 

Presentations

18 Thurs, Oct 22  Ch 11-16  

 Tues, Oct 26 Advising Day – No Classes                                No Lab

19 Thurs, Oct 28 Population growth & Demography Ch 11-16  

20 Tues, Nov 3 Population growth & Demography Ch 17-19 
Goldenrod 

lab 

21 Thurs, Nov 5  Ch 17-19  

22 Tues, Nov 10 Ecological Interactions Ch 20 TBA 

23 Thurs, Nov 12 MIDTERM 2   

24 Tues, Nov 17 Ecology & the Physical Environment Ch 21 TBA 

25 Thurs, Nov 19  Ch 22-24  

26 Tues, Nov 24 Ecological Succession Ch 25 No Lab

 Thurs, Nov 26 Thanksgiving – No Classes   

27 Tues, Dec 1 Island Biogeography Ch 25 TBA 

28 Thurs, Dec 3  Ch 27  

 
Fifth Week Grades Due Monday, September 22 
Advising Day Tuesday, October 27 
Last Day to Drop with a “W” Monday, October 19 
Final Semester Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 6-12 
Final Exam in this course 9:30 section: Wednesday Dec. 9th,12:00-2:30  
Final Exam in this course 12:30 section: Thursday Dec. 10th,3:00-5:30  

 



INTRODUCTION TO ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION 
Spring 2015 – BIOL 241 

    
 Instructor:  Thomas H. Martin  
  
Office: 333a Natural Sciences Building  
  voice: (828) 227-3660  
  email: tmartin@wcu.edu (the easiest and most certain means of contacting me – I don’t like phones)  
  
WWW:  
 BlackBoard Course Web Page  
 http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0073532479/student_view0/index.html 
  
 Lecture: 9:05 – 9:55 MWF Stillwell 148 
  
Office Hours: MF 10:10 – 11:00; TR 11:00-12:15, other times by appointment. 
   
 Text:  
 Stiling, P.D.  2012.  Ecology: Global insights & investigations.  McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., New York. 
  Links to occasional readings other than the text book will be posted on BlackBoard.  
   
 Course:  
  This course examines the interaction of organisms with their environment and with each other to provide a 

broad overview of the fields of evolution and ecology. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.  
   
  The course is designed to provide all Biology majors with a minimum proficiency in population genetics, 

organismal and population responses to environmental change (including autecology, natural selection, and 
speciation), population dynamics, and community and ecosystem processes.  

   
 Grading:  
  Final letter grades will be based on the proportion of points earned out of the total number of points 

available. There will be a very short, multiple-choice online quiz (BlackBoard-based) covering the reading 
for each week starting after the first week.  Each quiz will be worth 10 points and will usually be posted by 
Wednesday of the preceding week, and only be available until midnight on the Sunday preceding the week 
for the reading.   There will be four (4) exams, approximately one every four weeks (see schedule below).  
Final point totals will be formed using a weighted average of lecture exam and laboratory scores, such that 
lecture exams will account for 75% and lab scores for 25% of the point total. 

     
  Final letter grades will be assigned based on a 12-point scale:  
 A+ 96-100%;   A 92-95% ;  A- 88-91%;  
  B+ 84-87%;   B 80-83%;   B- 76-79%;  
  C+ 72-75%;   C 68-71%;   C- 64-67%;  
  D 52-63%;   F < 52%.  
   
Attendance: I do not “take roll” in lecture with the exception of the first two weeks of class. You will be neither 
directly penalized, nor rewarded based on your presence. But, much of the material on exams will come from in-
class discussions.  
   
  



Expectation of work:  As of July 1, 2011, the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 34, Section 600.2 (34 CFR 
600.2), defines a credit hour as: 

(1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class student 
work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of credit, or ten to 
twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of 
time; or 

(2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other academic 
activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, and 
other academic work leading to the award of credit hours. 

 
Based on this definition, you should expect to invest at least 180 hours of work on this 4-credit-hour 
course: (3 hours/credit) X (4 credits) X (15 weeks) = 180 hours.  We will use approximately 45 of 
those 180 hours in the classroom and another 45 in laboratory, so expect to spend the balance (~90 
hours) reading, computing, writing, or studying. 

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and 
provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the 
Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own 

in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 

someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 

 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty within their 
courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor will 
inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a graduate 
student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 

 
(For further information regarding WCU policy on academic integrity, please 
consult your Student Handbook.) 
 

Attendance and Participation Policy:  I do not require attendance, nor do I take roll (other than the first few 
class meetings).  But, quizzes will be based on material covered in class, so attendance is strongly recommended.  On 
the other hand, I also do not give credit for “just showing up.”  I expect you to show up prepared, and to 
participate in class.  
 
Statement on missed quizzes:  If you know you will not be available on a particular date for a quiz, please 
consult with me prior to missing the quiz so we can make alternative arrangements.  If you miss a quiz due to 
unavoidable circumstances, please contact me by email as soon as possible to let me know and be prepared to take a 
make up quiz as soon as possible.  Make-up quizzes must be taken within one week of the original quiz date.  After 
one week, you will receive a zero (0) for the quiz. 
 
Statement on late and/or makeup assignments:  I will accept assignments up to one week after the assigned 
due date, but the total score is reduced by 20% for each day of tardiness.   



 
Schedule (numbers in parentheses refer to chapters in Stiling 2012): 
 

 Week of Monday Wednesday Friday 
1 12-Jan Course Introduction What is Ecology and what does it have to do with evolution? (1) 
2 19-Jan MLK Holiday -- no classes Temperature (5) 
3 26-Jan Water (6) 
4 2-Feb Carbon, Oxygen, Nitrogen, and Phosphorus (7, 27) Exam I 
5 9-Feb A little history (2.1, Darwin and Wallace Readings on BlackBoard) 
6 16-Feb Population Genetics (2) 
7 23-Feb Natural Selection and Speciation (3) 
8 2-Mar Natural Selection and 

Speciation cont. 
Mating systems (4.4) Exam II 

  9-Mar Spring Break -- no classes 
9 16-Mar Altruism, sociality, and foraging (4-4.3) Intro to Population Ecology 

(8) 
10 23-Mar Life Tables (9) Population Growth (10.1-10.3) 
11 30-Mar Life History correlates (10.4) Easter Break -- no classes 
12 6-Apr Non-consumptive population interactions (11, 12) Exam III 
13 13-Apr Consumptive population interactions (13-15) Population Regulation (16) 
14 20-Apr Succession (20) Diversity (17, 18) 
15 27-Apr Island Biogeography (21) Terrestrial Biomes (22) Aquatic Habitats (23, 24) 
16 5-May Exam IV, Tuesday @ 8:30 AM 
 



  

Professor: Dr. Laura E. DeWald 
Contact Information: 
Office: 317 Stillwell  Phone: 227-2478 E-mail: ldewald@wcu.edu 
Office Hours: W 11:30-1:00, T/Th 9:30-10:30, or by appointment.  
                        Drop-ins welcome anytime my office door is open! 
 
Course Description – rationale and purpose 
This course will prepare you for identifying woody plants in the field and you will understand 
characteristics common Family and Genus taxonomic levels. Lecture will focus on family- and genus-
level characteristics, and we will study major tree communities throughout the US. In lab you will 
learn to identify by sight approximately 100 woody plant species! Most of these will be species 
common to the southern Appalachians and eastern U.S. (native and invasive), but we will also learn 
important non-local species. For you to communicate about plants with other scientists and the public, 
it is important for you to learn not only the common names of these plants, but also the scientific name. 
Therefore, you will be required to memorize Latin names for genus, species and family for all the 
plants we learn. 
 
Learning Outcomes 
Students who successfully complete this course will be able to: 

1) Identify approximately 100 woody plant species and know their Family, Genus and species 
taxonomic classification; 

2) Describe the range, physical appearance, and ecological and utilitarian characteristics of many 
important trees in North America; and  

3) Describe the major forest types and their geographic location of major North American forest 
types. 

 
Expectations 
I will do my best to: present information in an understandable format, help you synthesize information, 
and return assignments/quizzes/exams in a timely fashion  
I expect you to: come to class prepared to be actively involved in what is going on each day, work to 
your potential, take an active role in your education by asking questions, studying, and taking 
responsibility for your performance 
 

                                           

BIOL 254 – Dendrology - Fall 2014 
 



  

Required Text and Suggested Materials 
Required:  
For Lecture: Harlow & Harrar’s Textbook of Dendrology by Hardin, Leopold and White 
For Lab (must be purchased): 
1) Native Trees of the Southeast by Kirkman, Brown and Leopold 
2) Quiz pad available at the bookstore 
 
Suggested Materials: 
 Appropriate clothing and shoes for hiking on strenuous terrain, with possible exposure to cold and 

rain, poison ivy and stinging insects! You should bring water on off-campus field trips. If you 
know you are allergic to bee or wasp stings, please let your instructor know the first day of class 
and you should bring your medication with you in the field! 

 
Assessment of Learning Outcomes 

 Attendance – In this class as in most, your grade is directly related to attendance. Tree 
identification quizzes cannot be made up and it is extremely difficult to learn the new species if 
you are not in lab. Unexcused absences receive a zero (0) for the day. 

   
 Exams, Quizzes and Practicals 

 There will be a minimum of 10 field tree identification quizzes. Each quiz is based on sight 
identification of a woody plant species previously introduced in lab. No makeup quizzes will be 
given, but the lowest quiz grade will be dropped.  

 Exams will focus on Family and Genus level characteristics, and forest communities.  
 The three lab practicals are (1) gymnosperm fruit, (2) angiosperm fruit, and (3) twig (without 

leaves) identification. 
 

 Final grade 
A+ > 98%, A = 93-97%, A- = 90-92%, B+ = 87-89&, B = 83-86%, B- = 80-82%, C+ = 77-79%,  
C = 73-76%, C- = 70-72%, D+ = 67-69%, D = 63-66%, D- = 60-62%, F = below 60%.   

 
Exams: 3 @ 50 points each    =  150 points 
Weekly Field Quizzes: 50% of overall grade =  150 points 
Total      =  300 points 

 
Important note: you MUST earn a “D” or better in BOTH lecture AND lab to pass this course. 
For example, if you fail all three of the exams you will fail the course, regardless of how well you 
do in lab. If you fail the lab, you will fail the course, regardless of how well you do in lecture. 
 
You are responsible for knowing WCU policies for absences, late work, academic integrity, etc. posted 
on Blackboard. 

 

                                                                                                                  
      
 
          

 No tobacco use during 
outdoor labs!                



  

Tentative Schedule – subject to change 
 

Date Lecture Topics Lab 
Aug. 19 & 21 Introduction, terminology, Pinus  
Aug. 26 & 28 Pinaceae Quiz #1 
Sept. 2 & 4 Cupressaceae  Quiz #2 
Sept. 9 & 11 Cupressaceae, Taxaceae Quiz #3 

Sept. 16 Exam #1: Gymnosperms Quiz #4 
Sept. 18 Salicaceae, Betulaceae, Tiliaceae,  Rosaceae Quiz #4 

Sept. 23 & 25 Fagaceae Quiz #5 
Sept. 30 & Oct. 2  Juglandaceae, “Legumes”, Catalpa Quiz #6 

Oct. 7 & 9 No lecture – Laura at SAF Quiz #7 
Oct. 14 & 16 Fall Break: No Classes No Lab 
Oct. 21 & 23 Rosaceae, Ulmacea, Platanaceae Quiz #8 

Oct. 28 Advising Day – No Lecture No Lab 
Oct. 30 Magnoliaceae, Liquidambar Quiz #9 
Nov. 4 Cornaceae, Aceraceae, Hippocastanaceae, Oleaceae 
Nov. 6 Exam #2 Angiosperms Quiz #10 

Nov.  11  Twig Practical 
Nov. 13 Southern Pine & Southern Bottomland Forests Quiz # 11 
Nov. 18 Appalachian Highland  
Nov. 20 Northeastern Forests Quiz #12 
Nov. 25 Boreal & Lake States Forests 
Nov. 27 Thanksgiving Holiday: No Classes No Lab 

Dec. 2 & 4 Rocky Mountain, Pacific Northwest,  and California Forests Lab Final 
Dec. 11 3:00 – 5:30 pm – Final Lecture Exam: Forest Communities 

                

                

Have a Wonderful Semester Break! 



Western Carolina University     Anatomy and Physiology I Syllabus               Fall 2015 
 
Course:   Human Anatomy‐Physiology I ‐ 80963 ‐ BIOL 291 ‐ 03 
 
Date:    08/17/2015 – 12/08/2015 
Lecture:  MWF     9:05 – 9:55am 
Location:  NS 1 
Lab:    NS 102 
 

Instructor:  Noa Sparks         
Email:    insparks@email.wcu.edu         
Office:    NS 120             
Office hours:  M/W/F 10‐11, 12‐1       
 

Course Outline  This course provides a comprehensive study of the anatomy and physiology of    
    the human body. Topics include body organization, homeostasis, cytology, histology,  
    and the integumentary, skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems. Upon completion,  
    students should be able to demonstrate an in‐depth understanding of principles of  
    these subjects along with their interrelationships.  
 

Text  Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology (Martini, Nath, Bartholomew) 
  Lab worksheets will be available on class BlackBoard page. 
 

Instruction  Lecture and laboratory 
 

Attendance  Attendance will be recorded and applied to any school rules.  
 

Success   Learning A & P is like learning a new language, and takes time and dedication. Students  
    who perform well in this course tend to have excellent attendance, spend time reading  
    at home and rewriting notes, spend many hours/days studying in preparation for exams,  
    ask questions when confused, and use tutoring help provided by the school when  
    necessary. I will be eager to help you during my office hours and whenever else is 
    possible. Staying caught up is important, as many biological concepts build upon each  
    other. Please highlight parts of the text that you find confusing and bring questions to  
    class and instructor office hours. 
 

Grading  Your overall grade will result from a combination of lecture (75%) and lab (25%) grades. 
 

Lecture   Six exams will be taken and the lowest of the first five exams will be dropped. Exams will 
consist of multiple choice questions based on information covered in lectures and in the 
text. Your overall lecture grade will be your exam average. Missed exams cannot be 
made up unless prior arrangements have been made with your instructor. 

 

Lab  Nine lab exercises worth 12 points each provide a possible 108 points. For each lab, 6 
points will result from demonstrating to your lab instructor that you have performed the 
activities, and the other 6 earned by turning in a complete and correct lab paper.  Lab 
papers will consist of activities performed in lab and will be due at the end of each lab.  

 

Lab Practicals  Two lab practicals worth 100 points each will consist of multiple choice questions at a 
sequence of stations. Questions will be based on information covered in previous labs. 
Missed lab practicals cannot be made up. Your overall lab grade will result from a 
combination of lab practical (/200) and lab (/108) grades. 

 

 



Grading Scale    97‐100   A+        4.0  
            93‐96      A          4.0 
            90‐92      A‐         3.67  
            87‐89      B+        3.33  
            83‐86      B          3.0  
            80‐82      B‐         2.67  
            77‐79      C+        2.33  
            73‐76      C          2.0  
            70‐72      C‐         1.67  
            67‐69      D+        1.33  
            63‐66      D          1.0  
            60‐62      D‐         0.67  
              >60        F           0  

 
 

 
 
Accommodations for students with disabilities 
 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions. Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services. All information is 
confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227‐3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian 
Annex for an appointment. 
 
   
Student Support Services 
 

Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first‐generation, low‐income or those who have disclosed 
a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one‐on‐one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid 
and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227‐7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. 
SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
 
Tutoring 
 

The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small‐group course tutoring, one‐on‐one writing 
tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take 
place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the 
WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828‐227‐2274. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are 
encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered 
at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the week; call 828‐227‐2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park 
Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.  
 
 
Academic dishonesty policy 
 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and 
students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at 
Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Helping or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic 
dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 



Class Schedule 
August 

 
 

September 

 
 

October 

Lab Schedule Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri  

 17 18 19 20 21 
No Lab Ch 1 – Intro to A & P  Ch 1  

 
Ch 2 - Chemistry  

 24 25 26 27 28 
No Lab Ch 2  

 
Ch 3 – Cell Biology  Ch 3  

Lab 1 – A & P 
Terminology and 
Microscopy 

                                   31 
Exam 1 – Ch 1-3 

     

 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri  

 
                            Aug 31 
 01 02 03 04 

Lab 1 – A & P 
Terminology and 
Microscopy 

Exam 1 – Ch 1-3  Ch 4 - Tissues   Ch 4   

 07 08 09 10 11 
No Lab No school 

-labor day 
 
 

Ch 4  Ch 5 - Integument  

 14 15 16 17 18 
Lab 2 – Tissues, 
Integument and 
Bones 

Ch 5  Ch 6 – Bone Structure 
 

 
 

Ch 6  

 21 22 23 24 25 
Lab 3 – Axial 
Skeleton 

Exam 2 – Ch 4-6  Ch 7 – Axial Skeleton  
 

Ch 7  

 
Lab 4 – 
Appendicular 
Skeleton 

                                   28 
Ch 8 – Appendicular 
                Skeleton 

           29 
 
 
 

                                   30 
Ch 8 

              Oct 1                                  Oct 2 
Ch 9 - Articulations 

 

 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri  

    01 02  
Lab 4 – 
Appendicular 
Skeleton 

    Ch 9 - Articulations  

 05 06 07 08 09  
Lab Practical 1 Exam 3 – Ch 7-9  Ch 10 – Muscle Tissue 

 
 Ch 10  

 12 13 14 15 16  
No Lab   No School 

           -fall break 
   

 19 20 21 22 23  
Lab 5 – Axial 
Muscles 

 
Ch 11 – Muscular System 

 

Last day for “W” 

  
Ch 11 

 
 

 
Ch 11  

 

 
No Lab 

                                     26 
 
Exam 4 – Ch 10-11 

             27 
 
No School 
-advising 

                                   28 
 
Ch 12 – Neural Tissue 

                 29 
 

 

                                     30 
 
Ch 12 

 



November 

 
 
 

December 

 

 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri  

 02 03 04 05 06  
Lab 6 – 
Appendicular 
Muscles  

Ch 12  Ch 13 – Spinal Cord  Ch 13  

 09 10 11 12 13  
Lab 7 -  
Appendicular 
Muscles  

Ch 14 - Brain  Ch 14  Ch 14  

 16 17 18 19 20  
Lab 8 – 
Nervous 
System 

 
Exam 5 – Ch 12-14 

  
Ch 15 – Sensory + 
            Somatic NS 

  
Ch 15 

 

 
No Lab 

                                     23 
 
Ch 16 – Autonomic NS 

             24                                  25                    26 
 

No School 
-Thanksgiving 

                                     27  

 
Lab Practical 2 

                                    30 
 
Ch 16 

     

 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri  

                               Nov 30 01 02 03 04  
Lab Practical 2 Ch 16  Ch 17 – Special 

Senses 
 Ch 17  

 07 08 09 10 11  
  9.05am 

Final 
Exam – 
Ch 15-17 
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BIO 291-01 - Human Anatomy and Physiology I 

Fall 2015 
Tuesday/Thursday 9:30-10:45 

Natural Sciences 1 
 
 
Instructor:  Dr. JB Mathews  
Office: Stillwell 255 
Email:  jwmathews@wcu.edu 
Office Hours:  MW 9-10.  Plenty of other times by appointment or drop-in 
    
Textbook:  Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology (10th edition) by F. H. Martini and J. L. 
Nath 
 
Course Description: The first of two courses addressing the structure and function of the human 
body.  Topics include the fundamentals of physiology and anatomy; tissues; bones and joints; 
nerves; muscles; and the brain and spinal cord.  The level of course content is designed for pre-
nursing and allied health science students. 
 
Course Rationale: This human anatomy & physiology course provides a knowledge base that is 
essential to the nursing and allied health students. The content of this course meets the standards 
appropriate for an introductory undergraduate level learning experience in human anatomy and 
physiology, as well as the standards set by the nursing board exams and nursing programs.   
 
Fundamental Content & Process Goals: 
 
These goals form the unifying foundation for all topics in anatomy and physiology and are to be 
emphasized throughout Anatomy and Physiology I and II.  They are directly linked to the 
learning outcomes written by the HAPS Curriculum & Instruction Committee. 
 

1. Develop a vocabulary of appropriate terminology to effectively communicate information 
related to anatomy and physiology. 

2. Recognize the anatomical structures and explain the physiological functions of body 
systems. 

3. Recognize and explain the principle of homeostasis and the use of feedback loops to 
control physiological systems in the human body. 

4. Use anatomical knowledge to predict physiological consequences, and use knowledge of 
function to predict the features of anatomical structures. 

5. Recognize and explain the interrelationships within and between anatomical and 
physiological systems of the human body. 

6. Synthesize ideas to make a connection between knowledge of anatomy and physiology 
and real-world situations, including healthy lifestyle decisions and homeostatic 
imbalances. 

7. Interpret graphs of anatomical and physiological data. 
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Specific Learning Objectives: 
 
By the end of this course, students will:  

- know the basic anatomical terms 
- understand, at a basic level, the structure and functions of cells 
- understand cellular metabolism at a basic level 
- understand the basic structures and functions of the primary tissue types 
- understand the structure and functions of the integumentary system 
- understand the structure, function, and development of bones 
- understand the structure and function of select arthroses (joints) 
- understand the structure and function of muscles 
- understand the structure and functions of nerves, including a basic understanding of 

excitable membranes 
- understand the basic structure and functions of the nervous system 
- achieve a basic understanding of brain anatomy and function 
- achieve a basic understanding of spinal cord anatomy and function 
- achieve a basic understanding of peripheral nerve anatomy and function 

 
Blackboard: This course has a Blackboard site where you will find the course syllabus, ppt 
presentations, and your grades.  If you are unsure how to use Blackboard, support can be found 
on their website (https://online2.wcu.edu/). 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions. Students who require reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and 
provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services. All information is 
confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 
135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 

 
Student Support Services 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income 
or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You 
may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is 
located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
 
Course Rules and Expectations: 
 
1. To foster an effective learning environment: 

• Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
• Turn off cell phones before entering the classroom. 
• txtn durin clas iz rude m8. 
• No snoring. 
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2. Attendance is required.  You may miss up to 3 classes without penalty, but a 4th unexcused 
absence will result in a penalty of 4 points to be taken from your final average.  Each 
unexcused absence thereafter will result in a further penalty of 1 point. 

3. Plan on taking exams when they are scheduled.  Missed examinations are automatically 
assigned a grade of "0".  Because your lowest test score will be dropped, the first 
examination you miss cannot be made up.  Subsequent make-up exams will be considered 
only if an exam is missed because of extenuating circumstances, such as a documented illness 
or family emergency.  To be considered for a make-up exam, I must be notified if at all 
possible before the exam is given.  Make-up exams typically consist of an anatomy portion 
plus 3-4 essay questions. 

4. If you are struggling, seek help.  If you are doing OK but would like to do better, seek help.  
Please do not make the mistake of waiting until things are looking grim.  Seek help early and 
often and keep looking for help until you find the resources that work best for you.  Here are 
some suggestions: 

• Stop by my office or set up an appointment. 
• Connect with your classmates.  You may wish to form a study group, which can be 

helpful. 
• Take advantage of the tutors 

 
 

Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing 
and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in 
designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from 
the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking 
classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. 
Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on 
certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park 
Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.  
 
 
Exams: 
 
There will be 5 in-class exams and a comprehensive final examination.  Exams are scheduled for 
every 5th lecture period (or so).  Each exam will consist of multiple-choice questions to be drawn 
from both the class lectures and reading assignments, if any.  I reserve the right to ask questions 
in other formats.  Questions may include information from specified readings not covered in 
class.  Exams will emphasize topics covered since the preceding exam but may include any 
material previously covered. 
 
Quizzes/homework: 
 
During the semester you will be given the opportunity to take unscheduled quizzes and/or be 
assigned homework that will affect your grade.  These opportunities may be given at any time 
during the course and may be in any kind of format.  These are intended to reward attendance, 
wakefulness and diligence.  The thoughtful and prepared student should come to class having 
reviewed the readings and notes from the previous class as well as having read the assignment for 
that day’s lecture.  
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Grading Policy: 
 

Exams (1-5, lowest score dropped)  45% 
Final exam     20% 
Quizzes /homework     10% 
Laboratory     25% 

 
There is no extra credit available.  The best way to spend your time is learning the course 
content that will be graded as described above.   
 
Grading Scale: 
 
A:    100-93 A-:  92-90 B+:   89-88 B:    87-83 B-:   82-80 
C+:    79-78 C:    77-73 C-:    72-70 D+:  69-68 D:    67-63 
D-:     62-60 F:      < 60 
 
 
To Determine Your Grade: 
 
Average the best 4 exams and multiply that number by 0.45 =  ___________ 
Take the final exam grade and multiply that number by 0.2  =  ___________ 
Average the quizzes and multiply that number by 0.1  =            ___________ 
Take your lab grade and multiply it by 0.25  =                           ___________ 
 
Add these numbers up for your final grade  ------------------à  ___________ 
 
 
 

Tentative Course Schedule 
Fall 2015 

  
 Date Topic Reading Assignment 
1 Tues, Aug 18 Intro Chapter 1 
2 Thurs, Aug 20 Cell biology Chapter 3 
3 Tues, Aug 25 Cell biology Chapter 3 
4 Thurs, Aug 27 Membrane Transport Chapter 3 
5 Tues, Sep 1 EXAM 1  
6 Thurs, Sep 3 Membrane Transport Chapter 3 
7 Tues, Sep 8 Membrane Transport Chapter 3 
8 Thurs, Sep 10 Tissues Chapter 4 
9 Tues, Sep 15 Tissues  Chapter 4 

10 Thurs, Sep 17 Integument  Chapter 5 
11 Tues, Sep 22 EXAM 2  
12 Thurs, Sep 24 Bone Chapter 6 
13 Tues, Sep 29 Bone Chapter 7 
14 Thurs, Oct 1 Bone Chapter 8 
15 Tues, Oct 6 Joints Chapter 9 
16 Thurs, Oct 8 EXAM 3  

 Tues, Oct 13 Fall Break – No Classes  
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 Thurs, Oct 15 Fall Break – No Classes  
17 Tues, Oct 20 Joints Chapter 9 
18 Thurs, Oct 22 Muscle Chapter 10,11 

 Tues, Oct 27 Advising Day – No Classes  
19 Thurs, Oct 29 Muscle Chapter 10,11 
20 Tues, Nov 3 Muscle Chapter 10,11 
21 Thurs, Nov 5 Neural tissue Chapter 12 
22 Tues, Nov 10 EXAM 4  
23 Thurs, Nov 12 Neural tissue Chapter 12 
24 Tues, Nov 17 Spine/Brain Chapter 13,14 
25 Thurs, Nov 19 Somatic nervous system Chapter 15 
26 Tues, Nov 24 Autonomic nervous system Chapter 16 

 Thurs, Nov 26 Thanksgiving – No Classes  
27 Tues, Dec 1 EXAM 5  
28 Thurs, Dec 3 Catch-up/review  

 
Fifth Week Grades Due Monday, September 21 
Advising Day Tuesday, October 27 
Final Semester Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 5-11 

Final Exam in this course 
01 - Wednesday, Dec 9   12-2:30 

02 – Thursday, Dec 10    3-5:30 
 
 
Study Tips for Human Anatomy and Physiology 
 
Human A& P is a demanding course and is notorious for containing a high-volume of 
information.  A great deal of memorization of anatomical terms is required.  To learn physiology, 
students must be able to connect the behaviors of multiple systems in the body.  Furthermore, the 
physical and mechanical processes of the organ systems are occurring through time, so the 
successful student must predict the outcome in response to various stimuli.  Below are study 
strategies and tips from past students. 
 
1.  Your textbook is your friend.  Read your text before coming to class so that you will have an 
idea of what we will be going over.  After class, reread the parts of your text that we discussed in 
class. 
 
2.  It is NOT enough to simply read, re-read, and re-type up the notes.  One of the goals of human 
A&P is to become a visual learner, so it is extremely important to keep pictures in front of you.  
For example, if you are studying the forearm have pictures of the forearm in front of you.  As you 
read each sentence of your text or notes, the words will have graphic substance to support them.  
This allows your brain to start building the 3-D structure of the human body.   
 
3.  Make charts.  For example, if you are studying the muscles, list the muscles in the rows on the 
left and then make columns on the right for Origin, Insertion, Action, and Innervation.  Look at 
pictures of the muscle under study and match the answers in the columns with the pictures. 
 
4.  Understand the terminology.  This is obvious, but if you do it from the very beginning of your 
human anatomy course it will save you a lot of time later on.  Anatomists often sound like they 
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are speaking a different language and it overwhelms students at first.  But if you take the time, 
you will see that names of structures reflect their position or function.  Flexor Digitorum 
Profundus for example, is the major muscle that flexes the fingers.  Therefore, you may already 
know what Flexor Digitorum Superficialis does, it's the same action, but this weaker muscle lies 
closer to the surface of the forearm.  In addition, arteries tend to be named for their destination.  
The right coronary artery will supply blood to the cells of the right ventricle of the heart.  
Knowing the terminology breaks down the information in digestible pieces and makes it easier 
for you to remember where things are positioned. 
 
5.  Knowing the relationships is critical.  This means, given any point in the human body, you 
should be able to navigate your way by spatial relationships to structural landmarks.  The best 
way to accomplish this skill is by describing the path of a body part in relation to its 
surroundings.  
 
6.  Keep in mind the Big Picture . . . Homeostasis.  Most organs in the human body are 
functioning to maintain or return to a healthy and quiet state of existence.  In the broadest of 
terms, this means that a stimulus sets off a trigger that causes a response or action from a system.  
This is much like the way your thermostat is set at 70° F.  When the temperature in the room 
drops below, say 68°, it stimulates the furnace.  The action is that it pumps more heat into the 
room to bring the temperature back to 70°.  In the body, there is also a system to counter the 
"furnace", and bring the temperature back towards 70° when it breaks above 72°.  So the body's 
organ systems are engaging in a push-and-pull war that is constantly working to maintain the 
body's vitals at normal levels.  Keep this example in mind, and most complicated relationships 
will fit into this elementary mold.  
 
7.  Memorize a formula, but know the concept.  The formulas merely portray a relationship - that 
is it.  Students often get caught up on inserting numbers and magically arriving at the solution.  
However, many problems will express the answers in fractions or use arbitrary variables.  In other 
words, the student must understand that if "x" goes up, then "y" goes down.  Use numbers when 
you are studying to make sure you get the meaning, but the purpose is to realize that a formula 
means that many different factors are related to each other in specific ways. 
 
8.  Know an organ system’s purpose.  Take the kidneys for example, they filter blood, form urine, 
maintain pH, and secrete hormones.  However, their first priority is to maintain blood pressure; 
and in a hemorrhage state, this will trump all other functions.  
 
9.  Use interactive graphs.  The concepts of human physiology are dynamic, that is that they are 
functioning within a significant time component.  Take the heart for example, you may know 
everything about the pressure-volume loop and the frank-starling law, but if you fail to 
incorporate time it will be difficult to comprehend the functioning system.  Look at the electrical 
activity for example, the AV node slows down the contraction signal so that the ventricles have 
time to fill.  Keep this in mind when the heart rate or contractility is considered. 
  
10.   Explain the concepts to somebody else.  Ideally it would be to a classmate who can question 
your statements, but it even works with your 5 year old brother.  By organizing all of your 
thoughts and translating them into a logical flow of speech, you will solidify your understanding 
of the human body. 
 
11.  Practice.  There are no short-cuts.  Use study guides, flash cards, and quizzes from your book 
and web sites to test your understanding.  
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12.  The above has been compiled from various professors over the years who’ve taught this 
course.  This, however, is what works for me…[                 ] 
 
Real Tips from Real Students 
 

1. My strategies for passing A&P I were 1) to study with a lot of people in a study group; 2) to 
read a whole lot. 

2. One strategy used for A&P I was flashcards. A second strategy was repeating, I would read 
things and repeat them over and over again out loud to hear it and understand it. 

3. I reviewed class material every day and had a study group weekly at my house. I used index 
cards as flash cards. I even used my husband and son for practice for anatomical position, 
the different planes, muscles, skeleton, etc. This class is a family affair!! 

4. Study in groups. Study at least 1 1/2 hours each day reviewing materials covered in 
previous classes. 

5. 1) Answer the objective questions thoroughly following lecture, with the aid of the 
PowerPoint slides and notes from lecture. 2) Use an anatomy coloring book. 

6. For A&P I, I would come home that night and rewrite my notes. I would add extra notes 
while reading through the text and referring back to the objectives. Every night I would re-
read my notes 2 to 3 times, memorizing more and more things each time I read it. 

7. The strategies I used to get through A&P I were 1) taking good notes in class; 2) reviewing 
the PowerPoints; and 3) having a study partner. 

8. The strategies I used were 1) using notecards; and 2) studying the material on the CD-ROM 
that came with the textbook. 

9. Two strategies that helped me were: 1) use of notecards, and 2) constant review of new and 
old course materials. 

10. To pass A&P I, I read and outlined each chapter of the text. I also answered the relevant 
review questions at the end of each chapter. I focused on the text because I assume it is a 
major source for the "canned" exam questions (there are no canned exam questions in this 
course) and because it is the text that will be sitting in my bookcase for my future reference 
into perpetuity. 

11. The primary method I used to pass A&P I was to devote at least an hour a day to reviewing 
anatomy pictures and memorizing at least 5 terms a day. I would carry the terms around 
with me and look at them at work or wherever and quiz myself at the end of the week. 
Because I was able to match terms with pictures, it was easier to remember what each 
picture's purpose was. Secondly, I made my own vocabulary quizzes and re-wrote my notes 
when time allowed. 

 
Academic Honesty: 
 

An adherence to moral and ethical principles in all matters academic is expected.  
Suspected incidents of academic dishonesty, no matter how minor or trivial, will be reported for 
investigation and appropriate action.  Use of any device capable of remote two-way 
communication during an exam will be considered an act of academic dishonesty. 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of 
honor.  Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards 
of honesty and integrity.  Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on 
knowledge and integrity.  Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
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c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as 
one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to 
help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another 
to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty are: 
1. Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic 
dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 
calendar days of the event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate 
Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic 
dishonesty charge and sanction. 
 
2. The department head or graduate program director will meet with the student to inform him/her 
orally and in writing of the charge and the sanction imposed by the instructor within 10 calendar 
days of written notice from the instructor.  Prior to this meeting, the department head will contact 
the Office of Student Judicial Affairs to establish if the student has any record of a prior academic 
dishonesty offense.  If there is a record of a prior academic dishonesty offense, the matter must be 
referred directly to the Office of Student Judicial Affairs.  In instances where a program does not 
have a department head or graduate program director, the Dean or Associate Dean of the college 
will assume the duties of department head for cases of academic dishonesty. 
3. If the case is a first offense, the student can choose to accept the charge and sanction from the 
instructor by signing a Mutual Agreement with the department head or graduate program director 
or can choose to have a hearing with the Academic Integrity Board.  Within 10 calendar days of 
the meeting with the student, the department head or graduate program director will 1) report the 
student’s choice of action in writing to the Office of Student Judicial Affairs, 2) file a copy of the 
Mutual Agreement (when applicable) with the Office of Judicial Affairs, and 3) inform the 
student of the sanction or sanctions to be imposed under the Mutual Agreement or inform the 
student of the procedure for requesting a hearing with the Academic Integrity Board if the Mutual 
Agreement is not accepted.  Mutual Agreements are final agreements not subject to further 
review or appeal. 
4. In instances of second offenses, or when the student chooses a hearing, the Office of Student 
Judicial Affairs will meet with the student to provide an orientation to the hearing process and to 
schedule a date no less than 10 and no more than 15 calendar days from the meeting for the 
hearing.  The student can waive minimum notice of a hearing; however, extensions are at the sole 
discretion of the Office of Student Judicial Affairs.  Should the student choose not to attend 
his/her orientation meeting, a hearing date will be assigned to the student. 
5. The hearing procedures will follow the same format as stated in the Code of Student Conduct 
(Article V.A.5).  The hearing body (Academic Integrity Board) will consist of 2 students from the 
Student Judicial Affairs Student Hearing Board and 3 faculty members.  The faculty fellow for 
academic integrity will be one of the faculty members and will serve as the chair.  The other two 
faculty members will be chosen by the Director of Student Judicial Affairs from a pool of eight 
faculty hearing officers.  Each academic year, each college dean will appoint two faculty 
members from the college to comprise the pool of eight faculty hearing officers.  Hearings will be 
held in a student’s absence when a student fails to attend the hearing for any reason. The hearing 
body may impose any sanctions as outlined in Article V.B. in the Code of Student Conduct.  
Students given a sanction of probation for academic dishonesty will remain on probation at 
Western Carolina University until graduation. 
6. Following a decision from the Academic Integrity Board, the Office of Judicial Affairs will 
inform the student of the sanction or sanctions to be imposed upon them and of their right to file 
an appeal with the University Academic Problems Committee.  The appeal is limited to those 
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rules and procedures expressly mentioned in the Code of Student Conduct (Article V.D.2) and is 
limited to the existing record.  If the student does not file an appeal with the University Academic 
Problems Committee within 5 calendar days, the sanction or sanctions from the Academic 
Integrity Board will be imposed.  The decision of the Academic Problems Committee may be 
appealed to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs.  Any decision of the Vice Chancellor for 
Student Affairs may be appealed to the Chancellor. 
7. Upon final resolution of a case involving suspension or expulsion, the Director of Student 
Judicial Affairs will inform the appropriate dean, department head, and the administrator in the 
One Stop Office who is responsible for University Withdrawals of the sanction.  An act of 
academic dishonesty, including a first offense, may place the student in jeopardy of suspension 
from the university.  A repeated violation or more serious first offense may result in expulsion.  
Disciplinary records for any act of academic dishonesty are retained by the Office of Student 
Judicial Affairs for at least five years from the date of final adjudication.  These records are 
available to prospective employers and other educational institutions in accordance with federal 
regulations. 
 
In this course, any student caught cheating on an exam will receive a zero on that exam and 
will lose the privilege of being allowed to drop his or her lowest grade.  
 
 
Why do students sometimes feel driven to make poor ethical decisions? 
 
 
This is one of those courses in which you’ll get out what you put into it.  Have fun with it, accept 
the challenge and spend an enormous time studying, and you’ll do great! 



BIO 292 - Human Anatomy and Physiology II 

Spring 2015 
Section 02 TTH  9:30-10:45 
Section 03 TTH 12:30-1:45 

NS-1 
 
Instructor: Dr. JB Mathews  
Office: Stillwell 255 
Email:  jwmathews@email.wcu.edu 
Office Hours:  MF 10-11am,  W 1-2pm; also by appointment  
 
 
Textbook: 
 
Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology (10th edition) by F. H. Martini and J. L. Nath 
 
Course Description: 
 
The second of two courses addressing the structure and function of the human body.  Topics include 
cardiovascular, pulmonary, gastrointestinal, renal, endocrine, and reproductive physiology.  The level of 
course content is designed for pre-nursing and allied health science students. 
 
Course Rationale:  
 
This human anatomy & physiology course provides a knowledge base that is essential to the nursing and 
allied health students. The content of this course meets the standards appropriate for an introductory 
undergraduate level learning experience in human anatomy and physiology, as well as the standards set 
by the nursing board exams and nursing programs.   
 
Fundamental Content & Process Goals: 
 
These goals form the unifying foundation for all topics in anatomy and physiology and are to be 
emphasized throughout Anatomy and Physiology I and II.  They are directly linked to the learning 
outcomes written by the HAPS (Human Anatomy and Physiology Society) Curriculum & Instruction 
Committee. 
 

1. Develop a vocabulary of appropriate terminology to effectively communicate information related 
to anatomy and physiology. 

2. Recognize the anatomical structures and explain the physiological functions of body systems. 
3. Recognize and explain the principle of homeostasis and the use of feedback loops to control 

physiological systems in the human body. 
4. Use anatomical knowledge to predict physiological consequences, and use knowledge of function 

to predict the features of anatomical structures. 
5. Recognize and explain the interrelationships within and between anatomical and physiological 

systems of the human body. 
6. Synthesize ideas to make a connection between knowledge of anatomy and physiology and real-

world situations, including healthy lifestyle decisions and homeostatic imbalances. 
7. Interpret graphs of anatomical and physiological data. 

 
 



Specific Learning Objectives: 
 
By the end of this course, students will:  
- achieve a basic understanding of the endocrine system, including the function of specific endocrine 

glands and their hormones 
- understand the components and general properties of blood 
- achieve a basic understanding of the anatomy and function of the heart 
- achieve a basic understanding of the anatomy and function of the circulatory system 
- know many of the major arteries and veins 
- achieve a basic understanding of the immune system  
- achieve a basic understanding of the anatomy and function of the respiratory system  
- achieve a basic understanding of the anatomy and function of the urinary system  
- achieve a basic understanding of the anatomy and function of the digestive system  
- achieve a basic understanding of the anatomy and function of the reproductive system  
 
Information for Students with Disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities.  Students who require disability services or reasonable accommodations must 
identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability 
Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact Disability Services for more information at 
(828) 227-2716, lalexis@wcu.edu or 144 Killian Annex.  You can also visit the office’s website: 
http://www.wcu.edu/12789.asp 
 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious 
offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the student code of 
conduct (see Article IV.B.1.a.) 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 

§ Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in 
any academic exercise. 

§ Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
§ Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 

exercise. 
§ Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 

Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during 
an examination) 

§ For information about the process, please refer to the Student Handbook  
 
Violations of the Integrity Policy will be addressed on an individual basis but in accordance with 
University Policy.  Sanctions will include, but not be limited to, a zero for any exam or assignment 
and/or an F in the course.  All violations will be reported to the Department of Student Community 
Ethics. 
 
I’m very serious about this.  The presence of a cell phone during an exam or quiz will result in a 0 
for that exam or quiz. 
 

 



Blackboard: This course has a Blackboard site where you will find the course syllabus, ppt presentations, 
copies of exams and quizzes,  and your grades.  If you are unsure how to use Blackboard, support can be 
found on their website (https://online2.wcu.edu/).  It is the student’s responsibility to maintain access to 
WebCAT and their Western email account throughout the entire semester. Please check Bb regularly.  

 
IT Services Help Desk   
828-227-7487  
1-866-928-7487 (toll free)  
itshelp@email.wcu.edu  
 
Course Rules and Expectations: 
 
1. To foster an effective learning environment: 

• Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
2. Attendance is required.  You may miss up to 3 classes without penalty, but a 4th unexcused absence 

will result in a penalty of 4 points to be taken from your final average.  Each unexcused absence 
thereafter will result in a further penalty of 1 point. 

3. Any student missing greater than 20% of the lectures (6 classes) will either fail the course or be given 
an incomplete, depending on the circumstances.  All applications of this rule will be reviewed on a 
case-by-case basis. 

4. Attendance requires that you be present for the full class period.  Failure to be in attendance by the 
end of roll call will be counted as an absence. 

5. Plan on taking exams when they are scheduled.  Missed examinations are automatically assigned a 
grade of "0".  Because your lowest test score will be dropped, the first examination you miss 
cannot be made up.  Subsequent make-up exams will be considered only if an exam is missed 
because of extenuating circumstances, such as a documented illness or family emergency.  To be 
considered for a make-up exam, I must be notified if at all possible before the exam is given.  Make-
up exams may consist of an anatomy portion plus 3-4 essay questions. 

6. If you are struggling, seek help.  If you are doing OK but would like to do better, seek help.  Keep 
looking for help until you find the resources that work best for you.  Here are some suggestions: 

• Stop by my office or set up an appointment early in the semester. 
• Connect with your classmates.  Others may wish to form a study group, which can be helpful. 
• Join a BIOL 292 tutoring group at the Catamount Academic Tutoring Center (132 Killian 

Annex).  Tutoring appointments can be scheduled from the CAT Center website 
(www.wcu.edu/catcenter).  Appointments must be made 48 hours in advance using the online 
system, or you may call the CAT Center (227-2274) to schedule appointments 24 hours in 
advance. Also consider CAT Center workshops covering areas such as time management, 
note taking, reading comprehension, and exam preparation.  Look for more information about 
tutoring resources below. 

7.  There are reasonable as well as unreasonable ways to communicate with your instructors.  Email is      
     excellent and I encourage it, as long as a few basic rules are followed: 

• Tell me who you are in the email, as well as what course you’re referring to.  I have a lot 
of students and teach a lot of classes. 

• If you do email me, try not to ask questions that have answers easily found on the 
syllabus.  I’ll answer them, but reluctantly and I’ll be rolling my eyes at you as I type.  

• If you miss lecture for some reason, please don’t ask if you “missed anything important”.  
You did and you should get notes from a kind-hearted classmate.  I find that email kind 
of funny but I assure you that many of my colleagues do not. 

 
 



The inclement weather policy is available at: http://www.wcu.edu/weather/   
Western rarely closes and students who live off campus should use good judgment in commuting  
during inclement weather.   
 
Exams: 
 
There will be 5 in class exams and a comprehensive final examination.  Exams are scheduled for every 5th 
lecture period.  Each exam will consist of multiple-choice questions to be drawn from both the class 
lectures and reading assignments, if any.  I reserve the right to ask questions in other formats.  Questions 
may include information from specified readings not covered in class.  Exams will emphasize topics 
covered since the preceding exam but may include any anatomy previously covered. 
 
Quizzes/homework: 
 
During the semester you will be given the opportunity to take unscheduled quizzes and/or be assigned 
homework that will affect your grade.  These opportunities may be given at any time during the course 
and may be in any kind of format.  These are intended to reward attendance, wakefulness and diligence.  
The thoughtful and prepared student should come to class having reviewed the readings and notes from 
the previous class as well as having read the assignment for that day’s lecture.  
 
Grading Policy: 
 

Exams (1-5, lowest score dropped)  45% 
Final exam     20% 
Quizzes /homework     10% 
Laboratory     25% 

 
There is no extra credit available.  The best way to spend your time is learning the course content that 
will be graded as described above.   
 
Grading Scale: 
 
A:    100-93 A-:  92-90 B+:   89-88 B:    87-83 B-:   82-80 
C+:    79-78 C:    77-73 C-:    72-70 D+:  69-68 D:    67-63 
D-:     62-60 F:      < 60 
 
 
To Determine Your Grade: 
 
Average the best 4 exams and multiply that number by 0.45 =  ___________ 
Take the final exam grade and multiply that number by 0.2  =  ___________ 
Average the quizzes and multiply that number by 0.1  =            ___________ 
Take your lab grade and multiply it by 0.25  =                           ___________ 
 
Add these numbers up for your final grade  ------------------à  ___________



Tentative Course Schedule: 
  

Class Date Topic Reading Assignment 
1 Tues, Jan 13 Syllabus/Endocrine system Chapter 18 
2 Thurs, Jan 15 Endocrine system  
3 Tues, Jan 20 Endocrine system  
4 Thurs, Jan 22 Endocrine system  
5 Tues, Jan 27 Exam 1  
6 Thurs, Jan 29 Blood Chapter 19 
7 Tues, Feb 3 Blood  
8 Thurs, Feb 5 Blood  
9 Tues, Feb 10 Heart Chapter 20 

10 Thurs, Feb 12 Exam 2  
11 Tues, Feb 17 Heart  
12 Thurs, Feb 19 Heart   

 Tues, Feb 24 Advising Day – No Classes  
13 Thurs, Feb 26 Vascular system  Chapter 21 
14 Tues, Mar 3 Vascular system   
15 Thurs, Mar 5 Exam 3  

 Tues, Mar 10 Spring Break – No Classes  
 Thurs, Mar 12 Spring Break – No Classes  

16 Tues, Mar 17 Vascular system  
17 Thurs, Mar 19 Immune system Chapter 22 
18 Tues, Mar 24 Respiratory system Chapter 23 
19 Thurs, Mar 26 Respiratory system  
20 Tues, Mar 31 Exam 4  
21 Thurs, Apr 2 No Classes   
22 Tues, Apr 7 Digestive system Chapter 24,25 
23 Thurs, Apr 9 Digestive system  
24 Tues, Apr 14 Urinary system Chapter 26 

 Thurs, Apr 16 Urinary system  
25 Tues, Apr 21 Exam 5  
26 Thurs, Apr 23 Reproductive system Chapter 28 
27 Tues, Apr 28 Reproductive system  
28 Thurs, Apr 30 Catch-up or review  

 
Final exams 
Section 02 – Wednesday May 6  12-2:30 
Section 03 – Thursday May 7  3-5:30 
 
 
A common rule of thumb is that the average student should expect to spend three hours studying for each 
hour of a college level science class that they take. Since you have lecture for 2.5 hours and lab for 3 
hours each week, this means that an average student should be studying 15-16 hours per week, or an 
average of at least 2 hours a day - every day (7 days a week).  
 
 



The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course 
tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning 
resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on 
campus. Limited writing appointments are available at the Biltmore Park campus. To schedule tutoring 
appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu/) or call 828-227-2274. 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and 
the WaLC’s online resources.  
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center in 455 Stillwell provides drop-in tutoring for math and computer 
science. Students who need help with software, technology, or eBriefcase support should visit ClassTIPS 
on the ground floor of Hunter Library in the Technology Commons. Class TIPS provides support to 
students via one-on-one appointments, walk-ups, workshops, and online tutorials. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
One more note:  I find that if there’s a theme in the complaints about this course, in particular with the 
exams, it’s that the questions are too picky and that I’ll change one word just to change the whole 
meaning of some long sentence and how that’s not fair.  I’d like to explore that for just a moment: 
 
In September of 2010 Kimberly Hiatt, RN, administered 1.4g instead of the normal dose of 140 mg 
of calcium chloride to an 8-month-old infant, contributing to the infant’s death by “exacerbating 
cardiac dysfunction”.  She was immediately fired and an investigation was under way when Ms. 
Hiatt committed suicide some 7 months later. 
 
This was a mathematical error, granted, but it was a mistake and it was completely preventable.  
According to a November 2010 study by the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of 
Inspector General,  1 in 7 Medicare patients experiences serious harm because of medical errors and 
hospital infections each year, and 180,000 patients die. 
 
People get busy, distracted, upset, tired, hungry and stressed.  Learning to focus on details despite all of 
that is simply something that will be expected of you.  If you make a mistake of this kind and someone 
deteriorates or dies, nobody except you will be interested in why it happened or how unfair the 
circumstances were for you.  This kind of focus and precision is learned, it doesn’t just appear with a 
diploma.  
 
We all make mistakes, but you’re embarking on a career with a low tolerance for error.   
 
My larger goals are several: 
 
1.  You need to leave this course knowing the basics of physiology and anatomy, upon which you can 
build.  This is physiology at the ground level. 
 
2.   I want you to figure out, if you don’t already know, how to actually learn the material in an 
information-heavy course.  Not cram it all in to pass the exam, but actually learn it in a way that you can 
add to it later.  I want you to learn it so well that you can think critically about it and apply what you 
know to the problems you’ll encounter. 
 
3.  You have to become comfortable with precision.  You’ve all heard me say that the “gist” of this 
material ought to earn about a C or D in the course.  I don’t want a medical professional working on me 
or my family who only has the gist of what he or she is doing.  You shouldn’t want that either.  And you 
certainly don’t want to be the person making a critical error because you weren’t disciplined enough to be 
precise. 
 



I stress precision in this course because I’ve worked with technicians and veterinarians who are precise 
and disciplined and I’ve worked with those who aren’t.  The ones who aren’t are FAR more likely to 
make dangerous mistakes and I don’t want that for you.   Learn how to avoid mistakes of this kind on 
these exams - not in your graduate program, not in medical school, and not on your first patients.   
 
 
 
You have a hypocalcemic patient in the ICU.  You’ve calculated the dose of calcium chloride for 
this patient to be 140 mg so you draw up 140 mg of potassium chloride and give this dose slowly IV 
while carefully monitoring the heart rate and pulse.  Your patient does great and you go home 
satisfied with a job well done. 
 a.  true 
 b.  false 
 



Tentative Syllabus: BIOL 292 Anatomy and Physiology II 
Fall 2015 

Lecture: Tuesday & Thursday 12:30-1:45 in BAC 223 
Instructor: Dr. Robert Shetlar 

Email: reshetlar@wcu.edu 
Office: Natural Science G05 

Office hours: Tuesday 8:30-11, Thursday 8:30-11 
 

 
 
 
 
Course Description: This is the second of two courses addressing the structure and function of the human body. Topics 
include the fundamental of anatomy and physiology of the following: endocrine system; blood; heart; blood vessels; 
lymphatic system and immunity; respiratory system; digestive system; metabolism and energetics; urinary system; 
fluid-electrolyte and pH balance; reproductive system. 
 
Course Rationale: This human anatomy & physiology course provides a knowledge base that is essential to the nursing 
and allied health students. The content of this course meets the standards appropriate for an introductory undergraduate 
level learning experience in human anatomy and physiology, as well as the standards set by the nursing board exams 
and nursing programs.  
 

Text: Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology (Martini, Nath, Bartholomew) 
 
Lab:  Syllabus and Worksheets will be available on Blackboard. 
 
Instruction: Lecture and laboratory (a separate laboratory syllabus will be provided) 
 
Attendance: Attendance is required. You may miss up to 3 classes without penalty, but a 4th unexcused absence will 
result in a penalty of 4 points to be taken from your final average. Each unexcused absence thereafter will result in a 
further penalty of 1 point. Labs, lab practicals, and lecture exams must be completed during the regular time scheduled 
for class.  
 
General rules of conduct: Respectful behavior is a must – this includes arriving on time and leaving when class is 
dismissed. Please turn off cell phones. Please refrain from texting, emailing, facebooking, instagramming, tindering, 
grindering, tweeting, etc. during class. Such behavior is rude and will not be tolerated. 
 
Success: Learning A & P is like learning a new language, it will take time and dedication to be successful. Students 
who perform well in this course tend to have excellent attendance, spend time reading at home and rewriting notes, 
spend many hours/days studying in preparation for exams, ask questions when confused, and use tutoring help 
provided by WCU resources when necessary. I will be eager to help you during my office hours and whenever 
possible. Staying caught up is important, as many biological concepts build upon each other. Please highlight parts of 
the text that you find confusing and bring questions to class and office hours. 
 
Grading:  
Lecture: Six exams will be given (including a comprehensive final). The lowest of the first five exams will be dropped. 
Exams may consist of multiple choice, short answer and/or essay questions and are based on information covered in 
lectures and in the text. Your lecture grade (calculated from exam and quiz scores) will be combined with your lab and 
final exam scores into one overall grade. 
 
Missed examinations are automatically assigned a grade of "0". Because your lowest test score will be dropped, the 
first examination you miss cannot be made up. Subsequent make-up exams will be considered only if an exam is 
missed because of extenuating circumstances, such as a documented illness or family emergency. To be considered for 
a make-up exam, I must be notified if at all possible before the exam is given. Further, the format of make-up exams is 
at my discretion and may include any or all of the following: oral exam (we will sit together for 1.25 hours and talk 
about A&P); multiple choice questions; essay questions.  



 
Exams may include numerical problems. The use of non-programmable calculators is permitted, but sharing of a single 
calculator among two or more individuals is not permitted under any circumstances. Cell phones cannot be used as 
calculators. 
 
Lab: Eight lab exercises worth 14 points each provide a possible 112 points. For each lab, 7 points will result from 
demonstrating to your lab instructor that you have performed the activities, and the other 7 earned by turning in a 
complete and correct lab paper. Lab papers will consist of activities performed in lab and will be due at the end of each 
lab.  
Lab Practicals: Two lab practicals worth 100 points each will consist of multiple-choice questions at a sequence of 
stations. Questions will be based on information covered in previous labs. Missed lab practicals cannot be made up. 
Your overall lab grade will result from a combination of lab practical (/200) and lab (/112) grades. 
 
Grading breakdown:  Exams (1-5, lowest score dropped) & quizzes  55% 
   Exam 6 (final exam)    20% 
   Laboratory work     25% 
 
Grading Scale (minimum percentage necessary for each letter grade)     
100%       A+        4.0  
93% A          4.0 
90% A-         3.67  
87% B+        3.33  
83% B          3.0  
80% B-         2.67  
77% C+        2.33  

73% C          2.0  
70% C-         1.67  
67% D+        1.33  
63% D          1.0  
60% D-         0.67  
>60% F           0  
 
 

 
Quizzes: You will be given the opportunity to take quizzes, which will count towards your final grade. The quizzes may 
be given at any time during the class and may be in any kind of format. They may also be posted to Blackboard. These are 
intended to help you keep up with the material. The thoughtful and prepared student should come to class having reviewed 
the readings and notes from the previous class as well as having read the assignment for that day’s lecture. These quizzes 
are most likely to cover anatomy, physiology, or their relationship to each other. 
 
Accommodations for students with disabilities 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions. Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as 
having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services. All 
information is confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or 
come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
  
Student Support Services 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those who have 
disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on 
career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email 
sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Tutoring 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, one-
on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all 
students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring 
appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students 
and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. 
Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the week; 
call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.  
 
Academic honesty policy 



Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Helping or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic 
dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise.  

Tentative Course Schedule 
Fall 2015 

 

 Date Topic Reading Assignment
1 Tues, Aug 18 Intro, Endocrine system Chapter 18 
2 Thurs, Aug 20 Endocrine system Chapter 18 
3 Tues, Aug 25 Blood Chapter 19 
4 Thurs, Aug 27 Blood Chapter 19 
5 Tues, Sep 1 EXAM 1 Chapters 18, 19 
6 Thurs, Sep 3 Heart Chapter 20 
7 Tues, Sep 8 Heart Chapter 20 
8 Thurs, Sep 10 Heart, Blood vessels Chapter 20, 21 
9 Tues, Sep 15 Blood vessels  Chapter 21 

10 Thurs, Sep 17 EXAM 2  Chapters 20, 21 
11 Tues, Sep 22 Lymphatic system Chapter 22 
12 Thurs, Sep 24 Lymphatic system Chapter 22 
13 Tues, Sep 29 Respiratory system Chapter 23 
14 Thurs, Oct 1 Respiratory system Chapter 23 
15 Tues, Oct 6 EXAM 3 Chapters 22, 23 
16 Thurs, Oct 8 Digestive system Chapter 24 

 Tues, Oct 13 No Classes – Fall Break  
 Thurs, Oct 15 No Classes – Fall Break  

17 Tues, Oct 20 Digestive system Chapter 24 
18 Thurs, Oct 22 Metabolism Chapter 25 

 Tues, Oct 27 No Classes – Advising day  
19 Thurs, Oct 29 Metabolism Chapter 25 
20 Tues, Nov 3 Exam 4 Chapters 24,25 
21 Thurs, Nov 5 Urinary system Chapter 26 
22 Tues, Nov 10 Urinary system Chapter 26 
23 Thurs, Nov 12 Fluids Chapter 27 
24 Tues, Nov 17 Fluids Chapter 27 
25 Thurs, Nov 19 Reproductive system Chapter 28 
26 Tues, Nov 24 Reproductive system Chapter 28 

 Nov 25-27 No Classes – Thanksgiving  
27 Tues, Dec 1 Reproductive system, review Chapter 28 
28 Thurs, Dec 3 Exam 5 Chapters 26, 27, 28 

 
 

Fifth Week Grades Due Monday, September 21 
Advising Day Tuesday, October 27 
Last Day to Drop with a “W” Monday, October 19 
Final Semester Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 5-11 



Final Exam in this course Thursday, Dec 10  3-5:30pm 
 
In this course, any student caught cheating on an exam will receive a zero on that exam and will lose the 
privilege of being allowed to drop his or her lowest grade. 



WCU Spring 2015    Anatomy and Physiology II Syllabus      
 
Course:   Human Anatomy‐Physiology II ‐ 10112 ‐ BIOL 292 ‐ 01 
Date:    01/12/2015 – 05/01/2015 
Lecture:  MWF     11:15 – 12:05, Natural Science Bldg. 1 (NS1) 
Lab:    NS 102 
 

Instructor:  Noa Sparks         
Email:    insparks@email.wcu.edu         
Office:    NS 120             
Office hours:  M/W   12:15 – 2:15          
 

Course  This course provides a comprehensive study of the anatomy and physiology of the 
Description:  human body. Topics include the cardiovascular system, endocrine system, respiratory 

system, digestive system, metabolism and energetics, fluids, urinary system, 
reproductive system, and development. Upon completion, students should be able to 
demonstrate an in‐depth understanding of principles of anatomy and physiology and 
their interrelationships.  

 

Text  Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology (Martini, Nath, Bartholomew) 
  Lab worksheets will be available on class Blackboard for students to print for labs. 
 

Instruction  Lecture and laboratory 
 

Attendance  Attendance will be recorded and applied to any school rules. While attendance is not 
directly reflected in grading, labs, lab practicals, and lecture exams must be completed 
during class.  

 

Homework   While there is no official homework, it will prove beneficial to read the text before  
    lectures and to rewrite your notes. 
 

Success   Learning A & P is like learning a new language. It takes time and dedication. Students  
    who perform well in this course tend to have excellent attendance, spend time reading  
    at home and rewriting notes, spend many hours/days studying in preparation for exams,  
    ask questions when confused, and use tutoring help provided by the school when  
    necessary. I will be eager to help you during my office hours and whenever else  
    possible. Staying caught up is important, as many biological concepts build upon each  
    other. Please highlight parts of the text that you find confusing and bring questions to  
    class and instructor office hours. 
 

Grading  Your overall grade will result from a combination of lecture (75%) and lab (25%) grades. 
 

Lecture:   Six exams will be given. The lowest of the first five exams will be dropped. Exams will 
consist of multiple choice questions based on information covered in lectures and in the 
text. Your overall lecture grade will be your exam average. Missed exams cannot be 
made up unless prior arrangements have been made with your instructor. 

 

Labs:  Nine lab exercises worth 12 points each provide a possible 108 points. Lab papers will 
consist of questions and activities and will be due at the end of each lab.  

 

Lab Practicals:  Two lab practicals worth 100 points each will consist of multiple choice questions at a 
sequence of stations. Questions will be based on information covered in previous labs. 
Missed lab practicals cannot be made up. Your overall lab grade will result from a 
combination of lab practical (/200) and lab (/108) grades. 



Grading Scale   
  

 97‐100    A+        4.0  
 93‐96      A          4.0 
 90‐92      A‐         3.67  
 87‐89      B+        3.33  
 83‐86      B          3.0  
 80‐82      B‐         2.67  
 77‐79      C+        2.33  
 73‐76      C          2.0  
 70‐72      C‐         1.67  
 67‐69      D+        1.33  
 63‐66      D          1.0  
 60‐62      D‐         0.67  
   >60        F           0  
 
Accommodations for students with disabilities 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities and/or medical conditions. Students who require reasonable accommodations must 
identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation 
to Disability Services. All information is confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more 
information at (828) 227‐3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
   
Student Support Services 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first‐generation, low‐income or those who 
have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one‐on‐one tutorial support, and workshops 
focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227‐7127 or email 
sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Tutoring 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small‐group course tutoring, one‐
on‐one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all 
students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule 
tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828‐227‐2274. 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s 
online resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on 
certain days of the week; call 828‐227‐2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for 
availabilities.  
 
Academic dishonesty policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Helping or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of 
academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or 
other academic exercise. 
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Lab Schedule Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

 12 13 14 15 16 
No Lab Introduction/Syllabus  Ch 18 Endocrine System  

 
Ch 18 

 19     20 21 22 23 
No Lab No School – MLK day  

 
Ch 18  Ch 19 Blood 

 
Lab 1 – Endocrine 
System 

                                         26 
Ch 19 

       27                                            28 
Ch 19 

       29                                            30 
Exam 1     Ch 18, 19 

 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

 02 03 04 05 06 
Lab 2 – Blood and 
Blood Vessels 

Ch 20  Heart  Ch 20  Ch 20 

 09 10 11 12 13 
Lab 3 – Heart and 
EKG 

Ch 21  Blood Circulation 
 

 
 

Ch 21    Ch 21 

 16 17 18 19 20 
No Lab Exam 2   Ch 20, 21  Ch 22 Lymphatic System  

               and Immunity 
 
 

Ch 22 

 23 24 25 26 27 
No Lab Ch 22 No  
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Ch 22   

 
Ch 23  Respiratory System 
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 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

 02 03 04 05 06 
Lab 4 – Respiratory 
System 

Ch 23    Ch 23   Exam 3    Ch 22, 23  

No Lab 09 10 11 12 13 
   No School 

             -spring break 
  

 16 17 18 19 20 
Lab Practical 1 
 

Ch 24 Digestive System  Ch 24  Ch 24 

 23 24 25 26 27 
Lab  5 – Cat Lab  

Ch 24 
  

Ch 25  
 
 

 
Ch 25  
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                                       30 
 
Exam 4    Ch 24, 25 

       31                                     April 1 
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Lab 6 – Digestive 
System 

 
Ch 26 Urinary System   
 

  
Ch 26   

  
Ch 26 

 13 14 15 16 17 
Lab 7 – Urinary 
System 

 
Ch 27 Fluids 

  
Ch 27 

  
Ch 27 + 28 

 20 21 22 23 24 
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Reproductive 
System 

 
Exam 5    26, 27 
 

  
Ch 28 Reproductive System 

  
Ch 28 

 
Lab Practical 2 
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       28                                            29 
 
Ch 29 Development 

       30 
 

                                   May 01  
 
Ch 29    

                         May 04 
 
Final Exam  @ 3pm 

 
(Exam 6) Ch 28, 29 
 

    



Human Physiology for Heath Science Majors  
Biol 293 

Laboratory 
 
 
Instructor:  Dr. Darby M. Harris  
Office: Stillwell 256 
Email:  dmharris@email.wcu.edu 
Phone: 227-3662 
Office Hours:  W 12:30-2:30 pm.  Other times by appointment 
 
Teaching assistant: Liz Hillard 
E-mail address: emhillard@email.wcu.edu 
 
Course description:  
Topics to be covered include cell and tissue structure, membrane transport, physiology of the 
nervous system and senses, as well as cardiovascular, blood, respiratory and digestive physiology.  
In addition, we will critique, analyze and discuss three documentary films covering topics on human 
health and physiology.  BIOL293 is a required co-requisite (Lab-1 credit). 
 
Date  Topic 
Jan. 14  No Lab 
Jan. 21  No Lab - Martin Luther King Jr. Day 
Jan. 28  Lab 1 - Microscope/Cells/Epithelial & Connective Tissues 
Feb. 4  Lab 2 - Membrane Transport 
Feb.11  Lab 3 - Super Size Me – Critique and Discussion 
Feb. 18* Lab 4 - Forks Over Knives – Critique and Discussion 
Feb. 25  Lab 5 - The Nervous System and Sensory Physiology 
Mar. 4  Lab 6 - Muscle Physiology 
Mar. 11  Lab 7 - Cardiovascular System Physiology  
Mar. 18*  Lab 8 - Marathon Challenge – Critique and Discussion 
Mar. 25  No Lab – Spring Break 
Apr. 1  Lab 9 - Blood Physiology 
Apr. 8  Lab 10 - TBA 
Apr. 15  Lab 11 - Respiratory System Physiology 
Apr. 22* Lab 12 - Digestive System Physiology 
Apr. 29  No Lab 
 
*Lab notebooks to be turned in by the end of the week for grading. 
 
Grading: 
Lab notebook (3) checks  75% 
Class participation   25% 
 
Grading Scale: 
90-100 A-  to A   
80-89 B- to B+ 
70-79 C- to C+ 
60-69 D- to D+ 
0-59  F 
 
 



Lab Notebooks: 
There will be handouts provided to you by the instructor for each laboratory. You will need a one-
inch ring binder in which to store the lab handouts and review questions.  After every fourth lab, you 
will have until the end of the week (Friday) to turn in the lab notebook for the grading of those four 
labs.  Each lab notebook check is worth 25% of your laboratory grade.  Notebooks turned in after the 
Friday that they are due will have an automatic 10% deduction for each day that they are late. 
 
Attendance policy: 
Your presence is required at all laboratory sessions.  Each unexcused laboratory absence will 
result in a full letter grade reduction. 
 
Information for Students with Disabilities: 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students 
with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and 
provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is 
confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-
3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu  

Academic Honesty: 
 
An adherence to moral and ethical principles in all matters academic is expected.  Suspected 
incidents of academic dishonesty, no matter how minor or trivial, will be reported for investigation 
and appropriate action.  Use of any device capable of remote two-way communication during an 
exam will be considered an act of academic dishonesty. 

 
Western Carolina University’s Academic Honesty Policy. Western Carolina University, as a 
community of scholarship, is also a community of honor.  Faculty, staff, administrators, and students 
work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity.  Academic dishonesty is a 
serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity.  Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 
own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 
someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of 
the event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate 
School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and 
sanction. 
 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at 
http://dsce.wcu.edu.  
 



 

BIOL 293 Human Physiology for Health Science Majors 
 

Lecture Syllabus 
 
 

 
Instructor:  Dr. Darby M. Harris  
Office: Stillwell 256 
Email:  dmharris@email.wcu.edu 
Phone: 227-3662 
Office Hours:  F 12:30-2:30 pm.  Other times by appointment 
    
Textbook:   
Fundamentals of Human Physiology (4th edition, 2012) by Lauralee Sherwood 
Note--The textbook has a website where you can access animated tutorials and other helpful extra resources. Your 
textbook tells you how to access the site. 
 
Learning Objectives:  
This course is a comprehensive examination of human physiology for students majoring in the health sciences. 
The field of physiology as a whole has been changing significantly in recent years to take on a more integrative 
approach that includes cellular and molecular biology topics. We will recognize this aspect of modern physiology 
with a general, although brief, coverage of some basic cell and molecular subject matter.  However, a great 
majority of this course will be focused on discussion of the physiology of the major organ systems and how their 
integration allows the human body, despite changing demands from the environment, to maintain an internal 
consistency necessary for all cells and organs to function.  
 
Blackboard:  
This course has a Blackboard site where you will find the course syllabus, power point presentations covering 
each lecture, and your grades.  If you are unsure of how to use Blackboard, support can be found on the 
blackboard website: http://www.wcu.edu/27211.asp 
 
Course Rules and Expectations: 
To foster an effective learning environment: 
 Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
 Turn off cell phones before entering the classroom. 
 Text messaging is strictly prohibited.  Store cell phones and similar devices in a pocket, purse, or book bag. 
 No sleeping. 
 
Attendance: 
The instructor strongly encourages attendance at all class meetings. Failure to attend lectures will result in missed 
class participation, missed lecture information that is not presented in the lecture slides, missed in-class 
assignments and missed homework assignments.  The instructor will only give out homework assignments during 
class meetings in a hard copy format.  Missed in-class assignments and homework can be made up at the 
discretion of the instructor.  In most cases, the student will need to provide proof of a valid excuse based on 
university policy.  However, no points are awarded for attendance and no points are deducted for absences. The 
official policy on university excused absences is posted on the class Blackboard site and can be found here: 
http://www.wcu.edu/WebFiles/PDFs/Provost_5.08_Student_Class_Attendance.pdf 
 
If a student misses class on the day of an exam and can provide proof of a valid excuse based on university 
policy, then the student and the instructor will work out a time for the student to make up the exam. The instructor 
reserves the right to modify the exam from its original format or content before allowing the student to make up 
the exam. 
 
 
 



 

Exams:  
There will be 4 in-class exams. Each in-class exam will consist of multiple-choice and short answer questions that 
may be drawn from the class lectures, reading assignments and homework and in-class assignments.  Exam 
questions may include information from specified readings not covered in class.  In-class exams will emphasize 
topics covered since the preceding exam but may also include any material previously covered as understanding 
most biological concepts require knowledge of previously learned material. 

Exams will attempt to measure the student’s ability to recall information, correctly interpret and analyze 
scenarios, apply material from class to solve problems, and pull together material from class to see relationships.  

Students may NOT keep or make a copy of any part of the exams.  For this reason, no electronic devices 
with memory or cameras may be used during exams or when reviewing graded exams.  However, during the 
review of the graded exams, students may take written note of any questions that he or she missed for future study 
or comprehension purposes.  A cell phone’s calculator may *not* be used during an exam unless the instructor 
says otherwise at the time. Violation of any one of these policies will be punished as academic dishonesty! ! 
 
Homework:  
There will be many days in which homework will be given and will count towards the final grade in the course.  
The homework will often be made up of questions on material from the upcoming lecture that has yet to be 
covered in class. The point of the homework assignments is to make the student read over the upcoming lecture 
and engage with the material that will then be further discussed in-depth during the lecture. The instructor will 
only give out homework assignments during class meetings in a hard copy format. Missed homework can be 
made up at the discretion of the instructor, but it is the responsibility of the student to explain the absence to the 
instructor and to obtain the homework assignment from the instructor should the instructor deem the excuse valid. 
In most cases, the student will need to provide proof of a valid excuse based on university policy. Homework 
must be turned in at the beginning of class on the day that it is due and will suffer a 10% penalty each day that 
it is late. 
 
In-Class Assignments: 
There will be many days in which in-class assignments will be given and will count towards the final grade in the 
course.  The in-class assignments will often be made up of questions on the material that was just covered or is 
currently being covered in class.  The in-class assignments may be given at any time during the class and may be 
either group or individual assignments (discretion of the instructor) and may or may not allow use of the textbook. 
These in-class assignments are intended to reward attendance and engagement with the course material.  If a 
student is not present in class during the time when an in-class assignment is completed, the student will receive a 
score of zero for that assignment and it cannot be made up without providing proof of a valid excuse based on 
university policy.  If a student has the proper excuse and is allowed to make up the missed assignment, the student 
alone will complete the work (usually in the office of the instructor), regardless of whether the assignment was 
originally a group activity in class. The instructor also reserves the right to modify the assignment from its 
original format or content before allowing the student to make up the work. 
 
In-class assignments that are completed as group work should have the names of all group members on the 
material that is handed in to the instructor.  The material will be graded and each member of the group will 
receive the same grade.  Adding the name of a student in the class to the material who is not in the group or who 
is absent from class on the day the assignment was given will be considered academic dishonesty and handled 
as such at the discretion of the instructor. 
 
Presentation: 
Towards the end of the course, each student will give a short 10-12 minute presentation on a physiological topic 
of his or her choice.  The topic does not have to be something that was covered in class, however it will have to be 
pre-approved by the instructor.  Approximately 1 week (or earlier) before the presentation is to be given, each 
student will meet with the instructor and discuss the topic to be presented. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Grading Policy: Exams (4 in total)     40% 
   Homework      15% 
   In-class assignments     10% 
   Presentation      10% 
   Laboratory      25% 
 
Students must be co-registered for a lab section of BIOL293, although the lecture and lab grades will be combined 
into a single grade for the course. 
 
Unless otherwise stated, there will be no extra credit available for this course.  The best way for a student to spend 
his or her time is to learn the course content that will be graded as described above.   
 
Grading scale:  
 
A+: 97-100 A: 93-96 A-: 92-90 B+: 89-87 B:  86-83 B-:  82-80 F:  0-59 
C+: 79-77 C: 76-73 C-: 72-70 D+: 69-67 D:  66-63 D-:  62-60  
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an 
academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help someone else 
to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an 
examination or other academic exercise. 
 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty within their 
courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor 
will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a 
graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at http://dsce.wcu.edu.  
 
Writing and Learning Commons: 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, 
one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all 
students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. Limited writing 
appointments are available at the Biltmore Park campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac 
from the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu/) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking 
classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources.   The 
Mathematics Tutoring Center in 455 Stillwell provides drop-in tutoring for math and computer science. Students 
who need help with software, technology, or eBriefcase support should visit ClassTIPS on the ground floor of 
Hunter Library in the Technology Commons. Class TIPS provides support to students via one-on-one 
appointments, walk-ups, workshops, and online tutorials. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:   
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must 
identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation 
to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more 
information at (828) 227-3886. 



 

Summer School 2014 Class Schedule 
 

It is highly recommended that in addition to reading and understanding the power point lectures provided 
by the instructor, that the assigned readings from the textbook also be read and understood. 

 
 
Date  Topic       Readings (Textbook Chapter) 
July  7 Introduction        1 and Appendix B&C 
 8 Introduction and Cell Physiology    1 and Appendix B&C 
 9 Cell Physiology       2 and Appendix C 
 10 The Plasma Membrane and Membrane Potential   3 
 11 The Plasma Membrane and Membrane Potential   3     
 14* Exam 1 
  Principles of Neural and Hormonal Communication  4 
 15 The Central Nervous System     5 
 16 The Central Nervous System     5 
 17 The Peripheral Nervous System: Afferent Division   6 
 18 The Peripheral Nervous System: Efferent Division  7     
 21* Exam II               
  Muscle Physiology      8 
 22 Muscle Physiology      8     
 23 Cardiac Physiology      9 
 24 The Blood Vessels & Blood Pressure    10     
 25 The Blood and Body Defenses     11 
 28* Exam III 
  The Respiratory System      12 
 29 The Respiratory System      12 
 30** Presentations/The Digestive System    15 
  31** Presentations/The Digestive System    15  
Aug 1 The Digestive System      15 
 4* Exam IV 
 
The course schedule and the course topics may be modified at anytime during the semester by the instructor. 
 
*Exams are scheduled for the first hour of class (10:15-11:15 am) on Monday July 14, 21, 28 and Aug. 4. 
Note - Exam IV is not a comprehensive exam. 
 
**Presentations will be split up on two days.  Approximately half of the class will give presentations during the 
first hour of class on Wednesday July 30 and the second half of the class will give presentations during the first 
hour of class on Thursday July 31. 

 
 
 



BIOL 306 • EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY 
SPRING 2014 SYLLABUS 

 
“There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having been originally 
breathed into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on 
according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms most 

beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved.”  
 

Charles Darwin, The Origin and Species 1859 
 
Time and venue: Tuesday and Thursday 12:30-1:45PM, Stillwell 215 
 
Instructor: Dr. Kefyn Catley  
Office: NS 206 
Phone: 227-3651      
E-mail: kcatley@wcu.edu 
Office hours: Mon., Wed. 1-3 PM or by appointment    
 
Prerequisites: Biology core curriculum: BIOL 140, 141, 240, 241 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
This course is an introduction to the study of evolutionary biology – the explanatory 
framework and body of knowledge fundamental to understanding of all aspects of the life 
sciences. Starting with a descriptive and predictive model of the evolutionary hierarchy 
which integrates micro and macroevolutionary processes, we will briefly trace the rise of 
evolutionary thought from pre-Darwinian concepts of organic change through the 
thinking of Darwin and Wallace and beyond to the 20th century neo-Darwinian synthesis 
and modern-day evidence for evolutionary change and the relatedness of all living taxa. 
We will explore patterns and evidence for evolution seen in the relationships of extant 
taxa, the fossil record and in modern biogeographic distributions; how genetic variation 
can lead to changes via drift and natural selection, the evolution of phenotypes, life 
histories, sex, and mate choice, speciation, and coevolution. The course will include, 
essential and required readings from the textbook and other sources (before class), class 
discussion, lecture (in that order of importance), individual and group activities and 
problem-solving. Powerpoint lectures and other readings will be posted on Blackboard.  
 
Self-selected teams of three students (based on a shared interest of an aspect of 
evolutionary biology e.g., specific taxa, patterns, processes (at any level of he   
evolutionary hierarchy) will work on an in-depth semester long investigation. Its purpose 
will be the creation of a 10 min oral presentation that will be a evolutionary syntheses of 
all available evidence, plus a short paper that includes references. A rubric will be 
provided (that includes a whole team, individual, and peer evaluation grading - so be nice 
and work hard!). Permission of the instructor will be required before you begin your 
project. I consider this experience vital and central to your learning in this class that is 
reflected by the large number of points the project contributes to your final grade.  One 
example of such a project might involve fleas and host-coevolution. You would need to 



provide evidence on a broad number of fronts ranging from morphological/molecular 
character evolution in fleas (adaptations), host and parasite phylogeny, biogeographic 
distribution patterns, host adaptions (immune system responses), fossil evidence, deep 
time scales etc. 
 
II. Specific Learning Objectives: 
After completing this course students should be able to: 
1. Understand the principles of the theory of evolution by natural selection. 
2. Apply the theory to formulate questions and make predictions about the nature of 
organisms and taxa. 
3. Understand the mechanisms of evolutionary change at the genetic/molecular, 
population/species, and clade levels across time and space 
4. Be familiar with the history of life on earth – deep time 
5. Understand the methods by which we estimate phylogenetic relationships 
6. Be knowledgeable of some of the current topics in evolutionary research. 
 
III. Course Materials 
Required textbook: 
Futuyma, D. A. 2013. Evolution. Third edition. Sinauer Associates, Sunderland, MA, 
USA. ISBN 978-1-60535-115-5 (Rental textbook) 
Companion website to textbook (free): http://sites.sinauer.com/evolution3e 
Supplemental readings and “hot off the press’ discussion items will be posted on 
Blackboard. Make sure you check the site on a regular basis. 
 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 

• Attendance Policy: 
 

All students are expected to attend and participate in all meetings of this course. Each 
student is expected to complete the reading assignments, and two computer exercises, by 
the due dates indicated in the syllabus. You will be expected to contribute to each class 
discussion in some way with the knowledge you have gained from these readings and/or 
with questions you have prepared from them. Any class experience, including lecture, 
discussion, guest lecture, and assignments (readings, computer exercises), may be 
used to demonstrate your knowledge on exams. It is the student’s own responsibility 
for obtaining class notes and assignments if they are absent. 
 
Class Etiquette: You are expected to be on time for class and to stay for the entire class. 
Movement in and out of the room while class is in session is distracting and should be 
avoided. Cell phones will not be tolerated and MUST be turned off during class. 
Students discovered texting during class will be asked to leave for the remainder of the 
period. No exceptions! 
 
University Excused Absences: In addition to a documented and bonafide medical 
emergency or the death of an immediate family member, excused absences are granted 
for university events that include performances and events sanctioned by the Chancellor 



to promote the image of the university, regularly scheduled university team competitions 
(athletic and otherwise) including postseason play (practices and training sessions are 
excluded) and, in addition, student engagement sponsored by the institution and approved 
by the Provost (e.g. research presentations and performances at national conferences or 
events). The student should notify the instructor of the university-sanctioned activity at 
least one week prior to the day of the absence. A student who misses class work because 
of an excused absence is responsible for contacting the instructor within one class 
meeting after returning to make satisfactory arrangements that the instructor deems 
appropriate for a make-up. 
 

 
• Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 
 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities 
for students with documented disabilities.  Students who require disability services or 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and 
provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is 
confidential.  Please contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716 
or 144 Killian Annex. 

 
• Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 

 
Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of 
honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the 
highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense 
at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty 
includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic 
exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of 
someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other 
academic exercise. 
 
The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty may be found 
in the Student Handbook. 

 
 
 
 
 



V. Grading Procedures:  
Your class grade will be based on:  
 
Exam 1  100 
Exam 2  100 
Final (comp)  100 
Project   200 
Participation    50 
Tests/quizzes?   50 
Tree thinking booklet   50 
Total   650 
 
 
Participation and preparedness based on assigned readings & exercises: (50 pts) 
As stated above, each student is expected to complete the reading assignments, and 
two computer exercises, by the due dates indicated in the syllabus. You will be expected 
to contribute to each class discussion in some way with the knowledge you have gained 
from these readings and/or with questions you have prepared from them. We will 
engage in various forms of learning formats, including lecture, Q&A, small group 
discussion, and possibly student-led discussions. Your regular attendance and active 
contributions to the class learning environment throughout the semester will earn you full 
credit for this component. 
 
Exams: (300 pts) 
You will have two hourly exams (100 pts each) and a comprehensive final (100 pts). 
Exam format will be short-answer, essay and problem-solving and will be given as take-
home exams.  

 
Ongoing team project (200 pts) 
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 
 

Percentage Grade 
Letter grade 

90-92; 93-96; 97-100 A-; A; A+ 
80-82; 83-86; 87-89 B-; B; B+ 
70-72; 73-76; 77-79 C-; C; C+ 
60-62; 63-66; 67-69 D-; D; D+ 
59 and below F 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

BIOL 306 Evolutionary Biology  
Course Schedule 

SPRING 2014 
(subject to change) 

  

Date Topic Reading Assignment due 
date 

Tues, Jan 14 Introductions, expectations. What is 
evolution?   

Thurs, Jan 16 Evolutionary thought through time Futuyma Ch 1 p. 2-15  

Tues, Jan 21 
The Tree of Life – tree thinking and 
classification 
Tree thinking homework 

Futuyma Ch 2 p. 21-47  

Thurs, Jan 23 Tree thinking continued  

Tues, Jan 28 
Guest lecture - Dr. Jim Costa: The 
Development of Darwin’s Evolutionary 
Thinking.  

 

Thurs, Jan 30 Patterns of Evolution Futuyma Ch. 3 52-73 
Tues, Feb 4 The fossil record Futuyma Ch. 4 
Thurs, Feb 6 History of Life on Earth Futuyma Ch. 5 
Tues, Feb 11 Biogeography  Futuyma Ch. 6 
Thurs, Feb 13 EXAM 1 – take home   

Tues, Feb 18 The origin of genetic variation (STEM 
meeting) Futuyma Ch. 8  

Thurs, Feb 20 Variation: the foundation of evolution  Futuyma Ch 9 
Tues, Feb 25 ADVISING DAY NO CLASS   
Thurs, Feb 27 Variation continued Futuyma Ch. 9   

Tues, Mar 4 Genetic drift - random evolution Futuyma Ch. 10  
(Simulation activities) 

Thurs, Mar 6 Natural selection and adaptation Futuyma Ch. 11   
Tues, Mar 11-13 FALL BREAK-NO CLASSES  
Thurs, Mar 18 The genetic theory of natural selection Futuyma Ch. 12 
Tues, Mar 20 Phenotypic Evolution Futuyma Ch. 13   
Thurs, Mar 25 Evolution of Life histories Futuyma Ch. 14  
Tues, Mar 27 Sex and reproductive success Futuyma Ch. 15   
Thurs, April 1 EXAM 2 – take home   
Tues, April 3 Species Futuyma Ch. 17   
Thurs, April 8 Speciation Futuyma Ch. 18   
Tues, April 10 Species interactions  Futuyma Ch. 19   



Thurs, April 15 Evolution and development Futuyma Ch. 21   
Tues, April 17 No class EASTER    
Thurs, April 22 Macroevolution Futuyma Ch. 22 
Tues, April 24 Evolution, creationism and society Futuyma Ch. 23 

Thurs, April 29 Final project presentations 
  

Tues, May 1 Final project presentations cont.   
Final exam week TBA  
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BIOL 306 • EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY 

SYLLABUS   
 

Fall 2012 
Belk 365 

TuTh 12:30-1:45 
 
Instructor: Dr. Kathy Mathews Office: NS 128  e-mail: kmathews@email.wcu.edu   
      phone: 227-3659 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
This course is an introduction to the study of evolution – a theoretical framework and body of 
knowledge central to the understanding of all facets of the biological sciences. We will briefly 
trace the rise of evolutionary thought from pre-Darwinian concepts of organic change through 
the thinking of Darwin and Wallace, and beyond to the 20th century neo-Darwinian synthesis, 
then cover the patterns and evidence for evolution in the fossil record, the basics of population 
genetics processes, speciation, selection models, phylogeny reconstruction, molecular 
evolution, and a sampler of exciting developments in contemporary evolutionary biology, in such 
fields as adaptive responses to climate change, coevolution, and human health. PREQ: BIOL 
140, 141, 240, 241. 
 
II. Specific Learning Objectives: 
By the end of this course, students will:  
1) understand the principles of the theory of evolution by natural selection, 2) be able to apply 
the theory to formulate questions and make predictions about the nature of organisms, 3) 
understand other mechanisms of evolutionary change, at both the population and 
genetic/molecular levels, 4) be familiar with the history of life on Earth, 5) understand modes of 
speciation and the methods by which we estimate phylogenetic relationships, and 6) be 
knowledgeable of some of the current topics in evolutionary research.  
 
III. Course Materials 
 
Required course readings: 

1. Rental text (available at campus bookstore): Futuyma, D.A. 2009. Evolution, 2nd ed. 
Sinauer Associates: Sunderland, MA. 

2. Background/supplementary readings: Various primary literature sources will be assigned 
throughout the course and made available on Blackboard. 

 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 

 Attendance Policy: 
 

All students are expected to attend and participate in all meetings of this course; any absence is incurred 
at the student’s own risk. Missing approximately 10% of class meeting times (3 classes) or more 
constitutes a significant amount of class materials and experience and is very difficult, if not impossible, to 
make up. Any class experience, including lecture, class discussion and reading assignments, may 
be used to test your knowledge on exams. It is the student’s own responsibility for obtaining class 
notes and assignments if s/he is absent. 
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University Excused Absences: In addition to a documented and bonafide medical emergency or the 
death of an immediate family member, excused absences are granted for university events that include 
performances and events sanctioned by the Chancellor to promote the image of the university, regularly 
scheduled university team competitions (athletic and otherwise) including postseason play (practices and 
training sessions are excluded) and, in addition, student engagement sponsored by the institution and 
approved by the Provost (e.g. research presentations and performances at national conferences or 
events). The student should notify the instructor of the university-sanctioned activity at least one 
week prior to the day of the absence. A student who misses class work because of an excused 
absence is responsible for contacting the instructor within one class meeting after returning to make 
satisfactory arrangements that the instructor deems appropriate for a make-up. 
 

 
 Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 
 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities. Students who require reasonable accommodations must 
identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services. All information is confidential. Please contact Disability Services for more 
information at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian Annex. You can also visit the office’s website: 
http://www.wcu.edu/12789.asp 

 
 Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 

 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to 
achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy 
is by nature, a violation of the student code of conduct (see Article IV.B.1.a.) 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
 Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study 

aids in any academic exercise. 
 Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic 

exercise. 
 Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 

academic exercise. 
 Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the 

Academic Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy 
information during an examination) 

 (Refer students to the Student Handbook for information about the process) 
 
V. Grading Procedures:  
Grading will be based on:  

 Reading assignments: You are required to complete the reading assignments on 
the syllabus by the following class period. To demonstrate your completion of the 
readings, you will be required to submit in Blackboard 1) the most interesting thing 
you have learned from the reading and 2) one question you have about the reading. 
These submissions are due by 12:00 noon on the day of the class for which there is 
a reading assignment. There are 24 reading assignments; you must turn in at least 
20 submissions for full credit. 
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 Exams: You will have two hourly exams and a comprehensive final. Exam format will 
be short-answer, essay and problem-solving.  

 
 Term paper. This 8-10 page paper will provide you with an opportunity to explore an 

aspect of evolutionary biology of interest to you. Detailed instructions will be 
provided. Your choice of topic, with a preliminary bibliography, must be turned in and 
approved by the instructor. You will also be graded on a first draft of the paper. 
These exercises are intended to encourage you to think about and begin 
working on your paper early on rather than at the last minute, to get important 
feedback from your professor before you receive your final paper grade, and to 
help improve your research and written communication skills in the natural 
sciences. Due dates are listed in the course schedule.  

 
WCU instructors reserve the right to use plagiarism prevention software (such as 
SafeAssignment.com) as well as Google, Yahoo, and/or other Internet search engines to 
determine whether or not student papers have been plagiarized. With plagiarism 
prevention software, instructors may upload student papers into a searchable database or 
teach students how to upload their own work as part of the course requirements. 

 
 

Assessments Percentage
2 in-term Exams & Final      
(20% each) 60 

Readings (20 graded) 20 
Term Paper   20 
Total 100  

 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 
 

Percentage Grade 
Letter grade

90-92; 93-96; 97-100 A-; A; A+ 
80-82; 83-86; 87-89 B-; B; B+ 
70-72; 73-76; 77-79 C-; C; C+ 
60-62; 63-66; 67-69 D-; D; D+ 
59 and below F 
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PROFESSOR: Barbara Ballentine  LECTURE: McKee 215 T & TH: 12:30 – 1:45PM 
OFFICE: NS 113     OFFICE HOURS:   M & F: 10:00 – 11:00 AM  

Or by Appointment  
 
E-MAIL: beballentine@wcu.edu     
VOICE: 828-227-2518(OFFICE)          

WWW: Blackboard            
 

I.  COURSE DESCRIPTION 
This course follows up on ideas introduced in Biol 241 in more depth providing students with a more advanced 
understanding of evolutionary theory by exploring evolution from the perspective of biologists and humans.  
Evolutionary biology serves as preparation for upper level and/or graduate studies in evolution.   

 
“Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.” – T. Dobzhansky (1973) 

 
II.  COURSE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES (WHAT TO EXPECT FROM ME) 
 
Broad Aims:  To use inquiry based approaches to explore a sub-discipline of biology.  Lecture, labs and 
assignments are designed to improve critical thinking and communication skills. 
 
Specific Aims:  This class is designed to survey the patterns of evolution as seen through the fossil record 
(macroevolution) and variation between populations (microevolution).  We will cover the mechanisms of 
evolutionary change (natural selection, drift, mutation, and migration) and how these processes lead to 
adaptation and ultimately the formation of new species.  We will discuss the techniques used by modern 
evolutionary biologists to study the processes of evolution. 

 
Specific Objectives:  By the end of the course students will have a firm grasp of: 

1. Evolutionary theory and the evidence that supports it. 
2. The major mechanisms of evolution. 
3. How scientists study evolution. 
4. How evolutionary processes are relevant to our lives. 

 
Prerequisites:  I teach this class with the assumption that students have completed Bio 140, 141, 241. 
 
Office hours:  I encourage you to attend office hours (or make an appointment) if you have questions about the 
material.  It is especially important to see me if you are disappointed with your performance on the first exam.  
Don’t wait!  I’m happy to help students who are engaged and behave in a professional manner (see below). 
 
Lecture Notes Policy 
An important component to learning classroom material is not only attending lecture but actively engaging with 
material presented during lecture.  According to research, taking notes (by hand) during lecture improves 
students’ ability to retain information.  Retention is further improved by reviewing notes shortly after lecture.  
Additionally, since your lecture notes will be your study guide, it is extremely important for you to have a good 
set of lecture notes to review and to use to study for exams.  To that end, the policy of my classes encourages 
you to take notes during lecture but also insures that you have an excellent set of notes by allowing the 
opportunity to review power points after lecture.  Lecture notes will be available for viewing on blackboard 
following each lecture. 
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III.  COURSE MATERIALS 
TEXT:  Scott Freeman and Jon C. Herron, 2007, Evolutionary Analysis, 5th Edition, Pearson Benjamin Cummings, 
San Francisco, CA.  The text book is required.   
Web resources associated with the text (http://wps.prenhall.com/esm_freeman_evol_5/).  

 

SUPPLEMENTARY READINGS:  Will be announced in class and made available on Blackboard. 
 

IV.  FACULTY EXPECTATIONS/COURSE POLICIES (WHAT I EXPECT FROM YOU) 
 

Developing professionalism 
As professional biologists (or as any professional), employers will have certain expectations of professionalism in 
the workplace.  To that end, I will expect you to take a professional approach to class.  And, many aspects of this 
class are designed to hone important skills you will need to become an impressive professional. 

1. Develop reliability, diligence and consistency.  As a college student, that means coming to class on 

time, being engaged during class, and working hard outside of class on learning the material.  Your job in 

class is only partially accounted for by time spent in lecture.  Most of the hard work required for your 

classes occurs outside of lecture. 

2. Make knowledgeable decisions.  It is your job to know how to be prepared for classes and exams.  This 

means, you need to let me know when you need help or further explanation on material that you do not 

understand.  I’m happy to help the engaged and professional student!!  It is your job to know your 

standing in the class relative to your grade.  I will return all exams and assignments in as timely a 

manner as possible and post the grades on Blackboard.  Read and understand the syllabus. 

3. Develop a problem solving mindset.  In general, professional biologists use their knowledge to solve 

problems.  In class and lab, you will use your knowledge in evolutionary biology to solve problems.  In a 

broader sense, you should always try to be proactive when problem solving.  For example, you didn’t do 

well on an exam, use this as an opportunity for problem solving.  When you ask for help, try to present 

both problem and possible solution(s). 

4. Polish your communication skills.  In this class, exams and assignments are all designed to challenge 

your written communication skills.  It is one thing to have knowledge, it is an entirely different thing to 

be able to clearly communicate that knowledge.  You should strive to be careful and clear in all 

communications including email correspondence. 

5. Be a team player.  You should be courteous and respectful during interactions with colleagues and 

teachers.  And, in return you should expect the same. 

6. Respect the knowledge and skills you are acquiring.  Remember that a lot of time, energy and thought 

went into developing the best possible classroom experience.  Your teachers (and bosses) are highly 

trained professionals in the field about which they are teaching.  Assume that everything presented in 

lecture is important. 

7. Be willing to go the extra mile.  Bring something to the table!  You will be competing for positions in the 

job market, professional or graduate schools.  Think about what unique skills you have to offer to the 

job/program.  Start working on those skills now!  Seek out opportunities to get relevant experience.  In 

class, be prepared, ask questions, and offer insights. 

8. Develop discipline.  A job usually requires a certain time commitment.  And, that is true for your classes 

as well.  You should be prepared to spend a few hours after every lecture learning and reviewing the 

http://wps.aw.com/bc_freeman_evol_5/239/61342/15703574.cw/index.html
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material.  That is your job.  Do it.  Every day.  Your performance will suffer if you are undisciplined and 

likely result in a low grade.  Don’t let that happen. 

The following distracting behavior will not be tolerated: 
a. The use of cell phones, laptops, tablets, etc. during class 

b. Habitual lateness 

c. Conversations during lectures not contributing to discussion 

Obviously cheating is unprofessional and unethical.  But, it happens.  To protect those who play by the rules, the 
university has specific definitions for cheating (see below Academic Integrity Policy).  In this class, violating the 
honor code relative to cheating, will result in an F for the class and a report to the Dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences.  Depending on previous violations, further sanctions such as expulsion may be added by the Dean.  
Don’t cheat.  It’s usually an act of desperation and not worth it.   
 
Academic Honesty Policy:  Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of 
honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty 
and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty 
includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 

own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 

someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to 
copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 

 

Assignments and quizzes:  All assignments are due at the beginning of class on the date it is due – otherwise you 
will receive a grade of ZERO for that assignment.  There will be several unannounced quizzes given over the 
course of the semester that cannot be made up if missed. 
 
Finally, I hope that we will also have fun!  A sense of humor goes a long way!!!  You are encouraged to use 
yours!  And, I will do my best to use mine! 
 

V.  GRADING PROCEDURES 
Your grade will be based on a combination of exams, quizzes and assignments. 

 
Exams:  There will be three in-class exams that will be short answer/essay/problem solving format.  Exams will 
take place during lecture and are designed to assess your understanding of material presented during lecture, 
assignments and assigned readings.  You are expected to have a deep understanding of the material presented 
in lecture.  Exams will be designed to assess your ability to synthesize information presented in lecture and apply 
your knowledge to novel problems.  Thus, memorization of lecture material is only the first step of preparing for 
exams.  Exams cannot be made up unless you have made arrangements prior to the scheduled exam.  Missed 
exams will result in receiving a zero for the exam.  Please see me if you require special accommodations for 
exams. 
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Assignments and quizzes:  All assignments will be announced in class so it is important to attend class so as to 
not miss these assignments and quizzes.  Accumulated points from all quizzes and assignments will be worth one 
exam grade.  There will be mini-assignments and quizzes worth ~10 points each and macro-assignments worth 
~25 points each.  Assignments will not be accepted after the due date. 

 
Grading breakdown: 
Exams   75% 
Assignments 25% 

 
Important Dates: 

Exam 1  Tues., Sept. 15 
Exam 2  Thurs., Oct. 29 
Exam 3  Thurs, Dec. 10 (3-5:30 PM) 
 
 
 

Student Services: (including policies and procedures for students with disabilities) see syllabus addendum. 
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VI.  TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF TOPICS TO BE COVERED (Subject to change) 
 

Time constraints prevent me from covering everything in the chapters during lecture.  You will only be 
responsible for material covered during lecture only (unless I indicate otherwise).  However, feel free 
to read beyond the scope of lectures.   

Date Topic Text Book  
Week 1 
Aug. 17 

A Case for Evolutionary Thinking: HIV Chapter 1 

Week 2 
Aug 24 

Darwinian Natural Selection Chapter 3 (pp 73 – 97) 

Week 3 
Aug 31 

Estimating Evolutionary Trees 
 

Chapter 4 

Week 4 
Sept 7 

Variation among individuals Chapter  5 

Week 5 
Sept 14 

Exam 1 – Tues. Sept. 15 
Mendelian Genetics in Populations I 

Exam1 
Chapter 6  

Week 6 
Sept 21 

Mendelian Genetics in Populations I 
Mendelian Genetic in Populations II 

Chapter 6 
Chapter 7 (pp 233-255, 
275-284) 

Week 7 
Sept 28 

Mendelian Genetics in Populations II Chapter 7 (pp 233-255, 
275-284) 

Week 8 
Oct 6 

Evolution at Multiple Loci: Quantitative Genetics Chapter 9 (pp 329-334, 
343-364) 

No Classes 
Oct 12 

FALL BREAK – No classes Fall Break 

Week 9 
Oct 19 

Adaptation - Evolutionary analysis of form and 
function 

Chapter 10 (pp 369 – 393) 

Week 10 
Oct 26 

No Class Tuesday Oct. 27 – Advising day 
Exam 2 – Thursday Oct. 29 

 
Exam 2 

Week 11 
Nov 2 

Sexual Selection 
 

Chapter 11 

Week 12 
Nov 9 

Kin Selection and Social Behavior  
 

Chapter 12 

Week 13 
Nov 16 

Life History Evolution Chapter 13  
 

Week 14 
Nov 23 

Mechanisms of Speciation 
No class Thursday Nov. 27 - Thanksgiving Break 

Chapter 16 

Week 15 
Nov 30 

The Cambrian Explosion and Beyond Chapter 18 

 



BIO	  311-‐01	  	  Animal	  Physiology	  
Fall	  2015	  

MWF	  	  11:15	  –	  12:05am	  
Stillwell	  253	  

	  
Instructor:	  Dr.	  JB	  Mathews	   	  
Office:	  Stillwell	  255	  
Email/phone:	  	  jwmathews@email.wcu.edu	  	  (828)	  508-‐2424	  
Office	  Hours:	  	  Office	  Hours:	  	  MW,	  9-‐10,	  also	  plenty	  of	  other	  times	  by	  appt	  or	  drop-‐in	  
Final	  exam:	  	  Tuesday	  May	  5	  	  8:30-‐11	  
	  
Textbook:	  	  	  
	  
Animal	  Physiology:	  From	  Genes	  to	  Organisms	  by	  Lauralee	  Sherwood	  	  
This	  textbook	  is	  available	  for	  rent	  in	  the	  campus	  bookstore	  
	  
Course	  Description/Rationale:	  	  
	  
	  An	  introduction	  to	  the	  key	  principles	  of	  animal	  physiology,	  this	  course	  is	  intended	  to	  provide	  a	  fundamental	  
background	  to	  the	  student	  interested	  in	  advanced	  physiological	  study.	  	  These	  basic	  and	  underlying	  principles	  are	  
intended	  to	  serve	  the	  student	  well	  whether	  the	  eventual	  goal	  is	  a	  professional	  degree	  in	  the	  medical	  field,	  an	  
advanced	  biology	  degree	  or	  simply	  to	  satisfy	  the	  student’s	  curiosity	  about	  how	  living	  organisms	  actually	  work.	  	  
	  
Course	  Objectives:	  
	  
By	  the	  end	  of	  the	  course	  students	  should	  have	  a	  fundamental	  background	  in	  basic	  physiology	  which	  should	  serve	  
them	  well	  in	  future	  endeavors	  in	  either	  applied	  or	  theoretical	  practice.	  	  To	  this	  end,	  this	  course	  should	  help	  the	  
student:	  
-‐understand	  the	  terminology	  and	  principles	  of	  physiology	  and	  appreciate	  the	  varied	  strategies	  employed	  by	  
animals	  to	  maintain	  life.	  
-‐develop	  a	  vocabulary	  of	  appropriate	  terminology	  to	  effectively	  communicate	  information	  related	  to	  anatomy	  and	  
physiology.	  
-‐recognize	  and	  explain	  the	  physiological	  functions	  of	  body	  systems.	  
-‐synthesize	  ideas	  to	  make	  a	  connection	  between	  knowledge	  of	  anatomy	  and	  physiology	  and	  real-‐world	  situations.	  
	  
Blackboard:	  	  
	  
The	  learning	  management	  system	  for	  this	  class	  is	  blackboard	  and	  can	  be	  found	  at:	  http://wcu.blackboard.com.	  	  
Additional	  help	  with	  blackboard	  can	  be	  found	  at:	  	  tc.wcu.edu,	  (828)	  227-‐7487	  or	  by	  visiting	  the	  Technology	  
Commons	  located	  on	  the	  ground	  floor	  of	  the	  Hunter	  Library.	  
	  
Accommodations	  for	  Students	  with	  Disabilities:	  	  

Western	  Carolina	  University	  is	  committed	  to	  providing	  equal	  educational	  opportunities	  for	  students	  with	  
documented	  disabilities	  and/or	  medical	  conditions.	  	  Students	  who	  require	  reasonable	  accommodations	  must	  
identify	  themselves	  as	  having	  a	  disability	  and/or	  medical	  condition	  and	  provide	  current	  diagnostic	  documentation	  
to	  the	  Office	  of	  Disability	  Services.	  	  All	  information	  is	  confidential.	  	  Please	  contact	  the	  Office	  of	  Disability	  Services	  at	  
(828)	  227-‐3886	  or	  come	  by	  Suite	  135	  Killian	  Annex	  for	  an	  appointment.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



Course	  Rules	  and	  Expectations:	  
	  
To	  foster	  an	  effective	  learning	  environment:	  
Proper	  respectful	  behavior	  is	  expected	  of	  everyone.	  
Turn	  off	  cell	  phones.	  	  Think	  of	  yourselves	  as	  being	  in	  a	  movie	  theatre	  where	  I	  will	  heckle	  you.	  
Text	  messaging	  is	  strictly	  prohibited.	  	  Store	  cell	  phones	  and	  similar	  devices	  someplace	  where	  they	  will	  not	  distract	  
you	  or	  the	  people	  around	  you.	  	  I	  may	  not	  call	  you	  out	  on	  your	  phone	  use,	  but	  then	  again	  I	  reserve	  the	  right	  to.	  	  I’ll	  
guarantee	  that	  I	  notice	  it	  and	  have	  a	  good	  memory.	  
No	  sleeping.	  	  If	  you’re	  that	  tired,	  stay	  in	  bed	  where	  it’s	  more	  comfortable.	  
Attendance	  is	  required.	  	  Roll	  will	  be	  taken,	  at	  least	  until	  I	  know	  everyone.	  
Any	  student	  missing	  greater	  than	  20%	  of	  the	  lectures	  will	  either	  fail	  the	  course	  or	  be	  given	  an	  incomplete,	  
depending	  on	  the	  circumstances.	  	  All	  applications	  of	  this	  rule	  will	  be	  reviewed	  on	  a	  case-‐by-‐case	  basis.	  
Plan	  on	  taking	  exams	  when	  they	  are	  scheduled.	  	  Make-‐up	  exams	  will	  be	  considered	  only	  if	  an	  exam	  is	  missed	  
because	  of	  extenuating	  circumstances,	  such	  as	  a	  documented	  illness	  or	  family	  emergency.	  	  To	  be	  considered	  for	  a	  
make-‐up	  exam,	  I	  must	  be	  notified	  if	  at	  all	  possible	  before	  the	  exam	  is	  given.	  	  	  
If	  you	  find	  yourself	  struggling	  with	  this	  class	  or	  are	  doing	  OK	  but	  want	  to	  do	  better,	  see	  me.	  	  I	  have	  office	  hours	  and	  
can	  be	  available	  by	  appointment.	  	  	  
	  
Grading	  Policy:	  
	  
5	  Exams	  x	  100	  points	  each	  	   	   500	  points	  	  
Final	  exam	  	  (Tuesday,	  May	  5)	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  150	  points	  	  
Connection	  papers	  (3	  x	  17pts	  each)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  51	  points	  	  
	   ______________________________________________________	  
	   Total	   	   	   	   	   701	  points	  	  
	  
Grading	  Scale:	  
	  
630-‐700	  points	   	   A-‐	  to	  A	  
560-‐629	  points	  	   	   B-‐	  to	  B+	  
490-‐559	  points	   	   C-‐	  to	  C+	  
420-‐489	  points	   	   D-‐	  to	  D+	  
0	  to	  419	  points	   	   F	  
	  
There	  will	  be	  no	  extra	  credit	  available.	  Studying	  is	  the	  best	  use	  of	  your	  time.	  	  	  
	  
Help!?	  
	  
The	  Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	  (WaLC)	  is	  a	  free	  student	  service,	  located	  in	  BELK	  207,	  providing	  course	  
tutoring,	  writing	  tutoring,	  academic	  skills	  consultations,	  international	  student	  consultations,	  graduate	  and	  
professional	  exam	  preparation	  resources,	  and	  online	  writing	  and	  learning	  resources	  for	  all	  students.	  	  To	  schedule	  
tutoring	  appointments,	  visit	  the	  WaLC	  homepage	  (http://walc.wcu.edu)	  or	  call	  828-‐227-‐2274.	  	  
	  
Distance	  students	  and	  students	  taking	  classes	  at	  Biltmore	  Park	  are	  encouraged	  to	  use	  Smarthinking	  
(http://www.wcu.edu/academics/edoutreach/distance-‐online-‐programs/student-‐resources/services-‐for-‐distance-‐
students.asp)	  and	  the	  WaLC’s	  online	  resources.	  	  
	  
The	  Mathematics	  Tutoring	  Center	  in	  455	  Stillwell	  provides	  drop-‐in	  tutoring	  for	  math	  and	  computer	  science.	  
Students	  who	  need	  help	  with	  software,	  technology,	  or	  eBriefcase	  support	  should	  visit	  ClassTIPS	  on	  the	  ground	  
floor	  of	  Hunter	  Library	  in	  the	  Technology	  Commons.	  Class	  TIPS	  provides	  support	  to	  students	  via	  one-‐on-‐one	  
appointments,	  walk-‐ups,	  workshops,	  and	  online	  tutorials.	  
	  



Student	  Support	  Services	  provides	  support	  to	  students	  who	  are	  either	  first-‐generation,	  low-‐income	  or	  those	  who	  
have	  disclosed	  a	  disability	  with:	  academic	  advising,	  mentoring,	  one-‐on-‐one	  tutorial	  support,	  and	  workshops	  
focused	  on	  career,	  financial	  aid	  and	  graduate	  school	  preparation.	  You	  may	  contact	  SSS	  at	  (828)	  227-‐7127	  or	  email	  
sssprogram@wcu.edu	  for	  more	  information.	  SSS	  is	  located	  in	  the	  Killian	  Annex,	  room	  138.	  

	  
Academic	  Honesty:	  
	  
	  

This	  policy	  addresses	  academic	  integrity	  violations	  of	  undergraduate	  and	  graduate	  students.	  Graduate	  students	  should	  read	  inside	  the	  

parenthesis	  below	  to	  identify	  the	  appropriate	  entities	  in	  charge	  of	  that	  step	  of	  the	  process.	  

Students,	  faculty,	  staff,	  and	  administrators	  of	  Western	  Carolina	  University	  (WCU)	  strive	  to	  achieve	  the	  highest	  standards	  of	  scholarship	  

and	  integrity.	  Any	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  is	  a	  serious	  offense	  because	  it	  threatens	  the	  quality	  of	  scholarship	  and	  

undermines	  the	  integrity	  of	  the	  community.	  While	  academic	  in	  scope,	  any	  violation	  of	  this	  policy	  is	  by	  nature,	  a	  violation	  of	  the	  Code	  of	  

Student	  Conduct	  and	  will	  follow	  the	  same	  conduct	  process	  (see	  ArticleVII.B.1.a.).	  If	  the	  charge	  occurs	  close	  to	  the	  end	  of	  an	  academic	  

semester	  or	  term	  or	  in	  the	  event	  of	  the	  reasonable	  need	  of	  either	  party	  for	  additional	  time	  to	  gather	  information	  timelines	  may	  be	  

extended	  at	  the	  discretion	  of	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  (DSCE).	  

I.	  	  	  General:	  

This	  policy	  addresses	  academic	  integrity	  violations	  of	  undergraduate	  and	  graduate	  students.	  

Students,	  faculty,	  staff,	  and	  administrators	  of	  Western	  Carolina	  University	  (WCU)	  strive	  to	  achieve	  the	  highest	  standards	  of	  scholarship	  

and	  integrity.	  	  Any	  violation	  of	  this	  policy	  is	  a	  serious	  offense	  because	  it	  threatens	  the	  quality	  of	  scholarship	  and	  undermines	  the	  integrity	  

of	  the	  community.	  

Instructors	  have	  the	  right	  to	  determine	  the	  appropriate	  academic	  sanctions	  for	  violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  within	  their	  

courses,	  up	  to	  an	  including	  a	  final	  grade	  of	  “F”	  in	  the	  course	  in	  which	  the	  violation	  occurs.	  

	  II.	  	  	  	  Definitions:	  

1. 	  Cheating	  –	  Using,	  or	  attempting	  to	  use,	  unauthorized	  materials,	  information,	  or	  study	  aids	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise.	  

2. 	  Fabrication	  –	  Creating	  and/or	  falsifying	  information	  or	  citation	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise.	  

3. 	  Plagiarism	  –	  Representing	  the	  words	  or	  ideas	  of	  someone	  else	  as	  one’s	  own	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise.	  

4. 	  Facilitation	  –	  Helping	  or	  attempting	  to	  help	  someone	  to	  commit	  a	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  in	  any	  academic	  

exercise	  (e.g.	  allowing	  another	  person	  to	  copy	  information	  during	  an	  examination).	  

	  III.	  	  	  Undergraduate	  and	  Graduate	  Academic	  Integrity	  Process:	  

1. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  instructor’s	  knowledge	  of	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  s/he	  will	  

inform	  his/her	  department	  head	  (or	  associate	  Dean	  of	  the	  graduate	  school	  when	  applicable)	  in	  writing	  of	  the	  allegation	  and	  

proposed	  sanction(s).	  

2. Within	  ten	  (10)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  instructor’s	  knowledge	  of	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  the	  

instructor	  will	  inform	  the	  student	  of	  the	  allegation,	  including	  the	  proposed	  sanction(s),	  in	  writing.	  	  In	  the	  written	  notification,	  

the	  instructor	  will	  inform	  the	  student	  of	  his/her	  right	  to	  request	  a	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor.	  	  During	  the	  meeting,	  the	  

instructor	  shall	  complete	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Violation	  Faculty	  Resolution	  Form.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  request	  a	  meeting	  

with	  the	  instructor	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  receipt	  of	  the	  written	  allegation(s),	  the	  student	  shall	  be	  deemed	  to	  have	  

mutually	  resolved	  the	  matter	  and	  shall	  be	  bound	  to	  the	  sanction(s)	  outlined	  by	  the	  instructor	  in	  the	  written	  allegation.	  	  If	  the	  



student	  does	  not	  request	  a	  meeting,	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  

and/or	  appeal.	  

3. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor,	  the	  student	  shall	  either	  appeal	  the	  decision	  to	  the	  department	  

head	  or	  mutually	  resolve	  the	  matter	  by	  accepting	  the	  allegation	  and	  proposed	  sanction(s).	  	  No	  action	  by	  the	  student	  within	  five	  

(5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor	  shall	  constitute	  a	  mutual	  resolution	  and	  waiver	  of	  the	  student’s	  rights	  to	  

appeal	  pursuant	  to	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  respond	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  

the	  instructor,	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  	  

4. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  a	  student’s	  appeal,	  the	  department	  head	  must	  schedule	  a	  meeting	  with	  the	  

student.	  	  The	  instructor	  may	  be	  present	  during	  the	  meeting.	  	  During	  the	  meeting,	  the	  department	  head	  shall	  complete	  the	  

Academic	  Integrity	  Violation	  Department	  Head	  Resolution	  Form.	  	  Only	  information	  submitted	  during	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  

student,	  or	  in	  the	  meeting	  between	  the	  instructor	  and	  the	  student,	  may	  be	  considered	  by	  the	  department	  head.	  	  The	  

evidentiary	  standard	  for	  making	  a	  decision	  shall	  be	  preponderance	  of	  the	  evidence.	  	  The	  department	  head	  may	  agree	  or	  

disagree	  with	  the	  allegation(s)	  of	  the	  instructor.	  	  The	  department	  head	  may	  also	  approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	  the	  sanction(s)	  

proposed	  by	  the	  instructor.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  attend	  the	  scheduled	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head,	  the	  matter	  will	  

be	  heard	  in	  absentia	  and	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

5. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head,	  the	  student	  shall	  either	  appeal	  the	  decision	  to	  an	  Academic	  

Integrity	  Board	  or	  mutually	  resolve	  the	  matter	  by	  accepting	  the	  allegation	  and	  proposed	  sanction(s).	  	  The	  student	  must	  submit	  

an	  appeal	  to	  the	  academic	  Dean	  listed	  on	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Violation	  Department	  Head	  Resolution	  Form.	  	  No	  action	  by	  

the	  student	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head	  shall	  constitute	  a	  mutual	  resolution	  and	  

waiver	  of	  the	  student’s	  rights	  to	  appeal	  pursuant	  to	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  respond	  within	  five	  

(5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head,	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  

subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

6. Within	  seven	  (7)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  a	  student’s	  appeal,	  the	  appropriate	  academic	  Dean	  must	  schedule	  an	  Academic	  

Integrity	  Board	  hearing	  with	  the	  student.	  	  The	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  shall	  consist	  of	  a	  minimum	  of	  two	  (2)	  currently	  

enrolled	  students	  and/or	  faculty	  members	  (with	  a	  minimum	  of	  one	  faculty	  member).	  	  A	  faculty	  member	  will	  serve	  as	  chair	  of	  

the	  board.	  	  The	  instructor	  may	  be	  present	  during	  the	  hearing.	  	  Only	  information	  submitted	  during	  the	  hearing,	  or	  in	  the	  

meetings	  between	  the	  instructor/department	  head	  and	  the	  student,	  may	  be	  considered	  by	  the	  hearing	  board.	  	  The	  evidentiary	  

standard	  for	  making	  a	  decision	  shall	  be	  preponderance	  of	  the	  evidence.	  	  The	  hearing	  board	  may	  agree	  or	  disagree	  with	  the	  

allegation(s)	  of	  the	  instructor.	  	  The	  hearing	  board	  may	  also	  approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	  the	  sanction(s)	  proposed	  by	  the	  

instructor	  and/or	  department	  head.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  attend	  the	  scheduled	  hearing,	  the	  matter	  will	  be	  heard	  in	  absentia	  

and	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  	  Within	  ten	  (10)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  hearing,	  the	  appropriate	  

academic	  Dean	  shall	  review	  pertinent	  records	  and	  send	  the	  student	  written	  notification	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  the	  Academic	  

Integrity	  Board.	  

7. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  written	  notification	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  the	  student	  may	  

accept	  the	  findings	  and	  sanctions	  of	  the	  board	  or	  submit	  an	  appeal	  to	  the	  designated	  academic	  Dean.	  	  No	  action	  by	  the	  student	  

within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head	  shall	  constitute	  a	  mutual	  resolution	  and	  waiver	  of	  the	  

student’s	  rights	  to	  appeal	  pursuant	  to	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  respond	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  

days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  

further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

8. If	  the	  student	  elects	  to	  file	  an	  appeal	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  she	  must	  submit	  a	  written	  appeal	  within	  

five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  written	  notification	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  to	  the	  designated	  

academic	  Dean.	  	  An	  appeal	  to	  an	  academic	  Dean	  must	  be	  limited	  to	  the	  following	  grounds;	  1)	  a	  violation	  or	  due	  process	  or	  2)	  a	  

material	  deviation	  from	  Substantive	  and	  Procedural	  Standards	  by	  the	  UNC	  Board	  of	  Governors	  (as	  set	  forth	  in	  the	  UNC	  Manual	  

700.4.1).	  

9. If	  an	  appeal	  is	  heard	  by	  an	  academic	  Dean,	  s/he	  shall	  review	  pertinent	  records	  within	  ten	  (10)	  business	  days	  of	  receiving	  a	  valid	  

appeal.	  	  The	  academic	  Dean	  may	  agree	  or	  disagree	  with	  the	  allegation(s)	  of	  the	  instructor.	  	  The	  academic	  Dean	  may	  also	  

approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	  the	  sanction(s)	  proposed	  by	  the	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  and	  or	  Academic	  Integrity	  

Board.	  	  Within	  five	  (5)	  days	  of	  making	  a	  decision,	  the	  academic	  Dean	  shall	  provide	  the	  student	  with	  a	  written	  decision.	  	  The	  



decision	  of	  the	  academic	  Dean	  shall	  be	  final.	  

10. The	  student	  must	  remain	  enrolled	  in	  the	  course	  related	  to	  the	  case,	  and	  may	  not	  be	  permitted	  to	  withdraw	  from	  the	  course	  

related	  to	  the	  case,	  until	  all	  hearing	  timelines,	  notifications,	  and/or	  appeals	  have	  been	  completed.	  

11. Upon	  resolution	  of	  each	  level	  of	  the	  case	  (no	  matter	  the	  outcome),	  the	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  and	  academic	  Dean	  must	  

provide	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  with	  all	  materials	  and	  documents	  related	  to	  the	  case	  (i.e.	  course	  

syllabus,	  materials	  in	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  Instructor	  Resolution	  Form,	  Department	  Head	  Resolution	  Form,	  

Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  decision	  letter,	  academic	  Dean	  decision	  letter,	  etc…).	  	  The	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  

shall	  serve	  as	  the	  repository	  for	  all	  records	  associated	  with	  allegations	  and	  violations	  associated	  with	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  

Policy.	  

	  IV.	  	  	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board:	  

The	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  shall	  consist	  of	  a	  minimum	  of	  two	  (2)	  currently	  enrolled	  students	  and/or	  faculty	  members	  (with	  a	  minimum	  

of	  one	  faculty	  member).	  	  A	  faculty	  member	  will	  serve	  as	  chair	  of	  the	  board.	  	  Students	  and	  faculty	  members	  serving	  on	  boards	  for	  each	  

college	  will	  be	  selected	  by	  each	  college	  Dean.	  	  The	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  will	  train	  all	  board	  members	  prior	  to	  their	  

service	  on	  a	  hearing	  board.	  	  Each	  academic	  Dean	  will	  convene	  hearing	  boards	  as	  necessary,	  and	  will	  determine	  a	  faculty	  member	  to	  serve	  

as	  chair	  prior	  to	  a	  hearing.	  

V.	  	  	  Sanctions:	  

	  The	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  and/or	  academic	  Dean	  may	  impose	  academic	  sanctions	  permitted	  by	  the	  

institution	  (not	  to	  exceed	  receiving	  a	  grade	  of	  “F”	  for	  the	  course).	  	  The	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  and/or	  

academic	  Dean	  may	  not	  permanently	  remove	  the	  student	  from	  the	  course	  or	  suspend/expel	  the	  student	  from	  a	  program	  or	  the	  

University.	  	  Student	  behavior	  of	  the	  magnitude	  to	  warrant	  consideration	  for	  permanently	  removal	  from	  the	  course	  or	  

suspension/expulsion	  from	  a	  program	  or	  the	  University	  must	  be	  referred	  to	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics.	  

	  VI.	  	  	  Habitual	  Violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy:	  

Upon	  receipt	  of	  materials	  associated	  with	  violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  will	  

determine	  if	  a	  student	  has	  previous	  violations	  of	  University	  policies.	  	  Students	  with	  a	  prior	  record	  of	  violations,	  or	  who	  commits	  a	  gross	  

and/or	  egregious	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  will	  be	  referred	  to	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  for	  

consideration	  of	  being	  subject	  to	  hearing	  proceedings	  as	  a	  habitual	  violator.	  	  Students	  with	  three	  or	  more	  violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  

Integrity	  Policy	  will	  automatically	  be	  subject	  to	  hearing	  proceedings	  as	  a	  habitual	  violator.	  	  Students	  in	  this	  category	  are	  subject	  to	  course-‐

related	  sanctions	  imposed	  by	  the	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  and/or	  academic	  Dean	  and	  University-‐level	  

sanctions	  imposed	  by	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  for	  habitual	  violations	  of	  University	  policies.	  

Additional	  information	  is	  available	  on	  the	  Student	  Success	  website	  under	  Student	  Community	  Ethics.	  
	  
	  
Plagiarism	  and	  cheating	  are	  simply	  not	  tolerated.	  	  Violations	  will	  be	  reported	  and	  sanctions	  may	  range	  from	  a	  zero	  
on	  the	  assignment	  to	  failure	  in	  the	  course	  (I	  lean	  heavily	  towards	  “failure	  in	  the	  course”	  as	  a	  go-‐to	  sanction).	  	  These	  
sanctions	  will	  be	  meted	  out	  on	  a	  case-‐by-‐case	  basis	  unless	  the	  individual	  involved	  has	  already	  been	  reported	  to	  the	  
administration,	  in	  which	  case	  the	  administration	  will	  take	  over	  as	  per	  University	  rules.	  	  Use	  of	  a	  cell	  phone	  or	  any	  
similar	  device	  during	  an	  exam	  will	  be	  considered	  a	  violation	  of	  academic	  honesty.	  	  If	  a	  cell	  phone	  is	  observed	  
during	  an	  exam,	  the	  grade	  for	  that	  exam	  will	  be	  a	  zero.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



Connection	  Papers:	  	  	  
	  
Each	  student	  is	  required	  to	  turn	  in	  three	  (3)	  “connection”	  papers.	  	  These	  are	  to	  be	  typed,	  at	  least	  one	  page	  in	  
length	  (legitimately),	  and	  should	  explain	  a	  connection	  you	  see	  between	  what	  we’re	  covering	  in	  class	  (loosely	  –	  the	  
topic	  ought	  to	  relate	  to	  some	  facet	  of	  animal	  physiology)	  and	  something	  experienced	  or	  seen	  elsewhere	  (another	  
class,	  in	  the	  news,	  etc.).	  	  Each	  student	  is	  limited	  to	  3	  papers	  that	  may	  be	  turned	  in	  according	  to	  deadlines	  we’ll	  
discuss	  in	  class.	  	  Each	  paper	  is	  worth	  up	  to	  17	  points	  but	  spelling,	  clarity	  and	  grammar	  all	  count.	  	  Handwritten	  
submissions	  will	  not	  be	  accepted.	  	  My	  hope	  is	  that	  you	  will	  turn	  these	  in	  well	  before	  the	  deadlines	  so	  as	  to	  alleviate	  
any	  pressure	  you	  may	  feel	  from	  this	  assignment	  and	  make	  it	  something	  enjoyable	  and	  curiosity-‐	  satisfying.	  Also,	  I	  
have	  no	  problem	  with	  re-‐writes,	  but	  the	  final	  paper	  is	  due	  on	  the	  due	  date.	  If	  you	  think	  you	  might	  want	  to	  re-‐write	  
it,	  I	  have	  to	  have	  a	  chance	  to	  grade	  it	  and	  return	  it	  for	  you	  to	  work	  on	  it	  some	  more	  before	  the	  submission	  date.	  	  
	  
Grading	  –	  10	  points	  for	  content/originality,	  7	  points	  for	  clarity,	  syntax,	  spelling,	  etc.,.	  	  I	  cannot	  emphasize	  enough	  
how	  critical	  it	  is	  to	  be	  able	  to	  communicate	  well	  on	  paper.	  	  
	  
My	  goal	  is	  to	  try	  to	  focus	  the	  way	  you	  look	  at	  the	  world	  and	  the	  nature	  of	  science.	  	  This	  is	  an	  ever-‐changing	  field	  
with	  additions,	  corrections	  and	  clarifications	  being	  added	  to	  our	  bank	  of	  knowledge	  all	  the	  time.	  	  An	  ability	  to	  spot	  
relationships	  among	  various	  branches	  of	  science	  or	  seemingly	  disparate	  areas	  of	  knowledge	  is	  critical	  in	  the	  
formation	  of	  a	  healthy	  understanding	  of	  the	  world	  around	  us.	  	  	  
	  
	  
Tentative	  Course	  Schedule	  -‐	  could	  and	  likely	  will	  change.	  
	  

Class	   Date	   Topic	   Reading	  Assignment	  
1	   Mon,	  Aug	  17	   All	  Classes	  Begin	   	  
2	   Wed,	  Aug	  19	   Intro	   Chapter	  1	  
3	   Fri,	  Aug	  21	   Intro	   	  
4	   Mon,	  Aug	  24	   Water	   Chapter	  2	  
5	   Wed,	  Aug	  26	   Water	   	  
6	   Fri,	  Aug	  28	   Cell	  signaling/endocrine	   Chapter	  3	  
7	   Mon,	  Aug	  31	   Cell	  signaling/endocrine	   	  
8	   Wed,	  Sept	  2	   Exam	  1	   	  
9	   Fri,	  Sept	  4	   Cell	  signaling/endocrine	   	  
	   Mon,	  Sept	  7	   Labor	  day	  –	  no	  classes	   	  
10	   Wed,	  Sept	  9	   Neurons	   Chapter	  4	  
11	   Fri,	  Sept	  11	   Neurons	   Connection	  Paper	  I	  due	  
12	   Mon,	  Sept	  14	   Neurons	   	  
13	   Wed,	  Sept	  16	   Sensory	  systems	   	  
14	   Fri,	  Sept	  18	   Sensory	  systems	   	  
15	   Mon,	  Sept	  21	   Exam	  2	   	  
16	   Wed,	  Sept	  23	   Sensory	  systems	   Chapter	  6	  
17	   Fri,	  Sept	  25	   Sensory	  systems	   	  
18	   Mon,	  Sept	  28	   Nervous	  systems	   Chapter	  7	  
19	   Wed,	  Sept	  30	   Nervous	  systems	   	  
20	   Fri,	  Oct	  2	   Nervous	  systems	   	  
21	   Mon,	  Oct	  5	   Circulatory	  systems	   Chapter	  8	  
22	   Wed,	  Oct	  7	   Circulatory	  systems	   	  
23	   Fri,	  Oct	  9	   Exam	  3	   	  
	   Mon,	  Oct	  12	   Spring	  Break	  –	  No	  Classes	   	  



	   Wed,	  Oct	  14	   Spring	  Break	  –	  No	  Classes	   	  
	   Fri,	  Oct	  16	   Spring	  Break	  –	  No	  Classes	   	  
24	   Mon,	  Oct	  19	   Circulatory	  systems	   	  
25	   Wed,	  Oct	  21	   Circulatory	  systems	   	  
26	   Fri,	  Oct	  23	   Respiratory	  systems	   Chapter	  9	  	  Connection	  Paper	  II	  due	  
27	   Mon,	  Oct	  26	   Respiratory	  systems	   	  
28	   Wed,	  Oct	  28	   Respiratory	  systems	   	  
29	   Fri,	  Oct	  30	   Digestive	  systems	   Chapter	  11	  
30	   Mon,	  Nov	  2	   Exam	  4	   	  
31	   Wed,	  Nov	  4	   Digestive	  systems	   	  
32	   Fri,	  Nov	  6	   Digestive	  systems	   	  
33	   Mon,	  Nov	  9	   Reproductive	  systems	   Chapter	  14	  
34	   Wed,	  Nov	  11	   Reproductive	  systems	   	  
35	   Fri,	  Nov	  13	   Reproductive	  systems	   	  
36	   Mon,	  Nov	  16	   Cellular	  movement	  and	  muscles	   Chapter	  5	  
	   Wed,	  Nov	  18	   Cellular	  movement	  and	  muscles	   	  
	   Fri,	  Nov	  20	   Exam	  5	   	  
37	   Mon,	  Nov	  23	   Cellular	  movement	  and	  muscles	  	   	  
38	   Wed,	  Nov	  25	   Thanksgiving	  -‐	  No	  classes	   	  
39	   Fri,	  Nov	  27	   Thanksgiving	  -‐	  No	  classes	   	  
40	   Mon,	  Nov	  30	   Catch	  up,	  presentations?	   	  	  	  Connection	  Paper	  III	  due	  
41	   Wed,	  Dec	  2	   Case	  studies,	  presentations?	   	  
42	   Fri,	  Dec	  4	   Case	  studies,	  presentations,	  review?	  	  

	   	  
Monday	  December	  7,	  3-‐5:30	  Final	  exam	  
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Biology 313‐30, 31, 70, 71 ‐ Microbiology in Health and Nutrition 
Laboratory 
Spring 2015 

Lab meets: In ST 125 on  
Bio 313‐30‐ Thursday from 1:30‐4:20    Bio 313‐31‐ Wednesday from 1:25‐4:15 
Bio 313‐70‐ Wednesday from 6:00‐8:50    Bio 313‐71‐ Thursday from 6:00‐8:50 

Credit hours:  4 (Includes lecture and lab) 
 
Instructor: __________________________________________ 

Office: ________ Phone:________________ Email:____________________________________   
Office Hours: _____________________________________________ 
 

TA Name: _____________________________  Contact Info.:__________________________________ 
 
Essential materials:   

 Lab Notebook (recommend using a three ring binder or a composition book) 
 Pen,  a good pencil and eraser 
 Colored pencils (will be provided in lab) 
 There is no laboratory manual.  Worksheets containing the protocols and questions will be 

uploaded on blackboard each week before lab.  You are expected to bring a printed copy of the 
worksheet with you to lab each week.  Please read the material and familiarize yourself with 
the experiment before coming to lab. You are required to file graded worksheets as part of your 
lab notebook. 

 
Course Objectives:  A broad range of topics will be covered in lab and will include – growth and 
metabolism of microorganisms, isolation of pure cultures and reagents, growth control, microscopy and 
staining techniques and microbial extremes.  By the end of this course, students will gain mastery in the 
skills needed to carry out microbiological techniques that ensure the aseptic treatment of cultures and 
reagents as well as an understanding of the scientific methods used in microbiology.  Students will also 
learn to communicate their laboratory findings as a written scientific report. 
 
Attendance policy:   Attendance in labs is mandatory. 
There are no make‐up labs.  If you know of any official reason you may have to miss lab, speak to your 
lab instructor early in the semester to determine if the lab can be made up with a different section. In 
cases when the lab cannot be made up, talk to your instructor about how the absence would affect your 
grade.  You must attend the lab section that you have signed up for.   
In case of an unexcused absence, you will not receive any points for that day’s work.  If assignments are 
due the day of the absence, 10% points will be deducted for each day that the assignment is late.  
Missing more than one lab period can result in the dropping of your letter grade by at least one‐half 
letter for each absence. 
 
Student expectations:  Students are expected to arrive on time, show interest in the class activity, 
work cooperatively with group members, follow safety procedures, clean work space each day, take 
care of equipment used and keep good records of experiments performed.  Occasionally, you will also 
be required to come to lab for a few minutes outside of regular class time to collect data or check on the 
experiment.  
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Lab partners: Laboratory exercises will be performed in pairs.  An instructor may need to assign a 
third person to the group in the event that we have an odd number of students in the class.  You may 
choose a partner to work with during the first week of class.  Do not change lab partners after the 
second week of classes.  Even though lab experiments are performed as a team of two or three 
students, each student is expected to turn in his/her own copy of the worksheet, lab report and lab 
notebook. 
 
Grading: Lab accounts for 25% of the course grade while lecture makes up the remaining 70%.   
Lab points: 
Weekly lab exercises & questions  50% 
Participation         10%  
Lab Report 1        15% 
Lab Report 2           15 % 
Lab Notebook        10 % 
Total          100% 
 
Lab Exercises and Questions: Complete the worksheet as necessary each week while you 
perform the experiment.  Some experiments will require you to gather data the following week.  Once 
you have all your data, answer all questions and turn in the completed worksheet and answers on the 
due date as suggested by your instructor.   
 
Lab Participation: You are expected to arrive to class on time, be prepared for the lab experiment 
and participate completely in carrying out the experiment.  At the end of the experiment, follow 
instructions as given to clean up your workspace.  Arriving late (after 10 minutes) or leaving early can 
result in loss of participation points.    
  
Lab Reports:  You will be writing two lab reports for this course.  Instructions on how to write a 
report will be provided during one of the lab periods.  Lab reports make up 30% of your laboratory 
grade.  
 
Lab Notebook: A laboratory notebook is very important for any researcher.  It is essentially a record 
of how the experiments were conducted.  A lab notebook is generally a bound book (a composition 
book); however, for this course I recommend a three ring binder.  You may save your worksheets in this 
binder as well.  Your notebook must be written, as the experiment progresses, with a pen (with the 
exception of sketches).  Record the dates accurately, your hypotheses and all pertinent information 
about materials used, how the experiment was conducted, results and other thoughts about the 
experiment as you performed them.  This notebook should help you remember fine details about the 
experiments at a later time.  
  Please note that a lab notebook is written as the experiment progresses and not filled in at a 
later time.  Make sure to bring your lab notebook to lab each period.  Your instructor may ask to see 
your notebook during any class period.     

Additional Help: The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free 
small‐group course tutoring, one‐on‐one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online 
writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in 
designated classrooms on campus. Limited writing appointments are available at the Biltmore Park 
campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage 
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(http://walc.wcu.edu/) or call 828‐227‐2274. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore 
Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources.   

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed 
to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  
All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at 
(828) 227‐3886. You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu    

Academic Honesty Policy: Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a 
community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge 
and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes Cheating, Fabrication, Plagiarism and Facilitation of 
academic Dishonesty.  Please refer to the student handbook for more details. 

Tentative Laboratory Schedule: 

DATE  TOPIC 

Jan  14, 15  Lab Introduction and Safety; Growing Microorganisms on Solid Surfaces 

  21, 22  Microscopy 

  28, 29  Aseptic transfers; streaking plates for isolated colonies; Gram staining 

Feb  4, 5  Killing and controlling microbes; Negative staining 

  11, 12  Some like it hot; Guidance on writing lab reports 

  18, 19  Microbial growth 

  25, 26  Dilution plating and counting colonies 

Mar  4, 5  Viral Enumeration; Lab report on Microbial Growth Due 

  11, 12  No Lab  Spring Break  

  18, 19  Microbial metabolism 

  25, 26  Microbial metabolism 

Apr  1, 2  No Lab meeting ‐ Break 

  8, 9  Unknown identification 

  15, 16  Unknown identification 

  22, 23  Food microbiology; Lab reports on Unknown Identification Due 

  29, 30  Lab clean up 
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Biology 313‐01, 02 ‐ Microbiology in Health and Nutrition 
Course Syllabus (4 credit hours) 

Spring 2015 
 

Class meets in: 
Bio 313‐01 ‐ Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9:30 am ‐10:45 am in Reid 132 
Bio 313‐02 – Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11 am – 12:15 pm in Coulter 303 
 
Text: Brock Biology of Microorganisms (14th Edition) by Madigan, 
Martinko, Bender, Buckley and Stahl. 
  
Instructor: Anjana Sharma 

Office: ST 211  
Phone: 227‐3670 
Email: asharma@email.wcu.edu 
Office Hours: Tuesday 2:15 – 3:15; Wednesday 12:20‐1:10 
 

Course Description: This course is designed for students interested in microbiology as it relates to 
naturally occurring Bacteria and Archaea with particular attention paid to organisms that are of 
economic interest (e.g., pathogenic bacteria, organisms involved in industry and environmental 
remediation).  Lectures will include such topics as general microbiology, microbial diversity, nutrition 
and cultivation of microorganisms, microbial growth and control, genetics, microorganisms and disease, 
and applied microbiology. 
 
Course Objectives: By the end of this course, students will gain mastery in the foundations of 
microbiology and an understanding of processes in the microbial world of most importance to humans.   
 
Student Expectations: 

1. Attend class and be on time. 
2. Read and Study on a regular basis: Browse over the lecture material before you come to 

class.  After class, read the sections covered thoroughly along with any class notes or slides 
used.  Keep up with the material being covered.   If you or your group was assigned specific 
pages for reading, make sure you have a summarized statement of your reading.  You may 
be asked to tell the others in class what you read about. 

3. Participate in class: Be attentive and ready to ask questions if needed.  If you don’t 
understand the material, be sure to ask for clarification.  Other people in class probably 
have the same question as you, so don’t be afraid to speak up. 

 
Course website: A blackboard website exists for this course (separate sites for lecture and 
laboratory sections).  The course syllabus, lecture slides, study questions, articles, assignments, 
announcements and worksheets for lab will be posted on the blackboard website.     
 
Attendance Policy: You are expected to attend all lectures and arrive at the start of the class.  You 
will be responsible for making up the work missed due to an absence or keeping up with 
announcements made during your absence.  Absences may be excused only in case of documented 
emergencies of illness or University‐sanctioned events at the discretion of the instructor.  Missing 
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approximately 10% of class meeting times (e.g. 4‐5 MWF classes, 3 TR classes, or 1 laboratory) or more 
constitutes a significant amount of class materials and experience and is very difficult, if not impossible, 
to make up. Students with more unexcused absences than the semester hours given for a course can 
expect the instructor to lower their final grade. 
 
Grading: Lecture Grade: Your lecture will account for 75% of the course grade and will be 
calculated as follows: 

Exams (3)  50% 
Quizzes   10% 
Assignments  20% 
Group Project  20% 

 
Laboratory Grade:  25% of the course grade will be based on your scores from the laboratory 
component of the course.  Refer to your laboratory syllabus for more details.   

 
Grading Scale: Grades will be based on a 10‐point scale:  
A+  = 97‐100     B+  = 87‐89    C+  = 77‐79    D+  = 67‐69            F = <60 
A    = 94‐96    B    = 84‐86    C    = 74‐76     D    = 64‐66 
A‐   = 90‐93     B‐   = 80‐83    C‐  = 70‐73     D‐  = 60‐63 
 
Exams: Exams may be a combination of multiple choice, matching, short answer and essay questions.  
Attendance at Exams: You will have three hourly exams and you are expected to be present for all of 
these exams. If you must be absent from an exam due to a prescheduled university‐sanctioned activity, 
you may arrange to take the exam early with permission of the instructor. Make ups of missed exams 
will be granted on a case‐by‐case basis (in most cases, only emergencies, illness or death in the family 
are valid excuses and must be documented). You have ONE WEEK after the missed exam in which to 
make up the exam. 
 
Quizzes: A short quiz will be given once every two weeks during the first 10 minutes of class.  The 
lowest quiz grade will be dropped.  No make‐up quizzes will be given for missing a class or for late arrival 
to class on the day of the quiz. 
 
Homework/Reading Assignments: Homework/reading assignments will be periodically given 
in class.  These will be handed out in class or instructions will be given during the lecture.  If you miss 
class, it is your responsibility to contact a classmate or check with me about assignments given.  The 
same due dates apply to all students.  
 
Group Project: In the second half of the semester, your instructor will assign groups for your group 
project and provide each group a topic for research.  The research findings will be presented to the class 
during the last lecture and the final exam day.  More details on the topics and expectations will be 
provided later in the lecture.   
 
Academic Honesty Policy: Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a 
community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge 
and integrity.  
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Academic dishonesty includes:  
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise.  
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise.  
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own 
in an academic exercise.  
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 
someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty may be found in the Student 
Handbook. 
 
Office of Disability Services: Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina 
University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify 
themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the 
Office of Disability Services at (828) 227‐3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: Student Support Services provides support to students who are either 
first‐generation, low‐income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, 
mentoring, one‐on‐one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate 
school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227‐7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more 
information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), 
located in BELK 207, provides free small‐group course tutoring, one‐on‐one writing tutoring and 
academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring 
sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring 
appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828‐227‐2274. 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and 
the WaLC’s online resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the 
Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the week; call 828‐227‐2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select 
“Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.   
Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses) 
 

Academic Calendar: includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus‐academic‐
resources/registrars‐office/academic‐calendar.asp. 
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Tentative Lecture Schedule: 
DATE  TOPIC  Reading Assignment 

Jan  13  Course Introduction; Microorganisms and Microbiology  Chp 1 

  15  Microbiology in Historical Context  Chp 1 

  20  Microscopy; Cells of Bacteria and Archaea  Chp 2 

  22  Basic chemistry of cellular components; Quiz 1  ‐ 

  27  Cytoplasmic membrane and transport; Cell wall of Bacteria and 
Archaea  Chp 2 

  29  Other cell surface structures; Locomotion and Eukaryotic microbes  Chp 2 

Feb  3  Nutrition and Culture of Microorganisms;  Chp 3 

  5  Microbial Metabolism; Quiz 2  Chp 3 

  10  Microbial Growth  Chp 5 

  12  Exam 1 
Chps. 1, 2, 3, and 
Chemistry of cell 
components 

  17  Microbial Growth Contd.   Chp 5 

  19  Microbial Growth Control; Quiz 3  Chp 5 

  24  No classes – Advising Day   

  26  Viruses and Virology  Chp 8 

Mar  3  Virology and Viral Diseases  Chp 8, ‐ 

  5  Mutations and Gene transfer in Bacteria and Archaea; Quiz 4  Chp 10 

  10  No Classes – Spring Break    

  12  No Classes – Spring Break    

  17  Diversity of Bacteria, Archaea and Eukaryotic microorganisms  Chp 15, 16, 17 

  19  Commercial Products and Biotechnology  ‐ 

  24  Guest Speaker; Quiz 5   

  26  Exam 2  Chps. 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 
17 

  31  Antimicrobial drugs and drug resistance  Chp 27 

Apr  2  No Classes ‐ Break  Chp 15 

  7  Guest Speaker   

  9  Microbial Interactions with Humans  Chp 23 

  14  Microbial Interactions with Humans; Quiz 6  Chp 23 
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  16  Microbial Diseases in Humans (person‐to‐person transmitted)  Chp 29 

  21  Microbial Diseases in Humans (vectorborne and soilborne diseases)  Chp 30 

  23  Microbial Diseases in Humans (water & foodborne diseases); Quiz 7  Chp 31 

  28  Exam 3  Comm. Prod, Chps. 
27, 23, 29, 30, 31  

  30  Student Presentations   

May 5th  
(Tue) 

Students in Bio 313‐02 will have their Final Exam from 12‐2:30 pm 
in our classroom Coulter 303.  We will have student presentations 
on this day and attendance is required. 

 

 May 6th 
(Wed) 

Students in Bio 313‐01 will have their Final Exam from 12‐2:30 pm 
in our classroom Reid 132.  We will have student presentations on 
this day and attendance is required. 
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Syllabus	BIOL	330/	FS	330	
Population	Genetics	for	Forensic	Science	

	
Course	Information	
Course	number	and	section:	BIOL	330	Section	01	/	FS330	Section	01	
Course	Title:	Population	Genetics	for	Forensic	Science	
Number	of	Credits:		3	
Prerequisite:	BIOL	240	
Semester/Year:	Spring,	2015	
Lecture	Times	and	Days:	11:00am	‐	12:15	Tuesday	and	Thursday			
Room	Assignments:	Building:	Belk	Arts	Complex	364	
Course	Texts:	‐	Principles	of	Population	Genetics	4th	edition.	Hartl	and	Clark,	
	 												‐	Molecular	Evolution	A	Phylogenetic	Approach.	Page	and	Holmes	
	
Instructor	Information	
Kelly	S.	Grisedale,	PhD		
Assistant	Professor	
Office	Location:	136C	Stillwell	Building	
Office	Hours:	By	appointment	
Contact	Information:	ksgrisedale@wcu.edu	
	
Mark	R.	Wilson,	PhD	
Director	Forensic	Science	Program	
Office	Location:	325	Natural	Sciences	Building	
Office	Hours:	By	appointment	
Contact	Information:	mrwilson@wcu.edu	
	
Course	Description	
This	course	provides	an	overview	of	human	genetic	variation	and	molecular	population	genetics	as	
applied	to	forensic	DNA	analysis	in	a	crime	laboratory	as	well	as	the	courtroom.	
	
Course	Objectives	
This	course	will	cover	the	key	aspects	of	human	population	genetics	to	include	the	principles	of	
heterozygosity	and	polymorphisms	in	human	DNA	sequences,	linkage	and	linkage	disequilibrium,	
genetic	drift,	mutation,	recombination,	and	the	neutral	theory.	Additionally,	a	molecular	approach	
to	population	genetics	will	be	explored	to	include	analysis	of	sequence	divergence,	the	molecular	
clock	and	phylogenetics.	Throughout	the	course	these	concepts	will	be	related	to	current	DNA	
forensic	science	applications.	
	
Course	Expectations	
Attendance	is	expected	in	all	class	sessions	and	for	all	exams.	Make‐up	exams	will	not	be	permitted	
except	in	extreme	circumstances.	Each	case	will	be	handled	independently,	subject	to	the	
instructor’s	approval	and	limited	to	the	policies	in	place	by	the	University.	University	excused	
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absences	will	be	handled	according	to	the	University	policy.	If	you	are	aware	in	advance	that	you	
will	be	unable	to	attend	class	on	an	exam	day,	arrangements	can	be	made	to	take	the	exam	ahead	of	
schedule.		Late	work	will	not	be	accepted	without	a	valid	excuse	which	will	be	evaluated	at	the	
professor’s	discretion.		Any	late	work	that	is	accepted	is	subject	to	a	minimum	10%	deduction.		
	
Class	preparation	is	essential.	It	is	expected	that	you	are	familiar	with	the	chapter	contents	prior	to	
the	material	being	presented	in	lecture.		It	is	expected	that	the	student	will	work	independently	on	
chapter	problems	in	order	to	supplement	the	material	presented.	PowerPoint	presentations	will	be	
posted	on	Blackboard	ahead	of	class	time	for	student	review.		
	
Course	Evaluation	is	essential	to	the	continued	success	of	curricula	here	are	Western	Carolina	
University.	Therefore	it	is	highly	encouraged	that	course	evaluations	be	filled	out.		
Course	evaluation	dates	will	be	announced	in	class.	
	
Professionalism	is	essential	to	success	in	the	sciences.	Therefore,	you	will	conduct	yourself	in	a	
respectable	manner	while	inside	the	classroom.	It	is	also	expected	that	you	will	participate	in	class	
discussion	in	a	respectful	manner.	There	will	be	no	texting,	phone	calls,	or	internet	surfing	
conducted	while	in	class.		
	
Inclement	weather	policy		
The	University	does	not,	as	a	matter	of	general	practice,	close	its	operations	or	cancel	classes	in	
Cullowhee	because	of	bad	weather.	Many	Western	students	commute	from	different	distances	and	
directions	and	weather	conditions	for	those	students	may	vary	greatly	from	conditions	on	the	
Cullowhee	campus.	Students	are	advised	to	check	road	conditions	in	their	areas	and	determine	
whether	it	is	reasonable	for	them	to	drive	to	campus.	The	University	expects	students	to	make	
every	effort	to	attend	class	but	not	to	jeopardize	their	safety	by	driving	during	dangerous	
conditions.		Should	the	decision	be	reached	to	modify	daily	operations,	Public	Relations	will	
announce	modifications	to	the	University	schedule	via	media	outlets,	the	University	website	and	
email.	In	addition,	students,	faculty	and	staff	are	encouraged	to	check	the	University	website	when	
the	possibility	of	adverse	weather	arises.	Updates	about	the	status	of	University	operations	will	be	
posted	on	a	continuing	basis.	Please	refer	to	the	WCU	weather	policy	for	more	information	
regarding	school	closures.	If	inclement	weather	prevents	you	from	attending	class,	please	email	the	
instructor	to	inform	them	of	your	absence.	If	inclement	weather	occurs	on	an	exam	day,	please	be	
advised	that	the	instructor	will	email	any	changes	in	the	scheduled	date	of	the	exam.	
	
Academic	Integrity	Policy	
Students,	faculty,	staff,	and	administrators	of	Western	Carolina	University	(WCU)	strive	to	achieve	
the	highest	standards	of	scholarship	and	integrity.	Any	violation	of	the	Academic	Integrity	Policy	is	
a	serious	offense	because	it	threatens	the	quality	of	scholarship	and	undermines	the	integrity	of	the	
community.	While	academic	in	scope,	any	violation	of	this	policy	is	by	nature,	a	violation	of	the	
Code	of	Student	Conduct	and	will	follow	the	same	conduct	process	(see	ArticleVII.B.1.a.).	If	the	
charge	occurs	close	to	the	end	of	an	academic	semester	or	term	or	in	the	event	of	the	reasonable	
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need	of	either	party	for	additional	time	to	gather	information	timelines	may	be	extended	at	the	
discretion	of	the	Department	of	Student	Community	Ethics	(DSCE).	
	
Violations	of	the	Academic	Integrity	Policy	include:	
	
Cheating:		 Using	or	attempting	to	use	unauthorized	materials,	information,	or	study	aids	in	any	

academic	exercise.	
Fabrication:		 Creating	and/or	falsifying	information	or	citation	in	any	academic	exercise.	
Plagiarism:		 Representing	the	words	or	ideas	of	someone	else	as	one’s	own	in	any	academic	

exercise.	
Facilitation:		 Helping	or	attempting	to	help	someone	to	commit	a	violation	of	the	Academic	

Integrity	Policy	in	any	academic	exercise	(e.g.	allowing	another	to	copy	information	
during	an	examination)	

	
Instructors	have	the	right	to	determine	the	appropriate	sanction	or	sanctions	for	academic	
dishonesty	within	their	courses	up	to	and	including	a	final	grade	of	“F”	in	the	course.	Within	5	
calendar	days	of	the	event	the	instructor	will	inform	his/her	department	head,	and	the	Associate	
Dean	of	the	Graduate	School	when	the	student	is	a	graduate	student,	in	writing	of	the	academic	
dishonesty	charge	and	sanction.	
	
Accommodations	for	Students	with	Disabilities		
Western	Carolina	University	is	committed	to	providing	equal	educational	opportunities	for	
students	with	documented	disabilities.		Students	who	require	reasonable	accommodations	must	
identify	themselves	as	having	a	disability	and	provide	current	diagnostic	documentation	to	
Disability	Services.		All	information	is	confidential.		Please	contact	Disability	Services	for	more	
information	at	(828)	227‐3886	orlalexis@wcu.edu.		You	can	also	visit	the	office’s	
website:		http://www.disability.wcu.edu		
	
Assessment	and	Grading	
	

ITEM 	 TOTAL 	PERCENTAGE 	(%) 	OF 	GRADE 	
Homework	Assignments	(x4)	 15%	(2	x	2.5%,	2	x	5%)	
Natural	Selection	Experiment	–	Report	
and	Presentation	

20%	(10%	each)	

DNA	Profile	Interpretation	Report	 10%	
Mid‐Term	Exam	 15%	
Final	Exam	 40%	
TOTAL 	 100% 	

	
Exams	will	consist	of	multiple	choice,	true	and	false,	short	answer/essay	and	problem	solving	
questions.	The	problems	presented	in	the	text	book	after	each	chapter	will	assist	in	preparation	for	
the	exam.	Exams	can	NOT	be	made	up	except	in	the	case	of	medical	emergencies	or	a	valid	excuse	at	
the	discretion	of	the	instructor.	However,	an	exam	may	be	taken	ahead	of	time	with	prior	approval.	
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Percent	 Letter	Grade	
98‐100	 A+	
94‐97	 A	
90‐93	 A‐	
88‐89	 B+	
84‐87	 B	
80‐83	 B‐	
78‐79	 C+	
74‐77	 C	
70‐73	 C‐	
68‐69	 D+	
60‐67	 D	

59	and	below	 F	
	
	
Grading	and	Quality	Point	System	
	

Grade	 Interpretation	 Quality	points	
per	semester	

hour	

Grade	 Interpretation	 Quality	points	
per	semester	

hour	
A+	 Excellent	 4.0	 I	 Incomplete	 ‐‐	
A	 Excellent	 4.0	 IP	 In	Progress	 ‐‐	
A‐	 	 3.67	 S	 Satisfactory	 ‐‐	
B+	 	 3.33	 U	 Unsatisfactory	 ‐‐	
B	 Good	 3.0	 W	 Withdrawal	 ‐‐	
B‐	 	 2.67	 AU	 Audit	 ‐‐	
C+	 	 2.33	 NC	 No	Credit	 ‐‐	
C	 Satisfactory	 2.0	 	 	 	
C‐	 	 1.67	 	 	 	
D+	 	 1.33	 	 	 	
D	 Poor	 1.0	 	 	 	
D‐	 	 .67	 	 	 	
F	 Failure	 0	 	 	 	
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Tentative	Class	Schedule		
	
Week	 Day/Date	 Topic	 Reference	

Material	
Assessment	

1	
Tuesday	
Jan.	13		

Introduction	+	syllabus	review		 Lecture	Slides	 	

	
Thursday	
Jan.	15	

Genetic	and	phenotypic	variation	
Hartl	&	Clark	Ch.	1	
+	Lecture	Slides	

	

2	
Tuesday	
Jan.	20	

Hardy	Weinberg	principle	
Hartl	&	Clark	Ch.	2	
+	Lecture	Slides	

	

	
Thursday	
Jan.	22	

Extension	of	the	Hardy	Weinberg	
principle	+	Tutorial	

Hartl	&	Clark	Ch.	2	
+	Lecture	Slides	

Homework	1	due	

3	
Tuesday	
Jan.	27		

Linkage	
Hartl	&	Clark	Ch.	2	
+	Lecture	Slides	

	

	
Thursday	
Jan.	29	

Random	genetic	drift	
Hartl	&	Clark	Ch.	3	
+	Lecture	Slides	

	

4	
Tuesday	
Feb.	3	

Mutation	and	the	neutral	theory	
Hartl	&	Clark	Ch.	4	
+	Lecture	Slides	

	

	
Thursday	
Feb.	5	

Tutorial	 	 Homework	2	due	

5	
Tuesday	
Feb.	10		

Natural	selection	
Hartl	&	Clark	Ch.	5	
+	Lecture	Slides	

	

	
Thursday	
Feb.	12	

Inbreeding,	population	subdivision	
and	migration	

Hartl	&	Clark	Ch.	6	
+	Lecture	Slides	

	

6	
Tuesday	
Feb.	17		

No	Class	–	All	instructors	at	AAFS		 	 	

	
Thursday	
Feb.	19	

No	Class	–	All	instructors	at	AAFS		 	 	

7	
Tuesday	
Feb.	24	

	
No	Class	–	Advising	day	

	 	

	
Thursday	
Feb.	26	

Tutorial	 	 Homework	3	due	

8	
Tuesday	
March	3		

MID‐TERM	EXAM	1	 	 MID‐TERM	1	

	
Thursday	
March	5	

Natural	selection	experiment	 Handouts	 	

9	
Tuesday	
March	10	

No	Class	–	Spring	break	 	 	

	
Thursday	
March	12	

No	Class	–	Spring	break	 	 	

10	
Tuesday	
March	17	

Introduction	to	forensic	DNA	
profiling	

Lecture	Slides	 	
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Thursday	
March	19	

Single	source	STR	profiles	–	
Statistical	analysis	methods	

Lecture	Slides	 	

11	
Tuesday	
March	24	

Mixture	STR	profiles	–	Statistical	
analysis	methods	

Lecture	Slides	 	

	
Thursday	
March	26	

Forensic	science	applications	–	
Tutorial		

Lecture	Slides	 	

12	
Tuesday	
March	31	

Natural	selection	presentations	 	
Natural	selection	
report	due	

	
Thursday	
April	2	

No	Class	–	Easter	Break	 	 	

13	
Tuesday	
April	7		

Molecular	phylogenetics	(MW)	 	 	

	
Thursday	
April	9	

Molecular	phylogenetics	(MW)	 	 	

14	
Tuesday	
April	14	

Molecular	phylogenetics	(MW)	 	 	

	
Thursday	
April	16	

Molecular	phylogenetics	(MW)	 	
DNA	profile	
report	Due	

15	
Tuesday	
April	21	

Molecular	phylogenetics	(MW)	 	 	

	
Thursday	
April	23	

Molecular	phylogenetics	(MW)	 	 	

16	
Tuesday	
April	28	

Molecular	phylogenetics	(MW)	 	 Homework	4	due	

	
Thursday	
April	30	

Revision	 	 	

Finals	 	 FINAL	EXAM	 	 FINAL	EXAM	
	



 1 

Syllabus 
BIOL333 Cell and Molecular Biology 

FALL 2013 
Stillwell 253 

   
Instructor:  Indrani Bose 
Office:  ST207 
E-mail:  ibose@email.wcu.edu (via Blackboard) 
Phone:  227-3658 (w) 
Office Hours:    TR 10 am – 11 am; W 3 – 4 pm; feel free to contact me at any reasonable time. 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
Cell and Molecular Biology, as it is practiced today, is a convergence of three scientific disciplines. These are: 
biochemistry--the isolation and characterization of the chemical components of cells, such as proteins, nucleic 
acids, lipids, etc.; genetics, genomics, and molecular biology--the study of how heredity controls the traits of 
cells and organisms and how genes specify the contents of cells; and cytology--the examination of the structure 
of cells using microscopic techniques. The combination of these approaches has proven to be more powerful in 
understanding the way cells function than any one approach alone has been. Therefore modern cell biologists 
must be conversant with the techniques of molecular biology and genetics as well as cytology.  Cell biology 
today is the study of what components make up the cell, how they got there, and what they do, which includes 
the study of how cells interact with each other in the formation of multicellular organisms and how they respond 
to cues from their external environment.      [adapted from Gary Reiness.] 
 
II. Course Aims and Learning Objectives: 

- To provide insight into the mechanism used by cells to control their functional protein content, 
including transcription, translation and post-transcriptional controls 

- To provide an understanding of the methods used by scientist to study molecular biology 
- To provide insight into cellular protein sorting and transport mechanisms 
- To provide an insight into some aspects of cell signaling 
- To understand aspects of the cell cycle and cell death, and the malfunctions that lead to cancer 

 
III. Course Materials 
Course readings: 

• Recommended text:  “The Cell: A Molecular Approach”, Cooper and Hausman, 6th edition 
• Assigned journal papers 

 
IV. Course Policies 
 

• Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students 
with documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or reasonable accommodations 
must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services. All information is confidential. Please contact Disability Services for more 
information at (828) 227-7127 or 144 Killian Annex. 

• Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
 

Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, 
staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens 
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the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 
own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly 
allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
 Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course.  For further procedural 
details, consult the Student Handbook. 

 
• Attendance Policy  
Class attendance is critical for a complete understanding of the material. Attendance at Exams and Quizzes 
is mandatory. Quizzes cannot be retaken if you are absent from class. 

 
CELL PHONE USE IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN IN CLASS.  Cell phones should be placed in 

your bags before class commences.  If you are expecting an important call (“important” refers to a life-and-
death issue) let the instructor know that before class, and leave the class to take the call when it comes 
through.  Students found text messaging during class will get one percentage point taken off from their final 
grades per event.  

 
V. Grading Procedures:  
 

Grades will be based on the following assignments 
 Percentage of Total  Number of points 

Examinations 40% 200 
Quizzes 24% 120 
Term Paper 16% 80 
Assignments 20% 100 
TOTAL  (100%) = 500 

[Instructor reserves the right to change the above policies and procedures at any time.] 
  
             Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 

Percentage grade Points Letter grade 
90 - 94 – 98 - 100 450 – 470 – 488 - 500 A- / A / A+ 
80 – 83 – 87 - 89 400 – 415 – 435 - 449 B- / B / B+ 
70 – 73 – 77 - 79 350 – 365 – 385 - 399 C- / C / C+ 
60 – 63 – 67 - 69 300 – 315 – 335 - 349 D- / D / D+ 

59 and below 299 and below F 
 
This course is not graded on a curve. Please note that you are not in competition with one another for 
grades.  You should work with one another to learn the course material, however, each assignment should be an 
individual effort. 
 
Examinations: 
There will be four exams for this class, each worth 50 points.  The exams are not cumulative.  The questions will 
require short or long answers, as appropriate.  If you cannot attend exam on the day it is assigned, please let the 
Instructor know the reason (with documentation) at least three days before the exam. However, this does not 
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automatically mean that you will be allowed to retake the exam.  The instructor reserves the right to refuse an 
exam retake at a different date if you cannot be present on the day of the exam.  The exam retake may consist 
entirely of long essay-style questions. 
 
Quizzes: 
There will be 8 quizzes in this class.  Each quiz is worth 20 points.  The best 6 quizzes will be considered.   
 
Assignments: 
Assignments will include both in-class and at-home projects.   
 
Term Paper –  

The ability to effectively communicate to colleagues is an essential scientific skill, and is developed 
through experience and practice.  Special topics papers are an opportunity for you to research a contemporary 
topic in cell and molecular biology, and write a paper on the subject.  You will choose from one of several 
topics given to you, research that subject, and write the paper.  

Each student is expected to research the topic thoroughly. The paper should be ≥1500 words in length. 
The paper should have at least 2 secondary (review articles) and 2 primary (investigative journal articles) source 
references. [Pubmed and Medline (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi) are excellent starting 
resources, as is the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) website.].   

Oct 1st , 2013 - The topic should be approved by instructor.   
Oct 17th, 2013 - The references should be shown to the instructor. 
Oct 31st, 2013 - Full sentence outline of the paper is due. [NO PAPER WILL BE GRADED IF THE 

OUTLINE IS NOT SUBMITTED.] 
Nov 21st, 2013 - An optional first draft will be due. 
Dec 03rd, 2013 – Term paper is due. 

 
The review paper is worth 80 points (16%) of your grade.  Your grade will be based on – 

- the quality of the writing (clarity; succinctness; relevance; flow of logic; figures, if any) 
- the depth and quality of the information 
- the number and quality of the references used 

Points will be taken off for grammatical and spelling mistakes, irrelevant ramblings and repetition of material, 
and insufficient molecular details. 
 
The paper is due on Dec 03rd, 2013.  Submit softcopy in Blackboard via Safeassign. 

 
[***Instructor reserves the right to change the above policies and procedures at any time.***] 
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VIII. BIOL333 Fall 2013 - Tentative Class Schedule 
 

Date Topic Reading Assignments 
Aug 20 T Introduction Ch 1 pgs 8-38  
Aug 22 R Cellular Components Ch 2 pgs 43-58  
    
Aug 27 T Proteins - enzymes Ch 3 pgs 73-80; supplements Quiz 1 
Aug 29 R Genes and Genomes Ch 4 pgs107-118 

Ch 5 pgs153-162; 171-180 
 

    
Sep 03 T DNA Replication Ch 6 pgs 192-206; supplem.  
Sep 05 R DNA Repair & 

Rearrangements 
Ch 6 pgs 207 - 233 Quiz 2 

    
Sep 10 T EXAM 1   
Sep 12 R RNA Synthesis and Processing Ch 7 pgs 239 - 290  
    
Sep 17 T RNA Synthesis and Processing Ch 7 pgs 239 - 290  
Sep 19 R RNA Synthesis and Processing Ch 7 pgs 239 - 290 Quiz 3 
    
Sep 24 T Protein Synthesis, Processing, 

and Regulation 
Ch 8 pgs 298- 338  

Sep 26 R Protein Synthesis, Processing, 
and Regulation 

Ch 8 pgs 298- 338  

    
Oct 01 T Protein Synthesis, Processing, 

and Regulation 
Ch 8 pgs 298- 338 Quiz 4 

Topic approved. 
Oct 03 R EXAM 2   
    
Oct 08 T FALL BREAK   
Oct 10 R FALL BREAK   
    
Oct 15 T Molecular Biology Ch 4 pgs 118 - 145  
Oct 17 R Molecular Biology Ch 4 pgs 118 - 145 References approved 
    
Oct 22 T Plasma Membrane Ch 13 pgs 515 - 552 Quiz 5   
Oct 24 R Plasma Membrane Ch 13 pgs 515 - 552  
    
Oct 29 T ADVISING DAY   
Oct 31 R 
“W” 

Protein Sorting and Transport Ch 10 pgs 373 - 416 Full sentence outline of 
term paper. 

    
Nov 05 T Protein Sorting and Transport Ch 10 pgs 373 - 416 Quiz 6 
Nov 07 R EXAM 3   
    
Nov 12 T Protein Sorting and Transport Ch 10 pgs 373 - 416  
Nov 14 R Cell Signaling Ch 15 pgs 590 - 634  
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Nov 19 T Cell Signaling Ch 15 pgs 590 - 634 Quiz 7 
Nov 21 R Cell Cycle Ch 16 pgs 641 - 668 Optional First draft of 

term paper. 
    
Nov 26 T Cell Death and Cell Renewal Ch 17 pgs 681 - 708  
Nov 28 R THANKSGIVING   
    
Dec 03 T Cancer Ch 18 pgs 713 -749 Quiz 8 

Term paper due. 
Dec 05 R EXAM 4   
[This is a tentative course schedule, and the instructor reserves the right to change it as and when necessary.] 
 
Final Exam Date:  Tues, Dec 10, 12:00 – 2:30pm 



Cell and Molecular Biology Laboratory 
BIOL333, Spring 2015 

 

             
 

Instructor: Sabine Rundle 
Office: NS306 
Phone: 3783 
E-mail address: rundle@email.wcu.edu 
 
Teaching assistant: Chris Beyer 
 
Learning out comes: upon completion of this course you will be able to identify scientific 
questions that can be answered using the techniques noted below.  You will be proficient 
in DNA sequence analysis, enzyme kinetics methods, immunoassays, and genetic 
engineering.  BIOL333 is a required co-requisite (Lab-1 credit). 

 
Date   Topic            Reading (Alberts) 
Jan 14   DNA sequence analysis    548-550 
Jan 21   Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, no class 
Jan 28   Assay of Acid Phosphatase    158-166 
Feb 4   Determining Km and Vmax 
Feb 11   SDS-PAGE/Western blotting    517-518 
Feb 18   Western Blot development    
Feb 25   Advising week, no class 
March 4  Genetic engineering lecture    532-541 
March 11  Genetic engineering I: DNA digestion, ligation   
March 18   Genetic engineering II: transformation 
March 25  Spring Break, no class     
April 1   Genetic engineering III: plasmid DNA preparation 
April 8   Genetic engineering IV: DNA digest, EcoRI gels   
April 15  Genetic engineering V: blot set up, BamH1 gel 
April 22  Genetic engineering VI: blot development, final analysis 
April 29  Poster presentations  
 
 



Grading: 
Acid phosphatase report  25% 
In class assignments   25% 
Poster presentation   40% 
Class participation   10% 
 
Grading scale: 
90-100 A-  to A   
80-89 B- to B+ 
70-79 C- to C+ 
60-69 D- to D+ 
0-59  F 
 
 
Poster presentations: 
You and your lab partner will prepare a poster consisting of a report of your genetic 
engineering work.  Together you need to have your poster printed at the print shop 
(printshopupload.wcu.edu, $44 for 40x30 inches or $22 for a 2 by 3 foot poster, size does 
not matter!) or any other place you would like to use.  Instructions on how to prepare the 
poster will be provided in class.   
 
Attendance policy: 
Your presence is required at all laboratory sessions.  Each unexcused laboratory 
absence will result in a full letter grade reduction. 
 
Statement regarding Academic dishonesty: 
Academic Honesty Policy: Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a 
community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as 

one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to 

help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
Please refer the Student Handbook regarding details of this policy. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 
     Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational 
opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students who require reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current 
diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please 
contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian 
Annex.  You may also visit the office’s website:  http://www.wcu.edu/12789.asp  
 



BIOL333 Cell and Molecular Biology 
Spring 2016 

 

 
 

Instructor: Dr. Sabine Rundle 
Office: NS306 
Email address: rundle@email.wcu.edu 
Phone: 227-3783 
Text: Essential Cell Biology by Alberts, Bray, Hopkin, Johnson, Lewis, Raff, Roberts 
and Walter, 4th edition. 
 
Course objectives: 1) to provide insight into the mechanism used by cells to control their 
functional protein content, including transcription, translation and post-transcriptional 
controls; 2) to provide an understanding of the methods used by scientist to study 
molecular biology; 3) to provide insight into cellular protein sorting and transport 
mechanisms and 4) to incorporate the above information to understand how cells function 
and communicate, with a direct look at the implications of these processes for human 
disease.   
 
Date  Topic       Reading 
Jan 12 Diversity of genomes     2-5   
 14 Diversity of genomes     290-291   

16 Shape and structure of proteins   122-130  
 19 Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday (no class) 

21 Shape and structure of proteins   131-138  
 23 Protein function: enzymatic mechanisms  141-145   
 26 Protein function: phosphorylation   151-155   
 28 Protein function: G-proteins, ubiquitin  155   
 30 Protein degradation: more ubiquitin   250-252 
Feb 2 Isolation and study of proteins   157-167   
 4 Transcription I      223-228   
 6 Exam I 
 9 Transcription II     228-232 

11 Modification of RNA transcripts   233-237  
13 Translation      238-249  

 16 Translation: role of G-proteins 
    



18 Control of gene expression: general concepts 263-271  
 20 DNA binding motifs   

23 The histone code     185-191, 271-272 
 25 Control of gene expression: cell differentiation 272-280, 284 
 27 Stem cells and GRP: iPS      
March 2 RNA interference     282-284, 349-350 
 4 Exam II   
 6 Recombinant DNA technology:   325-335  
 9-13  Spring Break (no class) 

16 Recombinant DNA technology:   346-352  
 18 Membrane structure     359-368   
 20 Membrane structure     369-377 

23 Protein sorting: the nucleus    492-497 
25 Analysis: nuclear localization of proteins     
27 Protein sorting: endoplasmic reticulum/KDEL 498-502  
30 Protein sorting: intracellular vesicular traffic  503-507   

April  1/3 Easter Break 
6  Protein sorting: intracellular vesicular traffic     507-515 
8 Cell communication: general principles  526-538 

 10 Exam III 
13 Cell communication: G protein coupled receptors 539-551   
15 Cell communication: enzyme linked receptors 551-559   
17 Analysis: untangling cell signaling pathways  556-557  

 20 Viruses      309-311 
22 Apoptosis      633-638   
24 Cancer       712-724   
29 Cancer     

May 1 Review   
May 4 Final exam, Monday, 3-5:30 PM 

 
 
Attendance policy: 
     Your attendance is required at all exams.  If you have to miss an exam you must let 
me know ahead of time. Exams missed without an excuse will be graded as 0 points 
earned. Assignments must be turned on the date they are due, no late papers will be 
accepted. 
 
Electronic devices: 
     You may NOT use your cell phone, tablet etc. during class.  Use of these devices is 
distracting to your fellow students as well as myself.  If you are found using an electronic 
device you will be asked to leave class and you will lose all your points from the latest 
written assignment. Any person using electronic devices during an exam will receive an 
automatic grade of F in the class. 
 
Grading: 



Your grade will be determined by the average of four exams (each worth 100 points) and 
homework assignments (total homework points: 100).  Total possible points: 500. 
  
The following grading scale will be used: 
 
94-100A 87-89B+ 77-79C+ 67-69D+ 0-59F 
90-93A- 84-86B 74-76C 64-67D 
  80-83B- 70-73C- 60-63D- 
 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of 
honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western 
Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those 
who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic 
exercise. 

c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of 
someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 

d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or 
attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other 
academic exercise. 
Please refer the Student Handbook regarding details of this policy. 
 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities 
for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions. Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability 
and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability 
Services. All information is confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability Services 
for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
 
      
  
 



Cell and Molecular Biology Laboratory  
BIOL333-30 Fall 2015 Monday 2:30-5:20 pm Stillwell 125 

 

             
 

Instructor: Dr. Robert Youker 
Office: 128 Natural Science 
Phone: 828.227.2945 
E-mail address: rtyouker@email.wcu.edu 
 
Teaching assistant: Chris Beyer 
E-mail address: cmbeyer@email.wcu.edu 
 
Course description: Topics to be covered include enzyme kinetics, immunoassays, DNA sequence analysis and 
genetic engineering.  BIOL333 is a required co-requisite (The Biol333 Laboratory is 1 credit and is separate from 
the lecture course). 
 
Course Aims and Objectives: By the end of this course, students will be able to:  
 
1) Perform a Western blot 
2) Perform basic molecular cloning techniques including restriction digestion, ligation and propagation 

of plasmid DNA. 
3) Perform experiments to determine the Km and Vmax of an enzyme 
4) Present there experimental work in the form of a scientific poster presentation 
 
Laboratory Manual: The Biol333 laboratory manual is available for purchase in the WCU Bookstore. 
 
Course Schedule: 

 
Date  Topic       
Aug 17  No Lab 
Aug 24  Enzyme Kinetics I: Assay of Acid Phosphatase 

Aug 31  Enzyme Kinetics II: Determining Km and Vmax  
Sept 7  No Lab: Labor Day Holiday 
Sept 14  Immunoassay I: SDS-PAGE/Western Blotting and Lab Reports Due  
Sept 21  Immunoassay II: Western Blot Development 
Sept 28  Genetic Engineering Lecture                  
Oct 5  Genetic Engineering I: lambda and plasmid DNA digestion with EcoRI and ligation  
Oct 12  No Lab: Fall Break   
Oct 19  Genetic Engineering II: plasmid transformation into E.coli 
Oct 26  Genetic Engineering III: plasmid preparation from E.coli    
Nov 2  Genetic Engineering IV: plasmid digestion with EcoRI and gel electrophoresis 
Nov 9  Genetic Engineering V: Southern blot set up, plasmid digestion with BamHI and gel electrophoresis  
Nov 16  Genetic Engineering VI: Southern blot development, final analysis 
Nov 23  DNA Sequence Analysis and Poster files due by end of lab period for free printing 



Nov 30  Poster Presentations  
 
 
Attendance Policy: 
 
Your presence is required at ALL laboratory sessions.  Each unexcused laboratory absence will result in a full 
letter grade reduction. 
 
Grading: 
 
Acid Phosphatase Lab Report  25% 
Class Assignments   25% 
Poster Presentation   40% 
Class Participation   10% 
 
Grading Scale:  
 
A+: 97-100 A: 93-96 A-: 92-90 B+: 89-87 B:  86-83 B-:  82-80 
C+: 79-77 C: 76-73 C-: 72-70 D+: 69-67 D:  66-63 D-:  62-60 
F:  0-59 
 
Lab Report: 
 
The lab report will present the data that you and your lab partner obtained during both enzyme kinetics 
experiments (Enzyme Kinetics I and II). Although you worked with a lab partner during these experiments, you 
will write and submit YOUR OWN individual lab report. Lab reports are due on Monday September 14 at the 
beginning of class. A late report will suffer a 10% reduction each day that it is late. Instructions on how to prepare 
the lab report will be provided to you in class during the second lab of the semester. 
 
Poster Presentations: 
 
You and your lab partner will prepare and PRESENT TOGETHER a single poster consisting of a report on your 
genetic engineering experiments (Genetic Engineering I-VI) to various members of the Biology Department 
Faculty. There are a number of options available to you for printing your poster. The most convenient option will 
be to have your poster printed by the Biology Department free of charge. However, you must have your poster 
finished and an electronic copy ready for printing no later than the end of lab on Monday November 23 (the lab 
meeting before Thanksgiving). If you do not choose to use this option, then you will need to arrange for the 
printing of your poster using a commercial printing company (Kinkos, etc…), which will cost you money. Poster 
presentations will take place during regular lab time on Monday November 30. Failure to have a poster ready for 
presentation on November 30 will result in a zero for this portion for the course. Instructions on how to prepare 
the poster will be provided to you in class during the second half of the semester.   
 
Statement regarding Academic Dishonesty: 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of 
honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality 
of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

 
A. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 

 in any academic exercise. 
B. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
C. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own 

 in an academic exercise. 



D. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 
 someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
 information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
Please refer to the Student Handbook regarding further details on the Academic Honesty Policy. 
Office of Disability Services: 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and 
provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential. 
Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an 
appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those who 
have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops 
focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or 
email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, 
one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all 
students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule 
tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the 
WaLC’s online resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park 
campus on certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing 
Tutoring” for availabilities.  
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) provides tutoring in all 
lower-division math and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in other disciplines, and workshops 
on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-
Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic calendar 
can be found at: http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-
calendar.asp. 
 
 
 



Cell and Molecular Biology Laboratory  
BIOL333  

 

             
 

Instructor: Dr. Darby Harris 
Office: Stillwell 256 
Phone: 227-3662 
E-mail address: dmharris@email.wcu.edu 
 
Teaching assistant: Monica Henry 
E-mail address: mlhenry1@catamount.wcu.edu 
 
Course description: Topics to be covered include enzyme kinetics, immunoassays, DNA sequence analysis and 
genetic engineering.  BIOL333 is a required co-requisite (The Biol333 Laboratory is 1 credit and is separate from 
the lecture course). 
 
Laboratory Manual: The Biol333 laboratory manual is available for purchase in the WCU Bookstore. 
 
Course Schedule: 

 
Date   Topic       
Aug 18   Enzyme Kinetics I: Assay of Acid Phosphatase 
Aug 25   Enzyme Kinetics II: Determining Km and Vmax 
Sept 1   No Class: Labor Day Holiday  
Sept 8   Immunoassay I: SDS-PAGE/Western Blotting and Lab Reports Due 
Sept 15   Immunoassay II: Western Blot Development  
Sept 22   DNA Sequence Analysis 
Sept 29   Genetic Engineering Lecture                  
Oct 6   Genetic Engineering I: DNA digestion, ligation  
Oct 13   No Class: Fall Break   
Oct 20   Genetic Engineering II: transformation 
Oct 27   Genetic Engineering III: plasmid DNA preparation    
Nov 3   Genetic Engineering IV: DNA digest, EcoRI gels 
Nov 10   Genetic Engineering V: blot set up, BamH1 gel   
Nov 17   Genetic Engineering VI: blot development, final analysis 
Nov 24   Open Lab: Poster files due by end of lab period for free printing 
Dec 1   Poster Presentations  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Attendance Policy: 
 
Your presence is required at ALL laboratory sessions.  Each unexcused laboratory absence will result in a full 
letter grade reduction. 
 
Grading: 
 
Acid Phosphatase Lab Report  25% 
Class Assignments   25% 
Poster Presentation   40% 
Class Participation   10% 
 
Grading Scale:  
 
A+: 97-100 A: 93-96 A-: 92-90 B+: 89-87 B:  86-83 B-:  82-80 
C+: 79-77 C: 76-73 C-: 72-70 D+: 69-67 D:  66-63 D-:  62-60 
F:  0-59 
 
Lab Report: 
 
The lab report will present the data that you and your lab partner obtained during both enzyme kinetics 
experiments (Enzyme Kinetics I and II). Although you worked with a lab partner during these experiments, you 
will write and submit YOUR OWN individual lab report. Lab reports are due on Monday September 8 at the 
beginning of class. A late report will suffer a 10% reduction each day that it is late. Instructions on how to prepare 
the lab report will be provided to you in class during the second lab of the semester. 
 
Poster Presentations: 
 
You and your lab partner will prepare and PRESENT TOGETHER a single poster consisting of a report on your 
genetic engineering experiments (Genetic Engineering I-VI) to various members of the Biology Department 
Faculty. There are a number of options available to you for printing your poster. The most convenient option will 
be to have your poster printed by the Biology Department free of charge. However, you must have your poster 
finished and an electronic copy ready for printing no later than the end of lab on Monday November 24 (the lab 
meeting before Thanksgiving). If you do not choose to use this option, then you will need to arrange for the 
printing of your poster using a commercial printing company (Kinkos, etc…), which will cost you money. Poster 
presentations will take place during regular lab time on Monday December 1. Failure to have a poster ready for 
presentation on December 1 will result in a zero for this portion for the course. Instructions on how to prepare the 
poster will be provided to you in class during the second half of the semester.   
 
Statement regarding Academic Dishonesty: 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of 
honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality 
of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

 
A. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 

 in any academic exercise. 
B. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
C. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own 

 in an academic exercise. 
D. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 

 someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
 information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
Please refer to the Student Handbook regarding further details on the Academic Honesty Policy. 



Office of Disability Services: 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and 
provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential. 
Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an 
appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those who 
have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops 
focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or 
email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, 
one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all 
students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule 
tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the 
WaLC’s online resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park 
campus on certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing 
Tutoring” for availabilities.  
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) provides tutoring in all 
lower-division math and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in other disciplines, and workshops 
on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-
Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic calendar 
can be found at: http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-
calendar.asp. 
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BIOL333/Cell and Molecular Biology 
Fall 2015 Syllabus 

 
Lecture – Tuesday & Thursday 11:00 am – 12:15 pm, Coulter 203 

 
“The most elementary type of cell constitutes a ‘mechanism’ unimaginably more complex than 
any machine yet thought up, let alone constructed by man.” —William Thorpe, zoologist [Studies 
in the Philosophy of Biology: Reduction and Related Problems (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press 1974)] 
 
Instructor:   Dr. Robert Thomas Youker  
Office:   NS128  
Email:   rtyouker@wcu.edu 
Telephone:  828-227-2945 
Office Hours:  1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Tuesday & Thursday and by appointment  
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
This course provides an in-depth examination of the architecture and function(s) of the basic unit of life 
(a.k.a the cell). This course is intended for students majoring in the sciences who have taken 
principles of biology (two semesters) and introduction to genetics. Students will be expected to know 
the function/structure of cellular organelles and molecular events underlying cellular processes. 
Cellular processes discussed in class will include: RNA translation, protein folding, protein 
degradation, protein trafficking, cell cycle regulation, protein post-translational modifications, signal 
transduction, programmed cell death, carcinogenesis, membrane structure and function.      
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives: 
By the end of this course, students will be able to:  
 
1) Explain how a gene is transcribed into a protein 
2) Describe how post-translational modifications alter protein function 
3) Relate cell organelle structure to function 
4) Explain the molecular events in cellular signal transduction  
5) Describe how proteins are trafficked in the cell  
6) Describe the mechanisms of cell division  
7) Describe the mechanisms of programmed cell death (Apoptosis) 
8) Describe the mechanism of carcinogenesis 
 
III. Course Materials 
 
Course readings: 

• Required text: Essential Cell Biology Fourth Edition by Alberts et al. (bookstore for rental) 

 
• Handouts and scientific articles (supplied by teacher) 
• Blackboard (website for quizzes, Homework, additional readings, etc.) 
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IV. Tentative Topic Schedule 
May change due to time constraints, or accommodate inclement weather (school closings). 
Readings, research project, homework and quiz information will be provided in class and on the 
blackboard website. 
 
  TOPIC        Chapter (p # - #’s)    
   

Cells – The Fundamental Units of Life 1 (1-35) 
 

Chemical Components of Cells 2 (39-63) 

DNA and Chromosomes 5 (171-190) 

Control of Gene Expression 8 (261-284) 

Modern Recombinant DNA Technology 10 (325-354) 

From DNA to Protein 7 (223-255) 

Protein Structure and Function 4 (121-161) 

Intracellular Compartments & Protein Transport 15 (487-519) 

Cytoskeleton 17 (565-598) 

Membrane Structure 11 (359-377) 

Transport Across Cell Membranes 12 (383-413) 

Cell Signaling 16 (525-560) 

The Cell-Division Cycle 18 (603-640) 

Cell Communities: Tissues, Stem Cells, & Cancer 20 (683-720) 
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V. Grading Procedures:  
 

Evaluation Points 
Examinations I, II , III    [100 points each] 300 
Research Project  100 
Quizzes  100 
Homework 100 
Final Examination (Cumulative) 200 
Total possible points 800 

 
IMPORTANT DATES:  SEPT 17th – EXAM I, OCT 8th – EXAM II, OCT 13th  & 15th – No Classes (Fall 
Break), OCT 27th – No Class (Advising Day), EXAM III – NOV 12th, NOV 26th – No Class 
(Thanksgiving), DEC 1st & 3th – Group Presentations, DEC 8th – FINAL EXAM (12-2:30 pm)     
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 
 
Grading and Quality Point System* 
 
Grade Interpretation Quality Points per Grade Interpretation Quality 
Points per  Semester Hour   Semester 
Hour 
 
A+ 100% 4.0  I Incomplete [ -- ] 
A 93-99 4.0  IP In Progress [ -- ] 
A- 90-92 3.67  S Satisfactory [ -- ] 
B+ 87-89 3.33  U Unsatisfactory [ -- ] 
B 83-86 3.0  W Withdrawal [ -- ] 
B- 80-82 2.67  AU Audit [ -- ] 
C+ 77-79 2.33  NC No Credit [ -- ] 
C 73-76 2.0 
C- 70-72 1.67 
D+ 67-69 1.33 
D 63-66 1.0 
D- 60-62 0.67 
F 0-59 0 
 
* See Graduate Catalog for the graduate level grading system. 
 
The grades of A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D+, D, D- and F indicate gradations in quality from 
Excellent to Failure. Please note that a C- grade is less than satisfactory and may not meet particular 
program and/or course requirements. 
 
Composition-Condition Marks. A student whose written work in any course fails to meet acceptable 
standards will be assigned a composition-condition (CC) mark by the instructor on the final grade 
report. All undergraduates who receive two CC grades prior to the semester in which they complete 
110 hours at Western Carolina University are so notified by the registrar and are required to pass 
English 300 or English 401 before they will be eligible for graduation. This course must be taken within 
two semesters of receiving the second CC and must be passed with a grade of C (2.0) or better. 
 
Students must be familiar with the class attendance, withdrawal, and drop-add policies and 
procedures. 
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VI. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 
Class Environment & Attendance Policy & Completion of Assignments 
  

• The classroom environment should be a place conducive to learning. Therefore, collegial 
behaviors towards other students and the teacher are expected at all times.  

• Please, do not text, tweet, take phone calls, or surf the net during class time. If an 
emergency situation arises then please take the call outside. Cell phones should be silenced, 
or turned off during class.  

• Blackboard (BB) will be used to administer quizzes and homework assignments only. These 
assignments will be open for the specified dates and a time limit will be imposed. Quizzes and 
homeworks must be submitted through BB. The grade in BB is not an official grade and should 
only be used as a relative guide to performance.  

• The BB course site will have posted lecture notes, additional readings and other resources. 
Lecture notes will be posted the day after class.   

• Cell phones and programmable calculators ARE NOT allowed during exams. Use of 
these items during an exam will result in an F grade.  

• Please fill out the on-line course evaluations through CoursEval by DEC 2nd. Your feedback is 
one method used to help improve the course for future students. Thank you!   

 
Exam Policy: Please arrive on time because I will handout the test at the beginning of class. Please 
bring pen, WCU ID, a simple calculator, and know your 92#. The test cannot be taken using a pencil. 
No electronic devices are to be used during the exam except a four-function calculator.  NO 
MAKEUPS will be given unless the exam is missed due to documented emergency (see university 
excused absences). The instructor reserves the right to decide whether the makeup exam is given as 
written, or aural.   
 
Inclement Weather Policy:  The instructor will follow university decisions to cancel classes, or close 
the school. As stated on the WCU website – “The university is open unless a specific decision has 
been made by the appropriate official to close such offices and/or facilities because of emergency 
conditions.” Those students who commute to school should use their best judgment to assess the 
safety of travel in the event of inclement weather. If the instructor cannot attend class and school is 
open then appropriate online exercises or meeting will take place.    
 
 
VI-a. General Attendance Policy: 
All students are expected to attend and participate in all meetings of the courses in which they are 
enrolled; any absence is incurred at the student’s own risk. 
Each instructor will establish the attendance requirements, make-up procedures, and guidelines for 
absences in each course and the effect that irregular attendance, lack of participation, and inadequate 
preparation will have upon a student’s grade. Attendance requirements and their relationships to 
grades shall reflect the norms of the department and college and should not conflict with university 
policy herein. The instructor will distribute written attendance policies to students at the beginning of 
each term. An instructor may establish special and more demanding attendance requirements for 
students who are performing less than satisfactorily. Each student is responsible for complying with 
the announced procedures for making up missed work. 
Students with more unexcused absences than the semester hours given for a course can expect the 
instructor to lower their final grade, especially in a 100-(freshman) or 200-(sophomore) level course. 
Missing approximately 10% of class meeting times (e.g. 4-5 MWF classes, 3 TR classes, or 1 
laboratory or night class) or more constitutes a significant amount of class materials and experience 
and is very difficult, if not impossible, to make up. Class attendance may be required of undergraduate 
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students as a condition of admission or readmission to the university or of eligibility to continue 
enrollment. 
VI-b. University Excused Absences: 
In addition to a documented and bona fide medical emergency, the death of an immediate family 
member, or pre-arranged absence for religious observance, excused absences are granted for 
university events that include performances and events sanctioned by the Chancellor to promote the 
image of the university, regularly scheduled university team competitions (athletic and otherwise) 
including postseason play (practices and training sessions are excluded) and, in addition, student 
engagement sponsored by the institution and approved by the Provost (e.g. research presentations 
and performances at national conferences or events). 
According to North Carolina General Statue 116-11(3a) a student may request absences for required 
religious observances required by faith. To obtain permission to be absent for religious reasons, a 
student must complete the Absent Due to Required Religious Observance Form, obtain all necessary 
signatures, submit it to each instructor for review and approval, and submit to the Senior Academic 
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs for final approval at least two weeks prior to the proposed 
absence. Students are encouraged to discuss these absences with the faculty member prior to the 
end of drop/add in case the absence will unavoidably keep the student from completing the 
requirements of the course. However, if the student completes the form and submits it to the instructor 
prior to the two-week time frame, he/she shall be given the opportunity to make up any tests or other 
work missed due to an excused absence for a required religious activity. 
Individual class requirements such as field trips, field research or service learning activities are not 
considered institutional events. Faculty who schedule outside activities may request other faculty to 
excuse students from their classes so they may attend the outside event. However, individual faculty 
will determine whether the absence is excused or not. Should students be unable to attend the outside 
class event because of required attendance in other classes, they will not be penalized by the 
professor offering the outside activity. 
An instructor is expected to honor a valid university excuse for an absence and to provide reasonable 
make-up work if the student notifies him or her of the approved absence at least one class period prior 
to the date of absence. A student who misses class work because of a university excused absence is 
responsible for contacting the instructor within one class meeting after returning to make satisfactory 
arrangements that the instructor deems appropriate for a make-up. Excused absences should not 
lower a course grade if the student is maintaining satisfactory progress in the class and has followed 
the instructor’s make-up procedures. Class experiences that are impossible to make up should be 
discussed during the first week of classes when there is sufficient time for a student to drop the 
course. 
A student who anticipates missing a high number of classes (i.e. 10% or more of class time) for 
excused absences is required to discuss this issue with the instructor during the first week of classes 
to determine the possible solutions or consequences. Courses in professional programs with 
accreditation or licensure requirements should not be taken in a semester where a student anticipates 
a high number of absences. 
The trip or activity sponsor must obtain written permission to travel as soon as possible and give each 
student a copy of the approved request. Each student must give the request to the instructor as soon 
as possible but ideally at least one week prior to the day of the absence. The request should contain 
the name of the sponsor and group, the purpose, date(s), location of the event, and time and the 
names of the participating students. 
The forms for University Sponsored Absence and Class Absence due to Required Religious 
Observance are found on the Registrar’s webpage at http://www.wcu.edu/24089.asp.. 
VI-c. Drop For Non-Attendance: 
An instructor will have the discretion to cancel a student’s registration for a course if the previously 
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registered student fails to attend the first class meeting and fails to notify the instructor prior to the end 
of the first day of class. Students may re-register for the course on a seats-available basis up through 
the end of drop/add (5th day of semester). 
Although instructors may drop students for non-attendance, students should not assume that this will 
occur. Students are responsible for dropping a course, if that is their intent, to avoid a grade of W or F. 
Student appeals resulting from emergencies or other extenuating circumstances will be considered on 
a case-by-case basis by the department head or in the appropriate dean’s office. Re-registration will 
not be permitted for any reason after census day (10th day of semester). 
VI-d. Religious-Holiday Observance Policy: 
WCU allows two days of absence each academic year for religious observances required by faith. To 
obtain permission to be absent for religious reasons, a student must complete the Absent due to 
Required Religious Observance form, obtain all necessary signatures, submit it to each instructor for 
review and approval, and submit it to the Senior Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs for 
final approval at least two weeks prior to the proposed absence. Students are encouraged to discuss 
these absences with the faculty member prior to the end of the drop/add in case the absence will 
unavoidably keep the student from completing the requirements of the course. However, if the student 
completes the form and submits it to the instructor prior to the two week time frame, he/she shall be 
given the opportunity to make up any tests or other work missed due to an excused absence for a 
required religious observance. 
 

Office of Disability Services 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at 
(828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy 
 
"I will practice personal and academic integrity" – WCU Community Creed 
Western Carolina University (WCU) strives to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and 
integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. Any violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy is a violation of the Code of Student Conduct (see dsce.wcu.edu for more information). 
 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 
exercise. 

Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 

Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an 
examination) 
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Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. 
Students will be notified, in writing, of any Academic Integrity Policy allegation and have the right to 
respond to the allegation. The full text of the WCU Academic Integrity Policy, Process, and the Faculty 
Reporting Form can be found online at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu and in the Student Handbook.  
 
Please visit studysmart.wcu.edu for further information. 
 
 
Student Support Services 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or 
those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, 
and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact 
SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the 
Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course 
tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning 
resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms 
on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage 
(http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore 
Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may also take 
advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the week; call 
828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.   
Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses) 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) provides tutoring 
in all lower-division math and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in other disciplines, 
and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a drop-in 
basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 
Red Zone Campaign 

Western Carolina University supports its campus community members in their right to healthy, 
happy, consensual relationships and is dedicated to developing a culture of respect and non- 
violence. Early in the first and second year at college, students enter the “Red Zone,” where 
they are more at-risk for unwanted sexual experiences on college campuses. And, according 
to NCHA 2013 data, 16.0% of WCU men and women indicated being in an emotionally, 
physically, or sexually abusive relationship in the past 12 months. As a result, the Red Zone 
Campaign encourages and empowers students, faculty, and staff to develop an open 
dialogue on the dangers of sexual violence and to speak up when they see violent behavior 
occurring. 

If you notice red flags in yours or a friend’s relationship, are experiencing violence or have in 
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the past, you have a number of resources available to you: 

Counseling and Psychological Services (828.227.7469 or counselingcenter.wcu.edu)  

REACH of Macon County services in Jackson County (828.586.8969 or 
 www.reachofmaconcounty.org) To report a crime; please contact University Police at 
828.227.8911 (Emergency line).  For more information, please visit redzone.wcu.edu or 
contact Sarah Carter at sacarter@wcu.edu.  
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College of Arts and Sciences 

Department of Biology 

Principles of Biochemistry (BIOL/CHEM 361) 

On Chemistry:  

“As soon as we touch the complex processes that go on in a living thing, be it plant or animal, we are at once 
forced to use the methods of this science [chemistry]. No longer will the microscope, the kymograph, the 

scalpel avail for the complete solution of the problem. For the further analysis of these phenomena which are in 
flux and flow, the investigator must associate him/herself with those who have labored in fields where 

molecules and atoms, rather than multicellular tissues or even unicellular organisms, are the units of study.” 

- John Jacob Abel, 1915  

 

Fall 2015 
Tuesday/Thursday 9:30‐10:45am ‐‐Killian Educ & Psyc 108 

Tuesday/Thursday 12:30‐1:45pm  ‐‐McKee 134  
 

Instructor Information 

Instructor: Heather B. Coan, Ph.D.   Assistant Professor 

Campus Office: Natural Science Building 112 

Office hours: Tues & Thurs 11:45‐12:15 or by appointment 

Email: hacoan@email.wcu.edu 

Office phone: 828‐227‐3665 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
This course will teach you how chemistry drives all biological processes and how biochemical reactions and 
interactions are the root of life.  
  
Prerequisite: Chem 242 Organic Chemistry II 
Unofficial Prerequisites: BIOL 140 (please see me if you have not taken this) 
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives: 

 Aims  
 Provide an overview of the basic building blocks of life: proteins, nucleic acids (covered only 
 briefly), carbohydrates, and lipids 
 Understand basic concepts of cell signaling including enzyme kinetics, signal transduction, and 
 regulatory strategies 
 Provide an intro into the various signaling pathways involved in metabolism 

 Specific Learning Objectives:  
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By the end of this course, students will:  
1. Understand how the structure and function of all four building blocks of life are responsible for the 

most fundamental processes in living organisms 
      *An emphasis will be placed on proteins and protein interactions. 
2. Be able to identify biochemical events that lead to signal transduction in biological signaling 
3. Use the knowledge developed in objectives 1 & 2 above to understand metabolism and metabolic 

pathways 
4. Use knowledge obtained during the course to understand current or past medical/dental/research 

advances that have utilized biochemical techniques 
 
III. Course Materials 

Textbook:   Biochemistry 7th Edition  

                     Stryer, Berg, and Tymoczko  

                     ISBN 9781429229364 

                    Can be rented at the bookstore 

Background/supplemental readings: Supplemental readings can be accessed on Blackboard. 

Additional, Materials, Equipment or Skills: Because this course utilizes information obtained over several 
semesters of biology and chemistry courses, additional material may be required to recall background 
information. If this is the case, introductory biology and chemistry (physical and organic) textbooks may be 
available within the respective departments at request. Also strongly suggested is a graphing calculator. 
Smart phones will not be permitted during testing. 

Accessing Media: 

All course information will be posted to Blackboard.   
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IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 

Attendance: You are expected to attend class sessions. If you chose not to attend, it is your responsibility 
to obtain information provided in class and to turn in material due that day. I suggest doing this by asking 
classmates for notes and by reading relevant sections in the textbook to ensure that you remain on top of 
the material being covered.  

Timely Submissions 

    Exams:  You must be present for all exams. Missed exams will result in a zero. Only in extreme 
circumstances will make‐ups be given, unless advance notice is given and I have                        
determined that you can take the exam early. All make‐up exams will be handled on a case‐by‐case basis 
and I reserve the right to refuse a make‐up exam depending on the circumstances. If I have agreed to allow 
a make‐up exam, it will be taken early and will potentially be in a different format than the class‐wide 
exam. 

    Assignments: All assignments are posted in Blackboard ahead of the due date; therefore, late 
assignments will not be accepted, unless an emergency (I have the discretion of determining what 
consitutes an emergency) dictates that I consider otherwise.  

Expectations for Submitting Required Work: All assignments are posted to Blackboard and must be 
submitted by 11:59pm on the due date for credit.  

Class Participation and Conduct Policy: Class preparation is essential. Be familiar with lecture content 
prior to class each day. Professionalism is essential to your success and to your future career. You are 
expected to be professional and respectful while in the classroom. Please place phones on silent and store 
them in a purse or backpack while in class. No texting, phone calls, or internet surfing while in class. In all 
cases of classroom conduct, I reserve the right to request that you leave if you are behaving in a manner 
that is disruptive or distracting to others in the class. 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 
227‐3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
Student Support Services: Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first‐
generation, low‐income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one‐
on‐one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227‐7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located 
in the Killian Annex, room 138. 

Course Evaluation: Course evaluation is essential to the continued success of curricula here at Western 
Carolina University. Please participate in on‐line course evaluations.  

Civility and Ground Rules: The Western Carolina University Community Creed states: “I will respect the 
rights and well‐being of others.” 
Each student may possess different ideas, as well as different ways of communicating those ideas. Because 
of these differences, respect and civility are integral to maintaining the quality of the academic 
environment and free inquiry. 
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(http://www.wcu.edu/student‐life/policies‐affecting‐students/statement‐of‐student‐rights‐and‐
responsibilities.asp) 

SafeAssign Tool: All written work submitted for this class is eligible for submission to the SafeAssign tool at 
the instructor’s discretion. 
 

V. Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process: 
 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate students 
should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of the process. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because 
it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, 
any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same 
conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in 
the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information timelines may be 
extended at the discretion of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

I.   General: 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic 
Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the violation 
occurs. 

 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity 

Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an examination). 

 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school when 
applicable) in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed 
sanction(s), in writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right to 
request a meeting with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic 
Integrity Violation Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor 
within five (5) business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed to have 
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mutually resolved the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the 
written allegation.  If the student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision 
to the department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed 
sanction(s).  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor shall 
constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic 
Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 
instructor, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a 
meeting with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the 
department head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution 
Form.  Only information submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the 
instructor and the student, may be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for 
making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree 
with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify the 
sanction(s) proposed by the instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the 
department head, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or 
appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business 
days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the 
student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond 
within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must 
schedule an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall 
consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of 
one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present 
during the hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The evidentiary 
standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or 
disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify 
the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the 
scheduled hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or 
appeal.  Within ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall review 
pertinent records and send the student written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity 
Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity 
Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to the 
designated academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the 
department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal 
pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of 
meeting with the Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not 
be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit a 
written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be 
limited to the following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive 
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and Procedural Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 
9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business 

days of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, 
the academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean 
shall be final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to 
withdraw from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals 
have been completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and 
documents related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, 
Instructor Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, 
academic Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics shall serve as the 
repository for all records associated with allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity 
Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 

The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty 
members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  Students 
and faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college Dean.  The Department 
of Student Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a hearing board.  Each 
academic Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty member to serve as chair 
prior to a hearing. 

V.   Sanctions: 

 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic 
sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, 
department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student 
from the course or suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the 
magnitude to warrant consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a 
program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 

 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 

Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of Student 
Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University policies.  Students with a prior 
record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be 
referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing 
proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic Integrity Policy will 
automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students in this category are subject to 
course‐related sanctions imposed by the instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic 
Dean and University‐level sanctions imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for habitual 
violations of University policies. 

Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 
 
 
VI. Resources 
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Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a free student service, located in BELK 207, providing course 
tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student consultations, graduate and 
professional exam preparation resources, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  To 
schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828‐227‐2274.  
 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking 
(http://www.wcu.edu/academics/edoutreach/distance‐online‐programs/student‐resources/services‐for‐
distance‐students.asp) and the WaLC’s online resources.  
 
Math Tutoring Center: 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center provides tutoring in all lower‐division math and many CS courses (455 
Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 828‐227‐3830), help with mathematical concepts in other disciplines, and 
workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a drop‐in basis, 9 am – 5 
pm and 6 ‐ 9 pm Monday‐Thursday, and 9 am – 5 pm on Friday. 
 
Blackboard Support: 
 
The learning management system for this class is blackboard and can be found at: http://wcu.blackboard.com.  
Additional help with blackboard can be found at:  tc.wcu.edu, (828) 227‐7487 or by visiting the Technology 
Commons located on the ground floor of the Hunter Library.   
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VII. Grading Procedures:  
Grading will be based on the components listed in the table below.  
 
 

Item  Percent 

Lecture Exams (4 total, each worth 15% of total grade)  60% of total grade
Homework (~12 assignments)  25% of total grade
Final Cumulative Exam  15% of total grade
Total  100% 

 
Exams:  There will be four exams throughout the semester. The fifth and final exam will be cumulative and 
cover a number of essential topics (to be discussed prior to the final exam). All material presented in class, in 
the assigned chapters, and in supplemental resources is subject to inclusion on the exam.  
 
Homework:  Homework assignments will be based on topics covered in each exam and primarily divided by 
chapter. Each assignment will clearly list the due date and time, and submission requirements. All homework 
is assigned on Blackboard.  
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 

Percent Letter Grade 
98-100 A+ 
94-97 A 
90-93 A- 
88-89 B+ 
84-87 B 
80-83 B- 
78-79 C+ 
74-77 C 
70-73 C- 
68-69 D+ 
60-67 D 

59 and below F 
 
 
VIII. Grading and Quality Point System 
 
Grade  Interpretation  Quality Points per  Grade  Interpretation  Quality Points per 
    Semester Hour      Semester Hour 
 
A+  Excellent  4.0    I  Incomplete  [ ‐‐ ] 
A  Excellent  4.0    IP  In Progress  [ ‐‐ ] 
A‐    3.67    S  Satisfactory  [ ‐‐ ] 
B+    3.33    U  Unsatisfactory  [ ‐‐ ] 
B  Good  3.0    W  Withdrawal  [ ‐‐ ] 
B‐    2.67    AU  Audit  [ ‐‐ ] 
C+    2.33    NC  No Credit  [ ‐‐ ] 
C  Satisfactory  2.0 
C‐    1.67 
D+    1.33 
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D  Poor  1.0 
D‐    0.67 
F  Failure  0.0 
 
 
The grades of A+, A, A‐, B+, B, B‐, C+, C, C‐, D+, D, D‐ and F indicate gradations in quality from Excellent to 
Failure. Please note that a C‐ grade is less than satisfactory and may not meet particular program and/or 
course requirements. 
 
Students must be familiar with the class attendance, withdrawal, and drop‐add policies and procedures. 
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IX. Tentative Course Schedule 
Be aware that this schedule is subject to change. 

Tentative Course Schedule 
Fall 2015 

Date Topic 

Tues, Aug 18 Introduction to class/ Syllabus Review 
--Discussion of Biochemistry’s role in 
modern medicine and how the content 
to be learned in this course relates to 
current advances/understanding in 
medicine-- 
 

Thurs, Aug 20 Introduction to and review of Cellular 
Biology/Biochemistry 
--Cell structure, organelles, four basic 
macromolecules, molecular machines, 
gene expression-- 
 
 

Tues, Aug 25 General chemistry/ Organic chemistry 
overview 
--Chemical bonding, elements 
associated with biological life, chemical 
reactions, functional groups-- 
 

Thurs, Aug 27 Thermodynamics 
--Life governed by the laws of 
thermodynamics, molecular 
mechanisms (biochemical reactions) 
are also governed by the laws of 
thermodynamics-- 
 

Tues, Sep 1 Water 
--The matrix of life, all biological 
reactions occur in aqueous 
environments, buffers, pH, etc-- 
 

Thurs, Sep 3 Carbohydrates (Chapter 11 Textbook) 
--Role in the cell, structure and 
conformation, monomers and 
polymers-- 
 

Tues, Sep 8 Finish Carbohydrate lecture/ Lipids and 
Membranes (Chapter 12 Textbook) 
--Structure, classes of lipids, naming of 
fatty acids, membrane structure and 
function 
 

Thurs, Sep 10 Finish Lipid and Membrane Lecture 
--If time permits, review material for 
exam 1-- 
 

Tues, Sep 15 Exam 1
 

Thurs, Sep 17 Protein Composition/Structure (Chapter 
2 Textbook) 
--Amino acid structure, ionization, 
classification-- 
 

Tues, Sep 22 Protein Composition/Structure (Chapter 
2 Textbook) 
--Amino acid pKa and ionization state, 
primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary 
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structure-- 
 

Thurs, Sep 24 Protein Composition/Structure (Chapter 
2 Textbook) 
--Importance of 3D structure (protein 
folding), prion disease, Alzheimer’s--  
 

Tues, Sept 29 Protein Composition/Structure (Chapter 
2 Textbook) 
--Immunology: antibodies, antigens, 
modern medicine-- 
 

Thurs, Oct 1 Hemoglobin: Portrait of a protein in 
action (Chapter 7 Textbook) 
--Structure, function, oxygen-- 
 

Tues, Oct 6 Hemoglobin: Portrait of a protein in 
action (Chapter 7 Textbook) 
--Hemoglobin, malaria, evolution, 
genetics-- 
 

Thurs, Oct 8 Exam 2
 

Tues, Oct 13 Fall Break
 

Thurs, Oct 15 Fall Break
 

Tues, Oct 20 Enzymes: Basic Concepts and Kinetics 
(Chapter 8 Textbook) 
--Enzyme Kinetics: Michaelis-Menten 
Kinetics, Lineweaver,Burke plots-- 
  

Thurs, Oct 22 Enzyme Catalysis (Chapter 9 
Textbook) 
--Mechanisms of enzyme catalysis, 
amino acid involvement, cofactors, 
temperature, pH-- 
 

Tues, Oct 27 Advising Day 
 

Thurs, Oct 29 Enzyme Regulation (Chapter 10 
Textbook) 
--Enzyme regulation: controlling 
enzyme activity at the cellular level-- 
 

Tues, Nov 3 Signal Transduction (Chapter 14 
Textbook) 
--Cells within a multicellular organism 
communicate through signal 
transduction pathways, cell information 
is relayed within the cell through signal 
transduction pathways-- 
 

Thurs, Nov 5 Cell Metabolism (Chapter 15 Textbook)
--Metabolic pathway overview and 
relevance, importance of chemical 
energy (ATP), catabolic vs anabolic 
reactions-- 
 

Tues, Nov 10 Exam 3
 

Thurs, Nov 12 Glycolysis and Gluconeogenesis 
(Chapter 16 Textbook) 
--Introduction to carbohydrate 
metabolism and the importance of 
sugars to cellular life-- 
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Advising Day  Tuesday  October 28 

Final Semester Examinations  Monday‐
Friday  Dec 6 – Dec 12 

Final Exam   9:30 class 
12:30 class 

Dec 9  12:00‐2:30 
Dec 10  3:00‐5:30 

 
 
Academic Calendar: includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic calendar 
can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus‐academic‐resources/registrars‐office/academic‐
calendar.asp. 
 
Final Exam:  The university final exam schedule can be found here:  
http://www.wcu.edu/registrar/calendars/fall_final_exam.pdf  
 
Important Dates: 
First day of Fall classes at WCU: Monday, August 17, 2015 
Drop/Add: Monday, August 17, 2015 to Friday, August 21, 2015 
University closed: Monday, September 7, 2015 
Fall break:  Monday, October 12, 2015 to Sunday, October 18, 2015 
Last day to withdrawal with a grade of W: Monday, October 19, 2015 at 5 pm 
Advising day (no classes): Tuesday, October 27, 2015 

 

Tues, Nov 17 Glycolysis and Gluconeogenesis 
(Chapter 16 Textbook)/ The Citric Acid 
Cycle (Chapter 17 Textbook) 
--Introduction to electron carriers, 
enzymes involved in the citric acid 
cycle, and the importance of this cycle 
in oxygen-consuming organisms and in 
other biosynthetic pathways-- 
 

Thurs, Nov 19 Citric Acid Cycle (Chapter 17 
Textbook)/ Oxidative Phosphorylation 
(Chapter 18 Textbook) 
--Electron transport and oxidative 
phosphorylation of ADP to synthesize 
ATP, energy payoff-- 
 

Tues, Nov 24 Oxidative Phosphorylation (Chapter 18 
Textbook) 
--ATP generation, metabolism recap 
 

Thurs, Nov 26 Thanksgiving
 

Tues, Dec 1 Diseases associated with metabolism, 
cellular metabolism in relation to 
organismal caloric intake (loosely 
based on Chapter 27 in the Textbook) 
--We will discuss how cellular 
metabolism lies at the root of a LARGE 
number of human diseases-- 
 

Thurs, Dec 3 Exam 4
 

Dec Final Cumulative Exam—see table 
below for final exam times based on 
section 
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Thanksgiving break: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 to Friday, November 27, 2015 
Last day of Fall classes at WCU: Friday, December 4, 2015 
Final Exams: Saturday December 5, 2015 to Friday, December 11, 2015 
Grades due to the Registrar: Monday, December 14, 2015 
  

Tips for Success: 
‐‐Read the textbook! The lectures are meant to summarize and explain the textbook content. To truly grasp the 
material, you must read the text after each lecture.— 
‐‐Spend time each night reviewing!— 
‐‐Details are important – that’s all Biochemistry is!— 
‐‐Homework is not meant to provide exact examples of exam questions. Use the homework as a guide to begin 
your studying process –then delve DEAPER!— 
‐‐Exams are HARD!‐‐ 

Syllabus Updates: 
This syllabus, with its course schedule, is based on the most recent information about the course content and 
schedule planned for this course. Its content is subject to revision as needed to adapt to new knowledge or 
unanticipated events. Updates will remain focused on achieving the course objectives and students will 
receive notification of such changes. Students will be notified of changes and are responsible for attending to 
such changes or modifications as distributed by the instructor or posted to Blackboard. 
 
 
 
[Special thanks to Cornell University’s Center for Teaching Excellence for providing parts of this template. See 
http://www.cte.cornell.edu/ for more information] 



BIOL 373 Invertebrate Zoology     Fall 2015 
Professor: Kefyn M. Catley 
 

BIOL 373 Invertebrate Zoology 
 
Professor: Kefyn M. Catley PhD  
Office: Stillwell 206  
Department of Biological Sciences 
Tel 277 3651 
E-mail kcatley@wcu.edu 
Office Hours: By appointment during the following periods:  
Monday 1-3; Friday 1-3. 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
This course provides a comprehensive introduction to non-vertebrate animal diversity, 
including general overviews of evolution, morphology, physiology, ecology and behavior.  The 
course will use a phylogenetic approach; exploring the biology of each taxon as a function of 
its evolutionary history.  
 
Prerequisites: BIOL 140/141 
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives 
You will become familiar with the following: 

• Evolutionary history and relationships of the non-vertebrate taxa 
• Ecological diversity and biodiversity of non-vertebrate animals 
• Non-vertebrate morphology, physiology and behavior 
• Importance of non-vertebrates animals to human society 
• Methods of specimen collection, preparation, identification and curation 
• Principles of biodiversity conservation 
• Tree thinking and phylogenetics 

Learning performances will include the following: 
• Students will gain a general understanding of the evolution, ecology, and overall 

 importance of non-vertebrates. 
• Students will gain local field experience, thus increasing appreciation for the natural 

history of Western North Carolina and coastal ecosystems. 
• Students will learn principles of specimen collection, care and identification that are 

applicable to all sub-disciplines of organismal biology.  
• Through exposure to the primary literature, students will strengthen their writing and 

critical thinking skills. 
• Students will be able to construct, interpret, and infer using phylogenetic trees 
• Students will interact and work as teams to solve common problems. 
 

III. Course Materials 
Class times: Lecture: TR 11:00AM to 12:15AM McKee 112   
Laboratory: R 2:05 PM - 4:55 PM ST 215 
Field trips: As needed, including a required weekend field trip in Oct. to the coast. 
Class information: Four credit hours  
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Description: 
Non-vertebrate animals (Metazoa) comprise about 98% of animal life on Earth and are found 
in all of the 36 known phyla, ranging in size from microscopic “Protista” and multicellular 
rotifers, to the giant squid (Mollusca: Cephalopoda). To put this into perspective there are 
twice as many species of mollusks than there are chordates! It would be true to say that they do 
indeed “run the planet” and are pivotal in every type of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystem as 
well as playing many and varied roles in human affairs. This class provides a comprehensive 
introduction to the non-vertebrate Metazoa, including general overviews of their evolution, 
morphology, physiology, ecology and behavior. The course will use a phylogenetic approach; 
exploring the biology of each taxon as a function of its evolutionary history. It will not be a 
“march through the phyla”. Conceptualizing information in an evolutionary context provides a 
framework for understanding the history of life on earth and is a powerful predictive tool that 
allows inferences to be drawn about an animal’s morphology, physiology and behavior. 
Consequently, you will need to be well versed in tree thinking skills i.e., be able to understand 
and use phylogenetic trees as predictive road maps to direct your journey as we explore the 
history of life on the planet through the relationships of the non-vertebrate Metazoa. It will 
involve a curated collection and some class field trips including a weekend trip to the coast. 
 
Format: Lecture, readings, labs, field trips. 
 
Textbook: Ruppert, Fox, and Barnes (2003).  Invertebrate Zoology: A Functional Evolutionary 
Approach (7th edition). Brooks Cole.  
 
 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 
Grading:         
A) 3 lecture exams: (100 pts each)      300 pts 
 
B) Laboratory:  
Exam 1   (100 pts)     
Exam 2  (100pts)       200 pts 
 
C) Laboratory notebook with drawings     150 pts 
D) Collection (requirements will be announced)    150 pts 
E) Tree thinking workbook       25 pts 
F) Class participation 
 Participation in lecture and laboratory 

(i.e., readings, homework, fieldtrips, class participation)  25 pts 
 

 
 Total points   850 pts 
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Grading Scale: Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
A+  = 97-100   B+  = 87-89  C+  = 77-79  D+  = 67-69            
A    = 94-96  B    = 84-86  C    = 74-76   D    = 64-66 
A-   = 90-93   B-   = 80-83  C-  = 70-73   D-  = 60-63 
F = <60  
 

• Attendance Policy.  Attendance is required at all class and lab meetings. Please contact 
the instructor ASAP when exceptional circumstances preclude attendance, before or 
immediately following an absence. 

• Late and/or makeup assignments. Students will be allowed 2 late assignments in 
exceptional circumstances and only after consultation with the instructor. 
Assignments submitted after the agreed time will not be considered for grading. 

• Students are expected to attend field trips outside of class should these be required. 
Students are expected to fully participate in all class activities i.e., discussions, group 
work, team investigations. Participation in class will be graded (see grading scheme.) 

 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism):  
Academic Honesty Policy 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of 
honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western 
Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those 
who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic 
exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone 
else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other 
academic exercise. 
 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for 
academic dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the 
course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor will inform his/her 
department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a 
graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. Please 
refer to your Student Handbook for full policy. 

 
 
 Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students 
who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and 
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provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is 
confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 
227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu    
 
Please note: This is a tentative schedule.  Time spent on various topics may vary, however 
I will try to cover all topics listed. 
 

LECTURE SCHEDULE 
 
Date   Topics     for readings see resources 
August- 
T-18  Introductions, overview of course, textbook, expectations. 
R-20  Tree thinking 1 – understanding phylogenetics     Chapter 1 

Take home workbook  
T-25  Tree thinking 2    
R-27  “Protozoa”–Alveolates and some other “protist” groups  Chapter  2, 3  
September  
T-1 Introduction to Metazoa ground plans   Chapter 4  
R-3  Introduction to Metazoa cont. evolution of body plans, reproduction, 

development etc.  
T 8  “Porifera”, Placozoa       Chapter  5 
R 10  Introduction to Eumetazoa      Chapter  6 
T 15  Cnideria and Ctenophora      Chapter  7, 8 
R 17 Introduction to Bilateria      Chapter  9 
T 22  Bilateria: introduction to Lophotrochozoa; Platyhelminthes   

        Chapter 10  
pp 225-249 only 

R 24  EXAM 1 
 
T 29   Ecdysozoa: Exploring the Burgess Shale fossils  

Onychophora, Tardigrada     Chapter 16 
October 
R1 Evolution of Arthropoda: Metamerism, locomotion etc.  Chapter 16, 17 

Trilobitomorpha  
      
T 6  Chelicerata       Chapter 18, 20 
R 8  Myriapoda       Chapter 20 
T 13  Fall Break  
T 20  Pancrustacea       Chapter 19    
R 22 Hexapoda       Chapter 21 

        
T 27 ADVISNG DAY         
R 29 Hexapoda continued      Chapter 21 
  
 
November 
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T 3   EXAM 2 
R5  Lophotrochozoa (back to the future) continued Mollusca  Chapter 12   
        
T 10 Mollusca continued Annelida     Chapter 13 

       
R 12  Annelida continued      Chapter 13   
T 17  Echiura & Sipuncula Chapter 14; Kamptozoa (Entoprocta) Chapter 14  
           
R 19   Lophophorata: Phoronida, Brachiopoda    Chapter  25  
  Nemertea        Chapter 11  
 
T 24  Cycloneuralia: Nematoda,Nematomorpha, Priapulida, Loricfera, Kinoryhncha, 

Gastrotricha         Chapter  22 
        
R 26   Thanksgiving  
 
December 
T 1   Dueterostomata: Echinodermata, Hemichordata  Chapter 27/28 
 
R 3   Chordata: Cephalochordata, Urochordata    Chapter 29 
 
T 8 FINAL EXAMS  
 

 
 
If time allows I will briefly introduce you to the following taxa:  
 
Unresolved taxa: Gnathifera: Gnathostomulida, Rotifera, Acanthocephala,  
Micrognathozoa         Chapter 23  
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LABORATORY SCHEDULE  

We will use selective labs from http://lanwebs.lander.edu/faculty/rsfox/invertebrates/ 
In order to use this excellent resource you will need to bring (or share) a laptop to lab or 
alternatively print and bring hard copies. You will also need your textbook for every lab. 
Plain drawing paper will be provided for your loose-leaf notebook. I suggest you bring at least 
two graphite drawing pencils 2B and 3B but more softer and harder grades would be better. 
 
 
Date  Topics  
 
August 20 Introduction to lab, overview, techniques, scientific drawing etc 
 
27  Understanding Evolutionary History - tree thinking lab.  
 
September 3 “Protozoa” 
 
10  “Porifera” 
 
17   Cnideria and Ctenophora 
 
24  Platyhelminthes  
 

 October 1 Ecdysozoa: arthropod diversity - leaf litter fauna investigation 
\ 
 
8   LAB EXAM 1 
 
15   FALL BREAK   
 
22   Chelicerata, Myriapoda 
 
29  Crustacea/ Pancrustacea, Hexapoda 1 
  
November  5 Hexapoda 2, Nematoda 
 
12   Mollusca 
 
19   Annelida  
 
26  Thanksgiving   
 
December 3 LAB EXAM 2   
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Resources 

 
(As you find good online resources during this class please share them with me and the class) 

 
Tree of Life Project  (get to know this site - VERY IMPORTANT!) 
http://tolweb.org/tree?group=Life_on_Earth&contgroup= 
 
*Drawings and dissections http://webs.lander.edu/rsfox/invertebrates/ 
 
*Online ID Bug Guide  
http://bugguide.net/node/view/15740 
 
 
Burgess Shale – Cambrian Explosion 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/cambrian/burgess.html 
http://homepage1.nifty.com/burgess/aa.html 
(reconstruction of locomotion) 
 
Basic information on arthropods 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/arthropoda.html 
 
Facts, but fun! 
http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/0_0_0/arthropodstory 
 
Onychophora 
http://www.onychophora.com/ 
http://rbt.ots.ac.cr/onicof/news.htm 
 
Tardigrada  
http://pathfinderscience.net/tardigrades/cbackground.cfm 
http://www.museums.org.za/bio/tardigrades/index.htm 
 
Trilobita  
Very comprehensive information on trilobites 
http://www.trilobites.info/ 
 
Chelicerata  
Merostomata  
Xiphosura 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/chelicerata/xiphosura.html 
http://www.horseshoecrab.org/nh/hist.html 
http://www.ocean.udel.edu/horseshoecrab/ 
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Pycnogonida 
http://www.earthlife.net/chelicerata/pycnogonida.html 
 
Arachnida (Araneae)  
Nearctic spider database 
http://canadianarachnology.dyndns.org/data/canada_spiders/ 
On-line key to the spider genera of eastern NA and useful information on their habitats 
http://research.amnh.org/entomology/blackrock2/key.htm 
Norm Platnick’s World Spider Catalog. 
http://research.amnh.org/entomology/spiders/catalog/INTRO1.html 
Arachnology Home page; all sorts of neat stuff about spiders and the folks who study 
them.http://www.arachnology.org/Arachnology/Arachnology.html 
 
Myriapoda http://www.myriapoda.org/ 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/uniramia/myriapoda.html 
 
Crustacea (Isopoda)  
http://www.tolweb.org/Isopoda 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/crustacea/crustaceamorpha.html 
 
Hexapoda  
Entognathous Hexapods: Collembola Protura, Diplura Borrow and Delong p 169-176 
http://www.life.uiuc.edu/robertson/tol/collembola.html 
http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/compendium/collem.html 
 
Microcoryphia, Thysanura  
http://tolweb.org/Archaeognatha 
http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/compendium/silver.html 
 
Pterygota 
http://tolweb.org/Pterygota/8210 
 
Ephemeroptera  
http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/compendium/mayfly.html 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/uniramia/ephemeroptera.html 
 
Odonata  
http://www.ups.edu/x5666.xml 
 
Neoptera 
http://tolweb.org/Neoptera 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/uniramia/uniramiasy2.html 
Insect flight 
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2005/01/050122141619.htm 
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Plecoptera  
http://www.mc.edu/campus/users/stark/american.html 
 
Hemiptera Stenorrhycha 
Whiteflies Aleyrodidae 
http://www.sel.barc.usda.gov/whitefly/wfframe.htm 
 
http://www.sel.barc.usda.gov/whitefly/wfframe.htm 
A p h i d o m o r p h a  Aphids, green flies, plant lice, adelgids, 
http://tolweb.org/Aphidomorpha/10985membracid acoustic 
behaviorhttp://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5424426 

Heteroptera True bugs http://research.amnh.org/pbi/bugs/true_bugs.htmlReduviidae 
(Heteroptera: Cimicomorpha) – Pictures 
http://www.inhs.uiuc.edu/~sjtaylor/reduviidae/ReduviidPics.html 

Orthoptera Borrow and Delong p 209-215  
http://tolweb.org/Orthoptera/8250 
 
Holometabola = Endopterygota 
http://www.tolweb.org/Endopterygota/8243 
 
Coleoptera Borrow and Delong p 365-377 
http://tolweb.org/Coleoptera/8221 
The best overview of the familes. 
 
http://www.ento.vt.edu/Facilities/OnCampus/IDLab/insect_orders/coleoptera_families.html 
very useful quick and dirty guide to ID families. 
 
Tiger beetle morphology 
http://www.ndsu.nodak.edu/ndsu/beauzay/tigerbeetles/tiger%20beetle%20morphology.htm 
Good guide to morphology and useful glossary 
 
Scarab beetle larvae 
http://webs.lander.edu/rsfox/invertebrates/cyclocephala.htm 
 
Guides and on-line keys to some aquatic insect families 
http://www.umd.umich.edu/eic/insectkey.htm 
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PROFESSOR: Barbara Ballentine  LECTURE: Stillwell 143  M, W & F    9:05 – 9:55AM 
      LAB:  NS 108  W        2:30 – 5:20PM 
OFFICE: NS 113     OFFICE HOURS:  M & F 10 – 11 AM OR By Appointment 

 
E-MAIL:  beballentine@wcu.edu          
VOICE:  828-227-2518 (OFFICE)          
WWW:  Blackboard            
 

I.  COURSE DESCRIPTION 
This course is designed to explore vertebrate biodiversity from an evolutionary perspective by studying 
comparative functional morphology of the major groups of vertebrates.  Vertebrate zoology serves as 
preparation for general zoological training and is complimentary to interests in ecology, evolution, wildlife, 
environmental issues, and conservation biology. It is the foundation from which to explore studies of major 
taxonomic groups of vertebrates (i.e. birds, mammals, amphibians, reptiles, and fishes). 
 

II.  COURSE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES (WHAT TO EXPECT FROM ME) 
 
Broad Aims:  To use inquiry based approaches to explore a sub-discipline of biology.  Lecture, labs and 
assignments are designed to improve critical thinking and communication skills. 
 
Specific Aims:  This class is designed to survey the major lineages of vertebrates.  I will encourage students to 
think broadly using vertebrates as an avenue to apply concepts from systematics, evolution, physiology, 
ecomorphology and functional anatomy to understanding vertebrate diversity.  We will discuss methods and 
techniques used by modern vertebrate zoologists. 

 
Specific Objectives:  By the end of the course students will: 

1. Apply evolutionary theory to understand the history of the major groups of vertebrates. 
2. Be familiar with vertebrate biodiversity. 
3. Understand the role of natural selection in generating variation in vertebrate morphology. 
4. Critically evaluate publications from scientific literature related to vertebrate zoology. 

 
Prerequisites:  The target audience of my lectures are biology majors.  Therefore, I design lectures and labs with 
the assumption that students have successfully completed Biol. 140, 141, 240 and 241.  
 
Office hours:  I encourage you to attend office hours (or make an appointment) if you have questions about the 
material.  It is especially important to see me if you are disappointed with your performance on the first exam.  
Don’t wait!  I’m happy to help students who are engaged and behave in a professional manner (see below). 
 
Lecture Notes Policy 
An important component to learning classroom material is not only attending lecture but actively engaging with 
material presented during lecture.  According to research, taking notes (by hand) during lecture improves 
students’ ability to retain information.  Retention is further improved by reviewing notes shortly after lecture.  
Additionally, since your lecture notes will be your study guide, it is extremely important for you to have a good 
set of lecture notes to review and to use to study for exams.  To that end, the policy of my classes encourages 
you to take notes during lecture but also insures that you have an excellent set of notes by allowing the 
opportunity to review power points after lecture.  Lecture notes will be available for viewing on blackboard 
following each lecture. 

mailto:beballentine@wcu.edu
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III.  COURSE MATERIALS 
TEXT:  Vertebrates: Comparative Anatomy. Function, and Evolution. Kenneth V. Kardong. 2009.  The text book is 

required and meant to be used for your reference.   
 
SUPPLEMENTARY READINGS:  Will be announced in class and made available on Blackboard. 

 

IV.  FACULTY EXPECTATIONS/COURSE POLICIES (WHAT I EXPECT FROM YOU) 
 

Developing professionalism 
As professional biologists (or as any professional), employers will have certain expectations of professionalism in 
the workplace.  To that end, I will expect you to take a professional approach to class.  And, many aspects of this 
class are designed to hone important skills you will need to become an impressive professional. 

1. Develop reliability, diligence and consistency.  As a college student, that means coming to class on 

time, being engaged during class, and working hard outside of class on learning the material.  Your job in 

class is only partially accounted for by time spent in lecture and lab.  Most of the hard work required for 

your classes occurs outside of lecture. 

2. Make knowledgeable decisions.  It is your job to know how to be prepared for classes and exams.  This 

means, you need to let me know when you need help or further explanation on material that you do not 

understand.  I’m happy to help the engaged and professional student!!  It is your job to know your 

standing in the class relative to your grade.  I will return all exams and assignments in as timely a 

manner as possible and post the grades on Blackboard.  Read and understand the syllabus. 

3. Develop a problem solving mindset.  In general, professional biologists use their knowledge to solve 

problems.  In class and lab, you will use your knowledge in vertebrate zoology to solve problems.  In a 

broader sense, you should always try to be proactive when problem solving.  For example, you didn’t do 

well on an exam, use this as an opportunity for problem solving.  When you ask for help, try to present 

both problem and possible solution(s). 

4. Polish your communication skills.  In this class, exams and assignments are all designed to challenge 

your written communication skills.  It is one thing to have knowledge, it is an entirely different thing to 

be able to clearly communicate that knowledge.  You should strive to be careful and clear in all 

communications including email correspondence. 

5. Be a team player.  You should be courteous and respectful during interactions with colleagues and 

teachers.  And, in return you should expect the same. 

6. Respect the knowledge and skills you are acquiring.  Remember that a lot of time, energy and thought 

went into developing the best possible classroom experience.  Your teachers (and bosses) are highly 

trained professionals in the field about which they are teaching.  Assume that everything presented in 

lecture is important. 

7. Be willing to go the extra mile.  Bring something to the table!  You will be competing for positions in the 

job market, professional or graduate schools.  Think about what unique skills you have to offer to the 

job/program.  Start working on those skills now!  Seek out opportunities to get relevant experience.  In 

class, be prepared, ask questions, and offer insights. 

8. Develop discipline.  A job usually requires a certain time commitment.  And, that is true for your classes 

as well.  You should be prepared to spend a few hours after every lecture learning and reviewing the 

material.  That is your job.  Do it.  Every day.  Your performance will suffer if you are undisciplined and 

likely result in a low grade.  Don’t let that happen. 
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The following distracting behavior will not be tolerated: 

a. The use of cell phones, laptops, tablets, etc. during class 

b. Habitual lateness 

c. Conversations during lectures not contributing to discussion 

Obviously cheating is unprofessional and unethical.  But, it happens.  To protect those who play by the rules, the 
university has specific definitions for cheating (see below Academic Integrity Policy).  In this class, violating the 
honor code relative to cheating, will result in an F for the class and a report to the Dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences.  Depending on previous violations, further sanctions such as expulsion may be added by the Dean.  
Don’t cheat.  It’s usually an act of desperation and not worth it. 
 
Academic Honesty Policy:  Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of 
honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty 
and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty 
includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 

own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 

someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to 
copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 

 
Attendance Policy:  The easiest and most effective way to a good grade in this class is to attend every lecture.  I 
hope that you will find lectures to be interesting and stimulating and want to be in attendance for all lectures.  
Furthermore, we will have some lecture periods devoted to discussion.  Not only will your presence contribute 
to the intellectual community of the class discussion but I am likely to include questions on the exam that are a 
direct outcome of these discussions.  I will not always take attendance, however, you are responsible for all 
material covered during lectures whether you are in attendance or not.  Please note that important 
announcements are made in class regarding exams and assignments.  There will be unannounced quizzes 
throughout the semester that cannot be made up.  If you miss class or arrive late, you not only miss an 
important opportunity to learn classroom material but you may miss these important announcements or 
quizzes. 

 
Lab Policy:  I expect you to come to every lab and complete the labs and associated assignments as instructed.  
You will be expected to work in teams.  Most labs are associated with points.  Missed labs cannot be made up. 
 
Finally, I hope that we will also have fun!  A sense of humor goes a long way!!!  You are encouraged to use 
yours!  And, I will do my best to use mine! 
 

V.  GRADING PROCEDURES - Your grade will be based on a combination of exams, in and out of class assignments 
and labs. 
 
Exams:  There will be three in-class exams that will be short answer/essay/problem solving format.  Exams will 
take place during lab (except Exam 3) and are designed to assess your understanding of material presented 
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during lecture, laboratory, quizzes, assignments, and assigned readings.  You are expected to have a deep 
understanding of the material presented in lecture.  Exams will be designed to assess your ability to synthesize 
information presented in lecture and lab and apply your knowledge to solve novel problems.  Thus, 
memorization of lecture material is only the first step in preparing for exams.   

 
Exams cannot be made up unless you have made arrangements prior to the scheduled exam.  Missed exams will 
result in receiving a zero for the exam.  Please see me if you require special accommodations for exams. 
 
Assignments and quizzes:  All assignments are due at the beginning of class on the date it is due – otherwise you 
will receive a grade of ZERO for that assignment.  There will be several unannounced quizzes given over the 
course of the semester that cannot be made up if missed.  Quizzes given during lecture will be the ONLY 
opportunity for bonus points.  There are two larger writing assignments given during the semester in which you 
will be asked to read an article from the primary literature and write a summary of the article. 
 
Labs:  All labs assignments will be completed during lab. 

  
Grading: 
Assignment   Points    
Three in-class Exams    60%     
Summaries   20%    
Laboratory   20%    

 
IMPORTANT DATES 

 
Exam 1 Weds., Sept 23 in Lab 
Exam 2 Weds., Nov 4 in Lab 
Exam 3 Tues., Dec 8 (during finals period) 8:30 – 11AM 

 
Student Services – see syllabus addendum 
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VI.  TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF TOPICS TO BE COVERED (Subject to change) 
 
I encourage you to review the text book chapters before lecture.  Time constraints prevent me from covering 
everything in the chapters during lecture.  You will only be responsible for material covered during lecture only 
(unless I indicate otherwise).  However, feel free to read beyond the scope of lectures.   
 

Date Topic Text Book Chapter Lab 

Week 1 
Aug 17 

Introduction Chapter 1, 18 No Lab 

Week 2 
Aug 24 

Origin of Chordates Chapter 2  Selection and the origin 
of species 

Week 3 
Aug 31 

The Vertebrate Story 
Early vertebrates 

Chapter 3  Protochordate 
Phylogeny 

Week 4 
Sept 7 

The Vertebrate Story 
Fish 

Chapter 3  Your inner fish 

Week 5 
Sept 14 

The Vertebrate Story 
Reptiles 

Chapter 3  Archaeopteryx 
Your inner reptile 

Week 6 
Sept 21 

The Vertebrate Story 
Mammals 

Chapter 3 Exam 1 Weds 9/23 

Week 7 
Sept 28 

Biological Design 
 

Chapter 4 
 

Torques and Levers 

Week 8 
Oct 6 

Life History  Chapter 5 TBA 

No Classes 
Oct 12 

Fall Break Fall Break No Lab 

Week 9 
Oct 19 

Integument Chapter 6  Integument 

Week 10 
Oct 26 

Skeletal System:  Skull Chapter 7 Taking a bite out of 
evolution 

Week 11 
Nov 2 

Skeletal System: Axial Chapter 8 Exam 2 Weds 11/4 

Week 12 
Nov 9 

Skeletal System: Appendicular Chapter 9 Tracking Dinosaurs 

Week 13 
Nov 16 

Skeletal System: Appendicular Chapter 9  
 

Human Hips 
Your inner mammal 

Week 14 
Nov 23 

The Nervous System 
Thanksgiving Break 

Chapter 16 
 

No Lab 
Thanksgiving Break 

Week 15 
Nov 30 

Sensory Organs Chapter 17 No Lab 

 
 



Biology 412  – Cellular and Molecular Immunology 
Spring 2015 

 
Instructor: Dr. Malcolm R. (Mack) Powell 
 Rm 116 Natural Sciences Bldg 
 mrpowell@email.wcu.edu 
 227-3649 
 
Text:  Kuby Immunology 
          By:  Kindt, Goldsby and Osborne 
 
Course Objectives:  A full understanding and appreciation of the cellular and molecular aspects of the 
vertebrate immune response including: recognition of antigen, effector mechanisms, immunogenetics, 
immunoregulation, immunity to infection, immunopathology, tumor and transplantation immunology, and auto-
immunity.  
 
 
Grading:   Three in class exams = 70% 
  Final Exam = 30% 
 
Ten point scale – except for 100 (which is obviously an A+) grades that end in 0 or 1 will be followed by a 
minus, and grades that end in 8 or 9 will be followed by a plus. 
 
Exams – There will be three midterm exams – and a final exam.  The Final Exam will be cumulative (i.e. 
cover the entire course).  Unexcused absence from an exam will result in a grade of zero.  An exam missed for 
a legitimate reason will be made up ASAP after the exam date.  Make up exams will be all essay. 
 
Important Dates: 
 
 Exam 1 – February 12 

Exam 2 – March 31 
Exam 3 – April 23 
 

 Final Exam – May 6 (Wednesday)  12:00 – 2:30 
  
 No class – Advising Day, February 24 
     - March 5 
     - Spring Break, March 10 & 12 
     - Easter Break, April 2 
 
Attendance Policy – Attendance will not be taken regularly.  You will be neither rewarded nor penalized for 
class attendance.  Be aware that exam material will be taken from information presented in class. 
 
Academic Integrity – Penalties for Academic Dishonesty will range from a zero on the test, a failing grade in 
the course, to expulsion from the University, depending on the severity of the offense.  Details can be found in 
the student handbook. 
 
Be sure to read the Required Syllabus Statement posted on Black Board 
 



Syllabus: Principles of General Microbiology (BIOL 413/513) 
Semester: Fall 2015 
Credit hours: 3 
Meeting place: BAC 223 (aka FPAC 223) 
Meeting time: Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9:30 to 10:45 AM 
Text: Brock Biology of Microorganisms (14th Edition) by Madigan, Martinko, Bender, Buckley, 
and Stahl 
 
Instructor: Seán O’Connell 
Office: Natural Science Building Room G10 (on ground floor by elevator) 
Office Hours: Mondays 1:00–3:00 PM, Wednesdays 2:00–3:30 PM, and by appointment  
Phone number: 227-2203 
E-mail: soconnell@email.wcu.edu 
 
Course Description:  This is a course for students interested in the broad field of microbiology.  
Lectures will include such topics as basic cell biology, nutrition and growth of microorganisms, 
microbial diversity, molecular biology and genetics, taxonomy, and habitats of microorganisms.   
 
Course objectives:  The chief objective of this course is that students will gain mastery in the 
foundations of general microbiology and an understanding of processes important in the 
microbial world.  This will serve as a steppingstone for understanding any microorganism in its 
environment and lead to broader knowledge of microbes in health and disease, industry, and 
natural settings. 
 
Student Evaluation*:  Three exams will be given during the semester and a final, take-home 
exam will be due during finals week for a total of four exams.  Exam format will be 60% short 
answer (e.g., matching and multiple choice) and 40% longer answer (choice of two of three 
questions).  The final exam format will be discussed during the semester and will be an out-of-
class exercise.  The four exams will be weighted equally in determining your final grade. 
Makeup exams will be given only in the case of an excused absence brought to my attention 
prior to the regularly scheduled exam (e.g., family emergency or illness documented by a 
physician). 

Grades will be assigned based on the university grading scale where an A = 90-100%, B 
= 80-89%, C = 70-79%, D = 60-69%, and F < 60% with “+” and “” designations applied to the 
upper and lower ends of each range, respectively.  An A+  =  >97 average with no extra credit.  
*Graduate students must see me about an additional assignment. 
 
CoursEval Dates: 8 November – 5 December 

 
Attendance policy:  Attendance in this course is assumed, as absences will directly affect your 
grade – hearing, seeing, and contributing to classroom activities is crucial.  If you come to 
lecture late, please come in quietly and take the first available seat.  Do not disrupt your fellow 
students or me. 
 
 
Please see handout for other course and university policies and resources. 



Course schedule (subject to change): 
 
18 August 2015   Course Introduction 
20 August 2015  Microorganisms and Microbiology   Ch. 1  
25 August 2015   Microorganisms and Microbiology   Ch. 1 
27 August 2015  Macromolecules     Old Ch. 3 
1 September 2015  Macromolecules     Old Ch. 3  
3 September 2015  Microbial Cell Structure and Function  Ch. 2 
8 September 2015  Microbial Cell Structure and Function  Ch. 2 
10 September 2015   EXAM  1      Ch. 1,2, Old 3 
    
15 September 2015  Microbial Metabolism     Ch. 3 
17 September 2015   Microbial Metabolism     Ch. 3  
22 September 2015  Guest Lecture: Viruses by Dr. Maria Gainey     
24 September 2015  Molecular Microbiology     Ch. 4 
29 September 2015  Molecular Microbiology     Ch. 4 
1 October 2015  Take home final instructions 
6 October 2015  Microbial Growth and Control   Ch. 5 
8 October 2015  Microbial Growth and Control    Ch. 5 
13 October 2015  NO CLASS – FALL HOLIDAY      
15 October 2015  NO CLASS – FALL HOLIDAY    
20 October 2015  Microbial Growth and Control    Ch. 5 
22 October 2015  EXAM 2       Ch. 3-5 
 
27 October 2015  NO CLASS – ADVISING DAY    
29 October 2015  Microbial Genomics      Ch. 6 
3 November 2015  Microbial Genomics      Ch. 6 
5 November 2015  Microbial Genomics      Ch. 6 
10 November 2015  Genetics of Bacteria and Archaea   Ch. 10 
12 November 2015  Genetics of Bacteria and Archaea   Ch. 10 
17 November 2015  Microbial Evolution and Systematics   Ch. 12 
19 November 2015  Microbial Evolution and Systematics   Ch. 12 
24 November 2015  Microbial Evolution and Systematics   Ch. 12 
26 November 2015  NO CLASS – THANKSGIVING  
1 December 2015  Microbial Evolution and Systematics   Ch. 12    
3 December 2015  EXAM 3       Ch. 6, 10, 12 
            
9 December 2015  FINAL EXAM from 12:00-2:30 PM  

- Take home finals are due 
- Optional in-class final     

 
* Graduate students enrolled in this course are expected to complete an additional 5 questions on 
the take home final exam. 



Syllabus: Methods of General Microbiology (BIOL 414/514-01) 
Semester: Fall 2015 
Credit hours: 2 
Meeting place: Stillwell Building Room 125 
Meeting time: Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:30-3:20 PM  
Text: Lab manual will be provided 
 
Instructor: Seán O’Connell  
Office: Natural Science Building Room G10 (on ground floor by elevator) 
Office Hours: Mondays 1:00–3:00 PM, Wednesdays 2:00–3:30 PM, and by appointment  
Phone number: 227-2203 
E-mail: soconnell@email.wcu.edu 
 
Teaching Assistant: Chris Beyer 
Office Hours: By appointment (see Chris in class to schedule a time to meet) 
 
Course Description:  This is a course for students interested in the practice of microbiology as it relates to 
the growth, isolation, and identification of microorganisms from the diverse environments they inhabit.  
Skills in culture maintenance, microscopic observation, and molecular techniques such as DNA 
extraction, the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and DNA sequencing will be developed as a means of 
acquainting students with the traditional and modern methods utilized in the microbiological laboratory.  
Field trips will augment this experience for students. The general theme of this laboratory course is the 
identification and characterization of an unknown organism from the environment using traditional 
growth-based assays and modern molecular techniques.  Known cultures will be used as positive and 
negative controls for many of the techniques.  Due to the time/materials-intensive nature of the molecular 
techniques, classes will be broken down into smaller groups to allow students appropriate time and 
attention for these methods.  While these smaller groups are working with the DNA from their 
environmental microorganisms, the remainder of the class will be performing growth-based techniques 
with their own isolates.  Note: This course can satisfy the Biology Senior Research requirement. 
 
Course objectives:  The chief objective of this course is that students will gain a mastery of the skills 
necessary to carry out microbiological techniques that ensure the aseptic treatment of cultures, materials, 
and reagents, which will lead to good conclusions from laboratory manipulations of microorganisms.  
Furthermore, students will communicate their laboratory findings in a clear and written manner.  
 
Student Evaluation:  Come prepared!  It is essential that you read over AND understand the assignment 
for each day.  Written lab assignments will be given from the lab handouts.  Lab notebooks are an 
extremely useful means of documenting your work and will be necessary for successful completion of the 
research paper.  The substantial term paper will be comprised of results from the entire semester.  
More details on each of these assignments will be given in class.  Due to the nature of this course, makeup 
labs cannot usually be given.  See me for exceptions under extreme cases.  Grades will be assigned based 
on the university grading scale where an A = 90-100%, B = 80-89%, C = 70-79%, D = 60-69%, and F < 
60% with “+” and “” designations applied to the upper end and lower end of each grade range.  Graduate 
students should see me about an additional assignment. 
  
 
 

 
 
 



Grade Breakdown: Assignment   Percentage of total points 
    Written assignments   20% 
    Lab notebook    15% 
    Participation*    15% 
    Term Paper    50% 
 

*Participation grades will favorably reflect good attendance and an active role in lab and lab groups. 
 
Attendance policy:  This is a hands-on class, therefore attendance is assumed, as absences will directly 
affect your grade (especially in the participation category).  Missing more than three lab periods will 
result in the dropping of your letter grade by one grade for each absence over three. 
 
Required materials: Lab manual, lab notebook (any spiral bound notebook or binder), a Sharpie marker 
(for labeling labware), and colored pencils (for drawing in the lab notebook – the colors red, blue, and 
green are especially helpful). 
 
Extra meeting times: Since many of the exercises included in this course cannot be completed using 
only a two-day a week time frame, additional lab times will sometimes be necessary.   
 
Schedule (subject to change): 
18 Aug 2015  Lab introduction and safety; growing microorganisms on solid surfaces   
20 Aug 2015 Sampling the environment for microorganisms (lab is a field trip to Great  

Smoky Mountains National Park)  
25 Aug 2015  Dilution and spread plating of environmental samples     
27 Aug 2015 Killing and controlling microbes        
1 Sep 2015 Observations from 25 Aug; streaking for isolation (choose a bacterium)    
3 Sep 2015 Restreak environmental unknown; Introduction to microscopy and staining   
8 Sep 2015  Microscopy and staining (continued)      
10 Sep 2015 Microbial growth          
15 Sep 2015  Propagation and enumeration of viruses     
17 Sep 2015 Growth characteristics of microbes        
22 Sep 2015 Assessing microbial metabolism         
24 Sep 2015 Assessing microbial metabolism        
29 Sep 2015 Term paper instructions & Culture Storage    
1 Oct 2015 Group 1 DNA Extraction and PCR; Isolate screening       
6 Oct 2015 Group 2 DNA Extraction and PCR; Isolate screening        
8 Oct 2015 Group 3 DNA Extraction and PCR; Isolate screening       
13 Oct 2015 NO LAB – FALL HOLIDAY 
15 Oct 2015 NO LAB – FALL HOLIDAY  
20 Oct 2015 Group 4 DNA Extraction and PCR; Isolate screening      
22 Oct 2015 Group 5 DNA Extraction and PCR; Isolate screening       
27 Oct 2015 NO CLASS – ADVISING DAY 
29 Oct 2015 Group 6 DNA Extraction and PCR; Isolate screening        
3 Nov 2015 DNA sequencing; Setup and loading samples; Data screening    
5 Nov 2015 Finish lab tests on environmental unknowns  
10 Nov 2015 Fermentation science: Saccharomyces cerevisiae and maltose transformation   
12 Nov 2015 DNA sequence analysis and phylogeny (CPTR lab) 
17 Nov 2015 Finish lab tests on environmental unknowns  
19 Nov 2015 Possible field trip – Industrial microbiology (brewery tour)     
24 Nov 2015 NO CLASS – THANKSGIVING; Term Paper rough drafts will be accepted 
26 Nov 2015 NO CLASS – THANKSGIVING 
1 Dec 2015 Lab cleanup & Term paper assistance      
3 Dec 2015 Term papers due  



BIOL415 Plant Physiology 
Fall 2014 

  

 
 

Dr. S. Rundle 
Office: NS306 
Phone: 227-3783 
Email address: rundle@email.wcu.edu 
Office hours: stop by anytime or make an appointment 
Text: Plant Physiology (fifth edition) by Taiz and Zeiger 
 
Learning objectives:   
     BIOL415 aims to give students an overview of the essential biochemical and 
developmental processes in plants, as well as providing insights into the unique 
mechanisms used by plants to interact with their environment. 
 
 
Date  Topic       Text Reading 
Aug 19 Introduction      1-4, 18-22, 29-31 
 21 Photosynthesis: light and pigments   163-178 
 26 Photosynthesis: electron transport   178-186 
 28 Photosynthesis: ATP synthesis*   187-188 
 Sept 2 Calvin cycle      199-216 
 4 C4 cycle      216-221 
 9 CAM metabolism, sugar synthesis   221-237 
 11 Exam I 

16 Ecology of photosynthesis*    Chapter 9 
18  The plant cell wall     Chapter 15 

 23 Phloem transport     Chapter 10 
 25 Plants and water     Chapter 4 
 30 Mineral nutrition, assimilation of nitrogen*  Chapter 5, 344-350 
 2 Biological nitrogen fixation    351-358 
Oct   7 Secondary metabolites    369-386  

9 Exam II 
 14/16 Fall break 
 21 Phytochrome: biochemistry and plant responses 493-502 



23 Phytochrome: ecology/signal transduction  509-515 
28 Advising day 
30 Phototropism*      521-524, 532-534 

Nov 4 Guard cell biology     524-531, 690-692 
 6 Flowering I      719-725  

11 Flowering II      725-747 
 13 Exam III 
 18 Auxin: transport and physiological effects*  Chapter 19 
 20 Gibberellins: physiological effects   Chapter 20 
 25 Cytokinin: discovery and function   Chapter 21 

27 Thanksgiving Holiday (no class) 
 2 Ethylene      Chapter 22 
Dec 4 Abscisic acid      Chapter 23   
 9 Final Exam: Tuesday 12-2:30 
 

 
 
 
Grading: 
     Your grade will be determined by the average of four exams (each worth 100 points) 
and a set of short written assignments (worth a total of 100 points). 
 
Exams (I-IV), 100 points each 400 points 
Assignments    100 points 
Total possible points   500 points 
 
Grading scale: 
     The following grading scale will be used: 
 
94-100A 87-89B+ 77-79C+ 67-69D+ 0-59F 
90-93A- 84-86B 74-76C 64-67D 
  80-83B- 70-73C- 60-63D- 
 
Electronic devices: 
     No cell phones, tablets etc. may be used during class.  The presence of any such 
device during an exam will result in a grade of 0 points on the test. 
 
 



Attendance policy: 
     Your attendance is required at all exams.  If you have to miss an exam you must let 
me know ahead of time. Exams missed without an excuse will be graded as 0 points 
earned.  If a written assignment is turned in late, the grade of the assignment will be 
lowered by a letter grade for each day it is late. 
 
Academic Honesty Policy 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community 
of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western 
Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those 
who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic 
exercise. 

c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of 
someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 

d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or 
attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other 
academic exercise. 
 
Please refer the Student Handbook regarding details of this policy.                                         
 
 
      
 



BIOL416/516  
Plant Molecular Biology 

 

 
 

Instructor: Dr. Darby Harris 
Office: Stillwell 256 
Phone: 227-3662 
Office hours: Wednesdays 12:30-2:30 pm or by appointment 
Email: dmharris@email.wcu.edu 
 
Learning Objectives: 
 Biol416/516 is a course intended to explore current concepts in plant molecular biology. 
Although this course is plant centered, there will be a number of molecular mechanisms and techniques 
discussed that have broad application to any biological system. In very general terms, this course will 
examine plant genome organization and gene expression, interaction with pathogens and 
endosymbionts, the small RNA world, Agrobacterium tumefaciens and genetic engineering, genetic 
improvements in agriculture, growth and development with special emphasis on cell wall structure, 
biogenesis and expansion. 
 
Lecture Textbook: Plant Physiology by Taiz & Zeiger, 5th Edition 
 This textbook will be used to a limited extent and should mainly be used as student reference.  
Most of the information provided in this course will come form custom lectures created by the professor 
and literature obtained from plant research journals, all of which will be posted on Blackboard. 
 
Blackboard:  
 This course has a Blackboard site where the course syllabus, power point presentations covering 
each lecture, lecture notes, plant based literature (journal articles, etc…) and current student grades can 
be found.  For students unsure of how to use Blackboard, support can be found on the blackboard 
website: http://www.wcu.edu/WebFiles/PDFs/StudentResources-KnownIssuesFAQsFinal.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Course Rules and Expectations: 
 
1. To foster an effective learning environment: 
 (1) Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
 (2) Please silence your cell phones before entering the classroom. 
 (3) Text messaging is STICTLY PROHIBITED while class is in session. Store cell phones and 
 similar devices in a pocket, purse, or book bag until class has been dismissed. 
 (4) No sleeping!!! 
 
2. Attendance: 
 The instructor STRONGLY encourages attendance at all class meetings. Failure to attend 
lectures will result in missed lecture information that is not presented in the lecture slides and missed in-
class assignments. Missed in-class assignments can only be made up at the discretion of the instructor. 
In most cases, the student will need to provide PROOF OF A VALID EXCUSE based on university 
policy. However, no points are awarded for attendance and no points are deducted for absences. The 
official policy on university excused absences is posted on the class Blackboard site and can be found 
here: http://www.wcu.edu/student-life/division-of-student-affairs/student-concern-response-
team/absence-notification-protocol.asp 
 
3. The course schedule and the course topics may be modified at anytime during the semester by the 
instructor. 
 
Homework:  
 There will be certain days in which homework will be given and will count towards the final 
grade in the course. The homework will generally come in two formats: (1) Homework will consist of 
questions on lecture material that may or may not have been thoroughly covered in class. The point of 
this type of homework assignment is to make the student read over the entire lecture and lecture notes in 
order to fully engage with the material. (2) Homework will consist of questions covering assigned 
readings of journal articles or other pieces of literature pertinent to the current topic in lecture. The point 
of this type of homework assignment is to make the student read the assigned readings and broaden their 
understanding of the course material. The instructor will only give out homework assignments during 
class meetings in a hard copy format. Missed homework can be made up at the discretion of the 
instructor, but it is the RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUDENT to explain the absence to the instructor 
and to obtain the homework assignment from the instructor should the instructor deem the excuse valid. 
In most cases, the student will need to provide proof of a valid excuse based on university policy. 
Homework that is to be turned in during class must be turned in AT THE BEGINNING OF CLASS on 
the day that it is due and will suffer a 10% penalty each day that it is late. 
 
In-Class Assignments: 
 There will be certain days in which in-class assignments will be given and will count towards the 
final grade in the course. The in-class assignments will either consist of questions on the lecture material 
that was just covered or is currently being covered in class or on current assigned readings. The in-class 
assignments may be given at any time during the class and may be either group or individual assignments 
(discretion of the instructor) and may or may not allow use of the textbook. These in-class assignments 
are intended to reward attendance and engagement with peers and the course material. If a student is not 
present in class during the time when an in-class assignment is completed, the student will receive a score 
of zero for that assignment and it cannot be made up without providing proof of a valid excuse based on 
university policy.  If a student has the proper excuse and is allowed to make up the missed assignment, 
the student alone will complete the work (usually in the office of the instructor), regardless of whether 
the assignment was originally a group activity in class. The instructor also reserves the right to modify 
the assignment from its original format or content before allowing the student to make up the work. 



 In-class assignments that are completed as group work should have the names of all group 
members on the material that is handed in to the instructor. The material will be graded and each 
member of the group will receive the same grade. Adding the name of a student in the class to the 
material who is not in the group or who is absent from class on the day the assignment was given WILL 
BE CONSIDERED ACADEMIC DISHONESTY and handled as such at the discretion of the instructor. 
 
Review Paper and Presentation: 
 Students will be required to complete a review paper (10 pages/10 primary sources 
undergraduates, 15 pages/15 primary sources graduates) and present a short talk on the subject (10-12 
mins undergraduate, 18-20 mins graduate) selected from a list of topics provided by the instructor or 
from a topic chosen by the student with consent of the instructor.   
 
Exams:  
 There will be 3 semester exams. All exams will consist of multiple-choice and short answer 
questions that may be drawn from the class lectures, reading assignments, homework and in-class 
assignments. Semester exams will emphasize topics covered since the preceding exam but may also 
include any material previously covered as understanding most biological concepts require knowledge 
of previously learned material. 
 Exams will attempt to measure the student’s ability to recall information, correctly interpret and 
analyze scenarios, apply material from class to solve problems, and pull together material from class to 
see relationships.  
 
Grading Policy: 
   Semester Exams (3)    30% 
   In-Class Assignments    25% 
   Homework     20% 
   Review Paper     15% 
   Review Presentation    10% 
 
Unless otherwise stated, there will be NO EXTRA CREDIT available for this course. The best way for a 
student to spend his or her time is to learn the course content that will be graded as described above.   
 
Grading scale:  
 
A+: 97-100 A: 93-96 A-: 92-90 B+: 89-87 B:  86-83 B-:  82-80 
C+:  79-77 C:  76-73 C-:  72-70 D+:  69-67 D:  66-63 D-:  62-60 
F:  0-59 
 
Academic Honesty Policy: 
 Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. 
Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens 
the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 
own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 
someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 



Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the 
event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at 
http://www.wcu.edu/student-life/DeanOfStudents/AcademicIntegrity/academicintegrity.asp 
  
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
 Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions. Students who require reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services. All information is confidential. 
Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex 
for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
 Student Support Services (SSS) provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may 
contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in 
the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
 The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free course 
tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student consultations, graduate and 
professional exam preparation resources, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All 
tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring 
appointments, visit the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. 
 
 Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use 
Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Writing tutoring is offered at the Biltmore Park campus 
on certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 for availabilities. 
 
Additional Academic Support Resources: 
 The Mathematics Tutoring Center in Stillwell 455 provides drop-in tutoring for math courses and 
math-related content across the curriculum. 
  
 Students who need help with software, technology, or eBriefcase should contact the Technology 
Commons on the ground floor of Hunter Library where students can access training via one-on-one 
appointments, walk-ups, workshops, and online tutorials.  
 
Academic Calendar:  
 Includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc. Academic calendar link: 
http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Tentative Class Schedule  
Fall 2015 

 
Lecture Topic  
 
Lecture 1: Why Study Plants?  A Course Overview 
       Stress Tolerance, Nutrient Use, Pathogen Resistance, Medicines, Materials, Energy 
Lecture 2: Plant Genome Organization 
      Chromatin, Transposons, Ploidy, Cytoplasmic Genomes  
Lecture 3: Plant Gene Expression I 
       Transcriptional Regulation and Epigenetics 
Lecture 4: Plant Gene Expression II 
      Post-Transcriptional Regulation, Small RNAs and the Proteasome 
*Exam 1: Tuesday, September 15 
Lecture 5: Studying Gene Function:  
      Mutants and Map-based Cloning, Microarrays, and Gene Fusions  
Lecture 6: Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
      Plant Pathogen and Useful Tool, The Ti plasmid, Plant Transformation 
Lecture 7: Genetic Improvements in Agriculture 
      The (First) Green Revolution, Modern Molecular Plant Breeding, Transgenics  
*Exam 2: Thursday, October 8 
Lecture 8: Plants and Pathogens 
      The Disease Triangle, Strategies of Pathogenicity, The Plant Immune Response (PTI and ETI) 
Lecture 9: Plants and Their Molecular Interaction with Microsymbionts 
      Root Nodule Symbiosis (Legumes and Rhizobia), Plants and Mycorrhizal Fungi  
Lecture 10: Plant Cell Wall Biosynthesis and Bioenergy 
                   Cellulose Biosynthesis, Biofuel and Biochemical Production     
*Exam 3: Tuesday, November 17 
Review Presentations: Tuesday, November 24 
Review Presentations: Tuesday, December 1 
Review Presentations: Thursday, December 3 
 
Review Papers are due NO LATER than the last day of classes, Friday December 4 by 5:00 pm. 
 
*Semester Exams 1-3 are tentatively scheduled for these times, but are subject to change at the 
discretion of the instructor. 
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Syllabus 
BIOL419 Cell Biology  

SPRING 2015 
Stillwell 148, 4:30 – 5:45pm 

   
Instructor:  Indrani Bose 
Office:  ST207 
E-mail:  ibose@email.wcu.edu  
Phone:  227-3658 (w) 
Office Hours:    MTR 2:00 – 3:00 pm;  

Feel free to contact me at any reasonable time, or walk in if the door to my office is open. 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
Cell Biology, as it is practiced today, is a convergence of three scientific disciplines. These are: biochemistry--
the isolation and characterization of the chemical components of cells, such as proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, 
etc.; genetics, genomics, and molecular biology--the study of how heredity controls the traits of cells and 
organisms and how genes specify the contents of cells; and cytology--the examination of the structure of cells 
using microscopic techniques. The combination of these approaches has proven to be more powerful in 
understanding the way cells function than any one approach alone has been. Therefore modern cell biologists 
must be conversant with the techniques of biochemistry and genetics as well as cytology.  Cell biology today is 
the study of what components make up the cell, how they got there, and what they do, which includes the study 
of how cells interact with each other in the formation of multicellular organisms and how they respond to cues 
from their external environment.      [adapted from Gary Reiness.] 
 
II. Course Aims and Learning Objectives: 

- To know some of the tools used by cell biologists to study the cell, including microscopy and cell 
fractionation 

- To understand what the various cellular sub-compartments are composed of 
- To understand how a cell functions through the interactions of different macromolecules 
- To understand cell signaling pathways 
- To understand aspects of the cell cycle and cell death, and the malfunctions that lead to cancer 

 
III. Course Materials 
Course readings: 

• Recommended text:  “Molecular Cell Biology”, Lodish et al., 7th edition 
• Assigned journal papers 

 
IV. Course Policies 
 

• Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students 
with documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or reasonable accommodations 
must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services. All information is confidential. Please contact Disability Services for more 
information at (828) 227-7127 or 144 Killian Annex. 

• Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
 

Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, 
staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and 
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integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens 
the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 
own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly 
allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
 Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of 
the event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate 
School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and 
sanction. 
 
For further procedural details, consult the Student Handbook. 

 
• Attendance Policy  

Class attendance is critical for a complete understanding of the material. Attendance at Exams and 
Quizzes is mandatory. Quizzes cannot be retaken if you are absent from class. 

 
CELL PHONE USE IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN IN CLASS.  Cell phones should be placed in 

your bags before class commences.  If you are expecting an important call (“important” refers to a life-and-
death issue) let the instructor know that before class, and leave the class to take the call when it comes 
through.  Students found text messaging during class will get one percentage point taken off from their final 
grades per event.  

 
V. Grading Procedures:  
 

Grades will be based on the following assignments 
 Percentage of Total  Number of points 

Examinations 40% (4 x 50 =) 200  
Assignments 40% 200 
Term Paper 20% 100 
TOTAL  (100%) = 500  

[Instructor reserves the right to change the above policies and procedures at any time.] 
  
             Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 

Percentage grade Points Letter grade 
90 - 94 – 98 - 100 450 – 470 – 488 - 500 A- / A / A+ 
80 – 83 – 87 - 89 400 – 415 – 435 - 449 B- / B / B+ 
70 – 73 – 77 - 79 350 – 365 – 385 - 399 C- / C / C+ 
60 – 63 – 67 - 69 300 – 315 – 335 - 349 D- / D / D+ 

59 and below 299 and below F 
 
This course is not graded on a curve. Please note that you are not in competition with one another for 
grades.  You should work with one another to learn the course material, however, each assignment should be an 
individual effort. 
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Examinations: 
There will be four exams for this class, each worth 50 points.  The exams are not cumulative.  The questions will 
require short or long answers, as appropriate.  If you cannot attend exam on the day it is assigned, please let the 
Instructor know the reason (with documentation) at least three days before the exam. However, this does not 
automatically mean that you will be allowed to retake the exam.  The instructor reserves the right to refuse an 
exam retake at a different date if you cannot be present on the day of the exam.  The exam retake may consist 
entirely of long essay-style questions.   
 
Assignments: 
Assignments will include: 
• Homework problems 
• In-class quizzes 
• Questions on the experiments in the papers discussed, and material covered in lecture.  
 
Special Topics Review Paper 

The ability to effectively communicate to colleagues is an essential scientific skill, and is developed 
through experience and practice.  Special topics papers are an opportunity for you to research a contemporary 
topic in cell biology, and write a paper on the subject.  The broad category on which to base your topic will be 
given to you.  You will research, prepare, and choose the specific topic (within the broader topic) on which you 
will write the paper.  

Each student is expected to research the topic thoroughly. The paper should be over 2500 words in 
length. The paper should have at least 2 secondary (review articles) and 2 primary (investigative journal articles) 
source references. [Pubmed and Medline (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi) are excellent starting 
resources, as is the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) website if you are researching a human 
disease.] These references should be shown to the instructor and the topic topic approved by March 4th, 2015.  
A detailed, full sentence outline of the paper is due by Mar 27th, 2015.  NO PAPER WILL BE GRADED IF 
THE OUTLINE IS NOT SUBMITTED. A first draft of the paper is MANDATORY and is due by April 10th, 
2015. 
 
The review paper is worth 100 points (20%) of your grade.  Your grade will be based on – 

- the quality of the writing (clarity; succinctness; relevance; flow of logic; figures, if any) 
- the depth and quality of the information 
- the number and quality of the references used 

 
The paper is due on Apr 29th, 2015.  Submit softcopy in Blackboard via Safeassign. 

 
[***Instructor reserves the right to change the above policies and procedures at any time.***] 
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VIII. BIOL419/519 Spring 2015 - Tentative Class Schedule 
# Date Topic Reading Assignments 

01 Jan 12 M Introduction 
Culturing and Visualizing Cells 

Ch 9  

02 Jan 14 W Perturbing Cells Ch 9  
     
 Jan 19 M  MLK Day – No class   
03 Jan 21 W Paper 1   
     
04 Jan 26 M Biomembranes Ch 10 Paper 1 assignment due 
05 Jan 28 W Biomembranes Ch 10  
     
06 Feb 02 M Transport of Small Molecules Ch 11  
07 Feb 04 W Transport of Small Molecules Ch 11  
     
08 Feb 09 M EXAM I Ch 9, 10, 11  
09 Feb 11 W Protein transport to ER Ch 13  
     
10 Feb 16 M Protein Transport to Nucleus Ch 13  
11 Feb 18 W Vesicular Transport Ch 14  
     
12 Feb 23 M Signaling Transduction Ch 15  
13 Feb 25 W Paper 2   
     
14 Mar 02 M Signaling Pathways Ch 16 Paper 2 assignment due 
15 Mar 04 W Signaling Pathways Ch 16 Term Paper Topic chosen 
     
 Mar 09 M SPRING BREAK     
 Mar 11 W SPRING BREAK     
     
16 Mar 16 M EXAM II (tentative) Ch 13, 14, 15, 16  
17 Mar 18 W Paper 3  Term Paper References 
     
18 Mar 23 M Actin Cytoskeleton and Motility Ch 17 Paper 3 assignment due 
19 Mar 25 W Microfilaments;  

Intermediate Filaments 
Ch 18 Full sentence outline due 

on Mar 27th 
     

20 Mar 30 M Cells to Tissues Ch 20  
 Apr 01 W No class    
     
21 Apr 06 M Cells to Tissues Ch 20  
22 Apr 08 W EXAM III Ch 17, 18, 20  
 Apr 10 F   Mandatory first draft due 
     
23 Apr 13 M Cell Cycle Ch 19  
24 Apr 15 W Cell Cycle Ch 19  
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 Date Topic Reading Assignments 
25 Apr 20 M Stem cells and Cell Death Ch 21  
26 Apr 22 W Cancer Ch 24 Second draft due (if 

needed) 
     
27 Apr 27 M Cancer Ch 24 Term paper due 
28 Apr 29 W Paper 4   
 May 01 F -   Paper 4 assignment due 
     
 May 04 M Exam IV Ch 19, 21, 24 5 – 6 pm 
 
[This is a tentative course schedule, and the instructor reserves the right to change it as and when necessary.] 
 



BIOLOGY 420/520 • DARWIN'S ORIGIN OF SPECIES 
SPRING 2014 • Mon/Wed 8:00-9:15 AM • Natural Sciences rm. 123 

DR. JAMES T. COSTA 
202 Stillwell Bldg. & Highlands Biological Station 

 
• Phone: Highlands: 526-2602; WCU: 227-3811 

• Email: costa@email.wcu.edu  • Office Hours: Wed 9:15-11:00 AM, or by appointment 
 
 
Date Schedule of topics Readings 
 
JAN 13 • Introduction to course  Browne & van Whye 2008; 
  • The idea of evolution  van Whye 2008; Bowler 2003 
  
 15 • Darwin's “one long argument”  Annotated Origin, Introduction; 
    Costa 2009 [BioScience]  
 20 [MLK Holiday] 
 
 22 Variation under domestication  Annotated Origin, ch. I; 
    Thomson 1996 
 
 27 Variation under nature  Annotated Origin, ch. II 
 
 29 Struggle for existence  Annotated Origin, ch. III; 
    Malthus 1798; Paley 1802 
 
FEB 3 Natural Selection  Annotated Origin, ch. IV;  
    Hector & Hooper 2002  
     
 5 Natural Selection  Annotated Origin, ch. IV, contd.  
  
 10 Laws of variation  Annotated Origin, ch. V 
 
 12 Wallace on natural selection  Darwin and Wallace 1858; 
  *WCU Darwin Day*  Costa 2013; Berry et al. 2013 
 
 17 Difficulties on theory  Annotated Origin, ch. VI 
 
 19 Difficulties on theory  Annotated Origin, ch. VI, contd. 
 
 24 Instinct  Annotated Origin, ch. VII 
 
 26 Instinct  Annotated Origin, ch. VII, contd. 
 
MAR 3 Hybridism    Annotated Origin, ch. VIII 
  
 5 Film / Discussion TBA 
   
 10/12 [Spring Break]    
   



 
MAR 17 Geological chapters  Annotated Origin, ch. IX, X 
 
 19 Geological chapters  Annotated Origin, ch. IX, X 
  
 24 Geographical distribution I & II  Annotated Origin, ch. XI, XII 
 
 26 Geographical distribution I & II  Annotated Origin, ch. XI, XII 
 
 31 *Field Trip*  Gray Fossil Site 
 
APR 2 Mutual affinities of organic beings  Annotated Origin, ch. XIII 
 
 7 Mutual affinities of organic beings  Annotated Origin, ch. XIII, contd. 
 
 9 Conclusion  Annotated Origin, ch. XIV 
 
 14 *No class in lieu of field trips* 
 
 16 [Easter break] 
 
 21 Film / Discussion  Gould 1983; Scopes Trial Transcript  
 
 23 *Field Trip*  Scopes Trial Museum   
 
 28 Aftermath / Discussion  Dewey 1910 
 
 30 Aftermath / Discussion   
   

Term Papers Due Friday, 2 May by 5:00 PM 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



BIOLOGY 420/520 • DARWIN'S ORIGIN OF SPECIES 
 

Readings 
Main Text:   

 
Costa, J. T. 2009. The Annotated Origin: A Facsimile of the First Edition of On the Origin of Species.  

Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press.  ISBN 13: 978-0-674-03281-1 
**Available at City Lights Bookstore, 3 E Jackson St, Sylva, NC 28779** 

 
Additional Readings: 
 
Berry, A., J. T. Costa, J. Browne, and J. Wood. 2013. Wallace Centennial Feature. Current Biology 

23(24): R1066-R1073. 
 
Bowler, P. J. 2003. Evolution: The History of an Idea, 3rd ed. Berkely, CA: Univ. of California Press. 

[Chapter 3] 
 
Browne, J. and J. van Wyhe. 2008. Timeline of the life of Charles Robert Darwin, from the Darwin 

Online website (http://darwin-online.org.uk/timeline.html).   
 
Costa, J. T. 2009. The Darwinian revelation: Tracing the origin and evolution of an idea. BioScience 59: 

886-894. 
 
Costa, J. T. 2013. On the Organic Law of Change: Alfred Russel Wallace and the book that should have 

been. Evolve [Natural History Museum, London] 17: 30-33. 
 
Darwin, C. R. and A. R. Wallace. 1858. On the tendency of species to form varieties; and on the 

perpetuation of varieties and species by natural means of selection. J. Linnean Soc. London 3: 45-62.  
 
Dewey, J. 1910. The Influence of Darwin on Philosophy and Other Essays in Contemporary Thought. 

Bloomington: Indiana University Press.  [Title essay] 
 
Gould, J. 1837a. Mr. Darwin's collection of birds, a series of ground finches. Proc. Zool. Soc. London 5: 

4-7. 
 
Gould, J. 1837b. A new species of Rhea from Patagonia. Proc. Zool. Soc. London  5: 35-36. 
 
Gould, S. J. 1983. Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes. NY: W.W. Norton.  [Chapter 20: 'A visit to Dayton'] 
 
Hector, A. and R. Hooper. 2002. Darwin and the first ecological experiment. Science 295: 639-640. 
 
Malthus, T. R. 1798. Population: The First Essay.  [Chapter 1]   
 
Paley, W. 1800. Natural Theology. [Excerpt: formulation of the teleological argument] 
 
Tennessee Evolution Case. 1990. The World's Most Famous Court Trial. Rhea County Historical Society. 

2nd reprint ed. Dayton, TN: Bryan College.  [Excerpts of Scopes Trial transcripts] 
 
Thomson, K. S. 1996. The fall and rise of the English bulldog. American Scientist 84: 220-223. 
 
Van Wyhe, J. 2008. Charles Darwin: Gentleman naturalist. Biographical sketch from the Darwin Online 

website (http://darwin-online.org.uk/darwin.html) 
 
Wallace, A. R. 1855. On the law which has regulated the introduction of new species. Ann. Mag. Nat. 

Hist.  16 (2nd series): 184-196. 
 



BIOLOGY 420/520 • DARWIN'S ORIGIN OF SPECIES 
Spring 2014 

 

 
 
The focus of this class is a reading and analysis of one of the centrally important texts in modern 
Western thought: Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species, first published in 1859.  Like 
Shakespeare, the Bible, and the Greek philosophers, Darwin's writings form an essential 
component of the Western Canon.  The publication of the Origin utterly transformed Western 
society, providing a revolutionary new paradigm that ranks in its far-reaching effects with those 
of Copernicus, Galileo, and Newton.  On those grounds alone it is important to read what Darwin 
had to say, but beyond that we find that unlike most scientific works, which are often quickly 
rendered obsolete by new discoveries, much (though not all) of what Darwin wrote some 150 
years ago is still remarkably accurate today.  Reading the Origin provides lessons at several 
levels: as a fascinating piece of science writing, as a philosophically revolutionary document, as 
an exemplar of historical methodology in science, and as a carefully constructed set of incisive 
and astute observations.   
 
For this class to 'work' and provide you with the best possible experience, your participation is 
ESSENTIAL!  You are expected to attend all classes and field trips, complete all readings in a 
careful and thoughtful manner, and actively participate in discussions.  The course will largely 
consist of reading the 1st edition of the Origin; we will cover some chapters to a greater degree 
than others, but our goal is to read and discuss the entire book.  The Origin will be supplemented 
with additional readings to help provide context or expand on key themes.  Please complete all 
assigned readings and come to class prepared to ask questions and participate in discussion! 
 

     
 
 
There will be two field trips, currently scheduled for Monday 31 March (Gray Fossil Site, Gray, 
TN) and Wednesday 23 April (Scopes Trial Museum, Rhea Co. Courthouse, Dayton, TN).  Each 
will take much of the day; I realize such trips can pose challenges for work, school, sports, and 
family, but these outings will enrich your course experience considerably.  Please start early in 
the term notifying and making arrangements with your professors, employers, etc.!  I will be 
happy to provide a letter affirming that this is a required course activity and that your 
participation is fully expected.   
 



 

 
 

Beagle voyage, 1831-1836 
 

BIOLOGY 420/520 • DARWIN’S ORIGIN OF SPECIES 
Additional Course Information 

 
• Office Hours: My campus office is Stillwell 202; office hours are Wednesdays 9-10 AM, but it 
may be easiest for you to make an appointment; I will be happy to meet with you at other times. 
 
• Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: WCU is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students who require 
disability services or reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability 
and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is 
confidential.  Please contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716, 
disabilityservices@email.wcu.edu or visit 144 Killian Annex. 
 
• Grading: Final grades will be calculated as a percentage of 700 possible points, broken down as 
follows: 
 
1. Attendance and active participation in class discussions are very important for the success of 

the class.  Attendance, discussion & demonstrated fulfillment of reading assignments will 
contribute 100 pts toward your grade.  Participation and engagement with the field trips will 
contribute another 50 points each, 100 points total, including short reflection or synthesis 
assigments connected to the field trip topics. 

 
2. There will be regular short written assigments with varying assigned points but totaling 350 

points. These assigments will include reflection pieces, short research questions, news items, 
questions relating to the readings, etc.  Some of these will be in-class, others given for later 
submission.   

   
3. There will be a research paper on a topic relating to the Origin or the history of evolutionary 

thought.  This paper will be worth 150 pts, to be submitted by 5 PM the last day of classes, 
Friday, 2 May.  Length: undergrads approx. 10 pages, grad students approx. 20 pages; 
guidelines for writing the paper and suggested topics will be provided. 

   
• The +/- grading system will be used as follows for undergraduates: 
93-100 = A; 90-92 = A-; 87-89 = B+; 83-86 = B; 80-82 = B-; 77 - 79 = C+; 73 - 76 = C; 70 - 72 = C-; 67 

- 69 = D+; 63 - 66 = D; 60 - 62 = D-; Below 60 = F.   

As per university policy, graduate students are graded on a straight A-F scale. 
 



Syllabus: Principles of Biotechnology (BIOL421/ 593) 
Semester Fall 2014 

ST125 MW 
 

Instructor: Indrani Bose 
Office: Stillwell 207 
Phone: 227-3658 
e-mail: ibose@email.wcu.edu 
Office Hours: MT 2:30 – 3:30pm / or any reasonable time, if I am free 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I. Course Description:  
Biotechnology is a vast subject that covers a wide range of topics.  This course will try to cover certain 
aspects of Biotechnology including DNA manipulation, RNA-based technologies, antibody-based 
technologies, genomics and proteomics, and the use of biotechnology in diagnostics, forensics, and 
biowarfare.  
 
II. Course objectives: 
• To give students an understanding of molecular science and its applications 
• To give students an understanding about the emerging technologies with a biomolecular basis 
• To prepare students to pursue more advanced studies in the biotechnology fields 
• To provide students with an initial training for a career in the biotechnology sector  
 
III. Course Materials:  
1. Clark, D. P. and N. J. Pazdernik. 2010 (update edition) Biotechnology* (required) 
2. Glick, B. R. and J. J. Pasternak. 2010 (4th Edition). Molecular Biotechnology- principles and 
applications of recombinant DNA. ASM press.* 
3. Selected articles from scientific journals. 
4. Laboratory Handouts 

* These books can be found in the library as e-books. 
 
IV. Course Policies 
 

 Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students 
with documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or reasonable accommodations 
must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services. All information is confidential. Please contact Disability Services for more 
information at (828) 227-7127 or 144 Killian Annex. 

 Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
 

Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, 
staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and 
integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens 
the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty includes: 



a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s 
own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly 
allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of 
the event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate 
School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and 
sanction. 

For further procedural details, consult the Student Handbook. 
 
Attendance policy: This is a hands-on class, and therefore attendance is assumed. Absences will 
adversely affect your grade (especially in the participation category).  If there is a valid reason for you 
to miss class please let the Instructor know beforehand, otherwise you will be required to validate your 
reason for missing class. 
 
Required materials: Lab notebook (any spiral bound notebook or binder), quad-ruled paper, pen, 
Sharpie marker (for labeling labware), and colored pencils (for drawing in lab notebook). 
 
Extra meeting times: Since many of the exercises included in this course cannot be completed 
using only a two-day a week time frame, additional lab times will sometimes be necessary. 
 
V. Grading Procedures: 
Grades will be based on the following assignments 
 

Topics Grades Points Comments 
Assignments 35% 175 In-class and Homework assignments 
Annotation project 20% 100 Semester long project 
Lab Notebook 10%  50 Notebook will be spot checked 
Lab Reports 30% 150 Formal reports for each lab project 
Class Participation 5% 25  
 
           [Instructor reserves the right to change the above policies and procedures at any time.] 
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 
 

Percentage Points Letter grade 
98-100 980 - 1000 A+ 
94-97 936 - 979 A 
90-93 900 - 935 A- 
88-89 899 - 875 B+ 
84-87 840 - 874 B 
80-83 800 - 839 B- 
78-79 780 - 799 C+ 



74-77 740 - 779 C 
70-73 700 - 739 C- 
68-69 680 - 699 D+ 
64-67 640- 679 D 
60-63 600- 639 D- 
59 and below  599 and below F 

 
This course is NOT graded on a curve.  If it becomes necessary to curve the grades upwards, the instructor 
reserves the right to do so.  Please note that you are not in competition with one another for grades.  You 
should work with one another to learn the course material. 
 
Assignments (35%): 
There will be a number of assignments due in this class.  These are designed to help you understand the 
material.  The assignments may be worked individually or in collaborative groups (discussion ONLY, NOT 
copying).  Each student must hand in his or her own work and results.  You may use any books or 
references you have, and I will be available to answer questions, but the answers MUST be in your own 
words.  
 
Class participation (5%) 
This includes participation in both lecture and lab.  You will learn more if you are interactive in class and out of 
it.  I expect each of you to speak up at least once in every class.  In the lab, you should be alert, come prepared, 
and be helpful.  You should follow all lab safety rules and heed the instructions of the Instructor. Any kind of 
disruptive behavior will not be tolerated and will affect your grade, up to and including an “F” in the course. 
 
Laboratory Notebook (10%) 
You should have a 3-ring binder with quad –ruled paper as a lab notebook.  The lab notebook should begin with 
a “Table of Contents” which is dated.  Every page of the notebook should be numbered.   
 
Lab Reports (30%)  
Although the every day experiments will be noted in the lab notebook, you will write a formal lab report for 
every project.  Some projects will take multiple classes and in those cases you will write a report after the 
completion of the experiments.  You will research the topic beyond what is presented to you in class, and have 
at least two extra citations in your report.  The references should be cited in the AMA style both in-text, as well 
as in the References. 
 
Annotation Project (20%) 
You will complete the annotation of one Drosophila contig, and submit the annotation to the Genomic 
Education Partnership.  
 
Penalties for late submissions 
Every assignment has to be submitted on time. 10% of your grade will be deducted for every day an assignment 
is late for submission.  If there are valid reasons for the delay please get permission from the Instructor for late 
submission.   Assignments will not be accepted for grading if they are more than a week late, OR if the graded 
assignment has been handed back or discussed in class (whichever comes first). 
 
Save all your graded work 
DO NOT THROW AWAY your graded work till you get the final grade for your class. Check the Gradebook in 
Blackboard regularly to make sure that your grades have been correctly recorded.  If not, bring the graded 
assignment to the Instructor to get the points changed (grades will not be changed without the graded 
assignment). 



VIII. BIOL421/593 Fall 2014 - Tentative Class Schedule 
 

Date # Topic Lab Homework assignment 
Aug 18 M 1 Introduction, Model 

organisms,  
  

Aug 20 W 2 Sterilization Techniques 
Overview of DNA 
Replication, 
Transcription and 
Translation 

Lab 0: Sterilization, Autoclaving 
media, pouring plates. 
 Get started with Serial Cloner.  
Use the NEB site. 

Assmt 1: (a) Familiarize yourself with 
Serial Cloner. (b) Plasmid DNA analysis 
– Sequence analysis of 4 plasmids to 
determine how best to identify them by 
restriction digests 

     
Aug 25 M 3 DNA and RNA structure 

and how that relates to 
DNA manipulations 

  

Aug 27 W 4 Plasmids, cosmids, and 
other cloning vectors 

Lab 1: Plasmid DNA analysis 
(cont.) –how best to identify them 
by restriction digests.  Transform 
plasmids and plate. 
Set up restriction digests. 
Incubate.  Run gel. 

Assmt 2: (a) Characterization of 
Restriction enzymes.  [Look up the some 
restriction enzymes – a blunt cutter, one 
that leaves a 5’ overhang, characterize 
two enzymes.] 
(b) Find examples of DNA ladders. 

     
Sep 01 M  No class (Labor Day)   
Sep 03 W 5 Restriction digests, and 

cloning 
Lab 2: Design primers for 1 kb 
DNA ladder using lambda DNA.   

Assmt 3: Design primers for amplifying 
ampicillin and kanamycin.  Use IDT 
Oligoanalyzer to determine Tm, 
secondary structures etc. 

     
Sep 08 M 6 Preparation of libraries 

DNA replication – PCR 
and its uses 

 Report on Lab 1 

Sep 10 W 7 Start Annotation 
(Bioinformatics) project 

Lab 2 (cont.): Set up PCRs – both 
singly and multiplex.  Run gel. 

Assmt 4: Start work on the Annotation 
project.  Go over the work flow, and get 
screen shots of your contig, how many 
bases it is made up of, what genes are 
present in it, how many isoforms does 
each gene have? 

     
Sep 15 M 8 NextGen Sequencing 

(Britt Bintz) 
  

Sep 17 W 9  Lab 2 (cont.): Purify PCR 
products.  Quantify using 
Nanodrop.  Add known amounts 
to make quantitative DNA ladder.  
Run gel. 

Assmt 5: Work on the Annotation 
project.  Determine the first three exons 
of an isoform, with the starting codon, 
and splice sites 

     
Sep 22 M 10 PCR and its uses (cont.) 

– site-directed 
mutagenesis, overlap, 
making probes, FISH 

 Report on Lab 2 

Sep 24 W 11  Lab 3: Cloning a gene into an 
expression vector (cut vector, 
PCR insert) 

Assmt 6: Work on the Annotation 
project.  
 
Design primers to clone GFP. 

     



Sep 29 M 12 Journal paper   
Oct 01 W 13 Discussion cont. 

Uses of DNA technology 
Lab 3 (cont.) Cloning a gene into 
an expression vector (purify 
vector and insert; ligate) 

Assmt 7: on Paper 1 

     
Oct 06 M 14 Forensic Biotechnology 

(TBA) 
  

Oct 08 W 15  Lab 3 (cont.) Cloning a gene into 
an expression vector (Transform 
ligation) 

Assmt 8: RFLP for cloning and 
orientation 

     
Oct 13 M  FALL BREAK No class  
Oct 15 W  FALL BREAK No lab  
     
Oct 20 M 16 Hybridization 

techniques, 
Transformations 

Lab 3 (cont.) Cloning a gene into 
an expression vector (Inoculate 
colonies) 

 

Oct 22 W 17 Paper on high efficiency 
transformation in 
mammalian cells. 

Lab 3 (cont):  Cloning a gene into 
an expression vector (Plasmid 
miniprep; digest; run gel) 

Assmt 9: on Paper 2 
 
Finish work on Annotation. 

     
Oct 27 M 18 Transcription   Report on Lab 3 
Oct 29 W 19  Lab 4: Expression of protein from 

cloned plasmid (Transform into 
BL21 cells) 

Submit Annotation project to GEP. 

     
Nov 03 M 20 Protein expression – lac 

operon, araBAD 
Lab 4 (cont.): Expression of 
protein from cloned plasmid 
(Inoculate cells from colonies) 
 

 

Nov 05 W 21 Paper on fluorescent 
proteins 

Lab 4 (cont.): Expression of 
protein from cloned plasmid 
(Express protein with IPTG.  
Look under epifluorescence 
microscope.  Freeze cells) 

Assmt 10: on Paper 3 

     
Nov 10 M 22 Viruses, Vaccines, and 

other uses of antibodies  
  

Nov 12 W 23  Lab 4 (cont.): Expression of 
protein from cloned plasmid. 
Make SDS-PAGE gel & protein 
lysate.  Quantify protein lysate.   

Assmt 11: Question on ELISA or other 
antibody uses 

     
Nov 17 M 24 Transgenic Plants and 

Animals 
  

Nov 19 W   Lab 4 (cont.): Expression of 
protein from cloned plasmid. 
(Run protein gel) 

 

     
Nov 24 M 25 RNA based techniques Lab5: Planaria RNAi Report on Lab 4 
Nov 26 W 26 THANKSGIVING No lab or class  
     
Dec 01 M 27 Gene Therapy   
Dec 03 W 28 Biowarfare and Toxins  Lab5 (cont.): Planaria RNAi  



Dec 05 F    Report on Lab 5 
***[This is a tentative course schedule, and the instructor reserves the right to change it as and when necessary.] 



Syllabus	‐	BIOL	422/522	–	Forensic	Biology	
 

“We have the potential within our grasp of a technology that in routine investigations will identify suspects as 
reliably as fingerprints” Jeremy Travis, Director of the National Institute of Justice 

 
Fall 2015 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00am – 12:15pm – Stillwell 143 
 
Instructors:  Dr. Kelly Grisedale 
Phone:  828-227-3970 
Email:   ksgrisedale@wcu.edu 
Office:   ST 136 
Office hours:  available by appointment 
 
I. Purpose  
 
This course is designed to outline the scientific principles and techniques commonly 
employed in a forensic science laboratory. Particular emphasis will be placed on DNA 
analysis.  
 
II. Course Objectives: 
 
Upon completion of this course students will: 
 Be able to locate, analyze, synthesize and evaluate scientific information; 
 Be able to interpret and use numerical, written, oral and visual data; 
 Be able to critically analyze scientific literature and arguments; 
 Understand, describe and use the scientific method to answer important questions in a 

forensic laboratory setting 
 
III. Course Materials 
 
Required text: John M. Butler, Forensic DNA Typing: Methodology 
 
Background and supplementary readings may be provided to enhance some course content 
 
IV. Grade Distribution 
 

Assignment Percentage of Final Grade 
Mid-semester exam 10% 

 End of semester exam 20% 
Quizzes 10% 

Laboratory 25% 
Moot court and report 25%  (10% for report, 15% for moot court) 

Participation 10% 
TOTAL 100% 

	



Mid-Semester Exam: 
 
This exam will include material from all lectures up until week 7. The format could include 
multiple choice, short answer and long answer style questions. The exam will be held in the 
lecture class period on Thursday of week 8. 
 
End of Semester Exam: 
 
This exam will include material from all lectures. The format could include multiple choice, 
short answer and long answer style question. The exam will be held in exam week according 
to the final exam schedule. 
 
Quizzes: 
 
Students will complete 5 quizzes throughout the semester. Quizzes are based on lecture 
material learned in the weeks preceding the quiz. Quizzes will be available on Blackboard 
and are to be completed online. Instructions for quiz completion can also be found on 
Blackboard 
 
Laboratory: 
 
Students will attend laboratory sessions each Friday to complement the coursework learned 
in the lectures prior to the lab class. Lab classes will provide hands-on experience in 
techniques used in a professional forensic biology laboratory. Assessment for the laboratory 
classes is outlined in the lab syllabus. 
 
Moot Court and Report: 
 
Student will analyze forensic DNA data as part of a mock case. Students will act as DNA 
analysts to assess the data provided and write a report to outline their findings. Students will 
then participate in a moot court exercise where they will act as an expert witness and present 
their findings from their report. 
 
Participation: 
 
Attendance at lecture and laboratory classes is required. Students will be awarded 
participation points based on their attitude and willingness to participate in class discussions 
and laboratory exercises. 
 
Graduate Student Additional Assessment: 
 
Graduate students will be required to find a recent journal article on a topic within the field 
of forensic biology (research papers only, not review articles). Students must critically 
evaluate this paper and prepare a presentation that discusses the scope of the article, the 
techniques used and the strengths and weaknesses of the research. Additional information 
on what to be included in the presentation will be provided in class / on Blackboard. 
 
 



Letter grades will be assigned according to the following grading and Quality Point System: 
 

Percent Letter Grade 

98-100 A+ 
94-97 A 
90-93 A- 
88-89 B+ 
84-87 B 
80-83 B- 
78-79 C+ 
74-77 C 
70-73 C- 
68-69 D+ 
60-67 D 

59 and below F 

 
Grade Interpretation Quality points 

per semester 
hour 

Grade Interpretation Quality points 
per semester 

hour 
A+ Excellent 4.0 I Incomplete -- 
A Excellent 4.0 IP In Progress -- 
A-  3.67 S Satisfactory -- 
B+  3.33 U Unsatisfactory -- 
B Good 3.0 W Withdrawal -- 
B-  2.67 AU Audit -- 
C+  2.33 NC No Credit -- 
C Satisfactory 2.0    
C-  1.67    
D+  1.33    
D Poor 1.0    
D-  .67    
F Failure 0    

 
V. Accommodations for Students with Disabilities 
 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current 
diagnostic documentation to Disability Services. All information is confidential. Please 
contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian Annex. 
 
VI. Student Support Services: 

Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-



one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school 
preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for 
more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
VII. Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process 
 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Graduate students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate 
entities in charge of that step of the process. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to 
achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any violation of this 
policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same 
conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic 
semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to 
gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of 
Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

A.   General: 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to 
achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a 
serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity 
of the community. 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of 
the Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in 
the course in which the violation occurs. 

B.    Definitions: 

1. Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 

2. Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3. Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 

academic exercise. 
4. Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the 

Academic Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy 
information during an examination). 

 



C.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean 
of the graduate school when applicable) in writing of the allegation and proposed 
sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, 
including the proposed sanction(s), in writing.  In the written notification, the instructor 
will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting with the instructor.  During 
the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Faculty 
Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within 
five (5) business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed 
to have mutually resolved the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by 
the instructor in the written allegation.  If the student does not request a meeting, the 
alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either 
appeal the decision to the department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting 
the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No action by the student within five (5) 
business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual resolution and 
waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the 
student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, 
the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further 
review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must 
schedule a meeting with the student.  The instructor may be present during the 
meeting.  During the meeting, the department head shall complete the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information submitted 
during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the 
student, may be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for 
making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may 
agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The department head may also 
approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor.  If the student 
does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall 
either appeal the decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter 
by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an 
appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic Integrity Violation Department 
Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the 
meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the 
student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does 
not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the 
alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal. 



6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic 
Dean must schedule an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The 
Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled 
students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty 
member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing 
board.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the 
evidence.  The hearing board may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) 
proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the 
scheduled hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further 
review and/or appeal.  Within ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate 
academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send the student written notification 
of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the 
board or submit an appeal to the designated academic Dean.  No action by the student 
within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a 
mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic 
Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting 
with the Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, 
she must submit a written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written 
notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board to the designated academic 
Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the following grounds; 1) a 
violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten 
(10) business days of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree 
with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, 
or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor, department head, and or Academic 
Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the academic Dean shall 
provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be 
permitted to withdraw from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, 
notifications, and/or appeals have been completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, 
department head, and academic Dean must provide the Department of Student 
Community Ethics with all materials and documents related to the case (i.e. course 
syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor Resolution 
Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, 
academic Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics 
shall serve as the repository for all records associated with allegations and violations 
associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 



D.   Academic Integrity Board: 

The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled 
students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty 
member will serve as chair of the board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards 
for each college will be selected by each college Dean.  The Department of Student 
Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a hearing 
board.  Each academic Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a 
faculty member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 

E.   Sanctions: 

The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may 
impose academic sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of 
“F” for the course).  The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or 
academic Dean may not permanently remove the student from the course or suspend/expel 
the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant 
consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a 
program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student Community 
Ethics. 

F.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 

Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the 
Department of Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous 
violations of University policies.  Students with a prior record of violations, or who commits 
a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be referred to the 
Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing 
proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic 
Integrity Policy will automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual 
violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed by the 
instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and 
University-level sanctions imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for 
habitual violations of University policies. 

Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student 
Community Ethics 
 
 
VIII. Inclement weather policy 
	
The University does not, as a matter of general practice, close its operations or cancel classes 
in Cullowhee because of bad weather. Many Western students commute from different 
distances and directions and weather conditions for those students may vary greatly from 
conditions on the Cullowhee campus. Students are advised to check road conditions in their 
areas and determine whether it is reasonable for them to drive to campus. The University 
expects students to make every effort to attend class but not to jeopardize their safety by 



driving during dangerous conditions.  Should the decision be reached to modify daily 
operations, Public Relations will announce modifications to the University schedule via 
media outlets, the University website and email. In addition, students, faculty and staff are 
encouraged to check the University website when the possibility of adverse weather arises. 
Updates about the status of University operations will be posted on a continuing basis. 
Please refer to the WCU weather policy for more information regarding school closures. If 
inclement weather prevents you from attending class, please email the instructor to inform 
them of your absence. If inclement weather occurs on an exam day, please be advised that 
the instructor will email any changes in the scheduled date of the exam. 
 
 
IX. Tentative Class Schedule  
 
Week Day/Date Topic Reference Material Assessment

1 
Tuesday 
August 18 

Introduction and Syllabus Review    

 
Thursday 
August 20 

DNA Biology Overview   

2 
Tuesday 
August 25 

Forensic Sample Types and Serology 
Part I 

Butler – Chapter 1  

 
Thursday 
August 27 

Forensic Sample Types and Serology 
Part II 

Butler – Chapter 1  

3 
Tuesday 
Sept. 1 

DNA Extraction Part I Butler – Chapter 2  

 
Thursday 
Sept. 3 

DNA Extraction Part II Butler – Chapter 2 
Quiz 1 – Available 
Friday Sept. 4 

4 
Tuesday 
Sept. 8 

DNA Quantitation Part I Butler – Chapter 3  

 
Thursday 
Sept. 10 

DNA Quantitation Part II Butler – Chapter 3  

5 
Tuesday 
Sept. 15 

STRs, PCR and Capillary 
Electrophoresis Part I 

Butler – Chapters   
4-6 

 

 
Thursday 
Sept. 17 

STRs, PCR and Capillary 
Electrophoresis Part II 

Butler – Chapters   
4-6 

Quiz 2 – Available 
Friday Sept. 18 

6 
Tuesday 
Sept. 22 

Single Source Profile Interpretation 
Part I 

Handouts provided  

 
Thursday 
Sept. 24 

Single Source Profile Interpretation 
Part II 

Handouts provided  

7 
Tuesday 
Sept. 29 

Mixture Profile Interpretation Part I Handouts provided  

 
Thursday 
Oct. 1 

Mixture Profile Interpretation Part II Handouts provided 
Quiz 3 – Available 
Friday Oct. 2 

8 
Tuesday 
Oct 6.  

Revision   

 
Thursday 
Oct. 8 

MID-SEMESTER EXAM  Exam 

9 
Tuesday 
Oct. 13 

No Class – Fall break   



 
Thursday 
Oct. 15 

No Class – Fall break   

10 
Tuesday 
Oct. 20 

LCN and Degraded DNA Part I 
Butler – Chapters 
10-11 

 

 
Thursday 
Oct. 22 

LCN and Degraded DNA Part II 
Butler – Chapters 
10-11 

 

11 
Tuesday 
Oct. 27 

No Class – Advising day   

 
Thursday 
Oct. 29 

Class activity - To be advised.  
Quiz 4 – Available 
Friday Oct. 30 

12 
Tuesday 
Nov. 3 

Alternative Markers – mtDNA, X and 
Y Chromosome analysis Part I 

Butler – Chapters 
13-15 

 

 
Thursday 
Nov. 5 

Alternative Markers – mtDNA, X and 
Y Chromosome analysis Part II 

Butler – Chapters 
13-15 

 

13 
Tuesday 
Nov. 10  

Non-human Forensics Part I Butler – Chapter 16  

 
Thursday 
Nov. 12 

Non-human Forensics Part II Butler – Chapter 16 
Quiz 5 – Available 
Friday Nov. 13 

14 
Tuesday 
Nov. 17 

Future Directions Part I 
Butler – Chapters 12 
and 17 

 

 
Thursday 
Nov. 19 

Future Directions Part II 
Butler – Chapters 12 
and 17 

 

15 
Tuesday 
Nov. 24 

Graduate student presentations   

 
Thursday 
Nov. 26 

No Class: Thanksgiving   

16 
Tuesday 
Dec. 1 

Class activity - To be advised.   

 
Thursday 
Dec. 3 

Revision   

Finals 
Tuesday 
Dec. 8 

FINAL EXAM 12pm – 2:30pm  FINAL EXAM 

 
 
X. Academic Calendar  
 
The academic calendar can be found at: http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp. This shows dates for all breaks, university 
closures, final exams, etc.  
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BIOL423_523 / Biophysics 
Spring 2015 Syllabus 

 
Lecture – Tuesday & Thursday 11:00 am – 12:15 pm, ST 143 

 

 

 
Instructor:   Dr. Robert Thomas Youker  
Office:   NS128  
Email:   rtyouker@wcu.edu 
Telephone:  828-227-2945 
Office Hours:  9:00 am – 10:00 am Wednesday & Friday and by appointment  
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
The purpose of this course is to introduce the student to the types of quantitative models used by 
physicists to explain and predict the behavior of biological processes. The student will learn how 
probability, statistical mechanics, and thermodynamics are used to build these quantitative models. 
Several of these quantitative models (e.g. random walk, beam theory) will be used in class to solve 
problems and provide hands-on experience. Finally, the student will learn how to make appropriate 
estimates of physical parameters as a “reality check” to determine if the model results fit with 
experimental evidence.     
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives: 
By the end of this course, students will be able to:  

 
1) Explain the relevant chemical, potential, kinetic and thermal energies that dominate biological 

processes 
2) Explain how biological systems use entropy to their advantage  
3) Apply physical models (e.g. Random Walk, etc.) to study biological processes  
4) Describe the theory of modern biophysical approaches used to measure biological parameters 

(e.g. optical tweezers, FRAP, FCS) 
5) Calculate estimates of the numbers associated with biological processes to enhance their 

intuition for the relevant magnitudes involved.   
 
III. Course Materials 

• Required text: Physical Biology of the Cell, 2nd edition (For Rental in Bookstore)  
• Handouts and scientific articles (Supplied by Teacher) 
• Blackboard (Website for quizzes, Homework, Additional readings, etc.) 
• Physical Biology of the Cell Website http://microsite.garlandscience.com/pboc2/  
(Practice problems, Data sets) 
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IV. Topic Schedule 
May change due to time constraints, or accommodate inclement weather (school closings) 
Readings, homework and quiz information will be provided in class and on the blackboard website. 
      
TOPIC       Chapter in Textbook (page # - #) 

*May not have time to cover 
 
V. Grading Procedures:  

Evaluation Points 
Examinations I, II, III    [100 points each] 300 
Class Participation 100 
Homework 200 
Final Examination  100 
Total possible points 700 

 
IMPORTANT DATES: EXAM I (Due) – FEB 12th, FEB 24th – No Class (Advising Day), MAR 10th  & 
12th – No Classes (Spring Break), EXAM II (Due) – MAR 19th, EXAM III (Due) – APR 28th, APR 2nd – 
No Class, MAY 5th – FINAL EXAM (12-2:30 pm)     
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: 
 
Grading and Quality Point System* 
 
Grade Interpretation Quality Points per Grade Interpretation Quality 
Points per  Semester Hour   Semester 
Hour 
 
A+ 100% 4.0  I Incomplete [ -- ] 
A 93-99 4.0  IP In Progress [ -- ] 
A- 90-92 3.67  S Satisfactory [ -- ] 
B+ 87-89 3.33  U Unsatisfactory [ -- ] 
B 83-86 3.0  W Withdrawal [ -- ] 
B- 80-82 2.67  AU Audit [ -- ] 
C+ 77-79 2.33  NC No Credit [ -- ] 

Overview: Importance of Model Building 1 (3-32) 
Estimation in Biology (E. coli: a molecular ruler) 2 (35-59) 
Temporal Scales of Biological Processes (part 1) 3 (87-110) 
Temporal Scales of Biological Processes (part 2) 3 (125-133) 
Biological Systems & Energy minimization 5 (187-208) 
Mathematics of Superlatives 5 (209-231) 
Entropy rules in Biological Systems 6 (237-248, 250-258) 
On Being Ideal & Law of Mass Action 6 (259-266, 270-76) 
Two-State Systems 7 (281-301) 
Random Walks & Structures of Macromolecules 8 (311-320, 337-350) 
Beam Theory 10 (383-400) 
Beam Theory applied to Biological Processes 10 (400-421) 
Life in Two Dimensions: Lipid Membranes 11 (445-461) 
Mathematics of Water: Bacteria Gotta Swim Too 12 (483-505) 
Statistical View of Biological Dynamics* 13 (509-525) 
Life in Crowded Environments* 14 (543-568) 
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C 73-76 2.0 
C- 70-72 1.67 
D+ 67-69 1.33 
D 63-66 1.0 
D- 60-62 0.67 
F 0-59 0 
 
* See Graduate Catalog for the graduate level grading system. 
 
The grades of A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D+, D, D- and F indicate gradations in quality from 
Excellent to Failure. Please note that a C- grade is less than satisfactory and may not meet particular 
program and/or course requirements. 
 
Composition-Condition Marks. A student whose written work in any course fails to meet acceptable 
standards will be assigned a composition-condition (CC) mark by the instructor on the final grade 
report. All undergraduates who receive two CC grades prior to the semester in which they complete 
110 hours at Western Carolina University are so notified by the registrar and are required to pass 
English 300 or English 401 before they will be eligible for graduation. This course must be taken within 
two semesters of receiving the second CC and must be passed with a grade of C (2.0) or better. 
 
Students must be familiar with the class attendance, withdrawal, and drop-add policies and 
procedures. 
 
VI. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 
Class Environment & Attendance Policy & Completion of Assignments 
  

• The classroom time will be divided between didactic lecture, group discussion, and 
problem solving using computers. 

• The classroom environment should be a place conducive to learning. Therefore, collegial 
behaviors towards other students and the teacher are expected at all times.  

• Please, do not text, tweet, take phone calls, or surf the net during class time. If an 
emergency situation arises then please take the call outside. Cell phones should be silenced, 
or turned off during class.  

• Blackboard (BB) will be used to administer quizzes and homework assignments only. These 
assignments will be open for the specified dates and a time limit will be imposed. Quizzes and 
homeworks must be submitted through BB. The grade in BB is not an official grade and should 
only be used as a relative guide to performance.  

• The BB course site will have posted lecture notes, additional readings and other resources. 
Lecture notes will be posted the day after class.   

• Exams will be administered as take-home and given out one week prior to the due date. 
Completed take-home exams should be submitted using BB. 

• Please fill out the on-line course evaluations through CoursEval from April 5th to May 2nd (8:00 
am). Your feedback is one method used to help improve the course for future students. Thank 
you!   

 
Exam Policy: NO MAKEUPS will be given unless the exam is missed due to documented emergency 
(see university excused absences). The instructor reserves the right to decide whether the makeup 
exam is given as written, or aural.   
 
Inclement Weather Policy:  The instructor will follow university decisions to cancel classes, or close 
the school. As stated on the WCU website – “The university is open unless a specific decision has 
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been made by the appropriate official to close such offices and/or facilities because of emergency 
conditions.” Those students who commute to school should use their best judgment to assess the 
safety of travel in the event of inclement weather. If the instructor cannot attend class and school is 
open then appropriate online exercises or assigned reading given.    
 
VI-a. General Attendance Policy: 
All students are expected to attend and participate in all meetings of the courses in which they are 
enrolled; any absence is incurred at the student’s own risk. 
Each instructor will establish the attendance requirements, make-up procedures, and guidelines for 
absences in each course and the effect that irregular attendance, lack of participation, and inadequate 
preparation will have upon a student’s grade. Attendance requirements and their relationships to 
grades shall reflect the norms of the department and college and should not conflict with university 
policy herein. The instructor will distribute written attendance policies to students at the beginning of 
each term. An instructor may establish special and more demanding attendance requirements for 
students who are performing less than satisfactorily. Each student is responsible for complying with 
the announced procedures for making up missed work. 
Students with more unexcused absences than the semester hours given for a course can expect the 
instructor to lower their final grade, especially in a 100-(freshman) or 200-(sophomore) level course. 
Missing approximately 10% of class meeting times (e.g. 4-5 MWF classes, 3 TR classes, or 1 
laboratory or night class) or more constitutes a significant amount of class materials and experience 
and is very difficult, if not impossible, to make up. Class attendance may be required of undergraduate 
students as a condition of admission or readmission to the university or of eligibility to continue 
enrollment. 
VI-b. University Excused Absences: 
In addition to a documented and bona fide medical emergency, the death of an immediate family 
member, or pre-arranged absence for religious observance, excused absences are granted for 
university events that include performances and events sanctioned by the Chancellor to promote the 
image of the university, regularly scheduled university team competitions (athletic and otherwise) 
including postseason play (practices and training sessions are excluded) and, in addition, student 
engagement sponsored by the institution and approved by the Provost (e.g. research presentations 
and performances at national conferences or events). 
According to North Carolina General Statue 116-11(3a) a student may request absences for required 
religious observances required by faith. To obtain permission to be absent for religious reasons, a 
student must complete the Absent Due to Required Religious Observance Form, obtain all necessary 
signatures, submit it to each instructor for review and approval, and submit to the Senior Academic 
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs for final approval at least two weeks prior to the proposed 
absence. Students are encouraged to discuss these absences with the faculty member prior to the 
end of drop/add in case the absence will unavoidably keep the student from completing the 
requirements of the course. However, if the student completes the form and submits it to the instructor 
prior to the two-week time frame, he/she shall be given the opportunity to make up any tests or other 
work missed due to an excused absence for a required religious activity. 
Individual class requirements such as field trips, field research or service learning activities are not 
considered institutional events. Faculty who schedule outside activities may request other faculty to 
excuse students from their classes so they may attend the outside event. However, individual faculty 
will determine whether the absence is excused or not. Should students be unable to attend the outside 
class event because of required attendance in other classes, they will not be penalized by the 
professor offering the outside activity. 
An instructor is expected to honor a valid university excuse for an absence and to provide reasonable 
make-up work if the student notifies him or her of the approved absence at least one class period prior 
to the date of absence. A student who misses class work because of a university excused absence is 
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responsible for contacting the instructor within one class meeting after returning to make satisfactory 
arrangements that the instructor deems appropriate for a make-up. Excused absences should not 
lower a course grade if the student is maintaining satisfactory progress in the class and has followed 
the instructor’s make-up procedures. Class experiences that are impossible to make up should be 
discussed during the first week of classes when there is sufficient time for a student to drop the 
course. 
A student who anticipates missing a high number of classes (i.e. 10% or more of class time) for 
excused absences is required to discuss this issue with the instructor during the first week of classes 
to determine the possible solutions or consequences. Courses in professional programs with 
accreditation or licensure requirements should not be taken in a semester where a student anticipates 
a high number of absences. 
The trip or activity sponsor must obtain written permission to travel as soon as possible and give each 
student a copy of the approved request. Each student must give the request to the instructor as soon 
as possible but ideally at least one week prior to the day of the absence. The request should contain 
the name of the sponsor and group, the purpose, date(s), location of the event, and time and the 
names of the participating students. 
The forms for University Sponsored Absence and Class Absence due to Required Religious 
Observance are found on the Registrar’s webpage at http://www.wcu.edu/24089.asp.. 
VI-c. Drop For Non-Attendance: 
An instructor will have the discretion to cancel a student’s registration for a course if the previously 
registered student fails to attend the first class meeting and fails to notify the instructor prior to the end 
of the first day of class. Students may re-register for the course on a seats-available basis up through 
the end of drop/add (5th day of semester). 
Although instructors may drop students for non-attendance, students should not assume that this will 
occur. Students are responsible for dropping a course, if that is their intent, to avoid a grade of W or F. 
Student appeals resulting from emergencies or other extenuating circumstances will be considered on 
a case-by-case basis by the department head or in the appropriate dean’s office. Re-registration will 
not be permitted for any reason after census day (10th day of semester). 
VI-d. Religious-Holiday Observance Policy: 
WCU allows two days of absence each academic year for religious observances required by faith. To 
obtain permission to be absent for religious reasons, a student must complete the Absent due to 
Required Religious Observance form, obtain all necessary signatures, submit it to each instructor for 
review and approval, and submit it to the Senior Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs for 
final approval at least two weeks prior to the proposed absence. Students are encouraged to discuss 
these absences with the faculty member prior to the end of the drop/add in case the absence will 
unavoidably keep the student from completing the requirements of the course. However, if the student 
completes the form and submits it to the instructor prior to the two week time frame, he/she shall be 
given the opportunity to make up any tests or other work missed due to an excused absence for a 
required religious observance. 
 

Office of Disability Services 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  
Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability 
and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability 
Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-
3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
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Academic Integrity Policy 
 
"I will practice personal and academic integrity" – WCU Community Creed 
Western Carolina University (WCU) strives to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and 
integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. Any violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy is a violation of the Code of Student Conduct (see dsce.wcu.edu for more information). 
 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 
exercise. 

Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 

Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an 
examination) 

 
Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. 
Students will be notified, in writing, of any Academic Integrity Policy allegation and have the right to 
respond to the allegation. The full text of the WCU Academic Integrity Policy, Process, and the Faculty 
Reporting Form can be found online at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu and in the Student Handbook.  
 
Please visit studysmart.wcu.edu for further information. 
 
Student Support Services 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or 
those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, 
and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact 
SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the 
Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course 
tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning 
resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms 
on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage 
(http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore 
Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may also take 
advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the week; call 
828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.   
Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses) 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) provides tutoring 
in all lower-division math and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in other disciplines, 
and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a drop-in 
basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
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Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 
Red Zone Campaign 

Western Carolina University supports its campus community members in their right to healthy, 
happy, consensual relationships and is dedicated to developing a culture of respect and non- 
violence. Early in the first and second year at college, students enter the “Red Zone,” where 
they are more at-risk for unwanted sexual experiences on college campuses. And, according 
to NCHA 2013 data, 16.0% of WCU men and women indicated being in an emotionally, 
physically, or sexually abusive relationship in the past 12 months. As a result, the Red Zone 
Campaign encourages and empowers students, faculty, and staff to develop an open 
dialogue on the dangers of sexual violence and to speak up when they see violent behavior 
occurring. 

If you notice red flags in yours or a friend’s relationship, are experiencing violence or have in 
the past, you have a number of resources available to you: 

Counseling and Psychological Services (828.227.7469 or counselingcenter.wcu.edu)  

REACH of Macon County services in Jackson County (828.586.8969 or 
www.reachofmaconcounty.org) To report a crime, please contact University Police at 
828.227.8911 (Emergency line).  For more information, please visit redzone.wcu.edu or 
contact Sarah Carter at sacarter@wcu.edu.  
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BIOL 425: Flora of the Southern Appalachians 
Spring 2014 

 
MW 12:20-1:10  

Lab MW 1:25-4:15  
Natural Science Building 108 

 
INSTRUCTOR: 
Dr. Kathy Mathews Office: NS 128 Office Hours: TR 1:30-2:30 
Email: kmathews@email.wcu.edu Phone: 227-3659  
GRADUATE ASSISTANT: 
Michael Hooker  
Email: michaelhooker26@gmail.com 
 
REQUIRED TEXTS: 
Murrell, Z.E. 2010. Vascular Plant Taxonomy, 6th ed. Kendall Hunt: Dubuque, IA. 
Wofford, B.E. 1989. Guide to the Vascular Plants of the Blue Ridge. University of Georgia 
Press: Athens. 
Harlow, W.M. 1959. Fruit Key & Twig Key to Trees & Shrubs. Dover Publications. 
 
REQUIRED MATERIALS: Lab notebook for exercises & sketches, 10X or higher hand lens 
(bookstore), field notebook (rigid cover preferred) & pencil, plant collecting equipment (plastic 
bags, trowel, garden shears or pocket knife), GPS unit or cell phone with GPS app recommended 
 
SYNOPSIS, OBJECTIVES AND EXPECTATIONS: 

 This course is meant to improve your knowledge of the plant species native and 
naturalized to the Southern Appalachian region and to enhance your plant identification 
skills.  

o You will be expected to learn to identify by sight approximately 200 native and 
naturalized plant species.  

o You are also expected to learn to recognize approximately 40 plant families by 
their family-level characteristics.  

o To reach these goals, you must also learn the basics of plant vegetative and 
reproductive morphology, terminology related to plant description, the modern 
plant classification system, relationships among groups of plants in that system, 
and the rules of nomenclature.  

 In this course you will focus on learning the flowering plants of the region, but you will 
also be introduced to prominent non-flowering and seedless plants.  

 In order for you to accurately communicate about plants with others, to help you place 
them in the context of a classification system to improve retention of your knowledge, 
and to give you an evolutionary/phylogenetic basis for knowledge about plant diversity, it 
is necessary for you to learn both the common names and the scientific Latin names of 
plants. Therefore, you will be required to memorize & correctly spell Latin names for 
family, genus, & species for most of the plants we learn. 

 The assigned readings in the text correspond to the material currently being covered in 
lecture and lab. Individual readings may be done over the course of several class periods, 
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but you should try to keep up in the book with the lecture and lab content as we go and 
make sure you are familiar with the subject matter at hand. Some reading material (e.g., 
lists of terminology and technical family descriptions) may be skimmed. These are 
mainly meant to be used as references and study aids when needed. 

 
EVALUATION AND ASSIGNMENTS: 

 LECTURE EXAMS are written short-answer tests that cover lecture material & 
readings. There will be 2 in-term Exams (non-comprehensive) and a Final 
(comprehensive). 

 QUIZZES will be done every week, at the beginning of lab on Monday. They will test 
you on the following, from any previous lab material (but mainly the most recent): 

o sight-identification of plants we have gone over (family, genus, species, common 
name, correct spelling)  

o keying out unknown plant 
o plant morphology  

 LAB EXAMS will be cumulative versions of the quizzes 
 FIELD FINAL will test your sight-ID of plants in the field and will take place at the 

Corneille Bryan Native Plant Garden in Junaluska. 
 LAB NOTEBOOK: You will keep a lab notebook that will be taken up for grading on 

the date of each exam, and in which you will  
o write answers from exercises assigned in lab 
o make sketches of plants we observe in lab 

 PLANT COLLECTION: Each student will make a collection of 10 non-cultivated plant 
species from 10 different plant families, pressed, dried and identified with complete 
herbarium labels. Collections must consist of at least leaves and twigs or twigs with buds; 
reproductive structures should be included if available. Instructions for creating plant 
collections will be given in class. Collections will be returned to the student, or you may 
donate it to the WCU Herbarium (if high quality). You will have the opportunity to 
collect plants on some field trips. You may not collect on Forest Service or Park Service 
property without a collecting permit. 

 
POINT BREAKDOWN: 
Exam 1    75   
Exam 2    75  
Final Exam    75  
11 Quizzes (10 points each;   100  
lowest will be dropped)    
Field Final    75  
Lab Notebook (3 x 25)  75  
Plant Collection    100  
Total     375  
 
Letter grades will be assigned based on the following percentage distribution: 
A=90-100%, B=80-89%, C=70-79%, D=60-69%, F=0-59% 
Lecture and lab will receive the same grade. 
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ATTENDANCE & MAKEUPS: 
 Your attendance is required at all lectures, labs and field trips. Attendance will not be a 

formal part of your grade, but your ability to master the large amount of material that is 
expected of you and your subsequent success on exams is dependent on your attendance 
and participation in classes, labs & field trips.  

 Bring your textbook and field guides to all classes (for field trips, you don’t need to bring 
Murrell).  

 Laboratory material observed in class will be kept available for observation until the 
following class period in case you need extra time to finish the lab. However, this is not 
meant to take the place of attending during the scheduled lab time when your instructor is 
present.  

 Exam makeups will be given only in case of documented emergency or officially-
approved university activity. In an emergency, contact me as soon as possible to 
schedule a makeup. In the case of university activity, you must notify me prior to the 
exam. 

 There will be no makeups for quizzes or the field final exam. If you miss the field 
final due to a documented emergency, you will be given an alternative assignment to 
replace that grade, and you may be given a temporary grade of Incomplete.  
 

FIELD TRIPS: 
 Off-campus field trips will usually take up the entire class period, lecture and lab. On 

field trip days (see course outline for dates), please gather in the parking lot behind NSB 
to board the university vehicles, which will leave campus promptly at 12:30. You will 
not normally be permitted to drive your own vehicle to field trip sites.  

 Come prepared for the outdoors. Wear appropriate clothing and shoes for hiking on 
strenuous terrain, with possible exposure to cold & rain, poison ivy and stinging insects! 

 You should bring water and a snack on off-campus field trips. If you know you are 
allergic to bee or wasp stings, you should bring your medication in the field. I will bring 
a first-aid kit for minor injuries, should they occur.  Bring any personal medication you 
might need, as we will not be near a drugstore. 

 There will be one all-day Saturday field trip scheduled in order to maximize our plant 
identification experience in one highly diverse area (Panthertown Valley or Standing 
Indian). This field trip is required. Therefore, we will schedule the date after 
consultation with student schedules.  

 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY: 

 Academic dishonesty is a serious offence at WCU and includes such things as cheating, 
fabrication, plagiarism and facilitation of academic dishonesty.  (Refer to the student 
handbook for more details).  Instances of academic dishonesty will be dealt with on a 
case-by-case basis in consultation with the Office of Student Judicial Affairs. 

 Disciplinary actions may include punishments up to being ejected from the course and 
receiving a final grade of "F" for the course. 

 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES: 

 Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities 
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for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability 
and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability 
Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services 
for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
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BIOL 425: Flora of the Southern Appalachians 
Tentative Course Outline - Spring 2014 

      
DATE LECTURE TOPIC LAB TOPIC READING 

(Murrell) 
    
Jan 13 Course intro; systematics Classification exercise Ch. 1 
15 Plant taxonomy & classification Nomenclature Ch. 2, 4 
    
20 No class – MLK Day   
22  Vegetative morphology Vegetative plant body; 

practice quiz
Ch. 3 thru p. 42 

    
27 Winter twig morphology twigs & fruit; QUIZ 1  
29 Plant identification tools  Keying campus trees Ch. 5 
    
Feb 3 Intro to vascular plants, life 

cycles & reproductive structures 
Lycophytes; QUIZ 2 Ch. 8, Ch. 9 thru p. 

159 
5 Ferns Ferns Ch. 9 p. 160-179 
    
10 Gymnosperms, seeds Conifers; QUIZ 3 Ch. 10 
12 EXAM 1 LAB EXAM turn in lab notebook 
    
17 Ecozones of the southern 

Appalachians 
Plant collection, 
herbarium visit; checkout 
presses 

Ch. 7 

19 Field trip: Cullowhee  
    
24 Intro to Angiosperms Flowers Ch. 11 thru p. 219 
26 Angiosperms, cont. Fruit; QUIZ 4 Ch. 11 p. 220-225 
    
Mar 3 Angiosperm classification Magnoliids  Ch. 12 thru p. 245 
5 Magnoliids & basal Eudicots Basal Eudicots; QUIZ 5 Ch. 12 p. 245-262 
   
10, 12 SPRING BREAK  
    
17 Monocots Monocots; QUIZ 6  
19 Field trip: Waterrock Knob (pending weather conditions)  
    
24 Graminoid Monocots  Graminoids; QUIZ 7 Turn in sample 

plant collection 
with label 

26 EXAM 2 LAB EXAM turn in lab notebook 
    
31 Rosids I Rosids I Ch. 13, p. 269-277 
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& family pages 
Apr 2 Field trip: Cullowhee (Flowering Trillium garden)  
    
5 Tentative date for Saturday field trip  
    
7 Wind-pollinated woody Rosids Woody Rosids; QUIZ 8 Ch. 13, p. 277-278 

& family pages 
9 Field trip: Caney Fork  
    
14 Rosids II Rosids II; QUIZ 9 Ch. 13, p. 279-283 

& family pages 
16 No Class – Easter Break  
   
21 Asterids I Asterids I; QUIZ 10 Ch. 14, p. 361-378 

& family pages 
23 Field Trip: Standing Rock Overlook Trail, BRP  
    
28 Asterids II Asterids II; QUIZ 11 Ch. 14, p. 378-380 

& family pages 
30 FIELD FINAL (Junaluska Garden) turn in lab notebook 
    
 FINAL EXAM  TURN IN PLANT COLLECTIONS 
 
 



Bio 433:  Ecological Co-adaptations 
MW 11:15 – 12:05 MK 223                 Lab: M 1:25-5:15 NS 108 
Instructor:   Beverly Collins 
Office:  109 Natural Science Bldg, collinsb@email.wcu.edu, 828-227-3663; Office Hours TBA 
 
Course Objectives:   
By the end of this course, students will:  

 Demonstrate knowledge of the historical development of concepts and theories related to ecological 
interactions among species 

 Explain current concepts of co-evolutionary interactions among species  
 Apply  ecological knowledge and concepts to current issues in species management 
 Apply knowledge gained through field and laboratory experience to analyze and interpret co-adapted traits and 

behaviors. 
Course Materials 

 Readings will be posted on Blackboard. 
 Labs:  Handouts or links to relevant web sites will be provided. 

 
How the Course Works 
There will be a short introductory lecture at the beginning of each topic (e.g., mutualisms). One or more readings will 
be posted for the lecture class meeting(s) for the topic. For each reading set, 1) write a summary paragraph and 
compose three discussion questions, or 2) respond to the discussion prompts. Come to class prepared to discuss the 
reading and topic for the day.  Exams will essay exams and will cover lecture and lab material.  Many (most) labs will 
be outdoors; please come dressed and prepared for the field. 
 
Grading Procedures:  
 

 Lecture grades will be based on three exams (two hourly exams and the final), homework (questions on each 
reading), and participation in class discussions.  The exam material is cumulative. Lecture grade will comprise 
100 points of total course grade. 

  
 Lab will comprise 50 points maximum  

o One lab report – 25 points 
o Attendance and participation - 25 points 

 Attendance is required; 4 points deducted for each lab missed 
 

 Letter grades (percentage out of 150 points for lecture + lab) will be assigned 
according to the following: 
98-100 A+; 94-97 A; 90-93 A-; 87-89 B+; 84-86 B; 80-83 B-; 77-79 C+; 74-76 
C; 70-73 C-; 67-69 D+; 64-66 D; 60-63 D-; 59 and below F 

 
Course Policies 

 Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Students who require disability services or reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation 
to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact Disability Services for more information 
at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian Annex. 

 Academic Integrity:  Academic dishonesty includes Cheating, Fabrication, Plagiarism, and Facilitation of 
Academic Dishonesty.  Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for 
academic dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 
calendar days of the event the instructor will inform her department head, and the Associate Dean of the 
Graduate School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and 
sanction.  

 Attendance:  Due to the reading and discussion format of the course, attendance is required.  
 Class etiquette:  Cell phones may not be used during class. No non-class-related internet use during class.     

 

 Number of points

Homework 25 
Discussion 10 
Exam I 20 
Exam II 20 
Final 25 
Lab 50 
Total 150 



Tentative Course Schedule   
May change to accommodate guest presenters & student needs.  Additional reading assignments may be assigned (TBA) in class. 

 
Week Lecture Topic Reading Lab 

1: 8/18-20 
Coadaptations, 
Coevolution, and 
Biodiversity 

8/20: Species interactions and the evolution of 
biodiversity 8/18 - No Lab (undergrads) 

2: 8/25-27 Mutualisms 8/25: Bronstein, JL, et al. 2006.  
8/27: Student Choice 1 (mutualisms) 8/25 - Field:  The Diversity of Interactions 

3: 9/1-3 Pollination 9/3: Pollination by animals 9/1 – No Class – Labor Day 

4: 9/8-10 Pollination 9/8: Pollination continued 
9/10: Student Choice 2 (pollination/climate change) 9/8 - Field:  Pollinator Activity/Diversity 

5: 9/15-17 Dispersal 9/15: Seed dispersal by vertebrates 
9/17: Ant-plant interactions 9/15 - Field:  Flower color and Shape 

6: 9/22-24 Dispersal/Herbivory 9/22: Student Choice 3 (dispersal/community structure) 
9/24: Plant-insect interactions 9/22 – Exam 1 

7: 9/29-10/1 Herbivory 9/29: Mammalian herbivory 
10/1: Student Choice 4 (herbivory/invasive species) 9/29 – Field – Dispersal Modes 

8: 10/6-8 Predation 10/6: Granivory 
10/8: Granivory continued 10/6 - Field: Herbivory/Seed Predation 

9: 10/13-17 - Fall Break   Fall Break – No Class

10: 10/20-22 Predation and Mimicry 10/20: Predator offense 
10/22: Mimicry/aggressive mimicry 10/20 – Fruit flagging/mimicry 

11: 10/27-29 Predation and Mimicry 10/27: Student Choice 5 (predation/mimicry) 
10/29: Student Choice 6 (predation/mimicry) 10/27 – Exam 2 

12: 11/3-5 Organism/microbe 11/3: N fixation 
11/5: Ecology of mycorrhizae 11/3 – Field – N fixation 

13: 11/10-12 Organism/microbe 11/3: Mycorrhizae helper bacteria 
11/5: Student Choice 7 (invasive species/soil) 11/10 – Field - Mycorrhizae 

14: 11/17-19 Parasites and Pathogens 11/17: Parasites/pathogens  
11/19: Parasites/pathogens continued 11/17 – Lab – Data Analysis 

15: 11/24-26 Parasites and Pathogens 11/24: Parasites/pathogens continued 
11/26: Student Choice 8 (parasites/pathogens) 

11/24 – Lab – Data Analysis 
11/26 – No Class - Thanksgiving 

16: 12/1-3 Applications 12/1: Coadaptations/invasives 
12/3: Student Choice 9 (applications) 12/1 – Lab  - Presentations 

12/8 Final Exam  3:00 – 5:30  



Aquatic Ecology 
BIOL 435 

 
Instructor: Thomas (Tom) Martin 
  333a Natural Sciences Building 
  Voice:  227-3660  
  Email:  tmartin@wcu.edu 
 
Office  08:30 – 10:00 W, 2:00 – 5:00 R, other times by appointment. 
Hours: 
 
Lecture: 12:30 – 01:45 TR G09 McKee 
 
Lab:  02:05 – 04:55 T 108 Natural Sciences Bldg. 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
Biological, physical, and chemical components and processes in lakes and streams; field 
studies of local lakes and their biota. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.  Prerequisites PREQ: 241 or 304. 
 
My primary goal is to provide you with an understanding of the theoretical and applied 
aspects of the ecology of aquatic systems.  We will touch on groundwater and wetland 
ecology, but our emphasis will be on the basics of stream, reservoir, and lake ecology and 
application to environmental problems. 
 
II. Course Objectives: By the end of this course, students will:  

• Be able to describe the chemical characteristics of water important to life 
• Be able to explain the geological processes responsible for the formation of 

streams and lakes 
• Be able to identify the higher taxonomic groups of aquatic organisms 
• Be able to explain the major hypotheses explaining the dynamics and community 

interactions of aquatic organisms. 
 
III. Course Materials: 
 
Text:   

Dodds, W.K. and M.R. Whiles.  2010.  Freshwater ecology:  concepts and 
environmental applications (2nd edition).  Academic Press.  
ISBN-10: 0123747244. 

 
Supplemental Readings will be provided through BlackBoard. 
 
Additional Equipment:  I suggest that you invest in waders.  The Biology Department has 
a limited supply of hip-waders, but I would strongly recommend that you invest in your 
own pair.  Communal use of rubber footwear just doesn’t seem to me to be a good idea.  
You may “wet-wade,” however you must wear a pair of sturdy shoes to protect your feet 
from sharp objects. 



Waders come in different styles and meterials and their prices vary considerably (~$15 - 
$900): 
 
Hip Waders (~$45-55 suggested)  
Hip waders provide easy on-and-off convenience; wear easily with regular clothing. 
They excel on smaller streams, but do restrict access to most pools.  This style of 
wader generally comes with belt straps to aid in holding them up. 
 

Chest Waders (~60-170 suggested)  
Chest waders are more versatile simply because they provide more 
coverage.  Always wear a wading belt when wading in chest waders.  
 
Bootfoot versus Stockingfoot Waders 
Bootfoot waders feature an integral boot that is constructed right into the wader. The 
advantages of this style are that you don’t have to purchase a separate set of wading 

boots, you always know where your boots are, and they are quick to put on and take off. Most models are 
constructed without laces but a few incorporate them to provide a more snug fit. Boot foot waders will, in 
general, keep your feet warmer and in some cases come with a range of insulation choices to fit angler 
preferences. Bootfoot waders come with either a rubber or felt sole. Rubber soles are better in muddy 
conditions or when a lot of time is going to be spent walking out of the water. Rubber soles are also 
recommended to reduce the possibility of transmitting invasive species and/or disease from one stream to 
another. 
 
Stockingfoot waders are often constructed with neoprene booties in their foot sections. They are made to 
insulate the foot and slip into the wading boots of your choice. Wading boots run the gamut from simple 
and inexpensive to high-tech and accordingly priced. Stockingfoot waders are lighter than boot foot 
waders, provide better ankle support and in general, true hiking boot fit, feel, and performance. Wading 
boots made to be used in conjunction with stockingfoot waders, in most cases, feature a lace up design that 
delivers a snug fit and reduces friction, potential hot spots, and blistering on longer hikes or extended 
periods of wading. Wading boots often feature the option of felt soles, various hiking soles, or felt soles 
with metal studs. Some even have interchangeable soles allowing an angler to hike to his fishing location 
and then change soles for wading purposes.  

 
Complete Trash:  (<$35)  Don’t fall for the super cheap – they last less than one trip.  Also, 
rubber boots aren’t recommended, as they just aren’t tall enough: you’ll be wet wading . . .  
 

 
Grading:  Your final grade will be based on the percentage of the total points available 

that you have amassed over the course of the semester.  
 
Points available include:  
Midterm 1    100 points 
Midterm 2    125 points 
Final    125 points 
Lab Practicum    50 points 
Semester Project    50 points 
Total    450 points 
  

Grading Scale 
 A+ 97-100% 
 A 93-96% 
 A- 89-92% 
 B+ 85-88% 
 B 80-84% 
 B- 77-80% 
 C+ 73-76% 
 C 65-72% 
 D 53-64% 
 F <53% 



Lecture outline: 
Introduction  
Basic properties of water 
 Chemical and Physical properties 
 Density, Viscosity and movement 
 Diffusion, light & heat 
 
Hydrology and Geomorphology 
 Hydrologic cycle, soil & groundwater 
 Wetlands 
 Stream flow & geology 
 Lakes and geologic processes, types of lakes 
 Movement of water within lakes/reservoirs and stratification 
 
Chemical dynamics 
 Oxygen, Carbon, Sulfur 
 Nitrogen, Phosphorus 
 Silicon, Iron 
 Aquatic Pollutants (Acid, metals, organic pollutants, suspended solids, thermal 
pollution) 
 
Nutrient dynamics 
 Nutrient limitation 
 Nutrient remineralization 
 Trophic state 
 Eutrophication 
 
Population Interactions 
 The “microbial loop” 
 Top-down control of aquatic communities 
 Food webs & trophic cascades 
 Non-predatory interactions 
 
Ecosystems 
 The River Continuum Concept 
 Serial discontinuity (effects of damming streams) 
 The Flood Pulse Concept (effects of flood regime alteration) 
 The Riverine Productivity Model 
 
 

 
Mayfly clipart courtesy of Dave Whitlock (www.davewhitlock.com) 



IV. Expectations 
 
Attendance:   You will be expected to invest time into this course consistent with a 
science course. I do not record daily attendance, but all exams will be written based on 
lecture notes, so attendance is strongly recommended. Laboratory sessions may not meet 
every week, however the semester project and some field trips may require work outside 
of scheduled lab time.  This is a 4-credit course, and according to the Federal definition 
of a credit hour (http://ifap.ed.gov/dpcletters/attachments/GEN1106.pdf), you should 
expect to spend an average of 12 hours per week working on this course.  You will spend 
approximately 6 hours per week in lecture or lab, so you should expect to spend an 
additional 6 hours per week of work outside the classroom or lab. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities 
for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability 
and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of 
Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an 
appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, 
low-income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, 
one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate 
school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email 
sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 
138. 
 
V.  Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate 
students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of 
the process. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious 
offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While 
academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and 
will follow the same conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an 
academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather 
information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of Student Community Ethics 
(DSCE). 
I.   General: 
This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it 
threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic 
Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the 
violation occurs. 
 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 



2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 

in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an examination). 
 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school when applicable) 
in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed sanction(s), in 
writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting 
with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation 
Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within five (5) 
business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed to have mutually resolved 
the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the written allegation.  If the 
student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject 
to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision to the 
department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No 
action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual 
resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the 
student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a meeting 
with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the department 
head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information 
submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the student, may 
be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be 
preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business 
days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s 
rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must schedule 
an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a 
minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty 
member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The evidentiary 
standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or 
disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the 
sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the scheduled 
hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  Within 
ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send 
the student written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity 
Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to the designated 
academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department 
head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 
Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to 
further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit a 
written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the 



following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business days 
of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the 
academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to withdraw 
from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals have been 
completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and documents 
related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor 
Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, academic 
Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics shall serve as the repository for 
all records associated with allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 
 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 
The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or 
faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the 
board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college 
Dean.  The Department of Student Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a 
hearing board.  Each academic Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty 
member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 
V.   Sanctions: 
 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic 
sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, 
department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student 
from the course or suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the 
magnitude to warrant consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a 
program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 
 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 
Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of 
Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University 
policies.  Students with a prior record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, will be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration 
of being subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy will automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual 
violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed by the instructor, 
department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and University-level sanctions imposed 
by the Department of Student Community Ethics for habitual violations of University policies. 
Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 

 



BIOL 438:  ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION      SPRING 2015 
 

INSTRUCTOR: Laura E. DeWald 
Contact Information: 317 Stillwell, 227-2748, ldewald@wcu.edu 
Office Hours: M/T/W/F 11:00-12:00, or by appointment, or whenever my door is open 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
In this course we will examine why ecological restoration is not a panacea for the world’s 
environmental problems, but will also see how it can offer effective guidelines and procedures for 
making a real difference for ecological recovery. The objective is for you to understand ecological 
foundations that support restoration of communities and ecosystems.  We will examine different 
ecosystems, restoration projects, and ways in which people agree and disagree about restoration.  
Restoration theory and concepts will be discussed in a structured seminar format.  Journal article 
discussions and presentations will provide experience to apply ecological restoration principles to 
selected ecosystem problems or theoretical ecological issues.  By the end of the course, you will have 
read broadly in restoration literature, understand important ecological and social issues related to 
restoration, and recognize the context and constraints of restoration. Finally, this course will provide 
practice critical thinking, critical reading, effective oral communication, and scientific inquiry. 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES:  
As a result of this course, you will be able to: 
o Read and interpret primary literature (books and scientific articles) that supports the science and 

practice of ecological restoration (critical reading). 

o Understand the backgrounds and themes of major different disciplinary contributions to restoration 
ecology (critical reading, critical thinking). 

o Participate in, and be responsible for guiding thoughtful discussions about a broad spectrum of 
restoration-related policy and ecology issues (effective oral communication). 

o Think critically about competing claims and social decisions related to restoration ecology (critical 
reading, critical thinking) 

REQUIRED TEXT AND MATERIALS:  
Greipsson, S. 2011. Restoration Ecology. Jones & Bartlett Learning. 408 pages. 
Journal articles and other assignments are posted on Blackboard as .doc or PDF files. 
 
ASSESSMENT:  
You will demonstrate your understanding of ecological restoration literature and concepts through (1) 
participation in class discussions, (2) examinations, and (3) a case study paper + presentation.   
 
Successful, discussions rely on an active interchange of ideas, so thoughtful participation is highly 
important.   Typed responses to questions will be turned in to document your preparation for 
discussions. Oral presentation of your ideas, supported by visual display materials, is also an important 
professional skill.  The final paper is a critique of the use of ecological principles in an ecological 
restoration project of your choice.  



  

 
The rubric below characterizes different levels of excellent academic work:     
(1) Excellent:  Written or verbal discussion clearly and completely addresses the question, there is 
thorough and logical development of thoughts, points are supported by literature, with correct 
grammar, spelling, and citations have proper format. 

(2) Good: Written or verbal discussion is complete or nearly complete in addressing the question, 
thoughts are generally logically and thoroughly expressed, most arguments or questions of fact are 
supported by the literature, and there are only minor errors of grammar, spelling, or citation format. 

(3) Needs Improvement:  Discussion is incomplete answer or is tangential to the question, thoughts 
are sometimes illogical or incomplete, arguments or questions of fact are only sporadically supported 
by the literature, and there are moderate errors of grammar, spelling, or citation format. 

(4) Poor: Answer mostly fails to address the question, thoughts are often illogical or incomplete, 
arguments or questions of fact rarely supported by the literature, and there are substantial errors of 
grammar, spelling, or citation format. 

 
Final grades will be assigned according to the following criteria: 

Exams: 2 @ 100 points each       200 points 
Participation in discussions      100 points 
Case Study Presentation and Paper      100 points 
Total          400 points 

A+ = 99% or above, 93-98%, A- = 90-92%, B+ = 87-89&, B = 83-86%, B- = 80-82%, C+ = 77-
79%, C = 73-76%, C- = 70-72%, D+ = 67-69%, D = 63-66%, D- = 60-62%, F = below 60%.   
 
COURSE POLICIES:   
Attendance, Exams and Late Work Policy: Attendance is expected and critical to your participation 
grade. Discussion question answers will only be accepted from students in class on the day of the discussion. 
Contact the instructor in advance of class to receive an excused absence.  I do not accept late assignments 
because it is unfair to your classmates who turn in assignments on time.  All writing assignments must be typed, 
double-spaced, and in 12pt font.   
Class Environment:  I encourage respectful disagreement and debate.  Listening to different opinions is one 
of the best ways to learn. Keep an open mind and resist the urge to immediately dismiss a view with which you 
disagree.   Please listen and do not talk when others are talking.  Please turn your cell phone OFF! Thanks! 
Academic Integrity 
You are encouraged to share ideas, discuss questions, and work together with your peers in such a way as to 
further your individual and collective understanding and proficiency of the concepts and skills presented in this 
course.  However, I expect each of you to submit original, independent work and adhere to the policies set forth 
in the University Catalog and Student Handbook.  Academic dishonesty of any kind is not acceptable.  Be sure 
to cite all work and ideas that are not your own and reference all citations.  See the University Writing Center 
website for information regarding plagiarism.  Failure to comply with University policies may result in a zero 
for the assignment, failure of the course, disciplinary action at the University level, or any combination of the 
three. 



  

 
Tentative Schedule 

 
Date Lecture Topic Assignment 

Part I: Introduction and Reference Conditions 
Jan. 12-16 Defining Restoration Ecology Pages 1-21, 56-61, 

352-367 Jan. 19 MLK Holiday 
Jan. 21-23 Reference Conditions, Range of Variability 

Part II: Restoring Composition and Structure 
Jan. 26-30 Genetics and Evolutionary Ecology Pages 64-71 
Feb. 2-6 Populations Chapter 6 
Feb. 9-13 Ecophysiology & Environmental Stress Pages 101-106 
Feb. 16-20 Below-ground Processes Chapter 8 

Take Home EXAM #1: Handed out February 20, DUE February 25 
Part III: Restoring Function 

Feb. 23-27 Community Assembly, Species Interactions Chapter 5 
Mar. 2-4 Succession  Chapter 4 
Mar. 6 No Class – credit for Exam #1  
Mar 9-13                           Spring Break                                    
Mar. 16-20 Disturbance Regimes Chapter 2 and 4 
Mar. 23-30 Ecosystems and Biodiversity Chapter 3 
Apr. 1-3                         Easter Holiday 
Apr. 6-10 Case Studies Handouts 
Apr. 13-17 Wildlife and Invasive Species Chapter 7 and 12 

Take Home EXAM #2: Handed out April 17, DUE April 22 
Part IV: Applying Restoration Ecology 

Apr. 20 No Class: Work on Exam #2  
April 22-May 1 Case Study Presentations  

(2 each day @ 25 min each) 
Handouts 

April 29 Case Study Paper Due 
May 6  8:30-11:00 Case Study Presentations  

(5 @ 25 min each) 
Handouts 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 



  

 



BIOL 441: Conservation Biology           Spring 2014 
 
Instructor: Laura E. DeWald 
Contact Information: Office: 316 NS, 227-2478, ldewald@wcu.edu 

         Office Hours: T/Th 11:00 am -1:00 pm, W 11:15 am – 1:00 pm, or by appointment 
 
Course Description and Objectives:  The field of conservation biology describes itself as a multi- 
and crisis discipline in which immediate action needs to be taken to address the increasing rate of 
species loss.  The purpose of this course is to explore concepts and implementation of biodiversity 
conservation applied to managed ecosystems.  The first third of the course examines components of 
biodiversity that should be considered in conservation objectives, the middle third of the course focuses 
on strategies for conserving biodiversity in managed landscapes, and the remainder of the course uses 
case studies to illustrate conservation of biodiversity in managed landscapes.  The format of the course 
is lecture/discussion where I introduce concepts in a lecture format but the majority of each class period 
is devoted to discussing the concepts.   
 
Learning Outcomes: By the end of the semester students will: 

1. understand basic components and processes involved in conserving biodiversity in managed 
ecosystems; 

2. evaluate management decisions in light of biodiversity conservation principles; 
3. practice written and oral communication as it relates to conserving biodiversity; 
4. have practiced: critical thinking, reading and writing;  applying scholarly information and 

methods to understand complex issues; reading and using peer reviewed journal articles 
 
Pre-requisites: Junior or Senior status, BIOL241 
 
Reading Assignments:  
Required textbook: Groom, M.J., G.K. Meffe, and C.R. Carroll. 2005. Principles of Conservation 
Biology. 3rd Edition. Sinauer Associates, Inc. Sunderland, MA 
Journal Articles: We will be reading literature from peer-reviewed journals as a supplement to the 
textbook. Articles will be available to you electronically or handed out in class. 
 
Assessment: Your final grade will be based on two exams (each worth 25%), a case study (paper + 
presentation worth 25%), class participation (assignments, contributions to journal article discussions 
worth 15% total), and a creative work related to why we should conserve biodiversity (worth 10%).  
 
The following final averages correspond to the following final grades:  
A+ = 98-100%, A = 93-97%, A- = 90-92%, B+ = 87-89%, B = 83=86%, B- = 80-82%, C+ = 77-79%,  
C = 73-76%, C- = 70-72%, D+ = 67-69%, D = 63-66%, D- = 60-62%, F = <60% 
 
Exams: will concentrate on material covered since the last exam, though students will be responsible for 
major concepts presented earlier.  Exams will be take-home and essay question format where you will 
be asked to address and biodiversity problem.  The problem is designed to evaluate the students' ability 
to assimilate and apply the lecture and discussion material.  Make-up exams will only be given under 
extreme circumstances for documented absences accepted by the instructor.  



Case Study Paper and Presentation: Teams of two will evaluate a case study of biodiversity conservation 
in a managed ecosystem. The final product will consist of a paper (7 to10 double-spaced pages, 1-inch 
margins, 12-point font), and presentation to the class. The oral presentation is 20 minutes long. 
 
Creative work: You are responsible for developing an original piece of art or literature that incorporates 
the importance of biodiversity (e.g., why should we conserve it?). Examples include painted, sketched, 
or sculpted art, photography, poems, songs, plays, and short stories. If you need examples, there are 
many visual artists such as Ansel Adams, etc. who have incorporated natural history into their work. 
There are many authors who effectively incorporated natural history into literature including Edward 
Abbey, William Bartram, Wendell Berry, Rachel Carson, Aldo Leopold, Peter Matthiessen, John 
McPhee, William Least Heat Moon, Henry David Thoreau, David Rains Wallace, etc. 
 
If your project requires a high level of effort, you may ask for permission to work in a team of up to 3 
students. Each team-member is responsible for developing and understanding the project, you will be 
presenting the project as a team, and each student in the team will receive the same grade 
 
Because assessment of art and literature is inherently subjective, projects will be co-graded by students 
and the instructor. All creative works will be displayed and/or performed during the final exam time for 
the course at the end of the semester. 
 
Participation: Your participation grade is based on take-home and in-class exercises designed for you to 
practice concepts introduced in class, and there will be in-class discussions based on assigned journal 
articles. The graduate students will be selecting the articles, developing discussion questions based on 
these articles and will be leading the class discussions. In-class work and discussions cannot be made up 
so if you are absent you will forfeit the points. Late homework will not be accepted. 
 
Attendance: The attendance policy in the WCU student handbook applies to this course.  Please keep 
in mind that it is difficult to have good discussions in class when not everyone is present to participate! 
Students are responsible for all material presented during lecture and as per WCU policy, it is NOT the 
instructor’s responsibility to get materials, etc. to a student who has missed class. As stated earlier, an 
exam missed due to an unexcused absence cannot be made up, and in-class work cannot be made up. 

Academic Integrity: You are encouraged to share ideas, discuss questions, and work together with 
your classmates in such a way as to further your individual and collective understanding and proficiency 
of the concepts and skills presented in this course.  However, I expect each of you to submit original, 
independent work and adhere to the policies and definitions set forth in the University Catalog and 
Student Handbook.  Academic dishonesty of any kind is not acceptable.  Be sure to cite all work and 
ideas that are not your own and reference all citations.   

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students 
who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition 
and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please 
contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
Final Note: 

 “In terms of conventional physics, the grouse represents only a millionth of either the mass or the 
energy of an area. Yet, subtract the grouse and the whole thing is dead…” 

  Excerpt from "A Sand County Almanac", Aldo Leopold, Forester and author 



Tentative Schedule 
Date Topic Reading 

Defining Biodiversity and Threats to Conserving It: Weeks 1-6 
Jan 13, 15, 17 Defining Biodiversity Chapters 1 and 2 
Jan 20 No Class  MLK Day  
Jan 22 Valuing Biodiversity Chapters 4 & 5 
Jan 24  Paper Discussion Handouts 
Jan 27 Legislation  
Jan 29 & 31 Genetics of Biodiversity Conservation Chapter 11  
Feb 3 & 5 Threats to Biodiversity – Small Populations Chapters 3 & 12 
Feb 7 Paper Discussion Handouts 
Feb 10 & 12 Threats to Biodiversity – Habitat Degradation Chapters 6 & 10 
Feb 14 & 17 Threats to Biodiversity – Fragmentation, Overexploitation Chapters 7 & 8 
Feb 19 Threats to Biodiversity – Species Invasions  Chapter 9 
Feb 21 Paper Discussion Handouts 

EXAM #1 Due Feb 24 
Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity in Managed Landscapes: Weeks 7-11 

Feb 24, 26, 28 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Ecosystem Approaches Chapter 13 
Mar 3 & 5 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Restoration Chapter 15 
Mar 7 Paper Discussion Handouts 
Mar 10, 12, 14 No Class: Spring Break  
Mar 17,19, 21 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Reserve Design Chapter 14 
Mar 24 Paper Discussion Handouts 
Mar 26 & 28 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Reserve Design Chapter 14 
Mar 31 & Apr 2 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Science and Policy Chapters 16 & 17 
Apr 4 Paper Discussion Handouts  

EXAM #2 – Due April 7 
Conserving Biodiversity in Managed Landscapes: Success Stories: Weeks 12-15 

Apr 7,  9, 11 Case Studies: Laura’s Examples  Handouts 
Apr 14 Team Case Study Paper Due  
Apr 16 & 18 No Class – Easter Holiday  
Apr 21, 23, 25 Team Case Study Oral Presentations (2 each day) Handouts 
Apr 28, 30, May 2 Team Case Study Oral Presentations (2 each day) Handouts 
Wed. May 7 8:30-11:00 Creative Work Presentations 
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BIOL 453 Principles of Systematics 
Syllabus  Fall 2015 

 
Dr. Kathy Mathews       
Office: ST 220A    
kmathews@email.wcu.edu     
227-3659       
 
Synopsis: Systematics is a dynamic field of science, focused on the discovery and description of 
the patterns and causes of biological diversity. It makes use of both traditional tools of 
taxonomy, such as whole-organism observations of morphology and behavior, as well as modern 
tools and techniques for gathering and analyzing many different types of molecular data. Data 
analysis for both molecules and morphology is a rapidly advancing field. In computer exercises 
in this class, we will use a small subset of the software data manipulation and analysis tools that 
are available. 
 
Course Objectives: 
The primary objectives of this course are to:  
1) Provide students an introduction to the field of modern biological systematics, including 
phylogenetics and traditional systematics practices;  
2) Enable students to analyze their own and others’ biological datasets and solve problems 
related to taxonomic classification, character evolution and phylogenetic inference; 
3) Allow students to understand the application of phylogenetic systematics to the study of 
evolutionary relationships and other important biological questions. 
 
Required materials: 
 
1) Course textbook: Wiley, E.O. and B.S. Lieberman. 2011. Phylogenetics: Theory and Practice 

of Phylogenetic Systematics, 2nd Ed. Wiley-Blackwell: NJ. 
 
2) Flash drive for storing data files – bring to every computer lab 
 
Evaluation: 
Your grade in this course will be based on the successful completion of homework assignments, 
labs, an independent project, and your performance on exams:  
 
Assessment            Points 
Homeworks & computer labs (8) 80 
Project     50 
Exam 1    50 
Exam 2    50 
Exam 3    50 
Final Exam                       100 
Total                        480   
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Grading Scale: 
A (90-100) Superior         
B (80-89) Good      
C (70-79) Passing      
F (below 70) Failure 
 
Homework: Four graded, take-home exercises will be assigned prior to each exam, with due 
dates clearly noted. Some of these will be designed to give you practice applying concepts 
covered in class and feedback on how well you have learned the concepts. Completion of these 
will help you succeed on exams. Other assignments will be necessary preparation for in-class 
computer labs and paper discussions. If you do not complete these assignments, you will not be 
able to meet the learning objectives for the lab/discussion. Late assignments will have points 
deducted, unless you provide documentation of emergency or illness related to lateness. 
 
Computer labs: Computer exercises will be started in class and must be turned in by the next 
class period. You may have to complete some of the lab exercises at home. For this reason, you 
should have access to a personal computer on which you can download the necessary free 
software. You will also need to bring a flash drive to store your analysis results, or be able 
to email the results to yourself from the lab computer. 
 
Project: Each student will complete an independent project by formulating a systematic 
hypothesis and analyzing a biological dataset of interest, then writing up in brief paper 
format. As an undergraduate, you may either analyze data that you have generated for an 
independent study, or perform a unique analysis of a dataset that you have generated from or 
obtained from the literature or an online database on a group of organisms of interest. I can help 
you find or generate appropriate data for the project. You may not simply redo analyses published 
in a journal. The paper should be a minimum of 6 pages long with a minimum of 3 external 
references from journal papers. You will turn in components of the project throughout the 
semester: 
 

Component (percentage of final project grade) 
Project topic & annotated bibliography (5%) 
Introduction, hypothesis, proposed methods (5%) 
Preliminary data analyses (5%) 
Final paper (35%) 

 
SafeAssign Tool: All written work submitted for this class is eligible for submission to the 
SafeAssign tool at the instructor’s discretion. 
 
Reading: You are expected to complete all reading assignments from the course text and from 
supplemental readings from the primary literature supplied in Blackboard. These are meant to 
help you gain a deeper understanding of the topics covered in class and of real research in 
systematics.  
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Exams: Exams will consist of short answer and problem solving questions, some of which will 
be similar to your homework assignments. All questions will be based on topics discussed in 
class, although you may be asked to apply a concept learned to a new example. In-term exams 
will be based only on material leading up to that exam. The Final Exam will be comprehensive 
and test your ability to integrate fundamental concepts with problem solving. 
 
Attendance Policy: 
Attendance at all class meetings is expected, and student attendance will be recorded. Excessive 
absences will result in a lowering of your grade. Students must provide the instructor with 
documentation of emergency, illness, or university-sanctioned activity for an absence to be 
excused. Missed exams may only be made up in the case of an excused absence or inclement 
weather (in accordance with the university inclement weather policy). Makeup exams will be 
scheduled on an individual basis as needed. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or 
come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Scholastic Integrity: 
Unless an assignment is explicitly designated as a group exercise, you should do all of your own 
work. This does not preclude discussion of concepts and ideas with other students; indeed, such 
interaction is strongly encouraged. However, it does mean that when the time comes to complete 
individual assignments you must do it on your own. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process: 
 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate students 
should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of the process. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense 
because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic 
in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow 
the same conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic semester 
or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information timelines 
may be extended at the discretion of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

I.   General: 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
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standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic 
Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the violation 
occurs. 

 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity 

Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an 
examination). 

 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school 
when applicable) in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed 
sanction(s), in writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right 
to request a meeting with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the 
Academic Integrity Violation Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with 
the instructor within five (5) business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be 
deemed to have mutually resolved the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the 
instructor in the written allegation.  If the student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision 
to the department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed 
sanction(s).  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor 
shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting 
with the instructor, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further 
review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a 
meeting with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the 
department head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution 
Form.  Only information submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the 
instructor and the student, may be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for 
making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree 
with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify 
the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with 
the department head, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal. 
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5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) 
business days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver 
of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not 
respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must 
schedule an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall 
consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum 
of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be 
present during the hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between 
the instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The 
evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board 
may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, 
overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student 
does not attend the scheduled hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to 
further review and/or appeal.  Within ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic 
Dean shall review pertinent records and send the student written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to 
the designated academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting 
with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to 
appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit 
a written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be 
limited to the following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from 
Substantive and Procedural Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC 
Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business 
days of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of 
the instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by 
the instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a 
decision, the academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the 
academic Dean shall be final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to 
withdraw from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals 
have been completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and 
documents related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, Instructor Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board 
decision letter, academic Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics 
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shall serve as the repository for all records associated with allegations and violations associated with 
the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 

The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty 
members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the 
board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college 
Dean.  The Department of Student Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a 
hearing board.  Each academic Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty 
member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 

V.   Sanctions: 

 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic 
sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, 
department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student 
from the course or suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the 
magnitude to warrant consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a 
program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 

 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 

Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of 
Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University policies.  Students 
with a prior record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, will be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to 
hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic Integrity 
Policy will automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students in this category are 
subject to course-related sanctions imposed by the instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, 
and/or academic Dean and University-level sanctions imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics 
for habitual violations of University policies. 

Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 
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BIOL 455: Vascular Plants 
Syllabus - Spring 2015 

MWF 11:15-12:05 McKee G9 
Lab Monday 1:25-4:15  Natural Sciences 108 

 
INSTRUCTOR: 
Dr. Kathy Mathews Office: Stillwell 220A  
Email: kmathews@email.wcu.edu Phone: 227-3659 Office Hours: TR 9:30-12:00 
 
RENTAL TEXT: 

Murrell, Z.E. Vascular Plant Taxonomy, 6th ed. Kendall Hunt Publ.: Dubuque, IA. 
 
SYNOPSIS: 

This course is designed to familiarize you with the major lineages of vascular plants, including 
Lycophytes, Ferns, Gymnosperms and Angiosperms. We will also cover plant structure, morphology and 
anatomy, as well as the evolution, life cycles, and ecology of the principle vascular groups. Emphasis will 
be on the Angiosperms (flowering plants) and several important plant families therein. Synthesis of 
material and communication of ideas will be emphasized on exams. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 

After taking this course, you should be able to  
1) identify the major lineages of vascular plants,  
2) understand their evolutionary relationships to one another and to nonvascular plants,  
3) identify and distinguish cells, tissues, vegetative and reproductive structures found in various lineages 
of vascular plants, and  
4) interpret their evolutionary and functional significance. 
 
EVALUATION AND ASSIGNMENTS: 
Lecture:  

Lecture exams will be mainly short-answer/essay in nature. They will evaluate your ability to 
synthesize material and communicate your understanding of concepts and knowledge. Exams 1 & 2 will 
be inclusive of only material since the previous exam. The final exam will be semi-comprehensive, with 
approximately 80% new material and 20% previously covered material. Lecture exam makeups will be 
determined on a case-by-case basis, and will typically be made in cases of documented emergency 
or illness, or officially sanctioned university activity. In an emergency, contact me as soon as possible 
to schedule a makeup. In the case of university activity, you must notify me prior to the exam. 

Students needing test accommodations due to a disability are required to provide me with 
the appropriate documentation before the exam, and must schedule exams with Student Disability 
Services one week in advance.  

Readings will be assigned from the rental text or supplementary papers posted in Blackboard to 
accompany lectures throughout the semester. All students are expected to complete the readings in 
advance and be prepared to answer questions about the topics. 
 
Laboratory:  

Lab exercises will be posted in advance in Blackboard. You must print them out and bring 
them with you to class. Also, bring your textbook with you to each lab for reference. You will be 
also be required to keep a laboratory notebook, in which detailed drawings of observed plant material 
should be made. This must consist of unlined paper, either in a bound notebook or ring binder, and 
pencil drawings; colored pencils may be used. This can be used as a study guide for lab exams. It will 
be turned in for grading at midterm and at the end of the course.  
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Field Trips: 
 There are two mandatory field trips during lab times. We will ride together in WCU vans to the 
field sites, leaving from and returning to the university. You are expected to make notes and sketches 
during the field trips and include them your lab notebook for grading. This material will be covered in lab 
quizzes and the final lab exam. 
 

Four quizzes will be given in lab; each quiz will cover only material since the last quiz and will 
be mainly practical observation & identification questions. The final lab exam will be the same format, 
but will be comprehensive. THERE WILL BE NO MAKEUPS OF LAB QUIZZES AND EXAMS DUE 
TO THE TIME-CONSUMING NATURE OF OBTAINING FRESH PLANT MATERIAL AND 
SETTING UP THE STATIONS. 
 
EVALUATION BREAKDOWN: 
Lecture Exam 1    100 points  
Lecture Exam 2    100 points  
Final Lecture Exam   100 points  
4 Lab Quizzes (25 points each)  100 points  
Lab Final    100 points 
Lab Notebook    100 points 
Total     600 points  
 
Letter grades will be assigned based on the following percentage distribution: 
A+ (97-100), A (93-96), A− (90-92), B+ (87-89), B (83-86), B− (80-82), C+ (77-79), C (73-76), C− (70-
72), D+ (67-69), D (63-66), D− (60-62), F (59 and below). 
Lecture and lab will receive the same grade. 
 
ATTENDANCE: 

Your attendance is required in all lectures, labs, and field trips. Late arrival or early departure 
will not be tolerated. Do not schedule conflicting appointments during class time. Your grade may be 
lowered by up to 5 percentage points for excessive absences or lateness. Laboratory material will be kept 
available for observation for one week in case you need extra time to finish the lab. However, this is not 
meant to take the place of attending during scheduled lab time when your instructor is present. 
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University Policies: 
 
University Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious 
offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student 
Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to 
the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for 
additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of 
Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 

exercise. 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity 

Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an 
examination). 
 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty 
within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the 
event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
 
Office of Disability Services 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  
Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or 
medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by 
Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 









BIOL 470/570 Biology of Arthropods     Fall 2014 
Instructor: Kefyn M. Catley 
 

BIOL 470/570 Biology of Arthropods  
 
Professor: Kefyn M. Catley PhD 
Office: Stillwell 206  
Department of Biological Sciences 
Tel 277 3651 
E-mail kcatley@wcu.edu 
Office Hours: By appointment during the following periods:  
Monday 1-3; Friday 1-3. 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
This course provides a comprehensive introduction to terrestrial arthropod diversity, 
including general overviews of their evolution, morphology, physiology, ecology and 
behavior.  The course will use a phylogenetic approach; exploring the biology of each 
taxon as a function of its evolutionary history.  
Prerequisites: BIOL 140/141 
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives 
You will become familiar with the following: 

• Evolutionary history and relationships of arthropod taxa 
• Ecological diversity and biodiversity of arthropods 
• Arthropod morphology, physiology and behavior 
• Importance of terrestrial arthropods to human society 
• Methods of specimen collection, preparation and curation 
• Principles of biodiversity conservation 

Learning performances will include the following: 
• Students will gain a general understanding of the evolution, ecology, and overall 

 importance of arthropod taxa 
• Students will gain local field experience, thus increasing appreciation for the 

natural history of Western North Carolina ecosystems. 
• Students will learn principles of specimen collection, care and identification that 

are applicable to all sub-disciplines of organismal biology.  
• Through essay assignments and exposure to primary literature, students will 

strengthen their writing and critical thinking skills 
• Students will interact and work as teams to solve common problems. 
 

III. Course Materials 
Class times: Lecture: TR 11:00AM to 12:15AM McKee 220  
Laboratory: R 2:05 PM - 4:55 PM Stillwell 215 
Field trips: As required. There will be one required weekend field trip (Friday-Sunday) in 
October dates to be announced. 
Class information: Four credit hours  
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Description: 
Arthropods comprise the largest, most diverse, and most successful animal taxon the 
planet has ever seen. Indeed, making up > 85% of all animal life, they are the major 
heterotrophic players in all ecological systems.  It would be true to say that they do 
indeed “run the planet”. This course provides a comprehensive introduction to arthropod 
diversity with a focus on terrestrial taxa, including general overviews of their evolution, 
morphology, physiology, ecology and behavior. The course will use a phylogenetic 
approach; exploring the biology of each taxon as a function of its evolutionary history. 
Conceptualizing information in an evolutionary context provides a framework for 
understanding the history of life on earth and is a powerful predictive tool that allows 
inferences to be drawn about an animal’s biology. The major traditional sub-phyla will be 
covered to an ordinal level; Hexapoda, Myriapoda, Crustacea, Chelicerata, plus the 
extinct Trilobita and arthropod-like taxa from the Burgess Shale. However, students will 
be encouraged to conceptualize the group Hexapoda + Crustacea as the newly construed, 
and since 2010 well supported clade, Pancrustacea, which is contrary to the Atelocerata 
hypothesis presented in the textbook in which Hexapoda and Myriapoda are sister taxa. 
 
A collection is considered vital to learning in this class. It will involve some class field 
trips as well as individual collecting trips outside of class i.e., you will need to collect 
specimens on your own time. 
 
Format: Lecture, readings, labs, field trips, collecting trips. 
 
Textbooks: Johnson and Triplehorn (2004). Borror and DeLong's Introduction to the 
Study of Insects 7th edition. Pub. Brooks Cole. http://www.amazon.com/Borror-DeLongs-
Introduction-Study-Insects/dp/0030968356 
 
White et al. 1998. A Field Guide to Insects. Peterson Field Guide. 
 
 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 
Grading:         
A) 3 lecture exams: (100 pts each)      300 pts 
B) Tree thinking homework  (25 pts)       25 pts 
C) Laboratory:  Exam 1  (100 pts); Exam 2 (100)    200 pts 
          
D) Collection (requirements to be determined)    150 pts 
 
E) Class participation 
 Participation in lectures and laboratory 

(i.e., readings, homework, fieldtrips, participation)  50 pts 
 
 Total points   725 pts 
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Grading Scale: Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
A+  = 97-100   B+  = 87-89  C+  = 77-79  D+  = 67-69            
A    = 94-96  B    = 84-86  C    = 74-76   D    = 64-66 
A-   = 90-93   B-   = 80-83  C-  = 70-73   D-  = 60-63 
F = <60  
 

• Attendance Policy.  Attendance is required at all class and lab meetings. Please 
contact the instructor ASAP when exceptional circumstances preclude 
attendance, before or immediately following an absence. Because of the great 
breath of material presented this class missing just one lecture can make a huge 
difference to your understanding. 

• Late and/or makeup assignments. Students will be allowed 2 late assignments in 
exceptional circumstances and only after consultation with the instructor. 
Assignments submitted after the agreed time will not be considered for grading. 

• Students are expected to attend field trips outside of class should these be 
required. It is impossible to pass this class without considerable collecting outside 
of class periods i.e., on your own! 

• Students are expected to fully participate in all class activities i.e., discussions, 
group work, team investigations. Participation in class will be graded (see grading 
scheme.) 

 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Academic Honesty Policy 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community 
of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the 
highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious 
offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of 
scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. 
Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic 
exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of 
someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such 
as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or 
other academic exercise. 
 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for 
academic dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” 
in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor will inform 
his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the 
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student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and 
sanction. Please refer to your Student Handbook for full policy. 

 
Office of Disability Services Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western 
Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and 
provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is 
confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 
135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
 
Student Support Services 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, 
low-income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, 
one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate 
school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email 
sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 
138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
Electronic format (with hyperlinks): 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free 
small-group course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills 
consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring 
sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule 
tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or 
call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are 
encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may also 
take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of 
the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing 
Tutoring” for availabilities.  
Print format: 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free 
small-group course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills 
consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring 
sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule 
tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage 
(http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes 
at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. 
Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus 
on certain days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select 
“Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.   
Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses) 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) 
provides tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS courses, help with 
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mathematical concepts in other disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to 
mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-
Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  
The academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-
academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is 
committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations 
must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential. 
 Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 
or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu 
 
 
Please note: This is a tentative schedule.  Time spent on various topics may vary, 
however I will try to cover all topics listed. 
 

LECTURE SCHEDULE 
 
Date   Topics     for readings see resources 
 
August-T-19 Introductions, overview of course, expectations. 
R-21  Where it all began. Exploring the Burgess Shale: Onychophora, 

Tardigrada 
T-26 The perfect body plan? Evolution of Arthropoda: Ecdysozoa; 

Metamerism, locomotion etc. (pp. 5-12, 99-100). [Note: the material in ch 
2 p 5-50 – anatomy, physiology and development will be referenced many 
times throughout the course. Please use this as a resource when required] 

R-28 Introduction to phylogenetics 1) trees, evidence, MRCAs three-taxon 
statements Homework: tree thinking instructional booklet  

September T-2 Phylogenetics 2    
R-4  Phylogenetics 3  
T-9  Trilobita, Chelicerata; Pycnogonida, Xiphosura, Euryptera.  Basic 

morphology pp (101-110) 
R-11  Arachnida introduction to the 11 orders Opiliones, Scorpiones,   
  Pseudoscorpiones, Solpugidae, Ricinulida, Acari, Palpigrada, Amblypygi,  
  Thelyphonida (Uropygidae), Schizomidae, Araneae. 
T-16  Araneae (spiders) evolutionary history, systematics  
R -18  Myriapoda: Diplopoda, Chilopoda, Symphlya, Pauropoda 
T-23  EXAM 1  
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R-25  Crustacea overview, morphology, terrestrial Isopoda   
T-30  Hexapoda (the non-insect hexapods) Collembola, Diplura, Protura   
October R -2 Insecta: Microcoryphia, Thysanura (flightless insects) 
T -7   Insecta: Pterygota: evolution of flight - Ephemeroptera, Odonata (p 12-14) 
R-9   Insecta: Neoptera: wing folding synapomorphies, physiology of flight 
T 14-17 FALL BREAK  
T 21 Insecta:  “lower Neoptera” including; Plecoptera, Embidiina, Zoraptera, 

and the "orthopteroid" orders 
R-23  Dictyoptera, Mantophasmatodea, Orthoptera, Phasmida, Grylloblattodea 
 Orthoptera cont.   
T-28 ADVISING DAY  
R-30 Hemipteroid assemblage (Psocodea, Thysanoptera) Hemiptera (true bugs, 

cicadas, aphids etc.) 
November T 4 Hemiptera cont.   
R-6   EXAM 2  
T-11  Endoptergota: Introduction to the Holometabola-- the ultimate innovation?  
  larval morphology and ecology( p 44- 50). 
R13   Megaloptera (dobson flies) etc, Raphidioptera (snakeflies), Neuroptera  

(lacewings) etc.  
T-18   Strepsiptera, Coleoptera (the beetles)   
R-20  Coleoptera (continued) 
T- 25  Mecoptera (scorpion flies), Siphonaptera (fleas) 
R 27  Diptera (true flies) Nematocera, Brachycera 
December -2 Trichoptera (caddisflies), Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies)   
4  Hymenoptera (ants, bees, wasps) Sociality – insect societies 
8-12  EXAM week  Final exam as scheduled 
 

 
 

LABORATORY SCHEDULE 
 
Lab guide for dissections and drawings 
http://lanwebs.lander.edu/faculty/rsfox/invertebrates/ 
 
Date  Topics (for page numbers in Borrow and Delong see Resources ) 
 
August 21 Introduction to lab, collecting procedures Borrow and Delong p 745-777 
 
28  Tree thinking lab. Arthropod morphology 1. 
 
September 4  Arthropod morphology 2; scientific drawing, collecting techniques  
 
11   Arthropod diversity: leaf litter fauna investigation introduction to   
  dichotomous keys  
 
18   Chelicerata: diversity, morphology, physiology. Araneae (spiders) 
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25  Myriapoda, Crustacea   
 

 Oct. 2 Hexapoda: Collembola, Diplura, Protura, 
 

 9  Insecta: Archaeogantha, Thysanura. 
 
16  FALL BREAK 
  
23   LAB EXAM 1  
 
30 Insecta: Ephemeroptera, Odonata, Neoptera, “lower Neoptera” Orthoptera, 

Phasmida, etc. 
 
Nov 6  Hemiptera (true bugs, cicadas, aphids etc.) NCSTA   
  
13  Endoptergota: Holometabola: Coleoptera  
 
20   Diptera  
 
27  Hymenoptera   
 
December 4 LAB EXAM 2  - collections due  
 

 
RESOURCES 

 
 

Lab resource for dissection and drawings 
http://lanwebs.lander.edu/faculty/rsfox/invertebrates/ 
 
Basic information on arthropods 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/arthropoda.html 
 
Facts, but fun! 
http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/0_0_0/arthropodstory 
 
Tree of Life Project  (get to know this site - VERY IMPORTANT!) 
http://tolweb.org/tree?group=Life_on_Earth&contgroup= 
 
Burgess Shale – Cambrian Explosion 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/cambrian/burgess.html 
http://homepage1.nifty.com/burgess/aa.html 
(reconstruction of locomotion) 
Onychophora 
http://www.onychophora.com/ 
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http://rbt.ots.ac.cr/onicof/news.htm 
 
Tardigrada  
http://pathfinderscience.net/tardigrades/cbackground.cfm 
http://www.museums.org.za/bio/tardigrades/index.htm 
 
Arthropoda Borrow and Delong p 99-100 
 
Trilobita Borrow and Delong p 101 
Very comprehensive information on trilobites 
http://www.trilobites.info/ 
 
Chelicerata Borrow and Delong p 101-112 
 
Merostomata Borrow and Delong p 102 
Xiphosura 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/chelicerata/xiphosura.html 
http://www.horseshoecrab.org/nh/hist.html 
http://www.ocean.udel.edu/horseshoecrab/ 
 
Pycnogonida 
http://www.earthlife.net/chelicerata/pycnogonida.html 
 
Arachnida (Araneae)  
Nearctic spider database 
http://canadianarachnology.dyndns.org/data/canada_spiders/ 
On-line key to the spider genera of eastern NA and useful information on their habitats 
http://research.amnh.org/entomology/blackrock2/key.htm 
Norm Platnick’s World Spider Catalog. 
http://research.amnh.org/entomology/spiders/catalog/INTRO1.html 
Arachnology Home page; all sorts of neat stuff about spiders and the folks who study 
them.http://www.arachnology.org/Arachnology/Arachnology.html 
The Madison’s Tree of Life: a work in progress reconstructing the phylogeny of life 
http://tolweb.org/Araneae/2546 
 
 
These texts will all available in lab. for your use. 
 
Chelicerata 
Gaddy, L.  L. (2009). Spiders of the Carolinas (American Naturalist). Kollath-Stensaas 
Pub.  
Bradley, R. A.  &  Buchanan S. (2012). Common Spiders of North America. University 
of California Press. 
Kaston, B. J. 1978. How to know the Spiders, third edition. The Picture Key Nature 
Series. Wm. Brown Company Publishers. 
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Spiders of North America: an identification manual. 2005. Edited by Darrell Ubick, 
Pierre Paquin, Paula E. Cushing, & Vince Roth.  
Levi, H. W. 1990. Spiders and their kin. Golden Guide, Golden Press New York  
Kaston, B. J. 1981. Spiders of Connecticut.  Bulletin Connecticut Geological and Natural 
History Survey. 
Foelix, R. F. 1996. Biology of Spiders (second edition).  Harvard University Press.  
Dindal, D.L. (1990). Soil Biology Guide. John Wily. Chapters on all of the soil leaf litter 
taxa with keys. 
Hexapoda 
Marshall S. (206) Insects: Their Natural History and Diversity: With a Photographic 
Guide to Insects of Eastern North America. 
Grimaldi, D., & Engel M.S. (2005). Evolution of the Insects. Cambridge University 
Press. 
Chu, H.F., & Cutkomp, L.K. (1992). How to know the immature insects. The Picture Key 
Nature Series. Wm. Brown Company Publishers. 
Bland, R. G. (1978). How to know the insects. The Picture Key Nature Series. Wm. 
Brown Company Publishers. 
Arnett, R.H., Downie N.M., & Jaques H.E. (1980). How to know the beetles. The Picture 
Key Nature Series. Wm. Brown Company Publishers. 
White. R. E. (1983). Beetles. Peterson Field Guides. Houghton Mifflin Company 
 
Myriapoda Borrow and Delong p 142-148 
http://www.myriapoda.org/ 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/uniramia/myriapoda.html 
 
Crustacea (Isopoda) Borrow and Delong p 136-142 
http://www.tolweb.org/Isopoda 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/crustacea/crustaceamorpha.html 
 
Hexapoda Borrow and Delong Ch 6 p 152-168 
Entognathous Hexapods: Collembola Protura, Diplura Borrow and Delong p 169-176 
http://www.life.uiuc.edu/robertson/tol/collembola.html 
http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/compendium/collem.html 
 
Microcoryphia, Thysanura Borrow and Delong p 177-180 
http://tolweb.org/Archaeognatha 
http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/compendium/silver.html 
 
Pterygota 
http://tolweb.org/Pterygota/8210 
 
Ephemeroptera Borrow and Delong p 181-192 
http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/compendium/mayfly.html 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/uniramia/ephemeroptera.html 
 
Odonata Borrow and Delong p 193-208 
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http://www.ups.edu/x5666.xml 
 
Neoptera 
http://tolweb.org/Neoptera 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/arthropoda/uniramia/uniramiasy2.html 
Insect flight 
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2005/01/050122141619.htm 
 
Insecta:  “lower Neoptera” and the "orthopteroid" orders 
Orthoptera Borrow and Delong p 209-226 
Phasmida Borrow and Delong p 127-229 
Grylloblattodea Borrow and Delong p 230-231 
Mantophasmatodea Borrow and Delong p 232-233 
Demaptera Borrow and Delong p 234-238 
 
Plecoptera Borrow and Delong p 239-246 
http://www.mc.edu/campus/users/stark/american.html 
 
Embidiina Borrow and Delong p 247-249 
Zoraptera Borrow and Delong p 250-251 
Isoptera Borrow and Delong p 252-259 
Mantodea Borrow and Delong p 260-262 
Blattodea Borrow and Delong p 263-267 
 
Hemiptera Borrow and Delong p 268-273 
Stenorrhycha 
Whiteflies Aleyrodidae 
http://www.sel.barc.usda.gov/whitefly/wfframe.htm 
A p h i d o m o r p h a  Aphids, green flies, plant lice, adelgids, 
http://tolweb.org/Aphidomorpha/10985membracid acoustic 
behaviorhttp://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5424426 

Heteroptera True bugs http://research.amnh.org/pbi/bugs/true_bugs.htmlReduviidae 
(Heteroptera: Cimicomorpha) – Pictures 
http://www.inhs.uiuc.edu/~sjtaylor/reduviidae/ReduviidPics.html 

Orthoptera Borrow and Delong p 209-215  
http://tolweb.org/Orthoptera/8250 
 
Holometabola = Endopterygota 
http://www.tolweb.org/Endopterygota/8243 
 
Coleoptera Borrow and Delong p 365-377 
http://tolweb.org/Coleoptera/8221 
The best overview of the familes. 
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http://www.ento.vt.edu/Facilities/OnCampus/IDLab/insect_orders/coleoptera_families.ht
ml very useful quick and dirty guide to ID families. 
 
Tiger beetle morphology 
http://www.ndsu.nodak.edu/ndsu/beauzay/tigerbeetles/tiger%20beetle%20morphology.ht
m 
Good guide to morphology and useful glossary 
 
Scarab beetle larvae 
http://webs.lander.edu/rsfox/invertebrates/cyclocephala.htm 
 
Guides and on-line keys to some aquatic insect families 
http://www.umd.umich.edu/eic/insectkey.htm 
 
Hymenoptera Borrow and Delong p 481-489 
http://www.tolweb.org/hymenoptera 
Hymenoptera glossary and keys. Very useful site 
http://www.hymatol.org/glossary.html  
Honeybees 
http://www.gpnc.org/honeybee.htm 
nice site with good links 
http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/entomology/apiculture/Home.html 
Honeybee research 
 
Trichoptera Borrow and Delong p 558-570 
http://www.tolweb.org/Trichoptera 
 
Lepidoptera Borrow and Delong p 571-579 
http://tolweb.org/Lepidoptera/8231 
 
Neuroptera Borrow and Delong p 469-479 
http://tolweb.org/Neuroptera/8220 
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/museum/links/coursefiles/Neurop%20characters.html 
good diagnostic characters 
 
Megaloptera (suborder of Neuroptera) Borrow and Delong p 474- 476 
http://tolweb.org/Megaloptera/8218 
excellent overview 
 
Mecoptera Borrow and Delong p 662-667 
http://tolweb.org/Mecoptera/8227 
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/museum/links/coursefiles/Neurop%20characters.html 
 
Diptera Borrow and Delong p 672-680 
http://www.tolweb.org/Diptera 
http://www.diptera.info/news.php 
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http://www.sel.barc.usda.gov/diptera/diptera.htm 
 
Siphonaptera Borrow and Delong p 648-660 
http://www.zin.ru/Animalia/Siphonaptera/index.htm 
Mecoptera is paraphyletic: multiple genes and phylogeny of Mecoptera and Siphonaptera 
Michael F. Whiting 
http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/links/doi/10.1046/j.0300-3256.2001.00095.x/full/ 
 
 

NOTES 



 

 

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 
(BIOL 471/571) 

 
Instructor: Jeremy D. Hyman 
Office:  115 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3657 
email:  jhyman@email.wcu.edu 
WWW: Files and Announcements will be posted on WebCat Course Web Page 
 
Lecture/Lab: Lecture: 12:30 - 1:45 pm Tuesday/Thursday NS 108 
  Laboratory: 2:05 pm - 4:50 pm Tuesday Natural Science Bldg 108 
     
Office Hours: Wednesday 1:30-2:30, other times by appointment 
 
I. Course Purpose 

This course examines the interaction of organisms with their environment and with each 
other to provide a broad overview of the fields of evolution and ecology.  Prerequisites: 
Biol 140,141, 240, 241.  3 Lecture, 3 Lab.     

 
II. Course Aims and Objectives: 

Aims: This class will focus on evolutionary aspects of animal behavior, examining how they 
respond to the problem of resource limitations and how this influences their ability to find 
food, habitat, appropriate mates, and to reproduce.  We will then consider the means by 
which animals defend those resources.  Then, in a world where competition over limited 
resources is a defining factor of life, we will consider how and when organisms manage to 
make group life possible, and to evolve cooperative behavior. 
 Specific Learning Objectives: 

By the end of this course, students will:  
 Be more familiar with the scientific field of Animal Behavior 
 Understand some of the techniques used by field biologists to study behavior 
 Be more proficient at scientific data collection, analysis and presentation 
 Understand the basic concepts of: 

 natural selection 
 proximate and ultimate influences on behavior 
 influences of genes and learning on behavior 
 the evolution of sexual displays and communication 
 the evolution of cooperative and competitive behavior 

  
III. Course Materials 

Text:The official text book for the course is:   
Drickamer, LC, Vessey, SH, Jakob, E. 2008.  Animal Behavior: Mechanisms, 
Ecology, Evolution, 5th Edition. McGraw Hill. 
 
However, a great deal of the lecture material will be based on the primary 
literature.  Links to electronic copies of readings will be posted on the MyCat 
course web page. 



 

 

 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 

 Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 

Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities 
for students with documented disabilities. Students who require disability services or 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services. All information is confidential. 
Please contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian 
Annex. 

 Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
 
Academic Honesty Policy 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive 
to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of 
scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, 
any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the student code of conduct (see 
Article IV.B.1.a.) Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
a. Cheating— Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study 
aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication— Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic 
exercise. 
c. Plagiarism— Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 
academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty— Helping or attempting to help someone to 
commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. 
allowing another to copy information during an examination) 
 
For further information on Academic Honesty Policies, please consult your student 
handbook. 
 

 Attendance Policy  
 

I expect your attendance and participation at all class and lab meetings.  I hope that your 
active participation will make this a more interesting and more enjoyable class, as well as 
making it a better learning experience.  Any activity that increases your participation with 
the outside world while in class (re: texting) will be considered a failure to participate and 
will negatively impact your participation score.  As part of your participation grade, we 
will have (approximately once a week) discussions of primary literature papers I posted 
on WebCT, and you will hand in a short summary of these papers.  Missing any of these 
discussion questions will result in a deduction from your participation grade, as well as 
missing points for the assignment itself. 

 



 

 

Active participation in laboratory is essential; attendance is mandatory but not sufficient.  
Some of our field trips require a significant drive.  We will leave at the scheduled time.  
An unexcused absence will result in a letter-grade decrease in participation grade.  Please 
note that “missed the van” is not an excused absence on field trip days.  Given the field 
nature of the labs and the size of the vans, there is little to no opportunity to make-up 
missed labs.   
 
Some of the labs are in the field, so weather will be an issue.  In most cases, we will hold 
the lab regardless of weather, so weather-appropriate dress is crucial.  Warm shoes that 
can stand a little water are a must.  I have a couple of “rain labs”, in the event that a field 
lab needs to be canceled due to weather.   

 
 Statement regarding use of WebCT/WebCAT or other programs 
 

There will be a course website on WebCT.  We will be using this website to post course 
materials, including lecture presentations and supplementary literature.  You are expected 
to be able to access WebCT when necessary, and you are expected to receive emails sent 
to university email accounts which will be used when necessary to contact you. 
 

 Though this is not part of your grade, the last aspect of participation I’d like from you is 
to take part in the on-line course evaluations (CoursEval) at the end of the semester. 

 
V. Grading Procedures:  
Your grade in this class will be determined by your overall performance on a combination of 
assignments: 
 
Midterm and Final exams will occur in lecture and are intended to assess your learning of 
material presented in lecture. 
 
Organism Behavior Project - We will have one larger writing assignment in this class, which 
will form the focus of much of our lab time.  Over the length of the course, each student will dive 
into the primary literature for an organism, finding out basic information about the organism as 
well as finding out various areas of active research in behavior involving their organism.  We 
will then develop research proposals of our own, focusing on the next behavioral question we 
would like to answer about our organism. 
 
Paper summaries are short (1-2 page) summaries of primary literature papers that cover 
material we will be talking about in lecture.  These papers will be posted on WebCT, and my 
expectation is that you will read these papers before class and come prepared to discuss them. 
 
Lab and participation:  An important part of this class is attendance and participation in lecture 
and lab activities.  As mentioned above, there will be paper summaries which are intended to be 
a part of class discussions, as well as lab fieldtrips which you are expected to attend.  Missing 
either paper summaries or lab field trips will result in a 5 point deduction from you participation 
grade.  Lab assignments will be accepted late, however the value of the work will be reduced by 



 

 

20% of the original per day that the report is late.  So, after 5 days the report has no worth and 
will not be accepted.   
 
Graduate student lectures: Graduate students will be required to pick a subject of interest to 
them within Animal Behavior and write a 5-10 page paper on the topic.  Based on this research, 
you will give a lecture (50 minutes) during regular class time.  My intent in making this 
assignment is to give each graduate student a chance to gain experience lecturing in a class room 
setting.  For this reason, I will weight the lecture more heavily than the paper in grading this 
assignment.  Essentially, the paper exists primarily to give me a permanent outline of the lecture 
that you presented.  Feel free to put “Guest Lecturer, Animal Behavior 571” on your CV at the 
end of the class.   
 
 
Grading: 
 
Assignment  Points 
Midterm Exam 1  100   
Midterm Exam 2  100  
Final Exam  100 
Organism Project  100  
Grad Student Lectures  100  
Paper summaries  50 
Lab & Participation  50  
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following formula:  After all grades are in, I will 
calculate the overall class mean.  If the class mean is above 80%, I will use a 10 point scale to 
assign grades:   
 
98-100 = A+ 
94-97 = A  
90-93 = A-  
87-89 = B+ 
84-86 = B 
80-83 = B- 
77-79 = C+ 
74-76 = C 
70-73 = C- 
67-69 = D+ 
64-66 = D 
60-63 = D- 
0-59 = F 
 
If the mean is below 80, I will use the mean to set the C+/B- cutoff, and the remaining bins will 
be set using the standard deviation.   
 
Composition-Condition Marks. A student whose written work in any course fails to meet 
acceptable standards will be assigned a composition-condition (CC) mark by the instructor on 



 

 

the final grade report. All undergraduates who receive two CC grades prior to the semester in 
which they complete 110 hours at Western Carolina University are so notified by the registrar 
and are required to pass English 300 or English 401 before they will be eligible for graduation. 
This course must be taken within two semesters of receiving the second CC and must be passed 
with a grade of C (2.0) or better. 
 
 
Students must be familiar with the class attendance, withdrawal, and drop-add policies and 
procedures. 
 
All laboratory reports and assignments are due the following week unless otherwise stipulated 
Reports and assignments will be accepted late, however the value of the work will be reduced by 
20% of the original per day that the report is late.  So, after 5 days the report has no worth and 
will not be accepted.   
 
VI. The Lab 
 
Lab will consist of a combination of field trips, lab experiments, as well as paper reading and 
discussion.  Also, as mentioned above, many lab meetings will focus on the “Organism project” 
in which we work to develop animal behavior research proposals.  I consider paper reading and 
writing to be an important, and much neglected aspect of a good science education, and thus, we 
will spend considerable time on it through the course of the semester.  Descriptions of the 
Organism Project will be provided separately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Tentative Course Schedule 
Animal Behavior 

Spring 2014 
  

 Date Topic Reading Assignment 

1 Tues, Jan 14 History of Animal Behavior Chapter 1, p.7-8, Chapter 2 
2 Thurs, Jan 16 History of Animal Behavior  
3 Tues, Jan 21 Habitat Choice, Dispersal, Migration Chapter 13-14 
4 Thurs, Jan 23 Habitat Choice, Dispersal, Migration  
5 Tues, Jan 28 Habitat Choice, Dispersal, Migration 1st organism project assignment 

6 Thurs, Jan 30 Habitat Choice, Dispersal, Migration  
7 Tues, Feb 4 Foraging Behavior Chapter 15 
8 Thurs, Feb 6 Foraging Behavior  
9 Tues, Feb 11 Predator-Prey Interactions Chapter 15 

10 Thurs, Feb 13 Parasite-Host Interactions  
11 Tues, Feb 18 Midterm 1  
12 Thurs, Feb 20 Communication Chapter 12 

 Tues, Feb 25 Advising Day – No Classes  
13 Thurs, Feb 27 Communication  
14 Tues, Mar 4 Dominance & Territoriality Chapter 16 

 Thurs, Mar 6 Dominance & Territoriality  
15 Tues, Mar 11 Spring Break – No Classes  
16 Thurs, Mar 13 Spring Break – No Classes Chapter 17&18 
17 Tues, Mar 18 Mating Systems & Sexual Selection  
18 Thurs, Mar 20 Mating Systems & Sexual Selection Chapter 18 
19 Tues, Mar 25 Mating Systems & Sexual Selection  
20 Thurs, Mar 27 Parent/Offspring behavior  
21 Tues, Apr 1 Parent/Offspring behavior Chapter 19 
22 Thurs, Apr 3 Midterm 2  

 Tues, Apr 8 Social behavior/Cooperation  
 Thurs, Apr 10 Social Behavior/Cooperation  

23 Tues, Apr 15 Human Behavior  
24 Thurs, Apr 17 Holiday Break – No Classes  
25 Tues, Apr 22 Behavioral Syndromes  
26 Thurs, Apr 24 Behavioral Syndromes  
27 Tues, Apr 29 Behavioral genetics Chapter 4 & 5 
28 Thurs, May 1 Behavioral genetics  

 
Advising Day Tuesday February 21 
Final Semester Examinations Saturday-Friday May 4 – May 9 
Final Exam in this course Thursday  May 8, 3-5:30pm 
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Biology 472/572 Ornithology 
 

Instructor: Jeremy Hyman    
Office: Natural Sciences 115 
e-mail: jhyman@email.wcu.edu 
phone: 227-3657 
Class: 2:30-1:45 T-Th, Lab: 2:05-4:55 Tuesday 
Office Hours: MWF 2-3pm, or by appointment 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
Ornithology is the study of birds, and includes the study of the anatomy, physiology, behavior, 
ecology, and diversity of birds.  As we’ll see, birds are also extremely well-suited for study in 
the field for a number of reasons, so we will learn many techniques for the study of birds in this 
class.  In addition, birds are often one of the flagship species for conservation studies, so we will 
learn specifically about the diversity and identification of the birds of North Carolina in an effort 
to become familiar with how bird surveys are performed, as well as hopefully increasing our 
appreciation of the beauty and total awesomeness of birds. 
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives:   

 Specific Learning Objectives:  
o To learn about bird diversity, including distinguishing characteristics of major 

groups and comparative anatomy, physiology, behavior and ecology; 
o To understand how to ask and answer questions about birds in a scientific 

context; 
o To learn the characteristics and natural history of local species; 
o To acquire skills for identifying and observing new species, wherever you may 

travel 
o To notice birds where you never noticed them before; to be aware of the birds in 

your world and to be aware of how your behavior affects the birds around you. 
 
III. Course Materials 
 
Course readings:  
Required text: Gill, Ornithology 3rd Ed. – available in bookstore 
 
Additional readings will be posted on WebCT when necessary. 
 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 

 Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities.  Students who require disability services or 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  
Please contact Kimberly Marcus for more information.  Phone: (828) 227-7234; 
Email:kmarcus@email.wcu.edu.                                             
 Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism) 
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 Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of 
the Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of 
“F” in the course.  Students will be notified, in writing, of any Academic Integrity Policy 
allegation and have the right to respond to the allegation.  The full text of the WCU 
Academic Integrity Policy, Process, and the Faculty Reporting Form can be found online 
at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu.   

 
Please visit studysmart.wcu.edu for further information. 
 
(Refer students to the Student Handbook for information about the process) 
 
Student Support Services 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-
one tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school 
preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for 
more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
 Attendance Policy  

 
I expect your attendance and participation at all class and lab meetings.  I hope that your 

active participation will make this a more interesting and more enjoyable class, as well as 
making it a better learning experience.  As part of your participation grade, we will have 
(approximately once a week) discussions of primary literature papers I posted on WebCT, 
and you will hand in a short summary of these papers.  Missing any of these discussion 
questions will result in a deduction from your participation grade, as well as missing points 
for the assignment itself.  Active participation also means that you won’t be paying more 
attention to a phone or laptop than class activities.  In other words, no cell phones, no texting, 
etc. in class.  If I have to remind you to stay off your phones, your participation grade will 
suffer. 
 
Active participation in laboratory is essential; attendance is mandatory but not sufficient.  
Some of our field trips require a significant drive, and we will use both the lecture and lab 
period.  We will leave at the scheduled time.  An unexcused absence will result in a letter-
grade decrease in participation grade.  Please note that “missed the van” is not an excused 
absence on field trip days.  Given the field nature of the labs and the size of the vans, there is 
little to no opportunity to make-up missed labs.   
 
There are a few field sites that I’d like to visit, but they are a bit too far to get to in a normal 
class day.  Therefore, we’ll have 2 Saturday field trips as well. One will take place in 
March, with the intent of visiting some sites near Asheville that will give us an opportunity 
to see some waterfowl, hawks, and other open country birds that are harder  
The second Saturday trip will take place April 25th.  We will head to Southern Jackson 
and Macon County to look for migrant warblers and other birds who will just be arriving 
from their Central and South American wintering grounds. 
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Most of the labs are in the field, so weather will be an issue.  In most cases, we will hold the 
lab regardless of weather, so weather-appropriate dress is crucial.  Warm shoes that can stand 
a little water are a must.  I have a couple of “rain labs”, in the event that a field lab needs to 
be canceled due to weather.   

 
 Statement regarding use of WebCT/WebCAT or other programs 
 
There will be a course website on WebCT.  We will be using this website to post course 
materials, including lecture presentations and supplementary literature.  You are expected to 
be able to access WebCT when necessary, and you are expected to receive emails sent to 
university email accounts which will be used when necessary to contact you. 

 
V. Grading Procedures:  
Your grade in this class will be determined by your overall performance on a combination of 
assignments: 
 
Midterm and Final exams will occur in class and are intended to assess your learning of 
material presented in class on bird evolution, anatomy, physiology, ecology, and behavior. 
 
Bird identification exams will test your ability to recognize common North Carolina birds by 
sight and by sound. 
 
Paper summaries are short (1-2 page) summaries of primary literature papers that cover 
material we will be talking about in lecture.  These papers will be posted on WebCT, and my 
expectation is that you will read these papers before class and come prepared to discuss them. 
 
Term paper will cover any subject of your interest in ornithology.  This can cover bird 
evolutionary origins, behavior, physiology, behavior, ecology, genetics, biogeography, recipes, 
and many other possibilities.  In other words, this paper can range from cell and molecular 
biology to global ecology, as long as the topic is focused on bird research.  I expect a 5-10 page 
paper, similar to the paper summaries above, but instead of covering 1 paper, you will cover a 
large number of papers (10+), reviewing all the available literature in a given area.  Based on this 
research, you will give a short (10-12 minute) formal presentation to the class.   
 
Graduate student lectures: Graduate students will be required to pick a second subject of 
interest to them within ornithology write a review paper (10-15 pages) and give a lecture (50 
minutes) during regular class time.  My intent in making this assignment is to give each graduate 
student a chance to gain experience lecturing in a class room setting.  For this reason, I will 
weight the lecture more heavily than the paper in grading this assignment.  Essentially, the paper 
exists primarily to give me a permanent outline of the lecture that you presented.  However, if 
you don’t feel like giving a lecture, you can choose the alternate assignment of producing a bird 
related piece of art (poetry, song, interpretive dance, or visual art of any variety) and presenting 
it to the class. 
 
Lab and participation:  An important part of this class is attendance and participation in lecture 
and lab activities.  As mentioned above, there will be paper summaries which are intended to be 
a part of class discussions, as well as lab field trips which you are expected to attend.  Missing 
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either paper summaries or lab field trips will result in a 5 point deduction from you participation 
grade.  In order to better use our time, I would like to schedule 3-4 weekend trips (2-3 Saturday 
daytrips and one Saturday-Sunday overnight trip to Highlands).  These weekend trips will take 
the place of some regularly scheduled Tuesday afternoon labs.  By using Saturdays, we will be 
able to travel farther from Campus and spend more time in the field, rather than always rushing 
off and rushing back.   
 
Grading: 
 
Assignment  Points 
Midterm Exam 1  100   
Midterm Exam 2  100  
Final Exam  100 
Term paper  100 (paper =85%, oral presentation = 15%) 
Identification quizzes  100 
Paper summaries  50 
Lab & Participation  50  
Bird Haiku Poem  10 
 
Letter grades will be assigned according to the following formula:  After all grades are in, I will 
calculate the overall class mean.  If the class mean is above 80%, I will use a simple 10 point 
scale to assign grades:   
98-100 = A+ 
94-97 = A  
90-93 = A- 
87-89 = B+ 
84-86 = B 
80-83 = B- 
77-79 = C+ 
74-76 = C 
70-73 = C- 
67-69 = D+ 
64-66 = D 
60-63 = D- 
0-59 = F 
 
If the mean is below 80, I will use the mean to set the C+/B- cutoff, and the remaining bins will 
be set using the standard deviation.   
 
Composition-Condition Marks. A student whose written work in any course fails to meet 
acceptable standards will be assigned a composition-condition (CC) mark by the instructor on 
the final grade report. All undergraduates who receive two CC grades prior to the semester in 
which they complete 110 hours at Western Carolina University are so notified by the registrar 
and are required to pass English 300 or English 401 before they will be eligible for graduation. 
This course must be taken within two semesters of receiving the second CC and must be passed 
with a grade of C (2.0) or better. 
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VIII. Tentative Course Schedule   
BIOL 472 - Spring 2015 

  
 Date Topic Reading Assignment 

1 Tues, Jan 13 Bird evolution - origins Gill, Chapter 1&2 Xu et al Nature 
2 Thurs, Jan 15   
3 Tues, Jan 20 Taxonomic diversity of Birds Gill, Ch 3, Hackett et al. 

 
4 Thurs, Jan 22   
5 Tues, Jan 27 Anatomy, Physiology, Behavior  Gill, 4-6, Dial et al. 2003 
6 Thurs, Jan 29 relating to flight  
7 Tues, Feb 3 Anatomy, Physiology, Behavior   
8 Thurs, Feb 5 relating to feeding  
9 Tues, Feb 10 Anatomy, Physiology, Behavior  Gill 6,14 
10 Thurs, Feb 12 relating to reproduction  
11 Tues, Feb 17 Parental behavior Gill 15,16 
12 Thurs, Feb 19   
 Tues, Feb 24 Advising Day – No Classes  

13 Thurs, Feb 26   
14 Tues, Mar 3 Diversity of Mating systems Gill 12, 13 
15 Thurs, Mar 5   
 Tues, Mar 10 Spring Break – No Classes  
 Thurs, Mar 12 Spring Break – No Classes  

16 Tues, Mar 17 Communication, focus on plumage Gill 4 
17 Thurs, Mar 19   
18 Tues, Mar 24 Communication, focus on song  
19 Thurs, Mar 26   
20 Tues, Mar 31   
 Thurs, Apr 2 No Classes  

21 Tues, Apr 7 Social behavior   
22 Thurs, Apr 9 – dominance and territoriality  
23 Tues, Apr 14 Migration and navigation Gill 10 
24 Thurs, Apr 16   
25 Tues, Apr 21 Bird Community Ecology Gill 20 
26 Thurs, Apr 23   
27 Tues, Apr 28 Bird Conservation  
28 Thurs, Apr 30   

 

Fifth Week Grades Due Monday, February 16 

Advising Day Tuesday, February 24 

Last Day to Drop with a “W” Monday, March 16 

Final Exam in this course Thursday May 7, 3:00-5:30 

 



 

 

Contemporary Fisheries 
(BIOL 476) 

 
Instructor: Thomas H. Martin 
Office:  333 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3660 
email:  tmartin@wcu.edu 
 
Lecture: 12:30-1:45 TR, McKee 135 
Lab:  2:35-5:25T in NS 108 
 
Office Hours: 10:00-12:00 Mondays, 2:00-4:00 Thursdays, and 12:00-1:00 Wednesdays.  Other 

times by appointment. 
 
Texts: Helfman, G.S., B.B. Collette, D.E. Facey, and B.W. Bowen.  2009.  The diversity 

of fishes. 2nd Ed.  Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford. 
 
 Etnier, D.A. and W.C. Starnes.  1993.  The fishes of Tennessee.  The University 

of Tennessee Press, Knoxville.  
(available in pdf:  http://newfoundpress.utk.edu/pubs/fishes/) 
 
Ross, S.T.  2013.  Ecology of North American freshwater fishes.  University of 
California Press.  
(optional, $67.50 new from Amazon, but I bought a used copy for $22) 
 
Page, L.M. and B.M. Burr.  2011.  Peterson field guide to freshwater fishes, 
second edition.  Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 
(optional, $14.35 new from Amazon, $8.50 used) 

 
Course: Biological concepts and alternative management practices involved in the 

protection, conservation, restoration, augmentation, and cultivation of fisheries 
resources. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab. 

 
Objectives: By the end of the course you will  

• know the identifying characteristics and general natural history of 
freshwater fish families native to North Carolina. 

• understand common management/conservation concerns regarding North 
American freshwater fish. 

• know commonly used techniques employed to assess fisheries. 
• have experience sampling wild fish and handling them in a humane 

manner.  
• know which management approaches are most suitable for particular 

management/conservation issues. 
 



 

 

Waders: I recommend that you purchase your own waders. At Cabelas, boot-foot hip 
waders start at $59.99 while their most expensive stocking-foot chest waders sell 
for as much as $849.99. Walmart has hip waders for somewhat less than Cabelas, 
just don’t be suckered into buying their very cheap vinyl waders; they don’t last 
through one trip outside.  Also, be aware that stocking-foot waders require boots 
in addition to the waders. 

 
Grading: Final letter grades will be based on the proportion of points earned out of the total 

number of points available.  The lecture portion of the course will generate 300 
points:  There will be two lecture exams; a midterm worth 100 points and a final 
worth 150 points, and one book report (see below) worth 50 points.    The 
laboratory portion will generate 100 possible points:  one lab quiz (anatomy & 
identification), two lab reports, and a field-experience report – each worth 50 
points.   

 
Letter grades will be assigned based on a 12 point scale:   A → 92-100%; A- → 
88-91%; B+ → 84-87%; B → 80-83%; B- → 76-79%; C+ → 72-75%; C → 68-
71%; C- → 64-67%; D → 52-63%; F → < 52%. 

 
Attendance: I do not record attendance. You will be neither directly penalized, nor rewarded 

based on your presence. But, exam questions will be drawn primarily from 
lecture. 

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify 
themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office 
of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
   
Academic Integrity Policy 
 
"I will practice personal and academic integrity" – WCU Community Creed 

 
Western Carolina University (WCU) strives to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and 
integrity.  Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens 
the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. Any violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy is a violation of the Code of Student Conduct (see dsce.wcu.edu for 
more information). 
 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in 
any academic exercise. 

Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 
academic exercise. 

Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 



 

 

Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information 
during an examination) 

 
Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the 
course.  Students will be notified, in writing, of any Academic Integrity Policy allegation and have 
the right to respond to the allegation. The full text of the WCU Academic Integrity Policy, 
Process, and the Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu.   
 
Please visit studysmart.wcu.edu for further information. 
 
For further information on WCU policies and procedures concerning academic honesty, please 
refer to the Student Handbook. 
 
General Course Outline (note that the first section will cover the majority of the semester): 
 

I. A Primer on Fish Biology and Ecology 
a. Basic fish anatomy 
b. Evolution and diversification of freshwater bony fishes 
c. Southeastern fish families and their biogeography 
d. Feeding & Foraging Theory 
e. Bioenergetics & Growth 
f. Common Life History Strategies 
g. Population Dynamics & Stock-Recruitment 
h. Species Interactions & Community Ecology 
i. Landscape Ecology & Ecosystems 

II. Concepts of Conservation and Management 
a. History of Fisheries Management 
b. Process of Management 
c. Ecosystem/Watershed Management 
d. Non-game species & Threatened and Endangered Species 
e. Introduced and Invasive Species 

III. Management Techniques 
a. Stream Habitat Assessment and Management 
b. Lake and Reservoir Assessment and Management 
c. Hatchery Operations and Uses of Hatchery-produced fish 
d. Regulations and their enforcement 
e. The future of fisheries and fisheries management 



 

 

Book Report: 
 
Each student will write a “book report.”  The books listed below are all appropriate. Other 
related books can also be read, but they must first be approved by me.  
 
What should the book report contain?  

The book report should be well-written and should be no more than 5 pages (double  
spaced). You must address the following points in the report.  
 

1. Provide a short, overall summary of the book. 
2. Explain why you think the author wrote the book (besides trying to make money). What 

points was the author trying to convey?  
3. Explain whether and how humans impacted fish or a fishery in the book. Now, explain 

how the fish or fishery impacted human societies, culture, history, and well-being. Which 
impact was greater? 

4. Did reading the book give you a greater appreciation of fish, fisheries, aquatic systems, or 
ecology? Explain.  

FISHY READINGS LIST 
&  – available from Hunter Library 

™  – available from Dr. Martin’s Library 
 

Altman, Heidi M.  2006.  Eastern Cherokee Fishing.  The University of Alabama Press, 
Tuscaloosa.  138 p  &  ™  

Bogue, Margaret, B. 2000. Fishing the Great Lakes, An Environmental History 1783-1933. The 
University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, Wisconsin. 444 p. &  

Christy, Francis T. and Anthony Scott.  1965 (second printing 1972).  The Common Wealth in 
Ocean Fisheries:  Some problems of growth and economic allocation.  John Hopkins Press, 
Baltimore.  281 p  &  ™  

Corson, Trevor.  2004.  The Secret Life of Lobsters: How Fishermen and Scientists Are 
Unraveling the Mysteries of Our Favorite Crustacean.  HarperCollins Publishers Inc., New 
York.  304 p. &  ™  

Donlin, Eric Jay. 2003. Snakehead. Smithsonian Institution Press. 240 p. &  
Goldschmidt, Tijs. 1996. Darwin's Dreampond, Drama in Lake Victoria. The MIT Press, 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 274 p. &  
Greenlaw, Linda. 1999. The Hungry Ocean, A Swordboat Captain's Journey. Hyperion, New 

York. 265 p. &  
Jensen, Albert C.  1972. The Cod: The uncommon history of a common fish and its impact on 

American life from Viking times to the present. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New York. 182 p. 
™  

Junger, Sebastian. 1997. The Perfect Storm, A True Story of Men Against the Sea. W.W. Norton 
& Co., New York. 227 p. &  



 

 

Kurlansky, Mark. 1997. Cod, A Biography of the Fish that Changed the World. Penguin Books, 
New York. 294 p. &  

Lichatowich, James. 1999. Salmon without Rivers. Island Press. &  

McPhee, John. 2002. The founding fish. Farrar Straus & Giroux. 320 p. &  ™  

National Research Council.  1990.  Decline of the Sea Turtles:  Causes and Prevention.  National 
Academy Press, Washington, D.C.  259 p. &  ™  

Nesper, Larry. 2002. The walleye war. University of Nebraska Press. 245 p.  &  

Quinnett, Paul.  1996.  Darwin’s Bass:  The evolutionary psychology of fishing man.  Keokee 
Co. Publishing, Inc., Sandpoint, ID.  254 p.  &  ™  

Raines, Howell.  1993.  Fly Fishing through the Midlife Crisis.  Bantam Doubleday Dell 
Publishing Group, New York.  352 p. &  ™  

Safina, Carl. 1997. Song for the Blue Ocean, Book One: Northeast. Henry Holt and Company, 
Inc., New York. pp. 3-116. &  

Safina, Carl. 1997. Song for the Blue Ocean, Book Two: Northwest. Henry Holt and Company, 
Inc., New York. pp. 117-301. &  

Safina, Carl. 1997. Song for the Blue Ocean, Book Three: Far Pacific. Henry Holt and Company, 
Inc., New York. pp. 307-434. &  

Shubin, Neil.  2008.  Your inner fish: a journey into the 3.5-billion-year history of the human 
body.  Pantheon Books, New York.  &  ™  

Szabo, Vicki E.  2008.  Monstrous fishes and the mead-dark sea.  Brill, Leiden, The 
Netherlands.& 

Thomson, Keith S. 1991. Living Fossil: The Story of the Coelacanth. Hutchinson Radius. 
252 p. &  

Warner, William W.  1976.  Beautiful Swimmers: Watermen, Crabs and the Chesapeake Bay.  
Little, Brown, and Co., Boston.  304 p. &  

Warner, William W.  1983.  Distant Water:  The fate of the North Atlantic fisherman.  Little, 
Brown and Co., Boston.  338 p. ™  

Weinberg, Samantha. 2000. A fish caught in time. The search for the Coelacanth. Harper Collins 
Publishers. &  

  
Laboratories – Some of these topics demand a flexible approach to scheduling, so for now all I can do is 
provide topics: 
External and Internal Fish Anatomy 

Fish Sampling 
Fish identification 

Population Estimates (Cullowhee Creek or Richland Creek) 
Assessment of fishery (restored Tuckasegee River channel) 



 

 

 
Possible Field Trips (we’ll talk about when and/or who during the first week): 

Tennessee Aquarium, Chattanooga 
Conservation Fisheries Inc., Knoxville 

Bobby N. Setzer State Fish Hatchery, Pisgah Forest 
 

Important Dates: 
Week Date Event 

5 Tues, Sep 16 Lab Practical, 2:35 – 5:25 
6 Tues, Sep 23 Chattanooga Aquarium (all day) 
8 Tues, Oct 7 Midterm Exam, 2:35 – 5:25 
9 Tues, Oct 14 Fall Break – No Classes 

Thurs, Oct 16 Fall Break – No Classes 
11 Tues, Oct 28 Advising Day – No Classes 
12 Tues, Nov 4 Fish Hatchery 

Thurs, Nov 13 SE Fishes Council 
Thurs, Nov 27 Thanksgiving – No Classes 

16 Tues, Dec 2 Cons. Fisheries Inc. (all day) 
17 Thurs, Dec 11 Final Exam, 3:00 – 5:30 PM 

 
 



 

 

Research in Biology 
Animal Behavior 

(BIOL 480) 
 

Instructor: Jeremy Hyman 
Office:  115 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3657 
email: jhyman@email.wcu.edu 
 
Office 
Hours: 
 

08:30 – 10:00 W, 2:00 – 5:00 R, other times by appointment. 

Course 
Description: 

Research in Biology provides an opportunity for students to gain hands-on 
experience in developing, conducting, interpreting, and communicating directed 
research. 
 

Course 
Objectives: 

In this course you will: 
 Construct a testable hypothesis or clear descriptive research objective 
 Conduct a search of the peer-reviewed literature pertinent to the topic 

you wish to research 
 Write a research proposal, following standard guidelines 
 Collect, analyze, and interpret data 
 Write a manuscript following accepted scientific format and style that 

includes a broad interpretation of the significance of your research in 
light of the results found in the peer-reviewed literature. 
 

Grading: Grading in this course is based purely on the quality of the end product of each 
of the goals under Course Objectives.  Judging the quality of these products is 
subjective and for that reason the +/- grading scheme will not be used.  “A” will 
be given for above average performance, “B” for average performance, “C” for 
acceptable, but below average, and “F” for unacceptable performance. 

 
Expectation of work:  As of July 1, 2011, the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 34, Section 600.2 (34 CFR 600.2), 
defines a credit hour as: 

(1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class 
student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of 
credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over 
a different amount of time; or 

(2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other 
academic activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, 
practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours. 

 
Based on this definition, you should expect to invest a minimum of 6 hours of work for this 2 credit hour course 
per week for a total of 90 hours for the semester.  No doubt there will be some weeks with near zero effort 
expended, but others with far more than 6 hours worked.  You will be expected to maintain a log of the hours you 
work. 



 

 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or 
come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one 
tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. 
SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate students should 
read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of the process. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it 
threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any 
violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct 
process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of 
the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion 
of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 
I.   General: 
This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality 
of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic Integrity 
Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the violation occurs. 
 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 

in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an examination). 
 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school when applicable) 
in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed sanction(s), in 
writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting 
with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation 
Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within five (5) 
business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed to have mutually resolved 
the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the written allegation.  If the 
student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject 
to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision to the 
department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No 
action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual 
resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the 



 

 

student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a meeting 
with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the department 
head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information 
submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the student, may 
be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be 
preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business 
days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s 
rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must schedule 
an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a 
minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty 
member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The evidentiary 
standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or 
disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the 
sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the scheduled 
hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  Within 
ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send 
the student written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity 
Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to the designated 
academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department 
head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 
Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to 
further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit a 
written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the 
following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business days 
of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the 
academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to withdraw 
from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals have been 
completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and documents 
related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor 
Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, academic 
Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics shall serve as the repository for 
all records associated with allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 
The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty 
members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  Students and 
faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college Dean.  The Department of Student 



 

 

Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a hearing board.  Each academic Dean will 
convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 
V.   Sanctions: 
 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic sanctions 
permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, department head, 
Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student from the course or 
suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant 
consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a program or the University must 
be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 
 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 
Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of Student 
Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University policies.  Students with a prior 
record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be 
referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing proceedings as a 
habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic Integrity Policy will automatically be subject 
to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed 
by the instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and University-level sanctions 
imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for habitual violations of University policies. 
Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 

 



 

 

Research in Biology 
Aquatic Ecology 

(BIOL 480) 
 

Instructor: Thomas H. Martin 
Office:  333 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3660 
email: tmartin@wcu.edu  
 
Office 
Hours: 
 

08:30 – 10:00 W, 2:00 – 5:00 R, other times by appointment. 

Course 
Description: 

Research in Biology provides an opportunity for students to gain hands-on 
experience in developing, conducting, interpreting, and communicating directed 
research. 
 

Course 
Objectives: 

In this course you will: 
• Construct a testable hypothesis or clear descriptive research objective 
• Conduct a search of the peer-reviewed literature pertinent to the topic 

you wish to research 
• Write a research proposal, following standard guidelines 
• Collect, analyze, and interpret data 
• Write a manuscript following accepted scientific format and style that 

includes a broad interpretation of the significance of your research in 
light of the results found in the peer-reviewed literature. 
 

Grading: Grading in this course is based purely on the quality of the end product of each 
of the goals under Course Objectives.  Judging the quality of these products is 
subjective and for that reason the +/- grading scheme will not be used.  “A” will 
be given for above average performance, “B” for average performance, “C” for 
acceptable, but below average, and “F” for unacceptable performance. 

 
Expectation of work:  As of July 1, 2011, the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 34, Section 600.2 (34 CFR 
600.2), defines a credit hour as: 

(1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class 
student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of 
credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over 
a different amount of time; or 

(2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other 
academic activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, 
practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours. 

 
Based on this definition, you should expect to invest a minimum of 6 hours of work for this 2 credit 
hour course per week for a total of 90 hours for the semester.  No doubt there will be some weeks 
with near zero effort expended, but others with far more than 6 hours worked.  You will be expected 
to maintain a log of the hours you work. 



 

 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or 
come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one 
tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. 
SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate students should 
read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of the process. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it 
threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any 
violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct 
process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of 
the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion 
of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 
I.   General: 
This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality 
of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic Integrity 
Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the violation occurs. 
 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 

in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an examination). 
 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school when applicable) 
in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed sanction(s), in 
writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting 
with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation 
Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within five (5) 
business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed to have mutually resolved 
the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the written allegation.  If the 
student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject 
to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision to the 
department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No 
action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual 
resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the 



 

 

student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a meeting 
with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the department 
head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information 
submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the student, may 
be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be 
preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business 
days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s 
rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must schedule 
an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a 
minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty 
member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The evidentiary 
standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or 
disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the 
sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the scheduled 
hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  Within 
ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send 
the student written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity 
Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to the designated 
academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department 
head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 
Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to 
further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit a 
written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the 
following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business days 
of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the 
academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to withdraw 
from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals have been 
completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and documents 
related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor 
Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, academic 
Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics shall serve as the repository for 
all records associated with allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 
The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty 
members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  Students and 
faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college Dean.  The Department of Student 



 

 

Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a hearing board.  Each academic Dean will 
convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 
V.   Sanctions: 
 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic sanctions 
permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, department head, 
Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student from the course or 
suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant 
consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a program or the University must 
be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 
 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 
Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of Student 
Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University policies.  Students with a prior 
record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be 
referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing proceedings as a 
habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic Integrity Policy will automatically be subject 
to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed 
by the instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and University-level sanctions 
imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for habitual violations of University policies. 
Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 
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Bio 480-01:  Research in Biology (1 credit) – Fall 2015 
Monday, 12:20-1:10, NS 118 

Instructor:   Dr. Kathy Mathews 
Office:  Stillwell 220A Phone: 227-3659 Email: kmathews@email.wcu.edu 
 
Purpose:  For students to develop knowledge related to scientific research and careers 
 
Course Objectives:  By the end of this course, students will:  

o Demonstrate communication, quantitative, and technology skills required to conduct research 
in biology 

o Demonstrate an understanding of skills related to research in biology 
o Understand the role of research in reaching career goals 
o Develop a proposal, technical report, and resume for your portfolio 

 
Course Policies 

 Academic Integrity:  see below 
 

 Blackboard will be used to post the class syllabus, tasks, assignments, and for email & 
announcements. You must check Blackboard regularly for class announcements, and upload all 
assignments in Blackboard for grading. You are required to use Blackboard and should get help 
from IT Services immediately if you have problems accessing this course. 

 
 Attendance:  Attendance at all scheduled class meetings is required.  Arrive on time, and do not 

schedule other appointments that would cause you to have to leave early. Cell phones must be silent 
during class; texting is not allowed.  
 
You will attend 3 Biology seminars for this class, either on the dates designated on the schedule 
below or any other 3 that interest you. All Biology seminars are held on Fridays in the NS 
Auditorium from 12:20-1:10 pm. Arrive on time, and stay for the whole 50-minute period. You 
will write a descriptive paragraph summarizing each seminar you attend and turn in as one 
assignment. If your schedule prohibits you from attending Biology seminars, you may substitute 
other 50-minute research presentations on or off-campus, which must be pre-approved by Dr. 
Mathews. If this is also not feasible, you may summarize pre-approved research papers. 
 

 SafeAssign Tool: Any written work submitted for this class is eligible for submission to the 
SafeAssign tool at the instructor’s discretion. 

 Late Policy: Any assignment turned in after the stated due date on the class schedule will receive a 
score of zero unless the student can provide a verifiable acceptable excuse for turning in the 
assignment late. Acceptable excuses include personal or family illness/death or emergency 
situations. Not being able to access Blackboard is not an acceptable excuse. I will accept a 
handwritten assignment in lieu of Blackboard if absolutely necessary. 
 

Grading Procedures:  
 

 There are no exams for this class.  Grades will be assigned based on the following: 
 
Activity              Points 
Attendance    20 
Logbook with 3 progress reports 40 
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Seminar summaries (3 @ 10 each) 30 
Other assignments (5 @ 15 each) 75 
Research proposal & presentation 75  
Cover letter & resumé   50 
Final presentation   75 
Written technical report           100 
Total              465 

  
 Grades will be assigned as: A+ 98-100; A 94-97; A- 90-93; B+ 87-89; B 84-86; B- 80-83; C+ 77-79; 

C 74-76; C- 70-73; D+ 67-69; D 64-66; D- 60-63;  F < 59  
 

 
University Policies 

 Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services 
at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 

 

 Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or 
those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may 
contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located 
in the Killian Annex, room 138. 

 
 The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a free student service, located in BELK 207, 

providing course tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student 
consultations, graduate and professional exam preparation resources, and online writing and learning 
resources for all students.  To schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC homepage 
(http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274.  
 

 Civility and Ground Rules: 
o The Western Carolina University Community Creed states: “I will respect the rights and well-

being of others.” 

o Each student may possess different ideas, as well as different ways of communicating those 
ideas. Because of these differences, respect and civility are integral to maintaining the 
quality of the academic environment and free inquiry. 

o (http://www.wcu.edu/student-life/policies-affecting-students/statement-of-student-rights-and-
responsibilities.asp) 

 

 Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process: 
 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate 
students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that 
step of the process. 
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Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a 
serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the 
community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code 
of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge 
occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either 
party for additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the 
Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

I.   General: 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because 
it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in 
which the violation occurs. 

 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 

exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 

Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information 
during an examination). 

 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the 
graduate school when applicable) in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the 
proposed sanction(s), in writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student 
of his/her right to request a meeting with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall 
complete the Academic Integrity Violation Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not 
request a meeting with the instructor within five (5) business days of receipt of the written 
allegation(s), the student shall be deemed to have mutually resolved the matter and shall be 
bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the written allegation.  If the student does 
not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject 
to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to the department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with 
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the instructor shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal 
pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the instructor, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule 
a meeting with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the 
meeting, the department head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head 
Resolution Form.  Only information submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the 
meeting between the instructor and the student, may be considered by the department head.  The 
evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The 
department head may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The department 
head may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor.  If the 
student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be heard 
in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either 
appeal the decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting 
the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic 
Dean listed on the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action 
by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department head shall 
constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of 
meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall 
not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean 
must schedule an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity 
Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members 
(with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  
The instructor may be present during the hearing.  Only information submitted during the 
hearing, or in the meetings between the instructor/department head and the student, may be 
considered by the hearing board.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be 
preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) 
of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) 
proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the scheduled 
hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or 
appeal.  Within ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall 
review pertinent records and send the student written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an 
appeal to the designated academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days 
of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the 
student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not 
respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the Academic Integrity Board, the alleged 
violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must 
submit a written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the 
decision of the Academic Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an 
academic Dean must be limited to the following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a 
material deviation from Substantive and Procedural Standards by the UNC Board of Governors 
(as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) 
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business days of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the 
allegation(s) of the instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the 
sanction(s) proposed by the instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  
Within five (5) days of making a decision, the academic Dean shall provide the student with a 
written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to 
withdraw from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or 
appeals have been completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department 
head, and academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all 
materials and documents related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, 
Academic Integrity Board decision letter, academic Dean decision letter, etc…).  The 
Department of Student Community Ethics shall serve as the repository for all records associated 
with allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 

The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or 
faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the 
board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each 
college Dean.  The Department of Student Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their 
service on a hearing board.  Each academic Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will 
determine a faculty member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 

V.   Sanctions: 

 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose 
academic sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  
The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently 
remove the student from the course or suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  
Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant consideration for permanently removal from the course or 
suspension/expulsion from a program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student 
Community Ethics. 

 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 

Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of 
Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University policies.  
Students with a prior record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, will be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for 
consideration of being subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more 
violations of the Academic Integrity Policy will automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a 
habitual violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed by the 
instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and University-level 
sanctions imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for habitual violations of University 
policies. 

Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 
 
 



 

 

Research in Biology 
Genes and Genomes 

(BIOL 480) 
 

Instructor: Jessica L Moore 
Office:  130 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3664 
email: jlmoore@wcu.edu  
 
Office 
Hours: 
 

Monday & Wednesday 1:00- 3:00pm other times by appointment. 

Course 
Description: 

Research in Biology provides an opportunity for students to gain hands-on 
experience in developing, conducting, interpreting, and communicating 
directed research. 
 

Course 
Objectives: 

In this course you will: 
 Construct a testable hypothesis or clear descriptive research objective 
 Conduct a search of the peer-reviewed literature pertinent to the topic 

you wish to research 
 Write a research proposal, following standard guidelines 
 Collect, analyze, and interpret data 
 Write a manuscript following accepted scientific format and style that 

includes a broad interpretation of the significance of your research in 
light of the results found in the peer-reviewed literature. 
 

Grading: Grading in this course is based purely on the quality of the end product of each 
of the goals under Course Objectives.  Judging the quality of these products is 
subjective and for that reason the +/- grading scheme will not be used.  “A” 
will be given for above average performance, “B” for average performance, 
“C” for acceptable, but below average, and “F” for unacceptable performance. 

 
Expectation of work:  As of July 1, 2011, the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 34, Section 600.2 (34 CFR 600.2), 
defines a credit hour as: 

(1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class 
student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of 
credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over 
a different amount of time; or 

(2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other 
academic activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, 
practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours. 

 
Based on this definition, you should expect to invest a minimum of 6 hours of work for this 2 credit hour course 
per week for a total of 90 hours for the semester.  No doubt there will be some weeks with near zero effort 
expended, but others with far more than 6 hours worked.  You will be expected to maintain a log of the hours you 
work. 



 

 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or 
come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one 
tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. 
SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate students should 
read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of the process. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it 
threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any 
violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct 
process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of 
the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion 
of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 
I.   General: 
This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality 
of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic Integrity 
Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the violation occurs. 
 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 

in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an examination). 
 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school when applicable) 
in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed sanction(s), in 
writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting 
with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation 
Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within five (5) 
business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed to have mutually resolved 
the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the written allegation.  If the 
student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject 
to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision to the 
department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No 
action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual 
resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the 



 

 

student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a meeting 
with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the department 
head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information 
submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the student, may 
be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be 
preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business 
days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s 
rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must schedule 
an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a 
minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty 
member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The evidentiary 
standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or 
disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the 
sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the scheduled 
hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  Within 
ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send 
the student written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity 
Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to the designated 
academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department 
head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 
Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to 
further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit a 
written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the 
following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business days 
of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the 
academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to withdraw 
from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals have been 
completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and documents 
related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor 
Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, academic 
Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics shall serve as the repository for 
all records associated with allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 
The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty 
members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  Students and 
faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college Dean.  The Department of Student 



 

 

Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a hearing board.  Each academic Dean will 
convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 
V.   Sanctions: 
 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic sanctions 
permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, department head, 
Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student from the course or 
suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant 
consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a program or the University must 
be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 
 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 
Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of Student 
Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University policies.  Students with a prior 
record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be 
referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing proceedings as a 
habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic Integrity Policy will automatically be subject 
to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed 
by the instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and University-level sanctions 
imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for habitual violations of University policies. 
Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 

 



Research in Biology 
Plant Ecology 

(BIOL 480) 
 

Instructor: Beverly Collins 
Office:  109 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3663 
email: collinsb@email.wcu.edu  
 
Office 
Hours: 
 

10:00-11:00 M,W, other times by appointment. 

Course 
Description: 

Research in Biology provides an opportunity for students to gain hands-on 
experience in developing, conducting, interpreting, and communicating 
directed research. 
 

Course 
Objectives: 

In this course you will: 
 Construct a testable hypothesis or clear descriptive research objective 
 Conduct a search of the peer-reviewed literature pertinent to the topic 

you wish to research 
 Write a research proposal, following standard guidelines 
 Collect, analyze, and interpret data 
 Write a manuscript following accepted scientific format and style that 

includes a broad interpretation of the significance of your research in 
light of the results found in the peer-reviewed literature. 
 

Grading: Grading in this course is based purely on the quality of the end product of each 
of the goals under Course Objectives.  Judging the quality of these products is 
subjective and for that reason the +/- grading scheme will not be used.  “A” 
will be given for above average performance, “B” for average performance, 
“C” for acceptable, but below average, and “F” for unacceptable performance. 

 
Expectation of work:  As of July 1, 2011, the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 34, Section 600.2 (34 CFR 600.2), 
defines a credit hour as: 

(1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class 
student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of 
credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over 
a different amount of time; or 

(2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other 
academic activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, 
practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours. 

 
Based on this definition, you should expect to invest a minimum of 6 hours of work for this 2 credit hour course 
per week for a total of 90 hours for the semester.  No doubt there will be some weeks with near zero effort 
expended, but others with far more than 6 hours worked.  You will be expected to maintain a log of the hours you 
work. 



Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or 
come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one 
tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. 
SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate students should 
read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of the process. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it 
threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any 
violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct 
process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of 
the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion 
of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 
I.   General: 
This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality 
of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic Integrity 
Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the violation occurs. 
 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 

in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an examination). 
 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school when applicable) 
in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed sanction(s), in 
writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting 
with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation 
Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within five (5) 
business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed to have mutually resolved 
the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the written allegation.  If the 
student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject 
to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision to the 
department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No 
action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual 
resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the 



student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a meeting 
with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the department 
head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information 
submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the student, may 
be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be 
preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business 
days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s 
rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must schedule 
an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a 
minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty 
member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The evidentiary 
standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or 
disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the 
sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the scheduled 
hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  Within 
ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send 
the student written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity 
Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to the designated 
academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department 
head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 
Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to 
further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit a 
written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the 
following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business days 
of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the 
academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to withdraw 
from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals have been 
completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and documents 
related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor 
Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, academic 
Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics shall serve as the repository for 
all records associated with allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 
The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty 
members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  Students and 
faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college Dean.  The Department of Student 



Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a hearing board.  Each academic Dean will 
convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 
V.   Sanctions: 
 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic sanctions 
permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, department head, 
Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student from the course or 
suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the magnitude to warrant 
consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a program or the University must 
be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 
 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 
Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of Student 
Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University policies.  Students with a prior 
record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, will be 
referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to hearing proceedings as a 
habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic Integrity Policy will automatically be subject 
to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed 
by the instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and University-level sanctions 
imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics for habitual violations of University policies. 
Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 
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Biology 493‐30 – Plant Biology Laboratory 
Fall 2015 

Lab meets: In ST 215 on Friday from 1:25 – 4:15 
 
Instructor: Anjana Sharma 

Office: ST 211  
Email: asharma@wcu.edu 
Phone:828‐227‐3670 
 

Essential materials:   
 Lab Notebook (recommend using a composition book with blank sheets or ruled sheets if blank 

sheets are unavailable) 
 Folder – for saving any handouts given in class 
 Pen,  a good pencil and eraser 
 Colored pencils (will be provided in lab) 

 
Course Objectives:  A broad range of topics will be covered in lab and will include exploring 
different groups of plants, anatomy of major organs of seed plants, lifecycle and developmental stages 
of major plant groups and some experiments to study physiological activities in plants.  Students will 
also learn about maintaining a detailed record of their activities and findings in a laboratory notebook 
and communicate their laboratory findings as written scientific reports. 
 
Attendance policy:   Attendance in labs is mandatory. 
There are no make‐up labs.  If you know of any official reason you may have to miss lab, speak to your 
lab instructor early in the semester. In cases when the lab cannot be made up, talk to your instructor 
about how the absence would affect your grade.  In case of an unexcused absence, you will not receive 
any points for that day’s work.  If assignments are due the day of the absence, 10% points will be 
deducted for each day that the assignment is late.  Missing more than one lab period can result in the 
dropping of your letter grade by at least one‐half letter for each absence. 
 
Student expectations:  Students are expected to arrive on time, show interest in the class activity, 
work cooperatively with group members, follow safety procedures, clean work space each day, take 
care of equipment used and keep good records of experiments performed.  Occasionally, you will also 
be required to come to lab for a few minutes outside of regular class time to collect data or check on the 
experiment.  
 
Lab partners: Laboratory exercises will often be performed in pairs.  An instructor may need to 
assign a third person to the group in the event that we have an odd number of students in the class.  
You may choose a partner to work with during the first week of class.  Do not change lab partners after 
the second week of classes.  Even though lab experiments are performed as a team of two or three 
students, each student is expected to turn in his/her own copy of the worksheet, lab report and lab 
notebook. 
 
Grading: Lab accounts for 25% of the course grade while lecture makes up the remaining 75%.   
Lab points: 
Weekly lab exercises and participation  65% 
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Lab reports (4)         20%  
Lab Notebook        15 % 
Total          100% 
 
Lab Participation: You are expected to arrive to class on time and participate completely in carrying 
out the experiment.  At the end of the experiment, follow instructions as given to clean up your 
workspace.  Arriving late (after 10 minutes) or leaving early can result in loss of participation points.    
  
Lab Reports:  You will be writing four lab reports for this course.  Instructions on how to write a 
report will be provided during one of the lab periods.  Lab reports make up 20% of your laboratory 
grade.  
 
Lab Notebook: A laboratory notebook is very important for any researcher.  It is essentially a record 
of how the experiments were conducted.  A lab notebook is generally a bound book such as a 
composition book. I recommend using a composition book with blank pages however, if unavailable a 
ruled composition book is acceptable.  Any additional handouts given in class must be saved in a 
separate binder.   

Your notebook must be written, as the experiment progresses with a pen or a pencil.  All 
sketches must be made with a pencil.  You must clearly write your name, course title/section, semester 
and your instructors name on the first page.  Reserve pages 2 and 3 for contents which you can fill in as 
the course progresses.  Number each page in your lab notebook on the top right corner.   

Record the dates accurately, your hypotheses and all pertinent information about materials 
used, how the experiment was conducted, results and other thoughts about the experiment as you 
performed them.  Remember to include a conclusion at the end of lab each day.  This notebook should 
help you remember fine details about the experiments at a later time.  
  Please note that a lab notebook is written as the experiment progresses and not filled in at a 
later time.  Make sure to bring your lab notebook to lab each period and when you come in to collect 
data.  Your instructor may ask to see your notebook during any class period.     

Additional Help: The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free 
small‐group course tutoring, one‐on‐one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online 
writing and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in 
designated classrooms on campus. Limited writing appointments are available at the Biltmore Park 
campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage 
(http://walc.wcu.edu/) or call 828‐227‐2274. Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore 
Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources.   

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed 
to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  
All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at 
(828) 227‐3886. You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu    

Academic Honesty Policy: Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a 
community of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge 
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and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes Cheating, Fabrication, Plagiarism and Facilitation of 
academic Dishonesty.  Please refer to the student handbook for more details. 

Tentative Laboratory Schedule: 

DATE  TOPIC 

Aug  21  Introduction and Movie 

  28  Exploring cells and organelles 

Sep  4  Nonvascular plants 

  11  Seedless vascular plants and C‐fern experiment  

  18  Gymnosperms 

  25  Angiosperms – flowers and fruit; Life‐cycle using fast plants 

Oct  2  Seeds – germination, types, embryo development and Germination experiment 

  9  Plant tissues; C‐fern lab report due 

  16  No labs – Fall break 

  23  Leaves; Germination and viability report due 

  30  Transpiration experiment 

Nov  6  Stomatal types, distribution and frequency experiment 

  13  Stems; Transpiration report due 

  20  Roots; Stomatal frequency report due 

  27  No labs – Thanksgiving holiday 

Dec  4  Complete remaining work and turn in lab note book 
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Biol 493-02 Plant Biology - Fall 2015 
 

Class Meets: MWF 11:15-12:05 in Stillwell 143 
 
Instructor: Dr. Anjana Sharma  

Office: Stillwell 211 
Email: asharma@email.wcu.edu 
Ph: 828-227-3670 
Office Hours:M 1:25-2:25 and W 2:30-3:30   

 
Course Description: 
This is an introductory course covering the principles of botany with an emphasis on plant body structure, 
function and development of seed plants.  
Prerequisites for this course include Biol 140 and Biol 141. 
BIOL 493 Laboratory is a required co-requisite (Lecture-3 credits, Lab-1 credit). 
 
 
Course Objectives: 

 Have a better understanding of plant cell and tissue types. 
 Learn the vocabulary necessary to further study plants. 
 Understand plant body structure-function relationships. 
 Understand the process of reproduction in flowering plants, embryogenesis and seed development. 
 The laboratory component of the course will allow the above mentioned objectives to be studied as well 

as teach students additional sectioning and staining techniques for observing various plant materials. 
 This course aims to help students develop a better appreciation for the complexity of plant structures, 

how plants grow, adapt, survive and interact with their environment.  
 
Course Materials 
 

 Required text: Raven Biology of Plants, 7th edition by Ray F. Evert and Susan E. Eichhorn. 
 Background/supplementary readings provided in class as handouts or posted on course blackboard 

site.  
 
Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 

 Read and Study: You are responsible for reading assigned material before and after class to enable 
you to participate in class discussion and keep up with the material being covered.  

 Participate: I may ask you to review material posted on our class blackboard site before coming to class 
on certain days.  Or we may have a paper to discuss during a particular class period.  I expect you to 
participate and come prepared to class.  Be attentive and ready to ask and answer questions. If you 
don’t understand the materials, be sure to ask the instructor to clarify them for you. 

 Attend Class and Be On Time: You are expected to attend all lectures and arrive at the start of the 
class. Attendance will be taken in class every day and repeated lateness may be counted as absences.  
Up to 5% of your lecture grade may be deducted for excessive, unexcused absences (more than 4).  
You will be responsible for making up any work missed due to an absence or any 
announcements/changes to schedule/exam dates made in class during your absence. Absences may 
be excused in the case of documented emergencies or illnesses or university-sanctioned events.  

 I expect students to actively take notes in class.  If you need help with note-taking skills, please contact 
the Writing and Learning Commons or meet me during my office hours. 
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 Students are expected to work honestly on their homework assignments and exams.  See Academic 
honesty policy on the following page.  Dishonesty could result in zero points for a particular assignment 
or exam and in severe cases could also result in a grade of F for the entire course. 

 
Cell Phone Policy: Cell phones are to be turned off and put away in the backpack upon entering the class.  
Cell phones should not be left on the desk or in your pockets in silent mode.  Any cell phone use, including 
checking or sending text messages, while in class is distracting for the instructor as well as fellow students.  
Please be courteous.  If you are expecting a call in case of a family emergency, please talk to your instructor in 
advance and get permission to leave the room as unobtrusively as possible to take the call.     
 
Blackboard site: Materials relevant to this course will be posted on our class blackboard site. Please take 
some time during the first week of class to familiarize yourself with our class site.  I will post my lecture slides 
here after we complete each chapter along with video or animation links and papers for class discussions.   
 
Attendance Policy: You are expected to attend all lectures and arrive at the start of the class.  You will be 
responsible for making up the work missed due to an absence or keeping up with announcements made during 
your absence.  Absences may be excused only in case of documented emergencies of illness or University-
sanctioned events at the discretion of the instructor.  Missing approximately 10% of class meeting times (e.g. 
4-5 MWF classes, 3 TR classes, or 1 laboratory) or more constitutes a significant amount of class materials 
and experience and is very difficult, if not impossible, to make up. Students with more unexcused absences 
than the semester hours given for a course can expect the instructor to lower their final grade. 
 
Exam Format: Exams may be a combination of multiple choice, matching, short answer and essay questions. 
Your instructor will provide you with a set of study or sample questions beforehand.  
You are expected to be present in class for all of the exams. If you must be absent from an exam due to a 
prescheduled university-sanctioned activity, you may arrange to take the exam early with permission of the 
instructor. Makeups of missed exams will be granted on a case-by-case basis (in most cases, only 
emergencies, illness or death in the family are valid excuses and must be documented). You have ONE WEEK 
after the missed exam in which to make up the exam. 
Cheating and dishonesty during exams can result in zero points for that particular exam or in serious cases 
result in a failing grade for the entire course. 
 
Homework: Homework assignments will be periodically given in class.  I will not provide copies of the 
homework for any unexcused absences. Some assignments may be group assignments. 
 
Grading: Your lecture will account for 75% of the course grade and will be calculated as follows: 

Exams (4)    50% 
Class participation and Assignments 30% 
Project     20% 

 
Laboratory Grade:  25% of the course grade will be based on your scores from the laboratory 
component of the course.  

 
Grading Scale: Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
A+  = 97-100   B+  = 87-89  C+  = 77-79  D+  = 67-69           F = <60 
A    = 94-96  B    = 84-86  C    = 74-76   D    = 64-66 
A-   = 90-93   B-   = 80-83  C-  = 70-73   D-  = 60-63 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students 
who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is 
confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian 
Annex for an appointment. 
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Academic Integrity Policy: 
"I will practice personal and academic integrity" – WCU Community Creed 
Western Carolina University (WCU) strives to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any 
violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship 
and undermines the integrity of the community. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a violation of 
the Code of Student Conduct (see dsce.wcu.edu for more information). 
 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 

Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 

in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an examination) 
 
Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the Academic 
Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course.  Students will be 
notified, in writing, of any Academic Integrity Policy allegation and have the right to respond to the 
allegation.  The full text of the WCU Academic Integrity Policy, Process, and the Faculty Reporting Form can 
be found online at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu.   
 
Student Support Services: 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those 
who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and 
workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 
227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC): 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a free student service, located in BELK 207, providing course 
tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student consultations, graduate and 
professional exam preparation resources, and online writing and learning resources for all students.  To 
schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274.  
 
Distance students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking 
(http://www.wcu.edu/academics/edoutreach/distance-online-programs/student-resources/services-for-distance-
students.asp) and the WaLC’s online resources.  
 
Academic Calendar: Includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic 
calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-
office/academic-calendar.asp. 
 
Tentative Course Topics covered: 
Date Topic Chapter 
Aug 17 Introduction; Significance of photosynthesis in evolution of life 1 
Aug 19 Colonization of land 1 
Aug 21 Organic molecules 2 
Aug 24 Secondary metabolites 2 
Aug 26 Plant cell 3 
Aug 28 Paper discussion - 1 - 
Aug 31 Plant cell 3 
Sep 2 Kingdom Plantae 12 
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Sep 4 Exam 1  
Sep 7 No classes – Labor Day  
Sep 9 Seed plants 18 
Sep 11 Paper discussion - 2 - 
Sep 14 Gymnosperms 18 
Sep 16 Gymnosperms 18 
Sep 18 Angiosperms 19 
Sep 21 Floral structure 19 
Sep 23 Microgametogenesis; Megagametogenesis 19 
Sep 25 Paper discussion - 3 - 
Sep 28 Fertilization 20 
Sep 30 Evolution of flowers and fruits  20 
Oct 2 Exam 2  
Oct 5 Evolution of flowers and fruits  20 
Oct 7 Embryo development 22 
Oct 9 Paper discussion - 4 - 
Oct 12 No classes – Fall break  
Oct 14 No classes – Fall break  
Oct 16 No classes – Fall break  
Oct 19 Seed germination 22 
Oct 21 Cells and tissues of the plant body 23 
Oct 23 Cells and tissues of the plant body 23 
Oct 26 Roots – types, structure 24 
Oct 28 Roots – secondary growth 24 
Oct 30 Paper discussion - 5 - 
Nov 2 Roots – origin of lateral roots; adaptations 24 
Nov 4 Exam 3  
Nov 6 The shoot 25 
Nov 9 Stem structure 25 
Nov 11 Leaves – arrangement and morphology 25 
Nov 13 Paper discussion - 6  
Nov 16 Leaves – structure; stomata 25 
Nov 18 Stem and leaf modifications 25 
Nov 20 Annuals, Biennials and Perennials 26 
Nov 23 Secondary growth – cells and structures 26 
Nov 25 No classes – Thanksgiving holiday  
Nov 27 No classes – Thanksgiving holiday  
Nov 30 Secondary growth – cells and structures; wood 26 
Dec 2 Paper discussion - 7  
Dec 4 Exam 4  
Dec 7th  
Monday 

Final Exam period from 3:00-5:30 pm.  We will use this time 
for student project presentations 
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JAMES T. COSTA 
Office: 202 Stillwell Bldg. & Highlands Biological Station 
Phone: campus: 227-3811; Highlands: 526-2602  
Email: costa@email.wcu.edu   
 

 
 
Date Schedule of topics Readings for discussion 
 
AUG 26 Introduction to course  Bowler 2003 chapter 2 

      
SEPT [2] *No class meeting*    
  

9 Ancient concepts: order out of chaos, Bowler 2003 chapter 2 
 design, plenitude Plato: Timaeus, Republic 

   Bible: Genesis 
   Cicero 45 BC 
  
 23 Rise of “mechanical philosophy” Descartes 1644 
  of Descartes et al. Boyle 1686  
   Burnet 1691 
   
 25 Fossils and their meaning Scott 2001  
  Cesi, Steno, Hooke, Ray, et al.  Rudwick 1985 
 
 30 Enlightenment period Bowler 2003 chapter 3  
   Theistic & Deistic views of species & earth; Pope 1734 
   ‘scale of nature’ thinking Buffon 1778 
     Jefferson 1785 
     Cuvier 1825  
      
OCT 7  Enlightenment period Bowler 2003 chapter 3 
   Ealry transmutationism De Maillet 1748 
     E. Darwin 1792 
    Lamarck 1809 
 
 14  FALL HOLIDAY Oct 9-14  
  
 21 Darwin & Wallace Paley 1800 
  Natural Theology and anti-transmutationism; Lyell 1830 
  Bridgewater Treatises Cannon 1961 
  [preliminary project designs] 



  
OCT 28 Darwin & Wallace Costa 2009 
  Revelation Sulloway 1982 
   Barrett et al. 1987  [notebooks] 
   Keynes 2001 [diary] 
   Gould 1837a,b,c,d 
   Owen 1837 
 
NOV 4 READING DAY – NO CLASS  
 
 [11] Darwin & Wallace Malthus 1798 
  Road to the Origin Barrett et al. 1987 [notebooks] 
   Wallace 1852, 1855, 1858
   Darwin 1858 
 
 14 Darwin’s Origin of Species  Darwin 1859 [selections] 
  [final project designs to printshop] 
 
 25 Post-Origin years: eclipse &  Bowler 2003 chapter 9 
  Modern Synthesis  Jenkin 1867 
    Agassiz 1874 
    T.H. Huxley, A. Gray 
    
DEC 2 Modern debates & developments  Bowler 2003 chapter 10 
  [Class project exhibition] 
   
 
2009 is a landmark year in the history of science: it is both the bicentennial of the birth of 
Charles Darwin, and the sesquicentennial of the publication of his epochal work On the Origin of 
Species.  In recognition of this upcoming dual anniversary, our seminar is conceived an 
exploration of the development of evolutionary thinking, from the ancients to modern times, with 
an emphasis on the formative Enlightenment and Victorian periods.  Drawing on a diversity of 
readings we will trace western thinking on concepts of species, species change, fossils, and the 
earth.  For this class to 'work' and provide you with the best possible experience, your 
participation is ESSENTIAL!  You are expected to attend all classes, complete all readings in a 
careful and thoughtful manner, and participate in discussions.   
 
Grading:  Final grades will be determined by (1) completion of reading assignments and 
participation in discussions (30%), and (2) a Darwin & evolution-related research project (70%) 
that will be coordinated with other class members, with the goal of producing an exhibit that will 
be displayed in Hunter Library in spring 2009 as part of WCU’s observance of the Darwin 
anniversary year.  The exhibit theme will be biographical, consisting of several panels on 
different periods of Darwin’s life, or different aspects of his research achievements.  Each 
member of our class will research their chosen topic and develop text and choose images 
appropriate for a panel approximately 2’ x 3’ in size.  These will be edited for continuity and 
printed out electronically at the WCU Printshop, and displayed in Hunter next term.  
 
• Grading scale: 93-100 = A; 90-92 = A-; 87-89 = B+; 83-86 = B; 80-82 = B-; 77 - 79 = C+; 73 - 76 = C; 70 - 72 
= C-; 67 - 69 = D+; 63 - 66 = D; 60 - 62 = D-; Below 60 = F.  Graduate students are graded on a straight A-F scale. 
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Readings [to be provided] will be excerpted from various sources, including  
primary literature, edited volumes, and other works. 

 
 
Agassiz, L. 1874. Evolution and permanence of type. Atlantic Monthly 33: 92-101. 
 
Berry, A. (ed.). 2002. Infinite Tropics: An Alfred Russel Wallace Anthology. London and New 

York: Verso.  
 
Berry, A. and J. Browne. 2008. The other beetle-hunter.Nature 453: 1188-1190. 
 
Barrett, P. H., P. J. Gautrey, S. Herbert, D. Kohn, and S. Smith (eds.). 1987. Charles Darwin's 

Notebooks, 1836-1844. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press.   
 
Bowler, P. J. 2003. Evolution: The History of an Idea, 3rd edition. Berkeley: University of 

California Press.  [Selected chapters] 
 
Boyle, R. 1686. Free Enquiry into the Vulgarly Received Notion of Nature. 
 
Buffon, G.-L. 1778. Les époques de la nature. 
 
Cannon, W. F. 1961. The impact of uniformitarianism: Two letters from John Herschel to 

Charles Lyell, 1836-1837. Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 105: 301-314. 
 
Cicero, Marcus Tullius. 45 BC.  De Natura Deorum [On the Nature of the Gods] 
 
Cuvier, G. 1825. Discours sur les revolutions de la surface du globe. Paris.  
 
Darwin, C. R. 1859. On the Origin of Species.  London: John Murray.   
 
Darwin, C. R. 1858. On the tendency of species to form varieties; and on the perpetuation of 

varieties and species by natural means of selection.  J. Linnean Soc. London  3: 45-62.  
 
Darwin, E. 1792. Zoönomia; or, The Laws of Organic Life, Part I. London, J. Johnson. 
 
Descartes, R. 1644.  Principles of Philosophy.   
 
Gould, J. 1837a. [Remarks on a Group of Ground Finches from Mr. Darwin's Collection, with 

Characters of the New Species]. Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London 5: 4-7.  
 
Gould, J. 1837b. [Observations on the Raptorial Birds in Mr. Darwin's Collection, with 

Characters of the New Species]. Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London 5: 9-
11. 

Gould, J. 1837c. [Two new species of the genus Sterna, a species of cormorant, and three species 
of the genus Orpheus, from the Galapagos, in the collection of Mr. Darwin.]. 
Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London 5: 26-27. 

 



Gould, J. 1837d. A new species of Rhea from Patagonia.  Proc. Zool. Soc. London  5: 35-36. 
 
Gould, S. J. 1990. Time's Arrow, Time's Cycle: Myth and Metaphor in the Discovery of 

Geological Time.  New York: Penguin. 
 
Jefferson, T. 1785. Notes on the State of Virginia [Excerpts: Productions mineral, vegetable and 

animal]. 
 
Jenkin, F. 1867. The Origin of Species. North British Review 46: 277-318. 
 
Keynes, R. D. 2001. Charles Darwin’s Beagle Diary. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University 

Press.   
 
Lyell, C. 1830-1833. Principles of Geology, vols. I-III. London: John Murray. [Facsimile edition 

published by the University of Chicago Press, 1990]  
 
De Maillet, B. (A. V. Carozzi, trans.). 1748. Telliamed. Urbana: University of Illinois Press. 
 
Owen, R. 1837. A description of the Cranium of the Toxodon Platensis, a gigantic extinct 

mammiferous species, referrible by its dentition to the Rodentia, but with affinities to the 
Pachydermata and the Herbivorous Cetacea.  Proc. Geol. Soc. London 2: 541-542. 

 
Paley, W. 1800.  Natural Theology. [the teleological argument] 
 
Plato. Timaeus and The Republic 
 
Pope, A. 1734. Essay on Man, Epistle I. 
 
Ray, J. 1691. The Wisdom of God Manifested in the Works of the Creation. London. 
 
Rudwick, M. J. S. 1985. The Meaning of Fossils: Essays in the History of Paleontology. 

Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
 
Sulloway, F. J. 1982. Darwin’s conversion: The Beagle voyage and its aftermath.  Journal of the 

History of Biology 15: 325-396. 
 
Wallace, A. R. 1852.  On the monkeys of the Amazon [a paper read at the ZSL meeting of 14 

Dec. 1852]. Proc. Zool. Soc. London 20: 107-110. 
 
Wallace, A. R. 1855.  On the law which has regulated the introduction of new species.  Ann. 

Mag. Nat. Hist.  16 (2nd series): 184-196. 
 
Wallace, A. R. 1858. On the Tendency of Varieties to Depart Indefinitely From the Original 

Type [third part of 'On the Tendency of Species to Form Varieties; and On the 
Perpetuation of Varieties and Species by Natural Means of Selection' by Charles Darwin 
and Alfred Wallace; communicated by Sir Charles Lyell and Joseph D. Hooker to the 
LSL meeting of 1 July 1858]. J. Proc. Linnean Soc.: Zoology 3: 53-62 (45-62). 

 
  



	  

PHAGE	  Hunters	  BIOL493/CHEM493	  	  
College	  of	  Arts	  and	  Sciences	  

Departments	  of	  Biology	  and	  Chemistry	  and	  Physics	  
                                                                                 Fall	  2015	  

Room	  125	  Stillwell	  Building	  	  
Wednesdays	  and	  Fridays	  1:25-‐4:15	  

	  

Instructor	  Information:	  

Dr.	  Maria	  Gainey:	  	  

Email:	  mdgainey@email.wcu.edu	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  Office:	  Natural	  Sciences	  Building	  333	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  Office	  Hours:	  Tuesdays	  and	  Fridays	  9:30-‐11:00	  or	  by	  appointment	  

	  

Dr.	  Jamie	  Wallen:	  	  

Email:	  jamiewallen@wcu.edu	  

Phone:	  828-‐227-‐2491	  

Office:	  Natural	  Sciences	  Building	  316A	  

Office	  Hours:	  Mondays,	  Wednesdays,	  and	  Fridays	  10:00-‐11:00	  or	  by	  appointment	  

	  

Ms.	  Megan	  Eckardt:	  	  

Email: maeckardt@email.wcu.edu 

Office: Natural Sciences Building 132 
Office Hours: By appointment	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	  
I.	  Course	  Description:	  
	  
This	  course	  offers	  first-‐year	  students	  an	  opportunity	  for	  a	  mentored	  research	  experience.	  Students	  will	   learn	  
how	  to	  apply	  the	  scientific	  method	  to	  make	  new	  discoveries	  and	  contribute	  to	  scientific	  knowledge.	  Students	  
will	  learn	  principles	  of	  bacteriophage	  biology	  and	  isolate	  naturally-‐occurring	  bacteriophage	  (viruses	  that	  infect	  
bacteria,	   but	   not	   humans)	   from	   the	   environment.	   They	   will	   culture,	   isolate,	   and	   titer	   the	   bacteriophage	  
(phage),	   view	   the	   phage	   using	   electron	  microscopy,	   then	   purify	   and	   characterize	   its	   genome.	   Students	  will	  
present	  their	  data	  to	  each	  other,	  and	  one	  novel	  phage	  will	  be	  voted	  to	  have	  its	  genome	  sequenced	  over	  winter	  
break.	  Students	  will	  continue	  in	  a	  second	  semester	  to	  annotate	  the	  genome	  of	  the	  chosen	  phage,	  culminating	  
in	  a	  submission	  to	  GenBank	  and	  a	  poster	  presentation.	  Students	  in	  the	  course	  are	  part	  of	  the	  National
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Genome	  Research	  Initiative	  funded	  by	  the	  Howard	  Hughes	  Medical	  Institute.	  

This	  class	  won’t	  be	  like	  other	  classes	  you’ve	  taken	  or	  may	  take.	  There	  will	  be	  minimal	  lecturing	  by	  faculty,	  and	  
we	   will	   instead	   utilize	   class	   time	   to	   do	   research	   and	   discuss	   scientific	   concepts	   relevant	   to	   our	   laboratory	  
research.	  	  This	  course	  is	  an	  inquiry-‐guided	  learning	  experience,	  and	  it	  is	  meant	  to	  be	  students'	  first	  mentored	  
research	  project.	  Because	  students	  are	  working	  on	  parallel,	  independent	  projects,	  not	  all	  students	  will	  achieve	  
results	  or	  gather	  data	  at	  the	  same	  rate.	  Therefore	  lab	  activities	  in	  the	  schedule	  are	  estimates	  of	  where	  most	  
students	  will	  be	  in	  their	  projects	  at	  the	  given	  dates.	  Some	  students	  may	  move	  ahead	  faster	  or	  lag	  behind,	  and	  
at	  some	  point	  in	  the	  semester	  one	  or	  more	  of	  your	  experiments	  will	  fail!!	  Student	  grades	  will	  not	  be	  penalized	  
for	   failed	   experiments	   or	   because	   their	   phage	   isolation	   attempts	   are	   lagging	   behind	   others.	   Instead,	   it	   is	  
important	   that	   they	   are	   making	   informed	   scientific	   decisions	   in	   an	   attempt	   to	   trouble	   shoot	   their	   failed	  
experiments.	   	  This	   is	  how	  science	   really	  works!!	   	   Though	   frustrating,	   if	  experiments	  are	   set	  up	  correctly	  as	  
much	  can	  be	  learned	  from	  failed	  experiments	  as	  successful	  ones=)	  

	  
II.	  Learning	  Objectives:	  
	  
Upon	  completion	  of	  this	  course,	  students	  will	  be	  able	  to:	  

a)	   Plan	   and	   design	   a	   research	   project	   to	   address	   a	   scientific	   question,	  make	   and	   test	   hypotheses,	   analyze	  
experimental	  results,	  and	  use	  research	  findings	  to	  determine	  the	  direction	  of	  subsequent	  experiments.	  

b)	  Describe	  bacteriophage	  (phage)	  diversity,	  their	  life	  cycles	  and	  basic	  genome	  properties.	  

c)Develop	  a	  hypothesis	   regarding	  what	  types	  of	  bacteriophage	   (phage)	  exist	  and	  where	   they	  are	  present	   in	  
the	  environment.	  

d)	   Isolate	   phage	   from	   the	   environment	   and	   characterize	   them	   by	   numerous	   means,	   including	   electron	  
microscopy.	  

e)	  Keep	  a	  detailed	  laboratory	  notebook.	  	  

f)	  Utilize	  resources	  available	  from	  Hunter	  Library	  to	  write	  a	  scientific	  paper	  in	  the	  form	  of	  a	  journal	  article.	  	  

g)	   Clearly	   and	   concisely	   communicate	   scientific	   findings	   to	   others	   during	   group	   discussions	   and	   class	  
presentations.	  

	  
III.	  Course	  Materials	  

Required:	  	  
Course	  Resource	  Guide	  (available	  on	  blackboard)	  

Life	  in	  Our	  Phage	  World	  Book	  (available	  free	  online:	  http://2015phage.org/art.php)	  

Laboratory	  Notebook	  (available	  at	  the	  WCU	  campus	  bookstore)	  	  
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IV.	  Faculty	  Expectations	  of	  Students/Course	  Policies	  
	  

Attendance:	  	  	  
Attendance	  is	  mandatory.	  To	  stay	  on	  target	  to	  complete	  your	  research	  project	  by	  the	  end	  of	  the	  semester,	  
you	  must	  attend	  all	  class	  meetings.	  One	  unexcused	  absence	  will	  result	  in	  3	  points	  being	  deducted	  from	  the	  
final	  course	  grade;	  two	  unexcused	  absences	  will	  result	  in	  a	  10	  point	  deduction;	  three	  unexcused	  absences	  
results	   in	   a	   15	   point	   deduction;	   4	   unexcused	   absences	   will	   result	   in	   a	   20	   point	   deduction,	   5	   or	   more	  
absences	  will	  result	  in	  failure	  of	  this	  course.	  To	  be	  considered	  for	  an	  excused	  absence,	  you	  must	  present	  
the	  instructor	  with	  a	  written	  excuse	  for	  your	  absence	  no	  later	  than	  the	  next	  class	  period.	  The	  burden	  to	  
remember	  this	  written	  notice	  is	  on	  the	  student.	  Any	  planned	  absence	  should	  be	  requested	  for	  approval	  
prior	  to	  the	  absence.	  

Timely	  Submissions	  

10	  points	  will	  be	  deducted	  from	  the	  final	  grade	  for	  each	  day	  an	  assignment	  is	  late.	  	  	  	  

Expectations	  for	  Submitting	  Required	  Work:	  
Due	   dates	   for	   assignments	   will	   be	   communicated	   during	   class	   and	   also	   posted	   on	   blackboard.	   	   Some	  
assignments	  will	  be	  turned	   in	  during	  class	  and	  others	  will	  need	  to	  be	  completed	  on	  or	  submitted	  to	  our	  
classes	  blackboard	  website.	  	  	  

Accommodations	  for	  Students	  with	  Disabilities:	  	  

Western	  Carolina	  University	   is	  committed	  to	  providing	  equal	  educational	  opportunities	  for	  students	  with	  
documented	   disabilities	   and/or	  medical	   conditions.	  	   Students	   who	   require	   reasonable	   accommodations	  
must	   identify	   themselves	  as	  having	  a	  disability	   and/or	  medical	   condition	  and	  provide	   current	  diagnostic	  
documentation	   to	   the	   Office	   of	   Disability	   Services.	  	   All	   information	   is	   confidential.	  	   Please	   contact	   the	  
Office	  of	  Disability	  Services	  at	  (828)	  227-‐3886	  or	  come	  by	  Suite	  135	  Killian	  Annex	  for	  an	  appointment.	  
Student	  Support	  Services:	  

Student	   Support	   Services	   provides	   support	   to	   students	   who	   are	   either	   first-‐generation,	   low-‐income	   or	  
those	  who	   have	   disclosed	   a	   disability	  with:	   academic	   advising,	  mentoring,	   one-‐on-‐one	   tutorial	   support,	  
and	  workshops	  focused	  on	  career,	  financial	  aid	  and	  graduate	  school	  preparation.	  You	  may	  contact	  SSS	  at	  
(828)	  227-‐7127	  or	  email	   sssprogram@wcu.edu	  for	  more	   information.	  SSS	   is	   located	   in	   the	  Killian	  Annex,	  
room	  138.	  

Civility	  and	  Ground	  Rules:	  
The	   Western	   Carolina	   University	   Community	   Creed	   states:	   “I	   will	   respect	   the	   rights	   and	   well-‐being	   of	  
others.”	  

Each	  student	  may	  possess	  different	  ideas,	  as	  well	  as	  different	  ways	  of	  communicating	  those	  ideas.	  Because	  
of	   these	   differences,	   respect	   and	   civility	   are	   integral	   to	   maintaining	   the	   quality	   of	   the	   academic	  
environment	  and	  free	  inquiry.	  

(http://www.wcu.edu/student-‐life/policies-‐affecting-‐students/statement-‐of-‐student-‐rights-‐and-‐
responsibilities.asp)	  

SafeAssign	  Tool:	  

All	  written	  work	  submitted	  for	  this	  class	  is	  eligible	  for	  submission	  to	  the	  SafeAssign	  tool	  at	  the	  instructor’s	  
discretion.	  
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V.	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  and	  Reporting	  Process:	  
	  

This	  policy	  addresses	  academic	   integrity	  violations	  of	  undergraduate	  and	  graduate	  students.	  Graduate	  students	  
should	  read	  inside	  the	  parenthesis	  below	  to	  identify	  the	  appropriate	  entities	  in	  charge	  of	  that	  step	  of	  the	  process.	  

Students,	   faculty,	   staff,	   and	   administrators	   of	  Western	   Carolina	  University	   (WCU)	   strive	   to	   achieve	   the	   highest	  
standards	  of	  scholarship	  and	  integrity.	  Any	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  is	  a	  serious	  offense	  because	  
it	  threatens	  the	  quality	  of	  scholarship	  and	  undermines	  the	  integrity	  of	  the	  community.	  While	  academic	  in	  scope,	  
any	   violation	   of	   this	   policy	   is	   by	   nature,	   a	   violation	   of	   the	   Code	   of	   Student	   Conduct	   and	  will	   follow	   the	   same	  
conduct	  process	  (see	  ArticleVII.B.1.a.).	  If	  the	  charge	  occurs	  close	  to	  the	  end	  of	  an	  academic	  semester	  or	  term	  or	  in	  
the	   event	   of	   the	   reasonable	   need	   of	   either	   party	   for	   additional	   time	   to	   gather	   information	   timelines	   may	   be	  
extended	  at	  the	  discretion	  of	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics	  (DSCE).	  

I.	  	  	  General:	  

This	  policy	  addresses	  academic	  integrity	  violations	  of	  undergraduate	  and	  graduate	  students.	  

Students,	   faculty,	   staff,	   and	   administrators	   of	  Western	   Carolina	  University	   (WCU)	   strive	   to	   achieve	   the	   highest	  
standards	  of	   scholarship	  and	   integrity.	  	  Any	  violation	  of	   this	  policy	   is	  a	   serious	  offense	  because	   it	   threatens	   the	  
quality	  of	  scholarship	  and	  undermines	  the	  integrity	  of	  the	  community.	  

Instructors	   have	   the	   right	   to	   determine	   the	   appropriate	   academic	   sanctions	   for	   violations	   of	   the	   Academic	  
Integrity	  Policy	  within	   their	   courses,	  up	   to	  an	   including	  a	   final	  grade	  of	   “F”	   in	   the	  course	   in	  which	   the	  violation	  
occurs.	  

	  II.	  	  	  	  Definitions:	  

1. 	  Cheating	  –	   Using,	   or	   attempting	   to	   use,	   unauthorized	   materials,	   information,	   or	   study	   aids	   in	   any	  
academic	  exercise.	  

2. 	  Fabrication	  –	  Creating	  and/or	  falsifying	  information	  or	  citation	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise.	  
3. 	  Plagiarism	  –	  Representing	  the	  words	  or	  ideas	  of	  someone	  else	  as	  one’s	  own	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise.	  
4. 	  Facilitation	  –	   Helping	   or	   attempting	   to	   help	   someone	   to	   commit	   a	   violation	   of	   the	   Academic	   Integrity	  

Policy	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise	  (e.g.	  allowing	  another	  person	  to	  copy	  information	  during	  an	  examination).	  

	  III.	  	  	  Undergraduate	  and	  Graduate	  Academic	  Integrity	  Process:	  

1. Within	   five	   (5)	   business	   days	   of	   the	   instructor’s	   knowledge	   of	   the	   alleged	   violation	   of	   the	   Academic	  
Integrity	  Policy,	  s/he	  will	  inform	  his/her	  department	  head	  (or	  associate	  Dean	  of	  the	  graduate	  school	  when	  
applicable)	  in	  writing	  of	  the	  allegation	  and	  proposed	  sanction(s).	  

2. Within	   ten	   (10)	   business	   days	   of	   the	   instructor’s	   knowledge	   of	   the	   alleged	   violation	   of	   the	   Academic	  
Integrity	   Policy,	   the	   instructor	   will	   inform	   the	   student	   of	   the	   allegation,	   including	   the	   proposed	  
sanction(s),	  in	  writing.	  	  In	  the	  written	  notification,	  the	  instructor	  will	  inform	  the	  student	  of	  his/her	  right	  to	  
request	  a	  meeting	  with	   the	   instructor.	  	  During	   the	  meeting,	   the	   instructor	  shall	   complete	   the	  Academic	  
Integrity	  Violation	  Faculty	  Resolution	  Form.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  request	  a	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor	  
within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  receipt	  of	  the	  written	  allegation(s),	  the	  student	  shall	  be	  deemed	  to	  have	  
mutually	   resolved	   the	   matter	   and	   shall	   be	   bound	   to	   the	   sanction(s)	   outlined	   by	   the	   instructor	   in	   the	  
written	   allegation.	  	   If	   the	   student	   does	   not	   request	   a	   meeting,	   the	   alleged	   violation	   of	   the	   Academic	  
Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

3. Within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor,	  the	  student	  shall	  either	  appeal	  the	  decision	  
to	   the	   department	   head	   or	   mutually	   resolve	   the	   matter	   by	   accepting	   the	   allegation	   and	   proposed	  
sanction(s).	  	  No	  action	  by	  the	  student	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  instructor	  shall	  
constitute	   a	  mutual	   resolution	   and	  waiver	   of	   the	   student’s	   rights	   to	   appeal	   pursuant	   to	   the	   Academic	  
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Integrity	   Policy.	  	   If	   the	   student	   does	   not	   respond	   within	   five	   (5)	   business	   days	   of	   meeting	   with	   the	  
instructor,	   the	   alleged	   violation	   of	   the	   Academic	   Integrity	   Policy	   shall	   not	   be	   subject	   to	   further	   review	  
and/or	  appeal.	  	  

4. Within	   five	   (5)	   business	   days	   of	   receiving	   a	   student’s	   appeal,	   the	   department	   head	   must	   schedule	   a	  
meeting	  with	  the	  student.	  	  The	   instructor	  may	  be	  present	  during	  the	  meeting.	  	  During	  the	  meeting,	   the	  
department	   head	   shall	   complete	   the	   Academic	   Integrity	   Violation	   Department	   Head	   Resolution	  
Form.	  	  Only	  information	  submitted	  during	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  student,	  or	  in	  the	  meeting	  between	  the	  
instructor	   and	   the	   student,	  may	   be	   considered	   by	   the	   department	   head.	  	   The	   evidentiary	   standard	   for	  
making	  a	  decision	  shall	  be	  preponderance	  of	  the	  evidence.	  	  The	  department	  head	  may	  agree	  or	  disagree	  
with	  the	  allegation(s)	  of	  the	  instructor.	  	  The	  department	  head	  may	  also	  approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	  the	  
sanction(s)	  proposed	  by	   the	   instructor.	  	   If	   the	   student	  does	  not	  attend	   the	  scheduled	  meeting	  with	   the	  
department	  head,	  the	  matter	  will	  be	  heard	  in	  absentia	  and	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  
appeal.	  

5. Within	   five	   (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head,	   the	  student	  shall	  either	  appeal	   the	  
decision	  to	  an	  Academic	   Integrity	  Board	  or	  mutually	   resolve	  the	  matter	  by	  accepting	  the	  allegation	  and	  
proposed	  sanction(s).	  	  The	  student	  must	  submit	  an	  appeal	  to	  the	  academic	  Dean	  listed	  on	  the	  Academic	  
Integrity	  Violation	  Department	  Head	  Resolution	  Form.	  	  No	  action	  by	  the	  student	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  
days	   of	   the	  meeting	  with	   the	   department	   head	   shall	   constitute	   a	  mutual	   resolution	   and	  waiver	   of	   the	  
student’s	   rights	   to	   appeal	   pursuant	   to	   the	   Academic	   Integrity	   Policy.	  	   If	   the	   student	   does	   not	   respond	  
within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  meeting	  with	  the	  department	  head,	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  
Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

6. Within	   seven	   (7)	   business	   days	   of	   receiving	   a	   student’s	   appeal,	   the	   appropriate	   academic	   Dean	   must	  
schedule	   an	   Academic	   Integrity	   Board	   hearing	   with	   the	   student.	   	  The	   Academic	   Integrity	   Board	   shall	  
consist	  of	  a	  minimum	  of	  two	  (2)	  currently	  enrolled	  students	  and/or	  faculty	  members	  (with	  a	  minimum	  of	  
one	  faculty	  member).	  	  A	  faculty	  member	  will	  serve	  as	  chair	  of	  the	  board.	  	  The	  instructor	  may	  be	  present	  
during	   the	   hearing.	  	   Only	   information	   submitted	   during	   the	   hearing,	   or	   in	   the	   meetings	   between	   the	  
instructor/department	  head	  and	  the	  student,	  may	  be	  considered	  by	  the	  hearing	  board.	  	  The	  evidentiary	  
standard	  for	  making	  a	  decision	  shall	  be	  preponderance	  of	  the	  evidence.	  	  The	  hearing	  board	  may	  agree	  or	  
disagree	  with	  the	  allegation(s)	  of	  the	  instructor.	  	  The	  hearing	  board	  may	  also	  approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	  
the	  sanction(s)	  proposed	  by	  the	  instructor	  and/or	  department	  head.	  	   If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  attend	  the	  
scheduled	  hearing,	  the	  matter	  will	  be	  heard	  in	  absentia	  and	  shall	  not	  be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  
appeal.	  	   Within	   ten	   (10)	   business	   days	   of	   the	   hearing,	   the	   appropriate	   academic	   Dean	   shall	   review	  
pertinent	   records	   and	   send	   the	   student	   written	   notification	   of	   the	   decision	   of	   the	   Academic	   Integrity	  
Board.	  

7. Within	   five	   (5)	   business	   days	   of	   receiving	  written	  notification	  of	   the	  decision	  of	   the	  Academic	   Integrity	  
Board	   the	   student	   may	   accept	   the	   findings	   and	   sanctions	   of	   the	   board	   or	   submit	   an	   appeal	   to	   the	  
designated	  academic	  Dean.	  	  No	  action	  by	  the	  student	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  the	  meeting	  with	  the	  
department	   head	   shall	   constitute	   a	   mutual	   resolution	   and	   waiver	   of	   the	   student’s	   rights	   to	   appeal	  
pursuant	  to	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy.	  	  If	  the	  student	  does	  not	  respond	  within	  five	  (5)	  business	  days	  of	  
meeting	  with	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  the	  alleged	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy	  shall	  not	  
be	  subject	  to	  further	  review	  and/or	  appeal.	  

8. If	  the	  student	  elects	  to	  file	  an	  appeal	  of	  the	  decision	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  she	  must	  submit	  a	  
written	   appeal	   within	   five	   (5)	   business	   days	   of	   receiving	   written	   notification	   of	   the	   decision	   of	   the	  
Academic	   Integrity	   Board	   to	   the	   designated	   academic	   Dean.	  	   An	   appeal	   to	   an	   academic	   Dean	  must	   be	  
limited	  to	  the	  following	  grounds;	  1)	  a	  violation	  or	  due	  process	  or	  2)	  a	  material	  deviation	  from	  Substantive	  
and	  Procedural	  Standards	  by	  the	  UNC	  Board	  of	  Governors	  (as	  set	  forth	  in	  the	  UNC	  Manual	  700.4.1).	  

9. If	  an	  appeal	   is	  heard	  by	  an	  academic	  Dean,	  s/he	  shall	   review	  pertinent	  records	  within	  ten	  (10)	  business	  
days	  of	  receiving	  a	  valid	  appeal.	  	  The	  academic	  Dean	  may	  agree	  or	  disagree	  with	  the	  allegation(s)	  of	  the	  
instructor.	  	   The	  academic	  Dean	  may	  also	  approve,	  overturn,	  or	  modify	   the	   sanction(s)	  proposed	  by	   the	  
instructor,	  department	  head,	  and	  or	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board.	  	  Within	  five	  (5)	  days	  of	  making	  a	  decision,	  
the	  academic	  Dean	  shall	  provide	  the	  student	  with	  a	  written	  decision.	  	  The	  decision	  of	  the	  academic	  Dean	  
shall	  be	  final.	  
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10. The	   student	   must	   remain	   enrolled	   in	   the	   course	   related	   to	   the	   case,	   and	   may	   not	   be	   permitted	   to	  
withdraw	   from	   the	   course	   related	   to	   the	   case,	   until	   all	   hearing	   timelines,	   notifications,	   and/or	   appeals	  
have	  been	  completed.	  

11. Upon	  resolution	  of	  each	  level	  of	  the	  case	  (no	  matter	  the	  outcome),	  the	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  and	  
academic	   Dean	   must	   provide	   the	   Department	   of	   Student	   Community	   Ethics	   with	   all	   materials	   and	  
documents	  related	  to	  the	  case	  (i.e.	  course	  syllabus,	  materials	  in	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  
Instructor	  Resolution	  Form,	  Department	  Head	  Resolution	  Form,	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board	  decision	  letter,	  
academic	  Dean	  decision	   letter,	   etc…).	  	   The	  Department	  of	   Student	  Community	  Ethics	   shall	   serve	  as	   the	  
repository	  for	  all	  records	  associated	  with	  allegations	  and	  violations	  associated	  with	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  
Policy.	  

	  IV.	  	  	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board:	  

The	  Academic	   Integrity	  Board	   shall	   consist	   of	   a	  minimum	  of	   two	   (2)	   currently	   enrolled	   students	   and/or	   faculty	  
members	  (with	  a	  minimum	  of	  one	  faculty	  member).	  	  A	  faculty	  member	  will	  serve	  as	  chair	  of	  the	  board.	  	  Students	  
and	  faculty	  members	  serving	  on	  boards	  for	  each	  college	  will	  be	  selected	  by	  each	  college	  Dean.	  	  The	  Department	  
of	   Student	   Community	   Ethics	   will	   train	   all	   board	   members	   prior	   to	   their	   service	   on	   a	   hearing	   board.	  	   Each	  
academic	  Dean	  will	  convene	  hearing	  boards	  as	  necessary,	  and	  will	  determine	  a	  faculty	  member	  to	  serve	  as	  chair	  
prior	  to	  a	  hearing.	  

V.	  	  	  Sanctions:	  

	  The	   instructor,	   department	   head,	   Academic	   Integrity	   Board,	   and/or	   academic	   Dean	   may	   impose	   academic	  
sanctions	   permitted	   by	   the	   institution	   (not	   to	   exceed	   receiving	   a	   grade	   of	   “F”	   for	   the	   course).	  	   The	   instructor,	  
department	  head,	  Academic	   Integrity	  Board,	   and/or	   academic	  Dean	  may	  not	  permanently	   remove	   the	   student	  
from	   the	   course	   or	   suspend/expel	   the	   student	   from	   a	   program	   or	   the	   University.	  	   Student	   behavior	   of	   the	  
magnitude	   to	  warrant	   consideration	   for	  permanently	   removal	   from	   the	   course	  or	   suspension/expulsion	   from	  a	  
program	  or	  the	  University	  must	  be	  referred	  to	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  Community	  Ethics.	  

	  VI.	  	  	  Habitual	  Violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy:	  

Upon	  receipt	  of	  materials	  associated	  with	  violations	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  the	  Department	  of	  Student	  
Community	  Ethics	  will	  determine	  if	  a	  student	  has	  previous	  violations	  of	  University	  policies.	  	  Students	  with	  a	  prior	  
record	  of	  violations,	  or	  who	  commits	  a	  gross	  and/or	  egregious	  violation	  of	  the	  Academic	  Integrity	  Policy,	  will	  be	  
referred	   to	   the	   Department	   of	   Student	   Community	   Ethics	   for	   consideration	   of	   being	   subject	   to	   hearing	  
proceedings	  as	  a	  habitual	  violator.	  	   Students	  with	   three	  or	  more	  violations	  of	   the	  Academic	   Integrity	  Policy	  will	  
automatically	  be	   subject	   to	  hearing	  proceedings	  as	  a	  habitual	  violator.	  	   Students	   in	   this	   category	  are	   subject	   to	  
course-‐related	  sanctions	  imposed	  by	  the	  instructor,	  department	  head,	  Academic	  Integrity	  Board,	  and/or	  academic	  
Dean	   and	   University-‐level	   sanctions	   imposed	   by	   the	   Department	   of	   Student	   Community	   Ethics	   for	   habitual	  
violations	  of	  University	  policies.	  

Additional	  information	  is	  available	  on	  the	  Student	  Success	  website	  under	  Student	  Community	  Ethics.	  
	  
	  
VI.	  Resources	  
	  
Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	  (WaLC):	  
	  
The	  Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	   (WaLC)	   is	  a	   free	   student	   service,	   located	   in	  BELK	  207,	  providing	  course	  
tutoring,	   writing	   tutoring,	   academic	   skills	   consultations,	   international	   student	   consultations,	   graduate	   and	  
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professional	   exam	   preparation	   resources,	   and	   online	   writing	   and	   learning	   resources	   for	   all	   students.	  	   To	  
schedule	  tutoring	  appointments,	  visit	  the	  WaLC	  homepage	  (http://walc.wcu.edu)	  or	  call	  828-‐227-‐2274.	  	  
	  
Distance	   students	   and	   students	   taking	   classes	   at	   Biltmore	   Park	   are	   encouraged	   to	   use	   Smarthinking	  
(http://www.wcu.edu/academics/edoutreach/distance-‐online-‐programs/student-‐resources/services-‐for-‐
distance-‐students.asp)	  and	  the	  WaLC’s	  online	  resources.	  	  
	  
Math	  Tutoring	  Center:	  
	  
The	   Mathematics	   Tutoring	   Center	   provides	   tutoring	   in	   all	   lower-‐division	   math	   and	   many	   CS	   courses	   (455	  
Stillwell,	   http://mathlab.wcu.edu,	  828-‐227-‐3830),	  help	  with	  mathematical	   concepts	   in	  other	  disciplines,	   and	  
workshops	  on	  study	  skills	  specific	  to	  mathematics	  courses.	  Tutoring	   is	  available	  on	  a	  drop-‐in	  basis,	  9	  am	  –	  5	  
pm	  and	  6	  -‐	  9	  pm	  Monday-‐Thursday,	  and	  9	  am	  –	  5	  pm	  on	  Friday.	  
	  
Blackboard	  Support:	  
	  
The	  learning	  management	  system	  for	  this	  class	  is	  blackboard	  and	  can	  be	  found	  at:	  http://wcu.blackboard.com.	  	  
Additional	  help	  with	  blackboard	  can	  be	   found	  at:	   	   tc.wcu.edu,	   (828)	  227-‐7487	  or	  by	  visiting	   the	  Technology	  
Commons	  located	  on	  the	  ground	  floor	  of	  the	  Hunter	  Library.	   	  
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VII.	  Grading	  Procedures:	  
	  

Pre-‐Lab	  Blackboard	  Quizzes	   	  	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Percentage	  of	  Grade	  :	  15%	  

• For	  credit	  students	  must	  complete	  these	  quizzes	  online	  in	  blackboard	  on	  the	  specified	  due	  date	  before	  
the	  start	  of	  class	  (1:25	  PM).	  	  	  	  

Lab	  Practicals	   	  	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Percentage	  of	  Grade:	  	  20%	  

• Students	  will	  show	  their	  knowledge	  of	  laboratory	  techniques	  and	  scientific	  concepts	  by	  demonstrating	  
laboratory	  techniques	  and	  answering	  verbal/written	  questions.	  

Lab	  Participation	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Percentage	  of	  Grade:	  	  20%	  

• This	   grade	   will	   be	   determined	   by	   student’s	   attitude	   during	   class,	   participation	   in	   class	   discussions,	  
laboratory	  cleanliness,	  and	  correct	  usage	  of	  laboratory	  check	  out	  forms.	  

Phage	  Archive	  Report	  	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Percentage	  of	  Grade:	  	  5%	  

• Students	  will	  turn	  in	  a	  brief	  phage	  archival	  report	  in	  class	  and	  archive	  the	  phages	  they	  discover	  on	  the	  
website	  phagesdb.org.	  	  This	  will	  make	  your	  discoveries	  available	  to	  scientists	  around	  the	  world!	  

Phage	  Laboratory	  Report/Oral	  Exam	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Percentage	  of	  Grade	  20%	  

• Students	  will	  each	  turn	  in	  a	  formal	  lab	  report	  about	  their	  	  scientific	  findings	  during	  the	  semester	  in	  the	  
style	  of	   a	   scientific	   journal	   article.	   Instructions	  will	   be	  given	   in	   class	   and	  posted	  on	  blackboard.	   	   Lab	  
partners	   will	   then	   schedule	   an	   appointment	   to	   meet	   with	   the	   course	   instructors	   to	   discuss	   their	  
scientific	  finding	  and	  reports.	  

Laboratory	  Notebook	  	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Percentage	  of	  Grade	  20%	  

• Students	  will	  first	  be	  taught	  the	  essentials	  of	  good	  scientific	  notebook	  keeping.	  	  Later	  in	  the	  semester	  
“pop”	  notebook	  checks	  will	  be	  used	  to	  assess	  students	  notebook	  keeping	  abilities.	  

	  
Letter	  grades	  will	  be	  assigned	  according	  to	  the	  following:	  
	  
VIII.	  Grading	  and	  Quality	  Point	  System	  
	  
Grade	   Interpretation	   Quality	  Points	  per	   Grade	   Interpretation	   Quality	  Points	  per	  
	   	   Semester	  Hour	   	   	   Semester	  Hour	  
	  
A+	  	  97-‐100	   Excellent	   4.0	   	   I	   Incomplete	   [	  -‐-‐	  ]	  
A	  	  	  	  93-‐96	   Excellent	   4.0	   	   IP	   In	  Progress	   [	  -‐-‐	  ]	  
A-‐	  	  	  90-‐92	   	   3.67	   	   S	   Satisfactory	   [	  -‐-‐	  ]	  
B+	  	  87-‐89	   	   3.33	   	   U	   Unsatisfactory	   [	  -‐-‐	  ]	  
B	  	  	  	  83-‐86	   Good	   3.0	   	   W	   Withdrawal	   [	  -‐-‐	  ]	  
B-‐	  	  	  80-‐82	   	   2.67	   	   AU	   Audit	   [	  -‐-‐	  ]	  
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C+	  	  77-‐79	   	   2.33	   	   NC	   No	  Credit	   [	  -‐-‐	  ]	  
C	  	  	  	  73-‐76	   Satisfactory	   2.0	  
C-‐	  	  70-‐72	   	   1.67	  
D+	  67-‐79	   	   1.33	  
D	  	  	  63-‐66	   Poor	   1.0	  
D-‐	  60-‐62	   	   0.67	  
F	  	  	  0-‐59	   Failure	   0.0	  
	  
	  
The	  grades	  of	  A+,	  A,	  A-‐,	  B+,	  B,	  B-‐,	  C+,	  C,	  C-‐,	  D+,	  D,	  D-‐	  and	  F	   indicate	  gradations	   in	  quality	   from	  Excellent	   to	  
Failure.	   Please	   note	   that	   a	   C-‐	   grade	   is	   less	   than	   satisfactory	   and	  may	   not	  meet	   particular	   program	   and/or	  
course	  requirements.	  
	  
Students	  must	  be	  familiar	  with	  the	  class	  attendance,	  withdrawal,	  and	  drop-‐add	  policies	  and	  procedures.	  
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IX.	  Tentative	  Course	  Schedule	  
	  

	   	  
	  

Meeting	  Dates	   Lab	  Activities	   Assignments	  

Wednesday	   19-‐Aug	  
Course	  overview,	  syllabus,	  lab	  safety,	  metric	  
system,	  pipetting,	  and	  sterile	  technique.	  

Syllabus	  (available	  on	  blackboard)	  

Friday	   21-‐Aug	  
Lab	  notebooks,	  Google	  earth,	  soil	  collection,	  

direct	  plating,	  and	  enrichment.	  
Resource	  Guide:	  	  Before	  You	  Start	  
and	  Capture	  sections	  

Wednesday	   26-‐Aug	   Lab	  meeting,	  enrichment	  plating,	  or	  spot	  test.	  
Resource	  Guide:	  Tame-‐Part	  A	  
Purify	  the	  phage:	  The	  spot	  test	  

Friday	   28-‐Aug	  
Lab	  meeting,	  spot	  test,	  phage	  purification,	  or	  

repeat	  phage	  capture.	  

Resource	  Guide:	  Tame-‐Part	  A	  	  
Plaque	  Streak	  Protocol	  and	  Phage	  	  
Titer	  assay.	  
Blackboard	  Quiz	  1:	  (Due	  before	  	  
Class)	  
Lab	  Notebook	  Check	  

Wednesday	   2-‐Sep	  
Lab	  meeting,	  spot	  test,	  phage	  purification,	  or	  

repeat	  phage	  capture.	  
	  

Friday	   4-‐Sep	  
Lab	  meeting,	  spot	  test,	  phage	  purification,	  or	  

repeat	  phage	  capture.	  
Lab	  Practical	  1:	  Aseptic	  Technique,	  	  
Pipetting,	  and	  Phage	  Capture.	  

Wednesday	   9-‐Sep	  
Lab	  meeting,	  some	  students	  will	  make/titer	  a	  

flood	  plate.	  

Resource	  Guide:	  Tame-‐Part	  A	  Final	  
Plaque	  purification.	  
Blackboard	  Quiz	  2:	  Spot	  test,	  streak,	  
Phage	  titer.	  

Friday	   11-‐Sep	   Some	  students	  will	  do	  10	  plate	  infection.	  
Resource	  Guide:	  Tame-‐Part	  B	  Make	  
Phage	  Stocks.	  

Wednesday	   16-‐Sep	  
Lab	  meeting,	  some	  students	  will	  titer	  high	  titer	  

lysates.	  
Blackboard	  Quiz	  3:	  Tame	  	  

Friday	   18-‐Sep	   Lab	  Practical	  /Open	  Lab	  day	   Lab	  Practical	  2:	  Tame	  	  

Wednesday	   23-‐Sep	  
Lab	  meeting,	  some	  students	  will	  purify	  genomic	  

DNA	  
Resource	  Guide:	  Dissect-‐Part	  B	  	  
Isolate	  and	  Purify	  Phage	  Genomic	  DNA.	  

Friday	   25-‐Sep	  
Some	  students	  will	  determine	  genomic	  DNA	  
yield	  and	  set	  up	  restriction	  digest	  calculations.	  

Resource	  Guide:	  	  Dissect-‐Part	  C	  	  
Restrict	  and	  Analyze	  Phage	  Genomic	  
DNA	  

Wednesday	   30-‐Sep	  

Lab	  meeting,	  some	  students	  will	  perform	  
restriction	  enzyme	  digest/gel	  analysis	  and	  check	  

genomic	  DNA	  purity.	  

	  

Friday	   2-‐Oct	  

Open	  lab,	  all	  students	  should	  work	  toward	  
obtaining	  pure	  phage,	  phage	  genomic	  DNA,	  and	  

restriction	  enzyme	  analysis.	  

	  

Wednesday	   7-‐Oct	   Lab	  meeting/Open	  lab	  
Blackboard	  Quiz	  4:	  Dissect-‐Parts	  B	  	  
And	  C	  	  

Friday	   9-‐Oct	   Lab	  practical/open	  lab	   Lab	  Practical	  3:	  Dissect-‐Parts	  B	  and	  C	  
Wednesday	   14-‐Oct	   Fall	  Break	   	  

Friday	   16-‐Oct	   Fall	  Break	   	  
Wednesday	   21-‐Oct	   Lab	  meeting/Open	  lab/To	  be	  determined	   Resource	  Guide:	  Dissect-‐Part	  A	  EM	  
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Friday	   23-‐Oct	   Open	  lab/To	  be	  determined	   	  

Wednesday	   28-‐Oct	   Lab	  meeting/Open	  lab/To	  be	  determined	  
Blackboard	  Quiz	  5:	  Dissect-‐Part	  A	  	  
EM	  

Friday	   30-‐Oct	   Open	  lab/To	  be	  determined	   Prepare	  for	  Phage	  Olympics!!!!!	  
Wednesday	   4-‐Nov	   Phage	  Olympics	  I	   	  

Friday	   6-‐Nov	   Phage	  Olympics	  II	  (if	  needed)	   	  
Wednesday	   11-‐Nov	   Lab	  Practical/Open	  lab	   Lab	  Practical	  4:	  To	  be	  determined	  

Friday	   13-‐Nov	   Open	  Lab	   	  
Wednesday	   18-‐Nov	   Lab	  Report	  Due/Open	  lab	   Lab	  Report	  Due	  

Friday	   20-‐Nov	   Oral	  Report	  Defense/Open	  lab	   	  
Wednesday	   25-‐Nov	   Thanksgiving	  break	   	  

Friday	   27-‐Nov	   Thanksgiving	  break	   	  

Wednesday	   2-‐Dec	  
Oral	  Report	  Defense/Phage	  archive	  reports	  

due/Wrap	  up	  all	  experiments.	  
Phage	  Archive	  Reports	  

Friday	   4-‐Dec	  
Overview	  of	  our	  accomplishments/Where	  are	  we	  

headed	  next!	  	  Clean	  up	  lab.	  
	  

	  
	  
Academic	  Calendar:	  includes	  dates	  for	  all	  breaks,	  university	  closures,	  final	  exams,	  etc.	  	  The	  academic	  calendar	  
can	   be	   found	   at:	  	   http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-‐academic-‐resources/registrars-‐office/academic-‐
calendar.asp.	  
	  
Final	   Exam:	   	   There	   is	   not	   final	   exam	   for	   this	   course,	   but	   the	   university	   final	   exam	   schedule	   for	   your	   other	  
courses	  can	  be	  found	  here:	  	  http://www.wcu.edu/registrar/calendars/fall_final_exam.pdf	  	  
	  
Important	  Dates:	  
First	  day	  of	  Fall	  classes	  at	  WCU:	  Monday,	  August	  17,	  2015	  
Drop/Add:	  Monday,	  August	  17,	  2015	  to	  Friday,	  August	  21,	  2015	  
University	  closed:	  Monday,	  September	  7,	  2015	  
Fall	  break:	  	  Monday,	  October	  12,	  2015	  to	  Sunday,	  October	  18,	  2015	  
Last	  day	  to	  withdrawal	  with	  a	  grade	  of	  W:	  Monday,	  October	  19,	  2015	  at	  5	  pm	  
Advising	  day	  (no	  classes):	  Tuesday,	  October	  27,	  2015	  
Thanksgiving	  break:	  Wednesday,	  November	  25,	  2015	  to	  Friday,	  November	  27,	  2015	  
Last	  day	  of	  Fall	  classes	  at	  WCU:	  Friday,	  December	  4,	  2015	  
Final	  Exams:	  Saturday	  December	  5,	  2015	  to	  Friday,	  December	  11,	  2015	  
Grades	  due	  to	  the	  Registrar:	  Monday,	  December	  14,	  2015	  
	  	  

Syllabus	  Updates:	  
This	  syllabus,	  with	  its	  course	  schedule,	  is	  based	  on	  the	  most	  recent	  information	  about	  the	  course	  content	  and	  
schedule	  planned	  for	  this	  course.	   Its	  content	   is	  subject	  to	  revision	  as	  needed	  to	  adapt	  to	  new	  knowledge	  or	  
unanticipated	   events.	   Updates	   will	   remain	   focused	   on	   achieving	   the	   course	   objectives	   and	   students	   will	  
receive	  notification	  of	  such	  changes.	  Students	  will	  be	  notified	  of	  changes	  and	  are	  responsible	  for	  attending	  to	  
such	  changes	  or	  modifications	  as	  distributed	  by	  the	  instructor	  or	  posted	  to	  Blackboard.	  
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Virology 493-04/593-02 
Spring Semester 2015 

McKee 135  
Monday/Wednesday/Friday 11:15 AM – 12:05 PM 

Instructor: Maria D. Gainey, Ph.D. 
Office: NS G05 

Email: mdgainey@email.wcu.edu 
Office Hours: Tuesday and Wednesday 1 PM – 3 PM, or by appointment 

 
Course Description/Objectives 

 
This course is designed to provide students with an overview of the field of virology.  In the first part of 
the course students will learn about the discovery of viruses and important virological findings that 
have greatly impacted human health and the fields of molecular biology and biochemistry.  We will 
then dive into the molecular nature of viral genomes and their replication strategies.  In the last part of 
the course students will learn about the battle between the virus and the host and the bizarre chain of 
immunological events that follows infection of a host organism with a specific virus.  Core concepts in 
innate and adaptive immune responses will be introduced to allow for in depth discussions about viral 
pathogenesis, vaccines, and anti-viral therapeutics.  The field of virology is very broad and constantly 
changing and therefore cannot be completely covered in a one-semester course.  However, it is the 
sincere goal of the instructor of this course to provide students with the tools that will allow them to 
further their knowledge of viruses on their own and enable them to initiate meaningful discussions 
with others.  Scientific communication skills (both written and verbal) are of upmost importance and 



will be stressed throughout the course.  Students will also participate in class discussions of current 
virology topics and give a class presentation on a topic of interest to them.   
 
Along with the lecture, the laboratory component of this course is designed to give students the 
opportunity to experience the fun of culturing their own locally isolated viruses=)  Students will also 
learn other basic virological techniques such as the plaque assay and mammalian tissue culture.    
 
Course Materials: 
 
The following items are required for the course and should be rented or purchased prior to the start of 
class: 
 
Required Text: Principles of Virology 3rd edition Volumes I and II; Authors: SJ Flint, LW Enquist, VR 
Racaniello, and AM Skalka  
Available for purchase at the WCU Bookstore. 
  
Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities  
 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students 
with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable 
accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please 
contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
Student Support Services 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or 
those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may 
contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located 
in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Academic Honesty Policy  
 
"I will practice personal and academic integrity" – WCU Community Creed 
 
Western Carolina University (WCU) strives to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and 
integrity.  Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. Any violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy is a violation of the Code of Student Conduct (see dsce.wcu.edu for more 
information). 
 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
 



Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 
exercise. 
Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an examination) 
 
Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the 
course.  Students will be notified, in writing, of any Academic Integrity Policy allegation and have the 
right to respond to the allegation. The full text of the WCU Academic Integrity Policy, Process, and the 
Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu.   
 
Please visit studysmart.wcu.edu for further information. 
 
Classroom Behavior  
 
Disruptive classroom behavior can have severe consequences, including and up to suspension from 
the class and an automatic F grade for the course. In addition, the use of personal electronic devices 
(e.g., cell phones, etc.) for any non-educational purposes is not permitted in the classroom at any 
time. 
 
 
Late and/or Makeup Assignments  
 
Assignments are due when posted. Late assignments are not accepted without instructor approval.  
 
Inclement Weather Policy  
 
While WCU is primarily a residential campus, many students do commute to class and the weather in 
western Carolina can be adverse at times. Students are advised to review the WCU adverse weather 
policy and to obtain the latest information regarding class cancelation and school closings at 
http://news-prod.wcu.edu/weather-related-schedule-changes/. 
 
Blackboard Policy  
 
The WCU Blackboard website https://wcu.blackboard.com/ will be the primary means of 
communicating announcements, lectures, homework, and any supplemental materials. 
 
Tutoring 
 
Students are encouraged to seek tutoring for this course, if needed. The Writing and Learning 
Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, one-on-
one writing tutoring, and online writing and learning resources for all students. To schedule tutoring 
appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu/) or call 828-227-



2274. All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. Distance 
students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and 
WaLC’s online resources.  
 
Course Evaluations  
 
Students are strongly encouraged to participate in the on-line course evaluation process (CoursEval) 
at the end of the semester. 
 
 
Course Grading Break Down: 
 
 

 Points Possible (% Final Grade) 
Exams (4) 4 x 100 Points (40%) 

Lab 250 Points (25%) 
Presentation 100 Points (10%) 

In class Report 100 Points (10%) 
Peer Review 50 Points (5%) 

Class Activities/Class 
Discussions 

100 Points (10%) 

 
Final grades will given based on the following scale: 100%-93% = A, 92%-90% = A-, 89%-87% = B+, 
86%-83% = B, 82%-80% = B-, 79%-77% = C+, 76%-73% = C, 72%-70% = C-, 69%-67% = D+, 66%-
63% = D, 62%-60% = D, 59% or less = F 
 
Exams: In-class, closed-book exams will be held four times during the semester and will cover the 
topics that immediately precede the exam. The exams can include material learned earlier in the 
semester as is deemed necessary. You are not permitted to use any aid such as textbooks, study 
notes, electronic devices etc. during the exam. Also, once the exam has started you are not permitted 
to leave the room for any reason until you finish your exam. Those caught using a study aid or 
engaging in any other form of academic dishonesty will receive a zero for the exam and may receive 
a zero for the course. 
 
 
 
Laboratory: The laboratory component of this course will make up 25% of your final grade. You are 
expected to attend every laboratory section, and to follow the safety guidelines outlined in the 
laboratory, and to complete all assignments on time. 
  
 
Attendance and Class Disucssions: Attendance is required, and you will be docked 5 points for each 
class missed after 2 classes have been missed. For course engagement, the instructor is looking for 
your participation during lecture. This means paying attention to lecture, actively working through in-



class problems, and participating during discussions. As long as you are engaged in the class and 
are trying to learn you will receive all points. The instructor will inform you directly of any concerns 
related to your participation. 
 
 
Tentative Course Schedule 
 
 

 
Tentative Course Schedule 

Spring 2015 
(Monday, Wednesday, Friday Courses)   

 
 Date Topic Reading Assignment 

1 Mon, Jan 12 Course introduction and 
TWIV  

2 Wed, Jan 14 Discovery of viruses  
3 Fri, Jan 16 The infectious cycle  

 Mon, Jan 19 University Closed – Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Holiday  

4 Wed, Jan 21 Genomes and Genetics  
5 Fri, Jan 23 Discussion Topic  
6 Mon, Jan 26 Virion structure   
7 Wed, Jan 28 Attachment and entry  
8 Fri, Jan 30 Discussion Topic  
9 Mon, Feb 2 Molecular Biology review  

10 Wed, Feb 4 Test 1  
11 Fri, Feb 6 RNA to RNA  
12 Mon, Feb 9 RNA continued.  
13 Wed, Feb 11 Influenza/Ebola  

14 Fri, Feb 13 Reverse transcription and 
integration  

15 Mon, Feb 16 DNA template transcription  

16 Wed, Feb 18 DNA virus genome 
replication strategies  

17 Fri, Feb 20 DNA continued...  
18 Mon, Feb 23 Test 2  

19 Wed, Feb 25 Processing of viral Pre-
mRNA  

20 Fri, Feb 27    Control of translation  
21 Mon, Mar 2 Intracellular Trafficking  
22 Wed, Mar 4 Viral Assembly  
23 Fri, Mar 6 Discussion Topic  

 Mon, Mar 9 Spring Break – No Classes  
 Wed, Mar 11 Spring Break – No Classes  
 Fri, Mar 13 Spring Break – No Classes  

24 Mon, Mar 16 Innate Immunology  



25 Wed, Mar 18 Innate/Adaptive Immunology  
26 Fri, Mar 20 Presentations  
27 Mon, Mar 23 Adaptive Immunology  
28 Wed, Mar 25 Immunopathology  
29 Fri, Mar 27 Presentations  
30 Mon, Mar 30 Test 3  

 Wed, Apr 1 No Classes  
 Fri, Apr 3 No Classes  

31 Mon, Apr 6 Acute and Persistent 
infections  

32 Wed, Apr 8 Herpesviruses/HCV  
33 Fri, Apr 10 Presentations  
34 Mon, Apr 13 HIV  
35 Wed, Apr 15 Vaccines  
36 Fri, Apr 17 Presentations  
37 Mon, Apr 20 Vaccines  
38 Wed, Apr 22 Antiviral drugs  
39 Fri, Apr 24 Presentations  
40 Mon, Apr 27 Antiviral drugs  
41 Wed, Apr 29 Virus evolution  
42 Fri, May 1 Discussion topic  

 
Fifth Week Grades Due Monday, February 16 
Advising Day Tuesday, February 24 
Last Day to Drop with a “W” Monday, March 16 
Final Semester Examinations Saturday-Friday, May 2-8 
Final Exam in this course Monday, May 4 @3-5PM 

 
                   **This syllabus is tentative and topics and test dates are subject to change!!!!! 

 
Tentative Lab Schedule 

Spring 2015 
(Monday, Wednesday, Friday Courses)   

 
 Date Topic Reading Assignment 

    
 Fri, Jan 16 No Lab  
    

1) Fri, Jan 23 Campus Phage Safari   
2) Fri, Jan 30 Phage recovery/Amplification   
3) Fri, Feb 6 Phage Plaque Assay  

4) Fri, Feb 13 Single phage 
isolation/Amplification/TMV infection  

5) Fri, Feb 20 Phage DNA isolation   
 Fri, Feb 27 No Lab  
 Fri, Mar 6 No Lab  
 Fri, Mar 13 Spring Break – No Lab  



7) Fri, Mar 20 Phage DNA 
digestion/Electrophoresis  

8) Fri, Mar 27 Mammalian tissue culture   
 Fri, Apr 3 No Lab  

9) Fri, Apr 10 MCMV BAC DNA purification  
10) Fri, Apr 17 Transfection/Electroporation  
11) Fri, Apr 24 Virus Microscopy  

 Fri, May 1 Last Day of Regular Classes-No Lab  
 



BIO 493-07  Parasitology 
Fall 2014 

MWF  11:15 – 12:05am 
McKee 223 

 
Instructor: Dr. JB Mathews  
Office: Stillwell 255 
Email:  jwmathews@email.wcu.edu  
Office Hours:  Office Hours:  MWF 1-2pm; also by appointment 
Final exam:  Monday, December 8  3-5:30 
 
 
 
Course Description:  
 
 This course is intended to provide an exploration into the world of parasites.  Emphasis will be placed on the life 
cycles and natural histories of those parasites that coexist with humans and animals.  
 
Course Objectives: 
 
By the end of the course students should have a fundamental background in basic parasitology, which should serve 
them well in future endeavors in either applied or theoretical practice.  To this end, this course should help the 
student: 
-develop an understanding of the terminology associated with parasites and their life cycles, 
-develop an appreciation for the complexities and evolution of parasite-host interactions,  
-develop an understanding of the developmental, physiological and behavioral modifications required for a parasitic 
lifestyle, 
-understand some of the ecology and life cycles of a variety of parasite-host relationships. 
 
Blackboard:  
 
This course has a Blackboard site where you will find the course syllabus, grades and other materials as needed.  If 
you are unsure how to use Blackboard, support can be found on their website (https://online2.wcu.edu/). 
 
Office of Disability Services 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please 
contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
 
Parasite Presentations:   
 
Each student is required to present a parasite to the class at some point during the semester.  My goal is to have each 
of you become the campus expert on the parasite of your choice*.  This presentation should be in a PowerPoint or 
Prezi (or similar) format and should encompass the natural history of the organism while taking about 10-15 minutes 
of time.  
 
* not all parasites are available for this exercise.  More on this later… 
 
 
 
 
 



Course Rules and Expectations: 
 
1. To foster an effective learning environment: 

• Proper respectful behavior is expected of everyone. 
• Turn off cell phones.   
• Text messaging is just rude.  Store cell phones and similar devices someplace where they will not distract 

you or the people around you.  I may not call you out on your phone use, but then again I reserve the 
right to.  I’ll guarantee that I notice it and will find a way to have it influence your grade.  I’ll probably 
call it “lack of participation” and its value will be directly proportional to my memory of how often you 
engaged your phone. 

• No snoring. 
2. Attendance is required.  Roll will be taken, at least until I know everyone. 
3. Plan on taking exams when they are scheduled.  Make-up exams will be considered only if an exam is missed 

because of extenuating circumstances, such as a documented illness or family emergency.  To be considered for 
a make-up exam, I must be notified if at all possible before the exam is given.   

4. If you find yourself struggling with this class or are doing OK but want to do better, see me.  I have office hours 
and can be available by appointment.   

 
 
Grading Policy: 
 

4 Exams x 18% each   72%  
Parasite presentation           8%  
Final exam                  20%  

 ______________________________________________________ 
 Total     100%  
 
 
Grading Scale: 
 
93-100   A 
90-92      A-  
88-89                B+ 
83-87   B 
80-82   B- 
78-79   C+ 
73-77   C 
70-72   C- 
68-69   D+ 
63-67   D 
60-62   D- 
<60   F 
 
There will be no extra credit available.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Services 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those who 
have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and workshops focused 
on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email 
sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 



Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group course tutoring, 
one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and learning resources for all 
students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring 
appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance 
students and students taking classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online 
resources. Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days 
of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for availabilities.  
 
 
Academic Honesty: 
 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor.  Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity.  Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity.  Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an 
academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help someone else to 
commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy information during an 
examination or other academic exercise. 
 
Plagiarism and cheating are simply not tolerated.  Violations will be reported and sanctions may range from a zero 
on the assignment to failure in the course (I lean heavily towards “failure in the course” as a go-to sanction).  
These sanctions will be meted out on a case-by-case basis unless the individual involved has already been reported 
to the administration, in which case the administration will take over as per University rules.  Use of a cell phone or 
any similar device during an exam will be considered a violation of academic honesty.  If a cell phone is observed 
during an exam, the grade for that exam will be a zero.   
 
 

Tentative Course Schedule;  
dependent on time, interest, weather, and instructor whim 

 
 Date Topic  

1 Mon, Aug 18 All Classes Begin (8 AM)  
2 Wed, Aug 20 Host-parasite relationships  
3 Fri, Aug 22 Host-parasite relationships  
4 Mon, Aug 25 Host-parasite relationships  
5 Wed, Aug 27 Parasitic protists  
6 Fri, Aug 29 Trypanosomes  

 Mon, Sep 1 University Closed – Labor Day  
7 Wed, Sep 3 Trypanosomes  
8 Fri, Sep 5 EXAM 1  
9 Mon, Sep 8 Leishmania  

10 Wed, Sep 10 Trichomonads  
11 Fri, Sep 12 Giardia  
12 Mon, Sep 15 The Amebas  
13 Wed, Sep 17 The Amebas  



14 Fri, Sep 19 Apicomplexa  
15 Mon, Sep 22 Apicomplexa  
16 Wed, Sep 24 Apicomplexa  
17 Fri, Sep 26 EXAM 2  
18 Mon, Sep 29 Platyhelminthes - flukes  
19 Wed, Oct 1 Platyhelminthes - flukes  
20 Fri, Oct 3 Platyhelminthes - flukes  
21 Mon, Oct 6 Platyhelminthes - tapeworms  
22 Wed, Oct 8 Platyhelminthes - tapeworms  
23 Fri, Oct 10 TBA   

 Mon, Oct 13 Fall Break – No Classes  
 Wed, Oct 15 Fall Break – No Classes  
 Fri, Oct 17 Fall Break – No Classes  

24 Mon, Oct 20 Nematodes  
25 Wed, Oct 22 Nematodes  
26 Fri, Oct 24 EXAM 3  
27 Mon, Oct 27 Nematodes  
28 Wed, Oct 29 Nematodes  
29 Fri, Oct 31 Nematodes  
30 Mon, Nov 3 Other worms  
31 Wed, Nov 5 Other worms  
32 Fri, Nov 7 Other worms  
33 Mon, Nov 10 Arthropoda  
34 Wed, Nov 12 Arthropoda  
35 Fri, Nov 14 EXAM 4  
36 Mon, Nov 17 Insecta  
37 Wed, Nov 19 Insecta  
38 Fri, Nov 21 Insecta  
39 Mon, Nov 24 Insecta  

 Wed, Nov 26 Thanksgiving – No Classes   
 Fri, Nov 28 Thanksgiving – No Classes   

40 Mon,  Dec 1 Acari  
41 Wed, Dec 3 Acari  
42 Fri, Dec 5 Last Day of Regular Classes  

Fifth Week Grades Due Monday, September 22 
Advising Day Tuesday, October 28 
Last Day to Drop with a “W” Monday, October 20 
Final Semester Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 6-12 
Final Exam in this course Monday, December 8  3-5:30 

 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The academic calendar can 
be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
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Syllabus: Std: Seminar Series (BIOL 493-01) 
Semester: Spring 2012 
Credit hours: 1 
Meeting place: Natural Science Building Auditorium (NS 1) 
Meeting time: Fridays from 12:20 to 1:10 PM 
 
Instructor (Organizer and Grader):  Kathy Mathews 
Office: Natural Science Building Room 128 
Office Hour: TuTh 1:30-2:30 or by appointment. 
Phone number: 828-227-3659  E-mail: kmathews@email.wcu.edu 
 
Course Rationale/Purpose:  This is a course designed for students to become exposed to a broad 
range of current research topics through seminars presented by biologists on diverse subjects.   
 
Specific Learning Objectives:  After completing this course students should be able to describe, 
discuss, and evaluate a diversity of biology research methods and results and their interpretation.  
Students will learn about novel biological topics and expand their understanding of modern 
biology.  These objectives will be met by attendance at the seminars and a written assignment 
and can be augmented by interactions with the speakers outside of class time. 
 
Student Evaluation, Attendance, and Participation:  The grade for this course will be 
calculated as 75% attendance (5.8%/seminar) and 25% review paper.  Attendance is 
required.  In order for an absence to be excused, the reason must be documented (in advance 
when possible) according to the guidelines presented in the Student Handbook.  Excuses will be 
granted in the case of a documented and bona fide medical emergency, death of an immediate 
family member, required attendance at a university function or competition (not practices or 
fraternity or sorority activities), or a presentation at an academic conference.  Other cases will be 
judged on an individual basis.   
 Any student who incurs more than one excused absence must complete an extra 
assignment for each seminar missed (please see the instructor).  Unexcused absences cannot be 
made up by extra assignments. Missed seminars (excused) may be made up by attendance at 
other science seminars/activities held outside of the scheduled class time, which must be 
approved by the instructor.  Students are required to check their Catamount email regularly for 
notification of makeup seminars and other course announcements.  Seminar attendance will 
include being courteous audience members (e.g., being on time, paying attention to the speaker, 
and staying for the entire presentation). 
 The review paper will be an 800-1,000-word report on one presentation from any 
speaker, including a section describing the research topic and another section on what the 
ramifications of the research topic are (“What/So What?”).  Students are required to incorporate 
information or ideas from one or more scientific papers published in a peer-reviewed journal in 
elucidating the ramifications of the research.  These papers may be authored by the speaker or by 
others.  You must cite these sources appropriately and put anything copied word for word in 
quotation marks (see Plagiarism under Academic Honesty Policy below).  You may turn in your 
review paper anytime during the semester, but no later than 5 pm Friday, April 27 (the Friday 
before Final Exams). If you turn the paper in before the last week of classes, I will be able to give 
you feedback for a possible rewrite.  The 25% of the course grade allotted for the final paper will 
be calculated using the following rubric:  15% for summary of presentation, 5% for ramifications 
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of the presentation and topic and use of literature, and 5% for clarity of writing, grammar, and 
spelling. 
 An overall average of 98% and above will guarantee an A+ in the course, 93-97% an A, 
90-92% an A-, 87-89% a B+, 83-86% a B, 80-82% a B-, 77-79% a C+, 73-76% a C, 70-72% a 
C-, 67-69% a D+, 63-66% a D, 60-62% a D-, and < 60% an F. 
  
Academic honesty policy (source: Undergraduate catalog): “Western Carolina University, as a 
community of scholarship, is also a community of honor.  Faculty, staff, administrators, and 
students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity.  Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at WCU because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity.  Academic dishonesty includes: 
A. Cheating.  Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in 
any academic exercise. 
B. Fabrication. Falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
C. Plagiarism. Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an academic 
exercise.       
D. Facilitation of academic dishonesty.  Helping or attempting to help someone else to commit 
an act of academic dishonesty, such as allowing another to copy information during an 
examination or other academic exercise.” 
“Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic 
dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 
calendar days of the event, the instructor will inform her department head in writing of the 
academic dishonesty charge and sanction.” 
For additional information on procedures in cases of allegations of academic dishonesty please 
see the WCU undergraduate catalog 
(http://catalog.wcu.edu/content.php?catoid=15&navoid=231#honestypolicy) 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability 
Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the 
office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu   
 



ASL 450 The Southern Appalachian Landscape 
Focus on Land, Water, and Wilderness 

HBS Maymester Tentative Schedule, 11-23 May 2015 
 

 “A lifetime can be spent in a Magellanic voyage around the trunk of a single tree.”  E. O. Wilson 
 
Instructors:  
Dr. Beverly Collins, Biology, collinsb@email.wcu.edu 
Dr. David Henderson, PAR, dghenderson@email.wcu.edu 
Dr. Mary Ella Engel, History, mengel@email.wcu.edu  
 
Graduate TA: Mr. Joshua Wilkey, History, jrwilkey3@catamount.wcu.edu 

 
I. Course Materials 
 
Background/supplementary readings: You will be given supplementary reading materials.  These 
will be posted on Bb.  You will be required to purchase a field journal. 
 
II. Rationale/Purpose 
 
Landscape comprises both the physical features of an area and the human components, as we 
impact the landscape with plow and saw, railroad and highway, town and farm, and dam and 
levee.  Every landscape bears layers of history, from geological and environmental history to the 
history of the peoples who lived and died upon it over the millennia. Landscapes help define the 
self-image of a region and its sense of place that differentiates it from other regions.  In this 
heavily experiential and field-oriented course we will explore the southern Appalachian 
landscape from an interdisciplinary perspective through key elements of regional ecology, 
literature, history, anthropology and philosophy, including issues in aesthetics and justice. This 
course is centered around field excursions, visiting natural and cultural historical sites of 
significance, and discussing readings connected with these sites.   
 
III. Course Aims and Objectives: 

 
Specific Learning Objectives: 
 
By the end of this course, students will:  
1.  Understand contemporary issues of the southern Appalachian region, including land use and 

development, the timber industry, impoundments and energy, and tourism.  
2. Understand ways that people interact with and impact the southern Appalachian landscape. 
3.  Formulate and/or evaluate arguments for differing points of view, and weigh the motivations, 

costs, and benefits associated with different land use practices and philosophies of land. 
4. Evaluate the human impact on the land and the role they play as individuals in determining the 

future of this and other landscapes 
 
Liberal Studies Learning Goals 
 
1. Demonstrate the ability to locate, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information; 
3. Demonstrate the ability to read with comprehension, and to write and speak clearly, coherently, 

and effectively as well as to adapt modes of communication appropriate to an audience; 
4. Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze arguments; 



5. Demonstrate the ability to recognize behaviors and define choices that affect lifelong well-
being; 

6. Demonstrate an understanding of 
a. past human experiences and ability to relate them to the present; 
b. different contemporary cultures and their interrelationships; 
c. issues involving social institutions, interpersonal and group dynamics, human development 

and behavior, and cultural diversity; 
d. scientific concepts and methods as well as contemporary issues in science and technology; 
e. cultural heritage through its expressions of wisdom, literature and art and their roles in the 

process of self and social understanding. 
f. demonstrate an excitement for and love of learning 

 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 
Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability 
Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to 
achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines 
the integrity of the community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, 
a violation of the student code of conduct (see Article IV.B.1.a.) 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
§ Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in 

any academic exercise. 
§ Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
§ Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 

academic exercise. 
§ Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 

Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during 
an examination) 

§ (Refer students to the Student Handbook for information about the process) 
 
Course Policies/Information 
 
Attendance Policy:   
Attendance is required.  A student with more unexcused absences than the semester hours given 
for a course (3 for this course) can expect the instructor to lower their final grade. Missing 
approximately 10% of class meeting times (e.g. 1 day) or more constitutes a significant amount of 
class materials and experience missed and is very difficult, if not impossible, to make up; students 
should expect at least a letter grade deduction for excessive absences. Students are responsible for 
the academic consequences of absence.  Activities and field trips cannot be made up if the 
student is absent.  In case of any absence (excused or not excused), students are responsible for 
all material presented and assigned. If you are sick or unable to attend class, you must notify one 



of the instructors. 
   
Student Behavior:  
 
Be courteous to your fellow students and respect their opinions – you don’t have to agree  
with everything discussed in class, but it is important to respect others, as you would have them  
respect you.  Students are expected to abide by the student code of conduct, outlined in the  
student handbook, available at http://www.wcu.edu/4595.asp.     
 
Students are expected to exhibit intellectual maturity that includes (1) meeting all assignment and  
presentation deadlines, (2) taking part/leading class discussions, and (3) doing some reading 
outside of required class assignments as a means of building your individual expertise, (4) being 
intellectually engaged in the class. 
 
Class preparation:   
You are expected to prepare for each class by reading material and doing assignments.  Please 
also bring a notebook or paper and writing instrument, so that you can easily take notes and 
participate in the class. 
 
Blackboard:  

We will regularly post grades, readings, and homework on Bb. It is the student’s responsibility to 
maintain access to Blackboard and their Western email account throughout the entire semester. 
Please check Bb regularly.  
 
IT Services Help Desk   
828-227-7487  
1-866-928-7487 (toll free)  
itshelp@email.wcu.edu  
 

V. Grading:  
Participation and discussion 30% 
Field Journal Entries (daily entries) 40% 
Daily Journal Reflections (from prompts) 30% 
 
Grading scale: 
 
The following grading scale will be used:  

A: 90 – 100%  
B: 80 – 89%  
C: 70 – 79%  
D: 60-69% 
F: less than 60% 
 

VI. Student Evaluation of Course  
 
Student course evaluations are accessed through your Catamount email. The course evaluation is 
completely external to course and instructor has no control over access or availability.  The 
instructors cannot view student evaluations until after final grades are submitted. All student 
submissions are anonymous and used to improve instruction and materials.  
  



VII. Tentative Course Schedule 
 
Week 1 
 
Monday, May 11: Introduction to class; Introduction to ecological communities of the southern 
Appalachians and wilderness philosophy; Introduction to journals.  
 

9:00 am: Meet at HBS in the seminar room. 
Short introduction to Appalachian history and historiography (MEE) 
Introduction to Journaling (everyone, JW?) 
Introduction to southern Appalachian biology (BC) 

 
12 noon-1:00 pm: Lunch 
 
1:00 pm: Plant walk (BC) 

Introduction to Wilderness Ethics (DH) 
Film: Mountaintop Removal (DH) 

 
Readings: excerpt from The Travels of William Bartram  

 excerpt from Field Notes on Science and Nature (M. Canfield) 
 
Tuesday, May 12: Canoe the Little Tennessee River.  Focus on waterways of the southern 
Appalachians, Cherokee presence in the southern Appalachians and use of the land, and the 
history or early explorers. (DH) 
 

9:00 am: Leave HBS at 9:00 am. 
9:45 am: Arrive at Great Smokey Mountain Fish Camp and Safaris near Franklin, NC 

(http://www.fishcamp.biz/contact.html). Lecture in the field and set a shuttle. 
10:15 am – 4:00 pm Canoe 7 miles of the Little Tennessee River.  Stop for lunch and at 

Cowee Mound. 
5:00 pm: Return to HBS. 

 
Readings: excerpt from Where There Are Mountains  

 excerpt from The De Soto Chronicles 
“Why Wilderness” Sigurd Olson 

 
Wednesday, May 13: Fontana Dam field trip.  Focus on the historical, ethical and ecological 
ramifications of dams and southern Appalachian rivers. (MEE) 
 

9:00 am: Leave HBS for Fontana Dam. 
10:30 am: Arrive at Fontana Dam 

(http://www.nps.gov/grsm/planyourvisit/fontanadam.htm). 
3:00 pm: Leave Fontana Dam. 

 
Readings: Fontana Dam Readings 

 
Thursday, May 14: Ducktown, TN field trip.  Focus on land use for mining, ecological 
ramifications of mining, and history of Ducktown.  Along the way, visit the Ocoee River gorge 
(site of the 1996 Olympics), and focus on ecological and recreational aspects of southern 
Appalachian rivers. (MEE) 
 



9:00 am: Leave HBS 
11:00 am: Arrive at Ducktown, TN (http://www.ducktownbasinmuseum.com) 
3:00 pm: Leave Ducktown  

 
Readings:  Industry and Environment in the Appalachian Copper Basin (M. L. Quinn) 

Land Ethic from A Sand County Almanac (A. Leopold) 
 
Friday, May 15: Blue Ridge Parkway field trip.  Focus on the ecology and history of the 
southernmost part of the Blue Ridge Parkway.  Discussions about wilderness and wilderness 
conservation. (BC) 
 

9:00 am: Leave HBS. 
10:30 am: Arrive at Blue Ridge Parkway. 

(http://www.blueridgeparkway.org/v.php?pg=69)  
 

3:30 pm: Leave Blue Ridge Parkway. 
 

Readings: American Wilderness Philosophy (D.Henderson)  
Desert Solitaire: A Season in the Wilderness (E. Abbey) 

 
Saturday, May 16: Tying it all together  (week 1). Discussion from week 1. (DH) 
  

10:00 am: Meet in HBS seminar room. 
12:00 noon: Break for the weekend. 

 
Week 2 
 
Monday, May 18: Canton Paper Mill Tour. What’s going on in the Pigeon River? Focus on the 
history, economic importance and ecological impacts of the Canton Paper Mill.  Stay at Purchase 
Knob, GSMNP. (KK)  
 

9:00 am: Leave HBS. 
10:30 am -12:30 pm: Arrive at Blue Ridge Paper/Evergreen Packaging (Canton paper 

mill), presentation and tour of the paper mill. 
2:00 pm: The Pigeon River up close. 
3:00 pm: Grocery shopping for GSMNP in Waynesville. 
5:00 pm: Arrive at Purchase Knob, get settled in and make dinner. 
8:00 pm: Discussion. 

 
Readings: excerpt from Troubled Waters: Champion International and the Pigeon River 

Controversy (R. Bartlett) 
 Commons Environmentalism Mobilized (Newfont) 

  
Tuesday, May 19: Gatlinburg All-American Tour and Albright Grove Old Growth Forest field 
trip.  Focus on history of GSMNP and surrounding area, old growth forests, and philosophy of 
parks and wilderness.  Stay at Purchase Knob, GSMNP. (DH)  
 

9:00 am: Hike  
2:00-4:00 pm: Gatlinburg All-American Tour. 
5:30 pm: return to Purchase Knob and make dinner. 
8:00 pm: Discussion. 



 
 Readings: excerpt from The Wild East (M. Brown) 

The Trouble with Wilderness (William Cronon) 
 
Wednesday, May 20: Clingman’s Dome, Indian Gap, and Newfound Gap.  Focus on history, 
philosophy and ecology of GSMNP. Stay at Purchase Knob, GSMNP. (BC)  
 

9:00 am: Leave Purchase Knob. 
10:30 am- 2:00 pm Clingman’s Dome. 
2:30-3:30 Indian Gap. 
4:00 Newfound Gap. 
5:30 Return to Purchase Knob. 

 
Readings: "The Barbarism of the Huns: Family and Community Removal in the 

Establishment of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park" (D. Pierce) 
 
Thursday, May 21: Cataloochee and Cherokee Museum field trips. Focus on pioneer and 
Cherokee history in the southern Appalachians. Return to HBS. (MEE)  
 

9:00 am: Leave Purchase Knob. 
10:00 am-12:00 noon: Cataloochee.  
1:30 pm – 3:30 pm: Cherokee Museum. 
5:00 pm: Arrive at HBS. 

 
Readings: excerpt from The Book of Camping & Woodcraft: A Guidebook For Those 

Who Travel In The Wilderness (H. Kephart) 
Woodcraft to Leave No Trace (Turner) 

 Cades Cove: The Life and Death of a Southern Appalachian Community 1818-
1937 (D. Dunn) 
excerpt from "Autobiography of Doctor A. Jobe" 
 

Friday, May 22: Appalachian Trail and Standing Indian. (BC) 
 

9:00 am: Leave HBS. 
10:00 am- 3:00 pm Standing Indian area. 
4:00 pm: Return to HBS. 

 
Saturday, May 23: Final portfolios (journals) due. Course evaluations. (MEE, DH, BC)  
 

10:00 am -12:00 noon: Meet at HBS to turn in journals and do course evaluations. 
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Advanced Genetics, Biol 493/593 
Dr. Jessica L Moore 
Department of Biology 
Spring 2014 Syllabus 

 
Lecture: Tues & Thurs 4:30 — 5:45 PM, Stillwell 143  

Textbook:  An Introduction to Genetic Analysis, 10th Edition, by Griffiths et al (required) 

 
Prerequisites: BIOL 333, Cell and Molecular Biology, or equivalent. 

Course Goals: This is an upper level molecular biology class that will focus on advanced topics in genetics.  
Topics will include gene regulation, DNA mutation and repair, organelle genetics, 
transposable elements, genomics and an introduction to cancer. Resources for this class 
include the required textbook, additional material provided by the instructor, journal 
articles and web-based information and databases. 

Instructor: Dr. Jessica Moore, jlmoore@wcu.edu   
  Office: 227-3664, NS130 

           Office Hours: TBA & by appointment 
     -- Just email with a few time options and I will get back to you! 
 

  Simple questions can often be answered by email.  Monday-Friday you can expect your 
emails to be answered within a day or so of receipt.  However most emails sent over the 
weekend will not be answered until the following Monday. 

  Through out the semester I will hold “virtual office hours” using the Discussion Board 
within Blackboard for this class. Post your questions there and feel free to answer/discuss 
with your classmates. 

Course Web Site: A Blackboard website exists for this course.  
  The website contains a variety of materials such as this syllabus, lecture notes, 

announcements, assignments and links to Genetics web resources.  You will also be able 
to access your current grade from this site, and may receive email regarding this class to 
your WCU address. 

  Every effort will be made to provide accurate records of your progress during the 
semester through Blackboard.  However, please note that a grade in Blackboard is not an 
official record and is subject to change at the instructor’s discretion.  In other words—I 
reserve the right to correct any errors that are made to the Grade Center in Blackboard at 
any time during the semester! 
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Academic Dishonesty: Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) 
strive to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy is a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the 
community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of 
Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see Article VII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to 
the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional 
time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of Student 
Community Ethics (DSCE). 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 
exercise. 

Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 

in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an examination) 
 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty within 
their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the 
instructor will inform his /her department head (and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the 
student is a graduate student), in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 
The Academic Integrity Policy and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at dsce.wcu.edu.  

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability 
Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or disabilityservices@wcu.edu  You may also visit the office’s 
website:  disability.wcu.edu    
 
Students with special needs should provide the instructor with documentation of those needs from Student 
Disability Services at the beginning of the semester so we can together the best arrangement for you to perform 
in this class.  

Class Policy: Collegial conduct toward the instructors and classmates is expected in the classroom at 
all times.  Use of cell phones is prohibited and they should be turned off or set on vibrate if an 
emergency situation is pending.  Please do not text, tweet, make phone calls or surf the net during 
class! NO cell phone use will be allowed during exams.  Failure to adhere to this policy could 
result in a verbal reprimand or dismissal from the class. 

The use of cell phones and programmable calculators is absolutely prohibited during exams. Use of these 
items during an exam will result in a failure (F grade) for the exam. 

Attendance: Attendance is the responsibility of the student and you are strongly encouraged to attend all 
lectures. Failure to attend will result in missed: self-evaluation exercises, group work, class demonstrations, 
videos and other information.  Lectures are designed to be interactive providing you with the greatest 
opportunity to be successful in this class.  
The University‘s Undergraduate Catalog, The Record, states the following regarding class attendance: ―Western 
Carolina University expects students to recognize the positive effect on academic success of class attendance and 
participation. All undergraduates are expected to attend all meetings of the courses in which they are enrolled: any 
absence is incurred at the student‘s own risk.  A student with more unexcused absences in a 100-(freshman) or 200-
(sophomore) level course than the semester hours given for the course can expect the instructor to lower the course 
grade. You are encouraged to consult the complete statement of this policy in the Undergraduate Catalog.  
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Religious Observances: WCU allows two days of absence each academic year for religious observances 
required by faith.  To obtain permission to be absent for religious reasons, a student must complete the Absent 
due to Required Religious Observance form, obtain all necessary signatures, submit it to each instructor for 
review and approval, and submit it to the Senior Academic Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs for final 
approval at least two weeks prior to the proposed absence.  Students are encouraged to discuss these absences 
with the faculty member prior to the end of drop/add in case the absence will unavoidably keep the student from 
completing the requirements of the course.  However, if the student completes the form and submits it to the 
instructor prior to the two-week time frame, he/she shall be given the opportunity to make up any tests or other 
work missed due to an excused absence for a required religious observance. 
 
Lecture Notes: Most lectures will be posted as pdf’s on blackboard the day before the class meeting. 

Lecture notes do NOT contain the full information provided in class and it is your job to 
obtain this extra information—preferably by being present in the classroom! You may tape 
the lecture, but Notes or tapes of lectures ARE NOT PERMITTED FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF SALE 

 
Final Grade Composition: 

 5% Weekly class participation 

 10% Homework & Group Activities 

 20% Individual presentation/project 

 65% Exams. 

 
Participation: 5% of your grade will be based on your weekly class participation.  You will be expected 

to have done a thorough reading of the assigned material before class.  When papers are 
assigned, you should come to class prepared to discuss the purpose, data, and conclusions 
in these papers.  Questions about the data and conclusions are also valid topics for 
discussion. 

 .  

Homework and Group Activities: 
  Some relatively short homework assignments will be given during the semester. All 

homework assignments are due at the beginning of class.  You will also participate in 
group activities including paper presentations. The details of these assignments will be 
presented in class.   

 
Individual presentation/project:   
  You will choose a topic and a representative gene to research in depth.  You will present 

a paper on this topic to the class as your individual presentation.  Your paper and topic 
need to be chosen in advance and approved by Dr. Moore at least 2 weeks before your 
presentation.  You will write up a summary/review of your individual presentation to be 
handed in 2 weeks following your presentation.  More details about the individual 
presentations will be provided to you later in the semester.  Your individual 
presentation/project will be worth 20% of your final grade. 
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Exam(s):  There will be three take-home exams. We will discuss the details of exams later in the 
semester.   

 Tentative Dates of Exams are: 
  Exam #1, Due Tuesday, February 17. 
  Exam #2, Due Tuesday, March 20 
  Exam #3, Due Wednesday, May 6 [Final exam week] 
 

Holidays: There will be no classes held on Monday, January 19 (MLK Day), March 9-13 (Spring 
Break), or April 1-3 (Easter Break). 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Topic Schedule: 

Note: This is a tentative schedule of topics that we will follow this semester.  Detailed reading and 
homework assignments will be presented in class and posted on blackboard.  

Lecture Topic  Chapter 
DNA mutation 16 
Gene regulation in Prokaryotes 11 
Gene regulation in Eukaryotes 12 
DNA repair 16 
Cancer  
Triplet repeat disorders  
Non-chromosomal inheritance 5 
Transposable elements 15 
Multifactorial inheritance 19 
Genomics 14 
  
  
  
  
  
Other topics may be added if there is time…  
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Gene & Genome Structure Biol 493/593 
Dr. Jessica L Moore 
Department of Biology 
Fall 2013 Syllabus 

 
Lecture: Mon & Wed 5:00 — 6:15 PM, Belk Arts Complex 358  

 
Prerequisites: BIOL 333, Cell and Molecular Biology, or BIOL 361, Biochemistry. 

Course Goals: This is a 3 credit lecture/workshop class focused on microbial and eukaryotic gene and 
genome organization.  We will also discuss & use various software tools for analyzing 
and annotating genomes.  Resources for this class include selected readings provided by 
the instructor, journal articles and web-based information and databases. 

Instructor: Dr. Jessica Moore, jlmoore@wcu.edu   
  Office: 227-3664, NS130 

           Office Hours: Monday & Wednesday 3:00--4:00pm 
                    And by appointment 
     -- Just email with a few time options and I will get back to you! 

 
  Simple questions can often be answered by email.  Monday-Friday you can expect your 

emails to be answered within a day or so of receipt.  However most emails sent over the 
weekend will not be answered until the following Monday. 

  Through out the semester I will hold “virtual office hours” using the Discussion Board 
within Blackboard for this class. Post your questions there and feel free to answer/discuss 
with your classmates. 

Course Web Site: A Blackboard website exists for this course.  
  The website contains a variety of materials such as this syllabus, lecture notes, 

announcements, assignments and links to Genetics web resources.  You will also be able 
to access your current grade from this site, and may receive email regarding this class to 
your WCU address. 

  Every effort will be made to provide accurate records of your progress during the 
semester through Blackboard.  However, please note that a grade in Blackboard is not an 
official record and is subject to change at the instructor’s discretion.  In other words—I 
reserve the right to correct any errors that are made to the Grade Center in Blackboard at 
any time during the semester! 

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential. Please contact the Office of Disability 
Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the office’s website:  
disability.wcu.edu    
 
Students with special needs should provide the instructor with documentation of those needs from Student 
Disability Services at the beginning of the semester so we can together the best arrangement for you to perform 
in this class.  
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Class Policy: Collegial conduct toward the instructors and classmates is expected in the classroom at 
all times.  Use of cell phones is prohibited and they should be turned off or set on vibrate if an 
emergency situation is pending.  Please do not text, tweet, make phone calls or surf the net during 
class! NO cell phone use will be allowed during exams.  Failure to adhere to this policy could 
result in a verbal reprimand or dismissal from the class. 

The use of cell phones and programmable calculators is absolutely prohibited during exams. Use of these 
items during an exam will result in a failure (F grade) for the exam. 

 
 
Final Grade Composition: 

 10% Weekly class participation 

 70% Homework & In-class Activities 

 20% Poster Presentation/Final Project 

 
Participation: 10% of your grade will be based on your weekly class participation.  You will be 

expected to have done a thorough reading of the assigned material before class.  When 
papers are assigned, you should come to class prepared to discuss the purpose, data, and 
conclusions in these papers.  Questions about the data and conclusions are also valid 
topics for discussion. 

 .  

Homework and Other Activities: 
  Some relatively short homework assignments will be given throughout the semester. All 

homework assignments are due at the beginning of class.  Some homework or other 
activities may be performed in teams of two.  The details of these assignments will be 
presented in class.   

  Instead of exams there may be some short in-class quizzes or exercises. More information 
about these will be provided in class. 

 
Final Project & Poster Presentation:   
  You will choose set of genes from a recently sequenced organism to research and 

annotate in depth.  You will summarize your research on these genes in the form of a 
scientific poster.  More details about your Final Project and Presentation will be provided 
to you later in the semester.  The Final Project will be worth 20% of your final grade. 

 
Holidays: There will be no classes held on Monday, Sept 2 (Labor Day), October 7 & 9 (Fall 

Break), and Wednesday, November 27 (Thanksgiving Holiday). 

 

Final Exam Period for this class is Monday, December 9, 6:00-8:30PM.  We *may* hold our poster session 
that day, so leave your schedule open until further notice! 
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 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Topic Schedule: 

Note: This is a tentative schedule of topics that we will follow this semester.  Detailed reading and 
homework assignments will be presented in class and posted on blackboard.  

Lecture Topics   
Intro to Genomics  
Sequencing Strategies  
How sequences are assembled  
BLAST  
Intro to Annotation  
Bacteria and Archaea Genomics  
Fungal Genomics  
Eukaryotic Genomics  
Human Genomics  
  
  
Other topics may be added if there is time…  

 

Genomics Tools That We Will Use Include: 

BLAST 

NCBI 

ENSEMBL 

Multiple sequence alignment software 

Phylogenetic Tree software 

FASTA 

COG 

KEGG, MetaCyc, ExPASy 

T-Coffee 

WebLogo 

TMHMM, SignalP 

TIGRFAM, Pfam, PDB 
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Syllabus: Std: Seminar Series (BIOL 493-01) 
Semester: Fall 2015 
Credit hours: 1 
Meeting place: Natural Science Building Auditorium (NS 1) 
Meeting time: Fridays from 12:20 to 1:10 PM 
 
Instructor (Organizer and Grader):  Beverly Collins 
Office: Natural Science Building Room 109 
Office Hour: M 10-11 or by appointment. 
Phone number: 828-227-3663  E-mail: collinsb@email.wcu.edu 
 
Course Rationale/Purpose:  This is a course designed for students to become exposed to a broad 
range of current research topics through seminars presented by biologists on diverse subjects.   
 
Specific Learning Objectives:  After completing this course students should be able to describe, 
discuss, and evaluate a diversity of biology research methods and results and their interpretation.  
Students will learn about novel biological topics and expand their understanding of modern 
biology.  These objectives will be met by attendance at the seminars and a written assignment 
and can be augmented by interactions with the speakers outside of class time. 
 
Student Evaluation, Attendance, and Participation:  The grade for this course will be 
calculated as 75% attendance (5.8%/seminar) and 25% review paper.  Attendance is 
required.  In order for an absence to be excused, the reason must be documented (in advance 
when possible) according to the guidelines presented in the Student Handbook.  Excuses will be 
granted in the case of a documented and bona fide medical emergency, death of an immediate 
family member, required attendance at a university function or competition (not practices or 
fraternity or sorority activities), or a presentation at an academic conference.  Other cases will be 
judged on an individual basis.   
 Any student who incurs more than one excused absence must complete an extra 
assignment for each seminar missed (please see the instructor).  Unexcused absences cannot be 
made up by extra assignments. Missed seminars (excused) may be made up by attendance at 
other science seminars/activities held outside of the scheduled class time, which must be 
approved by the instructor.  Students are required to check their Catamount email regularly for 
notification of makeup seminars and other course announcements.  Seminar attendance will 
include being courteous audience members (e.g., being on time, paying attention to the speaker, 
and staying for the entire presentation). 
 The review paper will be an 800-1,000-word report on one presentation from any 
speaker, including a section describing the research topic and another section on what the 
ramifications of the research topic are (“What/So What?”).  Students are required to incorporate 
information or ideas from one or more scientific papers published in a peer-reviewed journal in 
discussing the importance or significance of the research.  The papers you cite may be authored 
by the speaker or by others.  You must cite these sources appropriately and put anything copied 
word for word in quotation marks (see Plagiarism under Academic Honesty Policy below).  You 
may turn in your review paper anytime during the semester, but no later than 5 pm, Friday, 
December 4). If you turn the paper in before the last week of classes, I will be able to give you 
feedback for a possible rewrite.  The 25% of the course grade allotted for the final paper will be 
calculated using the following rubric:  15% for summary of presentation, 5% for ramifications of 
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the presentation and topic and use of literature, and 5% for clarity of writing, grammar, and 
spelling. 
 An overall average of 98% and above will guarantee an A+ in the course, 93-97% an A, 
90-92% an A-, 87-89% a B+, 83-86% a B, 80-82% a B-, 77-79% a C+, 73-76% a C, 70-72% a 
C-, 67-69% a D+, 63-66% a D, 60-62% a D-, and < 60% an F. 
  
Academic honesty policy: please see the policy posted on Blackboard 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of 
Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one 
tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. 
SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a free student service, located in BELK 207, 
providing course tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student 
consultations, graduate and professional exam preparation resources, and online writing and 
learning resources for all students.  To schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC 
homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center provides tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS 
courses (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 828-227-3830), help with mathematical concepts 
in other disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is 
available on a drop-in basis, 9 am – 5 pm and 6 - 9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9 am – 5 pm on 
Friday. 
 
Blackboard Support: The learning management system for this class is blackboard and can be 
found at: http://wcu.blackboard.com.  Additional help with blackboard can be found at:  
tc.wcu.edu, (828) 227-7487 or by visiting the Technology Commons located on the ground floor 
of the Hunter Library. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp. 
 
Schedule.  Please see the schedule posted on Blackboard. 
 



BIOL 493 Special Topic “Translational Medicine” 
MWF 2:30 – 3:20 pm Stillwell 425 

 
“Medicine is not only a science; it is also an art. It does not consist of compounding pills and plasters; it deals 

with the very processes of life, which must be understood before they may be guided.” 
--Paracelsus-- 

 
Instructor:   Heather B. Coan, Ph.D.  
   Assistant Professor 

Office: Natural Science Building 112 
   Email:  hacoan@email.wcu.edu 
   Phone: 828-227-3665 
 
Office Hours:  Monday & Friday 10 – 11am (other times by appointment) 
 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 

 Translational medicine is designed to develop critical thinking skills while familiarizing students with the 
basic science behind medical technologies.  

 
II. Course Objectives: 

 To gain an understanding of how basic science is used to combat medical problems and address 
medical needs “translating basic science into medicine.” 
 

 To learn to critically examine medical topics based on publically available information. 
 

 To learn how to assess the validity of publically available information and to learn what sources of 
information provide the most accurate and up-to-date understanding of medical topics. 

 
III. Course Policies 

 Lecture Attendance Policy: Lecture attendance is important. Missed days will result in lowered 
participation and understanding of topics; which could affect your oral testing and participation grades. 
Please make every effort to attend lecture. 

 Oral Exam Policy: Your understanding of the material will be assessed by oral exams twice during the 
semester. You must participate in these exams to earn credit for the course.  

 Class Participation Policy: Class preparation is essential. Participation is an important part of your 
grade and you must provide input and be an active contributor on topics throughout the semester to 
earn your participation grade. 

 Course evaluation: Please participate in on-line course evaluations (CoursEval) dates April 5th – May 
2nd.  

 
IV. Tentative Course Schedule 
Be aware that this schedule is subject to change. 

Tentative Course Schedule 
Spring 2014 

  
Date Topic/ Reading 

Mon, Jan 12 Introduction to Class and Participants 
Wed, Jan 14 Reputable Resources 
Fri, Jan 16 Discussion of Chosen Topics 
Mon, Jan 19 No Class- Martin Luther King, Jr.  

Wed, Jan 21 Syllabus Finalization/ Summer 
Internships/ Sample Topic Selection 

Fri, Jan 23 GMOs 
Mon, Jan 26 HIV- Bree Steele 



 

 
Advising Day Tuesday, February 24th  
Final Semester Examinations May 2nd - 8th  

Wed, Jan 28 HIV- Bree Steele 
Fri, Jan 30 HIV- Bree Steele 
Mon, Feb 2 Organ Transplantation- Allison 

McAndrews 
Wed, Feb 4 Organ Transplantation- Allison 

McAndrews 
Fri, Feb 6 Organ Transplantation- Allison 

McAndrews 
Mon, Feb 9 Organ Printing – Sarah Julian 
Wed, Feb 11 Organ Printing – Sarah Julian 
Fri, Feb 13 Organ Printing – Sarah Julian 
Mon, Feb 16 Pancreatic Cancer – Josh Woodson 
Wed, Feb 18 Pancreatic Cancer – Josh Woodson 
Fri, Feb 20 Pancreatic Cancer – Josh Woodson 
Mon, Feb 23 Gluten Free Diets/Celiac Disease- Meryl 

Moore 
Wed, Feb 25 Gluten Free Diets/Celiac Disease- Meryl 

Moore 
Fri, Feb 27 Gluten Free Diets/Celiac Disease- Meryl 

Moore 
Mon, March 2 Oral Testing 
Wed, March 4 Oral Testing 
Fri, March 6 Oral Testing 
Mon, March 9 No Class- Spring Break 

Wed, March 11 No Class- Spring Break 

Fri, March 13 No Class- Spring Break 

Mon, March 16 Superbugs/Antibiotic Development – 
Brianna Lund 

Wed, March 18 Superbugs/Antibiotic Development – 
Brianna Lund 

Fri, March 20 Superbugs/Antibiotic Development – 
Brianna Lund 

Mon, March 23 Ketogenic Diets/Alzheimer’s – Brannon 
Inman 

Wed, March 25 Ketogenic Diets/Alzheimer’s – Brannon 
Inman 

Fri, March 27 Ketogenic Diets/Alzheimer’s – Brannon 
Inman 

Mon, March 30 Cord Blood – Lindsey Burlseon-honors 
contract 

Wed, Apr 1 No Class – Easter Break  

Fri, Apr 3 No Class – Easter Break  

Mon, Apr 6 3D Facial Imaging/ Autism – Hannah Gill 
Wed, Apr 8 3D Facial Imaging/ Autism – Hannah Gill
Fri, Apr 10 3D Facial Imaging/ Autism – Hannah Gill
Mon, Apr 13 Breast Cancer – Lauren Fleming 
Wed, Apr 15 Breast Cancer  – Lauren Fleming 
Fri, Apr 17 Breast Cancer  – Lauren Fleming 
Mon, Apr 20 Autoimmune Disease – Lindsey Burleson
Wed, Apr 22 Autoimmune Disease – Lindsey Burleson
Fri, Apr 24 Autoimmune Disease – Lindsey Burleson
Mon, Apr 27 Stem Cell Therapy - Heather Coan 
Wed, Apr 29 Stem Cell Therapy - Heather Coan 
Fri, May 1 Stem Cell Therapy - Heather Coan 



Final Exam: Last Round of Oral Testing Thursday May 7th 8:30-11:00 
V. Grading Procedures:  
Grading will be based solely on class participation and on oral testing. 
 
Class participation: 30% 
Oral Test on your topic: 50% 
Oral Test on another topic: 20% 
 
 

Percent Letter Grade 
98-100 A+ 
94-97 A 
90-93 A- 
88-89 B+ 
84-87 B 
80-83 B- 
78-79 C+ 
74-77 C 
70-73 C- 
68-69 D+ 
60-67 D 

59 and below F 
 

Supplemental Syllabus Statements 
 
Office of Disability Services 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at 
(828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or 
those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may 
contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located 
in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
 
Electronic format (with hyperlinks): 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and 
learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated 
classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC 
homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes at 
Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students may 
also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of the 



week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for 
availabilities.  
 
 
Print format: 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing and 
learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in designated 
classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the WaLC 
homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking classes 
at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. Students 
may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain days of 
the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing Tutoring” for 
availabilities.   
Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses) 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) provides 
tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in other 
disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on a 
drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 
Academic Integrity Policy:  This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate 
students. Graduate students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in 
charge of that step of the process.  

 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a 
serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the 
community. While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code 
of Student Conduct and will follow the same conduct process (see Article VII.1.a.). If the charge 
occurs close to the end of an academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of 
either party for additional time to gather information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the 
Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 

 
Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
 
Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
 
Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic 
exercise. 
 
Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information during an 
examination) 
 



Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. 
Within five (5) days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, the instructor will inform his/her department head (Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
when the student is a graduate student) in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  

 
The Academic Integrity Policy, Process and Faculty Reporting Form can be found online 
at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu. 

 
Please visit dsce.wcu.edu for further information.  

 
(See Student Handbook for information about the process) 
 
 



Biology 512  – Cellular and Molecular Immunology 
Spring 2015 

 
Instructor: Dr. Malcolm R. (Mack) Powell 
 Rm 116 Natural Sciences Bldg 
 mrpowell@email.wcu.edu 
 227-3649 
 
Text:  Kuby Immunology 
          By:  Kindt, Goldsby and Osborne 
 
Course Objectives:  A full understanding and appreciation of the cellular and molecular aspects of the 
vertebrate immune response including: recognition of antigen, effector mechanisms, immunogenetics, 
immunoregulation, immunity to infection, immunopathology, tumor and transplantation immunology, and auto-
immunity.  
 
 
Grading:   Three in class exams = 60% 
  Research Paper = 15% 

Final Exam = 25% 
 
Ten point scale:  90-100=A, 80-89=B,  70-79=C, below 70=F 
 
Exams – There will be three midterm exams – and a final exam.  The Final Exam will be cumulative (i.e. 
cover the entire course).  Unexcused absence from an exam will result in a grade of zero.  An exam missed for 
a legitimate reason will be made up ASAP after the exam date.  Make up exams will be all essay. 
 
Important Dates: 
 
 Exam 1 – February 12 

Exam 2 – March 31 
Exam 3 – April 23 
 

 Final Exam – May 6 (Wednesday)  12:00 – 2:30 
  
 No class – Advising Day, February 24 
     - March 5 
     - Spring Break, March 10 & 12 
     - Easter Break, April 2 
 
Attendance Policy – Attendance will not be taken regularly.  You will be neither rewarded nor penalized for 
class attendance.  Be aware that exam material will be taken from information presented in class. 
 
Academic Integrity – Penalties for Academic Dishonesty will range from a zero on the test, a failing grade in 
the course, to expulsion from the University, depending on the severity of the offense.  Details can be found in 
the student handbook. 
 
Be sure to read the Required Syllabus Statement posted on Black Board 



BIOL515 Plant Physiology 
Fall 2015  

 

 
 

Dr. S. Rundle 
Office: NS306 
Phone: 227-3783 
Email address: rundle@email.wcu.edu 
Office hours: stop by anytime or make an appointment 
Text: Plant Physiology (fifth edition) by Taiz and Zeiger 
 
Learning objectives:   
     BIOL515 aims to give you an overview of the essential biochemical and 
developmental processes in plants, as well as providing insights into the unique 
mechanisms used by plants to interact with their environment.   
 
 
Date  Topic       Text Reading 
Aug 19 Introduction      1-4, 18-22, 29-31 
 21 Photosynthesis: light and pigments   163-178 
 26 Photosynthesis: electron transport   178-186 
 28 Photosynthesis: ATP synthesis*   187-188 
 Sept 2 Calvin cycle      199-216 
 4 C4 cycle      216-221 
 9 CAM metabolism, sugar synthesis   221-237 
 11 Exam I 

16 Ecology of photosynthesis*    Chapter 9 
18  The plant cell wall     Chapter 15 

 23 Phloem transport     Chapter 10 
 25 Plants and water     Chapter 4 
 30 Mineral nutrition, assimilation of nitrogen*  Chapter 5, 344-350 
 2 Biological nitrogen fixation    351-358 
Oct   7 Secondary metabolites    369-386  

9 Exam II 
 14/16 Fall break 
 21 Phytochrome: biochemistry and plant responses 493-502 



23 Phytochrome: ecology/signal transduction  509-515 
28 Advising day 
30 Phototropism*      521-524, 532-534 

Nov 4 Guard cell biology     524-531, 690-692 
 6 Flowering I      719-725  

11 Flowering II      725-747 
 13 Exam III 
 18 Auxin: transport and physiological effects*  Chapter 19 
 20 Gibberellins: physiological effects, Paper due Chapter 20 
 25 Cytokinin: discovery and function   Chapter 21 

27 Thanksgiving Holiday (no class) 
 2 Ethylene      Chapter 22 
Dec 4 Abscisic acid      Chapter 23   
 9 Final Exam: Tuesday 12-2:30 
 

 
 
 
Grading: 
     Your grade will be determined by the average of four exams (each worth 100 points), 
a set of short written assignments (worth a total of 50 points) and a research paper (150 
points). 
 
Exams (I-IV), 100 points each 400 points 
Assignments    50   points 
Research paper   150 points 
Total possible points   700 points 
 
Grading scale: 
      
90-100 A  
80-89  B 
70-79  C 
0-69  F 
 
Electronic devices: 
     No cell phones, tablets etc. may be used during class.  The presence of any such 
device during an exam will result in a grade of 0 points on the test. 



Attendance policy: 
     Your attendance is required at all exams.  If you have to miss an exam you must let 
me know ahead of time. Exams missed without an excuse will be graded as 0 points 
earned.  If a written assignment is turned in late, the grade of the assignment will be 
lowered by a letter grade for each day it is late. 
 
Instructions for Research Paper 
     Please pick a topic in plant physiology that interests you or perhaps is related to your 
thesis research.  Find an author that is prominent in the area you picked. You can do so 
by performing a search via Google Scholar or the library for your topic and then identify 
the leading author you can use for your paper.  In Biology the main author is the last 
author listed.  Identify five papers written by this author and his/her coworkers.  Use 
these publications to describe the progress in your field of interest. You can summarize 
each paper and connect their content. Include a description of changes in key concepts 
that have occurred in the area of research.  You can use papers as far back as 2000 but not 
earlier.  Your paper should be ten pages, including references.  You can of course, if you 
need to, cite papers besides the five you are using. The due date for the paper is 
November 20th . Please provide me with a hard copy on this date. 
 
 
Academic Honesty Policy 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community 
of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western 
Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those 
who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic 
exercise. 

c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of 
someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 

d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or 
attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other 
academic exercise. 
 
Please refer the Student Handbook regarding details of this policy.                                         
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BIOL 525: Flora of the Southern Appalachians 
Spring 2010 

 
Lecture MW 12:20-1:35, *Lab W 1:50-4:25  

Natural Science Building 108 
*on field trip days there will be no break between lecture and lab 

 
INSTRUCTOR: 
Dr. Kathy Mathews Office: NS 128 Office Hours: TTh 1:30-2:30 
Email: kmathews@email.wcu.edu Phone: 227-3659  
GRADUATE ASSISTANT: 
Mary Schultz  Office:    Email:  
 
REQUIRED TEXTS (available in campus bookstore): 
Rental: Murrell, Z.E. 2010. Vascular Plant Taxonomy, 6th ed. Kendall Hunt: Dubuque, IA. 
Purchase: Wofford, B.E. 1989. Guide to the Vascular Plants of the Blue Ridge. University of  

Georgia Press: Athens. 
 
REQUIRED MATERIALS (most available in campus bookstore):  

Quiz tablet, 10X or higher magnifying hand lens, classroom notebook for notes & 
drawings, field notebook with rigid cover (separate from class notebook), pencils & eraser for 
drawings and field notes, collecting materials (plant press to be signed out, plastic bags, digger, 
garden shears or pocket knife). 
 
SYNOPSIS, OBJECTIVES AND EXPECTATIONS: 
 This course is meant to improve your knowledge of the plant species native and 
naturalized to the Southern Appalachian region and to enhance your plant identification skills. 
You will be expected to learn to identify by sight approximately 130 native and naturalized plant 
species. You are also expected to learn to recognize approximately 33 plant families by their 
family-level characteristics. To reach these goals, you must also learn the basics of plant 
vegetative and reproductive morphology, terminology related to plant description, the modern 
plant classification system, relationships among groups of plants in that system, and the rules of 
nomenclature. In this course you will focus on learning the flowering plants of the region, but 
you will also be introduced to prominent non-flowering and seedless plants.  
 In order for you to communicate about plants with other scientists and field botanists and 
to help you place them in the context of a classification system for retention of knowledge, it is 
necessary for you to learn both the common names and the scientific Latin names of plants. 
Therefore, you will be required to memorize & correctly spell Latin names for family, genus, & 
species for all the plants we learn. 
 The assigned readings in the Murrell text correspond to the material currently being 
covered in lecture and lab. Individual readings may be done over the course of several class 
periods, but you should try to keep up in the book with the lecture and lab content as we go and 
make sure you are familiar with the subject matter at hand. Some reading material (e.g., lists of 
terminology) may be skimmed. These are mainly meant to be used as references and study aids 
when needed. Additional readings will be assigned prior to field trips. 
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EVALUATION AND ASSIGNMENTS: 
 Exams are short-answer tests that cover both lecture and lab material. Quizzes will test 
your sight identification of plants at the levels of family, genus and species. These will be done 
in the classroom or field, with 5-10 plants for each quiz. Plant ID will be cumulative. Each lab 
period, you will also have an unknown plant to identify by keying (after we learn this process). 
Labs will also encompass graded exercises. 

 Plant collection & report: Each graduate student will make a collection of 20 non-
cultivated plant species from at least 10 different plant families, pressed, dried and identified, 
with complete herbarium labels. Detailed instructions for creating plant collections will be given 
on a separate handout. Collections will be returned to the student, or you may donate it to the 
WCU Herbarium (if high quality).  

In addition, students working in groups of 3 will choose one plant species to prepare for a 
Flora of the Southern Appalachians exhibit. This will include a pressed specimen of the plant 
collected by someone in the group and a 1-page report researched and written by the group, to be 
turned in at the end of the semester. Details and grading rubric will be given in a separate 
handout. 
 
POINT BREAKDOWN: 
Exam 1     75points  
Exam 2     75 points  
Final Exam     75 points  
11 Quizzes (10 points each;    100 points 
1 will be dropped, but there are no make-ups)      
Lab Grade (13 exercises, 1 may be dropped)     

   75 points 
Field Final       75 points 
Plant collections & report     125 points 
Total      600 points  
 
Letter grades will be assigned based on the following percentage distribution: 
A (90-100), B (80-89), C (70-79), D (60-69), F (59 and below). 
Lecture and lab will receive the same grade. 
 
ATTENDANCE & MAKEUPS: 

Your attendance is required at all lectures, labs and field trips. Attendance will not be a 
formal part of your grade, but your ability to master the large amount of material that is expected 
of you and your subsequent success on exams and quizzes is dependent on your attendance and 
participation in classes, labs & field trips. Bring your textbook to all indoor classes, and bring 
your field guide to all outdoor classes. Laboratory material observed in class will be kept 
available for observation until the following class period in case you need extra time to finish the 
lab. However, this is not meant to take the place of attending during the scheduled lab time when 
your instructor is present.  

Exam makeups will be given only in case of documented emergency, illness or 
officially-approved university activity. In an emergency, contact me as soon as possible to 
schedule a makeup. In the case of university activity, you must notify me prior to the exam. 
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There will be no makeups for field/lab quizzes or the field final exam. One quiz grade 
and one lab exercise grade may be dropped. If you miss the field final due to a documented 
emergency, you will be given an alternate assignment to replace that grade, and you may be 
given a temporary grade of Incomplete.  

 
FIELD TRIPS: 

Off-campus field trips will usually take up the entire class period, including lecture and 
lab. On field trip days (see course calendar for dates), we will convene in the classroom, board 
the university vehicles together, and leave campus promptly at 12:30. You will not normally be 
permitted to drive your own vehicle to field trip sites. Come prepared for the outdoors. Wear 
appropriate clothing and shoes for hiking on strenuous terrain, with possible exposure to cold & 
rain, poison ivy and stinging insects! You should bring water and snack food on off-campus 
field trips. If you know you are allergic to bee or wasp stings, you should bring your medication 
in the field. I will bring a first-aid kit for minor injuries, should they occur. Bring your Wofford 
text and field gear on all field trips. 

There will be one all-day Saturday field trip scheduled in order to maximize our plant 
identification experience in one highly diverse area (e.g., Panthertown Valley). This field trip is 
required. Therefore, we will set the date after consultation with student schedules.  
 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY: 
 Academic dishonesty is a serious offence at WCU and includes such things as cheating, 
fabrication, plagiarism and facilitation of academic dishonesty.  (Refer to the Student Handbook 
for more details).  Instances of academic dishonesty will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis in 
consultation with the Office of Student Judicial Affairs. Disciplinary actions may include 
punishments up to being ejected from the course and receiving a final grade of "F" for the 
course. 
 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES: 
 Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities 
for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information 
is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 
227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu   
 

 
 
 



Bio 533:  Ecological Co-adaptations 
MW 11:15 – 12:05 MK 223                 Lab: M 1:25-5:15 NS 108 
Instructor:   Beverly Collins 
Office:  109 Natural Science Bldg, collinsb@email.wcu.edu, 828-227-3663; Office Hours TBA 
 
Course Objectives:  Demonstrate knowledge of the historical development of concepts and theories related to 
ecological interactions among species. Explain current concepts of co-evolutionary interactions among species and 
apply those concepts to current issues in species management. Apply knowledge gained through field and laboratory 
experience to analyze and interpret co-adapted traits and behaviors. 
 
Course Materials: Readings will be posted on Blackboard. Lab handouts will be provided. 
 
Requirements: Lecture: Summarize daily readings (1 paragraph) and 1) prepare 3 discussion questions or 2) respond 
to reading prompts.  Choose one of the eight “Student Choice” topics, choose one or more readings for that topic, 
prepare discussion prompts; and lead discussion. Graduate students are expected to show leadership by being prepared 
for each class and contributing to class discussions.  Lab: Attend and participate in labs; prepare review paper + report 
for one lab topic or individual project.  Graduate students are expected to show leadership in conducting lab activities. 
 
Grading: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Course Policies 
 Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Students who require disability services or reasonable 

accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current diagnostic documentation 
to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact Disability Services for more information 
at (828) 227-2716 or 144 Killian Annex. 

 Academic Integrity:  Academic dishonesty includes Cheating, Fabrication, Plagiarism, and Facilitation of 
Academic Dishonesty.  Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for 
academic dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 
calendar days of the event the instructor will inform her department head, and the Associate Dean of the 
Graduate School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and 
sanction.  

 Attendance:  Due to the reading and discussion format of the course, attendance is required.  Graduate students 
are expected to show leadership by attending all classes and being ontime for each class. 

 Class etiquette:  Cell phones may not be used during class. No non-class-related internet use during class.     
 

 Number of points

Lecture:  
Homework (daily reading questions) 25 
Student Choice Lead 20 
Hourly Exams 40 
Final Exam 25 
Participation (daily discussions) 10 
Lab:  
Review paper/report or project report 40 
Attendance/participation 20 
Total 180 



Tentative Course Schedule   
May change to accommodate guest presenters & student needs.  Additional reading assignments may be assigned (TBA) in class. 

 
Week Lecture Topic Reading Lab 

1: 8/18-20 
Coadaptations, 
Coevolution, and 
Biodiversity 

8/20: Species interactions and the evolution of 
biodiversity 8/18 - No Lab (undergrads) 

2: 8/25-27 Mutualisms 8/25: Bronstein, JL, et al. 2006.  
8/27: Student Choice 1 (Thom) 8/25 - Field:  The Diversity of Interactions 

3: 9/1-3 Pollination 9/3: Pollination by animals 9/1 – No Class – Labor Day 

4: 9/8-10 Pollination 9/8: Pollination continued 
9/10: Student Choice 2 (Hannah) 9/8 - Field:  Pollinator Activity/Diversity 

5: 9/15-17 Dispersal 9/15: Seed dispersal by vertebrates 
9/17: Ant-plant interactions 9/15 - Field:  Flower color and Shape 

6: 9/22-24 Dispersal/Herbivory 9/22: Student Choice 3 (Michael) 
9/24: Plant-insect interactions 9/22 – Exam 1 

7: 9/29-10/1 Herbivory 9/29: Mammalian herbivory 
10/1: Student Choice 4 (Sam) 9/29 – Field – Dispersal Modes 

8: 10/6-8 Predation 10/6: Granivory 
10/8: Granivory continued 10/6 - Field: Herbivory/Seed Predation 

9: 10/13-17 - Fall Break   Fall Break – No Class

10: 10/20-22 Predation and Mimicry 10/20: Predator offense 
10/22: Mimicry/aggressive mimicry 10/20 – Fruit flagging/mimicry 

11: 10/27-29 Predation and Mimicry 10/27: Student Choice 5 (Matt) 
10/29: Student Choice 6 (Kaitlyn) 10/27 – Exam 2 

12: 11/3-5 Organism/microbe 11/3: N fixation 
11/5: Ecology of mycorrhizae 11/3 – Field – N fixation 

13: 11/10-12 Organism/microbe 11/3: Mycorrhizae helper bacteria 
11/5: Student Choice 7 (Eli) 11/10 – Field - Mycorrhizae 

14: 11/17-19 Parasites and Pathogens 11/17: Parasites/pathogens  
11/19: Parasites/pathogens continued 11/17 – Lab – Data Analysis 

15: 11/24-26 Parasites and Pathogens 11/24: Parasites/pathogens continued 
11/26: Student Choice 8 (Kwame) 

11/24 – Lab – Data Analysis 
11/26 – No Class - Thanksgiving 

16: 12/1-3 Applications 12/1: Coadaptations/invasives 
12/3: Student Choice 9 (Sean) 12/1 – Lab  - Presentations 

12/8 Final Exam  3:00 – 5:30  



Aquatic Ecology 
BIOL 535 

 
Instructor: Thomas (Tom) Martin 
  333a Natural Sciences Building 
  Voice:  227-3660  
  Email:  tmartin@wcu.edu 
 
Office  08:30 – 10:00 W, 2:00 – 5:00 R, other times by appointment. 
Hours: 
 
Lecture: 12:30 – 01:45 TR G09 McKee 
 
Lab:  02:05 – 04:55 T 108 Natural Sciences Bldg. 
 
Rationale/Purpose 
Biological, physical, and chemical components and processes in lakes and streams; field 
studies of local lakes and their biota. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.  Prerequisites PREQ: 241 or 304. 
 
My primary goal is to provide you with an understanding of the theoretical and applied 
aspects of the ecology of aquatic systems.  We will touch on groundwater and wetland 
ecology, but our emphasis will be on the basics of stream, reservoir, and lake ecology and 
application to environmental problems. 
 
Course Objectives: By the end of this course, students will:  

• Be able to describe the chemical characteristics of water important to life 
• Be able to explain the geological processes responsible for the formation of 

streams and lakes 
• Be able to identify the higher taxonomic groups of aquatic organisms 
• Be able to explain the major hypotheses explaining the dynamics and community 

interactions of aquatic organisms. 
 
Course Materials: 
 
Text:   

Dodds, W.K. and M.R. Whiles.  2010.  Freshwater ecology:  concepts and 
environmental applications (2nd edition).  Academic Press.  
ISBN-10: 0123747244. {available for purchase ($56) or rent ($25) through 
Amazon, prices observed 10 August 2015} 

 
Supplemental Readings will be provided through BlackBoard. 
 
Additional Equipment:  I suggest that you invest in waders.  The Biology Department has 
a limited supply of hip-waders, but I would strongly recommend that you invest in your 
own pair.  Communal use of rubber footwear just doesn’t seem to me to be a good idea.  



You may “wet-wade,” however you must wear a pair of sturdy shoes to protect your feet 
from sharp objects. 
 
Waders come in different styles and meterials and their prices vary considerably (~$15 - 
$900): 
 
Hip Waders (~$45-55 suggested)  
Hip waders provide easy on-and-off convenience; wear easily with regular clothing. 
They excel on smaller streams, but do restrict access to most pools.  This style of 
wader generally comes with belt straps to aid in holding them up. 
 

Chest Waders (~60-170 suggested)  
Chest waders are more versatile simply because they provide more 
coverage.  Always wear a wading belt when wading in chest waders.  
 
Bootfoot versus Stockingfoot Waders 
Bootfoot waders feature an integral boot that is constructed right into the wader. The 
advantages of this style are that you don’t have to purchase a separate set of wading 

boots, you always know where your boots are, and they are quick to put on and take off. Most models are 
constructed without laces but a few incorporate them to provide a more snug fit. Boot foot waders will, in 
general, keep your feet warmer and in some cases come with a range of insulation choices to fit angler 
preferences. Bootfoot waders come with either a rubber or felt sole. Rubber soles are better in muddy 
conditions or when a lot of time is going to be spent walking out of the water. Rubber soles are also 
recommended to reduce the possibility of transmitting invasive species and/or disease from one stream to 
another. 
 
Stockingfoot waders are often constructed with neoprene booties in their foot sections. They are made to 
insulate the foot and slip into the wading boots of your choice. Wading boots run the gamut from simple 
and inexpensive to high-tech and accordingly priced. Stockingfoot waders are lighter than boot foot 
waders, provide better ankle support and in general, true hiking boot fit, feel, and performance. Wading 
boots made to be used in conjunction with stockingfoot waders, in most cases, feature a lace up design that 
delivers a snug fit and reduces friction, potential hot spots, and blistering on longer hikes or extended 
periods of wading. Wading boots often feature the option of felt soles, various hiking soles, or felt soles 
with metal studs. Some even have interchangeable soles allowing an angler to hike to his fishing location 
and then change soles for wading purposes.  

 
Complete Trash:  (<$35)  Don’t fall for the super cheap – they last less than one trip.  Also, 
rubber boots aren’t recommended, as they just aren’t tall enough: you’ll be wet wading . . .  
 

 
Grading:  Your final grade will be based on the percentage of the total points available 

that you have amassed over the course of the semester.  
 
Midterm 1  100 points 
Midterm 2  125 points 
Final  125 points 
Lecture* 50 points 
Lab Practicum  50 points 
Semester Project  50 points 
Total  500 points 
 
* Each graduate student is expected to develop a laboratory lecture detailing the evolution, systematic 
relations, natural history, and identification of a major taxonomic group of aquatic invertebrates. 
  



Lecture outline: 
Introduction  
Basic properties of water 
 Chemical and Physical properties 
 Density, Viscosity and movement 
 Diffusion, light & heat 
 
Hydrology and Geomorphology 
 Hydrologic cycle, soil & groundwater 
 Wetlands 
 Stream flow & geology 
 Lakes and geologic processes, types of lakes 
 Movement of water within lakes/reservoirs and stratification 
 
Chemical dynamics 
 Oxygen, Carbon, Sulfur 
 Nitrogen, Phosphorus 
 Silicon, Iron 
 Aquatic Pollutants (Acid, metals, organic pollutants, suspended solids, thermal 
pollution) 
 
Nutrient dynamics 
 Nutrient limitation 
 Nutrient remineralization 
 Trophic state 
 Eutrophication 
 
Population Interactions 
 The “microbial loop” 
 Top-down control of aquatic communities 
 Food webs & trophic cascades 
 Non-predatory interactions 
 
Ecosystems 
 The River Continuum Concept 
 Serial discontinuity (effects of damming streams) 
 The Flood Pulse Concept (effects of flood regime alteration) 
 The Riverine Productivity Model 
 
 

 
Mayfly clipart courtesy of Dave Whitlock (www.davewhitlock.com) 



Expectations 
 
Attendance:   You will be expected to invest time into this course consistent with a 
science course. I do not record daily attendance, but all exams will be written based on 
lecture notes, so attendance is strongly recommended. Laboratory sessions may not meet 
every week, however the semester project and some field trips may require work outside 
of scheduled lab time.  This is a 4-credit course, and according to the Federal definition 
of a credit hour (http://ifap.ed.gov/dpcletters/attachments/GEN1106.pdf), you should 
expect to spend an average of 12 hours per week working on this course.  You will spend 
approximately 6 hours per week in lecture or lab, so you should expect to spend an 
additional 6 hours per week of work outside the classroom or lab. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with 
documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must 
identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the 
Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services: 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income or those 
who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial support, and 
workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may contact SSS at (828) 
227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 
138. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate 
students should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of 
the process. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the 
highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious 
offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While 
academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and 
will follow the same conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an 
academic semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather 
information timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of Student Community Ethics 
(DSCE). 

I.   General: 
This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic Integrity 
Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the violation occurs. 
 II.    Definitions: 
1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any academic 

exercise. 
2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 

in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an examination). 
 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school when applicable) 
in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 



2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed sanction(s), in 
writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right to request a meeting 
with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation 
Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with the instructor within five (5) 
business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be deemed to have mutually resolved 
the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the instructor in the written allegation.  If the 
student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject 
to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision to the 
department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed sanction(s).  No 
action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor shall constitute a mutual 
resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the 
student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a meeting 
with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the department 
head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  Only information 
submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the instructor and the student, may 
be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be 
preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with the department head, the matter will be 
heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) business 
days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s 
rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy 
shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must schedule 
an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a 
minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty 
member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be present during the 
hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between the 
instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The evidentiary 
standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board may agree or 
disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, overturn, or modify the 
sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student does not attend the scheduled 
hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal.  Within 
ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic Dean shall review pertinent records and send 
the student written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic Integrity 
Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to the designated 
academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the department 
head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the 
Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to 
further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit a 
written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be limited to the 
following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from Substantive and Procedural 
Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business days 
of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the 
instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the 
instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a decision, the 
academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the academic Dean shall be 
final. 



10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to withdraw 
from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals have been 
completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and documents 
related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity Policy, Instructor 
Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board decision letter, academic 
Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics shall serve as the repository for 
all records associated with allegations and violations associated with the Academic Integrity Policy. 
 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 
The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or 
faculty members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the 
board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college 
Dean.  The Department of Student Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a 
hearing board.  Each academic Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty 
member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 
V.   Sanctions: 
 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic 
sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, 
department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student 
from the course or suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the 
magnitude to warrant consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a 
program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 
 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 
Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of 
Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University 
policies.  Students with a prior record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy, will be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration 
of being subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy will automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual 
violator.  Students in this category are subject to course-related sanctions imposed by the instructor, 
department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean and University-level sanctions imposed 
by the Department of Student Community Ethics for habitual violations of University policies. 
Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 

 



BIOL 538:  ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION      SPRING 2015 
 

INSTRUCTOR: Laura E. DeWald 
Contact Information: 317 Stillwell, 227-2748, ldewald@wcu.edu 
Office Hours: M/T/W/F 11:00-12:00, or by appointment, or whenever my door is open 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
Ecosystems and social systems are extremely complex.  In this course we will examine why ecological 
restoration is not a panacea for the world’s environmental problems, but will also see how it can offer 
effective guidelines and procedures for making a real difference for ecological recovery. The objective 
is for you to understand the ecological basis of restoration.  We will examine different ecosystems, 
restoration projects, and ways in which people agree and disagree about restoration.  Restoration 
theory and concepts will be discussed in a structured seminar format.  Journal article discussions and 
presentations will provide experience to apply ecological restoration principles to selected ecosystem 
problems or theoretical ecological issues.  By the end of the course, you will have read broadly in 
restoration literature, understand important ecological and social issues related to restoration, and 
recognize the context and constraints of restoration. Finally, this course will provide practice critical 
thinking, critical reading, effective oral communication, and scientific inquiry. 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES:  
As a result of this course, you will be able to: 
o Read and interpret primary literature (books and scientific articles) that supports the science and 

practice of ecological restoration (critical reading). 

o Develop integrative study guide questions based on the reading assignments and outside literature 
to guide class discussions (critical thinking, critical reading). 

o Discriminate between different modes of inquiry in the biological and social sciences (critical 
reading, critical thinking). 

o Understand the backgrounds and themes of major different disciplinary contributions to restoration 
ecology (critical reading, critical thinking). 

o Participate in, and be responsible for guiding thoughtful discussions about a broad spectrum of 
restoration-related policy and ecology issues (effective oral communication). 

o Think critically about competing claims and social decisions related to restoration ecology (critical 
reading, critical thinking) 

 
REQUIRED TEXT AND MATERIALS:  
Greipsson, S. 2011. Restoration Ecology. Jones & Bartlett Learning. 408 pages. 
Journal articles and other assignments are posted on Blackboard as .doc or PDF files. 
 
 
 
 



  

ASSESSMENT:  
You will demonstrate your understanding of ecological restoration literature and concepts through (1) 
leading journal article discussions (includes finding the articles, developing discussion questions for 
the undergraduates, and leading the discussions during class), (2) examinations, and (3) a case study 
paper and presentation.  Successful, discussions rely on an active interchange of ideas, so thoughtful 
participation is highly important.  Graduate students will find journal articles and will develop and 
grade discussion questions to help guide undergraduate participation. Oral presentation of your ideas, 
supported by visual display materials, is also an important professional skill.  The final paper is a 
critique of the use of ecological principles in an ecological restoration project of your choice.  
 
The rubric below characterizes different levels of excellent academic work:     
(1) Excellent (A grade):  Written or verbal discussion clearly and completely addresses the 
question, there is thorough and logical development of thoughts, points are supported by literature, 
with correct grammar, spelling, and citations have proper format. 

(2) Good (B grade): Written or verbal discussion is nearly complete in addressing the question, 
thoughts are generally logically and thoroughly expressed, most arguments or questions of fact are 
supported by the literature, and there are only minor errors of grammar, spelling, or citation format. 

(3) Needs Improvement (C or below grade):  Discussion is incomplete or is tangential to the 
question, thoughts are sometimes illogical or incomplete, arguments or questions of fact are only 
sporadically supported by the literature, and there are errors of grammar, spelling, or citation format. 

Final grades will be assigned according to the following criteria: 
Exams: 2 @ 100 points each       200 points 
Journal Article Discussions/Leadership    100 points 
Case Study Presentation and Paper      100 points 
Total          400 points 

Graduate Students: A = 90-100%, B = 80-89%, C = 70-79%, D = 60-69%, F = below 60% 
 
COURSE POLICIES:   
Attendance, Exams and Late Work Policy: Attendance is expected and critical to your participation 
grade. Exam due dates will be rescheduled only if advance arrangements are made. I do not accept late 
assignments because it is unfair to your classmates who turn in assignments on time.  All writing assignments 
must be typed, double-spaced, in 12pt font and turned in as a hard copy (printing on front/back of pages is fine).   
 
Academic Integrity 
You are encouraged to share ideas, discuss questions, and work together with your peers in such a way as to 
further your individual and collective understanding and proficiency of the concepts and skills presented in this 
course.  However, I expect each of you to submit original, independent work and adhere to the policies set forth 
in the University Catalog and Student Handbook.  Academic dishonesty of any kind is not acceptable.  Be sure 
to cite all work and ideas that are not your own and reference all citations.  See the University Writing Center 
website for information regarding plagiarism.  Failure to comply with University policies may result in a zero 
for the assignment, failure of the course, disciplinary action at the University level, or any combination of the 
three.  



  

Tentative Schedule 
 

Date Lecture Topic Assignment 
Part I: Introduction and Reference Conditions 

Jan. 12-16 Defining Restoration Ecology Pages 1-21, 56-61, 
352-367 Jan. 19 MLK Holiday 

Jan. 21-23 Reference Conditions, Range of Variability 
Part II: Restoring Composition and Structure 

Jan. 26-30 Genetics and Evolutionary Ecology Pages 64-71 
Feb. 2-6 Populations Chapter 6 
Feb. 9-13 Ecophysiology & Environmental Stress Pages 101-106 
Feb. 16-20 Below-ground Processes Chapter 8 

Take Home EXAM #1: Handed out February 20, DUE February 25 
Part III: Restoring Function 

Feb. 23-27 Community Assembly, Species Interactions Chapter 5 
Mar. 2-4 Succession  Chapter 4 
Mar. 6 No Class – credit for Exam #1  
Mar 9-13                           Spring Break                                    
Mar. 16-20 Disturbance Regimes Chapter 2 and 4 
Mar. 23-30 Ecosystems and Biodiversity Chapter 3 
Apr. 1-3                         Easter Holiday 
Apr. 6-10 Case Studies Handouts 
Apr. 13-17 Wildlife and Invasive Species Chapter 7 and 12 

Take Home EXAM #2: Handed out April 17, DUE April 22 
Part IV: Applying Restoration Ecology 

Apr. 20 No Class: Work on Exam #2  
April 22-May 1 Case Study Presentations  

(2 each day @ 25 min each) 
Handouts 

April 29 Case Study Paper Due 
May 6  8:30-11:00 Case Study Presentations  

(5 @ 25 min each) 
Handouts 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



BIOL 541: Conservation Biology           Spring 2014 
 
Instructor: Laura E. DeWald 
Contact Information: Office: 316 NS, 227-2478, ldewald@wcu.edu 

         Office Hours: T/Th 11:00 am -1:00 pm, W 11:15 am – 1:00 pm, or by appointment 
 
Course Description and Objectives:  The field of conservation biology describes itself as a multi- 
and crisis discipline in which immediate action needs to be taken to address the increasing rate of 
species loss.  The purpose of this course is to explore concepts and implementation of biodiversity 
conservation applied to managed ecosystems.  The first third of the course examines components of 
biodiversity that should be considered in conservation objectives, the middle third of the course focuses 
on strategies for conserving biodiversity in managed landscapes, and the remainder of the course uses 
case studies to illustrate conservation of biodiversity in managed landscapes.  The format of the course 
is lecture/discussion where I introduce concepts in a lecture format but the majority of each class period 
is devoted to discussing the concepts.   
 
Learning Outcomes: By the end of the semester students will: 

1. understand basic components and processes involved in conserving biodiversity in managed 
ecosystems; 

2. evaluate management decisions in light of biodiversity conservation principles; 
3. practice written and oral communication as it relates to conserving biodiversity; 
4. have practiced: critical thinking, reading and writing;  applying scholarly information and 

methods to understand complex issues; reading and using peer reviewed journal articles 
 
Pre-requisites: none 
 
Reading Assignments:  
Required textbook: Groom, M.J., G.K. Meffe, and C.R. Carroll. 2005. Principles of Conservation 
Biology. 3rd Edition. Sinauer Associates, Inc. Sunderland, MA 
Journal Articles: We will be reading literature from peer-reviewed journals as a supplement to the 
textbook. Graduate students will be responsible for selecting articles that will be available electronically  
 
Assessment: Your final grade will be based on two exams (each worth 20%), a case study (paper + 
presentation worth 25%), class participation (assignments) worth 15% total), journal article selection 
and development of discussion (10%), and a creative work related to why we should conserve 
biodiversity (worth 10%).  
 
The following final averages correspond to the following final grades:  
A = 90-100, B = 80-89, C = 70-79%, D = 60-69%, F = <60% 
 
Exams: will concentrate on material covered since the last exam, though students will be responsible for 
major concepts presented earlier.  Exams will be take-home and essay question format where you will 
be asked to address and biodiversity problem.  The problem is designed to evaluate the students' ability 
to assimilate and apply the lecture and discussion material.  Make-up exams will only be given under 
extreme circumstances for documented absences accepted by the instructor.  



Case Study Paper and Presentation: Teams of two will evaluate a case study of biodiversity conservation 
in a managed ecosystem. The final product will consist of a paper (7 to10 double-spaced pages, 1-inch 
margins, 12-point font), and presentation to the class. The oral presentation is 20 minutes long. 
 
Creative work: You are responsible for developing an original piece of art or literature that incorporates 
the importance of biodiversity (e.g., why should we conserve it?). Examples include painted, sketched, 
or sculpted art, photography, poems, songs, plays, and short stories. If you need examples, there are 
many visual artists such as Ansel Adams, etc. who have incorporated natural history into their work. 
There are many authors who effectively incorporated natural history into literature including Edward 
Abbey, William Bartram, Wendell Berry, Rachel Carson, Aldo Leopold, Peter Matthiessen, John 
McPhee, William Least Heat Moon, Henry David Thoreau, David Rains Wallace, etc. 
 
If your project requires a high level of effort, you may ask for permission to work in a team of up to 3 
students. Each team-member is responsible for developing and understanding the project, you will be 
presenting the project as a team, and each student in the team will receive the same grade 
 
Because assessment of art and literature is inherently subjective, projects will be co-graded by students 
and the instructor. All creative works will be displayed and/or performed during the final exam time for 
the course at the end of the semester. 
 
Participation: Your participation grade is based on take-home and in-class exercises designed for you to 
practice concepts introduced in class, and there will be in-class discussions based on assigned journal 
articles. Graduate students will be selecting the articles, developing discussion questions based on these 
articles and will be leading the class discussions. In-class work and discussions cannot be made up so if 
you are absent you will forfeit the points. Late homework will not be accepted. 
 
Attendance: The attendance policy in the WCU student handbook applies to this course.  Please keep 
in mind that it is difficult to have good discussions in class when not everyone is present to participate! 
Students are responsible for all material presented during lecture and as per WCU policy, it is NOT the 
instructor’s responsibility to get materials, etc. to a student who has missed class. As stated earlier, an 
exam missed due to an unexcused absence cannot be made up, and in-class work cannot be made up. 

Academic Integrity: You are encouraged to share ideas, discuss questions, and work together with 
your classmates in such a way as to further your individual and collective understanding and proficiency 
of the concepts and skills presented in this course.  However, I expect each of you to submit original, 
independent work and adhere to the policies and definitions set forth in the University Catalog and 
Student Handbook.  Academic dishonesty of any kind is not acceptable.  Be sure to cite all work and 
ideas that are not your own and reference all citations.   

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students 
who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition 
and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please 
contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
Final Note: 

 “In terms of conventional physics, the grouse represents only a millionth of either the mass or the 
energy of an area. Yet, subtract the grouse and the whole thing is dead…” 

  Excerpt from "A Sand County Almanac", Aldo Leopold, Forester and author 



Tentative Schedule 
Date Topic Reading 

Defining Biodiversity and Threats to Conserving It: Weeks 1-6 
Jan 13, 15, 17 Defining Biodiversity Chapters 1 and 2 
Jan 20 No Class  MLK Day  
Jan 22 Valuing Biodiversity Chapters 4 & 5 
Jan 24  Paper Discussion Handouts 
Jan 27 Legislation  
Jan 29 & 31 Genetics of Biodiversity Conservation Chapter 11  
Feb 3 & 5 Threats to Biodiversity – Small Populations Chapters 3 & 12 
Feb 7 Paper Discussion Handouts 
Feb 10 & 12 Threats to Biodiversity – Habitat Degradation Chapters 6 & 10 
Feb 14 & 17 Threats to Biodiversity – Fragmentation, Overexploitation Chapters 7 & 8 
Feb 19 Threats to Biodiversity – Species Invasions  Chapter 9 
Feb 21 Paper Discussion Handouts 

EXAM #1 Due Feb 24 
Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity in Managed Landscapes: Weeks 7-11 

Feb 24, 26, 28 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Ecosystem Approaches Chapter 13 
Mar 3 & 5 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Restoration Chapter 15 
Mar 7 Paper Discussion Handouts 
Mar 10, 12, 14 No Class: Spring Break  
Mar 17,19, 21 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Reserve Design Chapter 14 
Mar 24 Paper Discussion Handouts 
Mar 26 & 28 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Reserve Design Chapter 14 
Mar 31 & Apr 2 Strategies for Conserving Biodiversity – Science and Policy Chapters 16 & 17 
Apr 4 Paper Discussion Handouts  

EXAM #2 – Due April 7 
Conserving Biodiversity in Managed Landscapes: Success Stories: Weeks 12-15 

Apr 7,  9, 11 Case Studies: Laura’s Examples  Handouts 
Apr 14 Team Case Study Paper Due  
Apr 16 & 18 No Class – Easter Holiday  
Apr 21, 23, 25 Team Case Study Oral Presentations (2 each day) Handouts 
Apr 28, 30, May 2 Team Case Study Oral Presentations (2 each day) Handouts 
Wed. May 7 8:30-11:00 Creative Work Presentations 
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BIOL 553 Principles of Systematics 
Syllabus  Fall 2015 

 
Dr. Kathy Mathews       
Office: ST 220A    
kmathews@email.wcu.edu     
227-3659       
 
Synopsis: Systematics is a dynamic field of science, focused on the discovery and description of 
the patterns and causes of biological diversity. It makes use of both traditional tools of 
taxonomy, such as whole-organism observations of morphology and behavior, as well as modern 
tools and techniques for gathering and analyzing many different types of molecular data. Data 
analysis for both molecules and morphology is a rapidly advancing field. In computer exercises 
in this class, we will use a small subset of the software data manipulation and analysis tools that 
are available. 
 
Course Objectives: 
The primary objectives of this course are to:  
1) Provide students an introduction to the field of modern biological systematics, including 
phylogenetics and traditional systematics practices;  
2) Enable students to analyze their own and others’ biological datasets and solve problems 
related to taxonomic classification, character evolution and phylogenetic inference; 
3) Allow students to understand the application of phylogenetic systematics to the study of 
evolutionary relationships and other important biological questions. 
 
Required materials: 
 
1) Course textbook: Wiley, E.O. and B.S. Lieberman. 2011. Phylogenetics: Theory and Practice 

of Phylogenetic Systematics, 2nd Ed. Wiley-Blackwell: NJ. 
 
2) Flash drive for storing data files – bring to every computer lab 
 
Evaluation: 
Your grade in this course will be based on the successful completion of homework assignments, 
labs, an independent project, and your performance on exams:  
 
Assessment            Points 
Homeworks & computer labs (8) 80 
Project     75 
Exam 1    50 
Exam 2    50 
Exam 3    50 
Final Exam                       100 
Total                        405   
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Grading Scale: 
A (90-100) Superior         
B (80-89) Good      
C (70-79) Passing      
F (below 70) Failure 
 
Homework: Four graded, take-home exercises will be assigned prior to each exam, with due 
dates clearly noted. Some of these will be designed to give you practice applying concepts 
covered in class and feedback on how well you have learned the concepts. Completion of these 
will help you succeed on exams. Other assignments will be necessary preparation for in-class 
computer labs and paper discussions. If you do not complete these assignments, you will not be 
able to meet the learning objectives for the lab/discussion. Late assignments will have points 
deducted, unless you provide documentation of emergency or illness related to lateness. 
 
Computer labs: Computer exercises will be started in class and must be turned in by the next 
class period. You may have to complete some of the lab exercises at home. For this reason, you 
should have access to a personal computer on which you can download the necessary free 
software. You will also need to bring a flash drive to store your analysis results, or be able 
to email the results to yourself from the lab computer. 
 
Project: Each student will complete an independent project by formulating a systematic 
hypothesis and analyzing a biological dataset of interest, then writing up in brief paper 
format. To get the most out of the project, you should either analyze data that you have 
generated for your thesis research, or perform a unique analysis of a dataset that you have 
generated from or obtained from the literature or an online database on a group of organisms 
related to your research. I can help you find or generate appropriate data for the project. You may 
not simply redo analyses published in a journal. The paper should be a minimum of 10 pages 
long with a minimum of 4 external references from journal papers. You will turn in components 
of the project throughout the semester: 
 

Component (percentage of final project grade) 
Project topic & annotated bibliography (10%) 
Introduction, hypothesis, proposed methods (10%) 
Preliminary data analyses (10%) 
Final paper (45%) 

 
SafeAssign Tool: All written work submitted for this class is eligible for submission to the 
SafeAssign tool at the instructor’s discretion. 
 
Reading: You are expected to complete all reading assignments from the course text and from 
supplemental readings from the primary literature supplied in Blackboard. These are meant to 
help you gain a deeper understanding of the topics covered in class and of real research in 
systematics.  
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Exams: Exams will consist of short answer and problem solving questions, some of which will 
be similar to your homework assignments. All questions will be based on topics discussed in 
class, although you may be asked to apply a concept learned to a new example. In-term exams 
will be based only on material leading up to that exam. The Final Exam will be comprehensive 
and test your ability to integrate fundamental concepts with problem solving. 
 
Attendance Policy: 
Attendance at all class meetings is expected, and student attendance will be recorded. Excessive 
absences will result in a lowering of your grade. Students must provide the instructor with 
documentation of emergency, illness, or university-sanctioned activity for an absence to be 
excused. Missed exams may only be made up in the case of an excused absence or inclement 
weather (in accordance with the university inclement weather policy). Makeup exams will be 
scheduled on an individual basis as needed. 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 
Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for 
students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical 
condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All 
information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or 
come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Scholastic Integrity: 
Unless an assignment is explicitly designated as a group exercise, you should do all of your own 
work. This does not preclude discussion of concepts and ideas with other students; indeed, such 
interaction is strongly encouraged. However, it does mean that when the time comes to complete 
individual assignments you must do it on your own. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy and Reporting Process: 
 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. Graduate students 
should read inside the parenthesis below to identify the appropriate entities in charge of that step of the process. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense 
because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. While academic 
in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and will follow 
the same conduct process (see ArticleVII.B.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic semester 
or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information timelines 
may be extended at the discretion of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 

I.   General: 

This policy addresses academic integrity violations of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) strive to achieve the highest 
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standards of scholarship and integrity.  Any violation of this policy is a serious offense because it threatens the 
quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 

Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate academic sanctions for violations of the Academic 
Integrity Policy within their courses, up to an including a final grade of “F” in the course in which the violation 
occurs. 

 II.    Definitions: 

1.  Cheating – Using, or attempting to use, unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 

2.  Fabrication – Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 
3.  Plagiarism – Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any academic exercise. 
4.  Facilitation – Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic Integrity 

Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another person to copy information during an 
examination). 

 III.   Undergraduate and Graduate Academic Integrity Process: 

1. Within five (5) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy, s/he will inform his/her department head (or associate Dean of the graduate school 
when applicable) in writing of the allegation and proposed sanction(s). 

2. Within ten (10) business days of the instructor’s knowledge of the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy, the instructor will inform the student of the allegation, including the proposed 
sanction(s), in writing.  In the written notification, the instructor will inform the student of his/her right 
to request a meeting with the instructor.  During the meeting, the instructor shall complete the 
Academic Integrity Violation Faculty Resolution Form.  If the student does not request a meeting with 
the instructor within five (5) business days of receipt of the written allegation(s), the student shall be 
deemed to have mutually resolved the matter and shall be bound to the sanction(s) outlined by the 
instructor in the written allegation.  If the student does not request a meeting, the alleged violation of 
the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

3. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the instructor, the student shall either appeal the decision 
to the department head or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and proposed 
sanction(s).  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting with the instructor 
shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the 
Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) business days of meeting 
with the instructor, the alleged violation of the Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further 
review and/or appeal.  

4. Within five (5) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the department head must schedule a 
meeting with the student.  The instructor may be present during the meeting.  During the meeting, the 
department head shall complete the Academic Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution 
Form.  Only information submitted during the meeting with the student, or in the meeting between the 
instructor and the student, may be considered by the department head.  The evidentiary standard for 
making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The department head may agree or disagree 
with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The department head may also approve, overturn, or modify 
the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor.  If the student does not attend the scheduled meeting with 
the department head, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to further review 
and/or appeal. 
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5. Within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the student shall either appeal the 
decision to an Academic Integrity Board or mutually resolve the matter by accepting the allegation and 
proposed sanction(s).  The student must submit an appeal to the academic Dean listed on the Academic 
Integrity Violation Department Head Resolution Form.  No action by the student within five (5) 
business days of the meeting with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver 
of the student’s rights to appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not 
respond within five (5) business days of meeting with the department head, the alleged violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

6. Within seven (7) business days of receiving a student’s appeal, the appropriate academic Dean must 
schedule an Academic Integrity Board hearing with the student.  The Academic Integrity Board shall 
consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty members (with a minimum 
of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the board.  The instructor may be 
present during the hearing.  Only information submitted during the hearing, or in the meetings between 
the instructor/department head and the student, may be considered by the hearing board.  The 
evidentiary standard for making a decision shall be preponderance of the evidence.  The hearing board 
may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of the instructor.  The hearing board may also approve, 
overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by the instructor and/or department head.  If the student 
does not attend the scheduled hearing, the matter will be heard in absentia and shall not be subject to 
further review and/or appeal.  Within ten (10) business days of the hearing, the appropriate academic 
Dean shall review pertinent records and send the student written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board. 

7. Within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the Academic 
Integrity Board the student may accept the findings and sanctions of the board or submit an appeal to 
the designated academic Dean.  No action by the student within five (5) business days of the meeting 
with the department head shall constitute a mutual resolution and waiver of the student’s rights to 
appeal pursuant to the Academic Integrity Policy.  If the student does not respond within five (5) 
business days of meeting with the Academic Integrity Board, the alleged violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy shall not be subject to further review and/or appeal. 

8. If the student elects to file an appeal of the decision of the Academic Integrity Board, she must submit 
a written appeal within five (5) business days of receiving written notification of the decision of the 
Academic Integrity Board to the designated academic Dean.  An appeal to an academic Dean must be 
limited to the following grounds; 1) a violation or due process or 2) a material deviation from 
Substantive and Procedural Standards by the UNC Board of Governors (as set forth in the UNC 
Manual 700.4.1). 

9. If an appeal is heard by an academic Dean, s/he shall review pertinent records within ten (10) business 
days of receiving a valid appeal.  The academic Dean may agree or disagree with the allegation(s) of 
the instructor.  The academic Dean may also approve, overturn, or modify the sanction(s) proposed by 
the instructor, department head, and or Academic Integrity Board.  Within five (5) days of making a 
decision, the academic Dean shall provide the student with a written decision.  The decision of the 
academic Dean shall be final. 

10. The student must remain enrolled in the course related to the case, and may not be permitted to 
withdraw from the course related to the case, until all hearing timelines, notifications, and/or appeals 
have been completed. 

11. Upon resolution of each level of the case (no matter the outcome), the instructor, department head, and 
academic Dean must provide the Department of Student Community Ethics with all materials and 
documents related to the case (i.e. course syllabus, materials in violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, Instructor Resolution Form, Department Head Resolution Form, Academic Integrity Board 
decision letter, academic Dean decision letter, etc…).  The Department of Student Community Ethics 
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shall serve as the repository for all records associated with allegations and violations associated with 
the Academic Integrity Policy. 

 IV.   Academic Integrity Board: 

The Academic Integrity Board shall consist of a minimum of two (2) currently enrolled students and/or faculty 
members (with a minimum of one faculty member).  A faculty member will serve as chair of the 
board.  Students and faculty members serving on boards for each college will be selected by each college 
Dean.  The Department of Student Community Ethics will train all board members prior to their service on a 
hearing board.  Each academic Dean will convene hearing boards as necessary, and will determine a faculty 
member to serve as chair prior to a hearing. 

V.   Sanctions: 

 The instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may impose academic 
sanctions permitted by the institution (not to exceed receiving a grade of “F” for the course).  The instructor, 
department head, Academic Integrity Board, and/or academic Dean may not permanently remove the student 
from the course or suspend/expel the student from a program or the University.  Student behavior of the 
magnitude to warrant consideration for permanently removal from the course or suspension/expulsion from a 
program or the University must be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics. 

 VI.   Habitual Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy: 

Upon receipt of materials associated with violations of the Academic Integrity Policy, the Department of 
Student Community Ethics will determine if a student has previous violations of University policies.  Students 
with a prior record of violations, or who commits a gross and/or egregious violation of the Academic Integrity 
Policy, will be referred to the Department of Student Community Ethics for consideration of being subject to 
hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students with three or more violations of the Academic Integrity 
Policy will automatically be subject to hearing proceedings as a habitual violator.  Students in this category are 
subject to course-related sanctions imposed by the instructor, department head, Academic Integrity Board, 
and/or academic Dean and University-level sanctions imposed by the Department of Student Community Ethics 
for habitual violations of University policies. 

Additional information is available on the Student Success website under Student Community Ethics. 
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BIOL 555: Vascular Plants 
Syllabus – Fall 2011 

Lecture TuTh 12:35-1:50, Lab Th 2:05-4:55, ST 143 
 
INSTRUCTOR: 
Dr. Kathy Mathews Office: NS 128 Email: kmathews@email.wcu.edu Phone: 227-3659
 Office Hours: TBA 
 
SUGGESTED TEXT: 
Murrell, Z.E. 2010. Vascular Plant Taxonomy, 6th ed. Kendall Hunt Publishing Co., Dubuque, IA. 
Lab handouts will be given out. 
 
SYNOPSIS: 

This course is designed to familiarize you with the major lineages of vascular plants, including 
Lycophytes, Ferns, Gymnosperms and Angiosperms. We will also cover plant structure, growth and 
anatomy, as well as the evolution, life cycles, and ecology of the principle vascular groups. Overarching 
themes will be homology of structures within and among different groups of vascular plants and 
evolutionary relationships among the major groups. Emphasis will be on the Angiosperms (flowering 
plants). Synthesis of material will be emphasized on exams. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 

After taking this course, you should be able to  
1) identify the major lineages of vascular plants,  
2) understand their evolutionary relationships to one another and to nonvascular plants,  
3) identify and distinguish tissues, vegetative and reproductive structures found in various lineages of 
vascular plants, and  
4) interpret their evolutionary and functional significance. 
 
EVALUATION AND ASSIGNMENTS: 
Lecture:  

Lecture exams will be definition/short-answer/essay format. They will evaluate your ability to 
synthesize material and communicate your understanding of concepts and knowledge. Exams 1-3 will be 
inclusive of only material since the previous exam. The final exam will be comprehensive, focusing on 
the main concepts from the entire course. Lecture exam makeups will be given only in case of 
documented emergency/illness or officially-approved university activity. In an emergency, contact 
me as soon as possible to schedule a makeup. In the case of university activity, you must notify me 
prior to the exam. 

Students needing test accommodations due to a disability are required to provide me with 
the appropriate documentation before the exam, and must schedule exams with Student Disability 
Services one week in advance. Disability Services now uses an electronic notification process to arrange 
test proctoring for accommodated tests.  Please review that information at the following link: 
http://www.wcu.edu/28501.asp 
 
Laboratory:  

Five quizzes will be given in lab; each quiz will cover only material since the last quiz and will be 
a combination of short answer and practical identification questions. THERE WILL BE NO MAKEUPS 
OF LAB QUIZZES DUE TO THE DIFFICULTY OF CONSTRUCTING THE EXAM. 

You will also be required to keep a laboratory notebook, in which detailed drawings of observed 
plant material should be made. This must consist of unlined paper, either in a bound notebook or ring 
binder, and pencil drawings; colored pencils may be used. This can be used as a study guide for lab 
quizzes. It will be turned in for grading at midterm and at the end of the course.  
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EVALUATION BREAKDOWN: 
Lecture Exam 1    100 points  
Lecture Exam 2    100 points  
Lecture Exam 3    100 points 
Final Lecture Exam   100 points  
5 Lab Quizzes (20 points each)  100 points  
Lab notebook    100 points 
Total     600 points  
 
Letter grades will be assigned based on the following percentage distribution: 
A=90-100%, B=80-89%, C=70-79%, D=60-69%, F=0-59% 
Lecture and lab will receive the same grade. 
 
ATTENDANCE: 

Your attendance is required in all lectures and labs. Please do not schedule conflicting 
appointments during class time. Your grade may be lowered by up to 5 percentage points for excessive 
absences. Laboratory material will be kept available for observation for one week in case you need extra 
time to finish the lab. However, this is not meant to take the place of attending labs during scheduled lab 
time when your instructor is present. 
 
Statement on Accommodations for students with disabilities: 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and provide current 
diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the 
Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also 
visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu 
 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. 
Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality 
of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty 
includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own 
in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing 
another to copy information during an examination or other academic exercise. 
 
The procedures for cases involving allegations of academic dishonesty may be found in the 2009-2010 
Student Handbook.  
 



 

 

Biostatistics 
(BIOL 567) 

 
Instructor: Thomas H. Martin 
Office:  333 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3660 
email:  tmartin@wcu.edu 
 
Lecture/Lab:  8:00 am - 9:55 am TR NS 108 
 
Office Hours: Wednesday 9:00 – 10:00; Thursday, Friday 10:00 – 12:00, other times by 

appointment. 
 
Texts: Whitlock, M.C. and D. Schluter.  2009.  The analysis of biological data.  Roberts 

& Company Publishers, Greenwood Village, CO.  700 pp.   
 
 I will also draw from a supplemental text:  Logan, M.  2010.  Biostatistical design and analysis 

using R:  A practical guide.  Wiley-Blackwell.  576 pp. 
 
Course: Statistical concepts and methods for biologists, design of experiments for 

computer analysis by ANOVA, single or multiple regression, principal 
components.  

 
 By the end of this course, you should:   

• have a good understanding of the rationale underlying hypothesis testing in 
the sciences. 

• understand the distinction between statistical significance and biological 
significance.  

• be familiar with calculator/spreadsheet-based and computer analysis of data.  
• be able to compute summary statistics and conduct tests for differences among 

multiple samples.  
• be able to describe the relationships among related variables. 

 
Grading: Final letter grades will be based on the proportion of points earned out of the total 

number of points available. There will be five (5) quizzes given at three week 
intervals (see important dates below, worth 100 points total) and a comprehensive 
final exam consisting of questions drawn from among the five quizzes (worth 100 
points) in addition to five (5) graded application exercises (GAE, worth 20 points 
each).  

 
The quizzes and final exam will primarily focus on knowledge of concepts, 
vocabulary, and choice and interpretation of procedures. As the name would 
suggest, the GAEs are application of class materials and will require computation, 
but will be “open-resource.”  



 

 

 
 There will be regular classroom and homework exercises that will not be graded, 

but that will be similar to the types of problems you will see on the GAEs. 
 
 Letter grades will be assigned based on a 10-point scale:  

A → 90-100%; B → 80-89%; C → 70-79%; etc. 
 
Course Schedule: 
 

• An introduction to data and its description (W&S 1- 4, Logan 3) 
• Probability and hypothesis testing (W&S 5,6) 
• Proportions and Frequencies (W&S 7 – 9, Logan 16) 
• Tests of location (W&S 10 – 14, Logan 6) 
• Regression and Correlation (W&S 16 – 18, Logan 7-9) 
• ANOVA and other linear models (W&S 15, 20, Logan 10-15, 17) 
• Multivariate data description (PCA, MDS, Coghlan1 2) 

 
We will not spend equal amounts of time on each of these areas.  Analysis of linear models 
(ANOVA and regression) is the most common statistical approach used in Biology, so we will be 
spending most of the semester focused on these techniques.  You will also note that I have not 
attached dates to particular topics.  I prefer to move through the material at a pace dictated by the 
class, so some semesters we cover all the topics and in some semesters we do not.  I want to push 
you, but I don’t want to knock you over. 
 
Important Dates: 
 

6 February Thursday Quiz 1 & GAE is due 
27 February Thursday Quiz 2 & GAE is due 

10-14 March M-F Spring Break 
27 March Thursday Quiz 3 & GAE is due 
10 April Thursday Quiz 4 & GAE is due 

16-18 April W-F Easter Break 
1 May Thursday Quiz 5 & GAE is due 
8 May Thursday Final Exam, 12:00-2:30 

                                                
1 Coghlan, A.L.  2013.  A little book of R for multivariate analysis.  
https://media.readthedocs.org/pdf/little-book-of-r-formultivariate- 
analysis/latest/little-book-of-r-for-multivariate-analysis.pdf . {also available from the readings folder in Blackboard} 



 

 

Computers/Software: 
 
This class is about analyzing and interpreting your data, but we often (or even usually) use 
computers for data analysis and data visualization. You are expected to be familiar with basic 
computer use, including familiarity with basic spreadsheet use. We will use spreadsheet software 
(e.g. Excel) for data entry and management. If you need help with spreadsheet software, online 
tutorials, workshops and individual assistance are available through the Division of Information 
Technology (DoIT for Students, see http://www.wcu.edu/27159.asp). 
 
Statistical Analysis software: 

R is an open-source implementation of S (language and environment originally developed at Bell 
Laboratories (formerly AT&T, now Lucent Technologies) by John Chambers and colleagues (S-
plus, distributed by TIBCO Software Inc., Palo Alto, CA, is the proprietary implementation).  R 
was initially written by Robert Gentleman and Ross Ihaka of the Statistics Department of the 
University of Auckland, New Zealand.  A nonprofit group now moderates development: The R 
Foundation for Statistical Computing, (Vienna, Austria).  Since mid-1997 there has been a core 
group of about 20 people with write access to the R source, but the current program is the result 
of a collaborative effort with contributions from all over the world.  R is available as Free 
Software under the terms of the Free Software Foundation's GNU General Public License in 
source code form. It compiles and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms and similar systems 
(including FreeBSD and Linux), Windows and MacOS.   
 
Because R is freely available for download by anyone, runs on all major computer operating 
systems, and is rapidly growing in popularity among scientists, I have chosen to use it 
exclusively in my class.  R has a fairly steep learning curve (as do SAS and SPSS), but we will 
use Deducer (using JGR), a graphical user interface (GUI) to “ease” you into using the program.   
 
Because clearly communicating your results is an integral and phenomenally important part of 
science, we will spend considerable time learning how to use the computer to produce 
publication-quality tables and graphics.  We will learn to use the table and equation editor 
components of Word and Excel as well as the graphical functions available in R.   
 

  

 

http://www.r-project.org/ http://rforge.net/JGR/ http://www.deducer.org/ 
 

A couple of other open-source graphics packages that you may find useful: 
 

  
http://www.gimp.org/ http://www.inkscape.org/ 



 

 

 
A note on graded application exercises (GAE): 
 
The graded application exercises will involve real-life research analysis problems. For these 
open-ended problems that depend on your decisions for analyzing and interpreting the results of 
a study, you should take great pains to explain exactly what you did. For each question you will 
need to describe the analytical methods used, their results, and your interpretation of those results 
in the writing style of a peer-reviewed journal.  Additionally, I expect appropriate tables and 
graphics to help summarize your results. 
 
Tables should have the following format:  There should be a table legend, placed above the table, 
explaining the contents of the table in sufficient detail so that the reader does not have to refer to 
the text.  There should be a line (often a double line) separating the table from the table legend at 
the top, a single line separating the table headings from the body of the table, and a single line 
separating the table from the text at the bottom: 
 
Table 1.  An example table summarizing the fictitious results of an analysis of variance. 
 
Source df SS MS F P 
Main Effect 3 432.234  144.078 4.321 0.067 
Error 12 400.123 33.344   
Total 15 832.357    
  
Figure legends should be placed 
under the graphic, and should follow 
the recommendation for table 
legends regarding the ability to 
“stand alone.”  Graphs should be 
clear and devoid of “chart junk.”  
Graphs can be constructed using 
Excel, but dedicated graphics 
software typically does a better job.  
R graphics can be publication 
quality, but require some learning to 
accomplish.  Graphs can also be 
drawn by hand – but be very neat 
and concise! 
 
One final note regarding GAEs: 
You must submit them as hard copy 
or electronically as a PDF. Given 
the differences in word processor 
versions and installed fonts, 
sometimes the formatting does not 
translate very well when Word 
documents are transmitted between computers. 



 

 

Expectation of work:  As of July 1, 2011, the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 34, Section 600.2 (34 CFR 600.2), 
defines a credit hour as: 

(1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class student 
work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of credit, or ten to 
twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of 
time; or 

(2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other academic 
activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, and 
other academic work leading to the award of credit hours. 

 
Based on this definition, you should expect to invest an average of 9 hours of work on this course per week.  We 
will use 4 of those 9 hours in the classroom, so expect an average of 5 hours of out-of-class work per week. 

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office 
of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. Faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids 
in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own 

in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help 

someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as knowingly allowing another to copy 
information during an examination or other academic exercise. 

 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic dishonesty within their 
courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 calendar days of the event the instructor will 
inform his/her department head, and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a graduate 
student, in writing of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. 

 
(For further information regarding WCU policy on academic integrity, please consult your 
Student Handbook.) 
 

Attendance and Participation Policy:  I do not require attendance, nor do I take roll (other than the first few class 
meetings).  But, quizzes will be based on material covered in class, so attendance is strongly recommended.  On the 
other hand, I also do not give credit for “just showing up.”  I expect you to show up prepared, and to participate in 
class.  
 
Statement on missed quizzes:  If you know you will not be available on a particular date for a quiz, please consult 
with me prior to missing the quiz so we can make alternative arrangements.  If you miss a quiz due to unavoidable 
circumstances, please contact me by email as soon as possible to let me know and be prepared to take a make up 
quiz as soon as possible.  Make-up quizzes must be taken within one week of the original quiz date.  After one week, 
you will receive a zero (0) for the quiz. 
 
Statement on late and/or makeup assignments:  I will accept assignments up to one week after the assigned due 
date.  Under extraordinary circumstances I may consider accepting the assignment beyond the 1-week cutoff. 



 

 

Contemporary Fisheries 
(BIOL 576) 

 
Instructor: Thomas H. Martin 
Office:  333 Natural Sciences Building 
voice:  (828) 227-3660 
email:  tmartin@wcu.edu 
 
Lecture: 12:30-1:45 TR, McKee 135 
Lab:  2:35-5:25T in NS 108 
 
Office Hours: 10:00-12:00 Mondays, 2:00-4:00 Thursdays, and 12:00-1:00 Wednesdays.  Other 

times by appointment. 
 
Texts: Helfman, G.S., B.B. Collette, D.E. Facey, and B.W. Bowen.  2009.  The diversity 

of fishes. 2nd Ed.  Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford. 
 
 Etnier, D.A. and W.C. Starnes.  1993.  The fishes of Tennessee.  The University 

of Tennessee Press, Knoxville.  
(available in pdf:  http://newfoundpress.utk.edu/pubs/fishes/) 
 
Ross, S.T.  2013.  Ecology of North American freshwater fishes.  University of 
California Press.  
(optional, $67.50 new from Amazon, but I bought a used copy for $22) 
 
Page, L.M. and B.M. Burr.  2011.  Peterson field guide to freshwater fishes, 
second edition.  Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 
(optional, $14.35 new from Amazon, $8.50 used) 

 
Course: Biological concepts and alternative management practices involved in the 

protection, conservation, restoration, augmentation, and cultivation of fisheries 
resources. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab. 

 
Objectives: By the end of the course you will  

• know the identifying characteristics and general natural history of 
freshwater fish families native to North Carolina. 

• understand common management/conservation concerns regarding North 
American freshwater fish. 

• know commonly used techniques employed to assess fisheries. 
• have experience sampling wild fish and handling them in a humane 

manner.  
• know which management approaches are most suitable for particular 

management/conservation issues. 
 



 

 

Waders: I recommend that you purchase your own waders. At Cabelas, boot-foot hip 
waders start at $59.99 while their most expensive stocking-foot chest waders sell 
for as much as $849.99. Walmart has hip waders for somewhat less than Cabelas, 
just don’t be suckered into buying their very cheap vinyl waders; they don’t last 
through one trip outside.  Also, be aware that stocking-foot waders require boots 
in addition to the waders. 

 
Grading: Final letter grades will be based on the proportion of points earned out of the total 

number of points available.  The lecture portion of the course will generate 300 
points:  There will be two lecture exams; a midterm worth 100 points and a final 
worth 150 points, and one book report (see below) worth 50 points.    The 
laboratory portion will generate 100 possible points:  one lab quiz (anatomy & 
identification), two lab reports, and a field-experience report – each worth 50 
points.   

 
Letter grades will be assigned based on a 10 point scale:   A → 90-100%; B → 
80-89%; C → 70-79%; D → 60-69%; F → < 60%. 

 
Attendance: I do not record attendance. You will be neither directly penalized, nor rewarded 

based on your presence. But, exam questions will be drawn primarily from 
lecture. 

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify 
themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office 
of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
   
Academic Integrity Policy 
 
"I will practice personal and academic integrity" – WCU Community Creed 

 
Western Carolina University (WCU) strives to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and 
integrity.  Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is a serious offense because it threatens 
the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. Any violation of the 
Academic Integrity Policy is a violation of the Code of Student Conduct (see dsce.wcu.edu for 
more information). 
 
Violations of the Academic Integrity Policy include: 
 

Cheating - Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in 
any academic exercise. 

Plagiarism - Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in any 
academic exercise. 

Fabrication - Creating and/or falsifying information or citation in any academic exercise. 



 

 

Facilitation - Helping or attempting to help someone to commit a violation of the Academic 
Integrity Policy in any academic exercise (e.g. allowing another to copy information 
during an examination) 

 
Faculty members have the right to determine the appropriate sanction(s) for violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy within their courses, up to and including a final grade of “F” in the 
course.  Students will be notified, in writing, of any Academic Integrity Policy allegation and have 
the right to respond to the allegation. The full text of the WCU Academic Integrity Policy, 
Process, and the Faculty Reporting Form can be found online at: academicintegrity.wcu.edu.   
 
Please visit studysmart.wcu.edu for further information. 
 
For further information on WCU policies and procedures concerning academic honesty, please 
refer to the Student Handbook. 
 
General Course Outline (note that the first section will cover the majority of the semester): 
 

I. A Primer on Fish Biology and Ecology 
a. Basic fish anatomy 
b. Evolution and diversification of freshwater bony fishes 
c. Southeastern fish families and their biogeography 
d. Feeding & Foraging Theory 
e. Bioenergetics & Growth 
f. Common Life History Strategies 
g. Population Dynamics & Stock-Recruitment 
h. Species Interactions & Community Ecology 
i. Landscape Ecology & Ecosystems 

II. Concepts of Conservation and Management 
a. History of Fisheries Management 
b. Process of Management 
c. Ecosystem/Watershed Management 
d. Non-game species & Threatened and Endangered Species 
e. Introduced and Invasive Species 

III. Management Techniques 
a. Stream Habitat Assessment and Management 
b. Lake and Reservoir Assessment and Management 
c. Hatchery Operations and Uses of Hatchery-produced fish 
d. Regulations and their enforcement 
e. The future of fisheries and fisheries management 



 

 

Book Report: 
 
Each student will write a “book report.”  The books listed below are all appropriate. Other 
related books can also be read, but they must first be approved by me.  
 
What should the book report contain?  

The book report should be well-written and should be no more than 5 pages (double  
spaced). You must address the following points in the report.  
 

1. Provide a short, overall summary of the book. 
2. Explain why you think the author wrote the book (besides trying to make money). What 

points was the author trying to convey?  
3. Explain whether and how humans impacted fish or a fishery in the book. Now, explain 

how the fish or fishery impacted human societies, culture, history, and well-being. Which 
impact was greater? 

4. Did reading the book give you a greater appreciation of fish, fisheries, aquatic systems, or 
ecology? Explain.  

FISHY READINGS LIST 
&  – available from Hunter Library 

™  – available from Dr. Martin’s Library 
 

Altman, Heidi M.  2006.  Eastern Cherokee Fishing.  The University of Alabama Press, 
Tuscaloosa.  138 p  &  ™  

Bogue, Margaret, B. 2000. Fishing the Great Lakes, An Environmental History 1783-1933. The 
University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, Wisconsin. 444 p. &  

Christy, Francis T. and Anthony Scott.  1965 (second printing 1972).  The Common Wealth in 
Ocean Fisheries:  Some problems of growth and economic allocation.  John Hopkins Press, 
Baltimore.  281 p  &  ™  

Corson, Trevor.  2004.  The Secret Life of Lobsters: How Fishermen and Scientists Are 
Unraveling the Mysteries of Our Favorite Crustacean.  HarperCollins Publishers Inc., New 
York.  304 p. &  ™  

Donlin, Eric Jay. 2003. Snakehead. Smithsonian Institution Press. 240 p. &  
Goldschmidt, Tijs. 1996. Darwin's Dreampond, Drama in Lake Victoria. The MIT Press, 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 274 p. &  
Greenlaw, Linda. 1999. The Hungry Ocean, A Swordboat Captain's Journey. Hyperion, New 

York. 265 p. &  
Jensen, Albert C.  1972. The Cod: The uncommon history of a common fish and its impact on 

American life from Viking times to the present. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New York. 182 p. 
™  

Junger, Sebastian. 1997. The Perfect Storm, A True Story of Men Against the Sea. W.W. Norton 
& Co., New York. 227 p. &  



 

 

Kurlansky, Mark. 1997. Cod, A Biography of the Fish that Changed the World. Penguin Books, 
New York. 294 p. &  

Lichatowich, James. 1999. Salmon without Rivers. Island Press. &  

McPhee, John. 2002. The founding fish. Farrar Straus & Giroux. 320 p. &  ™  

National Research Council.  1990.  Decline of the Sea Turtles:  Causes and Prevention.  National 
Academy Press, Washington, D.C.  259 p. &  ™  

Nesper, Larry. 2002. The walleye war. University of Nebraska Press. 245 p.  &  

Quinnett, Paul.  1996.  Darwin’s Bass:  The evolutionary psychology of fishing man.  Keokee 
Co. Publishing, Inc., Sandpoint, ID.  254 p.  &  ™  

Raines, Howell.  1993.  Fly Fishing through the Midlife Crisis.  Bantam Doubleday Dell 
Publishing Group, New York.  352 p. &  ™  

Safina, Carl. 1997. Song for the Blue Ocean, Book One: Northeast. Henry Holt and Company, 
Inc., New York. pp. 3-116. &  

Safina, Carl. 1997. Song for the Blue Ocean, Book Two: Northwest. Henry Holt and Company, 
Inc., New York. pp. 117-301. &  

Safina, Carl. 1997. Song for the Blue Ocean, Book Three: Far Pacific. Henry Holt and Company, 
Inc., New York. pp. 307-434. &  

Shubin, Neil.  2008.  Your inner fish: a journey into the 3.5-billion-year history of the human 
body.  Pantheon Books, New York.  &  ™  

Szabo, Vicki E.  2008.  Monstrous fishes and the mead-dark sea.  Brill, Leiden, The 
Netherlands.& 

Thomson, Keith S. 1991. Living Fossil: The Story of the Coelacanth. Hutchinson Radius. 
252 p. &  

Warner, William W.  1976.  Beautiful Swimmers: Watermen, Crabs and the Chesapeake Bay.  
Little, Brown, and Co., Boston.  304 p. &  

Warner, William W.  1983.  Distant Water:  The fate of the North Atlantic fisherman.  Little, 
Brown and Co., Boston.  338 p. ™  

Weinberg, Samantha. 2000. A fish caught in time. The search for the Coelacanth. Harper Collins 
Publishers. &  

  
Laboratories – Some of these topics demand a flexible approach to scheduling, so for now all I can do is 
provide topics: 
External and Internal Fish Anatomy 

Fish Sampling 
Fish identification 

Population Estimates (Cullowhee Creek or Richland Creek) 
Assessment of fishery (restored Tuckasegee River channel) 



 

 

 
Possible Field Trips (we’ll talk about when and/or who during the first week): 

Tennessee Aquarium, Chattanooga 
Conservation Fisheries Inc., Knoxville 

Bobby N. Setzer State Fish Hatchery, Pisgah Forest 
 

Important Dates: 
Week Date Event 

5 Tues, Sep 16 Lab Practical, 2:35 – 5:25 
6 Tues, Sep 23 Chattanooga Aquarium (all day) 
8 Tues, Oct 7 Midterm Exam, 2:35 – 5:25 
9 Tues, Oct 14 Fall Break – No Classes 

Thurs, Oct 16 Fall Break – No Classes 
11 Tues, Oct 28 Advising Day – No Classes 
12 Tues, Nov 4 Fish Hatchery 

Thurs, Nov 13 SE Fishes Council 
Thurs, Nov 27 Thanksgiving – No Classes 

16 Tues, Dec 2 Cons. Fisheries Inc. (all day) 
17 Thurs, Dec 11 Final Exam, 3:00 – 5:30 PM 

 
 



BIOLOGY 632 • BIOGEOGRAPHY • SPRING 2011 
 

Dr. James T. Costa  
201 Stillwell Science Building 

 
costa@email.wcu.edu 

Phone: 227-3811 (Biol. office); 526-2602 (Highlands Biological Station) 
 

 

The field of biogeography has two main subdivisions, which we will call historical and ecological. This course 

will explore principles of both historical and ecological biogeography, as well provide an overview of the field's 

development.  Historical biogeography deals with the origin and history of species distributions in relation to 

Earth history, and thus has strong links to evolution and systematics.  The great 19th century biologist Alfred 

Russel Wallace is widely considered the founder of the field of biogeography; we will explore his papers in 

some detail to gain insight into the early struggle to understand species distributions.  In the century following 

Wallace most of the emphasis in biogeography was historical, dividing the Earth into biogeographic regions and 

provinces, and identifying presumed "centers of origin" of various components of the Earth's biota.  This 

approach culminated in Darlington's 1957 book Zoogeography.  Since then, discoveries in plate tectonics and 

new developments in systematics, particularly the formulation of principles of cladistics and vicariance 

biogeography, have brought changes to our thinking about historical biogeography.  Ecological biogeography, 

in contrast, concerns the application of ecological factors and processes in understanding geographic 

distributions, including abiotic (environmental) and biotic (competition, predation) factors.  This branch of 

biogeography was stimulated by the 1967 book Island Biogeography by MacArthur and Wilson, which sought 

to integrate species-area relationships and models of dynamic equilibrium to make predictions about the island 

biota.  This work has important implications for conservation biology, and many recent ideas in ecological 

biogeography and conservation reflect the concepts developed by these biologists.  Still other important 

approaches integrate historical and ecological processes to understand the structure and evolution of biological 

communities.  Diamond's "assembly rules" approach, for example, combines island principles with biotic and 

abiotic factors that jointly shape the number and type of species making up stable communities.   

 

 



 
 
Spring 2011 Weekly Schedule for Biol 632 
5:00 - 6:15 pm MW • 123 Natural Science Bldg. 
 
 
Jan. 10 & 12 
 • Introduction to course 
 • Introduction to early biogeographers and the species distribution problem     
 
Jan. 17 & 19 
 • 17th: MLK Jr. Day; class will not meet 
 • 19th: Early biogeographers, continued 
 
Jan. 24 & 26 
 • Introduction to Alfred Russel Wallace and his contributions to biogeography 
 • Discussion of Wallace 1852 (Monkeys of the Amazon), 1855 (Sarawak Law) 
 
Jan. 31 & Feb. 2 
 • Discussion of Wallace 1857a (Aru Islands) and 1857b (Zoological Geography) 
 • Wallace & Darwin's 1858 Linnean Society papers; Darwin's 1857 "Botanical   
    Arithmetic" and the Principle of Divergence 
 
Feb. 7 & 9 

• Rise of the modern biogeographic region concept (Sclater et al.):  
   processes and concepts explaining patterns of distribution  
• Vicariance vs. dispersalist schools: modern case studies 
 

Feb. 14 & 16 
 • Plate tectonics and continental drift: historical biogeography 
   (Wegener, Croizat, et al.) 
 • Glaciation theory and historical biogeography 
 
Feb. 21 & 23 
 • Midterm Exam (Feb 21) 

• Introduction to principles of ecological biogeography: global patterns of energy 
distribution and its ecological effects 

     
 • Spring Break: 28 February – 4 March 
 
Mar. 7 & 9 
 • Biomes and community “architecture”  
 •  Ecological and evolutionary biogeographic signatures 
 • Species-area relationship 
 
 



Mar. 14 & 16  
• Islands and island adaptations 
• Insights from islands: “nestedness” and assembly rules 
   

Mar. 21 & 23 
 • Field trip (21st) 
 • Equilibrium biogeography theory; MacArthur-Wilson immigration- 
   extinction models (23rd) 

 
Mar. 28 & 30 

• Field trip (28th) – Dry Falls, Highlands Plateau 
•  

 
Apr. 4 & 6 

• Salamander phylogeography [Joe Pechmann] 
No class 6th 

 
Apr. 11 & 13 
 • Non-equilibrium systems 
 •  Testing island biogeography models 
  
Apr. 18 & 20  
 •  SLOSS debate; island biogeography principles in conservation; 
  Land-bridge islands, reserve design 
 • 20th: Easter Break begins; class will not meet 
 
• Easter Break: 20 – 22 April 
 
Apr. 25 & 27 
 • Biodiversity hotspots and conservation 
 • Global climate change and biogeographical implications 

 
 

Term Paper due by 5:00 PM Friday, 29 April 
 

Final exam: 6:00 PM Monday, 2 May  
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
READINGS 
 
The course does not have a textbook.  I will combine lectures with discussion of assigned 
readings from various sources, including textbooks, journals, and other texts.   
 
GRADING   
 
There will be two exams, weighted equally: a mid-term on February 21 and a final on 
Monday, May 2.  In addition, there will be a term paper enabling you to explore more 
fully an approved topic relating to local or regional biogeography (see below), and essays 
relating to field excursion to local areas illustrative of key biogeographical principles.  
Finally, full participation in discussion of readings will constitute a portion of the final 
grade.   
 
Course grading breakdown is as follows: 
 

 Mid-term exam  25% 
    Final exam   25% 
    Term paper   20% 
    Excursion Essays  15% 
    Participation   15% 
 

Grading scale:  90-100% = A; 80-89% = B; 70-79% = C; <70% = F 
 
  
1. Exams.  There will be two equally weighted in-class exams: a midterm and a final. 
 
2. Term paper.  The biogeography of our region has been shaped by many factors: there 
is evidence of deep historical processes shaping our biota, as well as evidence of the more 
recent glacial periods through their effect on world climate.  Historical and environmental 
factors have jointly created a mosaic of habitat types in our region influenced by soil 
type, slope, aspect, elevation, etc.  Students will choose a taxonomic group or physical 
feature of the southern Appalachians (from a list to be provided or one of your own) that 
illuminates some aspect of local or regional biogeographic processes.  After researching 
the topic thoroughly, students will produce a paper approx. 15 pages in length.  It should 



be typed, double-spaced, 12-pt. font, and fully referenced; your paper may or may 
include supporting illustrations or tables as appropriate.    
 
3. Excursions and Excursion Essays. There will be one or more all-day field excursions 
scheduled for date(s) to be determined March and/or April, weather permitting.  Sites 
selected to illustrate principles of historical and ecological biogeography, may include (1) 
Addie mine, Buck Creek serpentine barren, and Dry Falls rockhouse; (2) Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park, and/or (3) Gray Fossil Site (Gray, TN).  For each fieldtrip there 
will be a brief essay discussing the key biogeographical phenomena illustrated as well as 
your reflections or impressions (guidelines to be provided).  Students who cannot attend 
the excursions will be given an alternative assignment, but will be responsible for 
material covered relevant to the excursion. 
 
4. Participation.  Attendance is required for all scheduled classes.  Completion of 
assigned readings and participation in discussion of readings and course material is 
expected.  
 

* * * 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: WCU is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities.  Students who 
require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and 
provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is 
confidential.  Please contact Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-2716 
or 144 Killian Annex.  You can also visit the Disability Services Office website:  
http://www.wcu.edu/12789.asp  
 



Bio 636:  Physiological and Ecosystem Ecology 
Fall, 2015 

                                                      Reid 110, lecture; NS 118 Lab 
MWF 9:05-9:55 (lec); M 1:25-5:15 (lab) 

 
Instructor:   Beverly Collins 
Office:  109 Natural Science Bldg, collinsb@email.wcu.edu, 828-227-3663 
Office hours: M,F 10:10-11:00 or by appointment 
 
Purpose:  To provide a fundamental and detailed understanding of interactions between 
individual organisms and the environment, how ecosystems are arrayed upon the landscape, and 
flow of materials within and among ecosystem. 
 
Course Objectives:  By the end of this course, students will:  

o Demonstrate knowledge of the historical development of concepts and theories of 
ecophysiological and ecosystem ecology 

o Explain current concepts of ecophysiological and ecosystem ecology 
o Apply  ecological knowledge and concepts to current issues over scales from 

individuals to ecological systems 
o Apply knowledge gained through field and laboratory experience to analyze and 

describe organism-environment interactions at scales from the organism to the 
ecological system. 

 
Course Materials and Information: 

 Reading assignments will be given during class, sent via email, or posted on Blackboard. 
 Labs:  Handouts or links to relevant web sites will be provided. Many labs will be 

outside; come prepared for the field. 
 Attendance:  Due to the reading and discussion format of the course, attendance is 

required. Reading assignments will be given for discussion during the following class. 
Test material will be taken from both discussion and reading material.   

 Class etiquette:  Cell phones may not be used during class.  Please do not check email or 
continue personal internet use after the lecture or lab has begun.  

 Blackboard will be used to post class materials and announcements; please check it 
frequently.   

 
Main References: 
Caldwell, M.M. and R.W. Pearcy. 1994. Exploitation of environmental heterogeneity by plants. 

Academic Press 
Chapin, F.S. III, P.A. Matson, and P.M. Vitousek. 2011. Principles of terrestrial ecosystem ecology.  

Springer. 
Lambers, H., F. S. Chapin III, T. L. Pons. 2006. Plant physiological ecology.  Springer. 
Schlesinger, W.H. and E.S. Bernhardt.2013.Biogeochemistry an analysis of global change. Academic 

Press 
Weathers, K.C., D.L. Strayer, and G.E. Likens.2013.Fundamentals of ecosystem science. Academic 

Press. 
 
 



Grading Procedures:  
 Lecture and lab will be combined. 

 
 Objective or material covered Number of points

Paper I Objective:  lead class discussion and prepare short review 
paper on a topic discussed in class 20 

Lab report Research report or review paper on lab topic 20 
Discussion Prepare questions and participate in daily discussions and lab 20 
Midterm Material covered:  Ecophysiology & Ecosystems 20 
Final  Material Covered:  Ecophysiology and Ecosystems  20 
  100 

  
 Letter grades will be assigned according to the following: A: 90-100; B: 80-89; C: 70-79; 

F: < 70 
 
 
WCU Course Policies 
 
Academic honesty policy: please see the policy posted separately on Blackboard 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of 
Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one 
tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. 
SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a free student service, located in BELK 207, 
providing course tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student 
consultations, graduate and professional exam preparation resources, and online writing and 
learning resources for all students.  To schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC 
homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center provides tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS 
courses (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 828-227-3830), help with mathematical concepts 
in other disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is 
available on a drop-in basis, 9 am – 5 pm and 6 - 9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9 am – 5 pm on 
Friday. 
 



Blackboard Support: The learning management system for this class is blackboard and can be 
found at: http://wcu.blackboard.com.  Additional help with blackboard can be found at:  
tc.wcu.edu, (828) 227-7487 or by visiting the Technology Commons located on the ground floor 
of the Hunter Library. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp. 
 
Schedule:  Please see schedule posted separately on Blackboard.   
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Syllabus: Tps: Seminar Series (BIOL 693-01) 
Semester: Spring 2012 
Credit hours: 1 
Meeting place: Natural Science Building Auditorium (NS 1) 
Meeting time: Fridays from 12:20 to 1:10 PM 
 
Instructor (Organizer and Grader):  Kathy Mathews 
Office: Natural Science Building Room 128 
Office Hour: TuTh 1:30-2:30 or by appointment. 
Phone number: 828-227-3659  E-mail: kmathews@email.wcu.edu 
 
Course Rationale/Purpose:  This is a course designed for students to become exposed to a broad 
range of current research topics through seminars presented by biologists on diverse subjects.   
 
Specific Learning Objectives:  After completing this course students should be able to describe, 
discuss, and evaluate a diversity of biology research methods and results and their interpretation.  
Students will learn about novel biological topics and expand their understanding of modern 
biology.  These objectives will be met by attendance at the seminars and a written assignment 
and can be augmented by interactions with the speakers outside of class time. 
 
Student Evaluation, Attendance, and Participation:  The grade for this course will be 
calculated as 75% attendance/participation (5.8%/seminar) and 25% review paper.  
Attendance is required.  In order for an absence to be excused, the reason must be documented 
(in advance when possible) according to the guidelines presented in the Student Handbook.  
Excuses will be granted in the case of a documented and bona fide medical emergency, death of 
an immediate family member, required attendance at a university function or competition (not 
practices or fraternity or sorority activities), or a presentation at an academic conference.  Other 
cases will be judged on an individual basis. 
 Any student who incurs more than one excused absence must complete an extra 
assignment for each seminar missed (please see the instructor).  Unexcused absences cannot be 
made up by extra assignments.  Missed seminars (excused) may be made up by attendance at 
other science seminars/activities held outside of the scheduled class time, which must be 
approved by the instructor.  Students are required to check their Catamount email regularly for 
notification of makeup seminars and other course announcements.  Seminar attendance will 
include being courteous audience members (e.g., being on time, paying attention to the speaker, 
and staying for the entire presentation).  Graduate students are also required to attend one 
extracurricular activity (e.g., lunch, meeting) with a speaker AND ask one question 
following a seminar. I will try to keep track of this, but it is your job to keep me informed of 
your completion of this responsibility. 
 REVIEW PAPER: The review paper will be an 800-1,000-word report on one 
presentation from any speaker, including a section describing the research topic and another 
section on what the ramifications of the research topic are (“What/So What?”).  Students are 
required to incorporate information or ideas from one or more published scientific papers in 
elucidating the ramifications of the research.  These papers may be authored by the speaker or by 
others.  You must cite these sources appropriately and put anything copied word for word in 
quotation marks (see Plagiarism under Academic Honesty Policy below).  You may turn in your 
review paper anytime during the semester, but no later than 5 pm Friday, April 27 (the Friday 
before Final Exams). If you turn the paper in before the last week of classes, I will be able to give 
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you feedback for a possible rewrite. The 25% of the course grade allotted for the final paper will 
be calculated using the following rubric:  15% for summary of presentation, 5% for ramifications 
of the presentation and topic and use of literature, and 5% for clarity of writing, grammar, and 
spelling. 
 An overall average of 90% and above will guarantee an A in the course, 80-89% will 
guarantee a B, 70-79% will guarantee a C, < 70% will guarantee an F in the course. 
 
Academic honesty policy (source: Graduate catalog): “Western Carolina University, as a 
community of scholarship, is also a community of honor.  Faculty, staff, administrators, and 
students work together to achieve the highest standards of honesty and integrity.  Academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense at WCU because it threatens the quality of scholarship and 
defrauds those who depend on knowledge and integrity.  Academic dishonesty includes: 
A. Cheating.  Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in 
any academic exercise. 
B. Fabrication.  Falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
C. Plagiarism. Representing the words or ideas of someone else as one’s own in an academic 
exercise.       
D. Facilitation of academic dishonesty.  Helping or attempting to help someone else to commit 
an act of academic dishonesty, such as allowing another to copy information during an 
examination or other academic exercise.” 
“Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic 
dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 5 
calendar days of the discovery of the event the instructor will inform his/her department head, 
and the Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a graduate student, in writing 
of the academic dishonesty charge and sanction.” 
For additional information on procedures in cases of allegations of academic dishonesty please 
see the WCU graduate catalog 
(http://catalog.wcu.edu/content.php?catoid=16&navoid=249#AcHonesty). 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability 
Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the 
office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu   
 
 



BIOL 693:02 Tps: Classics in Ecology Spring 2014 
 
Instructor: Thomas H. Martin 
Office: 333a Natural Sciences 
Phone: 227-3660 
email: tmartin@email.wcu.edu 
  
Meeting: 6:00 – 8:00 Thursdays, 123 Natural Sciences Bldg 
Office Hours: 9:00-10: W; 10:00-12:00 Thursday & Friday 
  
Text: Real, L.A. and J.H. Brown (eds).  1991.  Foundations of Ecology.  The 

University of Chicago Press. 
 
+ other readings determined as the semester progresses 

 
Goals: 

 
By the end of the semester, you will have read the original papers, and 
discussed the context and importance of most of the foundation research for 
modern ecology. 

 
Grading: 

 
Your grade will be based entirely on participation.  Each week we will read and 
discuss at least 3 papers.  For each paper, a student will be responsible for 
posting 3 discussion questions and a short biography of the author(s) on the 
course wiki (on Blackboard). During class I will ask each student questions 
about the readings.  If the student indicates knowledge of the paper, the student 
will receive a plus (+) for the question, otherwise a minus (-).  Final grades will 
be based on the proportion of pluses out of the total marks.  Pluses will also be 
awarded for questions and biography (4 for each paper) and minuses if the 
student fails to post questions and biography.  

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing equal 
educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require 
reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide 
current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office 
of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy1:  Students, faculty, staff, and administrators of Western Carolina University (WCU) 
strive to achieve the highest standards of scholarship and integrity. Any violation of the Academic Integrity Policy is 
a serious offense because it threatens the quality of scholarship and undermines the integrity of the community. 
While academic in scope, any violation of this policy is by nature, a violation of the Code of Student Conduct and 
will follow the same conduct process (see Article VII.1.a.). If the charge occurs close to the end of an academic 
semester or term or in the event of the reasonable need of either party for additional time to gather information 
timelines may be extended at the discretion of the Department of Student Community Ethics (DSCE). 
 
Please visit dsce.wcu.edu for further information.  
 

                                                
1 As I am not requiring any papers nor giving any exams, this will not be a problem.  Regarding the biographies 
provided on the course wiki – you may copy, or even cut and paste info (the wiki will not be made public, just 
available to me and your classmates).  But, please provide a short list of your sources for the information. 
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Syllabus: Tps: Seminar Series (BIOL 693-01) 
Semester: Fall 2015 
Credit hours: 1 
Meeting place: Natural Science Building Auditorium (NS 1) 
Meeting time: Fridays from 12:20 to 1:10 PM 
 
Instructor (Organizer and Grader):  Beverly Collins 
Office: Natural Science Building Room 109 
Office Hour: M 10-11 or by appointment. 
Phone number: 828-227-3663  E-mail: collinsb@email.wcu.edu 
 
Course Rationale/Purpose:  This is a course designed for students to become exposed to a broad 
range of current research topics through seminars presented by biologists on diverse subjects.   
 
Specific Learning Objectives:  After completing this course students should be able to describe, 
discuss, and evaluate a diversity of biology research methods and results and their interpretation.  
Students will learn about novel biological topics and expand their understanding of modern 
biology.  These objectives will be met by attendance at the seminars and a written assignment 
and can be augmented by interactions with the speakers outside of class time. 
 
Student Evaluation, Attendance, and Participation:  The grade for this course will be 
calculated as 75% attendance/participation (4.5%/seminar) and 25% review paper.  
Attendance is required.  In order for an absence to be excused, the reason must be documented 
(in advance when possible) according to the guidelines presented in the Student Handbook.  
Excuses will be granted in the case of a documented and bona fide medical emergency, death of 
an immediate family member, required attendance at a university function or competition (not 
practices or fraternity or sorority activities), or a presentation at an academic conference.  Other 
cases will be judged on an individual basis. 
 Any student who incurs more than one excused absence must complete an extra 
assignment for each seminar missed (please see the instructor).  Unexcused absences cannot be 
made up by extra assignments.  Missed seminars (excused) may be made up by attendance at 
other science seminars/activities held outside of the scheduled class time, which must be 
approved by the instructor.  Students are required to check their Catamount email regularly for 
notification of makeup seminars and other course announcements.  Seminar attendance will 
include being courteous audience members (e.g., being on time, paying attention to the speaker, 
and staying for the entire presentation).  Graduate students are also required to host the visit 
of one seminar speaker (= 25 % of participation grade). Hosting will include contacting the 
speaker to arrange travel plans, posting the speaker’s CV and any other materials to be shared, 
scheduling meetings with the speaker, attending/hosting lunch, and asking insightful questions 
during seminar. I will try to keep track of this, but it is your job to keep me informed of your 
completion of this responsibility. 
 REVIEW PAPER: The review paper will be an 800-1,000-word report on one 
presentation from any speaker, including a section describing the research topic and another 
section on what the ramifications of the research topic are (“What/So What?”).  Students are 
required to incorporate information or ideas from one or more published scientific papers in 
elucidating the ramifications of the research.  These papers may be authored by the speaker or by 
others.  You must cite these sources appropriately and put anything copied word for word in 
quotation marks (see Plagiarism under Academic Honesty Policy below).  You may turn in your 
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review paper anytime during the semester, but no later than 5 pm, Friday, Dec 4). The 25% of 
the course grade allotted for the final paper will be calculated using the following rubric: 15% for 
summary of presentation, 5% for ramifications of the presentation and topic and use of literature, 
and 5% for clarity of writing, grammar, and spelling. 
 An overall average of 90% and above will guarantee an A in the course, 80-89% will 
guarantee a B, 70-79% will guarantee a C, < 70% will guarantee an F in the course. 
 
Academic honesty policy: please see the policy posted on Blackboard 
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or 
medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves 
as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to 
the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of 
Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an appointment. 
 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-
income or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one 
tutorial support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. 
You may contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. 
SSS is located in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) is a free student service, located in BELK 207, 
providing course tutoring, writing tutoring, academic skills consultations, international student 
consultations, graduate and professional exam preparation resources, and online writing and 
learning resources for all students.  To schedule tutoring appointments, visit the WaLC 
homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center provides tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS 
courses (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 828-227-3830), help with mathematical concepts 
in other disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is 
available on a drop-in basis, 9 am – 5 pm and 6 - 9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9 am – 5 pm on 
Friday. 
 
Blackboard Support: The learning management system for this class is blackboard and can be 
found at: http://wcu.blackboard.com.  Additional help with blackboard can be found at:  
tc.wcu.edu, (828) 227-7487 or by visiting the Technology Commons located on the ground floor 
of the Hunter Library. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp. 
 
Schedule.  Please see the schedule posted on Blackboard. 
 



BIOL697, Fall 2015 
Introduction to Graduate Studies 

12:20-1:05 MW 

 
 
Instructor: Dr. Sabine Rundle 
Office: NSB306 
Office hours: 11:15-12:15MWF, 12:30-1:30TR 
Email address: rundle@email.wcu.edu 
 
Text: On Being a Scientist, third edition, Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public 
Policy 
 
Learning outcomes: upon completion of this course you will have an understanding of the 
requirements to complete your degree; a sense of the ethics in science; and the ability to 
prepare a thesis proposal 
 
Date  Topic 
M Aug 17 Introduction 
W19  Library Resources (meet at room 186 in the library) 
M24  Teaching (Dr. Kefyn Catley) 
W26  Van safety training 
M31  Jeremy Hyman 
W Sept 2  Bob Youker   
M7  Labor Day (no class)  
W9  Jim Costa 
M14  Tom Martin 
W16  How to succeed in graduate school 
M21  Barbara Ballentine 
W23  Laura DeWald 
M28  Ethics in Research 
W30  Ethics in Research     
M Oct 5 Heather Coan       
W7  Darby Harris 
12/14  Fall Holiday (no class) 
M19  Abstract Writing 
W21  Kelly Grisdale 
M26  Ron Davis 



W28  Thesis Proposal Writing 
M Nov 2  Beverly Collins  
W4  Jamie Wallen 
M9  Title and Introduction due 
W11  Brian Byrd   
M16  Joe Pechmann  
W18  Materials and Methods due  
M23  Maria Gainey 
W25  Thanksgiving Holiday (no class) 
M30  Seán O’Connell 
W Dec 2 Complete proposal including Significance due    
 
Abstract writing: 
     Please read the papers provided in class. Write an abstract of approximately 150 
words for each paper. The abstract should introduce the subject of the study, as well as 
the results and a concluding sentence. Also please prepare a title for each paper.  
 
Proposal writing: 
     You will write a research proposal in order to be prepared for the start of your thesis 
research and your first committee meeting. You need to choose a specific title that tells 
readers what your proposal is about.  The introduction to your proposal should be three to 
four pages long and should use a minimum of five references, please include the question 
you are asking. For the material and methods section examine what other scientist have 
done to address your topic of choice.  Can you use these methods to answer your 
question? Can you modify the methods to answer your question? Make this section of 
your proposal four pages or more, be sure to include references. Lastly prepare a 
paragraph describing the significance of your work.  If you currently are not sure what 
your research will be, please find a topic you would like to write a proposal on.  Be sure 
to talk to me for approval of your subject. 
 
 
Grading:     Grading Scale: 
Success in Graduate School 50 
Abstract writing  50  90-100  A 
Ethics in Science  100          80-89  B 
Proposal     79-80  C 
     Introduction  150  0-69  F 
     Materials and Methods 150 
     Complete proposal  50 
Participation   150   
Total possible points  700   
       
Attendance Policy: 
     Your attendance is required at all class meetings.  If you cannot come to class please 
notify me in advance. 
 



Academic Honesty Policy 
Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community 

of honor. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest 
standards of honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western 
Carolina University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those 
who depend on knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 

a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 

b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic 
exercise. 

c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of 
someone else as one’s own in an academic exercise. 

d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping or 
attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other 
academic exercise. 
 
Please refer the Student Handbook regarding details of this policy. 



SCI	  150-‐01	  Introduction	  to	  Secondary	  Science	  Education	  
Introduction	  to	  the	  role	  and	  importance	  of	  science	  literacy	  in	  modern	  society;	  	  

basics	  of	  teaching	  and	  learning	  in	  the	  sciences.	  Credits:	  (1)	  
Fall	  2015	  

Tuesday	  9:30	  -‐10:20AM	  Stillwell	  210	  
	  

	  
Tentative	  syllabus	  

	  
Instructor:	  Professor	  Kefyn	  M.	  Catley	  
Office:	  Stillwell	  206	  	  
Department	  of	  Biological	  Sciences	  
Tel	  277	  3651	  E-‐mail	  kcatley@wcu.edu	  
Office	  Hours:	  During	  the	  following	  periods:	  	  
Tuesday	  1-‐3	  by	  appointment	  
	  
Rationale/Purpose:	  This	  course	  provides	  a	  comprehensive	  introduction	  to	  science	  
education	  in	  a	  modern	  society.	  	  Prerequisites:	  None	  
	  
Course	  Aims	  and	  Objectives	  

• Become	  part	  of	  a	  supportive	  Science	  Education	  cohort	  
• Gain	  insights	  and	  understanding	  of	  the	  Science	  Education	  program	  at	  WCU	  
• Gain	  an	  understanding	  of	  the	  role	  and	  importance	  of	  science	  education	  in	  a	  

modern	  society	  
• Be	  introduced	  to	  global	  trends	  in	  science	  education	  
• Gain	  an	  understanding	  of	  issues	  surrounding	  science	  literacy	  
• Be	  introduced	  to	  articles	  in	  the	  primary	  science	  education	  research	  literature	  	  
• Be	  introduced	  to	  the	  role	  of	  inquiry	  in	  standards	  based	  teaching	  
• Be	  introduced	  to	  the	  North	  Carolina	  Essential	  Standards	  and	  Next	  Generation	  

Science	  Standards	  
	  

Class	  will	  be	  conducted	  as	  a	  seminar	  where	  all	  students	  are	  expected	  to	  fully	  engage	  in	  
discussion	  (this	  will	  be	  reflected	  in	  your	  grade).	  Together	  we	  will	  study	  selected	  
readings	  from	  the	  text	  and	  some	  primary	  research	  articles	  in	  science	  education.	  Short	  
readings	  have	  been	  chosen	  whenever	  possible.	  You	  are	  expected	  to	  have	  read	  them	  
before	  class	  and	  come	  prepared	  to	  share	  your	  thoughts.	  
	  
Grading:	  Students	  will	  write	  a	  5-‐page	  (minimum)	  reflective	  term	  paper	  on	  an	  aspect	  of	  
science	  education	  drawing	  on	  the	  insights	  and	  experiences	  gained	  from	  this	  class	  (80	  
pts).	  A	  short	  outline/proposal	  will	  be	  due	  to	  me	  by	  email	  for	  comments	  revision	  
and/or	  approval	  by	  Oct	  6.	  The	  term	  paper	  requires	  a	  minimum	  of	  seven	  references	  (at	  
least	  three	  from	  the	  primary	  literature),	  written	  and	  cited	  in	  APA	  style.	  
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10/	  It	  is	  expected	  that	  the	  writing	  
as	  well	  as	  the	  content	  of	  this	  paper	  will	  be	  of	  high	  quality	  (science	  teachers	  need	  to	  be	  
able	  to	  write!).	  Marks	  will	  be	  deducted	  for	  poor	  writing.	  If	  you	  need	  it	  help	  is	  available	  



at	  the	  Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	  	  -‐	  see	  the	  section	  later	  in	  this	  syllabus.	  Your	  
participation	  in,	  and	  the	  quality	  of	  your	  contribution	  to	  class	  discussions	  -‐	  20	  pts.	  
	  
Grading	  Scale:	  Grades	  will	  be	  based	  on	  a	  10-‐point	  scale:	  	  

• A+	  	  =	  97-‐100	  	  	   B+	  	  =	  87-‐89	   	   C+	  	  =	  77-‐79	   	   D+	  	  =	  67-‐69	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
• A	  	  	  	  =	  94-‐96	   	   B	  	  	  	  =	  84-‐86	   	   C	  	  	  	  =	  74-‐76	  	   	   D	  	  	  	  =	  64-‐66	  
• A-‐	  	  	  =	  90-‐93	  	   	   B-‐	  	  	  =	  80-‐83	   	   C-‐	  	  =	  70-‐73	  	   	   D-‐	  	  =	  60-‐63	  
• F	  =	  <60	  

	  
	  	  	  	  
Expectations	  of	  Students/Course	  Policies	  
	  

• Attendance	  Policy.	  	  Attendance	  is	  required	  at	  all	  class	  meetings.	  Please	  contact	  
the	  instructor	  ASAP	  when	  exceptional	  circumstances	  preclude	  attendance	  
before	  or	  immediately	  following	  an	  absence.	  More	  than	  two	  unexcused	  
absences	  will	  result	  in	  an	  automatic	  grade	  reduction	  of	  5	  pts	  (a	  letter	  
grade)	  off	  your	  final	  grade.	  

• Late	  and/or	  makeup	  assignments.	  Students	  will	  be	  allowed	  2	  late	  assignments	  
in	  exceptional	  circumstances	  and	  only	  after	  consultation	  with	  the	  instructor.	  
Assignments	  submitted	  after	  the	  agreed	  time	  will	  not	  be	  considered	  for	  grading.	  

• Students	  are	  expected	  to	  fully	  participate	  in	  all	  class	  activities	  i.e.,	  discussions,	  
group	  work,	  team	  investigations.	  Participation	  in	  class	  will	  be	  graded	  (see	  
grading	  scheme.)	  

	  
Statement	  on	  Academic	  Integrity	  (including	  plagiarism):	  
Academic	  Honesty	  Policy	  

Western	  Carolina	  University,	  as	  a	  community	  of	  scholarship,	  is	  also	  a	  
community	  of	  honor.	  Faculty,	  staff,	  administrators,	  and	  students	  work	  together	  
to	  achieve	  the	  highest	  standards	  of	  honesty	  and	  integrity.	  Academic	  
dishonesty	  is	  a	  serious	  offense	  at	  Western	  Carolina	  University	  because	  it	  
threatens	  the	  quality	  of	  scholarship	  and	  defrauds	  those	  who	  depend	  on	  
knowledge	  and	  integrity.	  Academic	  dishonesty	  includes:	  
a.	  Cheating—Intentionally	  using	  or	  attempting	  to	  use	  unauthorized	  materials,	  
information,	  or	  study	  aids	  in	  any	  academic	  exercise.	  
b.	  Fabrication—Intentional	  falsification	  of	  information	  or	  citation	  in	  an	  
academic	  exercise.	  
c.	  Plagiarism—Intentionally	  or	  knowingly	  representing	  the	  words	  or	  ideas	  of	  
someone	  else	  as	  one’s	  own	  in	  an	  academic	  exercise.	  
d.	  Facilitation	  of	  Academic	  Dishonesty—Intentionally	  or	  knowingly	  helping	  
or	  attempting	  to	  help	  someone	  else	  to	  commit	  an	  act	  of	  academic	  dishonesty,	  
such	  as	  knowingly	  allowing	  another	  to	  copy	  information	  during	  an	  examination	  
or	  other	  academic	  exercise.	  
	  
Instructors	  have	  the	  right	  to	  determine	  the	  appropriate	  sanction	  or	  sanctions	  
for	  academic	  dishonesty	  within	  their	  courses	  up	  to	  and	  including	  a	  final	  grade	  



of	  “F”	  in	  the	  course.	  Within	  5	  calendar	  days	  of	  the	  event	  the	  instructor	  will	  
inform	  his/her	  department	  head,	  and	  the	  Associate	  Dean	  of	  the	  Graduate	  School	  
when	  the	  student	  is	  a	  graduate	  student,	  in	  writing	  of	  the	  academic	  dishonesty	  
charge	  and	  sanction.	  Please	  refer	  to	  your	  Student	  Handbook	  for	  full	  policy.	  
	  

	  
	  
Office	  of	  Disability	  Services	  
	  
Accommodations	  for	  Students	  with	  Disabilities:	  Western	  Carolina	  University	  is	  
committed	  to	  providing	  equal	  educational	  opportunities	  for	  students	  with	  documented	  
disabilities	  and/or	  medical	  conditions.	  	  Students	  who	  require	  reasonable	  
accommodations	  must	  identify	  themselves	  as	  having	  a	  disability	  and/or	  medical	  
condition	  and	  provide	  current	  diagnostic	  documentation	  to	  the	  Office	  of	  Disability	  
Services.	  	  All	  information	  is	  confidential.	  	  Please	  contact	  the	  Office	  of	  Disability	  Services	  
at	  (828)	  227-‐3886	  or	  come	  by	  Suite	  135	  Killian	  Annex	  for	  an	  appointment.	  
	  
Student	  Support	  Services	  
	  
Student	  Support	  Services	  provides	  support	  to	  students	  who	  are	  either	  first-‐generation,	  
low-‐income	  or	  those	  who	  have	  disclosed	  a	  disability	  with:	  academic	  advising,	  
mentoring,	  one-‐on-‐one	  tutorial	  support,	  and	  workshops	  focused	  on	  career,	  financial	  
aid	  and	  graduate	  school	  preparation.	  You	  may	  contact	  SSS	  at	  (828)	  227-‐7127	  or	  email	  
sssprogram@wcu.edu	  for	  more	  information.	  SSS	  is	  located	  in	  the	  Killian	  Annex,	  room	  
138.	  
	  
Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	  (WaLC)	  
	  
Electronic	  format	  (with	  hyperlinks):	  
The	  Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	  (WaLC),	  located	  in	  BELK	  207,	  provides	  free	  
small-‐group	  course	  tutoring,	  one-‐on-‐one	  writing	  tutoring	  and	  academic	  skills	  
consultations,	  and	  online	  writing	  and	  learning	  resources	  for	  all	  students.	  	  All	  tutoring	  
sessions	  take	  place	  in	  the	  WaLC	  or	  in	  designated	  classrooms	  on	  campus.	  To	  schedule	  
tutoring	  appointments,	  log	  in	  to	  TutorTrac	  from	  the	  WaLC	  homepage	  (walc.wcu.edu)	  
or	  call	  828-‐227-‐2274.	  Distance	  students	  and	  students	  taking	  classes	  at	  Biltmore	  Park	  
are	  encouraged	  to	  use	  Smarthinking	  and	  the	  WaLC’s	  online	  resources.	  Students	  may	  
also	  take	  advantage	  of	  writing	  tutoring	  offered	  at	  the	  Biltmore	  Park	  campus	  on	  certain	  
days	  of	  the	  week;	  call	  828-‐227-‐2274	  or	  log	  in	  to	  TutorTrac	  and	  select	  “Biltmore	  Park	  
Writing	  Tutoring”	  for	  availabilities.	  	  
	  
	  
Print	  format:	  
The	  Writing	  and	  Learning	  Commons	  (WaLC),	  located	  in	  BELK	  207,	  provides	  free	  
small-‐group	  course	  tutoring,	  one-‐on-‐one	  writing	  tutoring	  and	  academic	  skills	  
consultations,	  and	  online	  writing	  and	  learning	  resources	  for	  all	  students.	  	  All	  tutoring	  
sessions	  take	  place	  in	  the	  WaLC	  or	  in	  designated	  classrooms	  on	  campus.	  To	  schedule	  



tutoring	  appointments,	  log	  in	  to	  TutorTrac	  from	  the	  WaLC	  homepage	  
(http://walc.wcu.edu)	  or	  call	  828-‐227-‐2274.	  Distance	  students	  and	  students	  taking	  
classes	  at	  Biltmore	  Park	  are	  encouraged	  to	  use	  Smarthinking	  and	  the	  WaLC’s	  online	  
resources.	  Students	  may	  also	  take	  advantage	  of	  writing	  tutoring	  offered	  at	  the	  Biltmore	  
Park	  campus	  on	  certain	  days	  of	  the	  week;	  call	  828-‐227-‐2274	  or	  log	  in	  to	  TutorTrac	  and	  
select	  “Biltmore	  Park	  Writing	  Tutoring”	  for	  availabilities.	  	  	  
Math	  Tutoring	  Center	  (usually	  included	  in	  Math	  department	  lower	  division	  courses)	  
	  
The	  Mathematics	  Tutoring	  Center	  (455	  Stillwell,	  http://mathlab.wcu.edu,	  227-‐
3830)	  provides	  tutoring	  in	  all	  lower-‐division	  math	  and	  many	  CS	  courses,	  help	  with	  
mathematical	  concepts	  in	  other	  disciplines,	  and	  workshops	  on	  study	  skills	  specific	  to	  
mathematics	  courses.	  Tutoring	  is	  available	  on	  a	  drop-‐in	  basis,	  9-‐5	  and	  6-‐9	  pm	  Monday-‐
Thursday,	  and	  9-‐5	  on	  Friday	  or	  by	  appointment.	  
	  
Academic	  Calendar	  includes	  dates	  for	  all	  breaks,	  university	  closures,	  final	  exams,	  etc.	  	  
The	  academic	  calendar	  can	  be	  found	  at:	  	  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-‐
academic-‐resources/registrars-‐office/academic-‐calendar.asp.	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Tentative	  Schedule	  (subject	  to	  change)	  
	  
Date	   	   Topics/activities	   	   	   	   	   	   Reading	  due	  
	  
Aug.	  	  18	   Introductions,	  philosophy,	  expectations,	  textbook	  

	  	  	  	  
Aug.	  	  25	   The	  Art	  of	  Science	  Teaching:	  A	  Reconnaissance	   	   	   pp.	  9-‐15	  

Inquiry	  Activity	  1.1	  initial	  ideas	   	   	   	   	   (p	  14)	  	  
	   	   	   	   	  
Sept.	  1	  	   A	  Reconnaissance	  	   continued	   	   	   	   	   pp.	  15-‐23	  
	   	  
	  
Sept.	  8	  	   A	  Reconnaissance	  	   continued	   	   	   	   	   pp.	  23-‐30	  

On	  the	  Nature	  of	  Science	  (NOS)	   	  
Homework	  Inquiry	  Activity	  1.3	  Student’s	  views	  of	  science	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  pp.	  31,	  33	  	  
	  

Sept.	  15	   Class	  discussion	  of	  Nature	  of	  Science:	  explore	  Nature	  of	  Science:	  	  
How	  it	  really	  works	  http://undsci.berkeley.edu/	  

	  
Sept.	  22	  	   Inquiry	  and	  Science	  Teaching	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  pp.	  34	  –	  38	  
	  
Sept.	  29	   On	  the	  History	  of	  Science	  Education	   	   	   	   pp.	  135	  -‐143	  

Goals	  and	  Philosophy:	  Inquiry	  Activity	  4.1	  Goals	  of	  the	  curriculum	  (p	  142)	  	  
	   	   	   	  

Oct.	  6*	  	   A	  historical	  perspective	  	   	   	   	   	   pp.	  146	  -‐153	  	  	  



*Term	  paper	  proposal	  due	  
	  
Oct.	  13	   FALL	  BREAK	  	  
	  
Oct.	  20	   A	  historical	  perspective	  cont.	  	   pp.	  153-‐164	  Inquiry	  Activity	  4.3	  
	  
Oct.	  27	   ADVISING	  DAY	   (no	  class)	  

	  
Nov.	  3	   21st	  century	  Science	  Education	  Class	  discussion:	  “Where	  we	  are	  now”.	  

pp.	  165-‐169	  
	   	  
Nov.	  10	   Models	  of	  Science	  Teaching:	  Constructivist	  model	  	   pp.	  309-‐317	  
	  
Nov.	  	  17	   Sociocultural	  models	  	   	   	   	   	   pp.	  317-‐324	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Nov.	  24	   Inquiry	  teaching:	  footprint	  activity	  	  	   	   	   pp.	  331-‐341	  
	   	   	   	  
	  
Dec.	  1	   Introduction	  to	  the	  North	  Carolina	  Essential	  Standards	  and	  Next	  

Generation	  Science	  Standards	   	   	  
	  
Dec.	  8	  	  	   Term	  paper	  due	  by	  email	  deadline	  2PM	  
	   	  



Resources	  
	  
	  
	  
Understanding	  Science:	  How	  Science	  really	  works.	  
http://undsci.berkeley.edu/	  
	  
National	  Research	  Council	  (1996).	  National	  Science	  Education	  Standards.	  National	  
Academy	  Press:	  Washington	  DC	  http://www.nap.edu/catalog/4962.html	  
	  
National	  Research	  Council	  (2000)	  Inquiry	  and	  the	  National	  Science	  Education	  
Standards.	  A	  guide	  for	  Teaching	  and	  Learning.	  National	  Academy	  Press:	  Washington	  
DC	  http://www.nap.edu/catalog/9596.html	  
	  
North	  Carolina	  Standard	  Course	  of	  Study	  
http://www.ncpublicschools.org/curriculum/science/	  
	  
North	  Carolina	  Essential	  Standards	  implemented	  in	  Science	  in	  2012/13	  
http://www.ncpublicschools.org/acre/standards/new-‐standards/	  
	  
Next	  Generation	  Science	  Standards	  	  
http://www.nextgenscience.org/next-‐generation-‐science-‐standards	  
	  
North	  Carolina	  Professional	  Teaching	  Standards	  http://www.ncptsc.org/	  
	  
National	  Center	  for	  Science	  Education.	  Defending	  the	  teaching	  of	  evolution	  in	  schools.	  
Check	  it	  out!	  Amazing	  information	  and	  resources	  for	  teachers	  and	  parents	  working	  to	  
keep	  evolution	  in	  public	  school	  science	  education.	  http://ncse.com/	  
	  
National	  Research	  Council	  (2000)	  How	  People	  learn.	  Brain,	  Mind.	  Experience,	  and	  
School.	  
http://books.nap.edu/catalog/9853.html	  
	  
Science	  Education	  Research	  Journals	  
	  
Journal	  of	  Research	  in	  Science	  Education	  
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-‐bin/jhome/31817	  
	  
Science	  Education	  
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-‐bin/jhome/32122	  
	  
Journal	  of	  Chemical	  Education	  
http://pubs.acs.org/journal/jceda8	  
	  
Journal	  of	  Geoscience	  Education	  
http://nagt-‐jge.org	  



	  
Physics	  Education	  
http://iopscience.iop.org/0031-‐9120/	  
	  
	  
Professional	  Organizations	  
	  
National	  Science	  Teachers	  Association	  
http://www.nsta.org/	  
	  
North	  Carolina	  Science	  Teachers	  Association	  	  
http://www.ncsta.org/	  
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Nature of Science SCI 301- 01  
Spring 2015 

Stillwell 215 Tuesday/Thursday 9:30-10:45PM  
 
Instructor  
Kefyn Catley (Biology)       
Office: Stillwell 206     
Phones: Office 227-3651     
Cell: 615-289-8923      
Email: kcatley@wcu.edu     
 http://catley.wcu.edu     
Office hours: Mon., Wed. 1-3 PM or by appointment      
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
Course Description: The theory and practice of inquiry science. Investigations into inquiry, the 
nature of science, and science literacies for pre-service secondary science teachers.  
Credits (3) 2 lecture, 2 lab. 
 
Prerequisites: Declared BSED Science Education major or a major in Biology, Earth Science, 
Chemistry or Physics together with the requisite science coursework.  
 
This course is in response to the University wide re-visioning process to accommodate the new NC 
21st Century Professional Teaching Standards. It will address the new Standard 3; “Science teacher 
candidates demonstrate an understanding of the nature of science, the historical development of 
scientific thought, the process of scientific inquiry, and the reciprocal relationship between science 
and society”.  This class will explore the role of inquiry in Standards-based science through 
participation in a semester-long student centered investigation as part of a small research team. 
These environmentally-focused investigations will be multidisciplinary and utilize the natural 
resources and ecosystems of the WCU campus and surrounding area. The products of these projects 
will constitute a major part of your grade. As soon–to-be teachers, you will engage in an inquiry-
based unit and will be armed with the resources and experience to facilitate similar student 
investigations in your own classroom. As well as actually having engaged in inquiry, you will gain 
a good grounding in the philosophy and utility of Nature of Science (which research shows to be a 
major impediment to effective science teaching), through readings and class discussions and 
presentations. These habits of mind and inquiry skills will not only serve you and your students well 
in the classroom but also reflect the 21st century knowledge, skills, and dispositions embodied in 
the Standards. The class also provides rich investigative experience that foreshadows your senior 
capstone research experience. Before you can “plan and implement lessons that engage students in 
the process of hands-on, minds-on scientific inquiry” (Standard 5 NC 21st Century Professional 
Teaching Standards) it is necessary for you to (a) have a good grasp on the processes of scientific 
inquiry and (b) more importantly fully engage in inquiry yourself.  
 
 
 
II. Course Materials 
 
Resources 
Nature of Science: How it really works 
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http://undsci.berkeley.edu/ 
  
How to write a proposal 
http://www.meaning.ca/archives/archive/art_how_to_write_P_Wong.htm 
 
NSTA position statement on Nature of Science 
http://www.nsta.org/about/positions/natureofscience.aspx 
 
Resources for Geoscience Teachers 
http://serc.carleton.edu/k12/9-12_browse.html 
 
National Academy of Sciences Resources 
http://www.nationalacademies.org/education/tsresources.html 
 
III. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 

• Attendance Policy.  Attendance is required at all class meetings. Please contact the instructor 
ASAP by email when exceptional circumstances preclude attendance before or 
immediately following an absence. Students not following these guidelines will lose 5% of 
their final grade. 

• Late and/or makeup assignments. Students will be allowed 2 late assignments in exceptional 
circumstances and only after consultation with the instructor. Assignments submitted 
after the agreed time will not be considered for grading. 

• Students are expected to attend field trips outside of class when required. These will be kept 
to a minimum and will be arranged after class discussions. 

• Students are expected to fully participate in all class activities i.e., discussions, group work, 
team investigations. Participation in class will be graded (see grading scheme.) 

• Class Etiquette: You are expected to be on time for class and to stay for the entire class. 
Movement in and out of the room while class is in session is distracting and should be 
avoided Cell phones will not be tolerated and MUST be turned off during class. Students 
discovered texting during class will be asked to leave for the remainder of the period. 
No exceptions! 
 

 
Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Academic Honesty Policy 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. 
Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of 
honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on 
knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, 
or study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else 
as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
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or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic 
exercise. 
 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic 
dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 
5 calendar days of the event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the 
Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of 
the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. Please refer to your Student Handbook for full 
policy. 

 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to providing 
equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical conditions. 
 Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a disability and/or 
medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability Services.  All information 
is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more information at (828) 227-3886 
or lalexis@wcu.edu You may also visit the office’s website:  disability.wcu.edu    
 
IV. Grading Procedures:  
Grading and Activities There are no exams in this class. Evaluation is largely formative. Your 
final grade will be based on attendance, your investigative project, lab/field notebook, participation 
in the discussions, homework assignments. Please take note; your field/lab notebook is the ONLY 
record of your individual contribution to the project. It’s very important to keep it current. Note that 
it is worth 150pts*. 
  
Activity       Total points 
Attendance, participation at each class session  100 
Reports/homework problem sets    100 
Proposal       100 
Field/lab notebook      150* 
Group presentation        50 
Investigative project      200 
Grand Total       700 
 
Grading Scale: Grades will be based on a 100-point scale:   
A+  = 97-100   B+  = 87-89  C+  = 77-79 
A    = 94-96  B    = 84-86  C    = 74-76  
A-   = 90-93   B-   = 80-83  C-  = 70-73  
F = <60      

    
 
V. Overview and Tentative Course Schedule 
 
1. As part of a small interdisciplinary team, you will design, and undertake a semester long 
investigation. This experience will be the backbone of the class. You will gain a deep conceptual 
and practical understanding of inquiry and the nature of science as a result of this experience. The 
class will utilize the natural resources and ecosystems of the WCU campus and surrounding area. 
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To build the skills and knowledge necessary to scaffold this project, we will endeavor to build the 
following skills through readings, discussions, and activities:  
 
Specific Learning Objectives: 
After completing this course students should be able to: 
 

1. Understand the “scientific method” as a set of complex, non-linear and interrelated 
processes 

2. Define scientific questions 
3. Design an appropriate investigation/experiment to try answer those questions  
4. Collect and analyze data 
5. Synthesize results with existing information (literature search) 
6. Draw conclusions based on your data 
7. Communicate results clearly to others (writing skills) 
8. Define new questions (as result of your inquiry) and/or develop a descriptive/predictive 

model if appropriate 
9. Understand the nature of science (NOS) and the theory and practice of inquiry in modern 

science teaching 
10. Be exposed to the concept of scientific literacy from a number of differing perspectives. For 

example; what does it mean to be scientifically literate in various disciplines? Does a 
particle physicist view the world differently from a paleontologist? What can we learn from 
exploring and contrasting these various perspectives? Time permitting guest speakers from 
different disciplines will share their understanding and concept of literacy in their own 
discipline.  

Assignments (due dates to be announced) 
 
1.  Written report on the Alvarez reading (20pts) 

 
2.  Synthetic paper based on question building activities (20pts) 

 
3. Data set analyses homework (20pts) 

 
4. Reflective paper on science teachers and NOS (20pts) 

 
5. Reflective paper on guest presentations (20pts) 

 
Investigative project. Throughout the semester, groups (2-3) will conduct an ongoing, student-
centered investigation. Four elements are required: 1) A formal proposal (100 pts) 2) A structured 
report including; Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results (data collected, analyses) and Discussion.  
Your paper should be supported by at least five references from the primary literature and no less 
than eight in total i.e., a “scientific paper”. Please note these are minimum requirements (150 points 
for this paper. 3). Further it should be written and cited in APA style 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10/ It is expected that the writing as well as the 
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content of this paper will be of high quality (science teachers need to be able to write!). Marks will 
be deducted for poor writing. If you need it help is available at the Writing and Learning 
Commons. You will also need to maintain a field/lab notebook which will be the basis for your 
report and for which you will receive a separate grade. The importance of this notebook is reflected 
in the points allotted (150 pts.) 4). Each group will share their findings in a 10-minute class 
presentation (50 pts). Each student is responsible individually for each element of the project but the 
presentation is a group effort. 

 
 

Tentative Schedule (subject to change) 
 
The schedule will evolve to meet student needs and to adequately address the research process and 
it progresses. 
 
However, the approximate order of topics is: 

1. The scientific method 
2. The relevance of Nature of Science in inquiry-based teaching 
3. Defining a scientific question 
4. Data analysis techniques 
5. Inquiry-based project 

 
We hope to arrange visits from scientists and other discussions about how the practice of science 
may vary in different disciplines. 
 
Given this flexible schedule, these are days when we will not meet: 
 
February 10th Regional Science Fair 
February 24th Advising Day 
March 10/12 Spring Break 
 
As we move along, we will define due dates for individual assignments. 
 
April 30th LAST CLASS - FINAL PRESENTATIONS 
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 Principles and Methods of Science Education SCI-422-70  
Advanced Science Methods SCI-512-70 

 
Fall 2015 

NS 118 Tuesday 6 –8:50PM  
 
Instructor 
Kefyn Catley 
Office: Stillwell 206 
Phone: office 227 3651 home 586 9858 cell 615 289 8923 
Email: kcatley@wcu.edu     
http://www.wcu.edu/7430.asp 
Office hours: Monday 1-3, Friday 1-3 and by appointment 
 
I. Rationale/Purpose 
Course Description: Philosophy and techniques of inquiry teaching applied to the science 
curriculum. Field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to teacher education, EDCI 201.  
 
II. Course Aims and Objectives. The purpose of this course is two-fold: 
1. To provide you the theoretical and practical framework to be informed, effective, and innovative 
inquiry-based practitioners and leaders in your schools and communities.   
 
2. To create both an environment and an expectation that encourages you to synthesize your content 
area knowledge into a deeper, holistic understanding of your subject. Studies show the most 
effective teachers are those who engage deeply with their subject. 
 
Successful students in this course will demonstrate the knowledge and skills that will allow them to 
become leaders in their classrooms, schools, and communities, and to teach science to ALL 
students. For example, how to conduct successful inquiry-based science, become familiar with Next 
Generation Science Standards, North Carolina Essential Standards (NCES), and Professional 
Teaching Standards, apply the tenets of constructivism to science teaching, how to lecture and 
demonstrate interactively, facilitate collaborative learning, understand lab safety issues, lead a class 
discussion, teach problem solving, and assess their students’ knowledge in multiple ways. Teaching 
is a very demanding profession requiring a complex combination of knowledge, skills and 
dispositions. As soon-to-be science teachers you are privileged to be working in a subject area rich 
with opportunities to facilitate all types of leaning styles and environments. This class will help by 
providing you the content-based conceptual and experiential framework to be successful science 
educators.  
 
 
III. Course Materials 
Text books 
Text: The Art of Science Teaching: Inquiry and Innovation in Middle and High School Jack 
Nassard and Michael Dias 2nd edition 2005 Routledge. 
 
Free downloads; 
National Research Council (1996). National Science Education Standards. National Academy Press: 
Washington DC http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=4962 
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National Research Council (2000) Inquiry and the National Science Education Standards. A guide 
for Teaching and Learning. National Academy Press: Washington DC 
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/9596.html 
 
Resources 
National Research Council (1999) Selecting Instructional Materials: A Guide for K-12 Science 
National Academy Press: Washington DC http://books.nap.edu/catalog/9607.html 
 
North Carolina Standard Course of Study http://www.ncpublicschools.org/curriculum/science/ 
 
Next Generation Science Standards  
http://www.nextgenscience.org/next-generation-science-standards 
 
North Carolina NEW essential Standards implemented in Science in 2012/13 
http://www.ncpublicschools.org/acre/standards/new-standards/ 
 
North Carolina Professional Teaching Standards http://www.ncptsc.org/ 
 
Annenburg CPB site Case Studies in Science Education www.learner.org/resources/series126.html 
 
National Center for Science Education. Defending the teaching of evolution in schools. Check it 
out! Amazing information and resources for teachers and parents working to keep evolution in 
public school science education. http://ncse.com/ 
 
National Research Council (2000) How People learn. Brain, Mind. Experience, and School. 
http://books.nap.edu/catalog/9853.html 
 
Brain Research http://staffweb.psdschools.org/todonne/brainresearch.html 
http://www.nsela.org/publications/scienceeducator/14article8.pdf#search=%22Lawrence%20F.%20
Lowery%20the%20biological%20basis%20of%20thinking%20and%20learning%22 
 
Science	  Education	  Research	  Journals	  
	  
Journal	  of	  Research	  in	  Science	  Education	  
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-‐bin/jhome/31817	  
	  
Science	  Education	  
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-‐bin/jhome/32122	  
	  
Journal	  of	  Chemical	  Education	  
http://pubs.acs.org/journal/jceda8	  
	  
Journal	  of	  Geoscience	  Education	  
http://nagt-‐jge.org	  
	  
Physics	  Education	  
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http://iopscience.iop.org/0031-‐9120/	  
	  
 
Professional Organizations 
National Science Teachers Association 
http://www.nsta.org/ 
 
North Carolina Science Teachers Association (great organization – join!) 
http://www.ncsta.org/ 
 
Polar Educators International (new organization connecting scientists and teachers-free!) 
http://polareducator.org/ 
 
Nature of Science: How it really works 
http://undsci.berkeley.edu/ 
 
How to write a proposal 
http://www.meaning.ca/archives/archive/art_how_to_write_P_Wong.htm 
 
Process Oriented Guided Inquiry - especially good for chemistry and physics teaching 
http://pogil.org/ 
 
Teaching High School Science Video Library http://www.learner.org/resources/series126.html 
 
 
IV. Faculty Expectations of Students/Course Policies 
 

• Attendance Policy.  Attendance is required at all class meetings. Please contact the instructor 
ASAP when exceptional circumstances preclude attendance before or immediately 
following an absence. 

• Late and/or makeup assignments. Students will be allowed 2 late assignments in exceptional 
circumstances and only after consultation with the instructor. Assignments submitted after 
the agreed time will not be considered for grading. 

• Students are expected to attend field trips outside of class should these be required. These 
will be kept to a minimum and will be arranged after class discussions. 

• Students are expected to fully participate in all class activities i.e., discussions, group work,  
•  

Statement on Academic Integrity (including plagiarism): 
Academic Honesty Policy 

Western Carolina University, as a community of scholarship, is also a community of honor. 
Faculty, staff, administrators, and students work together to achieve the highest standards of 
honesty and integrity. Academic dishonesty is a serious offense at Western Carolina 
University because it threatens the quality of scholarship and defrauds those who depend on 
knowledge and integrity. Academic dishonesty includes: 
a. Cheating—Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, 
or study aids in any academic exercise. 
b. Fabrication—Intentional falsification of information or citation in an academic exercise. 
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c. Plagiarism—Intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of someone else 
as one’s own in an academic exercise. 
d. Facilitation of Academic Dishonesty—Intentionally or knowingly helping 
or attempting to help someone else to commit an act of academic dishonesty, such as 
knowingly allowing another to copy information during an examination or other academic 
exercise. 
 
Instructors have the right to determine the appropriate sanction or sanctions for academic 
dishonesty within their courses up to and including a final grade of “F” in the course. Within 
5 calendar days of the event the instructor will inform his/her department head, and the 
Associate Dean of the Graduate School when the student is a graduate student, in writing of 
the academic dishonesty charge and sanction. Please refer to your Student Handbook for full 
policy. 

 
Office of Disability Services Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina 
University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented 
disabilities and/or medical conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must 
identify themselves as having a disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic 
documentation to the Office of Disability Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact 
the Office of Disability Services at (828) 227-3886 or come by Suite 135 Killian Annex for an 
appointment. 
 
 
Student Support Services 
Student Support Services provides support to students who are either first-generation, low-income 
or those who have disclosed a disability with: academic advising, mentoring, one-on-one tutorial 
support, and workshops focused on career, financial aid and graduate school preparation. You may 
contact SSS at (828) 227-7127 or email sssprogram@wcu.edu for more information. SSS is located 
in the Killian Annex, room 138. 
 
Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC) 
Electronic format (with hyperlinks): 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing 
and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in 
designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the 
WaLC homepage (walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking 
classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. 
Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain 
days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing 
Tutoring” for availabilities.  
Print format: 
The Writing and Learning Commons (WaLC), located in BELK 207, provides free small-group 
course tutoring, one-on-one writing tutoring and academic skills consultations, and online writing 
and learning resources for all students.  All tutoring sessions take place in the WaLC or in 
designated classrooms on campus. To schedule tutoring appointments, log in to TutorTrac from the 
WaLC homepage (http://walc.wcu.edu) or call 828-227-2274. Distance students and students taking 
classes at Biltmore Park are encouraged to use Smarthinking and the WaLC’s online resources. 
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Students may also take advantage of writing tutoring offered at the Biltmore Park campus on certain 
days of the week; call 828-227-2274 or log in to TutorTrac and select “Biltmore Park Writing 
Tutoring” for availabilities.   
Math Tutoring Center (usually included in Math department lower division courses) 
 
The Mathematics Tutoring Center (455 Stillwell, http://mathlab.wcu.edu, 227-3830) provides 
tutoring in all lower-division math and many CS courses, help with mathematical concepts in other 
disciplines, and workshops on study skills specific to mathematics courses. Tutoring is available on 
a drop-in basis, 9-5 and 6-9 pm Monday-Thursday, and 9-5 on Friday or by appointment. 
 
Academic Calendar includes dates for all breaks, university closures, final exams, etc.  The 
academic calendar can be found at:  http://www.wcu.edu/academics/campus-academic-
resources/registrars-office/academic-calendar.asp.  
 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Western Carolina University is committed to 
providing equal educational opportunities for students with documented disabilities and/or medical 
conditions.  Students who require reasonable accommodations must identify themselves as having a 
disability and/or medical condition and provide current diagnostic documentation to Disability 
Services.  All information is confidential.  Please contact the Office of Disability Services for more 
information at (828) 227-3886 or lalexis@wcu.edu  You may also visit the office’s website: 
 disability.wcu.edu 
 
 
V. Grading Procedures:  
 
Grading and Activities Evaluation is largely formative and is based on the following; a final take 
home exam, homework assignments, lesson plan, EdTPA tasks, participation in the discussions, 
improvement of your teaching and presentation skills and attendance.  
 
Activity       Total points 
Attendance, participation at each class session  100 
Video report         50 
Lesson plan       120 
EdTPA tasks  (3 items 50pts each)      150 
Take home final      200 
Grand Total       620 

This is a professional sequence course for pre-service teachers and substantial commitment will be 
required to do well and to learn to teach science in one semester.  

“A” This student is extremely well-qualified as evidenced by excellent, thorough, and on-time 
assignments that show evidence of learning and understanding.  This person demonstrates a deep 
commitment to the teaching profession by always being present, punctual, and prepared for class, 
by enthusiastically participating in all class activities and by adding appropriate and insightful 
ideas to class.  

“B” This student is well-qualified as evidenced by very good, complete, and on-time assignments 
that show evidence of learning.  This person demonstrates a commitment to teaching by being 
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present, punctual and prepared for class, by participating in class activities and by occasionally 
adding ideas to the class.  Instructors are always notified of emergencies and absences prior to 
class. 

“C” This student shows the minimum competencies for science teaching as evidenced by success in 
some areas but not in others.  Students are inconsistent in their professionalism.  Assignments are 
turned in but are lacking in quality or are late.  This person may show an interest in teaching but 
lacks commitment in preparation and participation.  Students have one or more unexcused absences.  
Instructors are sometimes notified of absences ahead of time. 

Grading Scale: Grades will be based on a 10-point scale:  
• A+  = 97-100   B+  = 87-89  C+  = 77-79  D+  = 67-69            
• A    = 94-96  B    = 84-86  C    = 74-76   D    = 64-66 
• A-   = 90-93   B-   = 80-83  C-  = 70-73   D-  = 60-63 
• F = <60 

 
VI. Overview and Tentative Course Schedule 
May change to accommodate guest presenters & student needs  
 
The class with be conducted so as to model best practice. The instructor, as facilitator of the 
students’ construction of knowledge, will encourage collaborative learning that will be activity 
based and inquiry-driven as much as possible.  
 
A successful science teacher should possess knowledge and skills that help to teach all science 
related topics; for example, how to lead a discussion in class, how to undertake investigative science 
in the classroom, how to work with groups of students, how to teach students to solve problems, and 
how to assess their learning. In addition, it is necessary to know how people learn, what are the 
biological and cognitive processes that occur when learners are actively engaged in learning? What 
are the conditions necessary for successful learning for different students?  Throughout the course 
the emphasis will be on doing science rather than talking about doing science. Activities, all of 
which can be implemented in secondary school, are designed to model good practice and put you 
(often uncomfortably!) in the place of your students. You will have ample opportunity to use 
technology, which will be infused throughout the course. 
 
Some of the areas that will be covered: 

• The latest in learning theory. What we know about how the brain learns 
• Nature of Science (NOS) 
• The teaching continuum; expository - guided inquiry - free inquiry 
• What is science literacy? 
• From the concrete to the abstract 
• Science Learning Cycles 
• Successful lesson plans   
• Science reform - historical and contemporary 
• Professional development for teachers 
• Exploring informal science education opportunities 
• Inquiry-based constructivism 
• North Carolina Essential Standards, Next Generation Science Standards 
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• Incorporating informational technology into science teaching  
• Assessment methodologies 
• Multiple intelligence in the science classroom 
• Bringing science into the everyday life of your students 
• The culturally sensitive science teacher. Science for ALL students  
• Controversy in the science classroom 
• The science teacher as leader and social activist 

 
 
Assignments  
 
1. Video report “Windows into Science Classrooms”. A 2-3 page report due midnight Sept 11 by 
email kcatley@wcu.edu (50pts). Choose, watch, and critique a video from the Teaching High 
School Science Video Library http://www.learner.org/resources/series126.html 

 
 
2. EdTPA assignments Task 1: Planning for Instruction and Assessment, Task 2 Instructing and 
Engaging Students in Learning, Task 3 Assessing Student Learning (specifics to be announced) 
This assignment is worth 150pts - 50 for each task with a group report and presentation due Dec 1. 
Each student is responsible individually for each element of the project but the presentation is a 
group effort. 

 
3. Lesson Plan. An activity-based lesson plan formulated on a version of the science learning cycle 

will be developed in consultation with the instructor and will be revised several times before it is 
submitted for a grade. This is not a compilation of the units you developed for #2 above. 
However what you learn developing these activities will be invaluable and can be leveraged for 
your lesson plan. Note, that each student is responsible for their own lesson plan. However, are 
you encouraged to invite several of your colleagues to work collaboratively on shared documents 
in the online environment (see below). Lesson plans will be created and submitted using the 4E x 
2 Instructional Model using the template available at http://www.clemson.edu/iim We will 
explore this site as a class. Plans must align to the NSES and/or NCES and address specific 
standards (100 points). A grading rubric will be provided. DUE - in final form Nov. 24th 

 
 
 
 
 

Tentative Schedule (subject to change)   
 
Date  Topics/activities      Reading due 
 
August 18 Introductions, philosophy, expectations, overview of textbook. 

    
Aug.  25 The Art of Teaching Science: A Reconnaissance Nassard & Dias ch.1, pp 9-49  

In class activities; 1.1 p 14-15 Exploring initial ideas; 1.2 p 18 Microteach. 
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Sept. 1  Science For All     Nassard & Dias ch.2, pp 50-91  
In class activities; Microteach  continued, 2.2 p 71-72 Investigating biases; 
introduction to class project, introduction to 4E x 2 Instructional Model. 

   
Sept. 8 Facilitating Learning in the Science Classroom Nassard & Dias ch.3, pp 93-131. 

Class activities; 3.2 p 113 Windows into Science Classrooms. 2-3 page Report due 
midnight Sept 11 by email (50pts). http://www.learner.org/resources/series126.html 
  

Sept. 15  The Goals and Curriculum of School Science   Nassard & Dias ch.4, pp 
135-168. In class activities; 4.1. p 142-143 The Goals of the Science Curriculum; 
4.3 p 164 Course Improvement Inquiry; Teaching Evolution p 158 Introduction to 
the National Center for Science Education. 

 
Sept. 22 Science in the School Curriculum   Nassard & Dias ch.5, pp 171-217.  

Introduction to the Next Generation and NC Essential Science Standards, in class 
activities; 5.1 p 188 Science Curriculum Global Comparisons; 5.2. p 195 Exploring 
Science Curriculum Materials.  

 
Sept. 29 STS in the Science Classroom    Nassard & Dias ch.6, pp 220-253.  

Exploring NC New Schools pedagogy.  In class activities; 6.1. Getting Involved with  
STS p 231   

Oct. 6  How Adolescents Learn Science  Nassard & Dias ch.7, pp 259-307.  
In class activities; 7.2 Concepts vs. Big Ideas p 272: 7.4 p 296 Ideas about Student 
learning, concept maps. 
 

Oct. 13  FALL BREAK  
 
Oct. 21 Models of Science Teaching   Nassard & Dias ch.8, pp 309-360. 

In class activities; 8.1 Project-Based learning activities p 328. 
 

Oct 27  ADVISING DAY  
 
Nov. 3 Designs for Learning    Nassard & Dias ch.9, pp 362-397. 

In class activities; 9.1 On the Nature of PKC p 368; 9.2 A window into Lesson 
Planning (revisited) p 371. 

 
Nov. 10 Assessing Active Science Learning   Nassard & Dias ch.10, pp 404-442.  

In class activities; 10.2 Designing Performance Assessments and Rubrics p 422 
(TIMMS and gender issues).  
 

Nov. 17 Thinking in the Science Classroom   Nassard & Dias ch.11, pp 444-4
  81. In class activities; 11.1 Microteaching activity* needs prep p 455.   
         
Nov. 24 Learning with Online Sources Lesson  Nassard & Dias ch.11, pp 484-

502. In class activities; 12.1 Exploring Internet-Based Pedagogies.  Lesson plan 
due.  

 
Dec. 1  Curriculum activities presentations and wrap up. 
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Dec. 8-10 Take home final exam (cumulative). 
 
Note: Requirements for student teaching concerning electronic evidences, lesson plans, etc. will be 
addressed throughout the class.  
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Lesson Plan rubric 
 
 

Principles and Methods of Science Education SCI-422-70  
Advanced Science Methods SCI-512-70 

 
 
 

Lesson Plan. An activity-based lesson plan formulated on a version of the science learning cycle 
will be developed in consultation with the instructors and will be revised several times before it is 
submitted for a grade. Each student is responsible for their own lesson plan. However, are you 
encouraged to invite several of your colleagues to work collaboratively on shared documents in the 
online environment (see below). Lesson plans will be created and submitted using the 4E x 2 
Instructional Model using the template available at http://www.clemson.edu/iim We will explore 
this site as a class. Plans must align to the NSES and/or NCES and address specific standards (100 
points). A grading rubric is provided below. DUE - in final form Nov 26th 
 

 Poor (0-1) Fair (2-3) Good (3-4) Outstanding (5) 
Lesson 
Overview  
(5 pts) 

Poorly written does not 
include all elements of 
plan 

Includes most 
elements of plan 

Includes all 
elements of 
plan but lacks 
the big idea 

Detailed yet 
succinct includes all 
elements of plan 
and ties to the big 
idea 

Standards 
addressed  
(5 pts) 

Missing, not clearly 
stated,  

Poorly aligned  Well aligned 
but too many 
to address  

Well aligned 
appropriate number 

Prerequisite 
knowledge  
(5 pts) 

Poorly written or 
unexplained  

Explained, but 
knowledge not 
appropriate 

Appropriate 
use of 
prerequisite 
knowledge 

Excellent and 
creative use of 
prerequisite 
knowledge 

Supporting 
Details 
(5 pts) 
 

Insufficiently detailed More details but 
difficult to follow 

Sufficient 
details, clearly 
presented 

Very well 
documented (e.g. 
includes vetted 
outside links), easy 
for another teacher 
to follow  

 Poor (0-5) Fair (6-10) Good (11-16) Outstanding (17-
20) 

Engage (20 pts) 
 
 
 

No attempt to engage 
prior knowledge 

Some attempt to 
engage prior 
knowledge 

Good attempt 
to engage 
prior 
knowledge 

Very imaginative 
way to engage and 
use prior knowledge 

Explore (20 pts) Poor design, too 
teacher centered 

Student centered but 
unimaginative 
 

Good 
exploration 
but design 
could be 
stronger 

Very imaginative 
exploration 
engaging and well-
designed 
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Explain (20 pts) 
 
 
 

Teacher centered, 
questions superficial, 
no attempt to 
encourage students to 
model their data. No 
formative assessment   
 

Student centered, 
some support, but 
questions superficial 
Some formative 
assessment. 

Well-
designed, and 
facilitated by 
teacher, 
questions 
appropriate, 
good 
formative 
assessment 

Very imaginative 
methodology, 
model/hypotheses 
building well 
supported by 
teacher, excellent 
formative 
assessments. 

Extend (20 pts) No 
extension/application 

Some 
extension/application 
but not appropriate 

Good 
extension, 
appropriate 
but lacking 
imagination 

Highly imaginative 
extension forcing 
students to think 
outside the box 

Evaluate 
(20pts) 

No evaluation Poor evaluation 
lacking imagination 
e.g., multiple choice 
 

Adequate 
evaluation, 
creative but 
limited to 
lower level 
knowledge 

Highly creative and 
novel evaluation 
that probes for 
higher level student 
understanding 
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Total number of hours for the Program: 120.

Liberal Studies Hours: 42

Liberal Studies Program Requirements

Major Requirements
The major requires 47 hours of core courses, including: Senior Research, 3 hours, at the senior level
(choose from BIOL 480, 495, 498 and 499) and 25 hours of a concentration.

BIOL 140 - Principles of Biology I Credits: 4
BIOL 141 - Principles of Biology II Credits: 4
BIOL 240 - Introduction to Genetics Credits: 4
BIOL 241 - Introduction to Ecology and Evolution Credits: 4
CHEM 139 - General Chemistry I Credits: 4
CHEM 140 - General Chemistry II Credits: 4
CHEM 241 - Organic Chemistry I Credits: 4
CHEM 242 - Organic Chemistry II Credits: 4
MATH 153 - Calculus I Credits: (4)
PHYS 130 - Introductory Physics I Credits: (4)
PHYS 131 - Introductory Physics II Credits: (4)

Concentration:
Concentration (25 hours) selected from one of the following:

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

BIOL 304 - General Ecology Credits: 3
BIOL 306 - Evolutionary Biology Credits: 3
BIOL 375 - Methods in Ecology and Evolution Credits: 4

Guided Electives (15 hours)
May include two non-biology courses: One elective from the Ecology and Evolution set One
elective from the Organismal Biology set One elective from the Cell and Molecular Biology set
Electives chosen from any course set sufficient to bring the total for the concentration to 25 hours.

General Biology

BIOL 304 - General Ecology Credits: 3
BIOL 306 - Evolutionary Biology Credits: 3
BIOL 333 - Cell and Molecular Biology Credits: 4

Guided Electives (15 hours)
May include two non-biology courses: One Elective from the Ecology and Evolution set One
elective from the Organismal Biology set One elective from the Cell and Molecular Biology set
Electives chosen from any course set sufficient to bring the total for the concentration to 25 hours.
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Molecular Biology

BIOL 333 - Cell and Molecular Biology Credits: 4
BIOL 361 - Principles of Biochemistry Credits: 3
BIOL 413 - Principles of General Microbiology Credits: 3

Guided Electives (15 hours)
May include two non-biology courses: One elective from the Ecology and Evolution set One
elective from the Organismal Biology set One elective from the Cell and Molecular Biology set
Electives chosen from any course set sufficient to bring the total for the concentration to 25 hours.

Pre-Health Professional

BIOL 311 - Animal Physiology Credits: 3
BIOL 333 - Cell and Molecular Biology Credits: 4
BIOL 361 - Principles of Biochemistry Credits: 3

Guided Electives (15 hours)
May include two non-biology courses: One elective from the Ecology and Evolution set One
elective from the Organismal Biology set One elective from the Cell and Molecular Biology set
Electives chosen from any course set sufficient to bring the total for the concentration to 25 hours.

General Electives
(6-15 hours depending on the hours taken for Liberal Studies that also count in the major.) General
electives (6 hours) at the 300/400 level) are required to complete the program for each of the
concentrations offered. Students must take at least 30 hours of the courses at the junior-senior level at
WCU in order to satisfy general university requirements.

Biology Elective Course Sets

Cell and Molecular Biology Elective Set

BIOL 313 - Microbiology in Health and Nutrition Credits: 4
BIOL 333 - Cell and Molecular Biology Credits: 4
BIOL 361 - Principles of Biochemistry Credits: 3
BIOL 412 - Cellular and Molecular Immunology Credits: 3
BIOL 413 - Principles of General Microbiology Credits: 3
BIOL 414 - Methods of General Microbiology Credits: 2
BIOL 416 - Plant Molecular Biology Credits: 3
BIOL 417 - Biochemistry Credits: 3
BIOL 419 - Cell Biology Credits: 3
BIOL 421 - Principles of Biotechnology Credits: 4
BIOL 422 - Forensic Biology Credits: 4
BIOL 423 - Biophysics Credits: 3
BIOL 424 - Pharmacology Credits: 3
CHEM 370 - Instrumental Analysis I Credits: 4
CHEM 435 - Instrumental Analysis II Credits: 3
CHEM 462 - Molecular Bioinformatics Credits: 3

Ecology and Evolution Elective Set

BIOL 304 - General Ecology Credits: 3
BIOL 306 - Evolutionary Biology Credits: 3
BIOL 330 - Population Genetics for Forensic Science Credits: 3
BIOL 375 - Methods in Ecology and Evolution Credits: 4
BIOL 420 - Darwin’s Origin of Species Credits: 3
BIOL 433 - Ecological Co-Adaptations Credits: 4
BIOL 434 - Terrestrial Ecology Credits: 4
BIOL 435 - Aquatic Ecology Credits: 4
BIOL 438 - Ecological Restoration Credits: 3
BIOL 441 - Conservation Biology Credits: 3
BIOL 453 - Principles of Systematics Credits: 3
BIOL 471 - Animal Behavior Credits: 4
BIOL 473 - Microbial Ecology Credits: 4
CHEM 461 - Environmental Chemistry Credits: 3
GEOL 455 - Wetlands Credits: (3)
NRM 371 - Landscape Ecology Credits: (3)
NRM 442 - Natural Resources Policy and Administration Credits: (3)
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Organismal Biology Elective

BIOL 311 - Animal Physiology Credits: 3
BIOL 321 - Plant Biology Credits: 4
BIOL 373 - Invertebrate Zoology Credits: 4
BIOL 374 - Vertebrate Zoology Credits: 4
BIOL 415 - Plant Physiology Credits: 3
BIOL 425 - Flora of the Southern Appalachians Credits: 4
BIOL 452 - Plant Anatomy Credits: 4
BIOL 455 - Vascular Plants Credits: 4
BIOL 470 - Biology of Arthropods Credits: 4
BIOL 472 - Ornithology Credits: 4
BIOL 475 - Animal Development Credits: 4
BIOL 476 - Contemporary Fisheries Credits: 4
BIOL 477 - Herpetology Credits: 4

General Biology Elective Set

BIOL 389 - Cooperative Education in Biology Credits: 1 or 3, R15
BIOL 467 - Biostatistics Credits: 3
BIOL 480 - Research in Biology Credits: 1-3, R6
BIOL 493 - Studies in Biology Credits: 1-6, R12 – includes courses available through
Highlands Biological Station – includes courses available through Highlands Biological Station
BIOL 495 - Introduction to Senior Thesis Credits: 1
BIOL 498 - Senior Thesis I Credits: 2
BIOL 499 - Senior Thesis II Credits: 1
GEOL 305 - Soils and Hydrology Credits: (4)
MATH 370 - Probability and Statistics I Credits: (3)
MATH 375 - Statistical Methods II Credits: (3)
NRM 344 - Applied Geographic Information Systems Credits: (4)
PAR 311 - Philosophy of Science Credits: (3)
PAR 330 - America’s Wilderness Ethics and Aesthetics Credits: (3)
PAR 332 - Biomedical Ethics and Social Justice Credits: (3)
PAR 333 - Environmental Ethics Credits: (3)
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•  BIOL 102 - Human Genetics 
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BIOL 102 - Human Genetics
Principles of biology relative to development of human hereditary characteristics. 2 Lecture, 2 Lab.
(C5)

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 103 - Environmental Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 103 - Environmental Biology
Principles of biology relative to ecology and modern environmental problems. Ecosystems structure
and function, population growth, food production, pollution, and resource use. 2 Lecture, 2 Lab. (C5)

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 104 - Human Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 104 - Human Biology
The biology which underlines medical, social, and developmental issues of the human lifecycle. 2
Lecture, 2 Lab. (C5)

Credits 3
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•  BIOL 105 - Biology in the 21st Century 
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BIOL 105 - Biology in the 21st Century
Modern biology from a cellular and molecular perspective, emphasizing cell structure, function, genes
and genetic engineering, disease and evolution. 2 Lecture, 2 Lab. (C5)

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 108 - Recreational Botany 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 108 - Recreational Botany
Identification of native plants on campus and in the field using popular plant guides; derivation of plant
names; food and medicinal uses of plants. Two Saturday hikes required. 2 Field.

Credits 1

  

•  BIOL 140 - Principles of Biology I 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 140 - Principles of Biology I
Introduction to biology for majors. Basic cell structure and function, bioenergetics, introduction to
genetics and molecular biology. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab. (Lecture-4 credits, Lab-0 credit) (Lab is required).

Prerequisites COREQ: 140 lecture and 140 lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 141 - Principles of Biology II 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 141 - Principles of Biology II
Second course for biology majors. A comparative introduction to structure, physiology, and
evolutionary trends among organisms. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab. (Lecture-4 credits, Lab-0 credit). (Lab is
required).

Prerequisites PREQ: 140. COREQ: 141 Lecture and 141 Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 190 - Discoveries in Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 190 - Discoveries in Biology
Discoveries in biology used as the basis for exercises involving analysis of scientific reasoning, the
scientific method, and experimental design.

Credits 3

•  BIOL 192 - Plant Biodiversity 
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BIOL 192 - Plant Biodiversity
Southern Appalachian plant diversity as a background in botanical sciences. Experience with field
identification techniques and human use of plants in medicines, foods, and fiber. 2 Seminar, 2 Lab.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 193 - Forensic Biology 
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BIOL 193 - Forensic Biology
An exploration of techniques, applications, and social implication of forensic biology, including the
science behind fingerprints, blood typing, DNA fingerprints, and other forensic areas.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 194 - Biotechnology: Methods, Applications, and Implications 
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BIOL 194 - Biotechnology: Methods, Applications, and Implications
This course addresses the methods used in Biotechnology and their use in genetic engineering of
bacteria, plants, animals, and ethical considerations associated with biotechnology.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 240 - Introduction to Genetics 
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BIOL 240 - Introduction to Genetics
Introduction to principles of genetics, including Mendelian and molecular genetics. Topics include:
Mendelism, linkage, recombination, DNA structure and function, genomics, evolution of development,
molecular evolution. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ:  BIOL 140 or BIOL 141.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 241 - Introduction to Ecology and Evolution 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 241 - Introduction to Ecology and Evolution
This course examines the interaction of organisms with their environment and each other to provide a
broad overview of the fields of evolution and ecology. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 140, 141, and 240.

Credits 4

•  BIOL 251 - Natural History of the Southern Appalachians 
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BIOL 251 - Natural History of the Southern Appalachians
Interdisciplinary study of this unique environment, on-site studies, scheduled pack trips. 2 Lecture, 6
Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 141.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 254 - Dendrology 
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BIOL 254 - Dendrology
Structure, distribution, identification, and economic uses of major forest trees of the United States;
emphasis on regional species. 2 Lecture, 4 Lab/field.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 291 - Human Anatomy and Physiology I 
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BIOL 291 - Human Anatomy and Physiology I
The skeletal, muscular, digestive, circulatory, respiratory, excretory, integrative, and reproductive
systems. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: Completion of 24 semester hours.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 292 - Human Anatomy and Physiology II 
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BIOL 292 - Human Anatomy and Physiology II
The skeletal, muscular, digestive, circulatory, respiratory, excretory, integrative, and reproductive
systems. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites 291.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 304 - General Ecology 
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BIOL 304 - General Ecology
Ecosystem and population processes, pathways of energy and materials, interactions between
organisms and populations and human role in the biosphere. 3 Lecture.

Prerequisites PREQ: BIOL 241 or permission of instructor.

Credits 3

•  BIOL 306 - Evolutionary Biology 
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BIOL 306 - Evolutionary Biology
Introduction to evolutionary biology, including population genetic processes, speciation, selection
models, phylogeny reconstruction, and molecular evolution. History and analytical approaches will
also be emphasized.

Prerequisites PREQ: 140, 141, 240, 241

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 311 - Animal Physiology 
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BIOL 311 - Animal Physiology
Principles of homeostasis, cell and tissue communication systems, contractility, respiration, excretion,
and metabolism in animals.

Prerequisites PREQ: BIOL 141 and CHEM 140.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 313 - Microbiology in Health and Nutrition 
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BIOL 313 - Microbiology in Health and Nutrition
Morphological, cultural, biochemical, and staining characteristics of microorganisms; emphasis on
those that infect humans and occur in water, food, and human environments. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: Permission of instructor.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 315 - Introduction to Plant Physiology 
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BIOL 315 - Introduction to Plant Physiology
Introduction to plant metabolism, conduction, development, and defense mechanisms. 1 Lecture, 1
Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: BIOL 141 and CHEM 140.

Credits 1

  

•  BIOL 321 - Plant Biology 
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BIOL 321 - Plant Biology
An introduction to the principles of botany with an emphasis on plant body structure, functions and
development.

Prerequisites Biol 140 and Biol 141Corequisites Biol 321 Laboratory

Credits 4
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•  BIOL 330 - Population Genetics for Forensic Science 
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BIOL 330 - Population Genetics for Forensic Science
An overview of human genetic variation and molecular population genetics as applied to forensic DNA
analysis in a crime laboratory as well as the courtroom.

Prerequisites PREQ:  240

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 333 - Cell and Molecular Biology 
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BIOL 333 - Cell and Molecular Biology
Genome structure; protein shape, structure and function; RNA and protein synthesis; control of gene
expression and post-transcriptional controls; reconbinant DNA technology; membrane structure;
protein sorting; cell communication, the cell cycle and cencer. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab. (Lecture-3 credits,
Lab-1 credit). (Lab is required).

Prerequisites PREQ: 240 or permission of instructor. COREQ: 333 lecture and 333 lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 334 - Biotechnology and Society 
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BIOL 334 - Biotechnology and Society
An exploration of the ethical and legal issues raised by recent innovations in biotechnology,
emphasizing forensic genetics, human genetic engineering and agricultural biotechnology (GMOs). 
Cross listed with PAR 334.  No credit for PAR 334.  (P1)

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 361 - Principles of Biochemistry 
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BIOL 361 - Principles of Biochemistry
This course is cross-listed with CHEM 361.

Prerequisites PREQ: CHEM 242.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 373 - Invertebrate Zoology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 373 - Invertebrate Zoology
Morphology, physiology, behavior, ecology, and evolution of invertebrates. 2 Lecture, 6 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 141.
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Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 374 - Vertebrate Zoology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 374 - Vertebrate Zoology
Morphology, physiology, behavior, ecology, and evolution of vertebrates. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 141 or permission of instructor.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 375 - Methods in Ecology and Evolution 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 375 - Methods in Ecology and Evolution
Field, computer-simulation, and laboratory methods used to study the environment, evolutionary
ecology, and the general ecology of individuals, populations, communities, ecosystem landscapes. 3
Lecture, 2 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: BIOL 241 or permission of instructor.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 389 - Cooperative Education in Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 389 - Cooperative Education in Biology
See Cooperative Education Program.

Prerequisites PREQ:  Permission of Department Head.

Credits 1 or 3, R15

  

•  BIOL 412 - Cellular and Molecular Immunology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 412 - Cellular and Molecular Immunology
Detailed examination of the immune response, including: antigen recognition, effector mechanisms,
immunogenetics, immunoregulation, immunity to infection, immunopathology, tumor and
transplantation immunology, and autoimmunity.

Prerequisites PREQ: 240. PREQ or COREQ: 333.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 413 - Principles of General Microbiology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 413 - Principles of General Microbiology
Survey of microorganisms emphasizing morphology, physiology, and ecology; microorganisms and
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disease; environmental and applied microbiology. Not open to students with credit in 313.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 414 - Methods of General Microbiology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 414 - Methods of General Microbiology
Microscopy; morphological, cultural, physiological, and serological characteristics of microorganisms;
microbiology of food, milk, water, and soil. 6 Lab.

Prerequisites COREQ: 413.

Credits 2

  

•  BIOL 415 - Plant Physiology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 415 - Plant Physiology
Plant metabolism, effects of hormones and light on plant growth and development. Transport and
translocation of water and solutes. Plant stress physiology.

Prerequisites PREQ: BIOL 141 and CHEM 140.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 416 - Plant Molecular Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 416 - Plant Molecular Biology
Molecular aspects of plant development. Examination of the structure, expression, and function of
genes involved in the flowering plant life cycle, including genes controlling embryogenesis, vegetative
growth, plant-pathogen interaction, and reproduction.

Prerequisites PREQ: 333 or equivalent.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 417 - Biochemistry 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 417 - Biochemistry
The metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, nucleic acids, and proteins in plant and animal systems.

Prerequisites PREQ: BIOL 240; or 304; CHEM 242 and 272; or permission of instructor.

Credits 3

•  BIOL 419 - Cell Biology 
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  BIOL 419 - Cell Biology
Structure, function, and techniques for the study of cells.

Prerequisites PREQ: BIOL 333 or BIOL 361 or permission of instructor.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 420 - Darwin’s Origin of Species 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 420 - Darwin’s Origin of Species
A detailed reading and analysis of Darwin’s landmark work, On the Origin of Species. Examining its
historical and philosophical context, and its social and scientific significance.

Prerequisites PREQ: 304 and 305, or 240 and 241.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 421 - Principles of Biotechnology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 421 - Principles of Biotechnology
Survey of methods and applications used in molecular biotechnology.  Topics include recombinant
DNA methods and molecular tools to analyze and modify genetic material for biotechnology.  3
Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 333.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 422 - Forensic Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 422 - Forensic Biology
Principles of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA analysis including current and emerging analytical
techniques, database searches, statistical analysis, courtroom testimony and non-human DNA
analysis.

Prerequisites PREQ:  BIOL 140 and 240 with a grade of C or better, and BIOL 333 lecture and
laboratory or permission of instructor.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 423 - Biophysics 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 423 - Biophysics
Principles of biophysics. Topics include cell physiology, chemo-taxis, molecular motors, physical
constraints of an environment, diffusion, receptor complexes, and signal transduction.

Prerequisites PREQ: 140, 141, 240, 241, MATH 130 or equivalent.

Credits 3
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•  BIOL 424 - Pharmacology 
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BIOL 424 - Pharmacology
An introduction to medicinal chemistry.  Topics include pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics, and the
process of drug discovery, design, and development.

Prerequisites PREQ: CHEM 242.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 425 - Flora of the Southern Appalachians 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 425 - Flora of the Southern Appalachians
Taxonomy of the flowering plants of the region; family relationships; use of keys for identification; and
recognition, collection, documentation, and preservation of specimens. One weekend field collecting
trip. 2 Lecture, 6 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 141.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 433 - Ecological Co-Adaptations 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 433 - Ecological Co-Adaptations
In-depth study of co-evolutionary interactions, including seed dispersal, pollination, host-parasite, and
plant-microbe interactions such as nitrogen fixation.  Lecture, laboratory, and field trips.  3 Lecture, 3
Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 241.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 434 - Terrestrial Ecology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 434 - Terrestrial Ecology
Population, ecosystem, community structure, and dynamics; major North American biomes; field and
descriptive methods; required weekend field trips. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab/field.

Prerequisites PREQ: 241; or 304 and 305.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 435 - Aquatic Ecology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 435 - Aquatic Ecology
Biological, physical, and chemical components and processes in lakes and streams; field studies of
local lakes and their biota. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.
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Prerequisites PREQ: 241 or 304.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 438 - Ecological Restoration 
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BIOL 438 - Ecological Restoration
Exploration of ecological restoration theory and management applications from fine to coarse scales
approaches, and including composition, structural and functional components of ecosystems.

Prerequisites PREQ: 140, 141.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 441 - Conservation Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 441 - Conservation Biology
Exploration of biodiversity conservation principles as they apply to managed ecosystems. 
Components  of biodiversity, threats to biodiversity and strategies for conserving it will be examined.

Prerequisites PREQ: 140, 141.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 452 - Plant Anatomy 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 452 - Plant Anatomy
Plant cells, tissue organization in phylogenetic perspective, botanical microtechniques. 3 Lecture, 3
Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 141.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 453 - Principles of Systematics 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 453 - Principles of Systematics
Principles and methods used in describing animal and/or plant taxa and in testing hypotheses of
evolutionary relationship; individual research projects on the systematics of selected taxa.

Prerequisites PREQ: Junior status in biology or permission of instructor.

Credits 3

•  BIOL 455 - Vascular Plants 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]
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BIOL 455 - Vascular Plants
Biology of higher plants: club and small club mosses, quill worts, scouring rushes, ferns,
gymnosperms, and angiosperms in living and fossil form. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 141.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 467 - Biostatistics 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 467 - Biostatistics
Statistical concepts and methods for biologists. Design of experiments for computer analysis by
ANOVA, single or multiple regression, principal components. 2 Lecture, 2 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ:  Junior Standing or permission of instructor

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 470 - Biology of Arthropods 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 470 - Biology of Arthropods
Functional morphology, physiology, natural history, and systematics of the arthropods; field/ lab
emphasis on spiders. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 241 or 304.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 471 - Animal Behavior 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 471 - Animal Behavior
Mechanisms, development, functional significance, and evolution of behavior; individual research
projects, films, and discussions in lab. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 241 or permission of instructor.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 472 - Ornithology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 472 - Ornithology
Anatomy, physiology, ecology, behavior, diversity and evolution of birds.  Lab will focus on
identification of North Carolina birds, field research techniques and behavior. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 241.

Credits 4

•  BIOL 473 - Microbial Ecology 
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BIOL 473 - Microbial Ecology
Ecology of archaea and bacteria. Population and community detection, diversity, and roles in
biogeochemical cycling using cultivation and molecular techniques. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: BIOL 241, or 304 and 413, or 414. COREQ: BIOL 473 Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 475 - Animal Development 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 475 - Animal Development
Development in animals: gametogenesis, fertilization, cleavage, gastrulation, organogenesis,
embryonic adaptations, differentiation, and growth. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 241, or 304 and 305.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 476 - Contemporary Fisheries 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 476 - Contemporary Fisheries
Biological concepts and alternative management practices involved in the protection, conservation,
restoration, augmentation, and cultivation of fisheries resources. 3 Lecture, 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 241 or 304 or permission of instructor.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 477 - Herpetology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 477 - Herpetology
Study of the biological diversity, evolution, life history, ecology, and conservation of amphibians and
reptiles.  Field trips required. 3 Lecture/discussion.  3 Lab/field.

Prerequisites PREQ: 140, 141, 240 or 305, 241 or 304.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 480 - Research in Biology 
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BIOL 480 - Research in Biology
Research in Biology

Prerequisites PREQ: Junior standing, permission of research director.

Credits 1-3, R6
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•  BIOL 493 - Studies in Biology 
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BIOL 493 - Studies in Biology
Studies in Biology

Prerequisites PREQ: Permission of department head.

Credits 1-6, R12

  

•  BIOL 495 - Introduction to Senior Thesis 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 495 - Introduction to Senior Thesis
Designed to introduce experimental design and assist in selection of a senior thesis project.

Prerequisites PREQ: Permission of department head.

Credits 1

  

•  BIOL 496 - Senior Seminar 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 496 - Senior Seminar
Senior Seminar

Prerequisites PREQ: 140, 141, 304, 305, and 333; or permission of instructor.

Credits 1

  

•  BIOL 498 - Senior Thesis I 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 498 - Senior Thesis I
Directed research conducted in the first semester of the senior year.

Prerequisites PREQ: Permission of department head.

Credits 2

  

•  BIOL 499 - Senior Thesis II 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 499 - Senior Thesis II
Senior thesis and oral presentation following completion of directed undergraduate research.

Prerequisites PREQ: 498.

Credits 1
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Total number of hours for the program: 23.

Minor Requirements
The minor requires 23 hours, including:

BIOL 140 - Principles of Biology I Credits: 4
BIOL 141 - Principles of Biology II Credits: 4
BIOL 240 - Introduction to Genetics Credits: 4
BIOL 241 - Introduction to Ecology and Evolution Credits: 4

Electives
And at least 7 hours of junior/senior level biology electives.
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Program Admission Requirements

To be eligible for consideration the applicant should have an undergraduate grade point average of 3.00 (out
of 4.00) or higher, an undergraduate degree (or equivalent) in Biology or related life science from an
accredited College or University and a combined verbal and math GRE score of 300 for consideration of full
admission. Application materials: a statement including the names of two faculty whose research is of
interest; three letters of reference; official transcripts and GRE scores.

Program Description

The program for the M.S. degree in biology requires a minimum of 30 semester hours of graduate study,
including three semesters of BIOL 696 , one semester of BIOL 698 and a 3 to 6-hour thesis. An oral defense
of the thesis is required.
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•  BIOL 512 - Cellular and Molecular Immunology 
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BIOL 512 - Cellular and Molecular Immunology
Detailed examination of the immune response, including:  antigen recognition, effector mechanisms,
immunogenetics, immunoregulation, immunity to infection, immunopathology, tumor and
transplantation immunology, and autoimmunity.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 513 - Principles of General Microbiology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 513 - Principles of General Microbiology
Survey of microorganisms emphasizing morphology, physiology, and ecology; microorganisms and
disease; environmental and applied microbiology. Not open to students with credit in 313.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 514 - Methods of General Microbiology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 514 - Methods of General Microbiology
Microscopy; morphological, cultural, physiological, and serological characteristics of microorganisms;
microbiology of food, water, and soil. 6 Lab.

Credits 2
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•  BIOL 515 - Plant Physiology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 515 - Plant Physiology
Plant metabolism, effects of hormones and light on plant growth and development. Transport and
translocation of water and solutes. Plant stress physiology.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 516 - Plant Molecular Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 516 - Plant Molecular Biology
Molecular aspects of plant development. Examination of the structure, expression, and function of
genes involved in the flowering plant life cycle, including genes controlling embryogenesis, vegetative
growth, plant pathogen interaction, and reproduction.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 517 - Biochemistry 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 517 - Biochemistry
The metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, nucleic acids, and proteins in plant and animal systems.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 519 - Cell Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 519 - Cell Biology
Structure, function and techniques for the study of cells. 3 Lecture.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 520 - Darwin’s Origin of Species 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 520 - Darwin’s Origin of Species
A detailed reading and analysis of Darwin’s landmark work, “On the Origin of Species,” examining its
historical and philosophical context, and its social and scientific significance.

Prerequisites PREQ: Graduate status.

Credits 3

•  BIOL 522 - Forensic Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]
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  BIOL 522 - Forensic Biology
Principles of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA analysis, decomposition, autopsy, forensic databases,
and bioterrorism.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 523 - Biophysics 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 523 - Biophysics
Principles of biophysics. Topics include cell physiology, chemotaxis, molecular motors, physical
constraints of an environment, diffusion, receptor complexes, and signal transduction.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 524 - Pharmacology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 524 - Pharmacology
An introduction to medicinal chemistry. Topics include pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics, and the
process of drug discovery, design, and development. 3 lec.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 525 - Flora of the Southern Appalachians 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 525 - Flora of the Southern Appalachians
Taxonomy of flowering plants of the region; family relationships; use of keys for identification;
recognition, collection, documentation, and preservation of specimens. One weekend collecting field
trip. 2 Lecture 6 Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 533 - Ecological Co-Adaptations 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 533 - Ecological Co-Adaptations
In-depth study of co-evolutionary interactions, including seed dispersal, pollination, host-parasite, and
plant-microbe interactions such as nitrogen fixation. Lecture, laboratory and field trips. 3 lec, 3lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 534 - Terrestrial Ecology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 534 - Terrestrial Ecology
Populations, ecosystems, community structure, and dynamics; major North American biomes; field
and descriptive methods; required weekend field trips. 2 Lecture 6 Lab/Field.

Credits 4
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•  BIOL 535 - Aquatic Ecology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 535 - Aquatic Ecology
Biological, physical, and chemical components and processes in lakes and streams; field studies of
local lakes and their biota. 2 Lecture 6 Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 538 - Ecological Restoration 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 538 - Ecological Restoration
Exploration of ecological restoration theory and management applications from fine to coarse scales
approaches, and including compositon, structural and functional components of ecosystems.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 541 - Conservation Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 541 - Conservation Biology
Exploration of biodiversity conservation principles as they apply to managed ecosystems. 
Components of biodiversity, threats to biodiversity, and strategies for conserving it will be examined.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 553 - Principles of Systematics 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 553 - Principles of Systematics
Principles and methods used in describing animal and/or plant taxa and in testing hypotheses of
evolutionary relationships; individual research projects on the systematics of selected taxa.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 555 - Vascular Plants 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 555 - Vascular Plants
Biology of the higher plants; club and small club mosses, quillworts, scouring rushes, ferns,
gymnosperms, and angiosperms in living and fossil form. 3 Lecture 3 Lab.

Credits 4

•  BIOL 566 - Aquaculture 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]
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BIOL 566 - Aquaculture
Introduction to commercial practices for the production of fish; review of the generic elements involved
in aquaculture systems with examples of aquatic farming; examination of problems related to industry.

Credits 1

  

•  BIOL 567 - Biostatistics 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 567 - Biostatistics
Statistical concepts and methods for biologists, design of experiments for computer analysis by
ANOVA, single or multiple regression, principal components. 2 Lecture 2 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: An elementary statistics course or permission of instructor.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 570 - Biology of Arthropods 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 570 - Biology of Arthropods
Functional morphology, physiology, natural history, and systematics of the arthropods; field/lab
emphasis on spiders. 2 Lecture 6 Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 571 - Animal Behavior 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 571 - Animal Behavior
Mechanisms, development, functional significance, and evolution of behavior; individual research
projects, films, and discussions in lab. 3 Lecture 3 Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 572 - Ornithology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 572 - Ornithology
Anatomy, physiology, ecology, behavior, diversity, and evolution of birds.  Lab will focus on
identification of North Carolina birds, field research techniques, and behavior.  3 lecture, 3 lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 573 - Microbial Ecology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 573 - Microbial Ecology
Ecology of Archaea and Bacteria. Population and community detection, diversity, and roles in
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biogeochemical cycling using cultivation and molecular techniques. 3 Lecture 3 Lab.

Prerequisites PREQ: 304 and 413 or 414. COREQ: 573 Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 576 - Contemporary Fisheries 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 576 - Contemporary Fisheries
Biological concepts and alternative management practices involved in the protection, conservation,
restoration, augmentation, and cultivation of fisheries resources. 3 Lecture 3 Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 577 - Herpetology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 577 - Herpetology
Study of the biological diversity, evolution, life history, ecology, and conservation of amphibians and
reptiles.  Field trips required.

Prerequisites PREQ:  Permission of instructor. 

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 589 - Cooperative Education in Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 589 - Cooperative Education in Biology
S/U grading. Only 3 hours apply toward degree.

Prerequisites PREQ: Minimum of 9 hours of graduate courses with at least a B average and approval
of department head, advisor, and cooperative education coordinator.

Credits 3, R6

  

•  BIOL 593 - Advanced Studies in Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 593 - Advanced Studies in Biology
Advanced Studies in Biology

Prerequisites PREQ: Permission of department head.

Credits 1-6, R12

  

•  BIOL 612 - Principles of Chemical Ecology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 612 - Principles of Chemical Ecology
Biochemistry, physiology, and function of secondary compounds stressing alkaloids, phenolics, and
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terpenoids.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 613 - Molecular Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 613 - Molecular Biology
Principles of molecular/cellular biology for secondary teachers.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 614 - Principles of Chemical Ecology Laboratory 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 614 - Principles of Chemical Ecology Laboratory
Techniques for isolating, identifying, and studying biological functions of alkaloids, phenolics, and
terpenoids. 6 Lab.

Prerequisites COREQ: 612.

Credits 2

  

•  BIOL 632 - Biogeography 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 632 - Biogeography
Plant and animal distribution; ecological and historical factors contributing to distribution of the earth’s
biota.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 636 - Physiological and Ecosystem Ecology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 636 - Physiological and Ecosystem Ecology
In-depth study of environmental effects on physiological and morphological traits and their influences
on energy and nutrient cycling through ecosystems. Lecture, laboratory and field exercises. 3 lec, 3
lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 639 - Ecological Genetics 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 639 - Ecological Genetics
A course for ecologists interested in learning how ecological/conservation genetics maintain
evolutionary processes and promote ecosystem health.

Credits 3
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•  BIOL 642 - Population and Community Ecology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 642 - Population and Community Ecology
Population ecology concepts and questions from empirical and theoretical perspectives, including
population structure, dynamics, regulation, demography, life histories, metapopulations, competition,
predation, parasitism, and mutualism. 3 lecture/discussion, 3 lab/field.

Prerequisites PREQ: Permission of Instructor.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 643 - Evolutionary Processes 
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BIOL 643 - Evolutionary Processes
Mechanisms of evolution; emphasis on current research and hypotheses such as group selection, kin
selection, r and K selection, and sympatric speciation.

Credits 3

  

•  BIOL 672 - Ichthyology 
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BIOL 672 - Ichthyology
Systematics, life history, ecology, and identification of groups of fishes; collection of local fishes. 2
Lecture 6 Lab/Field.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 675 - Advanced Methods in Ecology and Evolution 
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BIOL 675 - Advanced Methods in Ecology and Evolution
In-depth study of field, computer simulation, and laboratory methods used to study the evolutionary
ecology and ecological interactions across levels from individuals through landscapes. 3 Lecture, 2
Lab.

Credits 4

  

•  BIOL 693 - Topics in Biology 

[ Add to Portfolio ] [ Print Course ]

BIOL 693 - Topics in Biology
Topics in Biology

Prerequisites PREQ: Permission of department head.

Credits 1-6, R12
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•  BIOL 694 - Topics in Biology 
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BIOL 694 - Topics in Biology
S/U grading.

Prerequisites PREQ: Permission of department head.

Credits 1-6, R12

  

•  BIOL 696 - Seminar in Biology 
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BIOL 696 - Seminar in Biology
Presentations regarding current topics in biology.

Credits 1, R3

  

•  BIOL 697 - Introduction to Graduate Studies in Biology 
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BIOL 697 - Introduction to Graduate Studies in Biology
An introduction to teaching methods, experimental design, and methods of computer literature
searching and Internet access.

Credits 2

  

•  BIOL 698 - Comprehensive Examination 
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BIOL 698 - Comprehensive Examination
Comprehensive exam for MS in Biology students.

Prerequisites Students must have completed their first two semesters (summer excluded) of study.

Credits 0

  

•  BIOL 699 - Thesis 
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BIOL 699 - Thesis
Only 6 semester hours may be applied toward degree.

Credits 1-6, R12

•  BIOL 779 - Continuing Research—Non-Thesis Option 
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BIOL 779 - Continuing Research—Non-Thesis Option
See Policy on Completion of Thesis and Dissertation found in the Admissions and Degree
Requirements Section of the Graduate Catalog. S/U grading. These hours will not count toward
fulfilling degree requirements.

Prerequisites PREQ: Must NOT be enrolled in a thesis program.

Credits 1, R10

  

•  BIOL 799 - Continuing Research—Thesis Option 
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BIOL 799 - Continuing Research—Thesis Option
See Policy on Completion of Thesis and Dissertation found in the Admissions and Degree
Requirements Section of the Graduate Catalog. S/U grading. These hours will not count toward
fulfilling degree requirements.

Prerequisites PREQ: Student must be enrolled in a thesis program.

Credits 1-6, R24
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Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

Sex

Female 177 163 192 180 206 186 239 213 269 248

Male 150 130 158 138 142 133 138 135 153 136

Citizenship

US Citizen 324 289 342 311 339 310 372 342 416 378

Resident Alien 2 3 4 5 7 7 3 4 5 4

Non-Resident Alien 1 1 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

Race/Ethnicity

American Indian or Alaska Native 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2

Asian 5 6 11 9 14 13 15 14 17 16

Black or African American 14 12 23 23 30 28 29 27 31 23

Hispanics of any race 1 3 4 2 8 6 5 6 9 5

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1 1 1 1 1

White 278 250 280 254 260 236 291 269 320 301

Two or more races 10 8 10 13 16 17 16 13 18 16

Race and Ethnicity Unknown 9 8 7 2 1 1 2 2 3 1

Class level

Freshman 108 83 111 83 109 78 119 86 133 103

Sophomore 45 45 70 62 71 57 61 56 74 64

Junior 63 50 48 45 61 69 88 73 81 69

Senior 66 79 82 91 79 87 83 107 107 122

Undergraduate

Masters 45 36 39 37 28 28 26 26 27 26

Post-Masters

Doctorate - Professional

Doctorate - Research

Graduate

Total students 327 293 350 318 348 319 377 348 422 384

Enrolled Student Demographics by Regular Term

All Programs

(# of students)

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology
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2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

Sex

Female 210 230 247 278 318

Male 178 186 173 163 177

Citizenship

US Citizen 384 407 408 434 488

Resident Alien 3 5 10 4 5

Non-Resident Alien 1 4 2 3 2

Race/Ethnicity

American Indian or Alaska Native 4 2 2 1 2

Asian 6 12 14 16 20

Black or African American 21 31 37 34 34

Hispanics of any race 3 5 8 7 10

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1 1 1

White 328 335 319 341 380

Two or more races 11 14 19 19 20

Race and Ethnicity Unknown 9 8 2 2 3

Class level

Freshman 132 129 134 137 158

Sophomore 65 99 96 88 100

Junior 83 74 101 117 116

Senior 106 116 122 134 152

Undergraduate 1

Masters 49 51 38 32 35

Post-Masters

Doctorate - Professional

Doctorate - Research

Graduate

Total students 388 416 420 441 495

Enrolled Student Demographics by Academic Year

(# of students)

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Programs

Prepared by Office of Institutional Planning and Effectiveness (rzHy1Z) 2 of 3



Fall 2010 115 3.68 71 537 533 1070 23.1

Spring 2011 15 2.99 46 497 476 972 17.5

Fall 2011 120 3.73 72 533 522 1055 22.1

Spring 2012 16 3.63 50 477 479 956 17.5

Fall 2012 122 3.65 68 510 514 1024 20.3

Spring 2013 24 3.22 52 457 473 930 20.0

Fall 2013 137 3.74 69 519 518 1037 22.2

Spring 2014 15 3.23 55 454 516 970 23.5

Fall 2014 151 3.81 69 519 509 1028 22.5

Spring 2015 19 3.26 47 490 489 979 22.5

2010-2011 131 3.59 68 531 526 1058 21.9

2011-2012 137 3.70 69 527 516 1042 21.7

2012-2013 146 3.56 64 500 507 1006 20.2

2013-2014 152 3.69 67 515 514 1029 22.2

2014-2015 171 3.76 68 515 506 1021 22.3

Average

SAT Verbal

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Programs

New Student Averages

New

Majors

Average

HS GPA

Average

HS Rank

New

Majors

Average

HS GPA

Average

HS Rank

Average

SAT Math

Average

SAT Verbal

Average

SAT

Average

ACT

Average

SAT

Average

ACT

Average

SAT Math
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Course offerings and enrollment

# sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment 

Undergraduate 223 4,449 244 4,718 249 5,013 270 5,656 286 5,662

BIOL102 18 416 17 436 15 303 8 212 4 114

Spring 6 168 9 250 0 0 6 198 4 114

Fall 6 152 4 116 7 195 0 0 0 0

Summer II 6 96 4 70 8 108 2 14 0 0

BIOL103 12 302 11 310 14 378 10 284 9 242

Spring 6 154 4 118 8 218 0 0 0 0

Fall 6 148 7 192 6 160 8 254 7 226

Summer II 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 30 2 16

BIOL104 16 348 16 400 17 452 20 688 18 634

Spring 6 130 4 120 8 246 6 240 6 234

Fall 6 158 8 232 7 192 12 432 12 400

Summer II 2 38 2 20 0 0 0 0 0 0

Summer I 2 22 2 28 2 14 2 16 0 0

BIOL105 2 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Summer I 2 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

BIOL140 30 764 30 794 32 826 33 911 33 916

Spring 11 264 10 288 11 304 12 306 11 310

Fall 19 500 20 506 21 522 19 590 20 586

Summer II 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 2 20

BIOL141 17 374 18 424 18 442 22 482 22 516

Spring 11 232 11 266 10 222 11 274 11 304

Fall 6 142 7 158 8 220 9 200 9 192

Summer II 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 2 20

BIOL190 0 0 1 25 0 0 1 13 1 13

Spring 0 0 1 25 0 0 1 13 1 13

BIOL192 1 21 1 24 2 44 4 90 4 72

Spring 0 0 1 24 0 0 2 42 2 26

Fall 1 21 0 0 2 44 2 48 2 46

BIOL240 16 356 17 342 18 414 21 473 17 368

Spring 6 132 6 128 6 160 8 173 6 140

Fall 10 224 9 196 10 224 11 276 9 216

Summer II 0 0 2 18 2 30 2 24 2 12

BIOL241 8 182 10 158 10 224 12 262 14 298

Spring 5 122 5 102 5 136 6 148 6 158

Fall 3 60 3 44 3 64 4 96 6 128

Summer II 0 0 2 12 2 24 2 18 2 12

BIOL254 2 40 0 0 3 58 0 0 3 52

Fall 2 40 0 0 3 58 0 0 3 52

BIOL291 19 469 18 482 19 524 19 576 22 750

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 92

Fall 15 385 15 420 16 462 16 513 16 585

Summer II 4 84 3 62 3 62 3 63 3 73

BIOL292 16 376 16 388 16 394 16 426 16 430

Spring 12 306 13 334 13 344 13 377 13 374

Summer II 4 70 3 54 3 50 3 49 3 56

BIOL293 2 36 2 34 2 28 4 72 2 6

Spring 2 36 2 34 2 28 2 50 0 0

Summer II 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 22 2 6

BIOL304 1 17 1 20 1 25 1 23 1 36

Spring 1 17 1 20 1 25 1 23 1 36

BIOL306 1 21 1 26 1 33 2 57 2 50

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 23 1 20

Fall 1 21 1 26 1 33 1 34 1 30

BIOL311 2 85 2 43 2 63 2 71 2 60

Spring 1 44 1 25 1 37 1 34 1 30

Fall 1 41 1 18 1 26 1 37 1 30

BIOL313 2 32 3 66 4 82 6 130 6 124

Spring 2 32 3 66 4 82 6 130 6 124

BIOL330 0 0 1 10 1 10 0 0 1 10

Spring 0 0 1 10 1 10 0 0 1 10

BIOL333 5 111 5 133 7 154 9 203 9 186

Spring 5 111 5 133 7 154 6 134 6 125

Fall 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 69 3 61

BIOL361 3 47 3 51 3 53 3 66 3 64

Spring 1 12 1 14 1 14 1 24 1 25

Fall 2 35 2 37 2 39 2 42 2 39

BIOL373 0 0 2 20 0 0 2 34 0 0

All Prefixes

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
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Course offerings and enrollment

# sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment 

All Prefixes

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

Fall 0 0 2 20 0 0 2 34 0 0

BIOL374 2 40 2 36 0 0 2 32 2 38

Fall 2 40 2 36 0 0 2 32 2 38

BIOL375 2 22 2 22 2 32 2 28 2 32

Fall 2 22 2 22 2 32 2 28 2 32

BIOL389 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 2 0 0

Spring 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

Fall 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

Summer II 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

BIOL412 1 15 1 9 1 22 1 24 1 17

Spring 1 15 1 9 1 22 1 24 1 17

BIOL413 1 35 1 47 1 52 1 50 1 59

Fall 1 35 1 47 1 52 1 50 1 59

BIOL414 2 24 2 22 2 25 2 19 2 16

Fall 2 24 2 22 2 25 2 19 2 16

BIOL415 1 20 0 0 1 22 0 0 1 21

Fall 1 20 0 0 1 22 0 0 1 21

BIOL416 0 0 1 9 0 0 1 10 0 0

Fall 0 0 1 9 0 0 1 10 0 0

BIOL419 1 11 0 0 1 6 1 9 1 11

Spring 1 11 0 0 1 6 1 9 1 11

BIOL420 0 0 1 9 0 0 1 8 0 0

Spring 0 0 1 9 0 0 1 8 0 0

BIOL421 0 0 0 0 2 10 0 0 2 6

Fall 0 0 0 0 2 10 0 0 2 6

BIOL422 2 35 2 22 2 30 2 20 2 26

Fall 2 35 2 22 2 30 2 20 2 26

BIOL423 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

Fall 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

BIOL424 1 14 1 11 1 19 0 0 0 0

Spring 1 14 1 11 1 19 0 0 0 0

BIOL425 0 0 2 24 0 0 2 24 2 17

Spring 0 0 2 24 0 0 2 24 0 0

Summer I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 17

BIOL433 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 12

Fall 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 12

BIOL435 0 0 2 28 0 0 2 18 0 0

Fall 0 0 2 28 0 0 2 18 0 0

BIOL438 1 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 22

Spring 1 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 22

BIOL441 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 20 0 0

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 20 0 0

BIOL453 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0

Spring 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fall 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0

BIOL455 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 2 20

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 20

Fall 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

BIOL467 1 24 1 21 1 20 1 17 1 14

Spring 1 24 1 21 1 20 1 17 1 14

BIOL470 2 10 0 0 2 18 0 0 2 14

Fall 2 10 0 0 2 18 0 0 2 14

BIOL471 0 0 2 32 0 0 2 31 0 0

Spring 0 0 2 32 0 0 2 31 0 0

BIOL472 2 24 0 0 2 36 0 0 2 24

Spring 2 24 0 0 2 36 0 0 2 24

BIOL473 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 24

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 24

BIOL476 2 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 20

Fall 2 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 20

BIOL477 2 16 2 22 2 30 2 28 2 26

Spring 2 16 2 22 2 30 2 28 2 26

BIOL480 5 32 19 97 21 92 29 121 32 150

Spring 1 13 9 51 10 37 12 55 14 80

Fall 2 12 7 38 8 44 13 48 12 50

Summer II 2 7 3 8 3 11 3 14 5 19

Summer I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 1
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Course offerings and enrollment

# sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment 

All Prefixes

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

BIOL493 12 47 17 75 14 50 13 67 24 112

Spring 5 17 6 12 8 27 6 33 17 71

Fall 4 14 8 22 6 23 6 32 5 35

Summer II 3 16 3 41 0 0 1 2 1 1

Summer I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5

BIOL495 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 2

Spring 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 2

Summer II 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

BIOL498 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1

Fall 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0

Summer II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

BIOL499 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1

Spring 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1

SCI 150 1 12 1 12 1 14 1 16 1 11

Fall 1 12 1 12 1 14 1 16 1 11

SCI 301 0 0 1 6 1 13 1 8 1 6

Spring 0 0 1 6 1 13 1 8 1 6

SCI 422 1 7 1 9 1 4 1 10 1 8

Fall 1 7 1 9 1 4 1 10 1 8

SCI 491 2 5 2 10 2 5 2 8 2 8

Spring 1 3 1 6 1 3 1 7 1 6

Fall 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 1 1 2

Masters 50 232 64 209 52 186 47 163 51 185

BIOL512 1 9 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 3

Spring 1 9 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 3

BIOL513 1 8 0 0 1 4 1 2 1 2

Fall 1 8 0 0 1 4 1 2 1 2

BIOL514 2 6 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 3

Fall 2 6 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 3

BIOL515 1 10 0 0 1 5 0 0 1 3

Fall 1 10 0 0 1 5 0 0 1 3

BIOL516 0 0 1 12 0 0 1 4 0 0

Fall 0 0 1 12 0 0 1 4 0 0

BIOL519 1 6 0 0 1 3 1 2 1 3

Spring 1 6 0 0 1 3 1 2 1 3

BIOL520 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 3 0 0

Spring 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 3 0 0

BIOL522 2 6 2 4 2 2 2 4 0 0

Fall 2 6 2 4 2 2 2 4 0 0

BIOL523 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 1 3

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

Fall 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0

BIOL524 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Spring 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

BIOL525 0 0 2 12 0 0 2 8 0 0

Spring 0 0 2 12 0 0 2 8 0 0

BIOL533 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 18

Fall 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 18

BIOL535 0 0 2 14 0 0 2 10 0 0

Fall 0 0 2 14 0 0 2 10 0 0

BIOL538 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

Spring 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

BIOL541 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0

BIOL553 1 5 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0

Spring 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fall 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0

BIOL555 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fall 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0

BIOL567 1 11 1 6 1 8 1 5 1 11

Spring 1 11 1 6 1 8 1 5 1 11

BIOL570 2 10 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0

Fall 2 10 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0

BIOL571 0 0 2 10 0 0 2 4 0 0

Spring 0 0 2 10 0 0 2 4 0 0

BIOL572 2 8 0 0 2 6 0 0 2 6

Spring 2 8 0 0 2 6 0 0 2 6

BIOL573 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
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Course offerings and enrollment

# sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment 

All Prefixes

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

BIOL576 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6

Fall 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6

BIOL577 2 2 2 4 2 8 2 2 2 2

Spring 2 2 2 4 2 8 2 2 2 2

BIOL593 2 6 4 5 14 44 5 10 12 30

Spring 1 5 2 3 6 17 3 5 7 18

Fall 1 1 2 2 7 25 2 5 5 12

Summer II 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0

BIOL632 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Spring 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

BIOL636 0 0 2 18 0 0 2 18 0 0

Fall 0 0 2 18 0 0 2 18 0 0

BIOL642 2 10 0 0 2 16 0 0 2 8

Fall 2 10 0 0 2 16 0 0 2 8

BIOL675 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 10

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 10

BIOL693 2 18 5 24 2 27 3 9 0 0

Spring 1 3 3 14 1 16 2 8 0 0

Fall 1 15 2 10 1 11 1 1 0 0

BIOL696 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 22 2 32

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 1 15

Fall 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 14 1 17

BIOL697 1 13 1 8 1 6 1 6 1 9

Fall 1 13 1 8 1 6 1 6 1 9

BIOL699 12 47 24 52 15 46 13 38 10 28

Spring 5 23 14 28 5 23 5 18 5 15

Fall 5 18 9 23 7 18 6 14 4 11

Summer II 2 6 1 1 3 5 2 6 1 2

BIOL799 7 13 9 17 4 4 2 4 2 2

Spring 3 4 5 13 3 3 2 4 1 1

Fall 4 9 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 1

Summer II 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

SCI 512 1 8 1 2 1 4 0 0 1 1

Fall 1 8 1 2 1 4 0 0 1 1
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Number of sections and average class size by type

Summer II Fall Spring Summer I

2009-2010 # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH

Undergraduate 10 13.9 245 76 22.2 3,407 83 20.8 3,330 4 9.3 66

Structured 10 13.9 245 72 23.0 3,322 78 21.7 3,240 4 9.3 66

Unstructured 4 7.3 85 5 6.2 90

Masters 1 5.0 5 25 4.7 284 23 4.5 258 2 3.0 12

Structured 14 6.0 177 14 4.6 135 2 3.0 12

Unstructured 1 5.0 5 11 3.1 107 9 4.3 123

Doctorate

Structured

Unstructured

2010-2011 # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH

Undergraduate 22 14.2 563 104 21.0 4,320 93 20.6 3,761 4 8.0 48

Structured 17 17.7 535 97 22.3 4,263 86 21.8 3,623 4 8.0 48

Unstructured 5 2.2 28 7 3.1 57 7 6.9 138

Masters 2 3.0 8 27 5.1 311 21 4.2 247

Structured 18 6.2 232 12 4.2 124

Unstructured 2 3.0 8 9 3.0 79 9 4.2 123

Doctorate

Structured

Unstructured

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes
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Number of sections and average class size by type

Summer II Fall Spring Summer I

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2011-2012 # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH

Undergraduate 23 12.4 524 112 20.0 4,323 107 20.2 4,233 2 14.0 42

Structured 18 15.3 507 97 22.6 4,230 88 23.5 4,039 2 14.0 42

Unstructured 5 2.0 17 15 3.5 93 19 4.9 194

Masters 2 1.0 5 28 3.9 247 34 2.9 246

Structured 14 5.9 174 11 4.2 92

Unstructured 2 1.0 5 14 2.0 73 23 2.2 154

Doctorate

Structured

Unstructured

2012-2013 # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH

Undergraduate 21 13.6 510 118 21.3 4,875 108 20.3 4,297 2 7.0 21

Structured 18 15.2 494 104 23.7 4,791 87 24.3 4,119 2 7.0 21

Unstructured 3 3.7 16 14 3.7 84 21 4.0 178

Masters 4 1.8 8 26 3.8 206 22 3.9 195

Structured 15 4.8 146 7 4.9 56

Unstructured 4 1.8 8 11 2.2 60 15 3.4 139

Doctorate

Structured

Unstructured
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Number of sections and average class size by type

Summer II Fall Spring Summer I

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH # Avg SCH

Undergraduate 25 10.4 503 126 23.2 5,624 116 21.2 4,844 3 6.7 32

Structured 20 12.2 470 107 26.7 5,526 96 24.6 4,654 2 8.0 24

Unstructured 5 3.4 33 19 3.2 98 20 4.6 190 1 4.0 8

Masters 2 3.0 8 21 4.0 184 24 3.0 187

Structured 13 5.2 136 14 3.1 88

Unstructured 2 3.0 8 8 2.1 48 10 2.9 99

Doctorate

Structured

Unstructured
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Enrollment in relevant courses

# sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment # sections Enrollment 

Individual Study 0 0 0 0 55 163 58 185 66 210

Undergraduate 0 0 0 0 30 98 39 138 49 172

Masters 0 0 0 0 25 65 19 47 17 38

Internship 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0

Undergraduate 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0

Lab 126 2,058 124 2,144 133 2,298 144 2,554 151 2,543

Undergraduate 116 2,017 117 2,109 126 2,270 136 2,527 139 2,505

Masters 10 41 7 35 7 28 8 27 12 38

Lecture 105 2,429 102 2,483 98 2,645 101 2,932 107 2,933

Undergraduate 86 2,322 85 2,398 84 2,573 85 2,876 89 2,876

Masters 19 107 17 85 14 72 16 56 18 57

Lecture and Lab 0 0 0 0 3 41 3 30 3 31

Undergraduate 0 0 0 0 2 33 2 25 2 20

Masters 0 0 0 0 1 8 1 5 1 11

Other - DC F12 37 147 76 228 7 18 0 0 0 0

Undergraduate 17 76 37 147 3 11 0 0 0 0

Masters 20 71 39 81 4 7 0 0 0 0

Seminar 3 42 4 62 2 28 7 108 8 122

Undergraduate 2 29 3 54 1 22 4 80 5 81

Masters 1 13 1 8 1 6 3 28 3 41

Student Teaching 2 5 2 10 2 5 2 8 2 8

Undergraduate 2 5 2 10 2 5 2 8 2 8

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
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Degrees Conferred

Degrees TTD (Y) Degrees TTD (Y) Degrees TTD (Y) Degrees TTD (Y) Degrees TTD (Y)

Bachelors 35 4.4 49 3.6 41 4.0 50 3.8 59 3.9

Biology 35 4.4 49 3.6 41 4.0 50 3.8 59 3.9

Fall 13 3.9 12 3.0 13 4.0 15 3.9 21 4.1

Spring 21 4.6 36 3.8 26 4.0 33 3.7 34 3.8

Summer 1 6.0 1 5.0 2 3.0 2 3.5 4 4.0

Masters 8 2.9 11 4.1 13 3.2 8 3.1 10 3.2

Biology 8 2.9 11 4.1 13 3.2 8 3.1 10 3.2

Fall 3 4.3 2 3.0 3 4.5 1 2.5 5 3.4

Spring 2 3.0 8 4.3 7 3.0 5 3.5 2 2.3

Summer 3 1.5 1 4.5 3 2.3 2 2.5 3 3.3

Grand Total 43 4.1 60 3.7 54 3.8 58 3.7 69 3.8

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Programs

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
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 1

Biology	faculty,	rank,	and	expertise	(graduate	faculty	are	marked	with	an	asterisk	*).		

	
Faculty	Member	 Rank	 Teaching	and	Research	Specialties		

Greg	Adkison*	 Instructor	 Liberal	Studies,	Human	Biology,	Nutrition	Physiology
Barbara	Ballentine*	 Assistant	Professor Evolution	&	Behavioral	Ecology
Indi	Bose*		 Associate	Professor Genetics,	Cell	and	Molecular	Biology	of	Fungi	
Kefyn	Catley*	 Professor	 Science	Education,	Evolutionary	Biology,	Spider	Systematics
Heather	Coan*		 Assistant	Professor Regenerative	Medicine,	Biochemistry	
Beverly	Collins*		 Professor	 Plant	Community	Ecology,	Ecophysiology	
Jim	Costa*		 Professor	 Insect	Social	Behavior,	Evolutionary	Biology	
Laura	DeWald*		 Professor	 Environmental	Science,	Ecological	Genetics	
Maria	Gainey*	 Lecturer	 Virology,	Cell	and	Molecular	Biology	
Kelly	Grisedale*	 Assistant	Professor Forensic	Genetics,	DNA	Analysis
Weaver	Haney		 Lecturer	 Microbiology,	General	Biology
Darby	Harris		 Instructor	 Plant	Molecular	Physiology,	Cell	&	Molecular	Biology
Sunny	Himes		 Lecturer	 General	Biology,	Environmental	Biology,	Plant	Diversity
Jeremy	Hyman*	 Associate	Professor Behavioral	Ecology,	Ornithology
Tom	Martin*		 Associate	Professor Population	&	Community	Ecology,	Aquatic	Biology,	Biostatistics
Joe	Bill	Mathews		 Instructor	 Anatomy	&	Physiology,	Veterinary	Medicine,	Parasitology
Kathy	Mathews*		 Associate	Professor Plant	Systematics,	General	Botany
Jessica	Moore*		 Associate	Professor Molecular	Genetics,	Developmental	Biology	
Sean	O’Connell*	 Associate	Professor Microbial	Ecology,	General	Microbiology	
Joe	Pechmann*		 Associate	Professor Herpetology,	Population	and	Conservation	Ecology
Mack	Powell*		 Professor	 Host‐Pathogen	Interactions,	Immunology	
Sabine	Rundle*		 Associate	Professor Molecular	Biology	of	Plant	Development		
Anjana	Sharma		 Instructor	 Plant	Biology,	Human	Biology,	Microbiology	
Bob	Shetlar		 Instructor	 Anatomy	and	Physiology,	Animal	Physiology	
Noa	Sparks		 Lecturer	 Anatomy	and	Physiology
Bob	Youker*		 Assistant	Professor Molecular	Biology,	Protein	Dynamics,	Microscopy	
	



2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

Sex

Female 8 11 10 10 9

Male 9 12 11 14 10

Academic rank

Professor 1 1 2 2 2

Associate Professor 6 8 6 9 9

Assistant Professor 5 5 5 4 4

Instructor 1 3 3 3 3

Lecturer 2 3 2 5

Other 1 1

Tenure status

Tenured 5 7 7 10 10

Tenure Track 6 6 5 4 4

Non-Tenure Track 4 8 7 9 4

Phased Retired

Race or ethnicity

American Indian or Alaska Native

Asian 1 1 1 1

Black or African American

Hispanics of any race

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

White 16 20 18 19 16

Race and Ethnicity Unknown

Nonresident Alien 1 2 2

Age range

20-29

30-39 3 3 3 3 2

40-49 9 13 11 12 7

50-59 4 6 6 5 6

60+ 1 1 1 4 4

All 17 23 21 24 19

Faculty distributions

College of Arts and Sciences

Biology
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

(blank) 8 24.0 186 0.458

Fall 8 24.0 186 0.458

BIOL140 6 21.7 0 0.000

BIOL311 1 30.0 90 0.222

BIOL333 1 32.0 96 0.236

Adkison, Gregory P 35 24.8 1072 2.558 33 27.0 942 2.293 19 27.9 634 1.561

Fall 17 22.2 302 0.743 18 28.3 486 1.196 18 29.0 618 1.521

BIOL102 5 19.6 0 0.000

BIOL103 4 20.0 0 0.000 6 21.2 0 0.000 5 22.6 0 0.000

BIOL104 7 27.4 288 0.709 11 33.6 462 1.137 12 33.3 600 1.477

BIOL480 1 7.0 14 0.034 1 12.0 24 0.059 1 9.0 18 0.044

Summer II 2 7.0 21 0.026 1 8.0 16 0.039

BIOL102 2 7.0 21 0.026

BIOL480 1 8.0 16 0.039

Spring 18 27.3 770 1.815 13 28.3 435 1.071

BIOL102 5 19.8 0 0.000

BIOL103 8 27.3 327 0.724

BIOL104 8 30.8 369 0.908 6 40.0 360 0.886

BIOL467 1 20.0 60 0.148 1 17.0 51 0.126

BIOL480 1 7.0 14 0.034 1 12.0 24 0.059

Ballentine, Barbara E 5 22.8 312 0.768 3 22.7 166 0.409

Fall 2 16.0 64 0.158 3 22.7 166 0.409

BIOL306 1 30.0 90 0.222

BIOL374 2 16.0 64 0.158 2 19.0 76 0.187

Spring 3 27.3 248 0.610

BIOL141 3 27.3 248 0.610

Beyer, Christopher M 13 20.1 0 0.000 6 11.3 44 0.108 4 4.8 38 0.055

Fall 13 20.1 0 0.000 1 7.0 14 0.034 4 4.8 38 0.055

BIOL140 13 20.1 0 0.000

BIOL414 1 7.0 14 0.034 2 8.0 32 0.039

BIOL514 2 1.5 6 0.016

Summer II 2 7.0 0 0.000

BIOL291 1 10.0 0 0.000

BIOL292 1 4.0 0 0.000

Spring 3 15.7 30 0.074

BIOL313 1 17.0 0 0.000

BIOL333 2 15.0 30 0.074

Bose, Indrani 14 9.6 126 0.383 21 15.6 361 0.906 13 11.6 144 0.389

Fall 6 6.6 96 0.283 10 17.5 109 0.268 13 11.6 144 0.389

BIOL240 1 15.0 60 0.148 7 19.7 0 0.000 7 19.6 116 0.286

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

BIOL333 1 35.0 105 0.258

BIOL421 2 5.0 20 0.049 2 3.0 12 0.030

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL493 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL498 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL593 2 4.0 16 0.086 2 3.0 12 0.064

BIOL699 1

Spring 8 11.5 30 0.100 11 13.9 252 0.638

BIOL240 4 20.0 0 0.000 7 20.0 216 0.532

BIOL419 1 6.0 18 0.044 1 9.0 27 0.066

BIOL493 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL495 1 1.0 1 0.002

BIOL499 1 2.0 2 0.005 1 1.0 1 0.002

BIOL519 1 3.0 9 0.048 1 2.0 6 0.032

Boudreau, James K 2 22.5 0 0.000

Fall 2 22.5 0 0.000

BIOL291 2 22.5 0 0.000

Carman, Jennifer N 2 18.0 0 0.000

Summer II 2 18.0 0 0.000

BIOL291 1 19.0 0 0.000

BIOL292 1 17.0 0 0.000

Catley, Kefyn M 10 6.0 132 0.371 10 10.1 234 0.582 7 5.4 76 0.196

Fall 8 5.5 84 0.253 7 9.0 120 0.301 7 5.4 76 0.196

BIOL373 2 17.0 68 0.167

BIOL470 2 9.0 36 0.089 2 7.0 28 0.069

BIOL480 1 1.0 1 0.002 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL570 2 1.0 4 0.021

BIOL693 1 1.0 2 0.011

SCI 150 1 14.0 14 0.034 1 16.0 16 0.039 1 11.0 11 0.027

SCI 422 1 4.0 12 0.030 1 10.0 30 0.074 1 8.0 24 0.059

SCI 491 1 2.0 6 0.015 1 1.0 3 0.007 1 2.0 6 0.015

SCI 512 1 4.0 12 0.064 1 1.0 3 0.016

Spring 2 8.0 48 0.118 3 12.7 114 0.281

BIOL306 1 23.0 69 0.170

SCI 301 1 13.0 39 0.096 1 8.0 24 0.059

SCI 491 1 3.0 9 0.022 1 7.0 21 0.052

Coan, Heather A 9 16.8 468 1.152 5 17.2 298 0.734

Fall 3 14.3 128 0.315 5 17.2 298 0.734

BIOL140 1 44.0 176 0.433

BIOL361 2 21.0 126 0.310 2 19.5 117 0.288
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL493 1 1.0 1 0.002

Spring 5 20.8 332 0.817

BIOL140 3 34.0 328 0.807

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL493 1 1.0 2 0.005

Summer I 1 4.0 8 0.020

BIOL480 1 4.0 8 0.020

Coburn, Christopher T 7 28.4 750 1.855

Fall 3 37.7 426 1.049

BIOL291 2 43.5 348 0.857

BIOL311 1 26.0 78 0.192

Spring 4 21.5 324 0.806

BIOL292 2 33.0 264 0.650

BIOL424 1 19.0 57 0.140

BIOL524 1 1.0 3 0.016

Collins, Beverly S 19 13.4 460 1.075 17 12.1 503 1.280 12 8.5 169 0.491

Fall 9 9.3 146 0.252 7 9.9 116 0.321 9 10.2 157 0.462

BIOL375 2 16.0 64 0.079 2 14.0 56 0.069 2 16.0 64 0.079

BIOL433 2 6.0 24 0.059

BIOL480 3 8.0 26 0.064 3 7.7 24 0.059 1 3.0 6 0.015

BIOL493 2 7.0 28 0.034 1 10.0 10 0.025

BIOL533 2 9.0 36 0.193

BIOL593 2 7.0 28 0.075

BIOL636 2 9.0 36 0.193

BIOL696 1 17.0 17 0.091

Summer II 1 6.0 6 0.015 4 7.5 54 0.133 3 3.3 12 0.030

BIOL241 2 9.0 36 0.089

BIOL480 1 6.0 6 0.015 2 6.0 18 0.044 2 4.5 10 0.025

BIOL498 1 1.0 2 0.005

Spring 9 18.2 308 0.808 6 17.7 333 0.826

BIOL241 5 27.2 272 0.670 2 37.0 296 0.729

BIOL480 2 9.5 19 0.047 3 10.3 35 0.086

BIOL593 2 4.5 17 0.091

BIOL693 1 1.0 2 0.011

Costa, James T 2 5.5 33 0.107

Spring 2 5.5 33 0.107

BIOL420 1 8.0 24 0.059

BIOL520 1 3.0 9 0.048

De Silva, Channa R 1 24.0 72 0.177
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

Spring 1 24.0 72 0.177

BIOL361 1 24.0 72 0.177

Deaton, Sherri M 1 19.0 0 0.000

Summer II 1 19.0 0 0.000

BIOL291 1 19.0 0 0.000

Dewald, Laura E 4 15.0 126 0.339 2 12.0 72 0.212 3 17.3 104 0.256

Fall 4 15.0 126 0.339 3 17.3 104 0.256

BIOL254 3 19.3 116 0.286 3 17.3 104 0.256

BIOL699 1 2.0 10 0.054

Spring 2 12.0 72 0.212

BIOL441 1 20.0 60 0.148

BIOL541 1 4.0 12 0.064

Driscoll, Timothy P 6 4.3 52 0.163 4 4.8 38 0.055

Fall 2 7.0 28 0.081 4 4.8 38 0.055

BIOL414 1 12.0 24 0.059 2 8.0 32 0.039

BIOL514 1 2.0 4 0.021 2 1.5 6 0.016

Spring 4 3.0 24 0.082

BIOL493 2 4.0 16 0.039

BIOL593 2 2.0 8 0.043

Drummond, Jeffrey P 1 7.0 0 0.000 1 12.0 0 0.000 1 10.0 0 0.000

Summer II 1 12.0 0 0.000 1 10.0 0 0.000

BIOL240 1 12.0 0 0.000

BIOL292 1 10.0 0 0.000

Summer I 1 7.0 0 0.000

BIOL104 1 7.0 0 0.000

Eckardt, Megan A 2 54.5 327 0.080 5 17.2 0 0.000 6 18.0 0 0.000

Fall 6 18.0 0 0.000

BIOL240 6 18.0 0 0.000

Spring 2 54.5 327 0.080 5 17.2 0 0.000

BIOL103 2 54.5 327 0.080

BIOL240 5 17.2 0 0.000

Edwards, Alex T 3 22.7 0 0.000 4 18.5 0 0.000

Spring 3 22.7 0 0.000 4 18.5 0 0.000

BIOL241 3 22.7 0 0.000 4 18.5 0 0.000

Foley, Patricia A 11 11.8 335 0.788 9 9.4 236 0.533

Fall 6 14.5 241 0.593 7 8.7 188 0.415

BIOL240 1 30.0 120 0.295 1 34.0 136 0.335

BIOL361 2 19.5 117 0.288

BIOL422 1 15.0 0 0.000 2 10.0 40 0.049

BIOL480 1 2.0 4 0.010 1 1.0 2 0.005
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

BIOL493 1 2.0 2 0.005

BIOL522 1 1.0 0 0.000 2 2.0 8 0.021

Summer II 2 15.0 60 0.148 2 12.0 48 0.118

BIOL240 2 15.0 60 0.148 2 12.0 48 0.118

Spring 3 4.3 34 0.047

BIOL330 1 10.0 30 0.037

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL493 1 2.0 2 0.005

Griffith, Adam D 1 40.0 120 0.295 1 24.0 96 0.236

Fall 1 40.0 120 0.295 1 24.0 96 0.236

BIOL103 1 40.0 120 0.295

BIOL140 1 24.0 96 0.236

Haney, Weaver B 19 24.5 884 1.635 21 20.3 716 1.418 12 18.5 424 0.743

Fall 9 27.0 440 0.542 9 22.2 400 0.640 9 21.3 384 0.645

BIOL140 1 23.0 0 0.000

BIOL141 8 27.5 440 0.542 9 22.2 400 0.640 9 21.3 384 0.645

Summer II 3 5.0 16 0.039 3 10.0 40 0.098

BIOL140 1 7.0 0 0.000 1 10.0 0 0.000

BIOL141 2 4.0 16 0.039 2 10.0 40 0.098

Spring 10 22.2 444 1.093 9 23.6 300 0.738

BIOL141 10 22.2 444 1.093 9 23.6 300 0.738

Harris, Darby M 6 25.8 377 0.928 11 16.6 424 1.079 7 13.4 253 0.587

Fall 2 48.5 291 0.716 5 17.4 232 0.606 3 25.3 217 0.498

BIOL102 2 48.5 291 0.716

BIOL140 1 47.0 188 0.463

BIOL240 1 39.0 156 0.384

BIOL333 2 17.0 34 0.084 2 14.5 29 0.036

BIOL416 1 10.0 30 0.074

BIOL516 1 4.0 12 0.064

Summer II 3 10.0 76 0.187 4 4.5 36 0.089

BIOL140 1 8.0 32 0.079

BIOL240 2 6.0 24 0.059

BIOL293 2 11.0 44 0.108 2 3.0 12 0.030

Spring 4 14.5 86 0.212 3 22.0 116 0.286

BIOL293 2 14.0 56 0.138 2 25.0 100 0.246

BIOL333 2 15.0 30 0.074 1 16.0 16 0.039

Himes, Sonja L 20 21.2 120 0.295 26 22.4 297 0.731 16 22.9 195 0.480

Fall 12 22.6 120 0.295 14 25.6 189 0.465 14 25.0 171 0.421

BIOL103 1 40.0 120 0.295 1 63.0 189 0.465 1 57.0 171 0.421

BIOL140 13 22.7 0 0.000 13 22.5 0 0.000
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

BIOL291 11 21.0 0 0.000

Summer II 2 15.0 45 0.111 2 8.0 24 0.059

BIOL103 2 15.0 45 0.111 2 8.0 24 0.059

Spring 8 19.0 0 0.000 10 19.5 63 0.155

BIOL140 8 19.0 0 0.000 8 19.1 0 0.000

BIOL192 2 21.0 63 0.155

Hyman, Jeremy 16 10.3 282 0.816 13 13.8 332 0.904 8 16.5 264 0.650

Fall 8 11.1 161 0.437 6 18.7 224 0.592 7 18.7 262 0.645

BIOL241 3 21.3 128 0.315 3 27.0 192 0.473 6 21.3 256 0.630

BIOL480 1 6.0 12 0.030 1 1.0 2 0.005 1 3.0 6 0.015

BIOL493 2 3.5 7 0.017 1 16.0 16 0.039

BIOL593 1 1.0 3 0.016

BIOL693 1 11.0 11 0.059

BIOL696 1 14.0 14 0.075

Summer II 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005

Spring 8 9.5 121 0.379 7 9.7 108 0.312

BIOL471 2 15.5 64 0.158

BIOL472 2 18.0 72 0.177

BIOL480 1 3.0 6 0.015 1 3.0 6 0.015

BIOL493 2 7.5 15 0.037 1 22.0 22 0.054

BIOL571 2 2.0 8 0.043

BIOL572 2 3.0 12 0.064

BIOL693 1 16.0 16 0.086

BIOL696 1 8.0 8 0.043

Kandl, Karen L 1 13.0 39 0.096

Spring 1 13.0 39 0.096

BIOL190 1 13.0 39 0.096

Krippel, Jessica A 1 10.0 0 0.000

Summer II 1 10.0 0 0.000

BIOL141 1 10.0 0 0.000

Lapierre, Miranda A 1 18.0 0 0.000

Summer II 1 18.0 0 0.000

BIOL292 1 18.0 0 0.000

Love, Christopher B 1 49.0 196 0.048 2 7.0 21 0.026

Summer II 2 7.0 21 0.026

BIOL102 2 7.0 21 0.026

Spring 1 49.0 196 0.048

BIOL140 1 49.0 196 0.048

Martin, Thomas H 5 7.6 84 0.277 14 13.0 286 0.847 8 12.0 248 0.645
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

Fall 6 15.7 252 0.678 6 14.0 224 0.586

BIOL103 1 64.0 192 0.473 1 56.0 168 0.414

BIOL435 2 9.0 36 0.089

BIOL476 2 10.0 40 0.098

BIOL480 1 2.0 4 0.010 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL535 2 5.0 20 0.107

BIOL576 2 3.0 12 0.064

Summer II 3 9.0 54 0.133 2 6.0 24 0.059

BIOL241 2 12.0 48 0.118 2 6.0 24 0.059

BIOL480 1 3.0 6 0.015

Spring 2 5.5 30 0.144 8 11.0 34 0.168

BIOL241 4 18.5 0 0.000

BIOL480 1 3.0 6 0.015 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL493 1 1.0 3 0.007

BIOL567 1 8.0 24 0.129 1 5.0 15 0.081

BIOL693 1 7.0 14 0.075

Mathews, Joseph W 13 32.2 1335 3.286 7 56.1 1439 3.542 4 57.3 896 2.232

Fall 3 48.0 576 1.418 4 56.8 809 1.991 4 57.3 896 2.232

BIOL104 1 62.0 186 0.458

BIOL291 3 48.0 576 1.418 2 64.0 512 1.260 2 104.5 836 2.058

BIOL311 1 37.0 111 0.273

BIOL493 1 17.0 51 0.126

BIOL593 1 3.0 9 0.048

Summer II 6 18.7 224 0.551

BIOL291 3 20.7 124 0.305

BIOL292 3 16.7 100 0.246

Spring 4 40.8 535 1.317 3 55.3 630 1.551

BIOL292 3 42.0 424 1.044 2 66.0 528 1.300

BIOL311 1 37.0 111 0.273 1 34.0 102 0.251

Mathews, Katherine G 10 11.1 233 0.545 9 10.9 188 0.472 5 14.6 108 0.266

Fall 8 13.5 227 0.531 4 16.0 120 0.258 5 14.6 108 0.266

BIOL192 2 22.0 66 0.162 2 24.0 72 0.177 2 23.0 69 0.170

BIOL306 1 33.0 99 0.244

BIOL453 1 11.0 33 0.041

BIOL480 1 3.0 6 0.015 2 10.5 21 0.052

BIOL493 2 7.0 28 0.034 1 6.0 18 0.044

BIOL553 1 5.0 15 0.040

BIOL593 2 7.0 28 0.075

Summer II 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL480 1 2.0 4 0.010
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

Spring 1 1.0 2 0.005 5 6.8 68 0.214

BIOL425 2 12.0 48 0.118

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL525 2 4.0 16 0.086

Mcdonald, Jessica R 1 11.0 0 0.000 1 17.0 0 0.000

Summer II 1 11.0 0 0.000 1 17.0 0 0.000

BIOL291 1 17.0 0 0.000

BIOL293 1 11.0 0 0.000

Michaelis, Ron C 8 13.5 162 0.399

Summer II 8 13.5 162 0.399

BIOL102 8 13.5 162 0.399

Moore, Jessica L 14 19.3 619 1.559 9 23.4 728 1.818 11 17.4 323 0.795

Fall 8 22.4 268 0.660 5 15.2 293 0.747 9 21.0 320 0.788

BIOL240 8 22.4 268 0.660 2 32.5 260 0.640 8 23.4 316 0.778

BIOL480 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL493 2 4.0 24 0.059

BIOL593 1 3.0 9 0.048

Summer II 1 2.0 4 0.010 2 1.0 3 0.007

BIOL480 1 2.0 4 0.010 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL493 1 1.0 1 0.002

Spring 6 15.2 351 0.899 3 44.3 431 1.061

BIOL102 1 99.0 297 0.731

BIOL240 2 40.0 320 0.788 1 33.0 132 0.325

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL493 2 3.0 17 0.042

BIOL593 1 4.0 12 0.064

OConnell, Sean P 9 9.8 232 0.606 7 13.0 172 0.441 3 21.3 189 0.483

Fall 6 14.0 225 0.589 3 18.3 162 0.416 3 21.3 189 0.483

BIOL413 1 52.0 156 0.384 1 50.0 150 0.369 1 59.0 177 0.436

BIOL414 2 12.5 50 0.123

BIOL480 1 3.0 6 0.015 1 3.0 6 0.015

BIOL493 1 1.0 3 0.007

BIOL498 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL513 1 4.0 12 0.064 1 2.0 6 0.032 1 2.0 6 0.032

Summer II 1 2.0 8 0.020

BIOL493 1 2.0 8 0.020

Spring 3 1.3 7 0.017 3 11.3 2 0.005

BIOL313 2 16.5 0 0.000

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL493 2 1.5 5 0.012
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

Pechmann, Joseph H 11 10.4 253 0.684 11 12.2 295 0.669 6 7.2 88 0.196

Fall 5 10.0 100 0.260 5 15.8 162 0.330 6 7.2 88 0.196

BIOL241 1 15.0 0 0.000

BIOL306 1 34.0 102 0.251

BIOL375 2 16.0 64 0.079 2 14.0 56 0.069 2 16.0 64 0.079

BIOL480 1 2.0 4 0.010 1 2.0 4 0.010 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL593 1 1.0 4 0.021

BIOL642 2 8.0 32 0.172 2 4.0 16 0.086

Spring 6 10.7 153 0.423 6 9.2 133 0.339

BIOL304 1 25.0 75 0.185 1 23.0 69 0.170

BIOL477 2 15.0 60 0.148 2 14.0 56 0.138

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005 1 2.0 4 0.010

BIOL577 2 4.0 16 0.086 2 1.0 4 0.021

Powell, Malcolm R 7 31.6 861 2.119 8 33.0 1029 2.542 3 44.3 532 1.310

Fall 4 24.0 383 0.943 2 83.0 664 1.635 3 44.3 532 1.310

BIOL140 3 31.7 380 0.935 2 83.0 664 1.635 3 44.3 532 1.310

BIOL389 1 1.0 3 0.007

Summer II 1 1.0 3 0.007

BIOL389 1 1.0 3 0.007

Spring 3 41.7 478 1.177 5 19.4 362 0.900

BIOL140 2 51.5 412 1.014 2 35.5 284 0.699

BIOL389 1 1.0 3 0.007

BIOL412 1 22.0 66 0.162 1 24.0 72 0.177

BIOL512 1 1.0 3 0.016

Rundle, Sabine J 31 8.6 819 2.456 25 8.4 652 2.035 11 6.6 220 0.719

Fall 12 7.2 276 0.895 12 7.8 330 0.981 10 7.1 218 0.708

BIOL140 1 34.0 136 0.335 2 32.5 260 0.640 1 24.0 96 0.236

BIOL415 1 22.0 66 0.162 1 21.0 63 0.155

BIOL493 2 3.0 12 0.030

BIOL515 1 5.0 15 0.081 1 3.0 9 0.048

BIOL593 2 1.0 6 0.032 1 2.0 2 0.011 1 2.0 8 0.043

BIOL697 1 6.0 12 0.064 1 6.0 12 0.064 1 9.0 18 0.097

BIOL699 5 3.2 37 0.199 6 2.3 44 0.236 4 2.8 20 0.107

BIOL799 1 1.0 4 0.021 1 1.0 4 0.021

Summer II 4 1.8 8 0.043 2 3.0 8 0.043 1 2.0 2 0.011

BIOL593 1 2.0 2 0.011

BIOL699 3 1.7 6 0.032 2 3.0 8 0.043 1 2.0 2 0.011

Spring 15 11.6 535 1.519 11 10.1 314 1.011

BIOL140 1 49.0 196 0.434

BIOL333 3 31.7 253 0.623 3 29.3 232 0.571
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

BIOL593 3 1.3 10 0.054 1 1.0 4 0.021

BIOL699 5 4.6 70 0.376 5 3.6 68 0.365

BIOL799 3 1.0 6 0.032 2 2.0 10 0.054

Seaborn, Travis J 1 9.0 0 0.000

Summer II 1 9.0 0 0.000

BIOL241 1 9.0 0 0.000

Seischab, Lori B 7 18.3 419 1.031

Fall 4 24.5 389 0.958

BIOL140 3 32.3 388 0.955

BIOL493 1 1.0 1 0.002

Spring 3 10.0 30 0.074

BIOL333 2 14.5 29 0.071

BIOL493 1 1.0 1 0.002

Sharma, Anjana R 15 23.4 765 1.342 17 20.9 724 1.438 8 23.1 424 0.743

Fall 9 28.3 580 0.886 9 23.3 440 0.738 8 23.1 424 0.743

BIOL140 1 35.0 140 0.345 1 40.0 160 0.394 1 45.0 180 0.443

BIOL141 8 27.5 440 0.542 8 21.3 280 0.345 7 20.0 244 0.300

Spring 4 20.5 164 0.404 6 21.7 260 0.640

BIOL313 4 20.5 164 0.404 6 21.7 260 0.640

Summer I 2 7.0 21 0.052 2 8.0 24 0.059

BIOL104 2 7.0 21 0.052 2 8.0 24 0.059

Sparks, Ivor N 9 19.1 0 0.000 29 25.1 968 2.383 20 25.3 596 1.467

Fall 14 27.5 516 1.270 14 26.9 336 0.827

BIOL291 14 27.5 516 1.270 14 26.9 336 0.827

Summer II 4 24.5 228 0.561 6 21.5 260 0.640

BIOL291 2 26.5 128 0.315 3 24.3 148 0.364

BIOL292 2 22.5 100 0.246 3 18.7 112 0.276

Spring 9 19.1 0 0.000 11 22.3 224 0.551

BIOL292 9 19.1 0 0.000 11 22.3 224 0.551

Stawski, Sieberdina H 3 13.0 69 0.134

Fall 2 14.5 29 0.036

BIOL333 2 14.5 29 0.036

Summer II 1 10.0 40 0.098

BIOL140 1 10.0 40 0.098

Van Dyke, Michael 1 14.0 42 0.103

Spring 1 14.0 42 0.103

BIOL361 1 14.0 42 0.103

Wilson, Mark R 5 8.4 94 0.206 8 5.3 100 0.161 2 13.0 52 0.128

Fall 4 8.0 64 0.169 7 5.9 98 0.157 2 13.0 52 0.128

BIOL422 2 15.0 60 0.148 2 10.0 40 0.049 2 13.0 52 0.128
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Course summary by Academic Year and Instructor

# Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE # Avg Enr SCH FTE

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Prefixes

2013-2014 2014-20152012-2013

BIOL453 1 11.0 33 0.041

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL522 2 1.0 4 0.021 2 2.0 8 0.021

BIOL553 1 5.0 15 0.040

Spring 1 10.0 30 0.037 1 1.0 2 0.005

BIOL330 1 10.0 30 0.037

BIOL480 1 1.0 2 0.005

Woods, Rachael D 1 20.0 0 0.000 1 15.0 0 0.000

Summer II 1 15.0 0 0.000

BIOL103 1 15.0 0 0.000

Spring 1 20.0 0 0.000

BIOL292 1 20.0 0 0.000

Grand Total 301 17.7 11225 26.081 317 18.0 11835 29.120 178 18.1 6734 16.183
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NAME	(F,	P) COURSES	TAUGHT																																																																																																				Including	
Term,	Course	Number	&	Title,	Credit	Hours	(D,	UN,	UT,	G)

ACADEMIC	DEGREES	&	COURSEWORK																																																																												
Relevant	to	Courses	Taught,	Including	Institution	&	Major	List	specific	

graduate	coursework,	if	needed

OTHER	QUALIFICATIONS	&	COMMENTS	
Related	to	Courses	Taught

Sonja	Himes	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL103	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS Biology/Biological Sciences, General                                            
26.0101-MS Biology/Biological Sciences, General

Kefyn	Catley	(F) Fall	2015,	SCI150	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-MS Biology/Biological Sciences, General                                          
26.1308-PHD Systematic Biology/Biological Systematics 

Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-MS Biology/Biological Sciences, General                                          
26.1308-PHD Systematic Biology/Biological Systematics 

Fall	2015,	SCI512	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-MS Biology/Biological Sciences, General                                          
26.1308-PHD Systematic Biology/Biological Systematics 

Fall	2015,	SCI491	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-MS Biology/Biological Sciences, General                                          
26.1308-PHD Systematic Biology/Biological Systematics 

Fall	2015,	SCI422	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-MS Biology/Biological Sciences, General                                          
26.1308-PHD Systematic Biology/Biological Systematics 

Fall	2015,	BIOL373	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-MS Biology/Biological Sciences, General                                          
26.1308-PHD Systematic Biology/Biological Systematics 

Weaver	Haney	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL141	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																															
26.0101-MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General	

Darby	Harris	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL416	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

16.0901-BA	French	Language	and	Literature																																															26.0101-
BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.0101-MS	
Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																										26.0204-PHD	
Molecular	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL140	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

16.0901-BA	French	Language	and	Literature																																															26.0101-
BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.0101-MS	
Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																										26.0204-PHD	
Molecular	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL516	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

16.0901-BA	French	Language	and	Literature																																															26.0101-
BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.0101-MS	
Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																										26.0204-PHD	
Molecular	Biology

Malcolm	Powell	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																						26.0101-
MA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																			26.0701-PHD	
Zoology/Animal	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL389	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																						26.0101-
MA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																			26.0701-PHD	
Zoology/Animal	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL140	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																						26.0101-
MA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																			26.0701-PHD	
Zoology/Animal	Biology

Gregory	Adkinson	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL104	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																		90-
BSED																																																																																																																							26.0101-
MA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																						26.0101-PHD	
Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General		

Katherine	Mathews	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL192	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
50.0702-BA	Fine/Studio	Arts,	General																																																													26.1308-
PHD	Systematic	Biology/Biological	Systematics	

Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
50.0702-BA	Fine/Studio	Arts,	General																																																													26.1308-
PHD	Systematic	Biology/Biological	Systematics	

Fall	2015,	BIOL553	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
50.0702-BA	Fine/Studio	Arts,	General																																																													26.1308-
PHD	Systematic	Biology/Biological	Systematics	

Fall	2015,	BIOL453	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
50.0702-BA	Fine/Studio	Arts,	General																																																													26.1308-
PHD	Systematic	Biology/Biological	Systematics	

Anjana	Sharma	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL140	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																	
1.1103-MS	Horticultural	Science																																																																				26.0301-
MS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																														26.0301-PHD	
Botany/Plant	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL493	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																	
1.1103-MS	Horticultural	Science																																																																				26.0301-
MS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																														26.0301-PHD	
Botany/Plant	Biology

Sean	O'Connell	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL593	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

24.0199-AS	Liberal	Arts	and	Sciences,	General	Studies	and	Humanities,	Other																																																																																																		
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																													
26.0502-PHD	Microbiology,	General	

Fall	2015,	BIOL414	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

24.0199-AS	Liberal	Arts	and	Sciences,	General	Studies	and	Humanities,	Other																																																																																																		
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																													
26.0502-PHD	Microbiology,	General	

Fall	2015,	BIOL413	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

24.0199-AS	Liberal	Arts	and	Sciences,	General	Studies	and	Humanities,	Other																																																																																																		
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																													
26.0502-PHD	Microbiology,	General	

Fall	2015,	BIOL514	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

24.0199-AS	Liberal	Arts	and	Sciences,	General	Studies	and	Humanities,	Other																																																																																																		
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																													
26.0502-PHD	Microbiology,	General	

Fall	2015,	BIOL513	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

24.0199-AS	Liberal	Arts	and	Sciences,	General	Studies	and	Humanities,	Other																																																																																																		
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																													
26.0502-PHD	Microbiology,	General	

Thomas	Martin	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0101-
MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.1301-PHD	
Ecology

Fall	2015,	BIOL535	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0101-
MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.1301-PHD	
Ecology

Fall	2015,	BIOL498	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0101-
MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.1301-PHD	
Ecology

Fall	2015,	BIOL195	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0101-
MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.1301-PHD	
Ecology

Fall	2015,	BIOL435	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0101-
MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.1301-PHD	
Ecology

Sabine	Rundle	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL799	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0502-
MA	Microbiology,	General																																																																		26.0204-PHD	
Molecular	Biology	

Fall	2015,	BIOL699	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0502-
MA	Microbiology,	General																																																																		26.0204-PHD	
Molecular	Biology	

Fall	2015,	BIOL593	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0502-
MA	Microbiology,	General																																																																		26.0204-PHD	
Molecular	Biology	



Fall	2015,	BIOL697	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0502-
MA	Microbiology,	General																																																																		26.0204-PHD	
Molecular	Biology	

Fall	2015,	BIOL140	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																											26.0502-
MA	Microbiology,	General																																																																		26.0204-PHD	
Molecular	Biology	

Christopher	Beyer Fall	2015,	BIOL333	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General 26.0101-MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General		

Joseph	Pechmann	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																						
26.131-MS	Ecology	and	Evolutionary	Biology																																																			
26.0701-PHD	Zoology/Animal	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL304	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																						
26.131-MS	Ecology	and	Evolutionary	Biology																																																			
26.0701-PHD	Zoology/Animal	Biology

Beverly	Collins	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL696	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0301-BS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																									
26.0301-MS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																							26.131-
PHD	Ecology	and	Evolutionary	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL375	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0301-BS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																									
26.0301-MS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																							26.131-
PHD	Ecology	and	Evolutionary	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0301-BS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																									
26.0301-MS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																							26.131-
PHD	Ecology	and	Evolutionary	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL636	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0301-BS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																									
26.0301-MS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																							26.131-
PHD	Ecology	and	Evolutionary	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL493	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0301-BS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																									
26.0301-MS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																							26.131-
PHD	Ecology	and	Evolutionary	Biology

Jeremy	Hyman	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.0708-
PHD	Animal	Behavior	and	Ethology

Fall	2015,	BIOL241	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.0708-
PHD	Animal	Behavior	and	Ethology

Indranu	Bose	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0301-BS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																												
26.0301-MS	Botany/Plant	Biology																																																																	26.0802-
PHD	Molecular	Genetics	

Mark	Wilson Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																													
40.0501-BS	Chemistry,	General																																																																						26.0101-
MA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																														26.0101-PHD	
Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

Jeffrey	Drummond Fall	2015,	BIOL104	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																						26.0101-
MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General		

Joseph	Mathews	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL291	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

23.0101-BA	English	Language	and	Literature,	General																																				
26.0701-BS	Zoology/Animal	Biology																																																																																																			
26.0799-DVM	Zoology/Animal	Biology,	Other	

Fall	2015,	BIOL311	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

23.0101-BA	English	Language	and	Literature,	General																																				
26.0701-BS	Zoology/Animal	Biology																																																																																																			
26.0799-DVM	Zoology/Animal	Biology,	Other	

Fall	2015,	BIOL104	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

23.0101-BA	English	Language	and	Literature,	General																																				
26.0701-BS	Zoology/Animal	Biology																																																																																																			
26.0799-DVM	Zoology/Animal	Biology,	Other	

Fall	2015,	BIOL493	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

23.0101-BA	English	Language	and	Literature,	General																																				
26.0701-BS	Zoology/Animal	Biology																																																																																																			
26.0799-DVM	Zoology/Animal	Biology,	Other	

Jessica	Moore	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																					26.0802-
PHD	Molecular	Genetics	

Fall	2015,	BIOL593	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																					26.0802-
PHD	Molecular	Genetics	

Fall	2015,	BIOL240	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BA	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																					26.0802-
PHD	Molecular	Genetics	

Jessica	Duke Fall	2015,	BIOL103	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General 26.0101-MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General	

Ivor	Sparks	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL291	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0709-BS	Wildlife	Biology																																																																																26.0101-
MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General	

Heather	Coan	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																								26.021-
PHD	Biochemistry	and	Molecular	Biology	

Fall	2015,	BIOL361	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																								26.021-
PHD	Biochemistry	and	Molecular	Biology	

Fall	2015,	BIOL493	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																								26.021-
PHD	Biochemistry	and	Molecular	Biology	

Barbara	Ballentine	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																
26.0101-MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																															
26.0708-PHD	Animal	Behavior	and	Ethology

Fall	2015,	BIOL374	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																
26.0101-MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																															
26.0708-PHD	Animal	Behavior	and	Ethology

Fall	2015,	BIOL306	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																																
26.0101-MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																															
26.0708-PHD	Animal	Behavior	and	Ethology

Robert	Youker	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL480	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0202-BS	Biochemistry																																																																																									
26.0905-MHS	Reproductive	Biology																																																																				
26.0406-PHD	Cell/Cellular	and	Molecular	Biology

Fall	2015,	BIOL333	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0202-BS	Biochemistry																																																																																									
26.0905-MHS	Reproductive	Biology																																																																				
26.0406-PHD	Cell/Cellular	and	Molecular	Biology

Kelly	Grisedale	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL422	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

9.0401-BS	Journalism																																																																																																	
43.0106-MS	Forensic	Science	and	Technology																																															43.0106-
PHD	Forensic	Science	and	Technology	

Fall	2015,	BIOL240	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

9.0401-BS	Journalism																																																																																																	
43.0106-MS	Forensic	Science	and	Technology																																															43.0106-
PHD	Forensic	Science	and	Technology	

Fall	2015,	BIOL522	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

9.0401-BS	Journalism																																																																																																	
43.0106-MS	Forensic	Science	and	Technology																																															43.0106-
PHD	Forensic	Science	and	Technology	



Robert	Shetlar	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL292	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General

26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																					26.0101-
MS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																										26.0707-PHD	
Animal	Physiology	

Maria	Gainey	(F) Fall	2015,	BIOL414	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.0502-
PHD	Microbiology,	General	

Fall	2015,	BIOL514	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.0502-
PHD	Microbiology,	General	

Fall	2015,	BIOL493	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General
26.0101-BS	Biology/Biological	Sciences,	General																																									26.0502-
PHD	Microbiology,	General	

































ANNUAL REPORT OF FACULTY ACTIVITIES 
January 1, 2014 thru December 31, 2014 

Date: March 2015 
     NAME:   

 
I. TEACHING 

 
A. Spring 2014: 

 Course Name and 
Number 

Credit Hours 
 

Contact Hours Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Evaluations 

1.      
2.      
3.      
4.      

 TOTALS:     
 

B. Fall 2014: 
 Course Name and 

Number 
Credit Hours 
 

Contact Hours Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Evaluations 

1.      
2.      
3.      
4.      

 TOTALS:     
  
 C.  Summer 2014: 

 Course Name and 
Number 

Credit Hours 
 

Contact Hours Number of 
Students 

Number of 
Evaluations 

1.      
2.      
3.      
4.      

 TOTALS:     
   
 D. Year Totals: 

        TOTALS:           
 
 
Release time (if any) 
List by Semester and give reason (e.g. new faculty, developed new course, Program 
Director or Coordinator, etc): 
 



II. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 
 
A. Publications during the 12-month period (Show citation and co-authors; 
*=Refereed Journals): 
 
B.  Other Research, Papers Read, Workshops Conducted, Creative Activity: 
1. Papers in Press: 
2. Presentations: 
3. Creative Activities: 
4. On-going/unpublished: 
5. Internal Grants Submitted: 
6. Internal Grants Funded: 
7. External Grants Submitted: 
8. External Grants Funded: 
 
C. Professional Organization Memberships: 
1. Offices Held: 
2. Professional Committees: 
 
D. Honors & Awards: 
 
III. SERVICE ACTIVITIES 
A. ON-CAMPUS COMMITTEES (list by name) *Committee Chair: 
1. University Offices and Committees: 
2. College Committees: 
3. Department Committees: 
 
B. ADVISING: 
1. # Dept. Advisees:  / (graduate/undergraduate): 
2. Recruitment Activities:  
3. Student Theses, Projects, Committees, etc: 
4. Students directly supervised in FS 380, BIOL 480,493,593,699 (do not list 
students registered under your name as instructor of record but actually supervised by 
someone else)  

(include course name and number, credit hours, number of students and a 
1-2 line description of each project): 

 
C.  Local, Regional and National Service Activities: 
 
IV. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
 
A.  The SAI summary report for class evaluations for all classes you taught in 
2014.  To complete this, log in to the CoursEval site and select “Evaluation 
Reports” and “View: Individual” for your classes and either “View Report” or 
“Print Report” to save or print your SAI data. 
 



B.  All full class SAI evaluations for 2014 (you have the option of removing the 
open-ended comment portions – just be consistent: report all or none of your 
student comments).  To complete this, log in to the CoursEval site and select 
“Evaluation Reports” and “View: Comparative” for your classes and either “View 
Report” or “Print Report” to save or print your SAI data. 
 
C.  All class syllabi and exams for your 2014 courses and any other course 
materials you would like to include.  
 
D.  Copies of peer evaluation of teaching materials and classroom observations 
(if applicable).  Tenure track faculty will have two of these and fixed term faculty 
will have one peer evaluation. 
 
E.  Your 5 page (maximum) reflection on your teaching, using the Collegial 
Review Document as a guide. 

 
 



Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

Sex

Female 177 163 192 180 206 186 239 213 269 248

Male 150 130 158 138 142 133 138 135 153 136

Citizenship

US Citizen 324 289 342 311 339 310 372 342 416 378

Resident Alien 2 3 4 5 7 7 3 4 5 4

Non-Resident Alien 1 1 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

Race/Ethnicity

American Indian or Alaska Native 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2

Asian 5 6 11 9 14 13 15 14 17 16

Black or African American 14 12 23 23 30 28 29 27 31 23

Hispanics of any race 1 3 4 2 8 6 5 6 9 5

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1 1 1 1 1

White 278 250 280 254 260 236 291 269 320 301

Two or more races 10 8 10 13 16 17 16 13 18 16

Race and Ethnicity Unknown 9 8 7 2 1 1 2 2 3 1

Class level

Freshman 108 83 111 83 109 78 119 86 133 103

Sophomore 45 45 70 62 71 57 61 56 74 64

Junior 63 50 48 45 61 69 88 73 81 69

Senior 66 79 82 91 79 87 83 107 107 122

Undergraduate

Masters 45 36 39 37 28 28 26 26 27 26

Post-Masters

Doctorate - Professional

Doctorate - Research

Graduate

Total students 327 293 350 318 348 319 377 348 422 384

Enrolled Student Demographics by Regular Term

All Programs

(# of students)

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology
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2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

Sex

Female 210 230 247 278 318

Male 178 186 173 163 177

Citizenship

US Citizen 384 407 408 434 488

Resident Alien 3 5 10 4 5

Non-Resident Alien 1 4 2 3 2

Race/Ethnicity

American Indian or Alaska Native 4 2 2 1 2

Asian 6 12 14 16 20

Black or African American 21 31 37 34 34

Hispanics of any race 3 5 8 7 10

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1 1 1

White 328 335 319 341 380

Two or more races 11 14 19 19 20

Race and Ethnicity Unknown 9 8 2 2 3

Class level

Freshman 132 129 134 137 158

Sophomore 65 99 96 88 100

Junior 83 74 101 117 116

Senior 106 116 122 134 152

Undergraduate 1

Masters 49 51 38 32 35

Post-Masters

Doctorate - Professional

Doctorate - Research

Graduate

Total students 388 416 420 441 495

Enrolled Student Demographics by Academic Year

(# of students)

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Programs

Prepared by Office of Institutional Planning and Effectiveness (rzHy1Z) 2 of 3



Fall 2010 115 3.68 71 537 533 1070 23.1

Spring 2011 15 2.99 46 497 476 972 17.5

Fall 2011 120 3.73 72 533 522 1055 22.1

Spring 2012 16 3.63 50 477 479 956 17.5

Fall 2012 122 3.65 68 510 514 1024 20.3

Spring 2013 24 3.22 52 457 473 930 20.0

Fall 2013 137 3.74 69 519 518 1037 22.2

Spring 2014 15 3.23 55 454 516 970 23.5

Fall 2014 151 3.81 69 519 509 1028 22.5

Spring 2015 19 3.26 47 490 489 979 22.5

2010-2011 131 3.59 68 531 526 1058 21.9

2011-2012 137 3.70 69 527 516 1042 21.7

2012-2013 146 3.56 64 500 507 1006 20.2

2013-2014 152 3.69 67 515 514 1029 22.2

2014-2015 171 3.76 68 515 506 1021 22.3

Average

SAT Verbal

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Programs

New Student Averages

New

Majors

Average

HS GPA

Average

HS Rank

New

Majors

Average

HS GPA

Average

HS Rank

Average

SAT Math

Average

SAT Verbal

Average

SAT

Average

ACT

Average

SAT

Average

ACT

Average

SAT Math
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Degrees Conferred

Degrees TTD (Y) Degrees TTD (Y) Degrees TTD (Y) Degrees TTD (Y) Degrees TTD (Y)

Bachelors 35 4.4 49 3.6 41 4.0 50 3.8 59 3.9

Biology 35 4.4 49 3.6 41 4.0 50 3.8 59 3.9

Fall 13 3.9 12 3.0 13 4.0 15 3.9 21 4.1

Spring 21 4.6 36 3.8 26 4.0 33 3.7 34 3.8

Summer 1 6.0 1 5.0 2 3.0 2 3.5 4 4.0

Masters 8 2.9 11 4.1 13 3.2 8 3.1 10 3.2

Biology 8 2.9 11 4.1 13 3.2 8 3.1 10 3.2

Fall 3 4.3 2 3.0 3 4.5 1 2.5 5 3.4

Spring 2 3.0 8 4.3 7 3.0 5 3.5 2 2.3

Summer 3 1.5 1 4.5 3 2.3 2 2.5 3 3.3

Grand Total 43 4.1 60 3.7 54 3.8 58 3.7 69 3.8

College of Arts and Sciences
Biology

All Programs

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

Prepared by Office of Institutional Planning and Effectiveness (7zXMdl) 09/18/2015 1 of 1
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Academic Year

Fall
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Fall
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Fall
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Fall
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Fall
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07

Fall
07

Spr
08

Fall
08

Spr
09

Fall
09

Spr
10

Fall
10

Spr
11

Fall
11

Spr
12

Fall
12

Spr
13

Fall
13

Spr
14

Fall
14

ASU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

018
BA 10 11 9 9 10 13 14 17 20 13 21 19 22 22 22 18 24 26 28 27 32 30 23 24 31

027
BS 84 77 89 94 92 97 100 109 99 99 96 107 114 127 145 169 176 191 203 211 217 204 213 223 232

ECU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 166 180 173 195 202 240 213 236 234 248 241 261 242 315 313 348 372 404 370 357 324 322 330 378 415

ECSU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 73 81 72 70 64 72 70 66 78 77 84 69 69 95 116 122 114 115 128 116 119 128 120 102 107

FSU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 103 103 96 102 116 115 126 76 90 104 106 115 121 128 143 156 153 166 153 149 144 141 177 162 162

NCA&T 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 62 68 55 67 76 75 92 94 97 111 97 122 109 111 89 100 100 95 115 123 128 151 160 158 161

NCCU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 89 88 87 91 104 113 110 117 128 132 135 138 122 107 96 102 108 100 103 124 141 144 137 145 174

NCSU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 448 494 539 586 604 612 624 654 635 661 698 730 749 774 805 867 899 933 923 952 919 1000 951 941 889

UNCA 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

018
BA 58 60 68 70 86 77 74 77 84 94 82 76 74 75 85 78 87 96 88 98 94 92 104 . .

027
BS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115 103

UNC-CH 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

015
AB 148 135 194 182 270 236 253 202 262 232 271 200 228 199 310 250 . . . . . . . . .

018
BA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249 216 224 281 272 308 291 351 294

027
BS 548 532 579 557 596 562 640 597 657 622 691 671 655 605 613 587 627 575 678 806 763 886 815 930 831

UNCC 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

018
BA 146 157 162 170 164 173 167 162 154 139 121 113 75 71 57 48 44 52 48 50 45 50 44 68 82

027
BS 165 176 175 160 201 198 220 233 211 221 174 171 167 155 160 169 151 167 167 172 144 124 160 209 252

UNCG 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

018
BA 46 54 44 49 49 45 50 55 71 76 72 75 92 86 106 99 113 110 101 95 102 119 120 126 117

027
BS 137 144 155 158 169 190 196 210 240 233 270 293 286 277 313 300 334 345 384 397 410 409 394 366 404

UNCP 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 109 118 118 139 136 136 142 156 157 149 167 170 172 178 172 188 189 198 175 201 188 199 226 214 213

(Continued)
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Academic Year
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UNCW 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

018
BA 55 38 29 29 21 26 26 18 17 15 12 19 24 17 15 14 22 20 21 24 22 17 33 26 28

027
BS 150 180 174 187 216 236 212 248 240 266 228 231 245 230 258 265 274 304 282 289 235 222 337 343 376

WCU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 59 65 68 76 65 62 70 78 71 82 85 98 92 82 76 94 104 104 107 116 124 131 145 153 167

WSSU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

027
BS 60 70 65 71 71 77 72 80 76 74 71 68 81 72 75 86 78 81 78 75 71 75 75 70 71
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Upper Division Enrollment in Selected Programs

Academic Year

Fall
02

Spr
03

Fall
03

Spr
04

Fall
04

Spr
05

Fall
05
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06

Fall
06

Spr
07

Fall
07

Spr
08

Fall
08

Spr
09

Fall
09

Spr
10

Fall
10

Spr
11

Fall
11

Spr
12

Fall
12

Spr
13

Fall
13

Spr
14

Fall
14

UNC
Total

260101
Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

015
AB

148 135 194 182 270 236 253 202 262 232 271 200 228 199 310 250 . . . . . . . . .

018
BA 315 320 312 327 330 334 331 329 346 337 308 302 287 271 285 257 539 520 510 575 567 616 615 595 552

027
BS 2253 2376 2445 2553 2712 2785 2887 2954 3013 3079 3143 3244 3224 3256 3374 3553 3679 3778 3866 4088 3927 4136 4240 4509 4557

Total 2716 2831 2951 3062 3312 3355 3471 3485 3621 3648 3722 3746 3739 3726 3969 4060 4218 4298 4376 4663 4494 4752 4855 5104 5109

Total 2716 2831 2951 3062 3312 3355 3471 3485 3621 3648 3722 3746 3739 3726 3969 4060 4218 4298 4376 4663 4494 4752 4855 5104 5109



This excludes any certificate that does not have enough hours to meet the IPEDS reporting criteria.

Number of Degrees Awarded in Selected Programs

This excludes any certificate that does not have enough hours to meet the IPEDS reporting criteria.

Number of Degrees Awarded in Selected Programs

Academic Year

2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

ASU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 018 BA . 4 2 3 4 5 9 4 2 8 12 5

027 BS 16 25 30 32 33 33 32 39 42 61 87 72

ECU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 98 105 115 127 128 120 121 122 158 188 151 166

ECSU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 23 30 22 21 22 28 25 32 37 30 25 47

FSU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 45 32 24 39 30 37 36 37 43 34 30 33

NCA&T 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 20 20 11 23 32 31 39 26 34 32 31 47

NCCU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 31 24 28 34 35 37 41 40 41 28 46 44

NCSU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 141 196 242 259 264 266 260 288 351 354 375 361

UNCA 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 018 BA 27 22 1 1 . . . . . . . .

027 BS . . 32 29 31 37 29 34 31 40 36 32

UNC-CH 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 015 AB 54 58 87 78 71 89 66 21 . . . .

018 BA . . . . . . . 81 134 105 123 144

027 BS 253 239 242 285 283 309 322 285 291 289 311 309

UNCC 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 018 BA 39 34 37 45 45 46 37 44 37 47 46 35

027 BS 49 70 64 60 73 71 75 53 58 69 77 53

UNCG 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 018 BA 14 15 13 19 20 20 28 39 43 39 25 44

027 BS 28 57 41 47 52 67 65 67 68 60 85 103

UNCP 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 35 33 46 47 65 49 86 72 76 74 61 88

UNCW 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 018 BA 29 14 15 14 9 3 12 8 11 9 7 12

027 BS 80 74 96 99 102 136 99 119 134 123 126 136

WCU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 18 20 29 22 22 28 49 28 35 49 41 50

WSSU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 027 BS 17 18 22 17 20 14 18 20 25 21 17 23



This excludes any certificate that does not have enough hours to meet the IPEDS reporting criteria.

Number of Degrees Awarded in Selected Programs

This excludes any certificate that does not have enough hours to meet the IPEDS reporting criteria.

Number of Degrees Awarded in Selected Programs

Academic Year

2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

UNC
Total

260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 015 AB 54 58 87 78 71 89 66 21 . . . .

018 BA 109 89 68 82 78 74 86 176 227 208 213 240

027 BS 854 943 1044 1141 1192 1263 1297 1262 1424 1452 1499 1564

Total 1017 1090 1199 1301 1341 1426 1449 1459 1651 1660 1712 1804

Total 1017 1090 1199 1301 1341 1426 1449 1459 1651 1660 1712 1804
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Academic Year
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ASU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS 38 37 37 33 32 31 34 32 28 30 28 30 33 30 33 33 44 49 54 53 46 47 41 41 48

ECU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS 59 58 58 58 54 51 52 55 54 50 47 46 49 42 52 52 45 44 44 40 45 45 45 43 43

ECSU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS . . 3 3 3 . 3 1 4 4 6 2 3 3 3 3 4 9 15 17 24 21 19 18 17

FSU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS 8 6 3 4 6 6 9 7 12 11 10 9 4 9 10 6 9 15 15 13 9 8 15 14 8

NCA&T 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS 23 20 15 17 19 13 16 14 13 11 17 15 25 30 35 31 27 28 25 20 24 30 25 27 44

NCCU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS 28 30 25 24 22 20 26 24 25 27 32 28 28 24 24 23 26 25 34 27 27 23 16 16 12

UNC-CH 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

102
MA . . . . 1 . 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

123
MS 1 1 . . 1 1 1 2 . 1 . . . . 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 .

UNCC 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

102
MA . . . 1 2 2 . 1 1 . . . . 1 . 1 . 1 . . . 1 . . .

123
MS 23 26 27 30 31 27 26 26 24 27 30 26 28 28 30 29 28 28 25 24 20 17 18 15 21

UNCG 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS 35 32 40 37 43 39 49 41 33 29 37 31 31 32 32 26 26 23 30 27 33 30 29 27 29

UNCW 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS 17 16 16 20 14 16 13 15 14 13 11 9 11 10 17 17 12 12 12 13 19 16 18 14 12

WCU 260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

123
MS 23 17 20 18 18 20 15 15 19 23 30 32 28 32 28 29 37 30 30 33 25 26 20 21 25
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Upper Division Enrollment in Selected Programs

Academic Year
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UNC
Total

260101 Biology/Biological
Sciences, General

102
MA . . . 1 3 2 1 1 2 . . . . 1 . 1 . 1 . . . 1 . . .

123
MS 255 243 244 244 243 224 244 232 226 226 248 228 240 240 265 250 260 265 285 268 273 264 247 237 259

Total 255 243 244 245 246 226 245 233 228 226 248 228 240 241 265 251 260 266 285 268 273 265 247 237 259

Total 255 243 244 245 246 226 245 233 228 226 248 228 240 241 265 251 260 266 285 268 273 265 247 237 259



This excludes any certificate that does not have enough hours to meet the IPEDS reporting criteria.

Number of Degrees Awarded in Selected Programs

This excludes any certificate that does not have enough hours to meet the IPEDS reporting criteria.

Number of Degrees Awarded in Selected Programs

Academic Year

2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

ASU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS 7 12 6 8 8 11 8 15 11 16 18 17

ECU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS 17 11 22 17 19 10 14 12 13 13 14 14

ECSU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS . . . . 1 2 . . 1 1 5 10

FSU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS 3 3 . 1 2 4 . 4 1 2 3 2

NCA&T 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS 6 1 4 2 2 8 2 6 10 8 7 8

NCCU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS 3 9 4 5 8 5 9 5 6 2 13 9

UNC-CH 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 102 MA . . 1 2 1 . 1 1 . 1 . 1

123 MS . . 2 . 2 2 3 2 . 4 1 2

UNCC 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 102 MA . . . 1 . . . 1 2 . . .

123 MS 6 4 8 9 6 8 6 3 3 12 8 11

UNCG 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS 12 11 6 18 13 12 8 15 8 9 8 15

UNCW 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS 5 7 4 4 5 8 3 5 4 3 8 9

WCU 260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 123 MS 7 6 10 6 4 6 7 6 8 11 13 8



This excludes any certificate that does not have enough hours to meet the IPEDS reporting criteria.

Number of Degrees Awarded in Selected Programs

This excludes any certificate that does not have enough hours to meet the IPEDS reporting criteria.

Number of Degrees Awarded in Selected Programs

Academic Year

2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

UNC
Total

260101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 102 MA . . 1 3 1 . 1 2 2 1 . 1

123 MS 66 64 66 70 70 76 60 73 65 81 98 105

Total 66 64 67 73 71 76 61 75 67 82 98 106

Total 66 64 67 73 71 76 61 75 67 82 98 106
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Undergraduate Research Opportunities 
Summer - Fall 2015 

 
Summer Project: Serpentine Barren Dynamics 
  
Serpentine barrens are open plant communities on thin soil that is rich in some metals. 
The Buck Creek serpentine barren, just west of Franklin, has been managed by prescribed 
fire and some cutting in an effort to slow or halt invasion of trees and succession to a 
forest.  This summer field project investigates the question of whether management 
activities have changed plant species diversity or reduced the abundance of rare plant 
species. One or more students would resample longterm plots on the site. This a great 
project for students with a background in plant identification; students must be available 
to travel to the research site several times during summer. 
  
Number of students: 1 – 3 
Contact:  Beverly Collins 
 
 
Fall Projects: 
 
How do microbes in the soil respond to invasive species? 
 
Chinese privet is an aggressive, invasive shrub especially prevalent in the Southeastern United 
States. It invades the forest understory and can lead to significant, large-scale ecosystem 
modification. In this project, we will study total microbial diversity in soil samples from areas 
with and without privet. In conjunction with the Forensic Science Program, we will apply the 
techniques of metagenomics, to sequence the total microbial DNA in the soil, and bioinformatics, 
to identify the species in each sample. Biology students will work as part of a team with 
Geoscience & Natural Resource students to align microbial data with forest structure and bulk 
soil characteristics. Preference will be given to students with experience in DNA manipulation, 
and experience with sequence analysis software is a plus. No programming is required; however, 
students should be familiar with a computer, willing to learn new skills, and comfortable working 
as part of a team. 
 
# students: 1-2 (plus 1-2 from GNR). 
Contact: Dr. Timothy Driscoll 
 
 
Regulation of toxin secretion in Rickettsia 
 
The Type IV secretion system (T4SS) of Rickettsia is a poorly understood network of genes 
(collectively called rvh genes) associated with pathogenicity. It is characterized by gene 
duplication and proliferation (paralogy), and has a gene repertoire very different from T4SS 
described in other bacteria. What is the role of these rvh paralogs in the cell? One hypothesis we 
are exploring is that different rvh paralogs assembled into the T4SS complex determine the 
specific effectors secreted by particular T4SS. Possible research question: How many bacterial 
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genomes encode a single T4SS, but multiple copies of VirB4 (or other crucial T4SS 
components)? 
 
# students: 1 
Contact: Dr. Timothy Driscoll 
 
 
Characterization of a plant-associated Rickettsia endosymbiont 
 
All Rickettsia genomes that have been sequenced to date are from vectors that feed on animal 
blood and skin cells. We have recently co-sequenced Publilia modesta, a sap-feeding arthropod, 
along with its putative (non-pathogenic) Rickettsia endosymbiont, using Illumina Mi-Seq 
technology. In this project, students will use genome assembly software, plus our custom 
software for mining bacterial reads from mixed populations, to segregate symbiont sequences 
from host sequences, and begin characterization of the symbiont. If possible, we may also start 
constructing a draft P. modesta assembly. 
 
# students: 1 
Contact: Dr. Timothy Driscoll 
 
Studying the mechanisms of membrane protein oligomerization  
 
A growing body of evidence indicates that proteins are dynamic molecules whose shape and 
organization change in response to different cellular stimuli. For example, certain G-protein 
coupled transmembrane receptors can form oligomers on micro-second time scales upon addition 
of ligand and these protein rearrangements are important for modulating cellular signaling. 
Advanced microscopy imaging techniques will be employed to gain greater insight into these 
important dynamic processes. The student researcher will learn how to: 
 

1) Grow and passage mammalian cell lines 
2) Transfect cells with DNA 
3) Perform live cell imaging using a laser scanning confocal microscope 
4) Analyze microscope images to determine the extent of receptor oligomerization under 

different physiological conditions.     
 
# students = 1 (Preference will be given to students who can commit to more than one semester.) 
Prerequisite BIOL333 or 361 
Contact: Dr. Robert T. Youker 
 
 

Effects of polyphenolic compounds on CFTR aggregation dynamics 

A growing number of human disease, including Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s, are linked 
to the formation of insoluble misfolded protein aggregates inside cells. Patients with the 
disease Cystic Fibrosis (CF) have protein aggregates in their lung cells and it is thought 
that these toxic species are partly responsible for disease progression. CF is caused by 
mutations in the chloride channel CFTR. CFTR is inefficiently folded and can easily 
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form insoluble aggregates, especially upon inhibition of cellular degradation pathways. It 
is known that some polyphenolic compounds such as curcumin, found in Asian dishes, 
have been reported to reduce the aggregation of misofolded proteins. This project will 
test whether certain polyphenolic compounds can reduce the formation of CFTR 
aggregates in living cells. Advanced microscopy imaging techniques will be employed to 
gain greater insight into the dynamics of CFTR aggregation in the absence and presence 
of polyphenolic compounds. The student researcher will learn how to: 

 

1) Grow and passage mammalian cell lines 
2) Transfect cells with DNA 
3) Perform live cell imaging using a laser scanning confocal microscope 
4) Analyze microscope images to determine the extent of CFTR aggregation in the 

absence or presence of different polyphenolic compounds.     
 

# Students = 1 (Preference will be given to students who can commit to more than one 
semester.) Prerequisite BIOL333 or 361 

Contact: Dr. Robert T. Youker 

 
 
Distribution and diversity of mussels in the Tuckasegee 
 
We will create and lead volunteer mussel monitoring events in the Tuckasegee Watershed in 
conjunction with the Watershed Association of the Tuckaseegee River (WATR).  
Specifically, we will 

a) perform a literature search for volunteer mussel monitoring to determine if we can build 
from the experience of others.   

b) build a pictorial mussel key for specific mussel types found regionally and/or build a 
reference collection by using WRC specimens or by collecting via permit. 

c) lead or participate in freshwater sampling events in the Tuckaseegee River, and possibly 
help lead volunteer sampling events. 

d) report results in Excel  and/or Word format. 
 
# students: 1 
 
Contact:  Dr. Karen Kandl 
 
 
Forest Dynamics 
  
Disturbances such as windstorms and logging open the forest canopy and initiate changes in the 
plant community.  A large experiment is examining the effects of different sizes of harvests on 
forest composition over the landscape near Fontana Dam.  There are opportunities to participate 
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in a number of projects, including 1) examining seed dispersal patterns within closed forests and 
with distance from roads, or 2) investigating the effects of distance-from-roads on abundance of 
non-native invasive species.  These are great opportunities to get out in field; students must be 
available to travel to the research site. 
  
Number of students: 1 – several 
Contact:  Beverly Collins, Laura DeWald 
 
 
 
Population study of song sparrows on and around campus.   
 
Possible research projects associated with that could include: 
• Hormonal correlates of aggression and boldness in both urban and rural populations of 

song sparrows 
• Looking for functional allelic differences in the Drd4 dopamine receptor gene between 

aggressive and non aggressive male song sparrows (requires collaboration with genetics 
research) 

• Examining the effects of urban noise on song sparrow singing behavior 
• Examining correlations between singing behavior and aggressive behavior 
• Examining correlations between aggression and nest defense/anti-predator behavior 
• Examining juvenile dispersal and adult wintering behavior in local breeding populations. 
 
# students:  one student in first three topics and  more than one in the last 4 topics.   
 
Contact:  Dr. Jeremy Hyman 
 
 
Anti-predator behavior and fear in birds (song sparrows).   
 
Previously, we have used human subjects as the “predator” in order to elicit anti-predator 
behavior, and this is a very common practice.  However, very few studies have examined if fear 
of humans is similar to fear of other natural predators, or even to fear of other startling stimuli, 
such as loud noises.  This is particularly worth looking at in areas where birds experience a lot of 
contact with humans, such as on a college campus.  For a student, this project would involve 
studying individual birds on campus and using a standard method to measure fear of humans, plus 
developing a protocol or two to measure fear of other potential predators, and looking for a 
correlation between the measures of fear. 
 
# students:  1 
 
Contact:  Dr. Jeremy Hyman 
 
 
 
How widely is the invasive earthworm Amynthas agrestis distributed in 
the Southern Appalachians? 
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This worm greatly reduces litter biomass in forests, which could have a detrimental effect on the 
diverse salamander fauna of the Southern Appalachians.  Surveys to determine the distribution of 
A. agrestis and its environmental correlates are needed to help assess this potential threat.  The 
area to be surveyed is the Wolf Creek Watershed Natural Area, a property owned by WCU about 
15 minutes from campus on Cullowhee Mountain Road. 
 
# students:  1 
 
Contact:  Dr. Joe Pechmann 
 
 
Ecology and natural history of the dwarf waterdog, Necturus punctatus 
 
The dwarf waterdog, Necturus punctatus is a fully aquatic salamander native the the coastal plain 
of the Carolinas.  There is almost no information available on the ecology and nautral history of 
this species.  There are two side projects available for undergraduates associated with Daniel 
Sollenberger’s thesis on the behavioral responses of N. punctatus to predators.  One is comparing 
the diets of N. punctatus between two watersheds.  The other is studying bone growth rings to 
obtain information on how long N. punctatus live. 
 
# students:  2 
 
Contact:  Dr. Joe Pechmann 
 
  
What is the taxonomic and geographic distribution of an undescribed 
tadpole disease? 
 
Outbreaks of a Mesomycetozoa infection occasionally eliminate tadpole populations of leopard 
frogs and the endangered dusky gopher frog in the Coastal Plain, but this undescribed 
Mesomycetozoa is usually present as a chronic nonlethal infection.  Surveys to determine the 
distribution of this disease, including its distribution in Western NC, are needed.  This is a 
collaborative project with disease researchers at the Gulf Coast Research lab in Misissippi and the 
University of Georgia Veterinary School, and would necessitate traveling to one of those 
locations to learn how to stain for and identify the disease, and possibly to prepare samples. 
 
# students:  1 
 
Contact:  Dr. Joe Pechmann 
 
 
 
Making an RNA interference library for the basidiomycetous yeast, 
Cryptococcus neoformans 
 
Cryptococcus neoformans is an opportunistic pathogen and infects immunocompromised 
individuals.  If left untreated it can cause fatal meningoencephalitis in patients.  The 
major virulence factors of Cryptococcus include a polysaccharide capsule, melanin 
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production, and the ability to grow at 37˚C.  Although a fair amount of research has been 
done on these virulence factors over the past decade, many of the genes responsible for 
these factors are as yet unknown.  In this project, students will create an RNAi library to 
screen for genes that may affect these processes. 
 
# students = variable (Preference will be given to students who can commit to more than 
one semester.) 
Contact: Dr. Indrani Bose 
 
 
 
Studying the effect of heat shock proteins on trehalose production in the 
basidiomycetous yeast, Cryptococcus neoformans 
 
Cryptococcus neoformans is an opportunistic pathogen and infects immunocompromised 
individuals.  If left untreated it can cause fatal meningoencephalitis in patients.  The 
ability to grow at 37˚C is essential for this yeast to cause infection in warm-blooded 
hosts.  Trehalose, an extremely stable disachharide, is known to play a very important 
role in this ability.  Heat shock proteins are also induced during growth at the body 
temperature of the mammalian host.  This project looks to investigate whether heat shock 
proteins affect the ability of this organism to produce trehalose, and ultimately to 
withstand the high host body temperatures. 
 
# students = variable (Preference will be given to students who can commit to more than 
one semester.) 

 
Contact: Dr. Indrani Bose 
 
 
Effects of restoration activities on floodplain forest composition and 
structure in Macon County 
 
The Land Trust for the Little Tennessee (LTLT) is a non-profit organization dedicated to 
conserving the forests, farms, and heritage of the Upper Little Tennessee and Hiwassee River 
valleys.  LTLT owns several properties along the Little Tennessee River in Macon County where 
various restoration and sustainable forestry operations have occurred for 10+ years.  Questions 
that can be asked include: How is the species composition and structure different in riparian 
buffers that were planted compared to intact forests? How does species composition and structure 
differ with the age of the riparian buffer?  Are riparian buffers less resilient to invasion by exotic 
invasive plants that intact floodplain forests?  
 
# students: 1 
 
Contact: Dr. Laura DeWald 
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Characterization of floodplain forest at Coggin’s Bend, Macon County, 
based on micro-topography 
 
Coggin’s Bend is the second largest, most intact montane alluvial forest in Macon County, North 
Carolina and under permanent conservation protection.  Montane alluvial forests are considered a 
critically imperiled community type and are a priority conservation target in the NC State 
Wildlife Action Plan and the Partners in Flight Southern Blue Ridge Bird Conservation Plan 
(PIF) due to the rare birds and amphibians that depend on them.  Elevation changes between the 
across these forests can create vegetation changes that increase species diversity.  
Characterization of changes in species composition and community structure based on micro-
topography is needed to help direct the management plan at Coggin’s Bend.       
 
# students: 1 
Contact: Dr. Laura DeWald 
 
Variation in spring emergence among Hydrastis canadensis populations 
 
Goldenseal is a rare woodland perennial that grows in patchy populations. It is valued for its 
medicinal properties and because of overharvesting, population sizes have declined significantly. 
A recent greenhouse study showed little genetic variation in spring emergence among 
populations. If this is true in the field, it would indicate plants from large healthy populations 
could be used to supplement declining populations. Data has already been collected on spring 
emergence among several populations in western NC. A student is needed to analyze this field 
data and compare it to the greenhouse results. 
 
# students: 1 
 
Contact: Dr. Laura DeWald 
 
 



PREFIX FIRST NAME MI LAST NAME SUFFIX DEGREE YEAEMPLOYER_
Mr. Carlos E. Acuna 2014 Water treatme
Mr. Bennett S. Agee 2008 Clinical lab tes
Mr. Matthew Sanders Alexander 2014 Ph.D. student
Ms. Parisa Michelle Azamghavami 2009 NC State Vet S
Ms. Kaitlyn Gabrielle Banks 2014 Veterinary sch
Ms. Melissa Ann Bartlett 2007 Veterinary tec
Ms. Shanna Marie-Glenn Bayless 2009 Nursing stude
Ms. Mary Kathleen Beam 2014 Agricultural res
Mr. Kyle Douglas Beard 2007 Ph.D. student
Ms. Kate E. Beavers 2013 Veterinary Ass
Mr. Kendell Ray Bennett 2011 M.S. student
Mr. John Allen Bennett 2009 Ph.D. student
Mr. Jacob Wayne Bolick 2009 Wastewater T
Mr. James Kyle Boudreau 2007 Completed M.
Ms. Tess C. Branon 2013 Ph.D. student 
Miss. Brandi S. Bridges 2013 County enviro
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Mr. Alan Dale Curtis II 2007 Ph.D. student
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Mrs. Sherri Marie Deaton 2013 M.S. student
Mr. McKenzye Madison Dehart-McCoyle 2014 M.S. student
Ms. Carolyn Marie DeSimone 2005 Chiropractor
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Ms. Kalli Lyn Devecki 2013 Med Student V
Mr. Matthew Allen Dietrich 2007 Pharmaceutica
Mr. Anthony Avis Downs 2014 Student
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Mr. Steven Michael Hollenback 2009 Hydrologist, U
Ms. Mariah Kathleen Hornby 2013 Ph.D. student
Mr. Joseph Charles Huguelet 2010 Medical stude
Ms. Elizabeth Ann Ingianni 2008 Research assi
Mr. Benjamin Nathaniel Jeuck 2010 Ph.D. student
Ms. Catherine Melinda Kennedy 2012 Wildlife biolog
Mr. Christopher Famon Killen 2009 Physician Ass
Mr. John Steven Kindy 2012 Pharmacy stud
Ms. Amanda Nichole LaMartiniere 2009 Graduate stud
Mr. Max Stovall Lanning 2007 Conservation 
Ms. Meghan F Lawler 2014 Ph.D. student
Ms. Sallie K. Lewis 2009 High school te
Mr. Patrick Adam Link 2014 Graduate stud
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Mr. Nicholas Eric Martinez 2005 Graduate stud
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Ms. Laura Marie Stewart 2010 Doctor of Phys
Ms. Rachel K Stillwell 2013 Gradaute Stud
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Mr. Joel Daniel Stroot 2005 DDS
Mr. Stephen Geoffrey Tallman 2012 Doctor of Phys
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Jessica Duke (MS 2014, Pechmann): lab instructor and lab coordinator, Western Carolina Univer

Jessica Krippel (MS 2014, Hyman): PhD student at the University of British Columbia

Rachael Woods ( MS 2014, Martin): science educator, spectrUM Discovery Area, University of M

Kyle Stowe (MS 2014, Martin): Biological Technician, Bako Pathology Services, Alpharetta, GA

Miranda Aiken (MS 2014, Martin): lab instructor, Western Carolina University

Katie Lewis (MS 2014, Adkison): Community College and High School instructor

Ashley Montgomery (MS 2014, DeWald): Environmental consulting firm, Phoenix

Travis Seaborn (MS 2014, Catley): PhD candidate,  Washington State University, Zoology

Beth Budden (MS 2013, Bose): Instructor, SouthWestern Community College

Megan Eckhardt (MS 2013, Catley): Lab instructor and lab coordinator, Western Carolina Univer

Elizabeth Hillard (MS 2013, DeWald) PhD a candidate, Southern Illinois University, Wildlife Mana

Christopher Love (MS 2013, Pechmann) Science Teacher, Buncombe High School

Rachel Myers (MS 2013, Hyman): Special Activities Instructor at North Carolina Aquarium at For

April Punsalan (MS 2013, DeWald):  Botanist, US Forest Service, Nantahala National Forest

Ryan Simmons (MS 2013, Bose) PhD candidate, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Daniel Sollenberger (MS 2013, Pechmann) Lecturer, Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College

Kendall Fuller (MS 2012, O’Connell) Associate Head Softball Coach at Winthrop University

Chris Beyer (MS 2012, Seischab) Lab instructor, Western Carolina University

Groves Dixon (MS 2012, DeWald) PhD candidate, University of Texas, Austin, Evolutionary and E

Jessica Jaynes (MS 2012, Collins) Environmental Health Manager, South Carolina Department of

Charles Lawson (MS 2012, Pechmann) Mountain Wildlife Diversity Technician, North Carolina W



Bridget Nelson (MS 2012, O’Connell) M.S. student at North Carolina State Univeristy

Adric Olson (MS 2012, Martin): PhD student in toxicology, Texas Tech University

Alex Edwards (MS 2012, Martin): PhD student, Evolutionary biology, UT‐Knoxville

Nicole Parrish (MS 2012, Collins): Volunteer AmeriCorps Project Conserve, Coordinator at the En

Kyle Pursel (MS 2012, Pechmann) Stewardship Coordinator, Highlands‐Cashiers Land Trust

Anthony Auletta (MS 2012, Costa): PhD student in Entomology, University of Minnesota

Jennifer Torgeson (MS 2012, DeWald) Instructor of Biology, Mars Hill University

John Tupy (MS 2012, Pechmann) Biological researcher, Western Carolina university

Kyle Boudreau (MS 2011, Hyman): Instructor of Biology, Western Carolina University and Southw

Jason Jarvis (MS 2011, Miller): USGS, California Water Science Center at the Santa Maria Field O

Carly Lett (MS 2011, DeWald): High School teacher

Jackson Evans (MS 2011, Hyman): RN at Haywood Regional Medical Center

Natasha Shipman (MS 2011, DeWald): Environmental Studies Program, Warren Wilson College

Meredith Carroll (MS 2010,Hyman) Special Education, Science Teacher, Charlotte‐Mecklenberg 

Caroline Rooney  (MS 2010, Martin) Nurse, MedWest‐Harris Regional Hospital, Sylva, NC

Stephanie Grant  (MS 2010, DeWald) Teacher for home‐ or hospital‐bound children

Christina Stoehrel (MS 2010, Mathews): US Forest Service Wildlife Biologist, Cherokee NF

Jeremy Craft (MS 2009, Pechmann): Biology Instructor, Wilkes Community College

Alan Curtis (MS 2009, Bose) PhD East Carolina University, Postdoctoral Research Associate Unive

Josephine Falcone (MS 2009, DeWald) Wildlife Conservation Program, Giant Panda, Memphis Zo



Sheree Ferrell (MS 2009, Martin): Consulting Scientist, Environmental Services and Consulting, B

Max Lanning (MS, 2009, Mathews): Science Teacher with Jackson County Public Schools at Blue 

Nicholas Martinez M.S. (MS 2009, Coburn): PhD candidate, Department of Microbiology and Im

Amanda Schoonover (MS 2009, Seischab):  Asheville High School Science Teacher

Dawn Cusick (MS 2008, Costa): Instructor, Haywood Community College; Publisher, EarlyLight B

Jenne Extine M.S. (MS 2008, DeWald) Medical Technician

Christina Manee (MS 2007, Adkison): Instructor, Asheville‐Buncombe Technical Community Coll

Mike LaVoie (MS 2007, Martin): Biologist, Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, Cherokee, NC

Nate Irwin (MS 2007, Martin): Biologist, Pennsylvania Dept. of Environmental Protection, Bradfo

Melissa Collins (MS 2006, O’Connell): MS in Education, University of Alberta, currently living in B

 Philip Drummond (MS 2006, O’Connell) Community college instructor of microbiology in Nebra

Barclay Taylor (MS 2006, O’Connell): High School Teacher, Canton, NC

Mark Hall (MS 2005, Adkison): Project Manager & Regional Vegetation Ecologist for NatureServe

Weaver Haney (MS 2005, O’Connell): Instructor, Western Carolina University

Darby Harris (MS 2005, Rundle): Instructor at Western Carolina University; PhD University of Ke

Mike Ivey (MS 2005, Mathews): Consultant, FL

Sara Martin (MS 2005, Adkison): Instructor at Haywood Community College

Derren Rosbach (MS 2005, O’Connell):Faculty member at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Mass

Wes Cornelison (MS 2005, Martin): Natural Resources Group Manager, URS Corporation, Ancho

Jeff Wesner (MS 2005, Martin): Assistant Professor, University of South Dakota

Jamie Anderson (MS 2004, Martin): Park Law Enforcement Officer, New River State Park, West J



Lucas Conkle (MS 2004, Costa): High School Teacher

Daniel Hanks (MS 2004, Martin): Instructor, Presbyterian College, South Carolina

Matias Jasin (MS 2004, Costa): MD, UNC‐Chapel Hill

Maureen Kavanagh (MS 2004, Martin): Fishery Biologist, US Fish & Wildlife, Vancouver, WA

Shannon Raby (MS 2004, Martin): Research technician, WCU

Ben Salter (MS 2004, Martin): Principal Scientist, Environmental Corporation of America, Ashevi

Jackie Greenfield (MS 2004, Pittillo): Gaia Herbs , VP Global Sourcing And Sustainability

Henry Angelopulos (MS 2003, O’Connell): Firefighter and Paramedic, Clay County, Georgia

Kim Lowery (BS 2003, O’Connell): Adult Nurse Practitioner in Westmoreland, Tennessee

Matthew Dunn (MS 2003, O’Connell):  M.S. Indiana University, Quality Manager at Southern Tie

Christophe Le Moine (MS 2003, Lumb): PhD, Queens University, Ontario. Faculty member Biolog

Gina (Parise) Sloan (BS 2003, O’Connell): PhD Wake Forest University; Director, Department of M

Kristina Reid (BS 2003, O’Connell): M.S. University of Virginia, scientist Indoor Biotechnologies.

Dawn Geverd (MS 2002, Mainwaring): Instructor, Community College, NJ

Shannon Kondrad (MS 2002, Miller): Toxicity Research Analyst, Patuxent Wildlife Research Cent

Erika Yates (MS 2003, Martin): Instructor, UNC‐Pembroke

Sonja Himes (MS 2002, Wyatt): Instructor, Western Carolina University

Shannon Mallisson (MS 2002, Miller): Wake Forest University, Biology Lab Preparotor

Jonathan Mays (MS 2002, Costa): Reptile, Amphibian, & Invertebrate Biologist, Maine Dept. of I

Robert Warren (MS 2002, Pittillo): PhD University of Georgia, Faculty member SUNY Buffalo Stat



Alex Esmon (BS 2001, Rundle): PhD University of Missouri at Columbia

Robbie Flowers (MS 2001, Costa): (PhD, Entomology, Virginia Tech): Forest Entomologist, USDA 

Jeremy Sanders (MS 2001, Coyle): Employed by a Pharmaceutical Company

Nathan Taylor (MS 2001, Bruce): employed by a private company in South Carolina

Jonathan White (MS 2001, Rundle): PhD, University of Louisville

Brenna Farmer, MD (BS 2000): MD Brody School of Medicine, East Carolina University

Dietrich Gotzek (MS 2000, Costa): PhD University of Georgia; Postdoctoral Research Associate U

Matt Rhea (MS 2000, West): Owner and operator of Sorrell's Creek Trout Farm, Canton, NC

Steve Tipton (MS 2000, Mainwaring): Energy Specialist at Greene County Schools, Limestone, Te

Beth Wall‐Bassett (BS 2000, O’Connell), Associate Professor, Department of Nutrition and Diete

Stephanie Waters‐Stocks (MS 2000, Costa): Education specialist for programs in agricultural ent

Emily Whiteley (MS 2000, Coyle): Biology Department Head, Catawba Valley Community College

Beth Bockoven (MS 1999, West): Director, Green River Preserve, Asheville, NC

Deborah Cochran (MS 1999, Rundle): Instructor, Southwestern Community College

Aaron R. Cooper (MS 1999, Pittillo): Environmental consultant, Raleigh, NC

Robert Edwards (MS 1999, Coyle): Instructor, Community College

Kevin Hining (MS 1999, West): Fisheries Biologist, NC Wildlife Resources Commission, Elkin, NC

Larissa Knebel (MS 1999, Pittillo): PhD, North Carolina State University

Robert Louque (MS 1999, Costa): Study Director, Pollinators & Non‐Target Organisms, Smithers 

James MacKenzie (MS 1999, Lumb): Faculty member, State University of New York at Oswego

Ian Stocks (MS 1999, Coyle): Entomologist, Curator of Coccoidea, Aleyrodidae, and Trichoptera, 



Peter Julius (MS 1998, Pittillo): Center fellow at the North Carolina Center for the Advancement 

Georgia Haynes (MS 1998, Rundle): MD from Bowman Gray School of Medicine in 2003

Melissa Crisp (BS 1998):  PhD Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Florida, Gainesville

Scott Passingham (BS 1998, Rundle): Physical Therapist

Chittam Thakore (MS 1998, Rundle): PhD, East Carolina University Brody School of Medicine; JD

Gayle Livingston (MS 1997, Bruce): PhD, University of Missouri

Joe Moore (MS 1997, West): President, Virginia Automatic Door Company

John Owen (MS 1997, Lumb): PhD, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Senior Scientists at ABC Lab

Angela Burcham (MS 1997, Mainwaring): Assistant Professor, Richard Bland College

April Livengood (BS 1997, Rundle): Senior Scientist Illumina Clinical Services Laboratory

Robin Stamey (MS 1997, Rundle): Veterinarian, graduated from Auburn University

Linda Trunk (MS 1997, Lumb): High school teacher

Brian Corbin (MS 1996, Lumb): Research Technician, Asheville, NC

Will Corum (MS 1996, Rundle): Research technician, University of Kentucky‐Lexington

Andy Hartung (MS 1996, Rundle): Computer /Network Safety, Greenville, South Carolina

Jeremy Miller (MS 1996, Coyle): Senior Researcher, Naturalis Biodiversity Center, (PhD, Georget

Doug Toti (MS 1996, Coyle): Instructor, Community College

Charles Zartman (MS 1996, Pittillo): Duke Bryology Lab, Department of Biology, Duke University

Travis Ryan (MS 1995, Bruce): Faculty member, Butler University

John Dobyns (MS 1994, Coyle): High school teacher



Diana Silva (MS 1994, Coyle): Professor, National University of San Marco, Museo de Historia Na

Valerie Fuller (MS 1993, Coyle): Dentist

Paul Lenzo (MS 1993, Bruce): Family practice doctor, Coffeyville, KS

David Loch (MS 1992, West): Biologist, Mississippi Department of Pollution Control, Pearl, MS

M. Shane Pruett (BS 1992): Post‐Doctoral Research Fellow, Avian Ecology Lab, Archbold Biologic

Kefyn Catley (MS 1991, Coyle): Faculty member, Western Carolina University, (PhD, Cornell Univ

Randi Neff (MS 1990, Lumb): High school teacher

Christopher Beachy (MS 1988, Bruce): Faculty member, Minot State University

Susan Childress (MS 1988, Lumb): Head of Quality Control, Jackson Paper Company, Sylva, NC

Randy Turner (MS 1988, Lumb): Director of Environmental Impact, Department of transportatio

Randal Voss (MS 1988, Bruce): Faculty member, University of Kentucky

Burt Banks (MS 1987, Lumb): Professor, East Tennessee State University

Micky Clemmons (MS 1987, West): NC Wildlife Resources Commission

David Michelis (MS 1987, Lumb): PhD, University of California‐San Francisco

J. David Smith, MD (MS 1986, Harrison): Hematopathologist, Pathology Sciences Medical Group

Kathy Starr (MS 1986, Mainwaring): Faculty member, Western Carolina University

Scott Urwick (MS 1986, West): Environmental consultant, Environsphere, Inc., Boston, MA

Robb Bennett (MS 1985, Coyle): Entomology research associate at the Royal BC Museum and an

Kimsey Corzine (MS 1985, Bruce): High school teacher, Smoky Mountain High School, Sylva, NC

Sam Lohr (MS 1985, West): Research Biologist, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Fresno, CA

Tom Moore (MS 1985, West): Environmental Consultant, Environsphere, Inc., Atlanta, GA



Tom Jetton (MS 1984, Harrison): Associate Professor of Medicine, University of Vermont (PhD, V

Jackie Palmer (MS 1984, Coyle): Researcher, Clemson University, (PhD, Harvard University)

Nancy Reagan (MS 1984, Bruce): Faculty member, Kentucky State University

Andy Keesler, PhD, MBA (BS 1983): US Director, Technology Licensing & Alliances, Aventis Pharm

Robin Edwards (MS 1983, Lumb): High school teacher

Teresa Grose (MS 1983, Lumb): Professor, Washington University, St. Louis

Richard Thomas (MS 1982, Pittillo): Faculty member, West Virginia University

Steve Grindstaff (MS 1981, West): Biology teacher, McDowell Technical Community College, Ma

Leslie Bishop (MS 1980, Coyle): Faculty member, Earlham College (PhD, University of Tennessee

Susan Olson (MS 1980, Lumb): Professor, Down State Medical Center, NY

Joseph Sullivan (MS 1980, Pittillo): Faculty member, University of Maryland

Michael Tove (MS 1980, Bruce): High school teacher, Cary, NC

Dr. William Michael Blackman, DMD (BS 1979): Dentist, Cheraw, SC

Tom Dechant (MS 1979, West): Dean of Learning Resources, Asheville‐Biltmore Technical Comm

Charlotte Evans (MS 1978, Lumb): MD, pediatrics

Mitchell Robinson (MS 1978, Lumb): Associate Dean, School of Medicine, East Tennessee State 

Linda Costner (MS 1977, Lumb): High school teacher

Michael Cable (MS 1976, Lumb): Biotechnology researcher, NJ

Sue Monroe (MS 1975, Coyle):  Biology Faculty, City University of New York, Hunter College Cam

Claudia Moore (MS 1975, Lumb): PhD, University of Tennessee



Carl Wolfe (MS 1975, Pittillo): Faculty member, Pennsylvania State University, Monto Alto

Susan Banister Thomasson (BS 1974): Faculty/Phlebotomy Program Coordinator at Carolinas Co

Keith Ramsey (BS 1973): Professor of Medicine, The Brody School of Medicine at East Carolina U

Earl Sipe (MS 1973, Bruce): High school teacher, Newton, NC

Myles Cabot (BS 1970, MS 1972): Chief, Breast Cancer Research Program; Director, Experimenta
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Department of Biology Bachelor's of Science (B.S.) Alumni

   ‐ Includes students from 2005‐2014

Occupation or educational status Number of alumni in category

Graduate student 14

Medical school student 7

Pharmacy science student 5

Chemist 3

Pharmaceuticals industry 3

Research scientist 3

Veterinary medicine student 3

Business 2

Doctor of Physical Therapy 2

Nursing student 2

Physician assistant 2

Phyician assistant student 2

Plant science 1

Chiropractor 1

Chiropracty student 1

Clinical diagnostic technician 1

Conservation nonprofit 1

Biology instructor 1

Governmental environmental prot 1

Dentist 1

Dental student 1

High school teacher 1

Brewing industry 1

Mosquito control agent 1

Wildlife leisure business owner 1

Nuclear medicine technologist 1

Optometrist 1

Scientific employment specialist 1

Scientific equipment sales 1

Student (non science) 1

College teaching labs manager 1

Veterinarian 1

Veterinary technician 1

Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator 1

Wildlife biologist 1

Summary 81 Alumni accounted for (23.4



265 Alumni whereabouts and/o



Department of Biology Master's of Science (M.S.) Alumni

   ‐ Includes students from 2005‐2014

Occupation or educational status Number of alumni in category

College instructor 13

Ph.D. student 11

Field biologist 3

Nonprofit conservation organization 3

College professor 2

High school teacher 2

Author (childrens nature books) 1

Clinical researcher 1

Nurse 1

Research technician 1

School aid 1

Scientific equipment sales 1

Clinical diagnostic testing 1

College softball coach 1

Summary

42 Alumni accounted for (57.5%)

31 Alumni whereabouts and/or career status unk

4%)



or career status unknown (76.4%)



known (42.5%)
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Guidelines for Responsibilities of Department Head (DH), Assistant Department Head (ADH), Graduate Program 
Coordinator, and Undergraduate Program Coordinator 

Department Head Assistant Department Head Graduate Program Coordinator Undergraduate Program Coordinator 

Organize regular department and committee 
meetings 

Oversee budgets 

Oversee AFE-TPR process 

Alumni record keeping and tracking 

Participate in DH council  

Participate DH workshops 

Purchasing oversight (with secretary) 

Request, recruit, and retain adjuncts 

New/untenured faculty mentoring 

Fund raising 

Facilities and space oversight 

Liaison to Dean and Provost 

Appoints and oversees Graduate and 
Undergraduate Program Coordinators 

Participate in collegial review and other 
activities for Environmental Science, Forensic 

Chair Curriculum Committee 

Builds course schedule, including 
summer sections 

Bookstore liaison 

Coordinate classroom observations 

P-card reconciler 

Assign academic advisors (with 
secretary) 

Point person for faculty searches 
(HR logistics) 

Oversight of web and Facebook 
pages 

Manage service contracts 

Track computers, microscopes, 
and equipment (with secretary) 

Backup for DH 

 

Chair Graduate Committee 

Serve as liaison to Graduate School 

Manage M.S., M.A.T., and M.A.Ed. 
programs 

Recruit new graduate students 

Advise new graduate students 

Lobby for new assistantships and tuition 
waivers 

Oversee graduate program assessment 

Conduct exit interviews for graduates 

Oversee comprehensive exam  

Assign teaching assignments 

 

Chair and oversee Undergraduate 
Program Assessment Committee 

QEP coordinator and QEP 
Committee chair 

Summer and transfer Orientation 
coordination 

Conduct degree checkouts for 
seniors (with secretary) 

Conduct exit interviews for seniors  

Coordinate Open Houses 

Oversee course overrides (with 
secretary) 

Oversee Senior Research Program 
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Science, and Science Education 

Any other responsibilities not listed  

 

 

 

 



Department of Biology 
Department Head Selection Process 

Approved February 2012 
 
I. Proposed Term of Department Head and Assistant Department Head of Three Years 

The Department Head (DH) shall serve at least one three-year term and the Assistant 
Department Head will also serve at least one three-year term.  The initial appointment of the DH 
will be the same as follows in Section III. 

The Assistant Department Head will be nominated by the Department Head and must be 
approved by a simple majority of the full time Biology faculty. 
 
II. Renewal of Department Head for a Second Three-Year Term 

All full time Biology faculty (tenured, tenure-track, and fixed term, but not including the 
DH) will cast a vote of confidence endorsing or not endorsing a second three-year term of the 
DH.  A meeting will be called, a discussion held, votes will be cast, and the results read on the 
first workday in November.  A simple majority of votes endorsing the sitting DH will constitute 
approval for a second three-year term.  If a DH does not receive a majority there will be one 
week for any eligible faculty member to submit his/her name for the position.  The candidate(s) 
would submit a brief narrative of their vision and philosophy for the department going forward.  
An election to choose a new DH will occur within one week.  All full time Biology faculty 
(including the DH) would participate in this vote.  If only a single candidate runs, then a vote of 
confidence will be taken for the candidate.  A person running unopposed must receive support 
from a majority of the faculty.  In cases with more than two candidates vying for DH and no 
candidate receives a majority (i.e., a tie), a runoff will take place between the candidates 
receiving the first and second most votes.  Faculty may vote for more than one candidate.  The 
faculty may petition the dean to begin an external search for a new DH.   
 
III. Procedures to Follow at the End of Each Subsequent Term (second, third term, etc.) 

Elections will be held in the final year of each subsequent three-year term.  Any eligible 
faculty member (including, but not limited to the DH) can submit their name for the position.  
The candidate(s) would submit a brief narrative of their vision and philosophy for the department 
going forward.  If more than one candidate vies for the position, an election among all eligible 
candidates will occur on the first workday in November.  All full time Biology faculty (including 
DH) may participate in this vote and faculty may vote for more than one candidate. If only a 
single candidate runs, then a vote of confidence will be taken for the candidate. A person running 
unopposed must receive support from a majority of the faculty.  In cases with more than two 
candidates vying for DH and no candidate receives a majority (i.e., a tie), a runoff will take place 
between the candidates receiving the first and second most votes.  When a majority vote is given 
for a candidate that person will begin a three-year term of office the following summer.  The 
faculty may petition the dean to begin an external search for a new DH. 
 
IV. Miscellaneous   

 Votes will be cast by secret ballot, during a meeting (usually the first workday in 
November), and counted in a public forum.  A person who will be out of town can vote 
by sending an email to the Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences. 



 To receive a majority, an individual must get over 50 percent of the votes cast during a 
particular election in a two-way election or at least one more vote over the second place 
finisher in an election with three or more candidates. 

 Fractions of academic years will not be considered.  Thus, an incoming DH who fills a 
vacancy will begin the first three-year term on 1 July.   

 All tenure line Biology faculty who will have tenure at the time the term begins are 
eligible to run for DH.  

 When the DH position comes open in the middle of a term, an election will be held as 
soon as feasible.  The incoming DH would begin a full three-year term the first fall after 
assuming the position. 

 The Dean of Arts and Sciences will receive the department’s recommendation. 
 



Summarized	  survey	  responses	  for	  department	  head	  evaluation	  from	  2015	  for	  Seán	  
O’Connell	  including	  the	  percentage	  of	  respondents	  answering	  “satisfied	  or	  very	  satisfied”	  or	  
“dissatisfied	  or	  very	  dissatisfied”.	  	  Results	  from	  2010-‐2014	  surveys	  (percentage	  of	  faculty	  
“satisfied	  or	  very	  satisfied”)	  are	  also	  included	  for	  the	  purpose	  of	  comparison	  to	  2015	  data.	  

Question	   Satisfied	   Dissatisfied	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Range	  2010–2014	  	  

Problem	  solving	   82.4	   5.9	   44.4	  –	  100	  

Open	  dialogue	   82.4	   11.8	   55.6	  –	  100	  

Vision	   70.6	   11.8	   55.6	  -‐	  92.3	  

Respectful	   94.1	   5.9	   66.7	  –	  100	  

Faculty	  involved	  in	  decisions	   76.5	   11.8	   44.4	  -‐	  88.9	  

Promotes	  collegiality	   88.2	   5.9	   55.6	  -‐	  92.3	  

Takes	  responsibility	   88.2	   5.9	   55.6	  –	  100	  

Gives	  credit	   88.2	   5.9	   77.8	  –	  100	  

Advocates	  for	  department	   94.1	   0	   77.8	  -‐	  92.3	  

Accessibility	   88.2	   11.8	   77.8	  –	  100	  

Fairness	   88.2	   5.9	   55.6	  –	  100	  

Ethical	   82.4	   5.9	   44.4	  -‐	  92.3	  

Timeliness	   76.5	   5.9	   66.7	  -‐	  92.3	  

Feedback	   82.4	   11.8	   66.7	  -‐	  92.3	  

Informative	   76.5	   11.8	   44.4	  –	  100	  

Supports	  development	  of	  faculty	   76.5	   5.9	   66.7	  –	  100	  

Appropriate	  number	  of	  meetings	   82.4	   11.8	   66.7	  –	  100	  

Manages	  meetings	  well	   76.5	   11.8	   66.7	  –	  100	  

Prioritizes	  budget	   82.4	   11.8	   77.8	  -‐	  92.3	  

Solicits	  resources	   88.2	   0	   77.8	  –	  100	  

Recruits	  faculty	  and	  staff	  well	   70.6	   11.8	   55.6	  –	  100	  

Implements	  QEP	   29.4	   0	   44.4	  -‐	  92.3	  

Recruits	  students	   47.1	   5.9	   33.3	  -‐	  69.2	  

Relates	  to	  students	   82.4	   0	   77.8	  -‐	  84.6	  

Engagement	  within	  department	   82.4	   0	   77.8	  -‐	  76.9	  

Overall	  satisfaction	   82.4	   5.9	   66.7	  –	  100	  

Average	  and	  standard	  deviation	  	   79.2	  (13.7)	   7.0	  (4.4)	   60.9	  (13.6)	  -‐	  90.3	  (11.4)	  

	  



Biology	Department	Equipment	List	(Current	as	of	15	December	2015)	
	
Equipment	
Applied	Biosystems	3130	Genetic	Analyzer/DNA	sequencer		
Applied	Biosystems	3500xl	 Genetic	Analyzer/DNA	sequencer	(shared	with	Forensic	
Science)	
	
Applied	Biosystems	Real	Time	7500	PCR	System	
	 	
Thermo	Scientific	NanoDrop	2000	DNA	spectrophotometer	(2	ea.)	 	
	
AirClean	600	PCR	Workstation		 	 	
	
Gel	Logic	112	imaging	system		
Gel	Logic	200	imaging	system	
BioRad	ChemiDoc	MP	molecular	imaging	system	(shared	with	Chemistry)	
	 	
BioRad	DCode	Denaturing	gradient	gel	electrophoresis	(DGGE)	system	(2)	
	
Molecular	Devices	SpectraMax	190	microplate	reader	 	 	
PolarStar	Optima	fluorescence	plate	reader	
	
AKTApurifier	P‐900	FPLC	system	
	
Confocal	Microscope;	Nikon	Eclipse	TE2000‐E		
Nikon	Microphot	FXA	microscope	
EVOS	fluorescence	microscope	 	
	
Eppendorf		MasterCycler	96‐well	gradient	PCR	machine	(2	ea.)	
Eppendorf		MasterCycler	96‐well	PCR	machine	(2	ea.)	
Eppendorf		MasterCycler	25‐well	PCR	machines	(10	ea.)	
	
Eppendorf	Microcentrifuge	for	96‐well	plates	(2	ea.)		
Eppendorf	vacuum	microcentrifuge	[2	ea.]	
Eppendorf	5417C	30‐tube	microcentrifuge	(2	ea.)	
Eppendorf	5805	centrifuge		
Eppendorf	5805r	refrigerated	centrifuge	
Sorvall	RC5C	centrifuge	
Sorvall	RC5C	Plus	centrifuge	
	
ThermoScientific	Ultralow	freezer	(3	ea.)	
Revco	Ultralow	freezer	
	 	
Labconco	laminar	flow	hood	(4’	width)	 	
Labconco	laminar	flow	hood	(3’	width)	 	
	



New	Brunswick	shaking	incubator	(2	ea.)	 	 	
New	Brunswick	Scientific	floor	shaking	incubator	 	
	 	
Biospec	Mini	Beadbeater	(single	tube;	2	ea.)	
Biospec	Beadbeater	(8	tube)	
	
Mettler	AJ100	analytical	balance	
	
Environmental	chambers	(3	ea.)	
	
LiCor	6400	portable	photosynthesis	and	fluorescence	system	
LiCor	8100A‐CMS	soil	respiration	system	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	
Assorted	equipment	
DNA	electrophoresis	systems	(12	ea.)	
Protein	electrophoresis	systems	(8	ea.)	
Culture	incubators	(8	ea.)	
Water	baths	(15	ea.)	
Microscopes	(12	ea.)	
Vortexers,	stir/hot	plates,	pipettors,	electronic	pipettors	
	
Facilities	and	specialized	rooms:	
Cell	culture	facility	(NAPCO	CO2	incubator;	Heracell	150i	CO2	incubator;	Thermo		

Forma	Class	II,	A2	6’	laminar	flow	hoods	(2	ea.))	
	
Greenhouse	facility	(old	existing	facility;	new,	temporary	greenhouse	purchased	and	
constructed)	 	 	
	
Herbarium		(ca.	27,000	specimens;	digital	specimen	documentation	system)		
	
Autoclave	room	(Steris	3021	autoclaves	(2	ea.);	ice	machine)	
	
4C	cold	room	(2	ea.)	
	
Vehicle	
15‐passenger	1995	Dodge	Ram	van	(1)	



Table 7.4a  List of major library resources. 
 
WCU’s library, Hunter Library, is the largest in Western North Carolina, and contains:  

• 702,000 books and bound periodicals  
• 1,513,000 microfilm units 
• electronic access to 23,000 e-books 
• electronic access to 3,330 current serial subscriptions 
• rapid interlibrary loan among WCU and Appalachian State University and UNC-

Asheville 
• Interlibrary loan services 

 
Table 7.4b  List of databases provided through Hunter Library. 
 
AARP AgeLine  
Searchable database of statistics and a variety of information about aging.   
  
ABC-CLIO E-Book Collection  
Formerly known as the Greenwood Digital Collection, the ABC-CLIO E-book collection is a 
research database containing over 4,000 reference, academic, and general interest ebooks.  This 
collection - focused mostly on history and literature- is a set of complete texts, all searchable by 
keyword, subject, author, and title.  
Database contains full text  
 
Abstracts in Anthropology 1998 - present  
Provides abstracts of books, articles and conference papers in archaeology, ethnology, linguistics 
and physical anthropology. Pertinent articles in non-anthropological journals are also 
included.  The simple interface allows for phrase, keyword, and Boolean searching in the title or 
abstract fields, plus author and year searches. Drill-down subject browsing is also available.  
Database contains abstracts  
 
Academic Search Premier 1980 - present  
An index to articles in over 8,200 journals covering all subject areas. Includes full text for over 
4,500 of those journals.    
Database contains full text  
 
ACM Digital Library 1954 - present  
The ACM Digital Library provides access to the full text of all articles published in Association 
for Computing Machinery (ACM) journals, magazines, and conference proceedings and 
newsletters dating back to Volume 1.  It also provides access to selected works published by 
affiliated organizations.  
Database contains full text  
 
Administration on Aging  
Links to government web sites that give statistical information about older persons.   
  
African American Song  
African American Song is the first online resource to document the history of African American 
music in an online music listening service.  The collection contains approximately 16,000 tracks 
from a diverse range of genres such as jazz, blues, gospel, ragtime, folk songs, and narratives, 
among others. Additional tracks and labels are added to the database regularly.  
Database contains audio  



 
African-American Poetry 1750 - 1900  
Search or browse nearly 3,000 poems written by African-American poets in the late eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries.    
Database contains full text  
 
AGRICOLA 1400s - present  
The National Agricultural Library provides article citations from 1984 to the present and book 
citations from the 15th century to the present for a variety of topics related to USDA activities.    
Database contains citations  
 
Alternative Press Index 1991 - present  
Indexes over 300 alternative, radical and left periodicals, newspapers and magazines. Includes 
selected abstracts from research journals and links to full-text articles when available.    
Database contains citations  
 
Alternative Press Index Archive 1969 - 1990  
Indexes over 300 alternative, radical and left periodicals, newspapers and magazines. Includes 
selected abstracts from research journals and links to full-text articles when available.    
Database contains citations  
 
America: History & Life 1964 - present  
An index to articles in over 2,000 journals covering the history and culture of the United States 
and Canada from prehistory to the present. Also includes dissertations and book reviews.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
American Chemical Society Publications 1879 - present  
Provides access to current full text for 13 ACS journals as well as access to the archived full-text 
of all ACS publications.  Journal subjects include Applied Chemistry/Chemical Engineering, 
Biochemistry/Biotechnology, Core Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Pharmaceuticals, and 
Polymers & Materials Science.  
Database contains full text  
 
American FactFinder  
Includes population and housing information in table or map formats from 1990 and 2000; 
geographic comparison tables; American Community Surveys since 1996; the Economic Census 
from 1997 (2002 coming soon); annual population estimates from 2000; and more.  This database 
is available free on the Internet and it has been selected by Hunter Librarians as appropriate for 
authority and content of information.  
Database contains full text  
 
American Memory  
American Memory is a gateway to the Library of Congress's vast resources of digitized American 
historical materials which include manuscripts, prints, photographs, posters, maps, sound 
recordings, motion pictures, books, pamphlets, and sheet music.  Collections may be browsed 
individually, searched individually (including full-text searching for many written items), or 
searched across multiple collections.  
Database contains full text  
 
American National Biography 1975 - present  



ANB Online contains biographies of more than 17,400 men and women -- from all eras and 
walks of life -- whose lives have shaped the nation.  It does not include living persons. This is the 
successor to the Dictionary of American Biography, which ceased publication.  
Database contains full text  
 
American Periodical Series Online 1740 - 1900  
American Periodical Series Online (APS Online) includes digitized images of the pages of 
American magazines and journals published from colonial days to the dawn of the 20th century.    
Database contains full text  
 
American Poetry 1600 - 1900  
Search or browse the collection of over 40,000 poems by more than 200 American poets from the 
Colonial Period to the early twentieth century.    
Database contains full text  
 
American Slavery: A Composite Autobiography  
A collection of the life histories of former slaves in the United States compiled through nearly 
4,000 interviews with ex-slaves.    
Database contains full text  
 
American State Papers 1789 - 1838  
American State Papers are "Legislative and executive documents, many originating from the 
important period between 1789 and the beginning of the U.S. Congressional Serial Set in 1817."    
Database contains full text  
 
America's Historical Newspapers 1690 - 1922  
Search or browse the full-text of over 1,000 early American newspapers published between 1690 
and 1922. This database includes titles from all fifty states and there are nine titles for North 
Carolina alone.  Also included are several early newspapers in languages such as French and 
German.  
Database contains full text  
 
Applied Science & Technology Abstracts 1983 - present  
Index to 600+ international and English-language periodicals, covering engineering, 
mathematics, physics, and computer technology. Also includes links to available full-text 
articles.    
Database contains full text  
 
ArchiveGrid  
ArchiveGrid provides access to detailed descriptions of collections of historical documents, 
personal papers, and family histories held in archives throughout the world.  It includes nearly a 
million descriptions of archival collections held by thousands of libraries, museums, historical 
societies, and archives worldwide.  
 
Art Full Text 1984 - present  
Contains information about all aspects of the visual arts including interior design, motion pictures 
and museology. In addition to articles, there are reproductions of works of art. Full-text coverage 
is for selected titles.  Print counterpart: Art Index (Ref Index Table) indexes articles from 1929 to 
2005.  
Database contains full text  
 



Arts & Humanities Citation Index 1975 - present  
Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI ) provides access to current and retrospective 
bibliographic information and cited references found in nearly 1,130 of the world's leading arts & 
humanities journals. Access A&HCI via Web of Science by clicking the  Limit to: (Change 
Limits) link at the bottom of the screen and selecting A&HCI.  
Database contains abstracts  
 
Arts & Humanities Search 1980 - present  
A citation index as well as a comprehensive index to articles in arts and humanities. Also includes 
links to available full-text articles.    
Database contains citations  
 
ARTstor  
A collection of 500,000 images that document artistic traditions across many cultures and time 
periods: architecture, sculpture, photography, design as well as other forms of visual 
culture.  Technical Requirements: Flash Player 6 or above, Java (Sun Version 1.3 or higher), 
Cookies enabled, Pop-up blocking software must allow pop-ups from www.artstor.org, Monitor 
resolution: 1024 X 768 recommended, Memory: 128 MB or higher.  
Database contains images  
 
arXiv.org e-Print Archive 1991 - present  
arXiv.org provides open access to full-text e-prints and preprints in Mathematics, Physics, 
Computer Science and Quantitative Biology. You may prefer the UC Davis front end  for the 
mathematics archive.  
Database contains full text  
 
Auto Repair Reference Center  
Repair information for most major manufacturers and makes starting back to 1945. All of the 
content in Auto Repair Reference Center has been created by ASE certified technicians.    
Database contains full text  
 
Biographical Directory of the United States Congress 1774 - present  
A biographical guide to the more than 13,000 individuals who have served in the national 
legislature and Continental Congress, updated through the 105th Congress. The database may be 
searched by name, position, and state.  This database is available free on the Internet and it has 
been selected by Hunter Librarians, as appropriate for authority and content of information in the 
subject area of biography.  
Database contains full text  
 
Biography and Genealogy Master Index  
A comprehensive index to more than 12.7 million biographical sketches in more than 3,400 
reference books, covering both contemporary and historical figures throughout the world.    
Database contains citations  
 
Biological & Agricultural Index 1983 - present  
Available from EBSCOhost through Hunter Library 
Index to 335+ English-language journals, covering biology, nutrition, natural resource 
management, and environmental studies. Also includes links to available full-text articles.    
Database contains full text  
 
Biological Abstracts 1969 - present  



Provides citations and abstracts of research reported in nearly 6,000 life sciences journals 
worldwide. Topics relate to vital biological and medical research findings, clinical studies, and 
discoveries of new organisms.  Also includes links to available full-text articles.  
Database contains citations  
 
Books in Print  
A bibliographic database with information on more than 5.6 million in-print, out-of-print, 
forthcoming, book, audio book, and video titles.  Also included are full-text reviews from 15 
respected, professional sources such as Booklist, Publishers Weekly, Library Journal, and Choice.  
Database contains full text  
 
Britannica Online  
The online version of the Encyclopaedia Britannica allows users to "create a customized page for 
a research project" by using the Workspace feature where one can store, retrieve, and clear 
encyclopedia articles at any time.    
Database contains full text  
 
Business Source Premier 1965 - present  
An index to full text articles in over 8,800 journals covering all areas of business and industry. 
Also includes market research reports, industry reports, company profiles, and more.    
Database contains full text  
 
CAMIO: Catalog of Museum Images Online  
This database contains digital images and detailed descriptions of works of art from major 
museums in the United States and Canada. The standard for image resolution is 1024 x 768 
pixels.    
Database contains images  
 
Career Library  
Career Library offers a comprehensive information resource for career and college research. Five 
user-friendly components help users match their interests to occupations, education prospects, 
and more.    
 
CCH Internet - The Tax Research Network 1978 - present  
A comprehensive service providing current and historical materials for state and federal tax 
research. New users will be asked to create a user ID and password.    
Database contains full text  
 
Chemical Abstracts via SciFinder Scholar 1907 - present  
Premier index to chemical research literature, including patents. Search by author, topic, 
chemical, structure, and reaction.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
CHEMnetBASE  
Full-text access to major chemical reference works including the CRC Handbook of Chemistry & 
Physics.  Substructure searching is available for many titles.  
Database contains full text  
 
CINAHL with Full Text (Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health) 1982 - present  
An index to articles in nursing, allied health, and biomedical journals. Also includes health care 
books, dissertations, conference proceedings, standards of practice, and more.    



Database contains full text  
 
Civil Engineering Database 1970 - present  
Civil Engineering Database (CEDB) provides access to citations and abstracts in American 
Society of Civil Engineers publications.  
Database contains abstracts  
 
Clase and Periodica 1975 - present  
Clase indexes documents published in Latin American journals specializing in the social sciences 
and humanities. Periodica covers journals specializing in science and technology.  This database 
contains citations from documents published in over 2,600 scholarly journals published in the 
Spanish, Portuguese, French and English languages. Also includes links to available full-text 
articles.  
Database contains citations  
 
Classical Music Library  
Classical Music Library is the world's largest multi-label database of Classical music recordings 
for listening and learning in libraries. Coverage of repertoire is increasing as new labels are added 
(currently over 32 labels),    
Database contains audio  
 
Classical Scores Library  
Musical scores in digital format. Content can be searched or browsed by type, genre, composer, 
time period, instrument, and more. When available, audio is provided through links to Classical 
Music Library.    
Database contains full text  
 
Cochrane Library  
Premier source for evidence based medicine information. Systematic reviews, practice 
methodologies, protocols, and more, all in full text online. Covers all areas of the health 
professions.    
Database contains full text  
 
Communication & Mass Media Complete  
An index to articles in several hundred journals in the areas related to communication and mass 
media from the early 1900s to the present.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
Communication Sciences & Disorders Dome (ComDisDome) 1965 - present  
An index to journal articles, books, dissertations, websites and other materials for speech-
language pathologists, audiologists, and students in the field of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders. Also includes links to available full-text articles.      
 
Computing Reviews  
Computing Reviews is collection of reviews of computing and mathematics of computing 
literature. Items arranged by the ACM Computing Classification System where they are compiled 
into expert, unbiased critical reviews of current publications of note.   
  
Conference Board Research Collection 1998 - present  



A searchable collection of full-text research reports on the latest issues in business management, 
and US and global economics. Includes studies of F500 companies and US and global economic 
indicators, analysis, and forecasts.    
Database contains full text  
 
Congressional Research Service 1916 - present  
Full-text reports written for the U. S. Congress on matters relating to public policy in the United 
States. Useful for almost any topic: drug testing of athletes, mad cow disease, biofuels, and North 
Korea's nuclear weapon program.  Objective, comprehensive, non-partisan, and written by 
experts in the field.  
 
Construction Criteria Base  
An extensive electronic library of construction guide specifications, manuals, standards and more. 
Contains the complete unabridged, approved, current electronic equivalents of over 10,000 
documents direct from participating federal agencies.  
 
Consumer Health Complete  
CHC provides content covering all areas of health and wellness from mainstream medicine to the 
many perspectives of complementary, holistic and integrated medicine.  This database covers 
topics such as aging, cancer, diabetes, drugs & alcohol, fitness, nutrition & dietetics, children's 
health, men & women's health, etc.  
Database contains full text  
 
Contemporary Women's Issues 1992 - present  
Index to articles from journals, newsletters, research reports from non-profit groups, government 
and international agencies on women in over 150 countries. Citations only, with links to available 
full-text articles.    
 
CQ Researcher Online 1923 - present  
Provides in-depth, non-biased reporting and analysis of political and social issues, with regular 
reports on topics in health, international affairs, education, the environment, technology and the 
U.S. economy.    
Database contains full text  
 
CQ Weekly Online 1983 - present  
Coverage of the U.S. Congress, including the status of bills, votes and amendments, and floor and 
committee activity.    
 
Credo Reference  
350+ full-text encyclopedias, dictionaries, and other reference books from the world_s leading 
publishers, providing authoritative information in the form of quick facts and in-depth 
articles.  Find background information, key concepts, historical context, and lists of the best 
books on a topic.  
Database contains full text  
 
Criminal Justice Periodical Index 1981 - present  
An index to over 100 U.S., British, and Canadian journals in criminal justice and related 
disciplines.    
Database contains full text  
 
Database of Award Winning Children_s Literature (DAWCL)  



An index to more than 7,000 award-winning children_s books representing 78 awards across six 
English-speaking countries.  
Database contains citations  
 
Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online 1000 - 1930  
Full-text biographies of individuals who played an important role in the formation of Canada 
from 1000 to 1930. Users may search by name and limit by gender, geography, identification 
(e.g., aboriginal people, explorers, inventors, etc.) as well as by  date range of death. This 
database is available free on the Internet and it has been selected by Hunter Librarians as 
appropriate for authority and content of information in the subject area of biography.  
Database contains full text  
 
Dissertation Abstracts 1860 - present  
Abstracts of dissertations in all academic subjects from accredited institutions. Indexing only 
from 1861; abstracts of dissertations from 1980; abstracts of theses from 1988.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
Documenting the American South  
Documenting the American South provides access to digitized primary materials that offer 
Southern perspectives on American history and culture. The collection includes oral history 
interviews, slave narratives, letters, memoirs, literary works, and  artifacts.  
Database contains full text  
 
Early American Imprints - Series I: Evans 1638 - 1800 1639 - 1800  
Full-text primary sources from 17th and 18th-century America. Includes advertisements, 
almanacs, broadsides, catalogs, charters, cookbooks, elegies, erotica, laws, maps, narratives, 
novels, pamphlets, plays, poems, primers, sermons, songs, speeches,  textbooks, and more. Search 
by keyword or browse by genre, subjects, author, history of printing, place of publication, or 
language. This collection is based on the renowned bibliography by Charles Evans.  
Database contains full text  
 
Early American Imprints - Series II: Shaw-Shoemaker 1801 - 1819 1801 - 1819  
Full-text primary sources published in the early part of the 19th century. Includes broadsides, 
diaries, genealogies, letters, maxims, memoirs, primers, puzzles, sermons, slave narratives, songs, 
treaties, and wills. Also includes works of many European  authors reprinted for the American 
public. Search by keyword or browse by genre, subjects, author, history of printing, place or 
publication, or language. The collection is based on the distinguished bibliography by Ralph B. 
Shaw and Richard H. Shoemaker  
Database contains full text  
 
Early English Books Online (EEBO) 1473 - 1700  
This collection contains reproductions, dating from 1473-1700, of the original printing of more 
than 100,000 works, from the first book published in English through the age of Spenser and 
Shakespeare. Subject areas represented include English literature,  history, philosophy, 
linguistics, theology, music, fine arts, education, mathematics, and science.  
Database contains full text  
 
ebrary  
Hunter Library_s ebrary collection contains approximately 35,000 full-text ebooks spanning most 
academic disciplines. The database is full-text searchable; allows the creation of personalized 
bookshelves, notes, and highlights; and includes an  interactive suite of reference tools.  



 
EBSCO Encyclopedia of Animals 1984 - present  
EBSCO's Encyclopedia of Animals contains indexing, abstracts, and full text records describing 
the nature and habitat of familiar animals.    
Database contains full text  
 
EBSCOhost  
Introductory page to 35 different databases.    
 
EconLit 1969 - present  
Index to journal articles, books, book chapters, dissertations, and working papers. Includes 
abstracts and links to available full-text articles.    
 
eHRAF World Cultures  
A cross-cultural database that contains full-text information on world cultures. This database 
supplements the Library microfiche collection of world cultures.    
Database contains full text  
Database Help/Tutorials  
 
Electronic Books  
A catalog of online electronic books available through libraries worldwide. Updated daily, this 
database contains both netLibrary, public domain, and other ebooks.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
Encyclopaedia Britannica  
See also Britannica Online.    
Database contains full text  
 
English Poetry 600 - 1900  
Essentially the complete English poetic canon from 600 to 1900. Over 165,000 poems by more 
than 1,250 poets, drawn from nearly 4,500 printed sources.    
Database contains full text  
 
ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) 1966 - present  
Provides access to education literature and resources from journals included in the Current Index 
of Journals in Education and Resources in Education Index. The database contains more than 
1,194,000 records and links to more than 100,000 full-text  documents from ERIC. Links to 
available full text.  
Database contains full text  
 
ETS TestLink  
From the Educational Testing Service (ETS), a searchable library of more than 26,000 
standardized tests and other research instruments covering six major types: achievement; 
vocational; cognitive, aptitude, and intelligence;  tests for special populations; attitude and 
affective measures; and personality tests. Contains abstracts. Some full text available for 
download via the ETS store for $25 per test.  
Database contains full text  
 
Faber Poetry Online 1925 - 1999  
A collection of some of the most influential poets of the twentieth century.    
Database contains full text  



 
Faulkner Advisory for Information Technology Studies  
A fully searchable database containing hundreds of reports dealing with IT infrastructure, 
telecommunications, wireless communications, data networking, convergence, information 
security, enterprise systems, Internet and Web, technology vendors, and more.  Includes links to 
resources covering computer science, education and library sciences, the humanities, mathematics 
and science, health sciences, and business.  
Database contains full text  
 
Funk & Wagnalls New World Encyclopedia  
Provides over 25,000 entries, searchable by subject or keywords within the entry.    
Database contains full text  
 
Gale Virtual Reference Library 1999 - present  
Provides authoritative articles from a series of over 20 subject-specific encyclopedias and 
reference books. Users may search the full text of all books by keyword. Click the link to "Show 
All" to select and search a specific encyclopedia.    
Database contains full text  
 
GEOBASE 1980 - present  
Indexes worldwide literature on geography, geology, and ecology. Includes abstracts and links to 
available full-text articles.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
GEOBIB 1984 - present  
A continuation of the print index Current Geographical Publications, this database indexes books, 
journal articles, government documents, and other publications dealing with geography.    
Database contains citations  
 
GeoRefS 1785 - present  
Citations to over 2,000,000 records about geology and earth sciences. Produced by the American 
Geological Institute and corresponds to the Bibliography and Index of Geology.  The audience for 
GeoRefS is faculty, graduate students, and geoscience majors. Includes citations and abstracts 
with links to available full-text articles.  
Database contains abstracts  
 
Google US Government Search  
Narrow your Google web searches to federal and state information by using Google's US 
Government Search.    
 
GPO Monthly Catalog 1976 - present  
Interdisciplinary. Index to publications of US Congress & government agencies.    
 
GreenFILE  
Scholarly and general interest titles on environment and ecology    
 
Greenwood Digital Collection  
Recently renamed the ABC-CLIO E-book collection, the Greenwood Digital Collection is a 
research database containing over 4,000 reference, academic, and general interest ebooks. This 
collection - focused mostly on history and literature-  is a set of complete texts, all searchable by 
keyword, subject, author, and title.  



Database contains full text  
 
Grove Art Online  
The most comprehensive online reference resource for all aspects of the visual arts worldwide, 
from prehistory to the present.    
Database contains full text  
 
Grove Music Online  
The most comprehensive online reference resource of all aspects of music worldwide from 
prehistory to the present.    
Database contains full text  
 
Health and Age  
This web site by the Novartis Foundation for Gerontology includes news, articles, questions and 
answers, and a lot of information about lifestyles (nutrition, exercise, sexuality) and health for the 
aging 
 
Health Source: Consumer Edition 1984 - present  
Provides consumer-oriented information on many health topics.  Includes full text for over 300 
consumer health journals, abstracts and indexing for nearly 300 general health, nutrition and 
professional periodicals, and thousands of essays covering eight major health-related subjects.  
Database contains full text  
 
Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition  
Provides more than 600 scholarly full-text journals focusing on many medical disciplines. Also 
included are abstracts and indexing for over 500 journals, USP Pharmacopoeia DI: Volume II 
Advice for the Lay Patient, and Stedman's Medical Dictionary.    
Database contains full text  
 
HeritageQuest Online  
A collection of research sources for tracing family history.  These include family and local history 
books, U.S. Federal Census records, the Periodical Source Index (PERSI) - an index to genealogy 
and local history journals, and Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application 
files.  
 
Historical Abstracts 1954 - present  
Indexes the scholarly literature of world history from 1450 to the present. Provides citations and 
abstracts for articles from over 2,000 journals published throughout the world.  Also included are 
citations to book and media reviews, as well as dissertations.  
Database contains abstracts  
 
Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL)  
A database of policy related documents on homeland security. It is organized to support local, 
state and federal decision-making and analysis and structured to assist scholars and academics in 
homeland security research.    
 
Hoovers Company Records 2005 - present  
Hoovers Company In-Depth Records includes company profiles on approximately 4,000 large 
U.S. public corporations, as well as 1,000 large private U.S. companies, non-U.S. corporations, 
and other enterprises. Typical profiles include: company overview and  history, officers, HQ 
address, subsidiaries and locations, lines of business, competitors, and financial information. 



Basic Records provide a general overview, key people, headquarters, top competitors, and key 
financial information.  
Database contains full text  
 
Hospitality & Tourism Complete 1965 - present  
An index to articles in over 500 national and international periodicals, covering the scholarly 
research and industry news relating to all areas of hospitality and tourism.    
 
Humanities & Social Sciences Retrospective Index: 1907-1984 1907 - 1984  
Search nearly 1,200 journals in the humanities and social sciences as far back as 1907.    
 
ICPSR (Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research)  
This database "provides access to a vast archive of social science data for research and 
instruction, and offers training in quantitative methods to facilitate effective data use."  ICPSR 
also hosts several special topic archives, sponsored by agencies external to ICPSR, which focus 
on the archiving of data in specific subject areas.  
 
IEEE Explore 1988 - present  
Provides full-text online access to the more than 500,000 journal articles, conference proceedings, 
and standards from the 130+ journals and other publications of the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)  and the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE). Topics include 
electronic engineering, computer engineering, biometrics, homeland security, and 
telecommunications.  Online Training  
Database contains full text  
 
Images.MD  
Online encyclopedia of more than 50,000 medical images covering a wide range of subjects and 
specialties. Images may be downloaded, printed, or used in presentations. Additional functions 
are available through individual registration.    
Database contains images  
 
International Index to Music Periodicals Indexing:1874 - present, abstracts: 1996 - present  
Indexes more than 400 international music periodicals from over 20 countries. Covers all aspects 
of world music from scholarly studies to the latest crazes. Also includes links to available full-
text articles.    
 
International Index to the Performing Arts Full Text 1864 - present  
Covers a broad spectrum of the arts and entertainment industry from over 100 popular and 
scholarly journals.  Topics covered: drama, theatre, film, opera, broadcast arts, stagecraft, musical 
theatre, dance, circus performance, comedy, film, storytelling, pantomime, puppetry, magic, 
television and more.  
 
IPA Source  
Provides the largest resource for International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) transcriptions and literal 
translations of opera arias and art song texts. Accurate word-for-word translations are available in 
PDF format.  Only works published before 1923 are included. For copyright information about 
use, read the "Legal Notice."  
Database contains full text  
 
JSTOR  



Search for your topic in the full text of over 500 scholarly journals covering over 30 disciplines in 
the arts, sciences, humanities, and social sciences.  JSTOR includes the archival runs of journals, 
offering cover-to-cover full text back to each journal_s first issue. JSTOR does not usually 
include the last few years of the journals.  Moving Wall  
Database contains full text  
 
Learning Express Library  
Online practice tests and tutorials for academic and professional licensing tests including the 
GRE, LSAT, and GMAT.    
Database contains full text  
 
Lexi-Comp ONLINE  
Lexi-Comp ONLINE provides access to concise, clinically-relevant drug information. The 
interface allows you to search up to 15 comprehensive databases and 6 modules designed for 
point-of-care use.  Lexi-Comp ONLINE also offers guidelines to drug therapy questions, I.V. 
related issues, and printable patient education materials in up to 18 languages. Information is 
updated in real time on a daily basis.  
Database contains full text  
 
LexisNexis Academic  
Full-text mega-database. Useful for newstopics, current events, business, politics, and law.    
Database contains full text  
 
LexisNexis Biographical Search  
Lexis Nexis's Biographical Search finds information on directors, politicians, celebrities, and 
other leading figures. The information may contain data such as positions, date of birth, 
education, achievements and interests.    
Database contains full text  
 
LexisNexis Company Dossier  
Use to find information on both public and private companies. Company Dossier will organize 
the data into categories such as news, financial, legal (for court cases), and intellectual property 
(for patents). This is especially helpful when searching on  large companies. Check the left side of 
the screen for report types. NOTE: There is often a delay of as long as a minute after clicking on 
a report type.  
Database contains full text  
 
LexisNexis Company Profiles  
Use to find general profiles and news on public or private companies. Information is organized by 
data type: directories, newswires, press releases, etc. Useful for finding summary data on small, 
private companies, e.g., the Mad Batter, or news sources on  large companies. Check the left side 
of the screen for result groups.  
Database contains full text  
 
LexisNexis Congressional 1970 - present  
Provides access to the CIS Index, transcripts of testimony, bills, laws, committees, the Code of 
Federal Regulations, the Federal Register, the Congressional Record, and other information about 
the U.S. Congress.    
Database contains full text  
 
LexisNexis Statistical 1973 - present  



Provides abstracts and selected full text of US federal and state government statistical 
publications including Statistical Abstract of the United States. There are also links to additional 
government websites that provide statistical information.    
Database contains statistics  
 
Library Literature & Information Science 1980 - present  
Index to 360 library and information science periodicals. Citations only with links to available 
full-text articles.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts with Full Text (LISTA) 1960s - present  
An index to over 600 journals plus books, research reports, and proceedings covering the subjects 
of librarianship, classification, cataloging, bibliometrics, online information retrieval, and 
information management.    
Database contains full text  
 
Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts (LLBA) 1973 - present  
Provides abstracts of articles from over 1500 scholarly serial publications. Also includes abstracts 
of book chapters and dissertations in all areas of linguistics and language including "all aspects of 
the study of language including phonetics,  phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics" and 
"descriptive, historical, comparative, theoretical, and geographical linguistics." Also covers some 
topics in communication, special education, and speech and hearing. Links to available full text.  
Database contains abstracts  
 
Literary Reference Center  
Scholarly articles and criticisms, biographies,interviews, novels, short stories, and poems.    
Database contains full text  
 
Literature Resource Center  
Find biographical information and excerpts of criticism in this online reference tool covering 
more than 130,000 novelists, poets, essayists, journalists, and other writers.    
Database contains full text  
 
Log into North Carolina (LINC) 1960 - present  
Current and historical information for census and economic data in a veriety of geographic areas 
within the state.  This database is available free on the Internet and it has been selected by Hunter 
Librarians as appropriate for authority and content of information.  
Database contains statistics  
 
MAD-CAD 1988 - present  
MAD-CAD is an online reference database of building, electrical, mechanical, plumbing, fire, 
and maintenance codes from BOCA, SBCCI, ICBO, ICC, and NFPA. It also contains knowledge-
based design solutions and guidelines to meet the codes.    
Database contains full text  
 
MAS Ultra - School Edition 1975 - present  
Designed for high school and junior college students. Indexes articles from over 500 K-12 
magazines, historical U.S. documents, the CIA World Factbook, Magill's Book Reviews, and full 
text of 145 Macmillan books.    
Database contains full text  
 



MasterFILE Premier 1975 - present  
Interdisciplinary, non-scholarly. Indexes 4,000+ general periodicals with full text for 1950+ 
titles.    
Database contains full text  
 
MathSciNet 1940 - present  
Index to the full text of Mathematical Reviews and Current Mathematical Publications. This 
database indexes about 1700 serials and journals.    
Database contains full text  
 
MEDLINE with Full Text 1965 - present  
MEDLINE with Full Text offers more than 1,400,000 full-text articles dating back to 1965 and 
provides full text for nearly 1,200 journals indexed in MEDLINE.    
Database contains full text  
 
MEDLINEplus  
From the National Library of Medicine, health information for consumers and professionals on 
hundreds of diseases and conditions. Please note, this database is NOT the same as the 
MEDLINE database.    
Database contains full text  
 
Mental Measurements Yearbook  
A comprehensive guide to over 2,000 contemporary testing instruments within psychology, 
education, business, and leadership. MMY provides coverage from Volume 9 to the present.    
Database contains full text  
 
Middle Search Plus 1985 - present  
Designed to assist middle and junior high school students in learning how to research current 
events and information on a wide range of general topics.  Also includes the Funk & Wagnalls 
New Encyclopedia, The Encyclopedia of Animals, Essential Documents in American History, 
and coverage of the CIA World Factbook.  
Database contains full text  
 
Military & Government Collection 1965 - present  
Designed to offer current news pertaining to all branches of the military, this database offers a 
thorough collection of military titles, trade publications, and news weeklies.  It also includes 
abstracts and indexing for nearly 400 titles providing cover-to-cover full text for nearly 350. The 
database also includes full text for 245 pamphlets.  
Database contains full text  
 
MLA Directory of Periodicals  
Provides information to 7,100 periodicals, most of which cover topics in language and literature. 
Information about each periodical includes subscription prices, circulation, frequency, and 
submission guidelines.    
 
MLA International Bibliography - EBSCO 1920s - present  
International index provides over 1.8 million citations to journals, books, and dissertations in 
literature, languages, folklore, & communication. Includes links to available full-text 
articles.  The EBSCO interface provides easy links to some full-text articles, and allows you to 
_choose_ databases and search several databases at once.  
 



Morningstar Library Edition  
Premier database for investment research. Offers selection screeners, independent opinions, and 
custom comparisons on thousands of stocks and mutual funds.    
 
National Center for Health Statistics  
The source for health statistics. Includes vital statistics and links to other sites for statistics.    
Database contains statistics  
 
National Guideline Clearninghouse  
From the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) and the US Department of Health 
and Human Services, this tool is a comprehensive database of evidence-based clinical practice 
guidelines and related documents 
 
National Institute on Aging  
From the National Institute of Health, offers good links to health information regarding the 
elderly.   
  
Nature Online 1997 - present  
One of the foremost international journals in the sciences and science-related disciplines.    
Database contains full text  
 
NC LIVE  
Introductory page to a comprehensive list of databases, funded by the General Assembly and the 
citizens of North Carolina.    
 
NC LIVE Media Collection  
The NC LIVE Media Collection is a collection of more than 250 high quality documentary and 
educational video programs produced for the Public Broadcasting Corporation for PBS. The 
collection includes covering the sciences, US and world history,  biography, current events, and 
the arts, as well as a variety of other subjects. In addition, several educational series for children 
are included.  
Database contains video  
 
NCJRS: National Criminal Justice Reference Service  
Covers federal government research, policy and program development, information on 
corrections, law enforcement and victims of crime, statistics and more, many full-text 
 
NetLibrary  
Provides access to the full text of over 25,000 reference, scholarly, professional, and fiction books 
in electronic or audio formats.    
Database contains full text  
 
New York Times Historical 1851 - 2006  
Provides full-text and full-image articles for newspapers dating back to the 19th century.    
Database contains full text  
 
Newspaper Source Plus 1996 - present  
Selected full text for national and international newspapers. Also includes full-text television and 
radio news transcripts.    
Database contains full text  
 



North American Women's Letters and Diaries  
Over 150,000 pages of published letters and diaries plus 4,000 pages of previously unpublished 
materials depicting the personal experiences of hundreds of women. Contains materials from 
Colonial times to 1950.    
Database contains full text  
 
NoveList 1994 - present  
An electronic readers' advisory resource for fiction readers. Helps readers find new books based 
on books they've read or topics in which they are interested. Includes many book reviews.    
Database contains full text  
 
NoveList K-8  
A readers' advisory service designed specifically for children in grades K-8. Books are searchable 
by author, title, series name, Lexile level (reading level), and plot (including character, topic, time 
period, and setting) to retrieve descriptions,  book reviews, discussion guides, and feature articles 
related to books of interest. It includes lists of award-winning fiction, book lists arranged by 
genre and subgenre, feature articles, thematic units, teacher resources, and more.  
Database contains full text  
 
Nutrient Data Laboratory  
The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Nutrient Data Laboratory offers a Nutrient Database and 
many other tools giving detailed information on nutrition. The Nutrient Database provides 
specific listings of nutrient amounts in various foods.   
  
Office of Dietary Supplements  
The National Institutes of Health Office of Dietary Supplements provides information on dietary 
supplement use and safety, nutrient recommendations, database resources, news and events 
dealing with dietary supplements, research, and funding opportunities.   
  
Oxford Companion to Music  
Authoritative information on all aspects of music.    
Database contains full text  
 
Oxford Dictionary of Music  
Covers musical subjects of all kinds including composers, performers, conductors, musical terms 
and forms, instruments, works, and venues. Biographical entries cover conductors, performers, 
directors, critics, producers and designers of international  repute, writers and scholars. Other 
entry types cover individual works, orchestras, famous opera houses, concert-halls, and musical 
festivals. Contains entries for musical terms and styles as well as for all types of musical 
instruments.  
Database contains full text  
 
Oxford English Dictionary  
OED Online contains the text of the OED twenty-volume print edition. Each entry provides a 
definition, etymology, pronunciation, variant spellings, quotations, and a date chart.    
Database contains full text  
 
Oxford Music Online  
Gateway for cross-searching Grove Music Online, the Oxford Companion to Music, and the 
Oxford Dictionary of Music.    
Database contains full text  



 
Oxford Reference Online: Premium Collection  
Provides authoritative information from over 100 dictionary, language reference, and subject 
reference works published by Oxford University Press.  In addition this database contains 
comprehensive scholarly articles from an expanding range of key titles in the Oxford 
Companions series and also includes the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations.  
Database contains full text  
 
Oxford Scholarship Online  
Oxford Scholarship Online is a cross-searchable library containing the full text of over 1,350 
Oxford University Press books in the areas of Economics and Finance, Philosophy, Political 
Science, and Religion. Specially-commissioned abstracts and keywords  are available at book and 
chapter levels. Also, the library_s full content is searchable at both the book and chapter levels.  
Database contains full text  
 
PapersFirst 1993 - present  
Interdisciplinary database that indexes the publications of conferences, symposiums, expositions, 
workshops, meetings, and congresses held worldwide.    
Database contains citations  
 
Parliament Rolls of Medieval England  
Full text of the surviving "official records of the meetings of the English parliament" from 1272-
1509. Includes transcriptions of the original text as recorded (in Latin, Anglo-Norman, or Middle 
English), along with an English translation.  View over 100 color digital images of key 
documents. Additional scholarly materials, including an introduction for every parliament entry, 
provide historical context. Browse by king, then date of parliament, or search the full text.  
Database contains full text  
 
PBS Video Collection  
See NC Live Media Collection.    
Database contains video  
 
PEDro Physiotherapy Evidence Database 1929 - present  
Provides indexing and some abstracts for articles on evidence-based physical therapy practice. 
Offers bibliographic information on evidence-based clinical practice guidelines, systematic 
reviews, and randomized controlled trials. Most trials in the  database are quality rated.  
 
Philosopher's Index 1940 - present  
An index with abstracts for journal articles, books, contributions to anthologies, and book 
reviews.  It covers the major fields of philosophy, including aesthetics, epistemology, ethics, 
logic, metaphysics, and the philosophy of related fields such as education, history, law and 
religion.  
Database contains full text  
 
Physical Education Index 1970 - present  
An index to peer-reviewed journals, reports, conference proceedings, trade magazines, patents, 
and many other publications. Topics include physical education curricula, sports medicine, sports 
law,kinesiology, recreation, standardized fitness tests,  sports equipment, business and marketing, 
coaching and training, and sport sociology/psychology. Health education and physical therapy are 
also covered. Links to available full text.  
 



Primary Search 1989 - present  
Indexing and abstracting of 160 children's magazines; full text for 60 of them. Also includes Funk 
& Wagnalls New World Encyclopedia, the World Almanac for Kids, and the World Almanac of 
the USA.    
Database contains full text  
 
ProceedingsFirst 1993 - present  
Interdisciplinary. Describes publications from worldwide meetings, conferences, expositions, 
symposia, etc.    
Database contains citations  
 
Project Muse 1993 - present  
Provides online access to the full text of over 200 scholarly journals in the arts and humanities, 
social sciences, and mathematics.    
Database contains full text  
 
PsycARTICLES 1894 -  
Provides full-text, peer-reviewed scholarly and scientific articles in psychology from the 
American Psychological Association (APA). The database contains more than 120,000 articles 
from 60 journals - 49 published by the APA and its imprint,  the Educational Publishing 
Foundation (EPF) - and 11 from allied organizations. Coverage spans 1894 to present; nearly all 
APA journals go back to Volume 1, Issue 1.  
Database contains full text  
 
PsycCRITIQUES 1995 - present  
PsycCRITIQUES is a database of full text book reviews in psychology. The database replaces the 
print journal Contemporary Psychology: APA Review of Books, and provides reviews of current 
books and some films, as well as a 10 year backfile.  It is updated weekly and is searchable by 
author, reviewer, document title, review title, and other standard search fields.  
Database contains full text  
 
PsycInfo 1887 - present  
Comprehensive, international index to the literature of psychology: journals, dissertations, book 
chapters, and more. Includes abstracts and links to available full-text articles.    
Database contains full text  
 
PubChem  
PubChem provides information on the biological activities of small molecules and is organized as 
three linked databases: PubChem Substance, PubChem Compound, and PubChem BioAssay. 
Chemical structure records link to other Entrez databases that provide  information on biological 
properties including PubMed's scientific literature and NCBI's protein 3D structure resource. 
PubChem's bioassay database links to the results of biological screening.  
 
PubMed 1950s - present  
Access to bibliographic information in the MEDLINE database as well as additional life science 
journals. Also provides access and links to integrated molecular biology databases included in 
NCBI's Entrez retrieval system. MEDLINE contains bibliographic  citations and author abstracts 
from more than 4,000 biomedical journals published in the US and 70 other countries. This 
database is available free on the Internet and has been selected by Hunter Librarians as 
appropriate for authority and content.  
Database contains abstracts  



 
PubMed Central (PMC) 1865 - present  
PMC is the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) free digital archive of biomedical and life 
sciences journal literature. PMC is searchable by journal title as well as by article keyword. Most 
articles in PMC are immediately  available. This database is available free on the Internet and it 
has been selected by Hunter Librarians as appropriate for authority and content of information.  
Database contains full text  
 
Reference USA  
Essential for market research, ReferenceUSA provides directory information on over 13 million 
businesses, 683,000 healthcare providers, and 120 million households. Use the Custom Search tab 
to choose search fields.    
 
Regional Business News 1984 - current  
Contains abstracts for 75 regional business publications, with full text for 54 of those titles.    
Database contains full text  
 
Resources for College Libraries  
Resources for College Libraries is a core list of hand-selected print and electronic titles, covering 
more than 68 curriculum-specific subject areas and chosen by more than 300 subject-expert 
editors and contributors.  This online version is updated quarterly and features numerous 
workflow tools and functionality not found in the print product. Includes research assistants for 
students and course development tools for faculty.  
Database contains full text  
 
Sage Full-Text Collections: Education  
Access to the full-text of more than 35 education journals, some searchable back to the early 
1900s. The collection includes journals published by Sage Publications, The American 
Educational Research Association, and other partnering organizations.    
Database contains full text  
 
Sanborn Maps North Carolina 1884 - 1958  
Sanborn Maps for the state of North Carolina provides digital access to 11,173 large-scale maps 
of 158 North Carolina towns and cities.  Users have the ability to easily manipulate the maps, 
magnify and zoom in on specific sections, and compare maps from different years.  
Database contains full text  
 
Scholastic Teacher Book Wizard  
A database of more than 50,000 children_s and young adult books. The leveled search allows 
users to create reading lists based on reader interest, reading ability, and age level. Search by 
genre or for books with similar plots. A free registration  process is required to use the "my book 
lists" feature 
Database contains full text  
 
Science Citation Index 1955 - present  
Science Citation Index (SCI) provides access to current and retrospective bibliographic 
information, author abstracts, and cited references found in approximately 5,900 of the world's 
leading scholarly science and technical journals covering more than 150  disciplines. Access SCI 
via Web of Science by clicking the Limit to: (Change Limits) link at the bottom of the screen and 
selecting SCI.  
Database contains abstracts  



 
Science Online  
One of the foremost international journals in the sciences and science-related disciplines.    
Database contains full text  
 
Science Reference Center  
A comprehensive research database that provides easy access to a multitude of full text science-
oriented content. Science Reference Center contains full text for hundreds of science 
encyclopedias, reference books, periodicals, and other sources. Topics  covered: biology, 
chemistry, earth & space science, environmental science, health & medicine, history of science, 
life science, physics, science & society, and technology. SRC also provides articles correlated to 
state and national curriculum standards.  
Database contains full text  
 
Science Resource Center 1988 - present  
General science database that provides indexing to 200 full-text journals (both popular and 
scholarly); online access to over 40 science reference resources, and over 8,000 multimedia 
records including illustrations, audio/video clips, etc.  Search or browse for topics; results are 
tagged to indicate the content level: basic, intermediate or advanced. Also sort results type: 
reference, magazines, academic journals, newspapers, multimedia, and websites.  
Database contains full text  
 
ScienceDirect 1995 - present  
Full text access to more than 1,000 journals published by Elsevier Science. Includes indexing for 
approximately 800 more journals. Subjects include the sciences and social sciences.   
Database contains full text  
 
SciFinder Scholar 1907 - present  
Comprehensive index to published scientific research in chemistry, biology, medicine, and 
physics.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
Security Management Practices  
Provides reports covering all aspects of facility security, data security, network security, financial 
and legal security, e-mail security, and web site security.  Reports address critical issues in 
information technology, business, emergency management, health care, and others. Updated 
monthly.  
Database contains full text  
 
Serials Directory  
Contains bibliographic information and pricing for over 182,500 US and international 
periodicals.    
 
Simply Map  
Web-based mapping application enabling creation of professional-quality thematic maps and 
reports using demographic, business, and marketing data. Users are encouraged to create a 
personal account within Simply Map.    
 
Smithsonian Global Sound  
Smithsonian Global Sound for Libraries, produced in partnership with Smithsonian Folkways 
Recordings, includes the published recordings owned by the non-profit Smithsonian Folkways 



Recordings label  and the archival audio collections of the legendary Folkways Records, Cook, 
Dyer-Bennet, Fast Folk, Monitor, Paredon and other labels, as well as music collected by 
recordists internationally.  
Database contains audio  
 
Social Sciences Citation Index 1956 - present  
Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) provides access to current and retrospective bibliographic 
information, author abstracts, and cited references found in over 1,700 of the world's leading 
scholarly social sciences journals covering more than 50  disciplines. Access SSCI via Web of 
Science by clicking the Limit to: (Change Limits) link at the bottom of the screen and selecting 
SSCI.  
Database contains abstracts  
 
SocINDEX with Full Text 1895 - present  
This major research database for Sociology indexes over 3,300 journal and other titles. It contains 
full text for 242 "core" coverage journals dating back to 1895 and 72 "priority" coverage 
journals.  The database also includes full text for 547 books and 6,711 conference papers. In 
addition there is a 15,600 term sociology-specific thesaurus and searchable cited references.  
Database contains full text  
 
SPORTDiscus with Full Text 1975 - present  
An international index to sport and fitness journal articles, books, conference proceedings, 
dissertations, and research papers. Includes French and Spanish sport databases and the Olympic 
Museum collection.    
Database contains full text  
 
SpringerLink  
SpringerLink offers full-text access to over 1,000 primarily scientific journals published by 
Springer-Verlag, with particular emphasis on mathematics, physics and engineering scholarly 
titles.    
Database contains full text  
 
Standard & Poor's NetAdvantage  
A business and financial research database providing access to Industry Surveys, Stock Reports, 
Mutual Fund Reports, Bond Reports, Corporation Records, The Register of Corporations, 
Directors and Executives, The Outlook, and other sources.    
Database contains full text  
 
STAT-USA  
Authoritative, statistical information for the US business, economic, and trade community.    
Database contains statistics  
 
Times Digital Archive 1785 - 1985  
Includes every page as published from 200 years of The Times (London). The Times, often 
referred to as the "world's newspaper of record," covers international historical events from the 
French Revolution to the Falkland War.  Users may search the full-text of the entire newspaper, 
including articles, editorials, obituaries, and advertising. Content, including both pictures and 
text, may be search or browsed by category, author, date, title and more.  
Database contains full text  
 
TOPICsearch  



A current events database that allows researchers to explore social, political & economic issues, 
scientific discoveries and other popular topics discussed in today's classrooms including 
controversial opinions and viewpoints.  TOPICsearch contains full text from diverse sources 
including international and regional newspapers, EBSCO's collection of periodicals, biographies, 
public opinion polls, book reviews, pamphlets, and government information.  
Database contains full text  
 
TOXNET 1965 - present  
Clusters multiple databases on toxicology, hazardous chemicals, and related areas.   
Database contains full text  
 
TRIS Online 1923 - present  
Transportation Research Information Services (TRIS) Database provides citations to over 470 
serial titles on transportation topics and research. TRIS is produced and maintained by the 
Transportation Research Board at the National Academy of Sciences.    
Database contains full text  
 
Twentieth Century African-American Poetry 1901 - 2000  
Search or browse a collection of poetry written by the most important and influential African-
American poets of the twentieth century. Presently includes over 6,000 poems from over 100 
complete editions by 46 poets.    
Database contains full text  
 
Twentieth Century American Poetry 1900 - 2000  
Search or browse modern and contemporary American poetry from the early twentieth century to 
2000.    
Database contains full text  
 
Twentieth Century English Poetry 1900 - 2000  
Search or browse the collection of 598 volumes of poetry by 283 English poets from 1900 to 
2000.    
Database contains full text  
 
U.S. Congressional Serial Set 1817 - 1980  
The US Congressional Serial Set is a series of volumes that contain reports and documents of the 
House and Senate. In addition to congressional publications are reports submitted to the Congress 
by government agencies and commissions.    
Database contains full text  
 
Ulrich's Periodicals Directory (Ulrichsweb)  
Provides comprehensive and authoritative information on serials published worldwide. Also 
contains links to alternate titles, tables of contents, article abstracts, journal full-text and 
document delivery.    
Database contains full text  
 
United Nations Common Database 1948 - present  
United Nations Common Database (UNCDB) provides key human development indicators for the 
countries of the world. Statistics are derived from 20 international data sources and include 
statistics on topics such as agriculture, communication and culture,  education and learning, 
environment, finances, health, international trade, science and technology, and much more. This 



database is available free on the Internet and has been selected by Hunter Librarians as 
appropriate for authority and content.  
Database contains statistics  
 
United Nations Official Document System 1993 - present  
Provides the full text of all types of official United Nations documentation beginning in 1993. 
Older UN documents are, however, added to the system on a daily basis. ODS also provides 
access to the resolutions of the General Assembly, Security Council,  Economic and Social 
Council and the Trusteeship Council from 1946 onwards. ODS is available for free on the 
Internet and has been selected by Hunter Librarians as appropriate for authority and content in the 
subject area of biography.  
Database contains full text  
 
Wall Street Journal 1981 - present  
Index of articles from 1981 to present. Many complete articles from 1984 to present.    
Database contains full text  
 
Web of Science 1955 - present  
Provides access to the Arts & Humanities Citation Index, Science Citation Index, and Social 
Sciences Citation Index. These databases index articles in nearly 10,000 journals from all 
disciplines.    
Database contains abstracts  
 
Westlaw Campus Research  
A comprehensive collection of legal, news, and business-related resources. Includes analytical 
and primary law sources, newspapers, magazines, trade journals, company data, TV and radio 
news transcripts, foreign language news, and more.  NOTES: the license agreement must be 
accepted each time the database is accessed; pop-up blockers should be disabled.  
Database contains full text  
 
Who's Who 1607 - present  
Contains nearly 1.5 million biographies from 20 of the Who's Who titles published since 1985. 
Includes biographies of historical figures.    
Database contains full text  
 
Wiley InterScience 1997 - present  
Full-text access to Wiley InterScience journals published in the sciences, medicine/health care, 
social sciences, business, and education. Search by topic or browse titles by subject area. Most 
appropriate for intermediate or advanced users.    
 
World Almanac 1999 - present  
The World Almanac database contains information from various World Almanac sources and 
covers a wide range of subjects, from arts and entertainment to vital statistics.    
 
World Data Analyst Current  
World Data Analyst provides detailed statistics and in-depth information about the countries of 
the world. Tools for analysis and display allows the creation of comparative charts and tables. 
Statistics include demographics, vital statistics, national  economy, foreign trade, education and 
health, transportation and communication, and military.  
Database contains full text  
 



WorldCat 1000 BCE - present  
Interdisciplinary. Records of books, media, manuscripts cataloged by libraries throughout the 
world. Includes manuscripts written as early as the 12th century.    
Database contains citations  
 
Table 7.4c  List of journals (list includes bound as well as electronic journals specific to Biology). 
 
Acta Agronomica Sinica 
Acta Biochimica et Biophysica Sinica 
Acta Biomaterialia 
Acta Biotechnologica 
Acta Ecologica Sinica 
Acta ethologica 
Acta Genetica Sinica 
Acta Histochemica 
Acta Neurologica Scandinavica 
Acta Oecologica 
Acta Parasitologica 
Acta Physiologiae Plantarum 
Acta Physiologica 
Acta Psychologica 
Acta Tropica 
Acta Zoologica 
Acute Pain 
Addiction Biology 
Addictive Behaviors 
Advanced Drug Delivery Reviews 
Advanced Powder Technology 
Advances in Environmental Research 
Advances in Enzyme Regulation 
Advances in Neuroimmunology 
African Journal of Ecology 
AGE 
Ageing Research Reviews 
AgExporter 
Aging Cell 
Agricultural and Forest Entomology 
Agricultural and Forest Meteorology 
Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural Outlook 
Agricultural Sciences in China 
Agricultural Systems 
Agricultural Water Management 
Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment 
Agroforestry Systems 
Agronomy Journal 
Alcohol 
Alzheimer's & Dementia 
Ambio   
American Fern Journal   
American Forests 



American forests   
American Journal of Agricultural Economics 
American Journal of Alternative Agriculture 
American Journal of Botany 
American Journal of Botany  
American Journal of Human Biology 
American Journal of Infection Control 
American Journal of Medical Genetics Part A 
American Journal of Medical Genetics Part B: Neuropsychiatric Genetics 
American Journal of Medical Genetics Part C: Seminars in Medical Genetics 
American Journal of Physical Anthropology 
American Journal of Potato Research 
American Journal of Primatology 
American Midland Naturalist  
American scientist   
American Zoologist 
Amino Acids 
Anaerobe 
Analytica Chimica Acta 
Analytical Biochemistry 
Anatomia, Histologia, Embryologia 
Anatomical Science International 
Anatomical Sciences Education 
Animal Behaviour 
Animal behaviour   
Animal Cognition 
Animal Conservation 
Animal Feed Science and Technology 
Animal Genetics 
Animal Health Research Reviews 
Animal Reproduction Science 
Animal Science 
Animal Science Journal 
Annales de Génétique 
Annales de l'Institut Pasteur / Actualités 
Annales des Sciences Naturelles - Zoologie et Biologie Animale 
Annals of Anatomy - Anatomischer Anzeiger 
Annals of Applied Biology 
Annals of Human Genetics 
Annals of Neurology 
Annals of Nuclear Energy 
Annals of the Entomological Society of America   
Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden  
Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 
Annual Review of Biochemistry 
Annual Review of Cell and Developmental Biology 
Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics 
Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics  
Annual Review of Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics 
Annual Review of Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics  
Annual Review of Entomology 



Annual Review of Fish Diseases 
Annual Review of Genetics 
Annual Review of Immunology 
Annual Review of Microbiology 
Annual Review of Neuroscience 
Annual Review of Nutrition 
Annual Review of Physiology 
Annual Review of Phytopathology 
Annual Review of Plant Biology 
Annual Review of Plant Physiology and Plant Molecular Biology 
Antarctic Science 
Antimicrobics and Infectious Diseases Newsletter 
Antiviral Research 
Antonie van Leeuwenhoek 
Anzeiger für Schädlingskunde 
Appetite 
Applied Animal Behaviour Science 
Applied Behavioral Science Review 
Applied Biochemistry and Microbiology 
Applied Biochemistry and Microbiology  
Applied Geography 
Applied Soil Ecology 
Applied Vegetation Science 
Applied Vegetation Science  
Apply 
Aquacultural Engineering 
Aquaculture 
Aquaculture International 
Aquaculture magazine 
Aquarium Sciences and Conservation 
Aquatic Botany 
Aquatic Ecology 
Aquatic Sciences - Research Across Boundaries 
Aquatic Toxicology 
Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 
Archives of Environmental and Occupational Health 
Archives of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology 
Archives of Environmental Health 
Archives of Gerontology and Geriatrics 
Archives of Insect Biochemistry and Physiology 
Archives of Microbiology 
Arctic, Antarctic, and Alpine Research  
Arthropod Structure & Development 
Arthropod-Plant Interactions 
Asian Journal of Psychiatry 
Atmospheric Environment 
Audubon   
Austral Ecology 
Australian Journal of Entomology 
Autism Research 



Autoimmunity Reviews 
Autonomic Neuroscience 
Avian Diseases  
Baillière's Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism 
Basic and Applied Ecology 
Beef 
Behavioral and Brain Sciences 
Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology 
Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology  
Behaviour  
Behavioural Brain Research 
Behavioural Processes 
Best Practice & Research Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism 
Best Practice & Research Clinical Haematology 
Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications 
Biochemical and Molecular Medicine 
Biochemical Engineering Journal 
Biochemical Genetics 
Biochemical Systematics and Ecology 
Biochemistry (Moscow) 
Biochemistry (Moscow) Supplemental Series A: Membrane and Cell Biology  
Biochemistry and Cell Biology 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Bioenergetics 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Biomembranes 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Gene Regulatory Mechanisms 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Gene Structure and Expression 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - General Subjects 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Lipids and Lipid Metabolism 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Molecular and Cell Biology of Lipids 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Molecular Basis of Disease 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Molecular Cell Research 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Protein Structure 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Protein Structure and Molecular Enzymology 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Proteins and Proteomics 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Reviews on Biomembranes 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Reviews on Cancer 
Biochimie 
BioControl 
Biodiversity and Conservation 
Bioelectrochemistry 
Bioelectrochemistry and Bioenergetics 
Bioelectromagnetics 
BioEssays 
Biofilms 
Biofuels, Bioproducts and Biorefining 
Biogeochemistry  
Biogerontology 
Biologia 
Biologia Plantarum 
Biological Bulletin  



Biological Conservation 
Biological Control 
Biological Invasions 
Biological Journal of the Linnean Society 
Biological Psychiatry 
Biological Psychology 
Biological Reviews 
Biological Trace Element Research 
Biologicals 
Biologie in unserer Zeit 
Biology and Environment: Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy  
Biology and Fertility of Soils 
Biology Bulletin 
Biology of Blood and Marrow Transplantation 
Biology of the Cell 
Biomass and Bioenergy 
Biomaterials 
BioMetals  
Biometrical Journal 
Biometrics 
Biomolecular Engineering 
Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry 
Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry Letters 
Bioorganic Chemistry 
Biophysical Chemistry 
Biophysical Journal 
Bioresource Technology 
Bios  
BioScience 
BioScience  
Bioscience Hypotheses 
Biosemiotics 
Biosensors and Bioelectronics 
Bioseparation 
BIOSILICO 
Biosystems 
Biosystems Engineering 
Biotechnology Advances 
Biotechnology and Bioengineering 
Biotechnology Journal 
Biotechnology Letters 
Biotechnology Progress 
Biotropica 
Biotropica  
Bird Conservation International 
Birth Defects Research Part A: Clinical and Molecular Teratology 
Birth Defects Research Part B: Developmental and Reproductive Toxicology 
Birth Defects Research Part C: Embryo Today: Reviews 
Blood Cells, Molecules, and Diseases 
Blood Reviews 
Bone 



Botanica Helvetica 
Botanical Journal of the Linnean Society 
Botanical Review  
Botany 
Botany = Botanique 
Brain and Cognition 
Brain and Development 
Brain and Language 
Brain Pathology 
Brain Research 
Brain Research Bulletin 
Brain Research Protocols 
Brain Research Reviews 
Brain Stimulation 
Brain, Behavior, and Immunity 
Brazilian Journal of Oceanography 
British Journal of Nutrition 
Brittonia 
Brittonia  
Building and Environment 
Bulletin 
Bulletin / British Arachnological Society 
Bulletin de l'Institut Pasteur 
Bulletin of Entomological Research 
Bulletin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology 
Bulletin of Marine Science 
Bulletin of Mathematical Biology 
Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History   
Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America  
Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College 
BVL-Reporte 
Calcified Tissue International 
Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics 
Canadian Journal of Botany 
Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences 
Canadian journal of fisheries and aquatic sciences    
Canadian Journal of Forest Research 
Canadian Journal of Microbiology 
Canadian Journal of Physiology and Pharmacology 
Canadian Journal of Zoology 
Canadian journal of zoology    
Cancer Cell 
Cancer Detection and Prevention 
Cancer Epidemiology 
Cancer Genetics and Cytogenetics 
Cancer Letters 
Carbohydrate Polymers 
Carbohydrate Research 
Cardiovascular Radiation Medicine 
Cardiovascular Revascularization Medicine 
Castanea: the journal of the Southern Appalachian Botanical Club 



CATENA 
Cell 
Cell and Tissue Banking 
Cell and Tissue Biology  
Cell Biochemistry and Function 
Cell Biology and Toxicology 
Cell Biology International 
Cell Calcium 
Cell Host & Microbe 
Cell Metabolism 
Cell Motility and the Cytoskeleton 
Cell Proliferation 
Cell Stem Cell 
Cell Stress & Chaperones  
Cellular & Molecular Biology Letters 
Cellular and Molecular Life Sciences 
Cellular Immunology 
Cellular Microbiology 
Cellular Signalling 
Central European Journal of Biology 
Chemical Biology & Drug Design 
Chemical Engineering Journal 
Chemico-Biological Interactions 
Chemie der Erde - Geochemistry 
Chemistry & Biology 
Chemistry and Physics of Lipids 
Chemoecology 
Chemosphere 
Chemosphere - Global Change Science 
China Population, Resources and Environment 
Chinese Science Bulletin 
Chinquapin: the newsletter of the Southern Appalachian Botanical Society 
Chromosoma 
Chromosome Research 
Ciencia Rural 
Cladistics 
Clinica Chimica Acta 
Clinical Anatomy 
Clinical and Applied Immunology Reviews 
Clinical and Diagnostic Virology 
Clinical and Translational Science 
Clinical Biochemistry 
Clinical Genetics 
Clinical Immunology 
Clinical Immunology and Immunopathology 
Clinical Immunology Newsletter 
Clinical Microbiology and Infection 
Clinical Microbiology Newsletter 
Clinical Neurology and Neurosurgery 
Clinical Neurophysiology 
Clinical Physiology and Functional Imaging 



Clinical Proteomics  
CNS Neuroscience & Therapeutics 
Coastal Engineering 
Cognition 
Cognitive Brain Research 
Cognitive Psychology 
Cognitive Science 
Cognitive Systems Research 
Coleopterists Society Monographs. Patricia Vaurie Series  
Colloids and Surfaces B: Biointerfaces 
Comparative and Functional Genomics 
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part A: Molecular & Integrative Physiology 
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part A: Physiology 
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part B: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part C: Pharmacology, Toxicology and 
Endocrinology 
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part C: Toxicology & Pharmacology 
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part D: Genomics and Proteomics 
Comparative Exercise Physiology 
Comparative Immunology, Microbiology and Infectious Diseases 
Comprehensive Psychiatry 
Comptes Rendus Biologies 
Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences - Series III - Sciences de la Vie 
Comptes Rendus Geoscience 
Computational Biology and Chemistry 
Computational Intelligence 
Computers and Electronics in Agriculture 
Computers, Environment and Urban Systems 
Congenital Anomalies 
Consciousness and Cognition 
Conservation 
Conservation   
Conservation biology: the journal of the Society for Conservation Biology 
Conservation Letters 
Contemporary Problems of Ecology 
Continental Shelf Research 
Copeia  
Corn and Soybean Digest 
Cortex 
Crop Breeding and Applied Biotechnology 
Crop Protection 
Crops 
Crustaceana  
Cryobiology 
Current Biology 
Current Genetics 
Current Microbiology 
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 



Current Opinion in Immunology 
Current Opinion in Microbiology 
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 
Current Opinion in Pharmacology 
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 
Curtis's Botanical Magazine 
Cytokine 
Cytokine & Growth Factor Reviews 
Cytometry Part A 
Cytometry Part B: Clinical Cytometry 
Das Neurophysiologie-Labor 
Deep Sea Research Part I: Oceanographic Research Papers 
Deep Sea Research Part II: Topical Studies in Oceanography 
Delta Farm Press 
Dendrochronologia 
Depression and Anxiety 
Der Zoologische Garten 
Desalination 
Deutsche Entomologische Zeitschrift 
Development Genes and Evolution 
Developmental & Comparative Immunology 
Developmental Biology 
Developmental Brain Research 
Developmental Cell 
Developmental Disabilities Research Reviews 
Developmental Dynamics 
Developmental Medicine & Child Neurology 
Developmental Neurobiology 
Developmental Science 
Diabetes Research and Clinical Practice 
Diagnostic Microbiology and Infectious Disease 
Differentiation 
Diversity and Distributions 
Diversity and Distributions  
DNA Repair 
Doklady Biochemistry and Biophysics 
Doklady Biological Sciences 
Doklady Botanical Sciences 
Domestic Animal Endocrinology 
Drug and Alcohol Dependence 
Drug Development Research 
Drug Discovery Today 
Drug Discovery Today: BIOSILICO 
Drug Discovery Today: Disease Mechanisms 
Drug Discovery Today: Disease Models 
Drug Discovery Today: TARGETS 
Drug Discovery Today: Technologies 
Drug Discovery Today: Therapeutic Strategies 
Drug Resistance Updates 
DVM 



Earth and Environmental Science Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh 
Ecography 
Ecography  
Ecohydrology 
Ecological Applications  
Ecological Bulletins  
Ecological Complexity 
Ecological Economics 
Ecological Engineering 
Ecological Entomology 
Ecological Indicators 
Ecological Informatics 
Ecological Management & Restoration 
Ecological Modelling 
Ecological Monographs  
Ecological Research 
Ecology  
Ecology Letters 
Ecology of Freshwater Fish 
Eco-Management and Auditing 
Economic Botany 
Economic Botany  
Economics & Human Biology 
Ecosystems  
Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety 
Edinburgh Journal of Botany 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology/Electromyography and Motor Control 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology/Evoked Potentials Section 
ELECTROPHORESIS 
EMBO Molecular Medicine 
EMC - Neurologie 
Energy and Buildings 
Energy Policy 
Engineering in Life Sciences 
Englera  
Entomologia Experimentalis et Applicata 
Entomological Research 
Entomological Review 
Entomological Science 
Environment 
Environment   
Environment International 
Environmental and Ecological Statistics 
Environmental and Experimental Botany 
Environmental and Molecular Mutagenesis 
Environmental entomology   
Environmental Hazards 
Environmental Impact Assessment Review 
Environmental Microbiology 
Environmental Microbiology Reports 



Environmental Modelling & Software 
Environmental Pollution 
Environmental Practice 
Environmental Research 
Environmental Reviews 
Environmental Science & Policy 
Environmental Software 
Environmental Toxicology 
Environmental Toxicology and Pharmacology 
Enzyme and Microbial Technology 
Epidemics 
Epilepsia 
Epilepsy & Behavior 
Epilepsy Currents 
Epilepsy Research 
EPPO Bulletin 
Equine and Comparative Exercise Physiology  
Erwerbs-Obstbau 
Estuaries  
Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science 
Ethology 
Euphytica 
European Journal of Agronomy 
European Journal of Cancer 
European Journal of Cancer Supplements 
European Journal of Cell Biology 
European Journal of Forest Research 
European Journal of Immunology 
European Journal of Lipid Science and Technology 
European Journal of Medical Genetics 
European Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 
European Journal of Neurology 
European Journal of Neuroscience 
European Journal of Paediatric Neurology 
European Journal of Pain 
European Journal of Pain Supplements 
European Journal of Pharmaceutics and Biopharmaceutics 
European Journal of Pharmacology 
European Journal of Phycology 
European Journal of Plant Pathology 
European Journal of Protistology 
European Journal of Soil Biology 
European Journal of Wildlife Research 
European Journal of Wood and Wood Products 
European Neuropsychopharmacology 
Evolution 
Evolution  
Evolution & Development 
Evolution and Human Behavior 
Evolution: Education and Outreach  
Evolution: international journal of organic evolution 



Evolutionary Anthropology: Issues, News, and Reviews 
Evolutionary Applications 
Evolutionary Biology 
Evolutionary Ecology 
Experimental and Applied Acarology 
Experimental and Molecular Pathology 
Experimental biology and medicine   
Experimental Biology Online 
Experimental Cell Research 
Experimental Eye Research 
Experimental Gerontology 
Experimental Hematology 
Experimental Mycology 
Experimental Neurology 
Experimental Parasitology 
Experimental Physiology 
Extremophiles 
Farm Industry News 
Farmers Weekly 
FEBS Journal 
FEBS Letters 
Feddes Repertorium 
FEMS Immunology & Medical Microbiology 
FEMS Immunology and Medical Microbiology 
FEMS Microbiology Ecology 
FEMS Microbiology Letters 
FEMS Microbiology Reviews 
FEMS Yeast Research 
Fibrinolysis 
Fibrinolysis and Proteolysis 
Field Crops Research 
Fish & Shellfish Immunology 
Fish and Fisheries 
Fish Physiology and Biochemistry 
Fisheries 
Fisheries Management and Ecology 
Fisheries Research 
Fisheries Science 
Fishery Bulletin 
Flora - Morphology, Distribution, Functional Ecology of Plants 
Flora Neotropica  
Folding and Design 
Folia Geobotanica 
Folia Geobotanica  
Folia Microbiologica 
Food and Bioproducts Processing 
Food and Chemical Toxicology 
Food Chemistry 
Food Control 
Food Hydrocolloids 
Food Microbiology 



Food Policy 
Food Quality and Preference 
Food Research International 
Food Security 
Forensic Science International 
Forensic Science International: Genetics 
Forensic Science International: Genetics Supplement Series 
Forest Ecology and Management 
Forest Pathology 
Forest Policy and Economics 
Forestry Studies in China  
forschung 
Forstwissenschaftliches Centralblatt 
Fossil Record 
Free Radical Biology and Medicine 
Freshwater Biology 
Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment  
Frontiers in Neuroendocrinology 
Frontiers of Agriculture in China 
Frontiers of Biology in China 
Frontiers of Forestry in China 
Functional & Integrative Genomics 
Functional Ecology 
Functional Ecology  
Fungal Biology Reviews 
Fungal Ecology 
Fungal Genetics and Biology 
GCB Bioenergy 
Gene 
Gene Expression Patterns 
Gene Function & Disease 
General and Comparative Endocrinology 
Genes to Cells 
Genes, Brain and Behavior 
Genes, Chromosomes and Cancer 
Genetic Analysis: Biomolecular Engineering 
Genetic Epidemiology 
Genetic Resources and Crop Evolution 
Genetica 
Genetics 
Genetics Research 
Genome 
Genome   Génome 
Genomics 
Genomics, Proteomics & Bioinformatics 
Geobiology 
Geoderma 
german research 
Gesunde Pflanzen 
Glia 
Global Change Biology 



Global Ecology and Biogeography 
Global Environmental Change 
Global Environmental Change Part B: Environmental Hazards 
Glycoconjugate Journal 
Grass and Forage Science 
Grassland Science 
Grounds Maintenance 
Growth Hormone & IGF Research 
Growth, Development and Aging 
Harmful Algae 
Hay & Forage Grower 
Hearing Research 
Helgoland Marine Research 
Hereditas 
Heredity 
Herpetologica  
Herpetological Monographs  
Herpetological review 
Hippocampus 
Histopathology 
HOMO - Journal of Comparative Human Biology 
Hormones and Behavior 
Horticulture 
Human Biology 
Human Brain Mapping 
Human Cell 
Human Ecology 
Human Immunology 
Human Movement Science 
Human Mutation 
Human Physiology  
Human Psychopharmacology: Clinical and Experimental 
Hydrobiologia 
Ibis 
Ichthyological Research 
Immunity 
Immuno-analyse & Biologie Spécialisée 
Immunobiology 
Immunology Letters 
Immunology Today 
Immunopharmacology 
Immunotechnology 
In Vitro Cellular & Developmental Biology - Animal 
In Vitro Cellular & Developmental Biology - Plant 
In Vitro Cellular & Developmental Biology. Animal  
In Vitro Cellular & Developmental Biology. Plant  
Indian Journal of Clinical Biochemistry 
Indian Journal of Microbiology 
Industrial Crops and Products 
Infection, Genetics and Evolution 
Influenza and Other Respiratory Viruses 



Inland Water Biology 
Innovative Food Science & Emerging Technologies 
Inorganic Chemistry Communications 
Inorganica Chimica Acta 
Insect Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
Insect Conservation and Diversity 
Insect Molecular Biology 
Insect Science 
Insectes Sociaux 
Insulin 
Integrated Pest Management Reviews  
Integrative and Comparative Biology 
Integrative and Comparative Biology  
Integrative Biology: Issues, News, and Reviews 
Integrative Zoology 
Interdisciplinary Sciences: Computational Life Sciences 
International Biodeterioration & Biodegradation 
International Congress Series 
International Dairy Journal 
International Immunopharmacology 
International Journal for Parasitology 
International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents 
International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation 
International Journal of Astrobiology 
International Journal of Biological Macromolecules 
International Journal of Biometeorology 
International Journal of Dairy Technology 
International Journal of Developmental Neuroscience 
International Journal of Food Microbiology 
International Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control 
International Journal of Hygiene and Environmental Health 
International Journal of Immunogenetics 
International Journal of Immunopharmacology 
International Journal of Infectious Diseases 
International Journal of Insect Morphology and Embryology 
International Journal of Medical Microbiology 
International Journal of Medical Microbiology Supplements 
International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 
International Journal of Peptide Research and Therapeutics 
International Journal of Plant Sciences  
International Journal of Primatology 
International Journal of Psychophysiology 
International Journal of Radiation Oncology*Biology*Physics 
International Journal of Refrigeration 
International Journal of Salt Lake Research 
International Journal of Tropical Insect Science 
International Microbiology 
International Psychogeriatrics 
International Review of Hydrobiology 
International Zoo Yearbook 
Invertebrate Biology 



Invertebrate Biology  
Irish Journal of Earth Sciences  
Irrigation and Drainage Systems 
Irrigation Science 
IUBMB Life 
Journal de Mycologie Médicale / Journal of Medical Mycology 
Journal for Nature Conservation 
Journal für Ornithologie 
Journal für Verbraucherschutz und Lebensmittelsicherheit 
Journal of Aerosol Science 
Journal of Agricultural & Environmental Ethics 
Journal of Agricultural Engineering Research 
Journal of Agronomy and Crop Science 
Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology 
Journal of Anatomy 
Journal of Animal Breeding and Genetics 
Journal of Animal Ecology 
Journal of Animal Ecology  
Journal of Animal Physiology and Animal Nutrition 
Journal of Applied Ecology 
Journal of Applied Ecology  
Journal of Applied Entomology 
Journal of Applied Ichthyology 
Journal of Applied Microbiology 
Journal of Applied Phycology  
Journal of aquatic animal health 
Journal of Aquatic Ecosystem Stress and Recovery (Formerly Journal of Aquatic Ecosystem 
Health) 
Journal of Arachnology  
Journal of Arboriculture 
Journal of Arid Environments 
Journal of Asia-Pacific Entomology 
Journal of Autoimmunity 
Journal of Avian Biology 
Journal of Avian Medicine and Surgery  
Journal of Basic Microbiology 
Journal of Biochemical and Biophysical Methods 
Journal of Biogeography 
Journal of Biological Inorganic Chemistry 
Journal of Bioscience and Bioengineering 
Journal of Biosciences 
Journal of Biotechnology 
Journal of Cardiovascular Electrophysiology 
Journal of Cell Communication and Signaling 
Journal of Cellular and Molecular Medicine 
Journal of Cellular Biochemistry 
Journal of Cellular Physiology 
Journal of Cereal Science 
Journal of Chemical Biology 
Journal of Chemical Ecology 
Journal of Chemical Neuroanatomy 



Journal of Chromatography B 
Journal of Chromatography B: Biomedical Sciences and Applications 
Journal of Cleaner Production 
Journal of Clinical Forensic Medicine 
Journal of Clinical Neuroscience 
Journal of Clinical Virology 
Journal of Coastal Conservation  
Journal of Coastal Research  
Journal of Communication Disorders 
Journal of Comparative Pathology 
Journal of Comparative Physiology A: Neuroethology, Sensory, Neural, and Behavioral 
Physiology 
Journal of Comparative Physiology B: Biochemical, Systemic, and Environmental Physiology 
Journal of Crustacean Biology  
Journal of Dairy Research 
Journal of Diabetes and its Complications 
Journal of Ecology 
Journal of Ecology  
Journal of Environmental Management 
Journal of Environmental Quality 
Journal of Environmental Radioactivity 
Journal of Environmental Sciences 
Journal of Epilepsy 
Journal of Equine Veterinary Science 
Journal of Ethology  
Journal of Eukaryotic Microbiology 
Journal of Evolutionary Biochemistry and Physiology 
Journal of Evolutionary Biology 
Journal of Exotic Pet Medicine 
Journal of Experimental Animal Science 
Journal of Experimental Marine Biology and Ecology 
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology 
Journal of Experimental Zoology Part A: Ecological Genetics and Physiology 
Journal of Experimental Zoology Part B: Molecular and Developmental Evolution 
Journal of Feline Medicine & Surgery 
Journal of Field Ornithology 
Journal of Field Ornithology  
Journal of Fish Biology 
Journal of Fluency Disorders 
Journal of Fluid Mechanics 
Journal of Fluorine Chemistry 
Journal of Food Composition and Analysis 
Journal of Food Engineering 
Journal of Forensic and Legal Medicine 
Journal of Forest Economics 
Journal of Forest Research 
Journal of forestry   
Journal of Forestry Research 
Journal of freshwater ecology 
Journal of Functional Foods 
Journal of General Plant Pathology 



Journal of Genetics 
Journal of Genetics and Genomics 
Journal of Hazardous Materials 
Journal of Helminthology 
Journal of Herpetology 
Journal of Herpetology  
Journal of Hospital Infection 
Journal of Human Evolution 
Journal of Hydro-environment Research 
Journal of Hydrology 
Journal of Ichthyology 
Journal of Immunological Methods 
Journal of Industrial Ecology 
Journal of Infection 
Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry 
Journal of Insect Behavior 
Journal of Insect Conservation 
Journal of Insect Physiology 
Journal of Integrative Plant Biology 
Journal of Invertebrate Pathology 
Journal of Lipid Mediators and Cell Signalling 
Journal of Magnetic Resonance 
Journal of Mammalian Evolution 
Journal of Mammalogy  
Journal of Marine Systems 
Journal of Medical Primatology 
Journal of Medical Virology 
Journal of Membrane Biology  
Journal of Memory and Language 
Journal of Microbiological Methods 
Journal of Microscopy 
Journal of Molecular and Cellular Cardiology 
Journal of Molecular Biology 
Journal of Molecular Catalysis B: Enzymatic 
Journal of Molecular Evolution 
Journal of Molecular Histology 
Journal of Molecular Structure 
Journal of Morphology 
Journal of Motor Behavior 
Journal of Muscle Research and Cell Motility 
Journal of Neurochemistry 
Journal of Neuroendocrinology 
Journal of Neuroimmunology 
Journal of Neurolinguistics 
Journal of Neuroscience Methods 
Journal of Neuroscience Research 
Journal of Organometallic Chemistry 
Journal of Ornithology 
Journal of Orthopaedic Research 
Journal of Orthoptera Research  
Journal of Pain and Symptom Management 



Journal of Paleontology  
Journal of Peptide Science 
Journal of Pest Science 
Journal of Photochemistry and Photobiology B: Biology 
Journal of Phycology 
Journal of Physiology-Paris 
Journal of Phytopathology 
Journal of Pineal Research 
Journal of Plankton Research 
Journal of Plant Growth Regulation 
Journal of Plant Physiology 
Journal of Plant Research 
Journal of Proteomics 
Journal of Psychiatric Research 
Journal of Psychosomatic Research 
Journal of Range Management  
Journal of Rapid Methods & Automation in Microbiology 
Journal of Reproductive Immunology 
Journal of Research in Personality 
Journal of Rural Studies 
Journal of Sea Research 
Journal of Separation Science 
Journal of Stored Products Research 
Journal of Structural and Functional Genomics  
Journal of Structural Biology 
Journal of Substance Abuse 
Journal of Substance Abuse Treatment 
Journal of Systematic Palaeontology 
Journal of Systematics and Evolution 
Journal of the American Dietetic Association 
Journal of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry 
Journal of the Arizona-Nevada Academy of Science  
Journal of the Association for Laboratory Automation 
Journal of the Autonomic Nervous System 
Journal of the International Neuropsychological Society 
Journal of the Kansas Entomological Society  
Journal of the Neurological Sciences 
Journal of the New York Entomological Society  
Journal of the North American Benthological Society  
Journal of the North Carolina Academy of Science 
Journal of the Peripheral Nervous System 
Journal of the Torrey Botanical Society  
Journal of Theoretical Biology 
Journal of Thermal Biology 
Journal of Trace Elements in Medicine and Biology 
Journal of Transport Geography 
Journal of Tropical Ecology 
Journal of Tropical Ecology  
Journal of Vector Ecology 
Journal of Vegetation Science 
Journal of Vegetation Science  



Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology  
Journal of Veterinary Behavior: Clinical Applications and Research 
Journal of Veterinary Cardiology 
Journal of Viral Hepatitis 
Journal of Virological Methods 
Journal of Wood Science 
Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine  
Journal of Zoological Systematics and Evolutionary Research 
Journal of Zoology 
Kew Bulletin 
Kew Bulletin  
Land Use Policy 
Landscape and Ecological Engineering 
Landscape and Urban Planning 
Landscape Ecology 
Landscape Management 
L'Année Biologique 
Learning and Motivation 
Lebensmittelchemie 
Legal Medicine 
Letters in Applied Microbiology 
Leukemia Research 
Limnologica - Ecology and Management of Inland Waters 
Limnology 
Limnology and Oceanography 
Limnology and Oceanography  
Lindbergia  
Lipids 
Lipids   
Livestock Production Science 
Livestock Science 
Lung Cancer 
LWT - Food Science and Technology 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Mammal Review 
Mammalian Biology - Zeitschrift für Säugetierkunde 
Mammalian Genome 
Mammalian Species  
Mangroves and Salt Marshes 
Marine Biodiversity 
Marine Biodiversity Records 
Marine Biology 
Marine Biology  
Marine Ecology 
Marine Environmental Research 
Marine Fisheries Review 
Marine Genomics 
Marine Mammal Science 
Marine Models 
Marine Policy 
Marine Pollution Bulletin 



Mathematical Biosciences 
Matrix Biology 
Maturitas 
Meat Science 
Mechanisms of Ageing and Development 
Mechanisms of Development 
Medical and Veterinary Entomology 
Medical Hypotheses 
Medieval Philosophy and Theology 
Memoir (Society of Vertebrate Paleontology)  
Memoir (The Paleontological Society)  
Mental Health and Physical Activity 
Metabolic Engineering 
Metabolism 
Metabolomics 
Meteorological Applications 
Methods 
Methods in Cell Science 
Methods in Ecology and Evolution 
Microbes and Infection 
Microbial Biotechnology 
Microbial Ecology 
Microbial Ecology  
Microbial Pathogenesis 
Microbiological Research 
Microbiology 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Micron 
Micropaleontology  
Microscopy and Microanalysis 
Microscopy Research and Technique 
Microvascular Research 
Mitochondrion 
Mitteilungen der Deutschen Entomologischen Gesellschaft 
Molecular and Biochemical Parasitology 
Molecular and Cellular Biochemistry 
Molecular and Cellular Endocrinology 
Molecular and Cellular Neuroscience 
Molecular and Cellular Probes 
Molecular Aspects of Medicine 
Molecular Biology 
Molecular Biology Reports 
Molecular Brain Research 
Molecular Breeding 
Molecular Carcinogenesis 
Molecular Cell 
Molecular Cell Biology Research Communications 
Molecular Diagnosis 
Molecular Ecology 
Molecular Ecology Resources 
Molecular Engineering 



Molecular Genetics and Genomics 
Molecular Genetics and Genomics  
Molecular Genetics and Metabolism 
Molecular Genetics, Microbiology and Virology 
Molecular Immunology 
Molecular Medicine Today 
Molecular Microbiology 
Molecular Nutrition & Food Research 
Molecular Oncology 
Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolution 
Molecular Plant Pathology 
Molecular Reproduction and Development 
Moscow University Biological Sciences Bulletin 
Mountain Research and Development  
Mutation Research Letters 
Mutation Research/DNA Repair 
Mutation Research/DNAging 
Mutation Research/Environmental Mutagenesis and Related Subjects 
Mutation Research/Fundamental and Molecular Mechanisms of Mutagenesis 
Mutation Research/Genetic Toxicology 
Mutation Research/Genetic Toxicology and Environmental Mutagenesis 
Mutation Research/Mutation Research Genomics 
Mutation Research/Reviews in Genetic Toxicology 
Mutation Research/Reviews in Mutation Research 
Mycologia  
Mycological Progress 
Mycological Research 
Mycologist 
Mycopathologia 
Mycorrhiza 
Mycoscience 
Mycotaxon 
Mycotoxin Research 
Nano Today 
Nanomedicine: Nanotechnology, Biology and Medicine 
National Hog Farmer 
Native Plants Journal 
Natural history   
Natural Toxins 
Nature   
Naturwissenschaften 
Netherlands Journal of Sea Research 
Neural Networks 
Neurobiology of Aging 
Neurobiology of Disease 
Neurobiology of Learning and Memory 
Neurochemistry International 
Neurocomputing 
Neurodegeneration 
NeuroImage 
Neuromodulation 



Neuromuscular Disorders 
Neuron 
Neuron Glia Biology 
Neuropathology and Applied Neurobiology 
Neuropeptides 
Neuropharmacology 
Neurophysiologie Clinique/Clinical Neurophysiology 
Neuropsychologia 
NeuroRX 
Neuroscience 
Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews 
Neuroscience Letters 
Neuroscience Research 
Neuroscience Research Communications 
Neurotherapeutics 
NeuroToxicology 
Neurotoxicology and Teratology 
New Biotechnology 
New Forests 
New Phytologist 
New Phytologist  
New scientist   
Nitric Oxide 
NJAS - Wageningen Journal of Life Sciences 
Nordic Journal of Botany 
North American journal of aquaculture 
North American journal of fisheries management 
Northeastern Naturalist  
Northwestern Naturalist 
Novon  
Nuclear Medicine and Biology 
Nutrition Research 
Nutrition Research Reviews 
Ocean & Coastal Management 
Ocean Engineering 
Oceanologica Acta 
Oceanus 
Oceanus   
Oecologia 
Oecologia  
OG (Emmaus, Pa.) 
Oikos 
Option/Bio 
Organic Gardening (2003) 
Organisms Diversity & Evolution 
Origins of Life and Evolution of Biospheres 
Ornithological Monographs  
Oryx 
Paddy and Water Environment 
Pain 
PALAIOS  



Paleobiology  
Palynology  
Parasitology 
Parasitology International 
Parasitology Today 
Parkinsonism & Related Disorders 
Pathology - Research and Practice 
Pathology and Oncology Research 
Pediatric Neurology 
Pedobiologia 
Pedosphere 
Peptides 
Personality and Individual Differences 
Perspectives in Plant Ecology, Evolution and Systematics 
Pesticide Biochemistry and Physiology 
Pharmacology Biochemistry and Behavior 
Philosophical Transactions: Biological Sciences  
Philosophical Transactions: Biological Sciences   
Philosophical Transactions: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences  
Photochemistry and Photobiology 
Photosynthesis Research 
Photosynthetica 
Phycological Research 
Physics of Life Reviews 
Physiologia Plantarum 
Physiological and Biochemical Zoology  
Physiological and Molecular Plant Pathology 
Physiological Entomology 
Physiological reviews   
Physiology & Behavior 
Physiology and Molecular Biology of Plants 
Phytochemistry 
Phytochemistry Letters 
Phytochemistry Reviews 
Phytomedicine 
Phytoparasitica 
Pigment Cell & Melanoma Research 
Placenta 
Plant and Soil 
Plant Biology 
Plant Biotechnology Journal 
Plant Biotechnology Reports  
Plant Breeding 
Plant Cell Reports 
Plant Cell, Tissue and Organ Culture 
Plant Ecology 
Plant Ecology  
Plant Genetic Resources 
Plant Growth Regulation 
Plant Molecular Biology 
Plant Molecular Biology Reporter 



Plant Pathology 
Plant Physiology  
Plant Physiology and Biochemistry 
Plant Science 
Plant Species Biology 
Plant Systematics and Evolution 
Plant, Cell & Environment 
Planta 
Plasmid 
Polar Biology 
Polar Record 
Politics and the Life Sciences  
Polyhedron 
Population Ecology  
Postharvest Biology and Technology 
Potato Research 
Poultry World 
Prenatal Diagnosis 
Preventive Veterinary Medicine 
Primates 
Probiotics and Antimicrobial Proteins 
Procedia in Vaccinology 
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia  
Proceedings of the International Astronomical Union 
Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America  
Proceedings of the Nutrition Society 
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 
Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London 
Proceedings: Biological Sciences  
Proceedings: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences  
Process Biochemistry 
Process Safety and Environmental Protection 
Progress in Biophysics and Molecular Biology 
Progress in Growth Factor Research 
Progress in Histochemistry and Cytochemistry 
Progress in Lipid Research 
Progress in Natural Science 
Progress in Neurobiology 
Progress in Neuro-Psychopharmacology and Biological Psychiatry 
Progress in Neurotherapeutics and Neuropsychopharmacology 
Progress in Oceanography 
Progress in Retinal and Eye Research 
Prostaglandins 
Prostaglandins and Other Lipid Mediators 
Prostaglandins, Leukotrienes and Essential Fatty Acids (PLEFA) 
Protein Expression and Purification 
Proteome 
PROTEOMICS 
PROTEOMICS - Clinical Applications 
Protist 



Protoplasma 
Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences 
Psychiatry Research 
Psychiatry Research: Neuroimaging 
Psychological Medicine 
Psychoneuroendocrinology 
Psychophysiology 
Radiation Research  
Rangeland Ecology & Management  
Rangelands  
Regulatory Peptides 
Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology 
Remote Sensing of Environment 
Rendiconti Lincei 
Renewable Agriculture and Food Systems 
Reproduction in Domestic Animals 
Reproductive Medicine and Biology 
Reproductive Toxicology 
Research in Autism Spectrum Disorders 
Research in Developmental Disabilities 
Research in Immunology 
Research in Microbiology 
Research in Veterinary Science 
Research in Virology 
Resources Policy 
Resources, Conservation and Recycling 
Respiration Physiology 
Respiratory Physiology & Neurobiology 
Restoration Ecology 
Reviews in Fish Biology and Fisheries 
Reviews in Molecular Biotechnology 
Rice  
Rice Science 
RNA 
Russian Agricultural Sciences 
Russian Journal of Bioorganic Chemistry 
Russian Journal of Developmental Biology 
Russian Journal of Ecology 
Russian Journal of Marine Biology 
Russian Journal of Plant Physiology 
Saudi Journal of Biological Sciences 
Scandinavian Journal of Medicine & Science in Sports 
Scanning 
Schizophrenia Research 
Science  
Science & Justice 
Science in China Series C: Life Sciences 
Science in Context 
Science News  
Science news   
Science of The Total Environment 



Scientia Horticulturae 
Scientific American 
Scientific American   
Seed Science Research 
Seizure 
Seminars in Cancer Biology 
Seminars in Cell & Developmental Biology 
Seminars in Cell Biology 
Seminars in Developmental Biology 
Seminars in Immunology 
Seminars in Neuroscience 
Seminars in Virology 
Sexual Plant Reproduction 
Sierra   
Signal Transduction 
Single Molecules 
Sleep and Biological Rhythms 
Sleep Medicine 
Sleep Medicine Reviews 
Small Ruminant Research 
Small-Scale Forestry 
Smithsonian   
Soil and Tillage Research 
Soil Biology and Biochemistry 
Soil Science 
Soil Science & Plant Nutrition 
Soil Technology 
South African Journal of Botany 
Southeast Farm Press 
Southeastern Naturalist  
Southwest Farm Press 
Soybean Digest 
Spill Science & Technology Bulletin 
Starch - Stärke 
Stem Cell Research 
Stem Cell Reviews and Reports  
STEM CELLS 
Steroids 
Structure 
Sugar Tech 
Surgical Neurology 
Synapse 
Systematic and Applied Microbiology 
Systematic Biology  
Systematic Botany  
Systematic Botany Monographs  
Systematic Entomology 
Systematic Parasitology 
Systematics and Biodiversity 
Systematics and Geography of Plants  
TAG Theoretical and Applied Genetics 



TARGETS 
Taxon  
Technical Tips Online 
Teratogenesis, Carcinogenesis, and Mutagenesis 
Tetrahedron 
Tetrahedron Letters 
Thalamus & Related Systems 
The American Biology Teacher  
The American Journal of Human Genetics 
The American Midland Naturalist 
The American midland naturalist   
The American Naturalist  
The Anatomical Record: Advances in Integrative Anatomy and Evolutionary Biology 
The Auk  
The Botanical Review 
The Botanical Review   
The British Journal for the History of Science 
The British Journal of Nutrition 
The Bryologist  
The Chat 
The Coleopterists Bulletin  
The Condor  
The Florida Entomologist  
The International Journal of Biochemistry & Cell Biology 
The International Journal of Neuropsychopharmacology 
The Journal of Agricultural Science 
The Journal of Arachnology   
The Journal of Cell Biology  
The Journal of Comparative Neurology 
The Journal of Gene Medicine 
The Journal of Microbiology 
The Journal of Navigation 
The Journal of Nutritional Biochemistry 
The Journal of Pain 
The Journal of Parasitology 
The Journal of Parasitology  
The Journal of Physiological Sciences 
The Journal of Physiology 
The Journal of Steroid Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
The Journal of Wildlife Management  
The Kiplinger Agriculture Letter 
The Lancet Neurology 
The Lichenologist 
The Plant Cell  
The Plant Journal 
The Quarterly Review of Biology  
The Southwestern Naturalist  
The Transactions of the Zoological Society of London 
The Veterinary Journal 
The Wilson Bulletin 
The Wilson Bulletin  



Theoretical Population Biology 
Theory in Biosciences 
Theriogenology 
Tissue and Cell 
Topics in Companion Animal Medicine 
Toxicology 
Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 
Toxicology in Vitro 
Toxicology Letters 
Toxicon 
Traffic 
Transactions of the American Entomological Society   
Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 
Transactions of the Kansas Academy of Science 
Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 
Transplant Immunology 
Transportation Research Part D: Transport and Environment 
Travel Medicine and Infectious Disease 
Tree Genetics & Genomes 
Trees - Structure and Function 
Trends in Biochemical Sciences 
Trends in Biotechnology 
Trends in Cell Biology 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences 
Trends in Ecology & Evolution 
Trends in Endocrinology & Metabolism 
Trends in Food Science & Technology 
Trends in Genetics 
Trends in Immunology 
Trends in Microbiology 
Trends in Molecular Medicine 
Trends in Neurosciences 
Trends in Parasitology 
Trends in Pharmacological Sciences 
Trends in Plant Science 
Tropical Plant Biology 
Tuberculosis 
Update on Cancer Therapeutics 
Urban Ecosystems 
Urban Forestry & Urban Greening 
Urban Water 
Ursus  
Vaccine 
Veterinary Immunology and Immunopathology 
Veterinary Medicine 
Veterinary Microbiology 
Veterinary Parasitology 
Virology 
Virus Research 
Vision Research 
Visual Neuroscience 



Waste Management 
Water Environment Research 
Water Law 
Water Research 
Waterbirds: The International Journal of Waterbird Biology  
Weed Biology and Management 
Weed Research 
Weed Science  
Weed Technology  
Western Farm Press 
Wetlands Ecology and Management  
Wildfire (Fairfield, Wash.) 
Wildlife Monographs  
Wildlife Society Bulletin  
Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Systems Biology and Medicine 
Willdenowia  
Wood Science and Technology 
World's Poultry Science Journal 
Yeast 
Zoo Biology 
Zoologica Scripta 
Zoological Journal of the Linnean Society 
Zoologischer Anzeiger - A Journal of Comparative Zoology 
Zoology 
Zoomorphology  
Zoosystematics and Evolution 
Zygote 
 
 



Arts & Sciences Data (from 2008 Factbook)

Undergraduates Graduate Students Combined Data
Department Faculty Programs Jr/Sr Major Grad Programs Students Total Programs Total Students Students per Faculty

Anthropology/Sociology 12 2 82 N/A N/A 2 82 6.83
Biology 15 2 118 3 36 5 154 10.27
Chemistry/Physics 20 4 72 2 17 6 89 4.45
Communication 9 1 123 N/A N/A 1 123 13.67
English 25 2 125 4 63 6 188 7.52
Geosciences/NRCM 12 2 50 N/A N/A 2 50 4.17
History 16 1 97 3 27 4 124 7.75
Math/Computer Science 18 3 69 3 15 6 84 4.67
MFL 7 6 30 N/A N/A 6 30 4.29
Philoophy/Religion 6 1 28 N/A N/A 1 28 4.67
Political Science/Public Affairs 7 1 44 1 50 2 94 13.43

Average 13.36 2.27 76.18 2.67 34.67 3.73 95.09 7.43

2007 Data 2007 Data 2009
Undergraduate Graduate Total Fall LS Sections
Degrees Conferred Degrees Conferred Lib. Stud. Courses Lib. Stud. Enrol.

Anthropology/Sociology 38 N/A 8 20
Biology 23 12 9 15
Chemistry/Physics 17 2 10 11
Communication 72 N/A 1 25
English 54 23 20 63
Geosciences/NRCM 17 N/A 7 26
History 32 10 31 29
Math/Computer Science 13 3 6 9
MFL 17 N/A 16 17
Philoophy/Religion 9 N/A 31 26
Political Science/Public Affairs 24 11 4 11

Average 28.73 10.17 13.00 22.91



Proportion of A&S Majors by Program
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A&S Majors by Type
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